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THEME

The dynamic behaviour of aircraft in high performance manoeuvres is greatly affected by various unsteady flow
phenomena, particularly at high angles of attack, where extensive regions of separated flow and several systems of symmetric \' .,
or asymmetric vortices are often present. Such flows, already rather complex in steady flight, become even more involved in ,
oscillatory or high rate-of-turn flight, where the time lags associated with the various vortical and separated flows become a.: -

significant factor affecting profoundly both the static and the dynamic aerodynamic parameters of the aircraft. A good
understanding of the unsteady aerodynamics is also important for design of advanced flight control systems, prediction of
%king structural and manoeuvre loads and buffet prediction.

The aim of this symposium was to examine the recent advances, in many countries, in the methods for experimental and c""".
computational prediction of non-linear flow phenomena in unsteady aerodynamics and of stability parameters required to ,.
describe adequately the dynamic behaviour of aircraft with special emphasis on high-angle-of-attack situations. The
programme comprised parts on (I) Unsteady Aerodynamics, (2) Dynamic Stability Parameters, and (3) Applications to
Aircraft Dynamics. In the first part, topics such as unsteady boundary layers, unsteady separation and stall, buffeting and
unsteady airloads were discussed. The second part covered wind-tunnel and flight-test techniques, with special emphasis on
the measurement of non-linarities. aerodynamic cross-coupling, hysteresis and time-dependent effects. Finally, in part ,'. .

three, the various applications of the above to the actual prediction of aircraft dynamics were described, including topics
such as mathematical modelling, bifurcation theory, prediction of wing rock, advanced control systems, etc. All papers were
obtained by invitation.

Due to the multi-disciplinary character of the subject, the Symposium was organized jointly by the Fluid Dynamics
Panel and the Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD. This was reflected in the composition of the Programme Committee. -
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0') UNSTEADY FLOWS.- FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS

0 by-o B. Laschka
Institut fUr Strbmungsmechanik

Technische Universit~t Braunschweig
Bienroder Weg 3, 3300 Braunschweig, Germany

o ABSTRACT

-n introductory overview about the fundamental equations describing the special features of unsteady flows
is presented. Starting with the full Navier-Stokes-Equations different stages of reductions down to linear
potential theory are evaluated, their scope of validity is discussed. For viscous flows attention is given
to the incompressible case whereas for inviscid flows compressibility has been retained.

SYMBOLS

A cross area S surface

a speed of sound s span or streamline coordinate

cD  drag coefficient Sr Strouhal number

C specific heat capacity T static temperature
p
c pressure coefficient t time

D drao U free flow in x-direction

d thickness ratio or any body extent given by u,v,w local flows in x,y,z-direction
incidence or amplitude normal to the wing Wij velocity vector (u,v,w)

Ec Eckert number W1w 3 eoiyvco uvw
c aer lnerthicknessle xy,z cartesian coordinates

c,+f d camber line, thickness line

F fluid flow field quantities cross area ratio A2 /A, or angle of attack
Fr Froude number 6,5* boundary layer thickness, displacement ,
g constant of gravity propulsion efficiency

k reduced frequency velocity potential
L accelerationcumyerpotential

L acceleration number Q velocity perturbation potential
1 characteristic length or cylinder coordinate

M Mach number T acceleration potential

P potential X isentropic exponent

p pressure X heat conductivity

Pr Prandtl number u dynamic viscosity or Mach dependent factor M,/S
2

Q volume flux circular frequency

q source strength p density of fluid

R elliptic or hyperbolic radius 0 entropy

r cylinder coordinate Tij stress tensor,(=(TD) 2)

Re Reynolds number V kinematic viscosity

Subscripts

D dimensional quantities

1,2,3 denoting line free flow conditions

j 1,2.3 denoting column conditions on h.l. edge

n normal to ... 1 lower side

R reference quantities u upper side

1. Introduction"

Probably one of the first considerations concerning unsteady flows were directed towards the outflow
velocity at an orifice from a container fillod with a liquid, see Fig. 1. Two fundamental equations are
needed to solve this problem. The conservat ion of mass along a rigid stream tube gives us the continuity
equa tion

(1) 0(t) W(t,s).A(s)

and - forgetting mechanical losses - the conservation of energy yields to

(2) 1w(, W aw(si~dS fi)
2) Ws, t)p(s, t).g 9 zs) at ds f(s)i~):::
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Z~I It was probably Johann Bernoulli already in IB42

who formulated this basic time dependent interre-
z lation between velocity W, pressure p and geodetic
0 position z along a streamline in his "Nouvelle Hy-A draulique", Ref. 1. all at is the local accelera-

Z7 tion in streamwise direction. If we neglect this
term we get the "quasisteady" formulation. We now
denote all quantities which refer to the fluid sur-
face with the subscript "I; and to the exit with
the subscript "2" and introduce the boundary con-

A2 , ditions:

-, (3a) p1=p 2 =Po = const.

2 (3b) W, (Z Z)O 0 at t 0. 2 o

Fig. 1: Discharge of a fluid from a container

For a quasisteady treatment we simply have two algebraic equations in connection with the boundary condi-
tion Eq. (3a) to solve. For'arbitrary container cross areas we easily get the exit velocity as

(4a) W2 2 with CC quasisteady flow-V wih (X-A 1  -

For the full unsteady flow we have to solve an integral equation with making use of the initial condition
Eq. (3b), in addition. The solution is not easy to obtain. The container cross area distribution is essen-
tial for it. After some calculations we get a nonlinear second order differential equation for the surface

* position s (t), a linear first order differential equation for the square of the exit velocity W2(t), see
Ref. 2. Fo a cylindrical container we finally receive

2 g~z1-2cx

(4b) W( unsteady flow

The unsteady flow results referred to the quasisteady values over the instantaneous surface position are
shown in F'. 2. We realize first a time lag changing into an overshoot with decreasing surface geodetic
position . Thisis the more pronounced, the bigger the area ratio a is, quasisteady flow is obtained for
vanishing orifice area (a - 0) only. What can we learn for unsteady flows from this simple example when com-
pared to quasisteady considera-
tions:

(a) The complexity of solving the __2______

equations is markedly increased.

(b) We need initial conditions. '2q. " 0.4

(c) We observe time lags and time leads. 1 0.2
(d) Quasisteady results may be accepted 0.0

with caution only.

A1
with

oA,

Fig. 2: Discharge velocity ,, -
from a container for an 0.5 Z 1.0
incompressible fluid.

ZO5

* The just described kind of basic unsteady flow has innumerable applications, it has drawn attention just
, recently at wide body aircraft. The pressure inside of a passenger aircraft is controlled by an appropriate

law. Passenger and cargo compartment are separated by a floor. In case of a sudden hole at the cargo com-
partment side a time-dependent decompression starts. A pressure difference between both compartments is be-
ing built up which may cause a break down of the floor, damaging all the supplies which have been installed
underneath. By this way a DC 10 has lost its flight control oue to breaks of hy,,draulic aucts. .nen a caroc
door opened in flight. FAA, therefore, raised requirements to cover the occurence of sudden 20 ft2 holes. A
quasisteadyassessment usually gives to high, that means to pessimistic loads, as may also be expected from
Fig. 2 consequently penalizing the structure.
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Actually the real conditions are much more complicated because several connected compartments may exist,
[, they may have an intricate shape, e.g. by different container loadings; viscosity and compressibility have
[' to be accounted for. Either experiment or a full three dimensional flow calculation might be necessary;
*full Navier-Stokes-Equations could be the appropriate tool, only.

2. Basic Equations For Continuum Flows (Newtonian Fluids)

A continuum flow of a perfect fluid is usually defined by eiqht fluid field quantities.
(5) (W,p,T, 9,,A) =Ftxj,t)" % ''Z'"I,,..Z .

A flow is called unsteady if it depends besides on the space coordinates x. also on time t . The required
eight equations are received from mass conservation, momentum flux, energy balance, thermodynamic state
equation, and material laws for viscosity and heat conductivity. Taken e.g. from Ref. 3 and changing into
index notation we get (without qravitational forces):

6 )Ox mass . .
(continuity)

(7-9) + _j ap a.iJ momentum
Of ax1  ax, ax1  (Navier-Stokes)

(10) CPo a ( T + (Q wj) )_ p f ap TaW, 9 Ox1  Ox energyat a aXj -at -W j X Xj a/ x nrg

(11) P= 9 -R -T equation of state

(12), (13) (u,A) = f (p, T) = f(T) material Quantities

Iii Eq. (7) to (10) Tij means the stress tensor given by

O4 w. W 1)_2 Owa )..1-,:.,
Ox, Oxi 3 a1 x,

The noticeable unsteady terms are the local differential terms aF/at One has to bear in mind, however,
that all field quantities F(xj,t) are time dependent, that means the convective, the pressure and the
viscosity terms as well.

*The Navier-Stokes partial differential equations are of first order concerning the momentum and pressure
terms, and of second order concerning the viscosity terms. The second order terms imply two boundary con-
ditions. For an interaction of the flow with a solid wall it is given by the compliance condition, which
means, that at the wall the flow has the same velocity as the wall surface itself.

(15) t W, )FIu,d -W, W.11 kinematic flow conditions, wall conditions

That gives actually two conditions, referring to the

(15a) unsteady normal wall velocity (tangential flow condition)
(15b) unsteady tangential wall velocity (no-slip condition)

Furtheron because of the time dependence initial conditions

(16) F(x,t) for t = to

are needed. Other conditions may have to take cate of the kinematic and dynamic qualities of the undisturb-
ed flow, of the boundary surfaces of liquid and gaseous fluids, the wall temperature, etc.

We have to bear in mind that a series of assumptions were needed for the derivation of the basic equations,
e.q. the molecular mean free length is small to body lengths, the relations between stresses and deforma- --.'.',
tions are isotropic, linear and instantaneous, the Stokes relation between the dynamic and bulk viscosity
is valid, consequently the arithmetic mean value of the normal stresses is equal to the thermodynamic
pressure, the van-der-Waal forces are neglected. Nevertheless there is manifold evidence that many fluids 'Tare represented properly by these assumptions. This holds for subsonic, transonic, and supersonic, for 777-_.7,,,wlaminar and turbulent, for attached and separated. for irrotational and rotational, for discontinuous '. ? *" j

vortex sheet and discontinuous shock wave unsteady flows.

The basic equations may be rewritten in a nondimensional form by using reference quantities indicated by
subscript P

For the subsequent denoviinations we will use

- the subscript 0 for dimensional values, e.g. Wo. P- D., .PO.°

,- i subscript for nondiensional values, e.g. W , -- D

WR" .z l-
The Eqs. (6) to (12) then contain a series of characteristic numbers.

,4', ° -
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For steady flows we get the well known characteristic numbers of Reynolds, Prandtl and Eckert
2 % *b %

(17) Re= " R ; Pr -C ' ; Ec= WR
A R A R . TR

They characterize the influence of viscosity, heat conduction and kinetic heating (at qaseous fluids), re-
spectively. For unsteady flows we find in connection with the time differential term a/at one additional
number, the 'Strouhal number Sr.", (and for harmonically oscillating flows the "reduced frequency k"). -

(18) Sr- - .--. (k: R)
t 

t
R WR

It is a measure of the grade of unsteadiness of the flow. The characteristic numbers are also the flow
dominating similarity narameters, that means, that in the case of unsteady flow simulating the Strouhal
number plays the essential role.

There is no solution for the Navier-Stokes-Equations known up to now, in which the full interaction be-
tween the inertial and viscosity terms has been accounted for. Therefore. either numerical computational
methods or justified simplifications to the N-S-Equations have to be adopted. At present the computational
methods are in a rapid orocess of development and it is referred to the many existing references such as Ref. " "
4 to 6. Very briefly it should be mentioned that with the finite difference or finite element schemes a
number of errors are introduced. They have to be assessed in the same sense as errors from mathematical
modelling the physics of fluids as mentioned before or errors involved in experimental data. At finite
difference equations there are errors from round-offs, fram approximations in satisfying boundary con- , .
ditions, and from truncations inherent in the difference scheme itself. The dsviations between the
solutions of the differential and the difference equation can formally be interpreted as higher order
derivatives of a modified partial differential equation. They cause errors in magnitude and phase of the
solution and are called dissipative and dispersive errors. Any finite difference scheme must prove .,. .•
(a) consistency, that is the governing and the modified equations become identical when the time and

spatial steos (A t and AX.) tend to zero in an arbitrary manner
(b) stability, that is the errors in the numerical solution do not become unbounded when the number of

time steps is increased.
Both conditions are needed for the convergence towards the exact solution (Lax' equivalence theorem). ... ,.

First and higher order explicit, implicit, and hybrid schemes are applied, approaches to treat e.g. the in- .' ..
ertial terms by explicit schemes and the viscosity terms by implicit ones have been proposed. Sophisticated
schemes for sizinq space and time steps have been evaluated, adapted to regions in which different physical 'p, .
effects iredominate, such as near field and far field regions, or viscous and inertial forces governed __
areas. The benefits from explicit vs. implicit schemes may be coarsely summarized as follows- The explicit
szhemes are simpler to code, the storage requirements are less severe, incorporation of turbulence models
is easier. They need, however, more computation time, because the stability of their solutions is conditioned
by ratios of overall minimum time and spatial steps expressed by the "Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy Number (CFL)".
Unsteady flows are usually treated by marching in time, starting from an initial phase. Oscillatory aero- ,. .
dvnaiic data are consequently received as the time-asymototic values. -

The maximum time steps At to be chosen depend on the required resolution of the unsteady phenomenon. One
approach accoiJing to Ref. 6 is to compare spatial wave lengths A of disturbances propagating at velocities
v with wave lengths from a governing unsteadiness, e.g. from a wing oscillation with reduced freouency -

", k I lR/UR . The smallest spatial wave lengths that can be resolved by steps Ax or At are A~-2Ax- At.v. We
then ssess for the number n of time steps per cycle of the wing oscillation n = 2n/k-At = 27 v/kA. Disturb-
ances of interest are of high frequency (v I, M, x-2Ax) and of low frequency moving slowly (v = 1 -M,x ).
The highest number of time steps is required for the resolution of high frequency downstream moving dis-
turbances.

3. Turbulent flows (Reynolds-averaged N-S Eq.) _M

As was stated before, there exists no real doubt that the N-S equations are valid for turbulent un-
steady flows, too, though speculations have been raised, that the assumption of linear isotropy may be the
reason for defaults of understanding this phenomenon. The positive attitude is advocated by the consider-

. ation that the smallest significant eddies are composed by a big number of molecules; they still represent
a continuum flow. The molecule mean free path should therefore be small when compared to the eddy size.
Eddy lengths and time scales vary over a wide range especially at high Reynolds number . One reasonable
assumption is that under flight conditions one has to retain eddies of the size of 10-  based on the rim,-
boundary layer thicknes3s, Ref. 7. This implies that in finite difference calculations one has to operate

- with lOb nodes for I cm flow, at least, consequently overcharging present computer capability.

According to 0. Reynolds, Ref. 8, a turbulent flow may be split into the mean flow quantities F superimposed

by the turbulent fluctuation Fi'. F stands here for any flow quantity, including products between each of

them. Usually, the mean value is received by time averaging the flow quantities. .

-low frequencies a 
" " " "

high frequencies ,-F(x (19) Ffx, N = x, N)+ F'xj -

-7- " - K l (20) t f(xt)dt
F "(x ) , t)

Fig. 4: Turbulent fluctuations at statistically unsteady flows. -
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For statistically unsteady flows according to Fig. 4, however, the concept of time averaging has to be
looked at cautiously. If the time scale of turbuTence is sufficiently below to that of the unsteady main-
flow, the averaging time step At can be taken such, that it is well apart from both sides. In this case it
is assumed that the same turbulence models for steady and unsteady main flows can be applied, Ref. 9.
Little is known for close proximities of time scales which may occur in separated flows.

When introducin! Eq. (19) into Eq. (6) to (13) the new unknowns are instead of Wi,p,p,T .... now the averag-
ed ones ...... ..... ..... They are furtheron supplemented by the mean values of the products of the fluctuat-
ing terms , for the momentum equation those are

for the time derivative term Q' W ' d?___-____,__

for the convective term 9' W VV 9' W i' Wj'

When factured with W. or - they represent the Reynolds stresses. They are themselves unknown and require
additional equations (closure conditions), received by special semiempirical turbulence models, see e.g.
Ref. 3,5,9,10. It may be noted that by the time derivative term only the mean fluctuation p'Wi is intro-
duced, which already occurs with the convective term in steady flow. ,-.,'.-.

The boundary conditions as stated in Eq. (15) still hold for the mean velocities Wii. The fluctuating parts
Wi', i.e. any correlations have to vanish there, however.

(21a) (21b) (W'. W' W' ) =0

The state of the art of unsteady flow turbulence modelling is still at its beginning. This holds for all
parts of the layer, that means at the interface of the laminar sublayer, the intermediate as well as the
region of intermittency; its wave length which is of the order of 26 seems, however, to be well apart from
unsteady mainstream motion. When Reynolds stresses are measured this is frequently performed via time
derivatives which are converted to spatial derivatives by applying the space-time transformation. From
P.S. Klebanoff's investigation in steady flow, Ref. 11, this seems to be valid for small scale flow
moticns only. Large scale motions have their own characteristics. Availability of unsteady flow turbulent
data are thought to be limited. A compilation of all relevant experiments performed by L.W. Carr, Ref. 12,
and sponsored by AGARD in 1981 revealed, however, that quite a lot of data are at hand. They are waiting
to be analysed and condensed. They comprise flat plate, diffusor, pipe, airfoil, and cascade flows.

At present, quasisteady application of steady turbulence models are the only ones which have been used to
some extent. Distinction is made between "zero-", "one-' or "two-equation models". The first one usually
also called "algebraic" model is based on Prandtl's mixing length concept, the others are extended to two '
additional differential equations accounting for the turbulent energy k and dissipation c , see Ref. 14.
Their utilization for unsteady flows has been evaluated by several authors and it has been reviewed by
D.P. Telionis in Ref. 13. No appraisal of all the suggested models seems to be possible at present. -"---

A more refined approach is the "triple decomposition". The unsteady flow quantity F(xj,t) is assumed to be
composed by . . .

- a steady mean value F*(x.) 1
- an organized fluctuating term F*(xj t) F(xj t) = F*+ F* + F'

- a turbulent random fluctuating term F'(x.,t)

The organized oscillating frequency is assumed to be known from wing or any body motion and higher harmo-
nics should be small. Introducing F = F*+ F* + F' into the N-S Equations one gets in a similar way as has
been shown before an averaged set of equations for turbulent mean flow and another set for turbulent organ-
ized fluctuation flow. This has been derived by H.L. Norris and W.C. Reynolds, Ref. 15. By this way
additional stresses such as given by Wi* W. from the organized motion have to be handled. "

4. Stages of reducing Navier-Stokes-Equations-

In Table I the full nondimensional N-S-Equations are rewritten. Subsequently several reductions are dis-
cussed. They give insight into first order dominated unsteady flow properties. For the viscous flow I will
restrict myself to the incompressible case whereas for the inviscid flow compressibility will be retained.
Simplifications can be received by

assumptions of special types of flow
for which certain terms of the N-S-Equations become zero

assessment of the order of magnitude of different terms

utilization of symmetry properties of the boundary conditions+) ., .-. ,

4.1 Viscous, incompressible and isotherm flow (Eq. 22a to 22e) , ,.
4.1.1 Full N-S-Equations, En. a-

----- 'R- S
4D _q w~ what give in Eq (22)_22

For incompressible, isotherm flow we take D and what gives in Eq. (22)

* ?3) 9=1 and Ai = 1

The N-S-E'JuAtions are reduced markedly, see Eq. (22,). They remain nonlinear only in the convective term.

(24) W x 2 -___ n W"

THere ono has to he very careful, because even with symmetric and steady boundary conditions the flow may
be unsynmmetric and unsteady, (see e.g. flow around a cylinder)
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The circular cylinder often serves as a test case for validation of N-S Equations based on numerical

-ethods. One beautiful example for a low Reynolds number (Re = 9500) has been presented by Y. Lecointe --

and J. Piquet, Ref. 19. Details of primary, secondary and tertiary vortex developments as seen from cx- -

.eriment, Fig. 6, are predicted with impressive accuracy. Von K&rm&n vortex streets have been calculated,
oscillations of the cylinder could be taken into account. j

'" -A V.

(a) 1b) Mc " " """

Fig. 6: Chronology of separation and vortex structure development.
Comparison between experiment and full N-S solution (from Ref. 19)

4.1.2 Reynolds-averaged N-S-Equations (turbulent flow), Eq. (22b)

The Reynolds stresses are given by six correlation quantities

(27) T, -W, W'

No fluctuation terms from the second order viscous terms contribute. Discussion on boundary conditions and

turbulence modelling has been done already in a previous paragraph.

4.1.3 Parallel flows, Eq. (22c)_

One class of unsteady flows which allows exact solutions is given by parallel flows. These are flows which
can be represented by one velocity component only, whereas the other two are zero. An unsteady parallel
flow with a gradient only normal to its direction belongs to it.

(28) W,=(u(yZ,t); v= 0 w=O)

Introducinj it into Eq. (22a) we find that the convective terms vanish and that, furtheron. only the
e uajton in x-direction remains, which is now linear, see Eq. (22c). Several interesting flows of this
kind have been investigated very early already. One result is presented:

Impulsive flow over a plate (1st Stokes problem, Ref. 20, Fig. 7).)

6eVelocity: L,=:U(Zj) V 0 W w=nO N-S-Equation: au Re dz2  r
"3 ot Re (9Z 2

t uCO for a// z ot t <0
Boundary Condition:

Solution. U 2 /! ex wi thRe-/

H(t) means Heavyside Function. From the evaluation in rig. 7 one may observe

in the first moment there is no viscosity effect visible, the flow is uniform and irrotational " '- '
(potential flow)

- with increasinq time the boundary layer thickness increases to infinity according to 4/ VP t-
- the wall shear stress proportional to au / z is biggest at the start of the process
- the houndary layer of a flow starting impulsively is different to that of a "toady flow startlvn ft.M
a plate leading edge (for the latter also convective terms contribute).

UU 1R  tD, U,+)Peference Quantities: I Isec Re Ut =-
Run s V
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The convective terms give the reason that exact solutions retaining full interaction with the viscous parts -
have not been reached. Only for very special cases exact results could be received. The incompressible po-
tential flow

(_ = ; __ 0 0 ( .0 0 ry
(5) , Xi (x, Re 3pj5  o: 'I -

is an exact solution of the N-S-Equation because the viscous terms become zero, see Ref. 3. This holds, if
besides the tangential flow condition also the no-slip condition is fulfilled. It implies a wall movement "Y., ,
according to the potential velocity. A, . % b

For an impulsive start of flow given by Wi.(xj,t)H(t) it can easily be shown by integrating Eq. (22a) over $,
a small time interval At that the convective and viscous terms do not contribute in the first moments as
long as spatial velocity distributions can be assumed to be finite. We then receive

(26) - O p_ a = - acpL
at - 9, ' ax, a .,

t0.

. ' -

0) b c I

d/ e)

One sees immnediately that at the very
1start potential flow occurs, see Ref.16,

d/F? (if no shock exists, this is also true
for compressible flow). An experimen-

________ tal demonstration of this fact has been *-/ U2 1.1 performed by Tietjens (1927). Ref. 17,912. u 1.17 for a variety of bodics including sharpedged plates. For the impulsive start

of flowarounda cylinder, Fi- .. flow
pictures show the sequence7 patterns

-- poentil th orywhich develop successively at low Reynolds
1.39 numbers. In the initial phase Fig. 5a,experimentrtpotential flow seems to be predominant.

M~cwob,'13 I This is also substantiated by chronolo-P-Po_ 35d)n= gical pressure measurements fromM.Schwabe, -A-
-1 Ref. 18. After the start the boundary

layer develops, separation starts in
the vicinity of the downstream stagna-
tion point. Fig. 5b. The separation

1.93 point moves quickly upstream on both
sides of the cylinder, leaving two at
iufirst still growing synmetrical vortices
behind, Fig. 5e to 5d. They themselves

4. 11 cause the stagnation point to move down-
stream. In the further process the vortex
formation becomes unstable and we reach
a vortex street, the flow of which is
unsyemretric and unsteady

-3 It is not intended to review the unsteadi-
0 60 1zin0 (, F ness of separated flows here. Reference

is made e.g. to the excellent articles
Fiq. 5: TipulsivP -sart of flow amround a circular cylinder of McCroskey in AGAR.-LS-94.

(Tietfen 1927). (Schwane 1935)

// a vorex stret, the low of hich is. %.'''-'-'
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3-,- '- "=.,,z .F_,

3 = Z I1e 4"

2-- impulsive start /

Um H(t) e0 2i

0.n.

x u u= 1 u/u= 1:

Fig. 7: Impulsive start of flow over an infinite flat plane

There are a variety of other exact viscous solutions, such as the impulsive start of flow in a duct. the
decay of a vortex flow field, the in its plane oscillating plate (2nd Stokes problem), impulsive start of a
Couette flow. An exact solution for a problem with not vanishing convective terms has been found for two- .. -
dimensional stagnation point flow (N. Rott), where the plate is moving in its plane. A comprehensive
summary on this work may be found at H. Schlichting, Boundary Layer Theory, Ref. 3.

4.1.4 Creeping fluid flow (Re < 1), Eq. (22d)_

In c se the Reynolds number approaches small values (Re < 1), the convective terms, which are proportional
to W become small when compared to the viscous terms which are proportional to W. Neglecting the convect-
ion, gives a linear partial differential equation. The unsteady term is usually but not always necessarily
small. Creeoing flows have been applied to lubrication theories for bearings, where the gaps are narrow or
to falling fog droplets, where the velocities are small. They are, however, also appropriate for treating
particals moving with a slightly different velocity vector than the flow they are imbedded in. Unsteady
phenomena have not been revealed to be important up-to-date.

4.1.5 Thin-layer N-S-Equation

M;uch more important than creeping flows are those at high Reynolds numbers. Nearly all flow phenomena in
the context of flying aircraft belong to this category. As early as in 1904 L. Prandtl, Ref. 21, already
proposed to consider a viscous layer near a solid wall and a nearly frictionfree flow outside of it. As
this layer is thin the deceleration of the flow normal to the wall in order to meet the no-slip condition C
should be large. By reasons of reducing the requirements on computer capability the N-S-Equation has been
simplified by dropping some or all of the viscous terms the derivatives of which are not taken normal to
the wall. That means, the terms a2 Wi/ax2 and a2W ./ay2 are suppressed. The Eqs. are correct up to the
second order terms. As a consequence the pressure through the layer is not constant as with the boundary
layer assumptions and the Goldstein singularity at the separation point does not exist. .

4.1.6 Boundary laver flow, B-L Eq. (22e)

For the case of Re L L. Prandtl reduced the N-S-Eq. within the layer to some first order terms. Very .
strict derivations have been evaluated, e.g. by the method of asymptotic expansion. An easy way is to intro-

" duce characteristic reference lengths. These are streamwise and lateral body lengths, such as chord 1 and
span s, respectively, but normal to a solid surface the boundary layer thickness 6. Furtheron the velocity -.
components W. W and their spatial derivatives are of first order when compared to 143 , and, finally the ' ...--
Reynolds numAer ihould be proportional to 1/6 according to the flat plate results as found from the im-
pulsive flow.
(29) 1=x, ll # 12=s; Ts=6;6<<(1s,) ;(Ww2)=O(1); w3=0(6); Re=O(1/6 )

Omitting all terms of higher order then one yields to the first order boundary layer equation. Eq. (22e).
As a consequence - apart from getting rid of the a2/ax ax and a2/ax2 ax2 viscosity terms - the number
of differential equations is reduced, by one and, becauke f

(30) ap/Oz =0 p:p(x, y,t) ;.: :.

The pressure through the boundary layer is constant and equal to that of the unsteady external flow at the
matching point. For the external flow itself the viscosity plays no role. It can be calculated, therefore
by crossing the viscosity terms in the N-S-Equations, as given in Eq. (22a), if it is appropriate, by any
of its further reductions. For a boundary layer flow we can stress the following contributions to its un-
steadiness, namely from

(a) the local momentum flux terms awl/at, aw2/at themselves ,..,

(b) the external unsteady flow received from inviscid considerations by fulfilling the tangential flow,
the far field, and initial conditions

(c) the unsteady wall condition and here the no-slip in particular
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The last two ones are the boundary conditions on the outer and inner side, respectively, of the viscous
layer.

Turbulent boundary layers are also deduced in an analog manner as laminar layers using the Reynolds
averagedq . (22U. Only two terms of the Reynolds stresses have to be retained consisting of the mean
values u'w and v w

a. Laminar boundary laers: The boundary layer equations can be solved by explicit or implicit schemes. In ,s,,--

some cases also aplroim or exact solutions using appropriate statements have been achieved, see Ref. 22
and 23. For two-dimensional flows beginning at time t= t. also successive methods have proven to work. The
basic idea is to make use of the initial properties of the flow. The external inviscid unsteady flow is
assumed to be known (Wi op). From the impulsive start of flow over a flat plate we can judge, that because
of the very thin shear layer in the first moments the viscosity terms overrule the nonlinear convective .. J

terms. The velocities W. therefore can be split into an initial part Win and a higher order part Wi1 . We
then get two differential equations, each linear, to be solved successively taking the continuity equation
and the boundary conditions into account.

auiwwo , a~o U 0 a9u, a au u 1 aC u, " :"
1- %1 J 1 C2~ ac _0 + _ __ - -
at at Re dz2  -at ax az ax Re ax-

Subscript 6 denotes the flow at the outer layer boundary. Several applications to circular and elliptic
cylinders, to bodies of revolution, to spheres, to rotating disks etc. have been made.

Unsteady flows occur in many cases as organized small disturbances superimposed to a mean steady flow, e.g. . -

as small oscillations. Any field quantities F, such as the flow velocities W. may be written as

(32) Wi(xj.t = W, (Xj). Wi'(X.j t)

When introduced into the boundary layer Eq. (22e) and separated into zero and first order terms one re-
cei yes

(a) a set of steady boundary layer equations analog to Eq. (22e) where now, however, W. has to be
replaced by Wi and

(b) I second set of unsteady ooundary layer equations for the disturbances W*;here cross coupling terms
W aWi*/a x and W*aWi/a x occur.

The advantage of this formulation is that the unsteady set of equations becomes linear, as the terms .

Wj awi / ax. are dropped because of their higher order, or are treated separately.

A comprehensive review of methods, results and references may be found in chapter XV of Ref. 3, written by
K. Gersten, and in Ref. 5.

The unsteadiness influences the velocity 6 )12 " 6
profiles in several ways. They vary with @Z(-OUl--)

time and they assume shapes, which are U. G/U: 0

not familiar with steady flow. This may for bt=
be shown for illustration for the case 5 11026578 bt-026578
of a both in streamwise direction and b=0.2 ,.
temporally retarded external flow. 0 .0 ai2 0

=0.05 0.172
4 4 0.05

(33) U(x,TJL~IO -r t unsteady - teady.
st s e Q--- - q u - IM oving-woII" - ' -. .

(Williams/Johnson flow) 
steady

3 3
Eq. (33) is a Howarth's flow supplemented 0260

by the term bt. It has been investigated 0260 i 037

by J.C. Williams III and W.D. Johnson, i
Ref. 23. Evaluating their results the 2 27

chronoloqical development of the boundary 0172

layer profile at one selected pointoI 022

ax 0.05 and at retardation conditions
b/a = 0.2 have been plotted in Fig. 8a. 0172 0"-. I

- s 4 0 5

~ b.0.05 0.26578 0.66
-0. -0.2 0 0.2 0., 0.6 U/U 10 0 02 04 06 08 OX 12

Fig. 8: Boundary layer profiles for streamwise and temporally
retarded flows in a fixed and a moving coordinate
system

*. .- ".'

*At first (bt 0,05) a profile very similar to that of steady flow develops until it reaches a vertical
slope at the wall indicating vanishing shear at the wall (bt = 0,172). From steady flow consideration one '---

would expect separation and a break down of calculations. This is, however, not the case. A dramatical
change of the velocity profiles is received with further increasing time, revealing reverse flow in the
boundary layer (bt = 0.26) and finally at bt > 0,266 a converged solution (for prescribed external flow
boundary conditions) is no more obtainable. As will be explained later this signifies separated unsteady

flow.



When compared to quasisteady results, which are also plotted in Fig. 8a, it is revealed that

(a) apart from the neighbourhood of bt = 0 the shapes of their profiles differ appreciably
(b) their boundary layer thickness may be bigger by multiples

(c) reverse flow without separation may occur

(d) the separation starts earlier, namely at bt = 0,266 instead of the quasisteady value bt = 0,6.

Quasisteady assumptions give consequently no reliable values for the case under consideration. One may
speculate that the assumptions of small boundary layer thickness are more penalized than in steady flow.
J.C. Williams and W.D. Johnson solved the unsteady boundary layer equation for the flow given in Eq. (33) %
not directly but rather after introducing a transformation. d

(34) 3 x At u Woi,/U,, b
a a "r

By this procedure the unsteady equations for a fixed wall boundary condition are transferred to steady
equations with conditions for a wall moving with velocity b/a. Instead of changing velocity profiles with
time at the point ax we then obtair fixed profiles at the different stations ai which will be reached by
the fixed point ax of the body chronologically, see Fig. 8b. From this point of view we can interpret the
present flow also as one at which velocity profiles of fixed shape move upstream with velocity -b/a.

b. Turbulent boundary layers: From the Reynolds averaged N-S-Eq. (22b) the turbulent B-L-Eqs. are deduced .,
in the same way as it was done for laminar flow. For three-dimensional flow two of six fluctuation terms,
namely u'w' and vT- , have to be retained, in two dimensions only the shear = -puwremains. For this
c.s.e algebraic two-layer models have been proposed, (u'--r)i in continuation of the laminar sublayer, and
(u'w')E in transit to the frictionless external flow. As an example among other suggestions the following
models have been checked by D.P. Telionis and D. Tsahalis, Ref. 24:

(U )-#- -I I! U ; In= 0, 41 zl11- exp( ,'''
(35a) M mjT ZA

A 226 [ 2T- 11, R8. wth T T and T T :R  s he2

Reu -.I .,.'Re- I I-ax

(35b) (j7 w'7)E =_0,0168. Ua 6 6'.;r .3 U . ::. :

Im means Prandtl's mixing length, Tw wall shear, UT friction velocity, 6 and 6* boundary layer thicknessand displacement thickness, respectively, and y is the intermittency factor. The unsteady flow is here in- _ ._
troduced via the external flow velocity U6 and the pressure gradient ap/ax.

4.1.7 Unsteady Separation

The common understanding on separation in two-
dimensional steady flow over a wall in rest is u(Z) Woll in rest @ Z.
based on Prandtl's concepts of a boundary layer Z-
having vanishing wall shear or- in other words- =: 0
a vanishing velocity gradient normal to the Ou _Experiments on
wall, see Fig. 9a. If the external flow is- 0 circular rotating_-ylinder.
specified the oundary layer equations can be C A. Koromlos..
utilized down to the separation point. In this
context separation is also characterized by the DOP Te'onis 0980)
Goldstein singularity, Ref. 25. It states
that the wall shear approaches the value zero A
in strearmise direction corresponding to the
square root of its distance (This holds only --z-
if the B.L.Eqs. (22e) are used. When the DE u Z  Qownstreom-movwng woll (p
N-S-Eq;. are used, the zero value is traversed _____ ---- 0=-8
with a finite slope, see Fi 10, however.). _u=0 ,... u /-0
This behaviour leads to als of convergence -u z 0
when difference methods are taken to solve the -'--

B.L.Eqs. ; the observations of a ranid increase
of a number of iterations till no more con- "4
vergence is achieved, is accepted on the other
hand as a siqn that the separation point has MR
t,,en reached. We then have the following con-
ditions, res-ectively flow behaviours, for the !" -
separation point: J(c.Uw

I uZ) U pstreom- movig wal .

(36) uw, 0  0 Re:O.uw,/:08 r

"" '
Re a- az .°- 1'

wol/# X' --p--

IIIIII~hMR Line

* i vi g a d o i g a l r s e ti eyFig. 9: Boundary layer separation over a non M R for ,
movig an moing all resectvely -w
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Behind the separation point the -
layer between the wall and the sep- "'''-.,.

aration line must have because of
continuation reversed flow regions.
The layer thickens up, the stream- L.sotution

lines have finite curvatures, the Bs
pressure gradient through the layer Nove StOk- -

is no more zero, the boundary layer n
assumptions may be hurt, and higher "
order terms have to be retained in X
the boundary layer equations. Calcu- BL.solution starting
lations, however, are formally poss- XS -/- -_ at X .
ible if instead of the external flow
conditions now the displacement
thickness or wall shears are spec- Fig. 10: Weakness of singularity at separation.
ified (inverse method). (P. Bradshaw, Ref. 27). - -

After this excursion we return to unsteady flows. The Williams/Johnson flow as described before revealed
for any station:

(a) The boundary layer in the (i,z)-coordinate system with downstream moving wall is steady. This case is
analysed in more details' in Fig. 9b. Due to the streamwise growing pressure in combination with the
viscosity the velocity in the layer is reduced when going downstream. Its two boundaries are qiven by -.
the external flow and the wall velocity. When the flow has become retarded to the point of vanishing
wall shear no reverse flow appears causing separation from the wall (as would be for a wall at rest).
Further retardation results in a negative wall shear, that means energy is transferred from the wall
to the flow. The point of vanishing shear leaves the wall and moves into the layer, which forms an in-
ward bow. Finally one streamwise station will be reached with zero velocity and reverse flow starts.
This point must be a separatrix from which a bubble imbedded in the main flow develops. The correspond-
ing flow field is also sketched in Fig. 9b, it has been exoerimentally proven on a rotating cylinder
by Koromilas et al., Ref. 26. Simultaneously vanishing flow velocity as well as shear in a point of
the layer causing a bubble with reverse flow may be considered as separation. The calculation, see

Ref. 23, again reveals the Goldstein singularity to exist at this point and not at the wall zero shear--. --

point.

(36a) u(xs. Zs O x5 Z = 0 T. r..
a Z

(b) The boundary layer in the (x,z)-wall-fixed-coordinate system is unsteady. Taking into account that we
can transform the steady profiles into the unsteady ones by the simple Galilei-transformation given in
Eq. (34) we can interpret the flow in the fixed system also as steady boundary layers moving upstream
and passing each wall fixed station with the velocity b/a, resulting in a chronological sequence of
different shapes. This holds also for the moving separation profile, which shows because of the trans-
formation, reverse flow areas. For the Williams/Johnson flow in its generalization U6 = f(ax+bt) one
may state, that according to W.R. Sears 6.

"the unsteady separation point is defined by both vanishing shear and velocity in the

layer in a flow seen by an observer moving with the separation point" and that it is
also characterized by the Goldstein singularity when using boundary layer equations. I ..

This statement has been postulated independently of each other by F.K. Moore, N. Rott and W.R. Sears,
Ref. 28 to 30, in an intuitive way for arbitrary unsteady flows, it is also called "M-R-S Criterion".
It should be noted that in general the movement of the separation point over a fixed wall is not known 6%
in advance.

The present considerations have been made for an upstream moving separation point i.e. downstream
moving wall. The ?-R-S Criterion is claimed to be valid also for a downstream movement i.e. upstream
moving wall, see Fig. 9c. Streamline pattern is essentially different. Reverse flow in the vicinity
of the moving wall is always existent, as well as a zero velocity line u = 0 in the layer because of
matching the two boundaries. No unsteady calculation for prove has become apparent to the author.
Nevertheless again waterflow visualization made by Tel ionis on a rotating cylinder substantiate the
intuition. From these pictures one may better understand, why the unsteady boundary layer thickness
according to Fig. 8 surmounts the quasisteady assessments.

Details of detachment of a two-dimensional unsteady turbulent boundary layer is even more a secret nowadays ' ,.
than it was with laminar ones. Steady turbulent separation itself is not a single event but rather a trans-
ition process from attached to detached flow over a distance in which increasing percentages of back mean
flow occur. So the unsteadiness of the sublayer itself is part of the process and even in two-dimensional
flow all three components of the turbulent time dependent motion near the wall have to be averaged and must
result into a zero wall shear. This is fulfilled when the instantaneous fraction of forward and backward '
flow in the sublayer is around 50%, see Ref. 31 and 32. The interaction between moving walls. sublayer, .-
turbulent layer, intermittency. and unsteady (phase shifted) external inviscid flow. when unsteady separt-
ion is approached and achieved, is a big research nroject for the future. The same holds for the three-
dimensional unsteady case. Unsteady separation is a manifold event in applications, phenomena like dynamic
stall, buffeting, rotating stall will not be understood by pure quasisteady deliberations.
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4.2 Compressible Inviscid Flow "..z% ...

4.2.1 Euler-Eouations (Eu-Eq. (22f))

Turning to inviscid flow means that the influence of molecular viscosity i vanishes. The influence of heat
conductivity x then should also be neglected because both p and x have the same physical origin. According
to the kinetic theory of oases the proportionality relation holds:

(37) C, -1: (4 + 2f f (9 + 2f) A with f number of melocule degree of freedom

Consequently the Reynolds number becomes infinite. In the N-S-Eq. and in the energy Eq. (7) to (10) the
terms with - and N are cancelled. The N-S-Eqs. are reduced to the Eu-Eq. (22f) which is a nonlinear par- %
tial differenial equation, now of first order. By losin, the second order differential terms aTij /xr. .
one loses also one boundary condition. This is the no-slip condition which cannot be maintained anymore

J

whereas the unsteady tangential flow condition remains. If the time-dependent loci of a body surface are _
denoted by %

(38) S(X1  t=0 then o is the tangential flow condition.
at. 

•.,

The Eu-Eqs. are capable to describe for any speed

- any rotational or irrotational flow, AL

- it may be vortex dominated or not,

- it may have shock waves or not.

Shock waves and vortex sheets form discontinuities for the field quantities. Through the first ones there
is a mass flux, through the second ones not. Special attention has to be given to the second law of thermo-
dynamics which- for flows without heat transfer - states that along a particle path the entropy o is con-
stant, d /dt = a t + Wa o/x i = 0 with the exception of the entropy .ump when crossing a shock. For
unsteady flows locally the entropyican increase or decrease with time as is the case with movino shock
waves. The entropy check is a mean to exclude physically not existent mathematical solutions, such as for
compression and not existing "exoansion" shocks or inconsistent numerical errors.

Vorticity in inviscid flows can be introduced by two ways, namely by free stream boundary conditions or by
the occurrence of shocks. In addition, in real calculations - as mentioned in section 2 - small dissipative
errors are inevitably introduced into the numerical flow field what has the effect of adding "artificial"
viscosity. Especially when sharp edges exist they may create separation with appropriate vortex formations
pretending viscosity. If the physical flow is not accounted 'or properly, the numerical flow field can be
adjusted by introducing special edge conditions allowing for direction of edge velocities and velocity dis-
continuities (Kutta condition). Unsteady or steady vortex dominated flows as generated by slender bodies or
highly swept leading edges are considered to be a good case for being treated by Euler-Equations. One has
to bear in mind, however, that in the vortex core one finds a strong reduction of total mechanical energy
due to dissipation. Their proper treatment would therefore require to retain the Reynolds stresses deducted
from the convective terms even when the viscous terms - which themselves are responsible for turbulence -

are dropped.

0.3 Disturbances in an inviscid fluid propagate spherically as
weak ones with the speed of sound or as strong ones in spe-p M-voricton cific shock formations. In the first case the entropy re-

.- 0.74-. mains unchanged, in the second case not. Here the Mach
PO --' ... . ' number M WRI aR enters as a characteristic number. The

-0.722 Euler-Equation capability to calculate unsteady flows with

05 0709 I shock waves of any strength from the transonic up to hyper-0.5- . sonic speeds (excluding chemical reactions) has to be ac-
S -Ocentuated on the one hand, on the other hand it has to be

6 relativated, too. It is quite evident that in the proxim-
06- - ity of solid walls because of the no-slip condition an ex-

S=3.60 ternally supersonic flow becomes subsonic. Before the shockFoit= 3.6 0] terminates in the layer it diffuses. For a vertical shock
0.7 approaching a laminar layer it is split in an upstream

starting x-type shock formation, its diffusion lengthmaybe0.3- (t -varlation up to 1006. With a turbulent layer the shock becomes also
p . bowed forward usually without being splitted, the dif-
- - . . . fusion length is around 10.. Shock strength, location, in-

p0  .. -- clination and formation in transit to a body surface is
.. .not dependent on Mach number alone but rather on Eckert

0.5 00 "  
and Reynolds number. For unsteady flows one has to add the
Strouhal number. Boundary layer assumptions are violated.
A crucial region is the transonic one though the shocks .

0.6_.. there are relatively weak. This is because of
0 M=0,70l viscous - inviscid interaction as discussed, . -

" 0.7 ,_ ,- high sensitivity of the magnitude of flow field
quantities to small changes in the kinematic

, 0 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 X06 flow condition or in Mach numbers,

C - large phase shifts between the boundary conditions

and the flow because of the low propagation dis-
- Fig. 11: Sensitivity of upper side wing press- turbance velocities proportional to 1- M.

ures with respect to Mach number and
angle of attack variations.
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Fig. 12: Unsteady pressures during a cycle of oscillation
of a NACA 64AI0 airfoil for pitching motion 0.
(M =0,8, k = 0,2, Re = 12.106) 1 Experiment.
(a) upper surface pressures for - Thin Layer Novier-Stokes

z = l(x- 0,25).eikt Eul--
(b) upper surface pressures for 0.6 --- Euler-.

z = 40 + 10(x - 0,25).e i kt Chyu Dvis
(c) shock location during one cycle ----- L/Deslandes . _ , "

(taken from W.J. Chiu and S.S. Davis, Ref. 33) -- 7)
0-5 0.-. .

This is evident already from quasisteady considerations as 05
depicted in Fig. 11. At unsteady flows travelling shock ."-a-.'-."
waves characteriz the physical properties. It is illus- ": ""c"k
trated in Fig. 12, evaluated from Ref. 33, for a NACA
64AI0 airfoil pitching harmonically about a 25% chord axis 0.4.
at two different mesn angles a - O and cc = 40, and an
amplitude of a = 1 . For the Tow mean angle the flow is
attached, wheras for the high one separation behind the "40  "0cos kt
shock develops. Experiments at Re = 12.106 as well as cal- -.3_"_ '____ ''_ -

culations based on Reynolds-averaged, thin layer, and 0 0 90 180o 270o t360.
Euler-Equations are available. For attached flows press-
ures (Fig. 12a) and shock excursions (Fig. 12c) are well
predicted by Euler codes as well as by viscous methods.
The convergence of calculation towards the experimental -20
values for the shock location when viscosity has been ac- C NACA 64AOIO-
counted for may be misleading because Euler codes of other C reol-pt.
authors than given in the original reference show closer

results. Naturally this is no more true for the oscillat-
ion about the high mean angle where the thin layer N-S-Eos. -10
prove their adequacy. Shock excursions are nearly 20% of
wing chord. 00 \

00 0 X0~
Fig. 12b shows another interesting effect, namely hyster- 0-0

esis. For the upward movement through the neutral position
of ao = 40 no separation is observed whereas for the down-
pitch a break down of the flow can be recognized. This is
in and wtha towe see ith contle of utady oser- 1V .imag -p t.

ationa s and has to be seen in the context of unsteady se- 10
paration. 0 Experiment
Finally in Fi. 13 the first harmonic for the same NACA
64AI0 airf pitching about a mean angle of 

0 o = 
O has .__. Euler

been plotted. Experiment from Ref. 33 and explicit Euler 20
code calculation performed by R. Deslandes (MBB) show 0 0.2 04 6 X/I '0 .10"-"-
beautiful agreement even in this higher resolution. From
a variety of further calculations there is some confidence Fig. 13: First hamonic of unsteady pressure
that higher order harmonics are negligible even when shocks distribution of a pitching airfoil
strongly determine pressures, as long as no separation k=0,2 M O,8 z= c 1(x-O,25)eikt
occurs.

4.2.2 Full Potential Equation (FP-Eq. (22)_

A further tremendous relief is given, if the inviscid flow field is irrotational. This is the case whenever

the boundary and initial conditions do not introduce rotation and when weak shocks only exist. Edge con-
ditions like Kutta condition which account for an infinite thin viscosity layer provide vortex sheets with
discontinuities for the potential and its darivatives. Their introduction is essential for lift generation. V
Outside of the discontinuities the flow is isentropic and potential flow exists. Starting from Crocco's

theorem we then have constant entropy in the flowfield and
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(39ab,c) l' a, 0 I

axqax axx.2-=dp=(ap .; .2 p / X on, 1 ap a P do"

clii denotes an operator as used in index notation (cliiaw/axi = curl w). Because of Eq. (39b) the con-

vective term klmWmclijaWi/axi in Eq. (24) vanishes.iThe zero value is found not only for potential flow
but also if the velocity ve tor W i and the vorticity vector clijaW. /axi are parallel to each other,
Beltrami flows). The main advantage is that instead of the first order Euler-Equation which is a vector
differential equation we now get one scalar second order equation for the potential (xjpt) which is highly
nonlinear, however, see Eq. (22g).

When comparing the relation between pressure and density for isentropic change of state with that given
with a shock one may realize that the deviations are due to the third order terms. If shocks become essen-
tial for a flow these terms in the FP-Eq. do not improve the solution, they may be dropped without losing
in accuracy. The FP-En. is able to handle all irrotational attached flows for the full boundary conditions,
weak shocks are admitted.

4.2.3 Small Perturbation Potential Equation (SPP-Eq. (22h))

For transonic flow a reduced equation has been used very often by splitting into a main stream and a per-
turbation flow a/axi such that w i = (I + a,;/ax ; a /ay ; avIaz). When only first order terms are re-
tained Eq. (229) results in a linear equation for subsonic and supersonic flow (LP-Eq.). For transonic flow
M-.1 the x-derivative (I- M

2
) p approaches zero and the linear equation has to be supplemented by the

term Txqxx which is nonlinear (TSP-Eq.). For small unsteady disturbances ((xi,t ) = (po(Xj) +al(xjt) the non-
linearity enters into the unsteady fSP-Eq. via the steady mean values Tox an a oxx only. This gives the op-,
portunity to apply either calculated or experimental steady values.

A further evaluation with respect to geometric and time properties can be made by introducing coordinates
referred to characteristic lengths of the body and characteristic times tR. This gives

(40) l
2

O T 1 ~"I3-.

with x, = X,/I, (1, S, d)

From this form we can judge e.g. for wings with 1 = 1 chord length, s as span and d as a measure for the
vertical extent like angle of attack, thickness, camber, amplitude, etc., whatever is largest.

(a) large aspect ratio S >> I drop Pyy (c) small time scale Sr
2>> Sr drop (Px1,(Pxx,,W,.,

(b) small aspect ratio I >>S drop pxx ,..xxx (d) large time scale Sr 2<< Sr drop pt- -

We observe that the transonic nonlinear term obviously loses its importance already at moderate Strouhal
numbers or at highly swent wings; for small time scales the SPP-Eq. reduces to the wave equation, etc. For
a thorough investigation the present procedure can also be applied to the FP-Eq., see J.W. Miles Ref. 34.
According to his findings full linearization is valid, if any of the following inequalities holds:
(41) I1MI>>O(d 2 1-) l/S O(d1 / 3 ) Sr>O(d 2 1 3 )

1/ - 0 (dS -0(

Only if all three inequalities turn jointly into equalities the nonlinear terms have to be included. For

velocity and pressure perturbations both to be small the stringed requirements are:

(42) d<<1 , Md<<1 , Srd<<l ; SrMd<<l

Local violations may be found at edges or stagnation lines.

5. Linear Potential Theory (LP-Eq."

Complementary to the velocity potential a or p with the property wi = 84'iax i there exists also an accel-
eration potential * which reveals interesting features with respect to the pressure. For isentropic flow
we get from Eq. (22f) .

dW V l7ap a dp' a ai - p P__
(43a,b.c.d)- * U _.

dt 9 ax, ax, pR 9(P') ax, 9(p') 9

V(Y,,-~ fx ~ yzt-xet)dt• V~~~~/= ", -- .; p(x.y.z;t)rfVI({.y.ztx{d -,X....

a t ax
The point relation between the acceleration potential v and the pressure p, Eq. (43b), becomes very import-

ant for satisfying the pressure jump across a lifting surface. ,. .
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-5.1 Basic Solutions
The prime beei ntecontext of linear

pao f th source partial differential equations is that lin- "...z - r2 -- ear superposition of elementary solutions

4t 2 can be used to satisfy the boundary condi-
y/t'J tions. Application has found a variety of

Y . different solutions like unsteady sources,* )t~ ,- / ,%doublets, multiplets, vortices. etc. As far
ZI Z"" as they are takci to describe the flow

around lifting or non-lifting bodies they
can be transformed to each other by proper/P(,y, l,,__Z .devices. It is fully sufficient therefore %-,,%

to have knowledge of the simplest suitable
observer solutions which is the unsteady source. In

an ingenious way in 1940 by H.G. KUssner
Ref. 35, and in 1951 by I.E. Garrick,

X Ref. 36, the unsteady source potential in
Fig. 14: Moving source in compressible fluid at rest uniform flow has been derived. Both start

t' time at x' when impulse is emitted with the well known d'Alembert solution for
t time at x when impulse is received a single source in rest p=q(t-Mr)/4nr.

Kussner argued that by simple application
of the Lorenz-Transformation the moving

source in a fluid at rest is received because of the invariancy of the wave Eq. to this transformation.
Garrick on the other hand places sources along its path, see Fig. 14, and let each radiate one impulse
6(t-t'), successively. By time integration over all impulses moving source potential in a fluid at
rest is received as

(44) q ft ) ( - ' M r t ) d t, --- ' '

47r fr (W)

It is then Galilei transformed into a source-fixed coordinate system satisfying the linear potential
Eq. (22h), see table 2. An observer watching in xi may receive several signals generated at different times
t' simultaneously at time t. This is evident from wave propagation pictures. It is familiar to us that for
uniform flow there is one signal received in the subsonic case and there are two in the supersonic one.
A more intricate case is a uniformly accelerated source. Starting at rest and accelerating to M 2,5, the
wave picture reveals three different areas, see. Fig. 15. They show time history for the

- one signal area from subsonicly or supersonicly

- two signal area from supersonicly

three signal area from subsonicly and supersonicly
as well as from purely supersonicly moving source

L I ceeo~nnme

24 Y 6 2-.'•.' .-'.

A4.. 0 2W 0 7 03 0. 9 1 95 L91 18 132 07 L2 1 .M.7 5 4

x' 1locus of source.i ~ ~,y.z locus of signal rec ,eer. .- ..

a occelmeroinume

~~~~o velocity of sound -.- ,..,
" ' - b occelerotion -'.''"

M.0 0,41 0.5710.811.0 It5 t 3 135 -M ,-". .:

' "Fig. 15: Wave pictures of a uniformly accelerated source
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Table 2: Unsteady source potential in uniform flow

*The beneficial Droperties of sources as elementary solutions are revealed if their continuous distribution
along any curved surface is considered. The derivative normal to the source sheet of the corresponding po- .-

tential P results in

(45) q (x,1 x 2 ,t) + f (x~ t see Fi1.1 6.-X

For wings or bodies this feature allows to fulfill #X
the unsteady conditions comfortably, especially if n
full linearization of the tangential flow condition
is accepted. In this case any wing motion is split
into its syimmetrical component, describing time
variations of source surface

*- local thickness causing a displacement flow of strength q(xi'.t
* - local incidence causing a lift producing flow

Linear superposition gives then the resulting flow. Fig. 16 : Discontinuity property of a source sheet

* 5.2. Displacement Flow

The tangential flow condition Eq. (38) requires in its linearized form

Z (9~f a f~j
(38a) w d dz ~ a with Sd=z- fd(x,yi/j=O

a discontinuity in the normal wash Wu, Wl across the
syrmmetry plane of the pulsating body, Fig. 17. W

According to Eq. (45) this can be fulfilled by repre-
*senting the plan from by a source sheet. The corres-

ponding potential is interpreted then as a velocity .W
disturbance potential Q. E.g. for a pulsating wing----4

* in subsonic flow we receive with the aid of Table 2
and Eq. (45) and (38a) the simple integral relationX

1 f Wx','t +IlM ox RJ , I
(46) ~ f '~dx'dy' Sd(t)

(S) Scdt-dt) ~~.-
If sonic or supersonic flow is to be considered the Fig. 17 Discontinuity condition for pulsating

*aopropriate source solution must be taken. wing or body

For incompressible flow the potential Eq. (22i) always becomes linear and this gives sense to look at thick
* bodies. An example of such an exact solution is the flow around a cylinder of growing diameter, see Fig. 1Ig.

The unsteady potential may be found in Eq. (47).

2
R MI _9_R _

*(4 7) ''r COS - OSW csp R MaR ~ Inrr a9t
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Fig. 18: Unsteady flow around a cylinder of

-3 growing diameter

The features of the unsteady flow when compared to the steady one reveal'

(a) There are characteristic differences between both flow fields in particular the positions
of the stagnation points are moved upstream.

(b) The pressure in the front part is increased, in the hind part decreased.

(c) The drag is not zero but rather positive for an increase in diameter and negative for a
decrease. (cD D/q R( )*b = 2taR(t)/at)

5.3 Lift Containing Flow
z

The condition for the wing to produce lift requires a
pressure discontinuity between its lower and upper
side, see Fig. 19, (dynamic boundary condition). P" -Pr.-

"-"" 

~~~comberh e ( - c =  
,'..

Again according to Eq. (45) the source solution can be comber fine (z- -

,*. . utilized, Remembering that the acceleration potential - -

shows a point relation with respect to the pressure, wW X

Eq. (43b), the pressure jump ap = Pi -Pu now can be
represented by the normal derivative of a source sheet A -P0
(doublet sheet) which has to be interpreted now as an
acceleration potential. The tangential flow condition ." ::
at the unsteady camber line P..

af.,"" Fig. 19: Discontinuity for an unsteady lift--- * -,

(38b) W (xyt= C i producing wing. ..

9t Gx
is satisfied over the relation between velocity and acceleration potential, Eq. (43d).

Due to H.G. Kussner, Ref. 35, the velocity potential for arbitrary motions may be thus described for planar
or non planar, for intersecting or otherwise discontinuous lifting surface elements. It results in an in-
tegral equation relating pressure and tangential flow condition on the wing. For an oscillating planar wing
C.E. Watkins et al., Ref. 37, first have presented the kernel function in a suitable form. A thorough dis-
cussion of the subsonic kernels for arbitrarily spaced and inclined wing elements has first been made in
1963, Ref. 38. The subsonic flow integral equation for a planar surface lying in the plane z = 0 reads:

: ff zlc (x', y' ) • (kx, ky0 ,kz )dx" dy" K1 mod. Bessel Function of 2. kind

iS) I mod. Bessel Function of 1. kind

- exp (ikx) kz 7r/ 2 L Struve Function

8(8 D =-[K(kr) t (I,(kr)- L (kr---) ) 1 2

6 r _Tam(xo MR)/8r
XOR 2.o Texp(,krT) r 2  y 0

2 +z 2 ; R2 x 2 + B2 r 2

---exp [ik (xo -MRi13 _-ifT f rx 0 
= x -x' ; YO = Y'Y -- ' "Y,"---

kr R 02
x~=x--. ; y =y-y

For the subsonic flow three different approaches to solve the integral equation have shown to be successfull:

(a) The lifting surface method preferred by the author, Ref. 39, utilizes pressure fun~tions which ac-"*
curately account for all sensitive sintularitios at edges (leadinq edaes, trailing edges. side edges,
flap discontinuities, gaps, etc.) properly. The tangential flow condition is satisfied in a number
of control points. Special benefits are attained if the control point location includes the leading ..
and the trailing edge. In the status available today it utilizes surface modules which can be com-
posed to represent any complex configurations. A complete review may be found in Ref. 40, see also
H. Ashley, Ref. 41. It may be considered as the most refined solution to the integral equation with
a niinimum of handling complexity if the moduls are available.

(h) In the doublet lattice method as propagated mainly by W.P. Rodden et al., Ref. 42, the nressure of -

each lattice field is concentrated in a line placed at its 25'. chordwise location. The tangential
flow condition is fulfilled in the 75's midpoint of each field. The number of collocation points
needed is much higher than with the lifting surface theory. Strong singularities are latently
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introduced at the line locii The doublet lattice method may be considered as a rough integration
tool. It has proven, however, to give also very good results and it is appreciated because of its
simplicity and versatility.

(c) The group of panel methods appears in different levels of refinement, for the most advanced version. , .0
see W. Geissler, Ref. 42. Its general feature is that the pressure over a Danel is taken as constant
or (at least as a simple function). The kernel is approximated by a suitable set of simple functions
which allow being integrated over a panel. Again the number of collocation points taken at the mid-
point of each panel corresponds to the number of panels. Here logarithmic singularities are hidden
at the panel edges, what can be circumvented by some smoothening devices.

The panel methods are frequently combined with the flow displacement calculation. Sources and source
derived solutions can be placed also on the body surface itself instead of meanlines. The boundary
conditions are directly satisfied. By this reason the panel method is best suitable to account for
nonplanar configurations such as fuselages or fuselage/wing intersections. With regard to applica-
tions, such as flutter, these regions contribute only little to the generalized forces because the -
amplitudes there are small. Nevertheless it has to be kept in mind that an improvement in satis-
fying nonlinear boundary conditions in compressible flows is counteracted by the fact that the poten-
tial equation is linear, only.

For thc supersonic flow the use of the integral equation formulation has been replaced by a "quasi"-inverse
integral relation between pressure and downwash. It is easy to see that for all supersonic edges the lower
side and the upper side of a lifting surface do not receive signals of each other. Both surfaces can be
treated therefore independently. This is done in such a way that a fictive symmetrical motion pretending a
pulsation is assumed. By this manner the lifting wing is reduced to the displacing wing. The potential can
be formulated as described before by a source distribution placed over the wi-ng planform and interpreted
as velocity potential. This philosophy may also be extended to subsonic edges. In areas outside of the
wing in which the flow velocity is not known the dynamic boundary condition, no pressure discontinuity to
be permitted, has to be utilized. The equation for a planar wing is then received by the aid of Table 2
and Eq. (45) and (38a) as

p(xy, I)
- ( a ff W__X__________+ _______tt)___y_ on the wing

4 / 27rlzI at ax o (,ffJ R outside of wing

The singularity is only of the order 1// 2 B2y 2 much lower than with the kernel function which is
1/y 

2
. Box methods using quadratic, characteristic, Mach number adjusted rectangular or wing adjusted tra-

pezoidal panels are well established, see e.g. Ref. 44. No difficulties in the treatment of complex non-
planar configurations occur.

5.4 Results

The present status of Eu- or FP-codes covers nearly without exclusion two-dimensional unsteady flows, only.
Full aircraft configurations to be treated by non-linear methods are still at its very beginning. Therefore
linearized three-dimensional theory still is the main engineering tool to assess flutter or loads.

Experiments compared with the lifting surface method
of Ref. 39 and 40 have validated the linear theories
beautifully as long as shock and viscous effects are 75-
not predominant. This is shown for two different
cases (reduced frequency k is based on semispan). In --.Cp ?"".73
Fig. 20 the applicability to high Mach numbers and .'. -'.0

E-o6rc,7 surfaces has been proven and in Fig. 21 the 5.0
capability to predict interference effects suc as
wing-to-tail is demonstrated, Ref. 46. Aerodynamic 1. 02S

2.5
real- -p t

6 0/

&4C 75

3_d4CP M=O
real-pt.< " 5.0 k -2.39"

k 2..9532.

_ ,ma -pt__ ......H=--0.m5 .......-..
0 05 x .0 05 X "0

Fig. 20: Insteady pressures for a control Fig. 21: Tail interference pressures due
surface oscillation at transonic to a wing in pitching oscillations.
?1ach numbers.
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coupling to produce flutter could be demonstrated for

the first time in Ref. 45. tandem n i . I

Besides pressures, lift, moments or generalized forces -.. ,-

moving wings produce also thrust or drag. This can N.o.
easily be understood from translational oscillation, _
see Fig. 22. During one period of oscillation the un- 4 1
steadyniiiml force changes its sign, whereas the .'

4 ~thrust does not. The thrust increases with frequency, .~.%

efficiency drops down from n = 1 to n = 0,5. Inter-
fering surfaces in tandem configurations can recover
the maximum efficiency independently of frequency.

Fig. 22: Propulsion efficiency of wings Z A

in translational motion 
V N;

6. Conclusions .-k.2

1. Rapid progress in the numerical solution techniques of unsteady N-S-Eqs. gives good hope that for laminar
flows stream patterns are predicted which represent most of the physical features. At present this holds
for simple configurations at two-dimenional conditions.

2. Turbulent unsteady flows stand at its beginning of being understood. No profound knowledge exists about
correct turbulence modelling. There are some good reasons to assume that quasisteady models hold as long
as the time scales of turbulence and unsteady main flow are well apart. Unsteady turbulence measurements
do exist to some extent, their analysis, however, is in a rudimentary state.

3. Laminar senaration models for two-dimensional flows according to the M-R-S-Criterion have been substanti-
ated by theory and experiment as long as upstream moving separations are considered. For downstream
moving separations model calculations are still lacking. No detailed knowledge exists on turbulent two- -"-
dimensional unsteady separation. Investigations on three-dimensional unsteady separation both laminar
and turbulent are not available.

4. The present state of calculations based on inviscid flow assumptions as given by the Eu-Eqs. accounts
well for shocks over profiles at transonic speeds as long as the flow is attached. This also holds for.-
the FP-Eq. which is, however, limited to weak shocks and irrotational flow. Three-dimensional results
are extremely rare and directed towards low sweep, high aspect ratio wings. When looked at applications
such as flutter, Eu- or FP-calculations have to be performed for each mode separately.

5. Linearized unsteady potential theory is well established. It will remain the prime tool to aerodynami-
cists for a long time. The advantages lie in

"-its easy applicability to complex three-dimensional configurations
its - when compared to steady conditions - less restrictive applicability to high subsonic flows
its superposition principle, e.g. allowing to calculate one influence matrix only independent of
the number of modes.
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DYNAMIC STALL OF SWEPT AND INSWEPT OSCILLATING WINGSe%

Franklin 0. Carta % %
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East Hartford, Connecticut 06108

Om SUMMARY

;'Recent unsteady tests on oscillating tunnel-spanning wings (representative of full scale helicopter

blades) have shown that the dynamic stall phenomenon for a swept wing model is significantly different from

dthat for an unswept wing. Several critical measurements and calculations relative to the behavior of the
surface flow were made, including chordwise wave speed of the stalling vortex, the degree of pitch rate

dependence of the vortex inception angle, and the ability of the cosine law for sweep to normalize unsteady

post-stall behavior, even after reattachment occurs.

The vortex chordwise wave speed was found to be insensitive to sweep angle over the forward blade

region, but was approximately half as large over the aft region for a sweep angle of 30 deg, relative to the

unswept wing. It was also found that the vortex inception angle (which can be associated with dynamic stall

inception) was virtually unaffected by changes in sweep angle. However, a change in Mach number (measured

normal to the leading edge) from 0.3 to 0.4 caused a drop in vortex inception angle of about 4 deg,

comparable to the change in quasi-steady stall angle for the same Mach number range. It was also found that

the vortex inception angle varies linearly with reduced frequency, and appears to be independent of pitch

rate at constant reduced frequency.

The traditional cosine law normalization for sweep is not applicable above the stall angle, either for

steady or for unsteady behavior. As a corollary to this, it was determined that sweep causes a dynamic
displacement of the lift response such that the unstalled portion of a GL-,*hysteresis loop (both prestall .'-

and post-stall) for the swept wing lies below that for the unswept wing. This result w. otally utexpected

Sand is as yet unexplained, although *rexamination of the Fourier components of the unsteady lift shows it to ' .

be primarily a first harmonic phenomenon. .

Finally, an examination of hot film response data shows that the stagnation flow along the swept wing

leading edge significantly alters the unsteady surface flow behavior in a narrow region along the leading

edge when compared with data from the unswept wing. However, from approximately 15 percent chord and aft

there appears to be no sweep effect, and the results from both wings are nearly indistinguishable.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A dimensionless pitch rate, Eq. (9) q dynamic pressure based on freestream

velocity, newton/m
2
, Eq. (3)

Av dimensionless pitch rate at vortex
inception angle, Fig. 7 T period, sec .rr

a. sound speed, m/sec, Eq. (2) t time, sec . . .

c Airfoil chord, m, Eq. (2) t 0  vortex inception time, sec PW

CL lift force coefficient Vc chordwise velocity, m/sec, Eq. (4)

CM moment coefficient V. freestream velocity, m/sec

C p(,T) pressure coefficient distribution, Vw average dimensionless wave speed,

Eq. (3) Eq. (4)

CW work coefficient , Eq. (II) Vwij average dimensionless wave speed - "'
between stations i and j 

* ,

f airfoil pitching frequency, Hz, %

Eq. (2) C airfoil angle of attack, deg, Eq. (5)

kc chordwise reduced frequency, aM mean angle of attack, deg, Eq. (5)
E.q. (2)
Eq. (2) a steady state stall angle, degssMc chordwise Mach number,Eq(1
coweMcnme Eqav vortex inception angle, deg, Eq. (5)

M_ freestreem Mach number, Eq. (c)o".n.u-'. -'.)-"
0 constant used in Eq . (6 ), deg : ] ? ' ' '.

m slope, Eq. (6) % amplitude of pitching motion, deg, Eq. (5) "

P(X,r) chor.dwise pressure distribution,
newton/m

2
, Eq. (3) 8 dimensionless pitching axis, Eq. (11)
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E, data scatter parameter, deg, Eq. (10) X dimensionless distance from airfoil
. ~nose 4

- A sweep angle, deg. Eq. (1) " .

" ~w circular frequency, rad/sec, Eq. (5) -o
" E dimensionless aerodynamic damping in -. %

pitch, Eq. (12) ()R real part

T dimensionless time based on oscilla- ()u upper surface ,
tion period, also fraction of period , 'o.

( ) ~lower surface
% T dimensionless vortex inception time .

-- :* based on oscillation period, Eq. (5) £

%

.; INTRODUCTION ; .

i'. . ..  The need for unsteady aerodynamic data extending into the dynamic stall regime has long been"--..,
. , ~recognized by helicopter designers, and many investigations have been performed to serve these needs. .'-.-

Early work at United Technologies Research Center (UTRC), Refs. I and 2, and at the Vertol Division of,-" '"
Boeing, Ref. 3, was specifically tailored to provide data over ranges of parameters typical of helicopter . - ,

operation. More recently a series of tests were conducted at the NASA Ames Research Center, culminating ---'--
in an examination of the unsteady stall behavior of eight airfoil sections (Ref. 4 and its related data
reports). While all these tests yielded a great deal of detailed information on dynamic stall, they were .

: - . ,'

restricted to unswept configurations. Sweep was not included in the early test programs for two main "' "
reasons. First, oscillating swept wing tests were probably beyond the achievable state-of-the-art for-.''- -
most investigators because of the prohibitive cost and the technical complication of the required ,-..-.'._
facility. Second, it was felt for many years that the main emphasis should be the compilation of unswept "'.

wing data to serve as a basis for future investigations. Indeed, it was found that the use of basic , .
unswept data in tabular form provided a substantial improvement in the ability to predict rotor blade
dynamic response (Ref. 2).

Nevertheless, it is obvious that even under the simplest of inflow conditions, a helicopter rotor _-...
blade in forward flight is instantaneously unswept in only two positions; viz., at azimuth angles of 90 .-and 270 deg. Thus conventional, unswept, two-dimensional aerodynamic testing may not be completely

adequate for helicopter rotor blade applications because of the wide variations in Mach number, sweep ,.

'. o . . .anle A n sngeep otangle d e r eq ( la) of~ th roo.A h euieet o mrve'yai

-n daeimcensiess aherne or taydynamic dampin int at cinrca freqengly, rasecoe (
pitchEq. (2) rel.par

increasingly more important. To meet these needs, an oscillatory drive system capable of operating in
both unswept and swept modes was developed at UTRC. The work reported on herein describes some of the.

results obtained from this experimental device, and is condensed from Refs. 5 and 6.

based onoscillaton perio,"Eq..(5

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA BASE

The data base for the present study was obtained from aerodynamic experiments performed on an
oscillating tunnel-spanning wing in both unswept and 30 deg swept configurations in the 2.44 m (8 ft)

octagonal test section of the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) Main Wind Tunnel (Fig. i). o
Except for the hot film results, the data described h ere taken on a model whose cordwise profile,
taken normal to the wing leading edge, is a NACA 0012 airfoil 40.6 cm (16 in.) in length. A detailedn
description of test program can be found in Ref. 5, aan amplification of the material discussed -
here is presented in Ref. 6. The parameters for this test were the wing sweep angle, A, the amplitude of
pitching motion, a, the mean angle of attack, we, the pitching frequency, f, and the approach Mach number,

Mo, and their ranges were chosen to be representative of the condition on the retreating blade of a
helicopter rotor. The effect of sweep was accounted for in the normalization process by referring all.
dawat the component of Mach number normal to the wing span, iwa fudtthesefbi

Mc -f M. Cos A()

where subscript c denotes the chordwise direction. Unsteady pressure data were obtained for sinusoidal

pitching about the quarter chord axis at two values of Mc(0.3 and 0.4) for each value of A (0 and 30 deg), .-.-..and two values of (8 and 10 deg) at four mean angles of attack M (0 9, 12 , and 15 deg). All angles

were measured in a plane perpendicular to the span axis. Tests were conducted over a range of frequencies
nesuch that he cbordwiae reduced frequency o h o st e m s r p dy rd

a.M
c

was common for several f's at both sweep angles. The wind tunnel stagnation pressure was equal to
atmospheric pressure, and for the 40.6 cm model at Mc , 0.3 the chordwise Reynolds number was approxi- --

mately 2.8 x 10
6
. -"Z.The effects of sweep on the pressure data were accounted for in Ref. 5 by normalizing the data with.

Trespe ta be forith preent s tud s obtain ro aerod i g expresiforime nsianle

dresrptionffithentes, rga a efudi e.5 n n mlfcto ftemtra icse
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where X is the dimensionless position along the chord and T is dimensionless time. This nondimensional- 5.

ization scheme is based on traditional steady-state sweep analysis which assumes the flow to be potential

* and the pressure distribution on the wing to be determined entirely by the magnitude of the normal veloc-
ity component, V. cos A. Note also that in this paper the pressure coefficient is defined as the -
negative of the normalized pressure, for convenience in relating positive integrated lift to a positive

value of Cp.

NORMALIZATION PROCEDURE

Generally, the purpose of normalization is to consolidate data to a common reference. This is done

to highlight the nonsimilar aspects of the data from case to case and thus to permit a more effective

analysis of their dependence on the various test parameters. In well-behaved small disturbance problems, 19---

for example, the normalization process coalesces the data to a coamon curve so they become amenable to a

general qualitative analysis. In the present investigation, however, the fluctuations in the measured
pressures exceed what is normally considered "small disturbance" levels. In realization of this and the

fact that much of the data was obtained within the stalled flow regime, the following discussion attempts "
to identify the limitations of the normalization procedure used in this paper.

An example of how well the normalization procedure works below stall with the current data base is r -
depicted in Fig. 2a (left panel) in which unsteady data obtained from the 30 deg swept wing at - = 8 deg,

M = 0 deg, Mc = 0.40, and f = 8 Hz (kc = wcf/a.M c  0.075) are compared with data similarly obtained at
Mc S 0.30, and f - 6 Hz (also at kc = 0.075). This example shows that the reduced frequency normaliza-

tion procedure successfully coalesces the linear part (first harmonic component) of the chordwise

amplitude response distribution to a common curve at low aerodynamic load (mM - 0 deg). Conversely, , .

Fig. 2b (right panel) shows some deterioration in similarity when results for the same combinations of ,

Mach number and frequency are compared at aM - 9 deg. Comparable results (cf. Ref. 6) were obtained for

the first harmonic phase angle distribution. This would indicate that reduced frequency similarity
deteriorates at high angles of attack.

As noted above in Eq. (1), wing sweep is accounted for in the normalization process by utilizing the 
%

component of freestream velocity normal to the span as the normalizing velocity. This simple approach is -

the same that has been traditionally used in the analysis of steady-state data. An example of the effec- " -, •

tiveness of this approach to swept wing normalization in similarity analysis is shown in Fig. 3a (left

panel) for the zero mean angle of attack case at f - 8 Hz, & = 8 deg, and Mc = 0.40. Figure 3b (right U
panel) shows the same comparison but at aM - 9 deg. As in Fig. 2b, it is seen that the higher mean angle

of attack causes a deterioration in the sweep similarity between normalized data.

_ _ _ _ _ -- "4
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On the basis of these examples, it would appear that the present normalization procedure is generally "'.'..
effective in highlighting the nonsimilar aspects of the data, and is thus useful in determining the effect '"'''

of the various test parameters on the oscillatory stall phenomenon..-'..--:

PRESSURE WAVE STUDY

Wave Speed Analysis ,.,,,.:

In Ref. 7 it was shown that plots of unsteady pressure versus both time and chordwise position could "*-.."'.

be analyzed to yield quantitative information on the chordwiae propagation of pressure waves. That !...,.. *s

Itechnique is applied herein, and in the example of Fig. 4a, the date are restricted to the first 15 F
* percent of the chord for clarity. The vertical axis represents both the unsteady pressure coefficient

level relative to steady state (left scale) and the chordwise location of the pressure measurement (right "- "-

-scale). The result is a pseudo three-dimensional plot of the Cp(Xt) surface, referred to as a pressure •-- .
*carpet plot. To interpret this figure, refer esch curve to its zero level at the appropriate X-tic mark '.".":.

*on the right scale, and use the left scale to measure the pressure relative to its zero level. The
precipitous drop in Cp in the vicinity of t = 0.17 to 0.2 is customarily associated with dynamic stall ... ".'-'

and is usually ascribed to the formation and chordwise passage of a stall cell or vortex. '

*For this carpet plot a set of constant presaure contours (isobars) was constructed in the y,t plane-..::..

aa shown in Fig. 4b. The numbers that are sppended to each contour are values of unsteady Cp. As shown .. ;."

in Ref. 7, the direction of the family of contour extremes identifies the direction of wave propagation, .. .
nd a simple estimate of the slope yield the wave speed.

Figure 4c concentrates on the first four tenths of the period, 0 ( tr ( 0.4. The connection between %" ""

the contour extremus at the leading edge with the extremum at the 15 percent chord location (dashed line ..

labeled "overall 15%") is used for estimating the wave speed over the forward 15 percent of the blade.-.o |

chord. This set of contour extremes moves toward increasing time as the chord is traversed from front to"" -
rear. The dimensionless wave speed was shown in Ref. 7 to be related to the ratio of chord extent to ::::-. .

*elapsed time by the formula "" "
"
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In general, the locus of contour extremes is not linear but can be represented by straight line ,I.. ,
segments of different slopes. The end points of the first segment are denoted by (X0 , T0 ) and (XI, TI .-

and those of the second segment by (Xl, TI ) and (X2 , T 2 ). Hence, there are actually two distinct regions -. -

within the first 15 percent of the chord that have different wave speeds. For this particular example,

the coordinates of these regions are (X0, Xl, X2 ) ' (0.004, 0.028, 0.149), (TO, Ti, T2 ) - (0.123, 0.155,

0.187), and with kc = 0.125, application of the wave speed Eq. (4) yields wO = 0.035 (first segment),
Vwl2 ' 0.146 (second segment), and Vw02 - 0.090 (overall, 15%), where the wave speed subscripts match the
subscripts of the initial and end-point coordinates of the segment in question. Furthermore, Fig. 14 of . -

Ref. 6 for the entire chord shows that another discontinuity can be defined at the 15 percent chord .% *

station, separating the forward region from the aft region of the chord, implying additional speed changes e

along the chord. This last coordinate point is given by (X3, ._3) (0.971, 0.284), and two additional
wave speeds can be defined, Vw23 = 0.326 (third segment), and Vw03 = 0.239 (overall, 100%). It is seen .. .
that the wave is slowest in the region of high pressure gradient near the leading edge (,01). This is
the region characterized by the dense array of constant level contour lines in Fig. 4c. Conversely, the

wave travels more rapidly over the second segment (V 2) where the chordwise pressure gradient is lower,
and attains its highest speed over the last segment (4w23) where pressure gradient is minimal.

A study was performed to examine the effect of each of the test parameters on wave speed and the
results are summarized in Fig. 5, in which the overall wave speed, Vw03, is plotted versus reduced

frequency, kc.  Mean angle of attack variation is depicted by the three symbols used (circle, triangle,

and square) and the sweep variation is highlighted by the contrast between open and solid symbols. A -

comparison of the upper and lower panels (for effect of amplitude on wave speed) shows a negligible
difference, and comparison of the left and right panels (for Mach number) shows a small difference,

although Ref. 6 indicates that the effect of Mc on wave speed is inconsequential.

By far, the parameter that has the greatest effect on Vw is the sweep angle. In all four panels the
overall wave speed for the unswept wing (open symbols) is consistently and significantly greater than that .

for the swept wing (solid symbols) by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0. This phenomenon of lower chordwise wave
speed in swept flow has not been predicted by any previous analysis nor observed in any previous
experiment.

In an effort to examine these trends more closely, wave speeds for the several segments (defined
earlier) were computed and are displayed in Fig. 6 for Mc - 0.3. The three left hand panels are the three

local wave speeds, VW01, Vwl2and Vw23' proceeding aft along the chord. The two right hand panels are the
two average wave speeds, %d02 over the first 15 percent of the chord, and V03 over the entire chord.

(The latter is repeated from the upper left panel of Fig. 5.) It is clear that there is substantially no
effect of sweep angle on the local wave speed over the forward 15 percent of the chord, either by examina-
tion of the panels for VwOl and V.12' or from the results for Vsd2 Virtually all of the sweep effect is .-. CC..

perceived to occur in the aft portion of the chord (lower left panel), with factors of as much as 2 ffect is
observed in unswept wing wave speed versus that for the swept wing. This result is representative of all

cases examined. If the pressure wave is associated with the formation and chordwise transport of a
vortex, these results would imply that the vortex motion along the chord is independent of sweep over the
first 15 percent region of the chord, and is strongly dependent on sweep thereafter.
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Vortex Inception Angle Variation

In pursuing further the interpretation of the phenomenon just described as the formation of a vortex
and its subsequent chordwise transport, the inception time can be studied and related to the vortex

* inception angle, av. A direct computation of m.v can be made by substituting the dimensionlr'qs

inception time, 
To 1 wt o /21 (cf. Fig. 4c), into the equation for instantaneous angular position.

am M+ sin wt I am + a Sin 2n~ To , I (5)

The results are shown in Fig. 7 as plots of vortex inception angle versus reduced frequency. These plots * "

also contain information on the steady state stall angle (triangular symbols on the left ordinate) and on

the best linear fit to the data. The latter were obtained by a least squares procedure for each data

group, and the former by estimating the steady state angle of attack at which dCM/da = 0 in Figs. 14

through 17 in Ref. 5.

The vortex inception angle, av , varies linearly with kc, as indicated by the good correlation of

the linear least squares line

av = av0 + mkc (6)

with the measured data, and the narrow scatter range for each data set. (In this equation, avO is the

zero frequency intercept and m is the slope.)

A comparison of the left and right panels of Fig. 7 shows that sweep has a tendency to delay vortex

inception, but this delay is less than two degrees overall, and less than one degree in the majority of
cases examined. In contrast to this result, the figure shows a substantial Mach number effect, with
incipient vortex angle differences of as much as three or four degrees as Mc varies from 0.3 (open .-. •

symbols) to 0.4 (closed symbols). The steady state stall angle based on zero moment slope, ass, is
unaffected by sweep angle changes. (However, Figs. 14 through 17 of Ref. 5 show that the shape of the

lift curve changes significantly in the direction of lift stall delay with increasing sweep, consistent
with Fig. 3 of Ref. 8 which is based on the data of Ref. 9.) A comparison of the steady state stall angle
with the zero frequency intercept of the least squares vortex inception line shows a two degree difference

at Mc = 0.3, and a reasonably good correlation at Mc = 0.4.

A careful study of Fig. 7 reveals little or no effect of mean angle of attack on the incipient vortex

angle. Specifically, at any constant value of kc there is no discernable trend of av with am; there is
only scatter. This is an observation that is directly concerned with the effect of pitch rate on av,

which is addressed next.

A case to be considered in detail is represented by the open symbols at kc = 0.125 in the lower right

panel of Fig. 7 for Mc = 0.3, a - 10 deg, and A = 30 deg. In this instance the vortex inception angle is
very nearly 16 deg for all three values of aM. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 which depicts three

motion time histories for aM = 9, 12, and 15 deg versus dimensionless time, T. A horizontal line at

av - 16 deg represents the observed insensitivity of the vortex inception angle to changes in aM, and
leads directly to a consideration of pitch rate effects. For a sinusoidal motion the instantaneous
dimensional pitch rate is given by the time derivative of Eq. (5),
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A combination of Eqs. (5) and (7) yields

- 2 _ (-_ .) (8)

which can be converted to the dimensionless pitch rate, A, by the formula (cf., Ref. 2)

A - = kc M2 _ (_.M)2 (9)

The values of A for the intersections of the av- 16 deg line with the three motion curves in Fig. 8 are
noted on the figure and are seen to vary from 0.0156 to 0.0216.

A direct examination of the effect of mean angle of attack variations on o with reduced frequency
effects excluded is afforded by a return to the linear least squares fit of Eq. (6). The scatter of
individual data points may be quantitatively evaluated by rewriting the equation in the form

c - av - Ovo - mkc (10)

where r 0 for an exact linear fit. In Fig. 9 a plot of this error function, e, versus Av emphasizes
the irregularity of the scatter, and leads directly to the observation that the vortex inception angle is
independent of the pitch rate when kc is fixed. With the exception of a few isolated points the error,
c, is generally bounded by 0.5 deg, and never exceeds ± 1.0 deg. By virtue of the relationship in
Eq. (9), it can be argued that the linear variation of av with kc (Fig. 7) is equivalent to a
corresponding variation of av with A, but of unknown functional form.

A question must be raised at this point on the possible relationship of the vortex inception angle,

aT, to the various dynamic stall angle concepts that have been cited in the literature. As far back as ..-- ,

Halfman's 1951 report (Ref. 10) several authors have shown that the dynamic stall angle increases with
both increasing reduced frequency and pitch rate. One of the more complete examinations is that of -
Gormont (Ref. 11). Here it is shown that the dynamic moment stall angle, based on 3CM (dynamic)/aa - 0,
varies linearly with the square root of the pitch rate, and, for the thick V23010-1.58 airfoil, approaches
the steady state stall angle as the zero pitch rate limit is reached.
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To permit a comparison of Gormont's linear fit of earlier dynamic stall angle results with the

current data, the steady-state stall angle was removed from the vortex inception angle results of the

present experiment, av - a.., and then plotted versus Av in Fig. 10. The Mc - 0.4 linear fit to

Gormont's thick airfoil moment stall results (lower left panel of Fig. 1I in Ref. 11) is shown plotted as

dashed lines. Although there is considerable scatter of the present data, a linear trend is discernable
for & 

= 
10 deg. Gormont's linear fit for moment stall angle starts from the origin and lies roughly

parallel to, and significantly above, the av data in the lower panel. If these data were linearly . -,

extrapolated to zero pitch rate, the intercept value would lie approximately 1.5 deg below the steady '' ".

state stall angle, which is in direct contradiction to the results shown for Mc - 0.4 in the lower right %

panel of Fig. 7. This can be resolved by noting that a linear behavior of the data is observed for

-- mv - a., plotted versus /v in Fig. 10 or versus Av in Fig. 11. The data are now more in keeping with the

, results in Fig. 7, and the original Gormont linear data fit is now a parabola. The apparent inconsistency

lies in the lack of any data at low pitch rates (or reduced frequency).

INTEGRATED LOAD RESULTS

Aerodynamic Damping

The customary load integrations were performed on the measured pressure data and are reported in
detail in Ref. 5. It is not surprising that sweep angle contributed to the observed differences in both
unsteady lift and moment loops. For brevity, this paper will concentrate on the effects of sweep on the
further integration of unsteady moment leading to work per cycle,
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C~ din [cp (X,t) -Cp (X, )J0(-8)dX( dag'* (11)
,--1 d-.i.n1*W

and ultimately to aerodynamic damping in pitch, -

- (12)

which is positive for stable motions.

In Fig. 12 the aerodynamic damping is plotted versus chordwise reduced frequency for a variety of

parameters. The circled points are for A = 0 deg and the triangular points for A - 30 deg, the open
symbols are for Mc  0.3 and solid symbols for c 0.4. The measured damping for both sweep angles at
am 0 deg and Mc - 0.3 (open symbols, left panel) generally follow the theoretical linear prediction,

kc/
2 

(cf., Ref. 12); when Mc is raised to 0.4 the measured results deviate from theory as k q is
increased. When an is increased to 12 deg (right panel), blade sweep tends to reduce the stability
margin of the airfoil. In terms of the moment loop results, this outcome implies a net decrease in the
area bounded by a counterclockwise traverse path due to the cancellation effect of the destabilizing
clockwise subloops that appear as a result of dynamic stall (see also the discussion of stability in Ref.
12). The moment loops shown in Fig. 13 are a good illustration of this event. At am 12 deg the unswept .. , 1
result (solid line) represents a mixed condition in which some of the area at each end is enclosed
counterclockwise. The central region represents that part of the cycle during which the airstream feeds
energy into the motion, thus reducing the stability margin. Although sweeping (dashed line) is beneficial
from the standpoint of reducing the nose down impulsive moment due to dynamic stall, it is seen that
sweeping also increases the destabilizing central portion of the clockwise-traversed subloop.

Lift Loop Displacement

In the data analysis of Ref. 5 the customary hysteresis loop comparisons were made for unsteady lift,
drag, and pitching moment to permit an examination of the effects of sweep on the unsteady lift, drag and
moment components of the total force response. An unexplained feature in the results is the substantial
displacement in the lift curve below stall between the unswept and swept wing results, especially at high
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mean angles of attack. A perspective on this displacement can be obtained from Figs. 14 and 15. Figure

14 shows that the normalized steady-state lift curves of the unswept and swept NACA 0012 airfoils are V
nearly coalesced below stall. This is not the case when viewing the unsteady comparisons in Fig. 15.

Here it is seen that the upstroke portions of the unsteady lift below stall are significantly and

increasingly displaced from one another as a% increases.

It has been found that this displacement of the lift response is mainly associated with the first

harmonic component. The time mean component of the lift response was removed in an attempt to bring the

loops to closer alignment than shown in Fig. 15. The result is shown in the top row of Fig. 16 for the 15

degree mean angle of attack case where plot 16a is repeated from Fig. 15 and plot 16b is stripped of the

time mean component. The resultant lack of change in the relative positioning of these loops indicates N
that the entire displacement is a sweep-induced unsteady phenomenon. A harmonic analysis of these loops

was performed and it was found that the ultimate shape, displacement, and rotation of the lift loops of .--

Fig. 16a are primarily governed by the first harmonic component ellipse. This is clearly illustrated in

plot 16c where the midportion of the ACuptroke displacement is accounted for. The remaining comparisons

in Fig. 16 (plots d through f) show how the addition of higher harmonic terms contributes in evolving the

complete unsteady response without significant influence on the ACL displacement at the midpoint of the

upstroke.

HOT FILM RESPONSE

A preliminary, shakedown experiment was run in preparation for the swept wing work reported on in

Refs. 5 and 6, and included a first effort into the study of sweep effects on hot film time histories.
Because of the incomplete nature of this precursor work it was never published, but the indications from a

small portion of the hot film response (shown below) are that there are significant changes caused by

sweep in the surface flow of an oscillating wing. It should be noted that although the planform of this

model was the same as that discussed above, the profile normal to the wing leading edge is a cambered

airfoil, designated as the SC1095 (cf., Refs. 4 or 13 for profile coordinates and steady behavior). In

the absence of comparable hot film data from the NACA 0012 airfoil, it cannot be determined if the

observed swept/unswept results described below are generally applicable or are germane only to the SC1095

profile.

Although hot films have been used in the past by many investigators (e.g., Refs. 14 and 15) and the

principles involved have been well-documented, it is useful to outline these principles and to use the

schematic in Fig. 17 to illustrate the measurements that are possible with these devices. In brief,
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laminar flow is associated with low heat transfer and hence low output voltage. Further, the response
will be smooth and somewhat rounded with time, as characterized in the first three curves of Fig. 17.
Curve I also contains transition to turbulence, associated with high heat transfer, high output voltage, . "
and noisy response, followed by relaminarization. Curves 2 and 3 are characteristic of a laminar-
turbulent-separated flow combination. For separated flow the heat transfer varies over a wide range,
indicated by large response fluctuations. In curve 2 the separated flow reattaches turbulently before

relaminarization while in curve 3 it goes directly from a separated to a laminar condition. Finally, in %
curve 4, there is no laminar flow and the distinction between turbulent and separated flow can only be
made by the intensity of the fluctuations. These events are related to the angle-of-attack variation, a,
at the bottom of the figure such that the laminar or laminar/turbulent flow is associated with the low a .
region while the turbulent or turbulent/separated flow is associated with high a.

The hot films on the model were located at the 5, 15, 25, 45 and 65 percent chord locations near the
center span, and arranged in a staggered array to prevent the soldered connections or any other local

surface irregularities from affecting the downstream transducer response. No calibrations were taken to
relate voltage output to either turbulence level or surface shear, and only the relative changes in signal
level are considered herein. Furthermore, the subsequent computer processing involved removal of the mean

value of each signal and self-scaling the remainder to a maximum amplitude of unity. Thus, some of these
signals will appear artificially amplified relative to certain other comparable signals.

Figure 18 contains a selected group of hot film time histories which illustrate the effects of
varying angle of attack and sweep angle on the surface flow phenomena for a nominal reduced frequency of

kc - 0.077 at Mc = 0.3 and 
= 
8 deg. Before examining these figures in detail, the format used in this

set will be described.

Each panel represents a single chordwise location. The horizontal axis is s time scale with 0.1 sec
duration marked for reference, and the uppermost trace is angular deflection, a, in arbitrary units. ."" -

Maximum and minimum angular limits are denoted by tic marks, with increasing angle of attack in the upward

direction. Below the angle of attack trace are either two or three pairs of curves which compare the
unswept hot film response (solid curve) with the swept wing response (dashed curve). Each pair of curves
is for a specific mean angle of attack, as designated by the appended value of aLM. The set of panels is
logically arranged in increasing order of chordwise position, from 5 to 65 percent chord, but a discussion

of the events at the 5 percent chord location (Fig. 18a) will be deferred to the end of this section
because the response is atypical snd its interpretation must be based on a comparison with other traces.

Figure l8b permits a comparison of hot film time histories for the unswept (solid line) and swept

(dashed line) wing configurations at the 15 percent chord location. It is seen that the surface flow .

behavior at this chordwise location is substantially independent of sweep angle. For a
m 

" 0 deg the

flow is probably laminar over the negative angle of attack region, and turbulent over positive angle.

(Note that a varies in this instance from -8 deg to +8 deg over the cycle. Note also that the filter
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characteristics of this early data system [ca. 19753 were set for the low frequency pressure measure- A.1 '-'..='

ments, and virtually none of the high frequency noise usually associated with turbulence can be seen in
*these figures. Hence, in all of the time histories discussed in this section, there is some ambiguity-..".-,
*between laminar and turbulent flow responses.) At GM =

f 
9 deg the flow is laminar in the neighborhood of"_,.-..:

*a= 1 deg, becomes turblent as a increases, and separates (jagged response) at peak angle of attack. The ""...""
flow then reattaches turbulently aa a decreases, and once again becomes laminar as minimum angle is ¢" ""

-approached. At a=M 
ff 

12 deg there are only two flow regimes, turbulent at low angle and separated at ''."""%high angle of attack.

The situation at 25 percent chord is similar (Fig. 18c) with the exception of minor bursts of
turbulence (or perhaps laminar separation) at low angle of attack for the swept wing at aN =

f 
0 deg.'

Otherwise, the GM 
ff 
0 and 12 deg traces here are identical to those in Fig. 18b for the 15 percent chord " ""

location. These swept wing bursts of apparent turbulence at aM 
ff 
0 deg appear to have developed into ,i''.

, ~fully turbulent behavior at the 45 percent chord location on the swept wing at a=M 
fi
0 deg while the

-: ~unswept wing continues to switch between laminar and turbulent flow (Fig. 18d). At caM
ff 

12 deg both"Li" 
"'

-:wings retain the turbulent/separated character of the upstream stations. It is also seen in Fig. lad W ;
" " that, for the swept wing at aM 

fi
0 deg, there are periodic sharp changes at times that appear to be '- , "7"'

associated with either transition or relaminarization of the unswept wing. In fact, these times correlate .
well with such changes at the upstream stations for both swept and unswept wings (cf., panels b and c at '.....
aM =

f 
0 deg). At the 65 percent chord location (Fig. 18e), the swept and unswept configurations are..'.'.' .

again behaving similarly. Self-scaling of the signal gives rise to large apparent variations at aM = 0 ...- ,
deg, but this is believed to be a fully turbulent flow for both configurations. A consistent behavior st '=.€."
a= 12 deg with other chordwise locations is evident by comparison with panels b, c and d.

-% ~~The change to 5 percent chord in Fig. I8a is, by contrast, remarkable. There appears to be no .-.. =
""correlation at all between unswept and swept wing responses. To help understand what might be happening, -. *.'

"". ~first consider the unswept case for aN = 12 deg (solid line) and refer it to its counterpart at 15 "'*"

. ~percent chord in Fig. 1ab. In the vicinity of a -= 4 deg (minimum a) the flow at 5 percent chord is -. ,, .,
'' ~laminar. It obviously bcomes turbulent somewhere between 5 and 15 percent chord at this angle of attack. ,'=.',
__ A similar situation prevails at aM = 9 deg in Fig. 18a, and for both values of aM a repetitive pattern
.:. of laminar/turbulent/ separated/turbulent/laminar behavior occurs as a rises from minimum to maximum and -

decreases again. The swept curves (dashed lines) for these two angles are a bit more difficult to
"'" interpret becaujse of the ambiguity of the signals, but it appears that the flow is never laminar at this
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forward chord position, and it simply varies between turbulent and separated as the angle of attack
varies. Finally, in the absence of a signal with greater frequency response, it is virtually impossible

to fully interpret the results for aM, - 0 deg. The unswept wing (solid curve) shows no evidence of
• laminar flow at low angle of attack, but instead appears to experience turbu lence (high voltage signal) at

low agle, and separation (low voltage) at high angle of attack, which leads to the conjecture that a
small laminar separation bubble may exist ahead of the 5 percent chord location. At low unsteady angle
(which is, in reality, a negative angle for oM = 0 deg) it may be further conjectured that the flow aft

of the separation bubble is initially turbulent (at 5 percent chord) but thereafter the flow relaminarizes

and remains laminar into the region of the midchord. At high unsteady angle the separation bubble
encroaches upon the 5 percent chord location, followed by a reattachment to turbulent flow forward of the

15 percent chord, which persists over the remaining chord. Obviously, the swept wing has no comparable
behavior at this forward location. On the basis of this evidence, it may be concluded that the leading
edge region of the swept wing has a spanwise "stagnation flow" versus a traditional stagnation line for
the unswept wing. As a result of this change in the nature of the leading edge flow, the unsteady charac-

*teristics of the flow are drastically different. However, somewhere between the 5 and 15 percent chord

locations something happens to cause both flows to look remarkably similar.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND COMMENTARY

Summary

(Note that the first nine results highlighted below are for the NACA 0012 profile [Refs. 5 and 6]

while the last two are from previously unpublished data on a SC1095 profile. Additional comments are
appended to the end of this section.)

1. Traditional normalization procedures for both steady and unsteady phenomena work well below

stall, but deteriorate as stall is encountered.

2. Mean angle of attack has little or no effect on wave speed, which in all cases increases
uniformly with reduced frequency. Motion amplitude also has little or no effect on wave speed.
Mach number has a small but consistent effect on wave speed, with higher Mach numbers yielding

slightly smaller wave speeds.

3. Sweep angle has a dominant effect on wave speed. The overall wave speed for the unswept wing is
consistently greater than that for the swept wing by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0. This represents a
major failure above stall for the cosine law normalization which has been shown to be

consistently valid below stall.

4. Mach number has a dominant effect on vortex inception angle and static stall angle, with a

decrease in both angles as Mc increases.

5. Vortex inception is substantially independent of amplitude of motion and of mean angle of
attack.

6. Local wave speed differences associated with sweep are confined to the region of the blade aft of

the 15 percent chord. Wave speeds are substantially the same for-both sweep angles forward of

this chord location.

7. The vortex inception angle is independent of pitch rate when reduced frequency is fixed.

8. When mM is increased beyond 9 deg, blade sweep tends to reduce the stability margin of the

airfoil.

9. The main influence of sweep on the total integrated lift response is very strongly determined by

the first harmonic term, and is characterized by a progressively greater displacement between the r
upstroke portions of unsteady lift loops as (IM increases.

10. The presence of a stagnation flow along the leading edge of the swept wing causes its surface

flow phenomena near the leading edge to be entirely different from those of the unswept wing.

11. In contrast, surface flow phenomena from 15 percent chord aft towards the trailing edge tend to
be strongly similar for both swept and unswept wings.

Commentary

This paper highlights the major differences in unsteady dynamic stall response that are associated
with changes in sweep angle. Most of the information came from research performed on the NACA 0012 . .

airfoil under NASA sponsorship. This was a well-documented program (Refs. 5, 6) which, from its incep-

tion, was designed to investigate the phenomenon of dynamic stall from several aspects. Even with
sufficient preparation, however, some surprises still emerged, as in the case of lift loop displacement
(item 9 above) which was initially believed to be a discrepancy, was ultimately proved to be a real ""' ",' -

effect, and is still not understood. In the course of this investigation on the NACA 0012 airfoil the
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pressure wave propagation phenomenon was found to consistently be unaffected by sweep near the leading
edge, and also to consistently exhibit a nearly 2:1 velocity ratio over the aft region of the chord (item
6 above).

The SC1095 experiments described here preceded the NACA 0012 tests by approximately 3 years, and were
the first attempt to use the tunnel-spanning wing system in the UTRC tunnel as a dynamic drive for both
swept and unswept wings. The objective of this early in-house effort was to proof-test the system and to
prepare the way for later, more advanced work. The detailed re-examination of the hot film results
described here was largely triggered by the realization that they were quite different from the NACA 0012 ,
behavior described above. In contrast to these results, the SC1095 hot film evidence points to a leading .....

edge flow dissimilarity and an aft region similarity associated with sweep (items 10 and 11 above).
Without sufficient documentation of the SC1095 measurements, it is not possible to perform an in-depth ,-..*.%.- *

data analysis to determine if the surface pressure wave phenomenon on this airfoil agrees or disagrees
with the observed hot film response.

No apologies are offered, either for the apparent inconsistencies in the surface activity results of. -

the two airfoils, or for the incomplete analysis of the SC1095 data. Indeed, these two sets comprise the
only known data bank of swept versus unswept effects on large amplitude dynamic stall penetration, and
represent our first efforts to move our experiments further towards the "real world". Based on these
precursor tests, an ambitious experimental program is now being planned to address the questions raised in
these earlier studies and highlighted herein.
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I-,- I.NTRODUCTION

Les risultats prisentis dans cet article concernent l'Atude numirique et
* expirimentale de l'Acoulement instationnaire d'un fluids visqueux incompressible autour

d'un profil A forte incidence. Ce travail centre dans is cadre d'un programme de-
recherche fondamentale sur les problimes de dicollements instationnaires. L'objectif de
ce programme est d'analyser, par une simulation rumirique st une 6tude expirimentale---*.

* rialisie en parallile, les conditions de validit6 des equations de Navier-Stokes aux
nombres de Reynolds pouvant atteindre ceux correspondants a transition. Jusqu'...-

pmaintenant dans le domaine des recherches en fluide visqueux par resolution des -

iquations de Navier-Stokes, on peut distinguer deux classes d'approche: l'une
concernant es coulements laminaires faibles nombres de Reynolds (<2 103 )et l'autr e
relative aux Acoulements complitement turbulents A tris grands nombres de Reynolds. En * *~.
fait, du point de vue de simulation numftrique ces deux classes de problimes sont
analogues : en effet, par modilisation, on peut ramener le problme turbulent A grands
nombres de Reynolds A ceiui de faibles nombres de Reynolds nan uniformes( 11). On peut
remarquer que dans ces classes d'approche, les quations de Navier-Stokes sont toujours .- '
utilisoes comme base. Il apparat donc intiressant de contrler si cette base rests
valable quel que soit le nombre de Reynolds.

D'autre part, pour pouvoir comprendre les phnomnes d'instabiliti et de A0.
transition, i est nicessaire de disposer de mithode numirique pouvant rsoudre les
iquations-Stokes instationnaires aux grands nombres de Reynolds et de risultats
expirimentaux suffisamment faibles pour contrbler leurs performances.

Les premiers rsultats numriques et expirimentaux prisentis ici correspondent
A des nombres de Reynolds allant de 103 A 2.104. Des comparaisons qualitatives et
quantitatives sur les structures de l'coulement et sur les profils de vitesse obtenus P9. .
par simulation numiriqus et par visualisation expirimentale montrent un excellent
accord.

II..- EQUATIONSPHYSIQUES_- METHODE NUMERIQUE.

11. 1. Ejquat ions physique

La formulation fonction de courant et fonction de tourbillon des
equations de Navier-Stokes instationnaires est utilis e avec une double transformation
conforme. On psut en effet icrire

-L- +3-(wit) Lo ++
o a s on q

a ig(, o module de la transformation conforms qui permet de ramener le domains
* physiue sur une bands semi-inf ini (0 <5 Xc~ ; a <'j <.t ~. 1

4

Dans cc travail, on utilise une methods pririse d'nrdrs 0(h4 ) proposis par
L. COLLATZ (1), H.O. KREISS (2J et appliquis par R.S. HIRSH (3J A divers exemples
notamment A l'icoulement dans uns caviti carrie. Un point important de cette mithods
est l'obligation d'imposer des conditions aux limites sur lee fonctions inconnues ainsi
quo leurs divies premiires et secondes. A causs des difficultis bien connues
d'imposition de conditions aux limites sur la fonction-tourbillon, Soule 'iquation de

uPoisson de la fonction do courant est risolue par cette m uthode prcise drdre U0r ).
L'iquation de transport du tourbillon est risolue par un schema directionnel pricis
d'ordre 0(h2 ) (4), (5).

Recherche soutenue par la DRET - Ministire de a Difense
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Cs choix eat d6tormin6 par Is feit que t outes lea conditions aux limites

aur WA sont calcul&*5 A partir do la conneissance de : par consiquent uns grands
pricisian eat nesseire dans Is calcul de 1'.Les resultats numbriqus semblent

confirmer cette conatatation. En effet, lea calculs quo nous evons menbs (?), ainsi quo
P. BNTOX. . RUX 6),Sur lea problimes de l'ecouiement dens une cavit6 et autour

d'un cylindr. clrculaire montrent que lea resultats obtanus par cette mithods sont

aussi pricis que ceux donnes par une mithode complute d'ordre 0(h4) et de touts fagon
beaucoup pl-is pricis qua ceux obtenus par un sahbma precis d'ordre 0(h2). 7

L'avntag de ettem~thode per rapport aux schimas clessiques 6 cinq .%

poits at ua a p~ciioneatobtenue l'Vaide des relations smlsdsvlusd
ie eanto que da preci i s premiere et seconds en trola pt j, #intS

inconnue at seadrve pere ht iseaonde au noeud I :srlL0 trdaaae
s'bcrivent

(It +. 40 i 4 + 0 (4~4

On a ainsi introduit deux nouvelleS inconnues, Is dbrivee premiire ~-at
la derivia jde la fonction inconnu:S . 11 eppareit immirdiatement quo pour appliquer

le mithode d'ordre 0(h4) il eat neces9ar ecnate lacniin u iie o
seulement surk ini aussi Sur I.a r decnatelacniin & iie o

St nm est is nombile d~ noeuds du maillage, on aura done en ginfirel un
systie de 3n iqua tions a 3n inconnues A risoudre, as qui peut apparattre comma un
inconvhnient.

Cependant. cosine la pricision d'ordre 0(h4 ) permet de diminuer is numbre
*de noeuds du mailiage. is gain en temps de caicul at occupation mimoirs rests encore

important.

11-2.2 - Re6solution de l'6quation de Poisson da la fonction de courant.

On a choisi la mithode d'ordre 0(h4 ), dont Is prinaipe eat expos*
precedemment, combinik avec un 5chhina Insplrb des mithades de directions aiternes

* implicites pour risoudre catta 6quetion de la fonction de courant. Les aventages de
cette methode pour cette resolution risident dens la pea sib~lt apis e
considiretion simultenie des conditions aux limite de i'~ ,,qui sont des

* donnes du problime. ce qui n'sst pas je cas deseautres methodes L'utilisation des
condiionsaux imitsSu a t t', permet d'eutrs part un coupiaea "fort" entre

la fonction de courant t' et I a tourbillon W. ~e.~I.
Dens l'6quetion (1 ), n'epparaiasent qua las dfirivies aeconds

on peut par consiquent en utilisent la relation (3). ecrire pour cheque dem~i-pas do
l'itiration p lea syst~mes d'6quetions suivants

P+11- eP+4 t t+Ij, + +

. 'jz.T) + +

F Ai)I 4H 4)~'~',~ F.
* et

ou lea inconnues sent

Las ?$.at w~p, sent lea coefficients optimums ralatifa de 2Nitirations -
d'un schime de directions al ternees implicites appliqu6 6 la risolution de 1'Aquation

de Poisson per une aithoda d'ordre 0(h2 ) donc utilisant des diffirenceS secondes
centrees (8).

*11-2.3 - F16solutiond I i'6aaipn _de tpAnsport _du~y touqrbl IIon

Pour riseudre 1'6quation de transport du tourbillon on a choisi une

mithode directionnelle d'erdre 0(h2 ). Ce choix eat guid6 par 1a recherche d'une
a simpliciti dana 1'affichaga des conditions eux limites, des aritires de stabilitfi momns
rastrictifa at d'un ga~in en temps de celcul.
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Comme pour la resolution de I'6quation do Poisson de la fonction de
courant, I'algorithme des directions alternies implicites est utilis6. Chaque pas de

temp Va oncetre risoiu on deux demi-pas successifs avec une precision d'ordre 0th
2 

.

dans des variables spatiales.

Un pose

'I f, b.ty.Id

-41

lsdsrtstOns euteres d'euaon diion a nril nsoeud Lafredsrts siat

leme dmi-pAs de temps -Integration suivant

+ + 4 -

4~~~ --O+'

Suivan e -as peiseonsrecher tin tms, 'rre0itvCant A 
2 ) nputerr

L4.%"4-4(O.. ± .4%)

On peut romarquer qu'on deux demi-pas do temps la precision spatiale des

r termes do transport ost d'ordre ti(hj. La pr~pondibrance de la diavonalo do la matrice
tridiagonalo est maintenue par cette technique qui permot d'eviter l'introductien do
viscosit6 artificielle.

Comme dans le cas de 1 'equation do Pnisson do la fonction do courant on a
des systemes tridiagonaux 6 resoudro par urie technique de factoiisation.

L'erreur do troncature du schema combine proposOeost d'ordre

ar ~ )
A premiere vue I'introduction du schema d'ordre U(h

4
1 pour la resolution

do P equation do Poisson de la fonction do courant no change pans I 'ordi's do precision
*global. qui est celui do l'equation do transport du tourbillon. (CependAnt iI faut%
* ~remarquer quo la precision obtenue pour Wa. depend do colic, doe. car touteS les -.

conditions aux limites do (A sent derminees a partir do

111 - TUDF EXPERIMEN fAtE

La complexite des ph~nomenes do decollements instationnaires impose a
l'exptrimentateur do 5'entourer d'un maximum do FAranties quant a la technique
d'analvse qu'il emploio.

Nous vnsdonc
1) l1aborA un montage qui satiSfiit au mioux aux cnnditions jmposees.
2) fecu des tests comparatifs aec d'autres installations et ovalut la fiabilit6

des informations recuejillies.



3) entrepris une 6tudo systimatique deouteirs~ intat do11co .. en aut.,ur
d'une ellipse mince at d'un profil NACA 0012 placis dans un vent uniforme.

fa~onLea problimes rencontres Lars de cms diffirentes phases sont analysts do
Aao mottreoen 6vidence Les possibilitis at Les limites do notre appareillage. -

Los visualisations quo nous avons obtonues ant contribu6 6 pricisor Les
micanismos do creation ot do transport des collulos tourbillonnaires aussi bien d'un .

point do vue qualitatif quo quantitatif. A partir des clIchis do visualisation nous
avons en offet pu fournir une localisation spatio-tomporelle des tourbillons at
offectuer des reoevis do chomps do vitesses dens pertains plans.

Ill-I - Conditions_oSx~trimarnteles.

Pour gener une translation A vitesse constento et assurer l'instan- * V

tanliti do la misc en mouvement, nous evans opte pour uns "chute freines" d'un chariot

A fuito d'un mitre do course ; une sie d'ajuStages autarise une gammo de vitessos
allant do 1 cm/s A 20 cm/s. Le riglage fin entro deux ajustagos est obtenu A l'aide do
contrepoids. Le temps do miso on mouvoment do l'amortissour hydraulique, difini comme
1e temps necesaeiro pour atteindre 99% do la viteSse finale, est infiriour 5/lO06e a.

Les mobiles, arrimia au chariot, sant translates dens une cuve do
dimensions suffisamment grandos comparies A cellos du profil, pour quo los effets do
paroi Soient negligeablos, tout du mains Lars des tout premiers instants. du mouvement.

- dimensions do 1s cuve :150 x 100 x 80 cm
3

- profil NACA 0012 do 7 cm do cards.
- ellipse do rapport b/a 1/10 et do 7 cm do cords.
- des profila homathotiquos do 14 cm do cords ant aussi utilises afin do

precisor le detail des structures, mais Les temps riduits t sont elors limitis A 3.
Le deplacement do I'appareil photographique HASSEBLAD 500 EL/U do format

6x6 cm2 ost lie 6 cslui des mobiles, do tslle sorts qus Les photagraphios soiont priseswdens un repte lit A l'obstacle. Un plan lumineux d'une hauteur utile de 30 cm suit 1e
* - profil dans son mouvemont et garde une intensiti constants toute la dune do la -

manipulation. Nous effoctuons dos sties do prises do vue en rafale avec un peas do
temps reduit t variant do U.5 A 0.8 suivant la vitess do translation. Cette limitation

* ost esSontiellemont dOe A des facteurs quo l'on no pout fairo decrottne, tels quo 1e
* temps do rianmement do l'appaeil photo, 1 a, co qui est un minimum pour le format 6 x

* . 6, at Ie temps do pose moan, 0.07 en temps reduit. Le declenchement do coB prises do
vue eat pre-programmi at fonctian do l'eltituds. Un codour optique compto, par pas do 1
mm, la distance parcourue dopuis l'instant initial ; le declenchement et la dune des

* poses %ant donc eveluies on mm do course aec arrondi au mm supirieun.
Nous utilisons uns technique bion cannus do visualisation par tracours

solides, ot decrite dens (9) ot (10). Le principe consiste A 6clairen uno soction do
l'6caulement par un plan lumineux mince. Do fines particules solides, refleichissantes
ou diffusantes, en suspension dens 1e fluido dossinont pendant le temps do pose des
elements do trajectoires. Il suffit do phatagraphior la section eclairis pour disposer
d'une representation complete do l'boaulement A un instant donne. cm qui ost un
avantae certain dens l'itude des phinamenes instationnainos. Les tracoura emplayes
dens notro etude sont des grains do nilsan do taille compriso entre 80 ot 160 .Des .**

experiences ant montra quo pour cette granulometris, la vitesse mayonno do chute dos
panticules est do l'ordre do 0.2 mm/s ; ce qui est suffisamment faiblo pour garantir le

* fidelite do la visualisatian, le rapport (vitesse de chuto/vitesse do translation)
etant compriS entre 1% et I%*

La datation do nos cliches evite toute ambiguite lons des dC-pouillements
le est double ot donne a la fois la vitesse do reference et la reference d'altitude.I: Lotte derniore est obtenue par 1e doplacomont, lie a celui do I'apparoil photo, d'uns

plequotte do 10 lads plactes dans 1e plan objet et incrementees par 1t codeur optique.
La reference de vitesso est constitue par une sucession de points lumineux

*regulieremont ospaces, situes tout comme la plaquotte de leds, dens Is plan objet -

virtuel et photographiees. grade 6 un jou de miroirs, sur l'ur des bards du film.
L'especemont de css points lumineux est tel quo cheque cliche comports au mains uno

* reference.

111-2 - Essais qualitatifs du montaye. 4W

e) P!.ableos rencontres _fiabilit6 du montage.

Les premiers essais ant mantra une legerr acceleration du chariot pendant
.j la chute (8% d'augmsntatian de la vitosse sur 1 m). Ebbe est dOe a uno faibbe canicite

du virin (0.5 mm aur 1 ml quo nous evans pallie! per l'uitilisation d'un joint A levres
tb'introduction d uno fuito central. Dens cos nouvelles conditions le vitesse est 1j;

conatante a mieux quo 1 pr* s ur touto beacourse.
Pour couvrir l'tondue de la gamme des vitesSes, nous evans dO utiliser

dens le verin deux huiles do Silicone do viscosite respective 50 cat at 1000 cst.
La deformation do la cuvo de plexiglass sous la charge nous a contreint a

le corclsr, Sans qu'il en nesulte do gene pour la visualisation, du mains tent quo nous
nous limiterons 6 l'etude d'6cauloments plans.

Pour maintenir 1e profil en incidence Sans entraer la visualisation, nous
evans ,choisi do 1t bloquor entre deux jouesaen plexiglass. Ces dernieres ant Ott
p rofilis do manidre & ce que l'eugmentation do debit dOe 6 leur epaisseur soit



localise entre elles et les parois de la cuve, et qu'ainsi I'ecoulement n a soit pas ..
trop perturbs entre les plaques. Vans Ie plan median ou nous visualisons, les essais

r % effectues sans mobile (6coulement uniformel, avec et sans joues n'ont pas miontre de
differences significatives.

Une difficulte plus grande et non parfaitement re~clue a ete l'obtentian%

d'un ban ensemencement en particules de la cuve. Gelui-ci inst realise par un puissant
agitateur ; or on utilise de l'eau, et leS dimensions de la cuve Cant telles que
l'amortissement des courants dO au brassage y inst faible mt ii en subsis~ts encore apres
30 mn d'attente. D'autre part, la vitesse movenne de chute des particuiles etant de (0.2
mm/s. il est clair qu'apres une attente de 30 mn la densite de parti*culeS est faible
aux premiers instants puisque Ie mouvement demarre du haut de la cuve. De plus, les
poudres restant en suspension Sant les plus fines et les mains adaptees 6 une bonne
visualisation, compte tenu du grandissement auquel nous operons. Une solution serait de
trouver des traceurs de masse volumique plus proche de celle de l'eau (densite du M
rilsan - .06). Les dode eplsyrn u osaon unayeson plus 16g~rers (d

sph~iqu). n atreremae cnsiterit augentr l desit dufluids par apport de

vieilisemet otiqe (aunsseent) Nos aonsdon adptsunesolution de compromis
avec un temps de repos mayen de 25 inn, tout en sachant bien que le decollement des
cellules tourbillonnaires est peu stable et peut *tre pravoque ou retards par unI courant resistant ou portant.

b) Tests coMparatifs
Outre les essais s~par6s des diff~rents elements du montage. nous avons

testa ce dernier Cur des ecaulements etudies par ailleurs, tels que ceux autour d'un
cylindre au d'une ellipse soumis 6 un depart impulsif et places dans un vent uniforms.
L'6tude autaur du cylindre a ate effectue pour deux nombres de Reynolds (Re -1000 et
3000) et a donna lieu A des depouillements de vitesse Ie long de l'axe de syme-trie.

Les resultats obtenus montrent que pour deux series d'experiences -pdiffirentes r~i 1 ssavec cca nou veau moantage ; la reproductibilit6 est bonne et la
fiaili6 et cmpaabl 6cel1le d'autres montages existants.

IV -RESULlATS

IV-1 -R6sUlItats exp..rimentaux,

Trois nambres de Reynolds ant 6ti etudios (500-1000-3000) pour deux types
de mobiles (ellipse mince de rapport 1/10 at prafil NACA 0012)

Le processus de creation et de transport des cellules tourbillonnaires est
sensiblement le meme sur toute la gamme 6tudice. Neanmoins on observe une diminution de
la vitesse de translation de la cellule principals (a) quand Ie Reynolds augmente.
Parallelement, la vitesse de rotation de ces cellules augmente.

r On peut aussi noter comme caract~ristique gen~rale que le m~me tourbillon
a une plus grande taille et se deplace mains rapidement dans le cas de 1'ellipse que a
dans celui du profil NACA.

Outre ces relevis tapographiques d'ecaulements, nous avons effectu6 des
mesures do champ des vitesses dans des plans particuliers.

Ce travail generalement trap lent et d~licat pour Otre envisage en dehors
d'un axe de symetrie a 6t6 rendu possible grace a l'adaptation a nos besains de P
Il'anal1yseur de film NAC.

IV-2-Rhsultats num~riques.

Les calculs ant 6t6 r~alisis pour Re 103o, 3.103 et 104 Les memes
r:. profils (ellipse de 10% d'epaisseur relative et profil NACA 0012] ant eta choisis.5 Pour des raisons d'encombreinent en miinoire, on est oblige d'adopter un

maillage de 61 x 61 nocuds quel que soit Ie nombre de Reynolds.
Le pas de temps adimensionnel choisi est Agal 6 0.01 pour le prafil

elliptique et A 0.005 pour Ie NACA 0012. Le temps de calcul nicessaire pour faire un
pas do temps est environ 1,8 sec Cur l'ordinateur UNIVAC 1110.

.P:- Les r~sultats obtenus, cancernant le d~marrage brusque d'un prafil en
incidence, sont compar~s aux visualisations et mesures exphrimentales realisles dans .*

W* les m~ines conditions. La comparaison se fait d'une part Cur l'6valution spatia-
temporelle de la structure d'ensemble de l'icoulement at d'autre part Cur les profils
do vitesse Ie long de la normale de l'axe du profil, passant par son centre. La
confrontation cit tris satisfaisante aussi bien au point de vue qualitatif que
quantitatif.

IV-2.1 - Profil de vitesse

Pour lea Acoulements simples presentant un axe de symitrie. nous avons
effectub des relevh*a de champs de vitesse Cur cet axe. Les courbes obtenues dans le cas
do l'ellipee A incidence do 900 Cant port~es Cur la figure 3 et correspondent au noinbre
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de Heynolds de 3000. ',I,-,
L'Avolution de la composante Vx parallile 6 la direction de l'ecoulement "

geniral le long de la normale a l'axe du profil NACA et passant par Son centre est
donnAe sur la figure 4, en fonction de la distance au centre du profil. On constate -
l'existence de survitesse dens la zone de recirculation comme dens le cas de l'ellipse .
ou du cylindre. Les risultats obtenus montrent une tris bonne concordance entre calcul t
thiorique et mesures experimentales. INC

psi

IV-2.2 - Structure de l'Acoulement. - '-'

Observons, figures 4 bis A 12, l'tvolution de la structure de l'ecoulement
autour du profil NACA 0012 pour Re = 1000 et une incidence Ok 34*.

La position du starting vortex pour t = 0.8 montre que son detachement est - V
quasi-instantane et que sa vitesse de translation est proche de celle de l'Ocoulement
gin~ral. S5

Parallilement se developpe, au bord d'attaque, une zone de recirculation
. compose d'un tourbillon principal (a) et d'une paire de tourbillons secondaires (b) et

Cette paire de tourbil-lons est stable et grossit reguliirement par apport
du courant general pour (b) et de (a) pour (b').

A partir de t = 5.6, la cellule (a) se ditache et naet au bord de fuite un
tourbillon que nous appellerons (c). Ce dernier Se developpe rapidement, coalesce avec
(b ')..

Sur les figures 13 et 14 on montre la comparaison calcul experience
relative A l'ecoulement autour de l'ellipse pour une incidence O(50

.

V - CONCLUSION-PERSPECTIVES

Cette etude a permis de d~gager plusieurs conclusions
- Les Aquations de Navier-Stokes instationnaires traduisent correctement les

phenomenes Atudies. En effet on peut constater qum pour des nombres de Reynolds

inferieurs A 104 et dens le cas du phenomene de demarrage l'experience et la simulation
numtrique fournissent des resultats dont la comparaison est tres satisfaisante.

- L'installation exphrimentale realisee et ia mithode numerique propose sont fiables
et adapties a l'Atude des phinomenes transitoires, en particulier le dhmarrage. U

- Un progrts important est obtenu dens le domaine des depouillements des
visualisations permettant des comparaisons qualitatives et quantitatives:

- La mcthode numerique proposee est performante en precision et en temps de calcul.
- Le mecanisme du dicollement instationnaire autour d'un profil en incidence a pu

Itre analysA d'une facon ditaillee avec un maillage assez large (61 x 61). -

- Le nombre de Reynolds, limite A 104, est dO A des contraintes informatiques
(encombrement en memoire, vitesse de calcul...

Les comparaisons qu'on a r~alisies au cours de cette etude ne concernent
que des profils en incidence. Le montage relatif A un profil en mouvement oscillant est
en cours de realisation.

Des problimcs se posent au niveau de la generation des mouvements,
l'automatisation des prises de vue et de decouillement des resultats. Sur la photo 16 "
un premier resultat de la solution adoptte est donne. -

I1 sera inthressant de pouvoir proceder a des comparaisons Sur les
mouvements de base facile a realiser expbrimentalement, d'analyser experimentalement
l'influence des differences de paramitres (amplitude, fr~quence, incidence) sur la .
formation des dicollements et surtout sur la stabilite de l'ecoulement.

Ou point de vue de la simulation numerique on pense augmenter le nombre de
Reynolds par utilisation de calculateur vectoriel ou parallile. L'objectif est
d'arriver A un maillage voisin de 100.000 noeuds a 2 dimensions.
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VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS .
IN DYNAMICALLY STALLED BOUNDARY LAYERS

ON AN OSCILLATING AIRFOIL

by

J. DE RUYCK and Ch. HIRSCH
Research ass. Professor

Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Dept. of Fluid Mecoanics
Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussels

Belgium

/ r
su MARY . ..

'Detailed velocity and turbulence properties in the dynamically stalled boundary layer

of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil have been measured. This airfoil oscillates around

an axis at 25% distance from the leading edge with a sinusoidal motion. Measurements are ..... .

performed at eight chordwise positions, in non stalled, stall onset and deep stalled flow
conditions.

Instantaneous detailed flow and turbulence patterns of the periodic separation vortex
are presented and discussed. Corresponding terms of the turbulent energy balance are
derived and compared with flat plate boundary layer data. In particular, negative -.-..
turbulent energy production is observed during the vortex development. °

SYMBOLS

c blade chord u chordwise velocity

f phase angle v velocity normal to the wall

i incidence w spanwise velocity

i mean incidence x chordwise coordinate
* 0

k reduced frequency wc/2Q. y coordinate normal to the wall

Q free stream velocity z spanwise coordinate

q velocity modulus ensemble averaged value

fluctuation from ensemble

averaged value

1. INTRODUCTION

The verification of full unsteady Navier Stokes computations is presently limited by
a lack of detailed experimental data. In the particular case of a pitching airfoil there
is a need for quantitative measurements of velocity and turbulence fields, whereas mostly
flow visualisations are available [1,2,3). Computations of unsteady flows have been
obtained during the last decade, but turbulence effe'ts were in general not taken into
account [4,5,6.7]

The experimental determination of velocity and turbulence fields in an unsteady,
dynamic stalled flow is a most difficult task. In the present research project, a
technique has been developed allowing th etermination of low speed high turbulent flows
with arbitrary flow direction (2D). It has been applied to measure stalled boundary
layers on a pitching NACA 0012 airfoil [8,9]. Measurements have been performed at eight
chordwise positions along the blade chord. Results of five test configurations are
available : an unstalled case, two cases with stall onset and two full stalled cases. r "
Extensive wake measurements were made available in the past [10,11].

In the present paper, relevant results are discussed. The experimental turbulent
energy balance has been analysed through the determination of production, transport and
dissipation of turbulence. The unstalled turbulent energy balance is found to be very
similar to the steady flow situations. Some negative turbulence production is found
during the vortex development. '

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The measurement of low speed flows with high turbulence and arbitrary flow direction
is a difficult task in experimental fluid dynamics. Recently, some progress has been
presented by Thompson and Whitelaw [12]. In this technique, called 'flying hot wire
technique', the hot wire is in motion and a relative velocity is superimposed on the flow '.
velocity to be measured. In this way, problems of zero velocity detection and arbitrary '
flow direction are solved. This technique is difficult to apply in the present context .
however.

A technique has been developed where reversed flows are measured from the angular
calibration characteristics of a rotating slanted hot wire. This relatively simple
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technique allows accurate measurements within the small sensing area of a single wire (1
mm) with no extra technical requirements. This technique has been presented in [8.9]. at
It can briefly be summarised as follows. ,. %

Velocity and turbulence determination .' J .!

The method to determine main flow parameters as well as all non-zero Reynolds
stresses with a single hot wire has its base in the work of Kool [13) and De Grande &
Kool [I . This technique has been improved by the authors, by increasing the resolution.'.p , ,. , 

% 
"

of the Reynolds stress measurements [10,11]. In principle, the flow properties are
determined from the directional reponses of the wire which is rotated around its axis.

Reversed flow detection d

The slanted witre is mounted as shown on figure 1. When rotating the wire over 3600, 'p;
a response as shown on figure 2 is obtained. On this figure the anemometer voltage is
shown as function of the rotational position. The minima indicate the flow direction. A -,
correct and an adverse solution for the flow direction is thus found for each data point. '.
The choice of the correct solution is based on the continuity in time of this flow angle, -.
which is made possible by the large number of data points recorded over one period of '.

oscillation (240 points).

REVERSED FLOW DETECTION

CORRECT FLOW ADVERSE FLOW

P , . . . ..a. E-et l t I.

m 1 n inmI , +"' -"' -
tlPrl.9 rp

La

Airfoil position pick-up MITATUNM A

Figure 1 experimental set-up Figure 2 angular hot wire

calibration

Zero mean velocity determination

The splitting of a hot wire time signal into its mean value and a fluctuation term is
essentially a one dimensional approach, assuming a turbulence which :s small enough when
compared whith the main flow velocity. When turbulence velocities become as large as the
mean flow velocities, statistical corrections are to be made in order to determine the
real mean velocity from the measured averaged anemometer voltage. When assuming a
Gaussian probability distribution for the turbulence, following relation has been found
for a one dimensional flow (v-w-0) [8,9]

1 ( q ea 2 - (1) r.e'l. .
q /-, [e + erf( q real)

meas a2w real V

In the case of a two dimensional flow, a correction rule with a degenerate hypergeometric
function * is found [8,9]

- (2)
q e 0 a /s / 2 *(3/2,1;qreal,, 

. ,
m-e'a' r.:
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No expression has been found for a full three dimensional flow. It however appeared that
both equations (1) and (2) yield quite similar and satisfactory results. To avoid
unacceptable computing times, an approximation for equations (1) and (2) has been ..

searched, as follows [8,9]

1 qreal2 (3)

qmeas q real K a e

K - 1.2

3. AVAILABLE TEST CASES
.|

A tripping wire is used to trigger the turbulence. Incidence ranges were chosen in \. .
such a way that a clear distinction can be made between a non-stalled, stall onset and .
deep stalled case. Following test cases are available, all at an oscillation amplitude
of +/- 50 .

Ident incidence reduced Reynolds
frequency number L -

BLA5 5 to 15 0.48 178,000 stall onset
BL15 5 to 15 0.3 300,000 non stalled
BL16 6 to 16 0.3 300,000 stall onset
BL18 8 to 18 0.3 300,000 stalled
BL20 10 to 20 0.3 300,000 stalled _

Test case BL15 is a non stalled case where the incidence ranges from 50 to 150. When
the reduced frequency is increased from 0.3 to 0.48 (BLA5), a flow separation near the
leading edge occurs and a vortex Is present during a small part of the oscillation
period. When the frequency is kept constant but the mean incidence is increased by 1

°

(8L16), the flow separates at both the leading and the trailing edge. A very small
vortex Is present during a short time near the leading edge. When the incidence is
further increased, the leading edge vortex developes into a large separation vortex and a
full dynamic stalled flow results (BL18 and BL20). it

Measurements were performed at 7 to1
°

iidne k-.. These conditionst

correspond to the transition between stall onset and stalled conditions stall is

sometimes initiated, sometimes not and no coherent results could be found.

4. RESULTS

Results are available at the chordwise positions x/c - 0.15, 0.24, 0.33, 0.41, 0.50,
0.60, 0.70 and 0.80. Data are available at 240 time steps (1.50 phase shift). This high
density was required for the reversed flow detection, in particular near the vortex front
which developes during a short time.

Relevant data are summarized on figures 3 to 7. The time step numher (1 to 240), the
instantaneous incidence (i) and the phase angle (f) are mentioned. The phase angle is
defined through

I + 5
0  

sin f, f - wt - 1.50 (time step - 1) (4)
0

The scales are added below each figure. It is to be observed that no smoothing has
been applied on velocity and velocity fluctuations. Smoothing on other results has
moreover been done in the time domain only, not In space. It is Important to observe
that all the points at the same time step, as shown in the results, are completely
independent of each other.

Turbulent energy balance

The balance of turbulent kinetic energy -7/2 can be written as follows [15J

t - - ui - u 'u; -i I u'C2+ 2 V V 3 u? u;

LOCAL
VARIATION CONVECTION PRODUCTION DIFFUSION DISSIPAIION

Local energy variations, convection and production can be determined from the '
experimental data. Diffusion plus dissipation can be estimated from the energy balance
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equation (5). Results are shown In a non-dimensional form, with the chord c and the
velocity Q. as references. %

Incidence 5 to 15 degrees / k-0.3 / no stall-- e

Figure 3 shows results when the maximum incidence has been reached. The unstalled \._.

case is shown at the left side. At that time, the boundary layer tends to separate in
the last station, and it is believed that the boundary layer is lightly separated at the -

trailing edge. Turbulence levels at maximum incidence do not exceed 14% and minimum
levels are comparable to the turbulence levels as found by Klebanoff on constant pressure
flat plate experiments [15). The Reynolds stress at maximum incidence reaches values of0.008 Q2 '-".

The unstalled turbulence profiles of case BL15 have been compared with data obtained
by Klebanoff on a flat plate at constant pressure gradient [15]. On figure 4 the four
non-zero turbulent stress profiles are compared at x/c - 0.60, at the minimum incidence
of 5o. At this time the pressure gradient is the most favourable for the boundary layer
and the results (squares) are quite close to the Klebanoff data (solid lines). At higher
incidences, increased levels are observed, with maximum values in the most critical
situation (figure 3). In this situation the Reynolds stress exceeds the Klebanoff
profile by about 5 times. Maximum values in these profiles are shifted towards the
middle of the boundary layer, which corresponds to a shift In the maximum velocity
gradient au/ay.

Some relevant contributions to the energy balance are shown on figure 5. At the
lowest incidence, around 5', profiles are found which are very close to the flat plate
boundary layer data (dashed line). Local changes and convection are small. The
turbulence production is compensated by dissipation. At the highest incidence, where the
boundary layer is close to separation, the dominant terms are still production and
dissipation. Although the flow is unsteady, local time variations and convection are
still small when compared with the other terms. All the contributions are increased by
about five times when compared with the flat plate data, however. . k

The present comparison Indicates a good coherence with standard data such as those
obtained by Klebanoff.

Incidence 5 to 15 degrees / k-0.48 / stall onset

The higher frequency case is shown on the central part of figure 3. The following
differences with respect to the lower frequency case are observed

The flow has less tendency to separate at the trailing edge, and it is believed not . . .-
to separate at all at this place. Whereas the situation has improved at the trailing ..-.

edge by increasing the reduced frequency, the situation has deteriorated at leading edge.*-.
where a small vortex initiates at the maximum incidence time (not shown). This vortex
affects the flow in the first two stations (figure 6) and it disappears at about 110 -

incidence.

The turbulence increases to about 0.2 Q for /U,
2 

and 0.01 Q
2  

for u'v' in all the
stations when the critical stall onset incidence is reached. Peaks of resp. 0.35 Q and . - .
0.05 Q

2 
are observed in the first station.

Incidence 6 to 16 degrees / k-0.3 / stall onset

The stall onset case BL16 is shown on the right side of figure 3. The frequency is

the same as for the unstalled case BL15 but the mean incidence has been increased by 1.

A trailing edge separation initiates in the last station at an incidence of 15.80.
This separation must be present at the trailing edge at an incidence which is close to
the static stall limit of 110. During the following time steps this separation affects
the flow further upstream, and the whole boundary layer flow tends to separate (figure
3). At the same time, a small but strong vortex is created close to the leading edge.
This vortex however does not come to development and disappears, together with the
trailing edge separation, as the incidence decreases towards its mean value. This vortex
initiates at about 16.50 incidence. The flow is not fully reversed during the trailing

:.r edge separation, whereas a strong reversal is observed at the leading edge.

Turbulence intensities range from about 0.08 Q, which is close to the current levels
as found by Klebanoff, to 0.18 Q in the trailing edge separated flow. Peak values of
0.37 Q are observed near the leading edge vortex. Maxima in the turbulence profiles in ....
general correspond to the maxima in velocity gradients at any time, which is in
accordance with the current turbulence models. Much scatter is present on the u'v'
profiles in the leading edge vortex and these results should be considered as only

indicative.

Incidence 8 to 18 degrees / k-0.3 / stalled

The stalled case BL18 is reported on figures 6 and 7. Figures 6.a to 6.d show a set -'

of results at some representative times, On each figure are shown, from top to bottom :
velocity field, chordwise fluctuations /-iT7, minus Reynolds stress u- , local time
variations of turbulent kinetic energy, convection, production and dissipation plus
diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy. Each time step is discussed separately.

A 
---
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When the flow is separating, important scatter is observed on w'2  and v'
2 in

particular. As a consequence, no clear picture is obtained when deriving the turbulence e. "
energy convection and dissipation. In order to obtain a more clear picture of the
turbulence balance, q-1 has therefore been approached by

2 -

The value K - 0.6 was obtained as the best overall value for the present test case. The
present approach does not affect the behaviour of the local variations and the convection
of turbulent energy.

time 31 : separation onset (figure 6.a) C._

The boundary layer shows a tendency to separate from station 3 to 8. This separation
initiates at the trailing edge when the static stall limit of 140 is exceeded (not
shown). Increased levels of turbulence are observed (0.2 Q). The turbulence energy
balance is still dominated by the production and the dissipation terms at the most .
downstream positions.

At the leading edge, the flow is going to separate. Peak values of turbulence are
observed (up to 0.4 Q). Peculiar stress profiles are observed at this point : positive
values of u'v', or negative Reynolds stresses appear. When looking to the corresponding
turbulence production, some negative turbulence production is observed. This behaviour
is also found during the further vortex development.

Local variations and convection of turbulent energy are significant at this point the
turbulence is rapidly increasing with time in the outer part of the layer. This is
mainly due to a combination of diffusion, production and convection, which are all
positive in the outer layer (first station, time 31). The positive convection indicates
an important turbulence transport from the upstream flow which may already be separated.
Important diffusion is present in the inner part of the layer at leading edge.

time 40 : leading edge and trailing edge separated (figure 6.a)

The situation at the trailing edge has not changed significantly within this short time.
At the leading edge, the vortex is developing rapidly. The turbulence peaks are just
above the separation line (see also figure 7) Positive values of u'v' are still L'-
observed, with a corresponding tendency towards negative turbulence production. The
behaviour of the turbulent energy balance in the first station is changing rapidly.

The velocity is increased considerably in the central part of the boundary layer, between
the leading and trailing edge separated flows. This portion of boundary layer is highly
turbulent, although the boundary layer thickness and the turbulence production are small.

*This turbulence is mainly transported from the upstream flow.

time 49 : (figure 6.b)

* This figure shows the further development of the leading edge vortex. The central high
speed portion of the boundary layer is shifting towards the trailing edge and the low I "

- speed separated flow at trailing edge is blown away. Positive UTv' values and negative
turbulence production are still observed in front and in the center of the leading edge
vortex.

time 73 leading edge vortex leaves (figure 6.b)

The incidence is now decreasing. The leading edge vortex has left the sensed area and is
completely separated from the airfoil. The last stations are reversing abruptly the one
after the other (station 7 is reversing). Negative stresses are still present under the
separation line, and some corresponding negative production is still observed. From now
on, changes in time are less abrupt and the local changes in turbulence have the tendency
to be less significant than the other terms in the turbulent energy balance.

time 97 : creation of a second vortex (figure 6.c)

The large vortex observed at time 97 is a new one which came to development at its actual
place, and which remains there for some time interval. The different terms of the
turbulent energy balance become small in the separated area, whereas large values remain:.- atove the separation line. Although positive U''v

'  
values are still observed, the i-.---.-

tendency towards negative production has disappeared. The convection term becomes
strongly negative along the separation line, indicating that the (strongly) produced
turbulent energy is mainly blown away downstream, instead of being locally dissipated.

times 121, 145, 169 : blow-off of the separated flow (figures 6.c, 6.d) "

As the incidence decreases, a normal boundary layer is going to be developed. This ..

occurs through a gradual blow-off of the reversed flow area, as can be followed On times
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121 to 169. The velocity as well as all the turbulence quantities gradually decrease. P
The vortex present at time 97 has 'diffused' into the flow seen at time 121. without
moving away. The convection of turbulence is still strongly negative which Is in

-, accordance with the fact that the turbulence along the separation line is blown towards
the trailing edge, rather than being dissipated locally.

The boundary layer which finally appears at the lowest Incidence has a behaviour which is
comparable with the unstalled flow case (not shown).

Comparison with computed data

Some computed results obtained by Mehta [41 are reproduced on figure 10. The test
4.' conditions for these results are different from the present ones. The Reynolds number is -

10,000, the reduced frequency 0.25 and the airfoil oscillates from 00 to 200. Some
similarity with the present results is found however : the presence of two vortices is
observed in the same way as in the present experiments and a similar acceleration between
leading edge vortex and trailing edge separation is observed.

This similarity between the measured and computed flow configurations lends support
to the negligible influence of the tripping wire on the measured flow structure. So
more, that the length scale of the leading edge vortex Is much larger than the scale of
the tripping wire. It is to be observed that Mehta's computations are for a laminar
flow.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A technique for velocity and turbulence measurements in dynamic stalled flows has
been applied in the boundary layers of an oscillating airfoil. Measurements are made in
unstalled, stall onset and full dynamic stalled conditions at 8 chordwise positions along ."-
the suction side of the airfoil. Detailed data about velocity, turbulence intensity, '-"
Reynolds stress and turbulent energy balance are available.

In the unstalled case, the turbulence structure behaves In accordance with current
flat plate boundary layer data. At high Incidence, a small trailing edge separation may
be present.

In the stall onset cases, a vortex is created near leading edge, but It behaves as a
bubble which disappears without separating fully. The stall onset can be obtained by
increasing the reduced frequency, or by increasing the maximum incidence. Trailing edge
separation is observed when the incidence exceeds the static stall limit of 14* at k-0.3.
This effect is however reduced as the reduced frequency is increased. .

Detailed pictures of leading edge vortices and trailing edge separations are
presented in the deep stalled case. Negative Reynolds stresses and negative turbulent
energy production are observed in front and in the center of the leading edge vortex.
This may be an indicator for the coming vortex formation. Strong vorticities are
observed at the leading edge, whereas the trailing edge separated flow is of low .'
velocity.

Similarity is observed with computed results on different but similar conditions,
although these computations are made without taking turbulence effects into account.
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SOMMAIRE

Le comportement a~rodynamique d'un profil d'aile soumis alternativement a un tcoulement sain auquel
succ~de un C-coulement A forte vorticit6 est Idi ftudit experimentalement. La simulation experimentale
consiste a placer un profil fixe, dans le sillage d'un profil qul oscille en incidence de d~crochage pa-
ralllement au vent infini. Les resultats rontrent que les effets subis par le profil fixe, 6tudi~s A par-
tir de lanalyse conjointe des mesures instantan~es d'efforts (P,T,M), de repartitions de pressions et de
frottements pari~taux et de visualisations, peuvent Atre approch~s th~oriquement en consid~rant ce profil
comme iso16 dans un dcoulement dont 1 amplitude de la vitesse et 1 incidence varient simultan~ment suivant
des loT-isr-Ltablies.

A Amplitude de loscillation (in)

C0  Premier terme de la d~composition en s~rie de Fourier

.............. Cn Amplitudes des harmoniques de la dkomposition en s~rie de Fouriere
CN Coefficient de force normale : CN =N/ 1- p 2 S P

C T Coefficient de force tangentielle : CT =FT / 2-V
Coefficient de portance instantan85 Cz = P/ V2 S

Cx Coefficient de tra~n~e instantan6 Cx T / 0V
2 S

1 2 SCM Coefficient de moment instantan6 CM M / 2c
*C- Coefficient d~fini par: Cz-, P Vz S

Cx_ Coefficient d~fini par C CX_ = T/21 2 _
C_ Coefficient d~fini par C M. = M/ ~-P V!, Sc

CCoefficient de pression instantan6 Cp = (P-p.) /- 10V_
c Corde des profils Wm

f Fr~quence de loscillation (Hz) -

F N1 FT Force normale ou parall~le a la corde (N)
h Envergure des profils (m)

k Fr~quence r~duite k = cw/2 V.*"

L,X Distance s~parant les deux ailes en tandem Wm

M Moment de tangage par rapport au 1/4 avant de la corde (N.m) *-

N Nombre decycles d'oscillation.17 c
p Portance instantan~e (N)

p_ Pression statique de 1l6coulement uniforme (Pa)

pPression statique instantan~e (Pa)
Re Nombre de Reynolds rapport6 A c et A V_; Rec = V. c/v

SSurface de laile, S = h.c, (m)

T Tra~nde instantan~e (N), ou p6riode d'oscillatlon (sec)

t Temps (sec)...

*Vw,V Vitesse A linfini amont, et vitesse instantan~e (mis)

u,v Composantes du vecteur vitesse dans le sillage (mis)

VVitesse rdsultante V2 =U 2 
+ v2  ms

(OXY) Systtme daxes d~fini sur la figure 1

cti Incidence induite dans le sillage (deg)

r Incidence g~om~trique ou instantan~e du profil (deg)
0 S'S Incidence de decrochage statique ou dynamique (deg)

(I ~ E"R Incidence des profils amont et aval dans le syst~me en tandem (deg)

6 Angle entre laxe d'oscillation et la direction de V_ (deg)

Act Amplitude de loscillatlon d'incidence (deg)

At,Af Intervalle de temps (sec), ou de fr~quence (Hz)

Pulsation de loscillation, w = 21 f, (rd/sec)



w~t Phase de loscillation (deg)

5-2 Amplitude r~duite, A/VN

V Viscosit~scnsaiu ufud

P Densitts du fluide ]A

T Tension de cisaillement instantanke

P , 0I..'nNphasages des harmoniques de la descomposition en stsrie de Fourier

Decomposition adopt~se C0 + E C ncos (n wt + (

Indice sup~rieur

- Moyenne sur une p~sriode d'oscillation

Indices inferieurs

St Resgime stationnaire d.

inst R~sgime instantan~s

E,R Quantitds relatives A 1 6metteur ou au r~cepteur

1. INTRODUCTION

Les nombreuses 6tudes de base et appliqu~es men~es sur l'arodynamique des engins a~ronautiques ac-
tuels afin den am~liorer les performances, ont montr~s la place importante que tiennent, dans un grand

* nombre de configurations de fonctionnement, les effets instationnaires resultant de linteraction entre
* les syst~mes tourbillonnairas produits et les voilures.

Parmi las diff~rents types d'interactions a~rodynamiques rencontr~s le plus fresquemment, quelques
exemples significatifs sont a retenir, tels que :linfluence sur les ampennages et derives d'avions de

* combat des syst~nes tourbillonnaires g~n~r~s lors de mnanoeuvres rapides des volets de gouverne ; linte-
raction intervenant entre des tourbillons d'extrfmit~is d'ailes issus d'avions gros porteurs et des ap-
pareils plus modestes 6voluant A proximite ; ou encore linfluence des sillages induits sur le stator
par les decollements dynamiques engendres sur les aubes du rotor, dans le cas de6coulements en turboma-
chines.

*Un autre exemple d'inter~ts fondamental et pratique est fourni par laesrodynamique des pales de ro-
tors d'helicopteres opesrant dans diff~rentes conditions de vol (point fixe, montese et dascente verticales,
avancement,...), et en particulier linfluence de Ilscoulement r~sultant de la rotation de l'une des pa-

* les sur le comportement aesrodynamique des pales suivantes. Dans ce dernier exemple, deux types d'interac-
tion doivent @tre distingues suivant que le systeme tourbillonnaire a son axe orient6 suivant une direc-
tion parallele a celle de 1 ecoulement principal (tourbillon marginal issu de 1 extremit6 de pale), ou
suivant une direction perpendiculaire A celle de le6coulement principal (systeme tourbillonnaire issu
du descrochage dynamique de la pale reculante)
-En ce qui concerne linteraction aerodynamique entre une surface portante et un tourbillon d'axe paral-
Wee A la direction de 1 e~coulement, celle-ci a deja donnCA lieu A un certain nombre d'Ltudes, tant en
Fr-ance a l1O.N.E.R.A. (1),(2),(3), qu'aux Etats-Unis (4),(5).

Ainsi la simulation exp~rimentale r~alis~e dans les essais conduits a 1'O.N.E.R.A. a consist@ a
6tudier, sur une demi-aile fixe montC~e A la paroi de la soufflerie, leffat d'un tourbillon issu de
1 extremitA6 libre d'une aile immobile dgalement mont~e a la paroi en amont. Ces essais ont notamment man-
tr6 que linteraction tourbillonnaire engendrait une diminution de portance, et une augmentation sensible
de tratnde de la maquette r~ceptrice.

Dans la meine optique, une simulation experimentale de linteraction profil - tourbillon d'extr~mitAs
de pale a Wt r~alis~e par Ham (4),(5), dans le cas oD laile 6mettrice est de plus anim~e d'un mouvement

* de translation A faible amplitude suivant 1 envergure de 1 aile. Cette simulation est globalement 6quiva-
Tente A imposer au rkcepteur un mouvement de pilonnemant a travers le tourbillon perturbateur. Dans ce cas,

* les rL'sultats de Ham montrent que le r~cepteur interactionn6 enregistre un gain de portance au cours de la
p~riode ; ca gain 6tant proportionnel A l'intensitd du tourbillon parturbateur.

-En ce qui concerne 1'6tude de 1 interaction entre la surface portante et un tourbillon d p iu
Nlaire A la direction de l'@coulement, tr~s peu de recherches lui ant 61:6 consacr~ses. On peut ciera

?ThiiTation r~alis~e au V.P.!. par Telionis et Poling (6), qui ant utilis6, dans un tunnel hydrodynamique,
le mouvement de tangage a grande incidence du profil 6metteur pour provoquer le d~crochage dynamique, et *

par suite g~sn~rer un sillage tourbillonnaire A 1 amont d'un profil r~cepteur fixe. Bien qua catte 6tude
alt permis d'obtenir une bonne caract~risation du champ d'6coulement inter-maquettes, et des lignes de
courant A diff~rentes phases de loscillation (analyse de la validit6 de la condition de Kutta-Joukowskyen

*r~gime instationnaire), le comportement adrodynamique du r~scepteur interactionnL6 n'a pas LfttA envisagL6
plus avant dans cette recherche. i

Cest pourquoi, en raison des motivations de nature fondamentale at pratique pr~c~sdemment expos~es
et afin de mieux carner les probl fmes intervenant lors de la rotation d'un profil de pale d'h~licoptL're en
vol davancement, une 6tude approfondie du comportement a~rodynamique d'un profil d'aile fixe soumis A un

* Acoulement alternativement potentiel et A forte vorticitO (de type sillage tourbillonnara) a 6t6 entra-
* prise. La simulation exp~srimentale de ce probleme d'interaction de base a donc 6t6 r~alis~e par Vinterm6-

diaire d'une configuration 2D constitu~e de deux ailes 6mettrice CE) et r~ceptrice (R) dispos~es en tan-
dem (voir fig. 1). L'Lmetteur (E) est anim6 en amont d'un mouvement de tamis dont les conditions d'oscil-
lations permettent de g~n~rer un processus cyclique de d~collernent - recollement avec 6mission et propaga-
tion de tourbillons d'axe perpendiculaire a VLscoulement principal lors de la phase de d5collement.

* L'coulement incident sur R, qui lui demeure immobile, est alors constitu6 d'une zone tourbillonnaire A
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forte vortlcitL6, sulvie d'une zone d'4coulement potentiel due A la phase de recollement sur E.
J.di

Au cours de cette Otude, les effets instatlonnaires assoclts au processus d'interaction profil-
sillage p~rlodlque ant ainsi Pu Rtre caract~ris~s (7) expisrimentalement A partir de mesures globales et$ loale su R toreur ~roynaiqu, rpartitions des presslons statiques et des frottements pari~staux),
ainsi qu'A Vamont imm~diat et autour du r~cepteur (champ de vitesse 2D, visualisations). L'6tude param@&
trique a plus particulfi~rement port(? sur les incidences g~om~triques (aE,aR) des maquettes Lsmettrice et 5
receptrice, ainsi que sur leur position relative axiale X/c. Le profil R pouvait en effet occuper en aval
de la position moyenne de E, les 4 positions longitudinales X/c = 0,58 ; 1,0 ; 1,5 ; 2,0 suivant un axe
paralldsle a l'Lscoulenent amont (Y/c = 0) et passant par le quart-avant de la maquette E (cf. Fig. 1).

Les r~sultats obtenus pour de telles configurations des maquettes E et R, ant fait apparaltre une
* forte interaction avec des effets instationnaires intenses sur R au niveau du torseur adrodynamlque,

mais ant dgalement r~v~ld la complexitd structurelle de 1'Lscoulement ainsi gfn~rd dans le champ inter-
maquettes. L'analyse exp~rimentale a montr6 en particulier que ces effets fortement non lin~saires de-
vaient @tre attribu~s aux grandes amplitudes de variations simultanees de vitesse et d'incidence, indui-

* tes sur le r~cepteur par les swst~nes tourbillonnaires d'extrados et d'intrados issus de E.

* Dans le but de parvenir. par une approche uniquement th~sorique, A une mod~lisation aussi fid~le que
possible des effets observes, il a dt~ envisag~dp consid~rer dans un premier temps, des configurations
mains complexes de 1&oulement incident sur R; notamment celles abtenues en d~plagant transversalement

* la position aval du profil fixe R, de telle mani~lre que le sillage perturbateur issu de E ne se desvelop-
pe principalement que d'un seul c6t6 (intrados ou extrados) du r~cepteur.

L'objectif poursuivi a donc consist~s a proposer un mod~le de calcul susceptible de traduire les ef- --

fets instationnaires observes et mesur~ss dans de telles conditions d~acoulement auxquelles correspondent
les configurations les plus simples.

Apr~s avoir rappel6 les dispositifs et les moyens de mesure mis en oeuvre pour mener A bien l~stude
exp~rimentale, le champ d'dcoulement inter-maquettes est deterinn par la mesure des vitesses 2D instan-
tan~es juste en amont du profil r~cepteur, celui-ci pouvant occuper en aval de E diff~rentes positions
axiales et transversales (X/c variable ; Y/c # 0). -

La synthL'se de ces champs de vitesses 2D jointe A des visualisations instantan~es autour de R, 0

conduit A &~finir les configurations d'6coulement les mains complexes, pour lesquelles une analyse d~s-
taille du comportement a~srodynamique de R a W effectu~se (torseur aerodynamique, distribution de pres-
sions et de frottements locaux).

Isapproche th~orique est ensuite abord~e pour certaines de ces configurations d'&soulement (ampli-
tudes de variations mad(!r(es de vitesse et d'incidence instantan~es). Une d~marche propre A la simula-
tion concernee a ft d~sgagtse, et un madele de calcul propose. La limite de validit6 de ce mod~le a 61:6 ..

directement test~e sur les r~sultats exp~rimentaux obtenus sur les variations de la portance du profil ,

r~cepteur au cours de losclllation de E. Les perspectives d'anlioration et d'6volution de ce mod~le
sont Lsgalement discut~es. -

2. ETUDE EXPERIMENTALEk% e--
2.1. Dispositifs expdrimentaux, conditions et mayens de mesures

Les essais ant 60 conduits dans la soufflerie subsonique a refoulement S3 de lJ.M.F.M., de veine
A section rectangulaire (3 x 1 x 0,5 in3), et de faible turbulence naturelle (< 0,2 %). La configuration
2D dailes en tandem envisag~e pour simuler le probl~nie d'interaction est pr~sent~e sur la Figure 1.

Les deux maquettes dmettrice (E) et r~ceptrice (R), gdom~triquenent identiques, sont de famie rec-
tangulaire (c = 0,30 mn ; h = 495 mn) et de profil sym~strique NACA 0012. Elles sont montdes verticaleinent
dansla chanbre d'exp~rience et s'6tendent en envergure sur toute la hauteur de la veine. Les incidences
g~omnstriques aE et aR des deux iaquettes peuvent §tre s~lectionndes ind~pendammnent de - 25' et + 25',
par l'interm~diaire de 2 dispositifs de mise en incidenceautour du quart-avant de la corde avec une

* prdcision de 0,10.

La maquette E est fix~e sur deux m~ts de supports solidaires d'un dispositif de sollicitation (8)
qui communique A la iaquette un inouveinent de translation (X =-A sin wdt) suivant laxe longitudinal de
la veine d'essais (voir Figure 1), caest-A-dire, dans la direction parall~le a calle du courant uni-
fame V. (mouvamant de tamis).

Les conditions d'oscillation da l'6metteur amont E ant Ot maintenues constantes pour tous les as-
sais pr~sentds dans cette 6tude, et sont d~sfinies ci-dessous

- Incidence g~om~trique de E caE = 20*

%- Amplitude d'oscillation de E A = 0,17 in,Cx = 0,524)

- Fr~quence d'oscillatlan de E f =2,5 Hz,Ck =0,462)
5.

- Vitesse du courant A l'amant de E :V_ = 5,1 m/s, (Rec 1,02 x 10

11 est A noter que la selection de ces param~tres d'oscillation Cn=20* X 0,52 ;k =0,46),

pour le iouvement de tainis, conduit a g~n~rer sur E un d~crochage dynamique intense qul se traduit par
un procassus de d~colleinent - recolleinent de la couche linite, avec fthappeient tourbillonnaire le long
de l'extrados de E puis dans son sillage (voir r~sf~rences (9),C10)).

En ce qui concerne le rtcepteur R, fixe en aval, so incidence gtom~trique peut Stre s~lectionn~se A
6 u 200, et sa position relative par rapport A la position mayenne de E (obtenue A w3t =0)

x5e enol'utze quelconque des 4 x 6 =24 stations aval d~finies dans le rep~re OXY de la figure 1 corres-



pondant 4 4 plans de coupe et A 6 positions transversales Y/c r~parties sym~striquement de part et d'autrede l'axe Y/c - 0 de la veine.

Dans ces conditions, le champ des vitesses longitudinale u et transversale v (voir figure 1) dans le ,-*-

sillage inter-maquettes, est d~termind A l'aide d'une sonde A fils chauds crois~s A 90* (type DISA 55RS1). .IDans chacun des 4 plans de coupe X/c = cste pr~c~demment d~sfinis, et pour les 6 positions transversa-
les Y/c = cste de la maquette (sauf pour X/c = 0,58 et V/c = 0,25 ;-0,25 ;-0,50, oO la distance trop
rapprochde des deux maquettes ne permet pas le positionnement de la sonde), les mesures des composantes
u et v sont r~alis~ses suivant la ligne transversale situ~se A 10 cm (soit c/3 environ) en amont du bord
d'attaque de R. Le long de cette ligne, la mesure est r~alis~e en 21 points r~partis entre
-10 cm < y < 10 cm (soit c/3) par incrftent de 1 cm. ,I'

4
#

Le comportement a~rodynamique du r~cepteur s'effectue a partir de lanalyse conjointe des grandeurs

instantan~es, globales et locales, obtenues par les diff~rentes techniques de mesures instationnaires

-La mesure des efforts de portance et de traTnC-e, ainsi que celle du moment de tangage (par rapport
au quart-avant de la corde du r~cepteur), sont r~alis~es A Vaide d'une technique ant~rieurement mise au
point (8),(9), et bas~e sur l'utilisation de torsiometres 6talonn~s en regimes statiques et dynamiques
qui permettent de ramener ]a mesure d'une force A celle d'un moment par rapport A son axe passant par le
centre de gravit6 de lensemble pes@. Les efforts et moments instantan~s sont mesurts par cette technique
avec une erreur relative inf~rieure A 4 .-

-Les distributions des pressions statiques le long de la surface du r~cepteur sont obtenues par
l'interm~diaire de 11 capteurs pi~zor~sistifs a membrane (type ENDEVCO 8507) montls suivant une seule des
faces de la maquette R. Pour obtenir les distributions de C~ intrados et extrados, il suffit de placer
les maquettes E et R suivant les incidences f a et f (voir Figure 1), de sorte que la mime serie de *

capteurs fournit (dans le cas de ce profil symCrique), la distribution extrados pour les incidences
+ aet + aR (profils hachurds sur la Figur 1, t a distribution intrados pour les incidences - aet

E~ R E-,

* -Les repartitions des tensions de cisaillerment paridtales le long de lextrados et de lintrados de
*R, sont mesur~ses A laide de jauges A film chaud conques et fabriqu~es A VI.M.F.M. Le principe de fonc-
*tionnement de ces jauges (film de Nickel d~posds sur un support isolant) similaire A celui utilis6 en

an~mom~trie A film chaud classique, ainsi que leur technique de montage, sont 6galement donn~s dans les
r~f~rences (10) et (11).

Neuf jauges sont ainsi implant~es sur R suivant les m~mes abscisses en corde que les capteurs de
pression, sauf au bord d'attaque (X/c = 0) etA a arri~re du profil (X/c =0,95).

Um esble des techniques de mesures pr~c~dentes est compl~lt6 par un dispositif de visualisations par
fumes lanhesdechlorhydrate d'ammonium, 6mises a deux cordes en amont de E par Vinterm~diaire d'une

cane Asep Lmetteurs profiles.

E equiconcerne lacquisition des donndes, toutes les grandeurs A mesurer (efforts, moments, pres-
sions, frottements, vitesses 2D) sont 6chantillonn~es (256 6chantillons par p~riode), numlris~es et enre-*-
gistr~es par un centralisateur de mesures (INTERTECHNIQUE, IN 110). - -

La synchronisation entre linitiation de lenregistrement et le mouvement d'oscillation de E, est
assur~e par une cellule photo6lectrique mont~e sur le dispositif de sollicitation de E, laquelle d~livre
une impulsion au moment 00 la vitesse relative est maximum, i.e. a wt = 00, (Cf. Figure 1 ; avec
V(t) = + X Cos w)

Toutes les grandeurs mesur~es sont analys~es en s~rie de Fourier A lordre 4 sous la forme

C + ZCn cos (n wt + )n
n=1

o0 C d~signe une grandeur physique quelconque enregistr~e en fonction du temps ;C la valeur moyenne de
au cours de la p~riode ;Cn les amplitudes des harmoniques de la fr6quence d oscillation ; et tn les

dOphasages de ces harmoniques par rapport au d~placement de 1'6metteur.n

Les mesures pr~sent~es ont 6t somm~es (sauf mention contraire) dans chaque canal du centralisateur7
au cours de Mc cycles d'oscillations cons~cutifs (en g~n~ral Mc = 20 cycles). Cette utilisation du mode
d'enregistrement avec accumulation de Nc valeurs instantan~es a chaque phase, pr~sente l'avantage d'am -
liorer la precision des mesures et la qualit6 du rapport signal/bruit des enregistrements.

2.2. Champ d'6coulement inter-maquettes et selection de configurations types

Avant d'6tudier le comportement a~rodynarmique du r~cepteur, les caract~ristiques du sillage issu de
E sont analys~es A partir de la mesure des composantes u et v en chacune des 24 positions (X/c, V/c) pos-
sibles pour le r~cepteur. Pour une position aval donn~e de R, les vitesses incidentes sont obtenues, juste
en amont de R, en chacun des 21 points (-1/3 .< V/c . 1/3) de la grille de mesure pr~c~dermment d~finie.

Les champs de vitesse V et d'incidence ct(induite ou r~sultante) sur R obtenus par les formules

V u 2+ v2 / et o4= Arctj u/v, ont W analyses soit en grandeurs moyennes(r~gime stationnaire et% r~gime instationnaire moyenn6 sur la p~riode), salt en grandeurs instantan~es.

-Champs statlonnaire et moyen

L'analyse des r~sultats obtenus pour chacune des 24 positions aval du r~cepteur plac@ A =L 6* et 20' T*



* ant montr~s que 1 oscillation de E g~n~re sur R un champ d'6coulement moyen beaucoup plus homog~ne
* ~que lorsque E est immobile. En effet, les deficits mayens de vitesse et des incidences induites mayennes -~.

sont nettoment plus faibles. Par exemple A V/c = - 0,25, 1 incidence induite mayenne reste inf~rieure a
* 60 alors qu'ele est de l'ordre de 160 quand E est immobile.

% ~- Champs instantanC-s d'6coulement (E oscillant)

Les repartitions spatlo-temporelles (21 points sur la grille de mesure, et pour chaque point 256 va-
leurs Achantillonn~es au cours du temps sur la p~riode) correspondant aux variations du module de vitesse %

.e. V = V (y, wot) et d'incidence r~sultante a0 UR + a (y, wt), ont W d~termin~es a 1 amont de chacune des
* 24 positions s~lectionn~es pour la maquette repet! ice.

Les diagraimmes de V et de a, repr~asent~s en fonction de wot et V/c et dont les figures 2 et 3 donnent
0.un exemple, mettent en Cvidence, quelles que soient les conditions param~triques (URI X,Y), la Presence-

de fluctuations simultan~es du module de vitesse et do lincidence r~sult'anto, et permettent de localiser
* en fonction de la phase d'oscillation ,o, 1 altornance de deux regimes distincts d'6coulement
*-un regime pratiquement laminaire, qui peut @tre observe par exemple pour la position (X/c z1,5

V/c =0,5), aux phases 00 < wt < 1300 (Fig. 2 A aR = 60) ; et aux phases 0* < wot <1400 (Fig. 3 a
U 200). Pendant ce rCegime laminaire (correspondant A la phase de rocollement dynamique le long de Vex-
t~ados de E), le module de vitesse s'accroTt tandis que 1 incidence induite d~crott vers les valeurs n6-
gatives (tendant ainsi A diminuor 1 incidence r~sultante sur le r~cepteur).

- un reagime fortement perturb , que Von observe par exemplo pour la me position :(X/c =1,5

V/c = 0,5), aux phases cot > 1300 (Fig. 2 a a = 60) - et aux phases cot 5 1400 (Fig. 3 A aR 200). Cet
kcoulement turbulent qui resulte de la propag~tion de la zone tourbillonnaire d'extrados issue du d~crocha-

* ge dynamique de bord d'attaque de E, provoque une premiere augmentation de V et de a sur les profils quel
que soit le plan X/c =cste consid~r6. Durant cette partie de la p~riodo, la pr~senco d'une seconde zone
tourbillonnaire issue du bord de fuite de E (au moment de la d~c&lration maximale du mouvenent) provoque
un nouvel accroissoment du module de vitesse et de l'incidonce r~sultante, d'autant plus marqu6 quo Von
se rapproche de l'axe de sym~trie de la veine (V/c = 0).

De plus, 1 analyse de 1 ensemble de ces repartitions permet de concluro que pour une position trans-
versale fix~e V/c = cste, 1 '6volution tomporelle des profils de V et de a s'effectue de mani~re similaire
dans tous les plans de coupe succossifs X/c = cste du sillage. On observe en effet un d~sphasage des pro-
fils de V et de a qui est g~n~ralement de l'ordre de wot =40' entre doux plans cons~cutifs distants de
AX = 0,5c. A partir des r~sultats de V et a, la mod~lisation exp~rimentale de l'6,oulement incident sur
R, pour chaque configuration (X/c = cste, V/c = csto) consid~riae, est d~duite de la moyenne spatiale (sui-
vant V) des valeurs du module de vitesse et de 1 incidence obtenues aux m~mes instants de la p~riode. Pour
une position donn~e de R, cette moyenne spatiale est r~alis~e, a chaque phase wot, le long d'une distance
AV 16g~rement supCrieure a la projection du ma~tre-couple de R suivant l'axo Y,
Ca savoir -0,11 < V/c < 0,11 pour aR = 60, et - 0,26 < V/c < 0,26 pour aR 20').

Les variations au caurs du temps du module do vitesse V, et de lincidence r~sultante sur le r~cep-
teur (a = aR + a.), ainsi moyenn~es spatialoment A 1amont imm~diat do R, sont pr~sent~es sur les Figures
4A,B et 5A,B (relpectivement pour aR = 60 et aR 200), dans chacune des positions aval du r~cepteur 6tu-
di~es (0,58 ~< X/c .< 2,0 ; - 0,75 <~ V/c <, 0,75). Ainsi pour chaque position de R, 1'6coulement incident sur
le r~cepteur est synth~tis6 par 1 'interm~diaire de 2 prafils V = V (cot),a = a~cot), auxquels sont associ~ses
los deux decompositions en s~rie do Fourier A 1 ordre 4 corrospondantes.

* Quolle que soit 1 incidence a du r~cepteur, les profils de V et de a pr~sent~s sur ces Figures font
apparaltre les caract~ristiques suqvantes

-Pour une position V/c = cste fix~e de R, 1 '6volution des profils suivant la coordonn~e axialo X/c
confirme bien la pr~sence d'un d~phasage de 1 ordre de 400 ontro deux plans cons~cutifs distants de
AX = 05c.

* - Pour un plan de coupe X/c = cste fix6 de R, 1 '6volution des profils suivant la coordonn6e transversa-
le V/c fait apparaTtre un accroissement des amplitudes de variations de V et de a larsquo V/c -~0.

-En outre, ces prafils traduisent bien 1 influence des deux zones tourbillonnaires issues successive- --

ment du bord d'attaque et du bord de fuite de E, au cours de loscillation. On observe par oxemple sur los
prafils de V et de a des Figures 4A et 5A, consid~r~s du c6t6 do 1 'extrados de E (0,25 < V/c < 0,75),
lapparition au cours du temps d'un maximum de V (coilncidant pratiquement avoc le minimum de U), suivi
d'un minimum do V (caincidant pratiquement avec le maximum de a1). r

Parmi tous los champs d'6coulement pr~c~demment d~crits, et dans le but d'analyser des configurations
oD le sillago tourbillonnaire so d~veloppe principalement d'un soul cWt do la maquetto r~coptrico, los
configurations d~finies ci-dossous ant 6t6i choisies pour offoctuer 1 'ftudo d~taill~e du comportemont a~ro-
dynamique du r~cepteur

-R= 6- X/c =0,58 V/c = -0,75

U aR = 20' X/c = 0,58 V/c = 0,75 ~

Coest en effet pour le premier des plans do coupe du sillage consid~r~s (V/c =0,58) et pour los pa-
sitions transversales los plus @loign~os do l'axo do sym~trie do la veine (V/c -+0,75), quo los amrlitu-
des do fluctuations do V et do a appardissont los mains 6lov~os -8' <O< 17' (pour aR V ), et
10* 'a<35 0(pour a R = 20) * -

2.3. Comportement a~rodynamique du r~cepteur

2.3.1. Effets statlannaires et instationnairos moyens sur R

Le r~cepteur 6tant amen~s A accuper diff~rentes positions succossivos on aval do E dans la veino des-
sals, i a W v~rifi6,dans un premier temps, qu'on labsonce do E et en Ocoulemont uniformo, los efforts
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et les moments mesurts sur R etaient indespendants de la position transversale V/c et de la distance axiale .

*X/c. Par exemple, l'ecart observe sur les portances mesureses entre le premier et le dernier plan de coupe
*X/c = cste reste infesrleur S 3 % (c'est-A-dire infesrleur a la precision de la mesure aux torsiom~tres),

quelle que salt la position transversale de R consideree (- 0,75 < Y/c < 0,75).

Dans le premier plan de coupe du sillage (X/c = 0,58) et pour les deux positions transversales
Y/c=± 0,75, le coniportement du recepteur a ensuite 61t6 analyse en fonction de sa propre incidence

( ,< 24*) dlans les 3 configurations suivantes

- cas a :configuration stationnaire (V,, = 5,1 m/s) en l'absence de E, ce qui correspond au cas de l'aile
TsTLse. 

. 0

- cas b configuration stationnaire (V = 5,1 m/s) en presence de E immobile (a= 20-). g

- cas c configuration instationnaire moyenne (V/V,,= +X~ cos wt) en prsnede Eoclat(L=20'
A~ ~7-24 ; k = 0,462). peec siln

Les resultats ainsi obtenus sur les valeurs stationnaires du coefficient de portance et de distribu-
tions de pression et de frottement (cas a et b), sont compares sur les Figures 6, 7, 8 aux valeurs insta-
tionnaires moyennes correspondlantes (CzI C I str). pour les 2 positions V/c =±0,75 de R.

-Pour V/c =-0,75, oO le recepteur es~t place du c6te de l'intrados de E, les valeurs de (CZ)st obte-

nues en presence de E immobile (courbe continue sur la Figure 6) font appara~tre un gain de portance par
rapport au cas de l'aile isolese (representee en pointilles). La pente dC /dcL est sensiblement modifie
en presence de E immnobile des que ci > 4o. De plus, le descrochage statio~naie se produit a une incidence
de 10,50 legerement infesrleure A ce le de 1 aile isole-e (a5 = 12'). .

Lorsque le6metteur est mis en oscillation, les valeurs moyennes de C (cercles pleins sur la Figure
5) montrent que le recepteur n'enregistre un gain de portance, par rappori aux configurations stationnai-
res (cas a et b), que pour des incidences eslevees (dLR = 20').

Ces risultats obtenus sur le coefficient de portance C sont bien recoupes par les distributions
moyennes de pression et de frottement presentees sur les Fi~ures 7 et 8. En particulier les distributions
de C relatives A cL = 0* et 60, traduisent egalement le deficit observ6 sur la portance mayenne par rap-
portp au cas statiognaire avec E immobile (representes en trait continu sur la Figure 7). De meme, les
repartitions du rapport i/T montrent qu'un accroissement du frottement extrados nest observe, A par-
tir du bard d'attaque, que Aur l'incidence a R 200 pour laquelle se produit le gain de portance moyenne.

- Por Vc = ,75 oG e rcepteur est positionne5 du cate de 1'extrados de E, la courbe de (C )tobte-

nue en presence de E immobile, met en Lividence une perte de portance moyenne par rapport au cas de 1 aile
isolee. On peut remarquer que pour ce premier plan de coupe X/c =0,58 un resultat du me~me type mais enco-
re plus marque (perte de portance moyenne de l'ordre de 70-80 %), avait 61:6 mis en evidence lorsque le -. -

* ~recepteur etait place suivant l'axe de symetrie V/c =0 (Cf. Refesrences (7),(12)). .---

D'une fa~on generale, les courbes de (C)sa obtenues sur la Figure 6 en presence de E immobile, ~.*U-
montrent que le recepteur interactionne se comporte egalement comie une aile d'allongement fini (dont la
pente dC z/chest inferieure A celle obtenue pour une aile isolee). Pour les parties lindaires, le (C z)st
peut, en effet, 9tre defini par les expressions ci-dessous (oo aR est exprime en degres)

*- Extrados de E, (V/c = 0,75) (CZ)st =0,092 dR- 0,267

* - Aile isolee, (V/c =0) (C)5  .0,9 .R~~

- Intrados de E, (V/c = -0,75) (Cz)t=001 a ,0

De plus, pour V/c =0,75, Ia courbe de la Figure 6 montre que la presence de E immobile tend a modi-
fierla pente de dC z/daR des que dtR > 9', et introduit un retard au d~crochage stationnaire qui intervient
dans ce cas a a =S 16' seulement (angle sup~rieur de 4' par rapport a l'aile isolee).

Les mesures moyennes de pression et de frottement relatives A V/c = 0,75 sur les Figures 7 et 8,
confirment esgalement les effets observes sur la portance. Le gain par rapport au cas stationnaire (avec
E immobile) est d'autant plus eleve, que a~ est grand (R/C) ,0 1,081 ; 1,553 respectivement
pour a~ -0' ;6' ; 20') comme l'indiquen les distribuiioni Ewesp'ondantes des coefficients C . Pour
aR = 04 et aR 6*,Ies repartitions de frottement montrent egalernent des accroissements (extrad~s et
intrados) et i/Tt nettement plus accentues qu'A V/c =-0,75.

* .2.3.2. Effets instantanes sur R place A X/c =0,58 et V/c '0,75

Le comportement instantanes du recepteur a 61t6 analys6 A partir des grandeurs globales et locales
mesureses sur R en fonction de wjt. .

2.3.2.1. R~sceptr A faible incidence-(O'R =A*2

Le recepteur estant place A V/c = 0,75 et a = 6' les variations, en fonction de la phase wt, du mo-
dule de vitesse et de l'incidence resultante du Rflux incident, sont representees sur le haut de la figure
4A.

Les variations simultanees de V et de a subies par le profil R se deduisent alors des precedentes,
en considerant que les perturbations se propagent axialement A la vitesse locale de l'ecoulement. Le retard
de phase qul s'introdult dans les variations de V et de a peut 9tre calcule par les relationsv

AX = c/3 + c/2 =0,25 m

AV = cos ai
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A(wt) =f .(AX/AV) .3600 (avec f =2,5 Hz) 0

aD AX repr~sente la distance axiale parcourue par la perturbation pour atteindre la mi-corde du profil;
et AV la vitesse locale ioyenne de cette perturbation suivant OX.

Pour de telles variations de V et de a, la Figure 9 montre que le torseur a~rodynamique suit une 6vo-
lution dans le temps essentiellement impos~e par les fluctultion~ d'incidence instantan6es cc. Le coeffi-
cient de portance rapport@ a la vitesse amont V (C = P/ 27 p V_~ ch), atteint sa valeur maximumi pour W
wt= 270' qui correspond A la phase d'incidencemaxirnum (et 16'). Pour cette m~me phase, le coeffi- * .

cient de moment C, subit un accroissement vers les valeur Ta Agatives (correspondant A un moment piqueur).

On peut 6galement noter que pour des phases telles que 60' < wt < 160', oD cc atteint des valeurs
l grement n~gatives, le coefficient de portance d~crolt et tend vers zero, sans pour autant changer de
signe, ce qui peut tre attribu~s a leffet d'accroissement du module de vitesse au cours de cette frac-
tion de p~riode. Il en r~sulte pour CZ~, un accroissement de la valeur moyenne sur la p~riode qui reste

* ~~malgrC, tout assez faible (C2 ~(2 5  ,8)

Ce comportement global du torseur instantan6 est parfaitement recoup6 par les visualisations et
*les r~sultats de mesures locales. %

metLes visualisations realisees aux phases wt 60 124* 186' 194' 2560, montrent que 1' coule-
metreste recoll sur 1extrados de l'aile tout au long de la p~riode d'oscillation, tout comme il 1'6tait

en fcoulement stationnaire avec E immobile. Cet 6tat recoll de l'6oulement est bien confirm6 en particu-
Tier par les distributions de T/Tt qui font appara~tre la presence d'une couche limite laminaire 6tablie
sur la plus grande partie de lex rados (0,04 < X/c < 0,70).

2.3.2.2. Rkceptu ~ an incidence (at = 200)

Le r~cepteur est place A grande incidence g~om~trique du c6t6 de 1 'extrados de E (V/c =0,75), et
subit des variations simultan~es de V et de a dont les variations sont d~duites de celles mesur~es en
amont de R dans le sillage (Figure 5A), par l'interm~diaire d'un d~phasage qul, dans ce cas, est d~aterinn
a A~wt) = 470 avec AV = V cos &= 4,803 m/s. Les variations de a ainsi g~n~r~es sur R, (120 < a <~35'),
recouvrent des incidences largement supdrieures A 1langle de d~crochage statique (a SS = 160), A l'excep-
tion d'une petite fraction de la p~riode 00 a < 160 (au voisinage de aot =90').

Dans ces conditions, la Figure 10 montre que les 3 composantes du torseur a~rodynamique subissent
un accroissement instantan6 important lors de la phase d'incidence croissante (1800 < wt < 270'). Cette

-augmentation locale de C, et CX (qui s'accompagne d'un moment C - fortement piqueur pour wt = 270'), est
suivie par une chute bru al e de portance et de traTn~e lors des Mincidences d~croissantes (pour wt > 2700).

* Un tel comportement mis en 6vidence et analys6 lors d'6tudes pr~c~dentes (7 ),(9~ ) est typique du dfcrocha-
.r.ge dynamique intense que subit le r~cepteur par variations de V et de a a des niveaux 6lev~s (a >> as)

Les visualisations et les mesures locales effectu~es sur R traduisent bien le d~crochage dynamique
subi par le r~cepteur et permettent de suivre la chronologie de ce processus de d~crochage en fonction de
la phase co
- Pour wt =30', la portance et la traln~e sont voisines de leurs niveaux stationnaires respectifs, avec

sur 1'extrados une distribution pratiquement constante (C = 1) caract~ristique d'un 6coulement d~col-

-- Pour 90' < wt < 175%, la portance s'accrolt au-dessus du niveau stationnaire par l'interm~diaire de la
formation dun bulbe de bord d'attaque qui provoque un recollement local sur 1 'extrados.

- Pour 210* < wt < 270', la formation du bulbe donne naissance A un noyau tourbillonnaire de bord d'atta-
* que qui cr~e un pic de succion sur la distribution des C lors des incidences croissantes. La propaga-

tion du tourbillon le long de 1 extrados de R, pour des phases 265' < (o < 330', est clairement mise en a
* evidence sur les distributions du frottement. Sa vitesse de propagation suivant la corde de R a pu @tre
* dvalude A 0,45 V.

* 2.3.3. Effets instantan~s sur R plac@ A X/c o0,58 et V/c =-0,75

* 2.3.3.1. Rbceptur Afaible incidencer (R .)

Le r~cepteur est dans ce cas placO du cd6 de T'intrados de E (V/c 0-0,75) et subit des variationsI-W
simultan~es de V et de % d~duites de celles mesur~es dans le sillage (Fig.4B) par l'interm65diaire d'un f
d~phasage _,(wt) = 520 (obtenu avec AV =Vcos (X = 4,328 m/s). Lc- profil de (I ainsi g~ntr6 sur
R (-0,1' < % < 10,1'), montre que l'incidence instantan~e demeure au cours de l'oscillation toujours
inf~rieure a 1 angle de d~crochage statique obtenu sur R en pr~sence de E immobile (a 5 SS= 10,5', Cf.
Figure 6).

La Figure 11 pr~sente 1l6volution du torseur a~rodynamique correspondant A ces variations de V et de
a . On observe que les phases oD se produisent les valeurs instantan~es minimum et maximum de C ,sont pra-
tiquement les m~mes que celles 00 interviennent le minimum et le maximum d'incidence.

11 est A noter que pour 1 incidence maximum (a = 10,1' A cot = 227), la portance instantanL5e ne
d~passe que tr~s I g~rement le niveau stationnaire T~respondint (mesur a 6* en pr~sence de

*E immobile) ; de mime pour les faibles incidences (ai 0,1 - 0 , 104 ,l prac en eszr
mals reste A un niveau strictement positif.m At-45)laprnetnder z'o

Bien que 1 'incidence 6volue dans des limites de variations non d~croch5es pour un fcoulement statique,V
ce comportement fait donc apparaltre, en 6coulement dynamique, un effet instationnaire marqu6 au niveau du
tarseur a~rodynamique.
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Cormme en t~moignent les cliches de visualisations et les distributions de C , durant la premiere
demi-pdriode de l'oscillation, 1'6coulement est bien recollo Sur l'extrados de R et la portance s'accro~t
progressivement avec l'incidence croissante tout en restant largement lnf~rieure au niveau stationnaire. ~*
Le niveau maximum de sustentation est obtenu apr~s la phase wit = 1800 et r~sulte d'une depression extra-
dos l6g~rement plus forte qu'en stationnaire.

Durant la fraction de p~riode 230' < wt < 360%, l'foulement reste toujours recolle autour de R
pour des incidences instantan~es d~croissantes. Au cours de cette phase d~croissante de a, laprura7

Vtion issue de l'intrados de E influence tr~s nattement lextrados da R, sans modifier de fa~on sensible
* le c6t6 intrados.

L influence de cette perturbation tourbillonnaire C~mise depuis 1 'intrados de E (dont le Sans de
rotation s'oppose a calui de la circulation autour de R), a pour effet principal de rC~duire la d~pression
d'extrados sans affecter sensiblamant la distribution d'intrados, et par suite de diminuer la circulation "_____
et la portance s'6tablissant sur R. (R*-v' ,

*2.3.3.2. RftepterA~qrandaincidence_( =-200)

Las variations instantan~es de V et de a imposdes A R (aR = 200 ; Y/c =-0,75), sont dLduitas de
celles pr~sent~es sur la Figure 5B par l'interm~diaire du retard de phase AC~it) = 570
(AV =cos -a = 3,919 m/s). Pour cette configuration, l'oscillation d'incidanca (150 < a <29.) s'effectue
A des valaurs instantan~es toujours nettament sup~rieuras a 1 incidence da d~crochage statique de R
(aSS = 10,5* sur la Figure 6).

Dans cas conditions, la Figure 12 montra pour le torseur a~rodynamique une augmentation importante
des niveaux moyens par rapport a ceux mesur(?es en pr~sence de E immobile (C Z,/(Cz)St = 1,30

cx-/(Cx)5t = 1,10 ; c, /CCMst = 1,00). De plus, a la phase wt 2920 (o0 est obtenue l'incidence maximur ,
des accroissements instantanCs notables sont observes sur la portance et la tratn~e, tandis qua le moment
de tangage devient fortement piqueur.

* Ca comportamant instationnaire du torseur est caract~ristique d'un d~crochage dynamique g~n~r6 sur
*R (aussi intense que calui observe pour oLR 200 ; Y/c = 0,75), et dont la ph~nom~nologie qui a pu 6gala-

ment @tra analysCe crnogiquement a partir des visualisations et des masures locales, est analogue a
0 celle d~crite prC-c~danmmnt.

3. APPROCHE THEORIQUE

L'analysa exp~rimentale qui vient d'6tra expos~e, montre que les variations simultaniees de vitesse
et d'incidence g~n~r~es dans la sillaga de l'6matteur jouent un r6le prdpondC-rant sur le comportamant

*a~rodynamiqua du r~capteur. L'intensi t6 de 11intaracti on sil11age - profil1 et I i nstati onnari t~ associ 6e
*sont 6troitemant li~es A la position transversale de R par rapport au sillaga (Y > 0 ou Y < 0), a son
* incidence g~om~trique propra oR, ainsi qu'A lamplituda des fluctuations de vitpsse et d'incidance

induite g~n~ries dans le sillage de E ; cellas-ci provoquant Sur R des effets non lin~aires plus ou momns
* ~intenses a la fois pour des configurations d~coll~es (a > as)onndcols(0<a a .

A partir de ces constatations exp~rimentales, il est propos6 de mod~liser las effets non linC-aires
subis par R en supposant que ces darniers sont surtout dOs aux variations simultan~es de vitasse et din-

* cidenca. 11 est donc possible de revenir a une configuration plus simple dans laquella R est suppos6
* isol@ dans un 6coulemant pour lequal vitesse et incidence varient simultan~mant suivant une loi pr6

7.. tablie (AV, Aa at k fixes).

3.1. M~thodes axistantas

3.1.1. Configurations dkcollt~as

Dans le cas oO -% vanie suivant des valeurs sup~rieures a aos simultan~ment au vactaur vitesse,
aucune th~orie ou mod& isation nurntrique nest en mesure, a 1 hiure actuelle, de r~soudre ce problibme
dans son int~gralit6. Le travail le plus avanc6 A cet 6gard est celui effectu6 par 10O.N.E.R.A. (13),
(14) qui concarne la mod~lisation du comportemant du CZ d'un profil soumis au d~crochaga dynamique, r~sul-
tant des oscillations d'incidence pure. Il s'agira ensuite de traiter le cas des oscillations de vitesse
pure, at enfin de suparposar ces deux types de variations 616mantaires.

3...Configurations non d~coll~es

sup~ieurs 3 lecalcul des affets instationnaires peut @tre envisag6 par une m~thode (10),(12)

base Sr u S'lemntde fluide parfait autour d'un profil d'aile anim6 d'un mouvement d'oscillation
harmniqe. Ar~stransformation conforme, ce mod~le (Euler 2D instationnaire) parmet le calcul des dis-

tributions de pression surfaciques, et par int~gration celui des efforts sui'is par le profil lorsqu'on
le soumet A des variations de vitessa et d'incidanca qualconques au cours du temps.

L% Dans un premier temps, le mod~le de base propose (sans effet additionnel de tra~ne tourbillonnaira)
a 6t test6 dans le cas d'un profil d'aila soumis par l'interm~diaire d'un mouvement d'oscillationK oblique (10),(15) a des variations simultanes de vitesse et d'incidence d~finies par

VMt = V_ Q + 2:i Cos . COS "it + COS (' t1/

al(t) = -Arctg 0> sin cos (t /(1+ x cos cos (ot)

oo l'angle Id~finit ]a direction d'oscillation du profil et ct est son incidence g~om~trique. 777



A laide de ce type de mouvement propre du profil, ii est possible de gen~rer des variations dle vi-
tesse et d'incidence qul s'effectuent soit en phase (maximum de V co'incidant avec celul de ri), soit en
opposition de phase (maxima de V et de a d~phas& de 1800). Des exemples de variations simultanies de vi-
tesse et d'incidence ainsi r~alis~e, sont pr~sent~s sur les diagrammes du bas des Figures 13 et 14, dlans

R 1% lesquels les fluctuations d'incidence s'effectuent en dehors de tout df~crochage.

Pour des oscillations de vitesse de 1lordre de 40 % de V_ et un parami'ltre de fr~quence r~cduite
k =0,36, les variations dincidence correspondantes (30 < a < 130) sent consid~r~es en phase sur la
Figure 13, et en opposition de phase sur la Figure 14. Sur ces figures, sont 6galement repr~sent~es, en . .*

fonction de a, les variations du C~ calculees et mesurees sur le profil NACA 0012.

Dans le cas des variations en phase dle V et de cx(Fig. 13), la pr~vision par le calcul du cemportement 'o.

de C dans le ternps,traduit bien la presence d'effets non lintiaires marqu~s, qui sont caract~ris~s par des
kcaris notables du CZ instantan6 par rapport 5 1 6tat stationnaire (repr~sent en pointill~s). La tendan-
ce des r~sultats exp~rimentaux est bien repr~sent~e par le modele, de m~me que le sens du parcours de la*
boucle d'hyst~sr~sis qui indlique que les variations dle portance suivent celle de la vitesse. On notera
6galement laccroissement du niveau moyen de Ca or l oclain12 u ~ut
(9),(15) dle l'effet des variations de vitesse. a or elsilto ~IC~t 12 u ~ut

Dans le cas des variations en opposition de phase de V et de ax (Fig. 14), les effets instationnaires '

sont relativement plus att~nu~s que pr~c~demment et iont correctement repr~sent~s par le mod~e de calcul.
Dans ce cas, de faibles 6carts sont observes entre les courbes instationnaire et stationnaire, et les va- -

niations de CZsuivent celles dle lincidence qui s'avbrent,dans ce caspr~dominantes.

*Une am~l ioration du calcul pr-~c~dent a 6t recherch~e par I1 interm~diai re de la m~thode d~veloppcse
par lE.S.T.E.P.-Orl~ans (16),(17), de m~me nature que celle utilis~e A 1 LM.F.M. (Euler 20 instation-

* naire), mais qui de plus permnet la prise en compte d'un 6chappement tourbillonnaire libre au bord de
fuite, constituant une traTne d~formable compos~e dle tourbillons discrets qui 6voluent dlans le sillage
de faton compatible avec les niveaux de circulation instantanis s'itablissant sur le profil . .

Un exemple de r~ sultats obtenus par cette m~thocde en tenant cempte de la traTne df~formable, estI pr~sent& sur ]a Figure 15 dans le cas de loscillation oblique du profil (1=0,37 ;k = 0,36), de telle
fagon que les oscillations de V et de ti s'effectuent en phase ( oto 8,70) ou en opposition de phase

(x=80), mais toujours en labsence de d~crochage (1,8' < a , 11,90). La comparaison calcul-
exorience de la Figure 15 montre que la tralne d~formable conduit a une meilleure prevision pour les os-
cillations dle V et dle tx seffectuant en opposition de phase. Dans le cas en phase, bien que le calcul
traduise correctement 1leffet hypersustentateur moyen dO 3 la variation de vitesse, il sous-estime
cependant les niveaux exp~rimentaux du CZ pour la zone des valeurs 6lev~es de V et de ax. L'6cart observ6
dans cette zone pourrait @tre attribu6 A des effets visqueux r~sultant de linfluence conjugu~e des gra-

dients de V et de ct, qui ne sont pas consid~r~s dans ce modele d'6oulement potentiel

* Dans le cas d'interactions "aile - sillage", lanalyse exp~rimentale du paragraphe 2 a montr6 que
les fluctuations simultan~es de V et ux impos~es au profil r~cepteur R, sont p~riodiques mais non sinu-
so'idales. Dans cette configuration plus complexe, le calcul des effets instationnaires observ~s expt~ri-
mentalement sur R a 6~t6 abord en supposant que le r5.cepteur pouvait Rtre assimil6 a un profil isolM,

placA en 6coulpment -4- vitesse rioyenne V0  1 VWt dt, et soumis A des fluctuations de vitesse et 0

d'incidence donn~es par des decompositions en serie de Fourier sous la forme

4
VMt V0 + x: V ncos (n 3it + ,v)

(I~) + ' ncos (n tot +

Le calcul de 1'6coulement potentiel autour du profil est effectu6 par integration de l~squation
Od'Euler dlans laquelle les fluctuations instantanu~es V(t) et _x(t) sont donn~es par les d~compositions de

Fourier Ai 1ordre 4 d~termin~es exp~rimentalement. Fn premiere approximation, la tra~ne tourbillonnaire
utilisCe dans cc modble (18) a bt limit~c a I'harmonique 1. En outre, cette tratne est suppose @tre
indfformable, rectiligne, et s'6happe a chaque instant depuis le bord de fuite et dlans le prolongement
dle la corde du profil . Cette hypothese implique en particulier que son influence au niveau des vitesses
indluites sur leprefil, nest prise en compte que globalement par une formulation analogue A celle d(velop-
pOe (19),(20) pour des oscillations sinusoldales dle V ou de tx.

lUn exemple de r~usultat pr~liminaire obtcnu a Ilaide de ce mod~le cimplific, est compar(O A lexp6rien-%
cc sur la Figure 16, qui est relatif a la position Y/c -0,75 ; X/c =0 058 06* d u profil r6-cep-
teur et pour laquelle les fluctuations mesur~ues de V et ~t (voir Fig. 411) sont'repr( sent~ues par les series 0

de Fourier a Vordre 4 correspondantes. Ce premier r~sul tat mentre clairement I am~lioration apportee au
cal1cuT par I 'eff.-t de traTne(,au niveau do la phase et de 1 'arpl itude de ]a variation du coefficient de per-
tance C7  P / V5 ) m~me si eile nnest prise en cempte ici gue do fa~on glohale et a l'harmonique

1. Lnt~ducto~ une meilleure moeClisation de leffet de tra~ne, d(~formahlo., et d~terminNe pour cha
que variation instantan(.ie de V et de tx (du type de celle propos(,e dlans los r~ferences (lfi),(]7)),devrait
condluire A une prf visien satisfaisante des efforts cubic par in ruceptour en pr6sence du sillage p~riodi-

* que.

4 CONCLUSION

Les e ffets in sta t ionna ires r~su 1tan t de I i nterac t ion ent re un ocoulemon t tourb il11onnati re po r iod i-
que et une surface pertante r~ceptrice immobile, ont 6t(, analycs- dans le cadre de cette r6tude. In tel
6coulement a pu Ptre simul~a par linterm~diaire du sillage tourhillonnaire (tourbillons daxe perpendicu-V
laire A l'fcoulement principal) issu d'un profil occillant en Tamis dan;, do,, condition,, dn dorochagp
dynamique.
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L'Licoulement incident sur R g~n~r6 au cours d'une m~rne p~riode d'oscillation de E par l'alternance%
d'une zone d'dcoulement potentiel et d'une zone a forte vorticit6,a ;.tC caract~ris6 de fa~on pr~icise par
des fluctuations simultanes de vitesse et d'incidence induites dans le champ inter.-profils. L'6tude para-
m~trique de 1 interaction a plus particuli~rement port6 sur la distance relative longitudinale s~parant
E de R ; sur la position transversale de I '6metteur par rapport au r~cepteur (situ6 du cft , extrados oue
intrados de E, V/c ±0,75); ainsi que sur 1 incidence g~om~trique propre de R.P

* ~Les 6l6ments caract~ristiques qul ont pu @tre d~gag~s au niveau du comportement a~rodynamique du ,

r~cepteur R, peuvent @tre r~sum~s comme suit .

-Lorsque le rtcepteur est plac6 d grande incidence g~om~trique (aR = 20'), celui-ci subit toujours,
* ~quelle que soit sa position transversale (V/c = f 0,75), un dfcrochage dynamique intense. La chronologie t~-0~

des effets associ~s A ce d~crochage dynamique (typique des variations simultan~es de V et de a) a pu @tre
clairement mise en evidence sur le torseur aerodynamique, comme sur les grandeurs locales mesur~es a la
surface de R.

* -Lorsque le r~cepteur est plact a faible incidence g~om~trique (ctR = 6'). son comportement d6pend
* plus 6troitement de la position transversale consid~r~e. Pour les deux positions V/c =±0,75, les oscil-

lations de a g~n~r~es sur R s'effectuent sans d~passement de l'incidence de d~crochage statique corres-
pondante (aSS = 10,50 pour V/c =-0,75 ; atS = 16' pour V/c = 0,75).

* Pour le r~cepteur plac6 du c6te de 1 'extrados de 1 '6metteur (V/c =0,75), le tourbillon issu de 1 'ex-
trados de E favorise 1 'accroissement de circulation autour de R et le torseur a~rodynamique subit dans son
ensemble une augmentation moyenne sur la p6riode d'oscillation.

Au contraire, pour le r~cepteur plac6 du c6tt de l'intrados de l'6metteur CV/c =-0,75), le tourbil-
lon issu de l'intrados de E s'oppose A la circulation s'6tablissant sur R a chaque instant, ce qui conduit
A une perte de portance moyenne sur la p~riode. Les visualisations et l'analyse des grandeurs locales
instantan~es ont, en particulier, permis d'expliquer et de confirmer le comportement du torseur a~rodyna- -

mique sur R.

A partir de cette analyse experimentale, une tentative de modelisation th~sorique des effets non
*lin~laires observes aux faibles amplitudes de variation de ct(a < aL ) a 6t entreprise. Cette mod~lisation

a consist6 A consid~rer le profil r~cepteur iso16 dans un 6couleme~i potential p~riodiqua dont le module
du vacteur vitasse et l'incidenca varient simultanent A chaque phase de la p~rioda. La mfthode a 6t
test~e sur des cas types pour lesquals ces variations (sinusofdales) ont lieu soit en phase, soit en oppo-
sition de phase, puis 6tandue a un cas plus r~aliste (4 harmoniques) prenant en compte las variations
r~elles de la vitessa et de l'incidencp d~termin~es exp~rimentalement. Les calculs, menes en 6coulement
potential instationnaire, avec prise en compte da la trarna tourbillonnaire s'6chappant du bord de fuita,
ont 61: confront~s A 1'exp~rience. Les r~sultats da la confrontation ont montrO qua le modfle adopt6 pou-
vait rendre compte avec une bonne approximation des ph~nom~nas obsarv~s. L'am~lioration de ce modla de
base est envisag~a par le calcul,A chaque instant, du d~veloppement et de l'influance de la tra~ne (Smise
A l'aval du r~cepteur.
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A CRITICAL LOOK AT DYNAmIC SIMULATION
OF VISCOUS FLOW

L. E. Ericsson

U) ILockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
Sunnyvale, California 9408B6. USA

0 SUMMARY
--.)A critical examination is made of the classic role of the wind tunnel as a

tool for simulation of the free flight aerodynamics. That the equivalence concept .-

established for steady flow is not valid for unsteady flow is no great surprise.

More surprising, probably, is the fact that simulation of the relative velocity .,.

time history, which assures simulation of the inviscid unsteady aerodynamics, will '.- -

in many cases not assure simulation of the unsteady viscous flow. In the case of

flow separation and associated hysteresis the lack of simulation of the transient

viscous flow can sometimes even generate the incorrect final steady state flow . . "'-

* condition. Only close attention" to the simulation of the unsteady boundary

condition at the vehicle surface can assure the utility of experimental and
numerical results for prediction of full scale unsteady viscous flow
characteristics .

* " NOMENCLATURE " '.

c chord length

f frequency

k frequency parameter, k = )12 .

Ka  dynamic overshoot parameter, Eqs. (7)-(10)

1 sectional lift, coefficient c1  1/(PoU 2/2)c. l= time average value

m p sectional pitching moment, coefficient cm = m p/(PoU2/
2 

/2c
nl(Po~oo/2)c

sectional normal force, coefficient. cn nI(p= U /2)c

p static pressure

P stagnation pressure,

Re Reynolds number based on chord length, Re Uec/% .

t time " .-

U horizontal velocity 
, %

V resultant velocity. V
2  

V A U 00

A axial velocity

VQ tangential velocity

W vertical velocity

x cnordwise distance from the leading edge

z translatory coordinate, positive downward

a angle of attack

a equivalent angular amplitude, i: iI /U'

%0 mean (trim) angle of attack *

a increment or amplitude ' "'.

" perturbation in pitch

. dimensionless x-coordinate, t : x/c

p air density ..
p.. .- .-% -

L V kinematic viscosity

* azimuth (Fig. 2)

V.. ~ angular frequency ws a 21rf "'"
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reduced frequency G Gsu/U, x 2k

Subscripts

CG center of gravity or rotation axis

e boundary layer edge t. 71 J,

g geometrically equivalent

G gust

LE leading edge

MAX maximum

MIN minimum -

P plunging

s separation

w wall

1.2 numbering subscript

O freestream conditions

Derivative Symbols 
r"-'"

alas Be.../aa.

0 $a/at

1 . INTRODUCTION

In earlier AGARD publications (Refs. 1-3) the problems of Reynolds
number scaling and support interference have been reviewed. The present
paper discusses the remaining question of how to apply dynamic test data to
the full scale vehicle, assumming that the scaling and support interference
problems have been resolved.

One of the great challenges facing the design engineer is how to use
wind tunnel test data to assess the impact of dynamic stall on the
performance of axial flow compressors and helicopter rotors. The standard
procedure used so far has been to identify the instantaneous blade angle of
attack and its rate of change, and to use wind tunnel test results for a
pitching airfoil to estimate the effects of dynamic stall. Examples of this
type of analysis (Refs. 4-6) will be examined in light of more recent
detailed investigations of dynamic stall (Refs. 7-18) to determine to what
extent the full scale unsteady flow characteristics have been represented.
It is found that this approach to dynamic simulation is too crude, and that
the classic free flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept remains valid only
for steady flow. Further analysis shows that even the inviscid unsteady
free flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept is invalid when considering
unsteady separated flow characteristics, and can in some cases lead to the
incorrect final steady state condition.

2. DISCUSSION - .t.-

In an axial flow compressor (Ref. 4) the non-uniform inlet velocity
distribution (Fig. la) tenerates a circumferentially varying angle of attack
at the compressor blade (Fig. 1b). In transforming the actual velocity
vector geometry in Fig. la to be represented by the geometric angle of
attack a and the total relative velocity vector V all the characteristics
for stationar flow are preserved. In the case of a helicopter rotor the
axial velocity VA in Fig. 1a is represented by the blade component U., sin 4
of the forward speed of the helicopter. Adding to the sinosoidal a-
variation obtained in this manner is the effect of the downwash frol the ': -
preceding blade(s), generating a resultant angle of attack variation such as
the one shown in Fig. 2 (Ref. 2). By adding the local time rate of change,
i6/U.) 2Z Iq( A2JA),to the local instantaneous angle of attack (Fig. 3), means
are created for the use of experimental dynamic stall results for a pitching
airfoil (Fig. 4) to predict the time rate of change of the blade loading on
an axial flow compressor (Ref. 4) or a helicopter rotor (Refs. 5,6). Even
when disregarding complex three-dimensional flow effects and the usual
problem of Reynolds number scaling (Ref. 1), this approach to dynamic

simulation is found to be highly questionable.

A.-... '
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3. ANALYSIS % -.. ..J1%.%.
The pressure gradient of the external flow at the boundary layer edge

is given by the Bernoulli equation for unsteady flow. ,r.-

L pe au + U a
Se . e -I -P

Or, with x/e

ape U ~8e (2)
'- e "'= e + + ej[]

That s

ape _c 'U (3)
- T/ .. -= a,  t::.

Equation (3) shows that the adversity of the pressure gradient, dp /d.
will be decreased by an accelerating external velocity, au /at >0. Thut,
the separation on the leeward side of an airfoil will be dllayed in an
accelerating free stream. Conversely, separation will be promoted in a
decelerating free stream.

For an airfoil pitching in a constant velocity free stream, the leeside
flow acceleration is induced by the change of angle of attack.

au /at (0U/a)(aa/8t) (%)

Thus, Eq. (2) can be written as follows for the pitching airfoil

pe +ap*\ ape CA (5)

The accelerated flow effect, (ap /aa ) (c/Ue), where ap laa < 0,
permits a dynamic overshoot of the static adverse pressure gridient,(P la)&o,
before separation occurs, as has been discus0ed in detail (Refs. 8, 19,2). "

Thus, on a pitching airfoil the flow is accelerated on the leeward side - -

when the angle of attack increases. In the case of axial flow compressors
(Ref. 4) and helicopter rotors (refs. 5, 6) the increase of local angle of
attack Is associated with decelerating free stream flow, and, consequently,
decelerating leeside flow on the airfoil. The importance of this difference
will be examined next.

The acceleration-induced separation delay on the pitching airfoil gives
a corresponding overshoot of static c1 max (Ref. 8).

Acl max 0 1Ca ACal (6)

&asl Ka1 (7)

Another mechanism for dynamic overshoot of static ca by a pitching
airfoil is the so-called "leading-edge-jet" effect (Refs. Wax 2 0 and Fig. 5).
It causes an overshoot a A o2 of static clax. which in a first
approximation is proportional to the leading ege plunging velocity (Refs.
8, 20).

Aa52 i U a2 CL/U) (8)

Thus, combining Eqs. (7) and (8) one obtains for the airfoil pitching
around its center of gravity (C.G.) .

a z K cci/Ue (9)
K z K *K (10)-
a a a2 Co'(10)

Eqs. (6) and (9) forecast an undershoot of static c when the
airfoil decreases angle of attack on the pitching "downsirT". Recent
experimental results (Ref. 10 and Fig. 6) support this forecast, and
indicate that the effect of decelerating leeside flow on dynamic stall could
be as adverse as tne accelerating flow effects are favorable.

Experimental results (Ref. 21) indicate that an accelerating,free
stream can generate large overshoot of static c (Fig. 7). An equally
large overshoot is generated by accelerating th ' fol in longitudinal
oscillations (Ref. 14 and Fig. 8). The figure shows the time average lift
a Ct) obt~ined for the complete pitch loop around a (See Fig. 4 for loop
e ample3'. The reason why C (t) increases with inoeasing wand associated
increasing IU, C/Um is that a loading edge vortex is spilled near the end of
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the upstroke, generating lift during its travel from leading to trailing

edge during the pitching downstroke (Ref. 22). When F >0.656 the flow will %

reattach at the leading edge before the "spilled" vortex passes downstream

of the trailing edge (Ref. 20). This explains why e1(t) lies above the "

extrapolated attached flow lift for i.j= O.56. 0.926. and 1.314 in Fig. 8.

Replotting the results against iUgcUll . 'x/o gives a data trend (Ref. 20)

which is in agreement with that in Fig. 7. when considering the difference

between time average and instantaneous lift just discussed (Fig 9).

4. FREE FLIGHT/WIND TUNNEL EQUIVALENCE

It is clear from the results shown in Figs. 7-9 that the free

flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept derived for stationary flow can not

be applied to unsteady flow. However, the results show that the effect of
accelerating the airfoil in a constant Velocity stream 13 equivalent to----- -

accelerating the stream over a stationary airfoil. Thus, for inviscid flow
effects, such as the boundary layer edge conditions discussed earlier, the
free flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept derived for unsteady flow is
valid. The next question is: can this inviscid unsteady flow equivalence
concept be applied to viscous flow effects, in particular those associated
with separated flow? The answer is "No", as will be shown.

The "leading edge jet" or "moving wall" effect, illustrated in Fig. 5,
is the reason for the "No"-answer above (Fig. 10). In the free flight case
the encounter of a vertical gust WG will cause this velocity component to be
added to the boundary layer edge velocity in the nose region of an airfoil.
In contrast, in the wind tunnel, imposing a sudden plunging velocity Wp to
the airfoil section will add the velocity component not at the boundary

layer edge but at the airfoil surface. Thus, the perturbation effect on
dynamic stall will be opposite in the two cases. In the free flight ease

the increased boundary layer edge velocity will delay flow separation, -L

whereas the upstream moving wall effect in the wind tunnel test will promote
separation, as has been discussed (Downstroke in Fig. 5). Thus, the general
conclusion to be drawn is that in the case of unsteady viscous flow the
unsteady flow equivalence between airfoil motion and free stream oscillation
is not valid.

The so called moving wall effect is of significant magnitude only in ". V,"
the nose flow region where the boundary layer is thin (Refs. 8. 20, 23). *

That is, of course, why lateral or vertical translation generates large
moving wall effects (Fig. 5). In contrast, longitudinal or horizontal
oscillations will not generate significant moving wall velocities in the
nose flow region. This is the reason why the inviscid unsteady equivalence
concept is supported by the viscous experimental results in Figs. 7-9. .,

Some appreciation of the effect of the different unsteady boundary'"

layer profiles shown in Fig. 10 can be obtained by comparing dynamic stall
results for pitching and plunging airfoils, for which the moving wall

effects are opposite (Fig. 5), delaying stall for a pitching airfoil (during

the upstroke) and promoting stall for a plunging airfoil, which increases
its effective angle of attack during the downstroke rather than during the

upstroke.

An extensive experimental investigation has been performed by Carta

(Ref. 11), comparing dynamic stall results for pitching and plunging

airfoils, oscillating around the same trim angle of attack(Vwith the same
redgced frequency, 6) 2k wc/Uw , and equivalent angular amplitude,l" "I ""

Ii /U0 . The results definitely show that there are great differences
between the dynamic stall process experienced in pitching and plunging
oscillations. In some cases the moment loops would agree, while the normal
force loops were dramatically different (Fig. 11). In other cases the ,
normal force loops agreed, while the moment loops disagreed greatly (Fig.
12). And there were also cases in which both cn and cm loops disagreed
completely (Fig. 13).

While Carta's experimental results (Ref. 11) do demonstrate that the
effects of pitching and plunging oscillations on dynamic stall are very
different, the data show anomalies. So, for example, show Figs. 11 and 13
the plunging airfoil to experience the highest dynamic cn ,which isnmix'contrary to the expectations expressed earlier. The anomaly is caused by - .A

the complication introduced by the moving wall effects on transition. v

It was discussed in Ref. 24 now the upstream moving wall effect could
promote boundary laye transition and cause a reversal of the Magnus lift
measured on a rotating cylinder (Ref. 25 and Fig. 14). Thus, the adverse
"leading-edge-jet" effect on the plunging downstroke could cause earlier
transition, thereby changing the flow separation from laminar to turbulent
stall. Strong coupling between airfoil motion and boundary layer transition
has been demonstrated for pitch Oscillations (Ref. 26 and Fig. 15). Tne
moving wall effects, favorable on the upstroke and adverse on the
downstroke, cause ransition to occur at 4= 0.10 at a5 for decreasing ""
compared to at &-9 for increasing a.
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For plunging oscillations the effects are reversed, and the earlier

transition would occur for Increasing rather than for decreasing( i/Uw). Carta's hot film response data (Ref. 11) tend to verify this
(Fig. 16). Comparing the results for pitch and plunge it can be seen how

tne adverse moving wall effect i(t) promotes transition and causes the
plunging airfoil to have a longer run of attached turbulent flow prior to
stall. As a result the flow stays attached past 7.5% chord whereas flow
separation occurs forward of 5% chord on the pitching airfoil. This
explains how the plunging airfoil in Figs. 11 and 13 could have a higher *, ".
dynamic cnmax than the pitching airfoil.

The effect of the upstream moving wall is similar to that of roughness,
which in turn has an effect similar to that of an increase of the free
stream turbulence or unit Reynolds number. Thus, the anomalous plunging
effect can be visualized using the static data (Ref. 22) shown in Fig. 17.
For example, the adverse "leading-edge-jet" effect on the plungina 6 . .s
downstroke could elevate t e maximum lift from that for Re = 0.33 x 10
to that gor Re = 0.66 x 10 (The test data in Figs. 11 and 13 are for Re
0.3 x 10-).

A comparison similar to that made by Carta (Ref. 11) has been performed
by Maresca, Favier, and Rebont (Ref. 9). They did not encounter the
transition complication experienced0 by Carta (Ref. 11) and their results
show dynamic stall to occu; at ax16 for the plunging airfoil compared to
the delay of stall to a-24 , measured for a pitching airfoil (Ref. 28 and
Fig. 18). This agrees with the expectations expressed earlier and
illustrates the problem addressed in the present paper, if one lets the
pitching airfoil represent the Case of the gust encounter (Fig. 10a).

5. TRANSIENT EFFECTS ON THE FINAL STEADY STATE AERODYNAMICS • - "

In the experiment giving the results shown in Fig. 19. Maresca et al
15

found that after starting the oscillations at the stalled condition, E in
Fig. 19, when they stopped the longituidnal oscillations the airfoil
maintained the attached flow lift value, F in Fig. 19. The dashed line
shows the lift measured in steady flow at the same angle of attack, a= 16

°
,

exhibiting the Reynolds number hysteresis often present for flow separation/
reattachment. Obviously, the accelerated flow effect, discussed in
connection with the results in Fig. 8, brings about the flow reattachment
for the oscillating airfoil, the action being similar to that of increasing
the Reynolds number. Stopping the oscillation and thereby reducing the
effective Reynolds number leaves the lift on the corresponding higher
Re-branch of the hysteresis.

Results for oscillations in pitch, corresponding to those for
longitudinal oscillations shown in Fig. 8, were obtained by Halfman et al .'-.
(Ref. 29 and Fig. 20). At a = 22 deg the minimum angle of attack is
o - AO = 15.92 deg., well agove the static stall angle, a <12 deg. The
sAmilarltIes in trends are obvious when comparing Figs. 8 and 20. and a
result similar to that in Fig. 19 can also be expected for pitch

oscillations. In the latter case it is the viscous moving wall effects
(Fig. 5) that dominate the unsteady aerodynamics, not the inviscid boundary
layer edge conditions, as was the case in Fig. 19. Thus, based upon the
previous discussion of the flow sketches in Fig. 10, one can expect to find
that tne final steady state aerodynamics are dependent upon the preceding
transient venicle maneuver.

The flow separation on slender forebodies. with associated asymmetric
vortex shedding at nigh angles of attack, has been found to be extremely '
sensitive to movirn wall effects (Refs. 30 and 31). Consequently, one could
expect the fir:. vortex asymmetry to be determined by the preceding
transient ve,1lcle mrtion characteristics.

6. CONCLUSIONS 4

A critical examination of existing experimental results for unsteady," ,.

separated flow nas led to the following conclusions.

0 The fe flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept derived for
stationary flow conditions cannot be applied to inviscid or
viscous unsteady flow analysis.

0 The free flight/wind tunnel equivalence concept derived for
unsteady inviscid flow can in general not be applied to unsteady
viscous flow because of the unsteady boundary condition at the
airfoil surface, the so called moving wa.l effect.

"o . • ..

-a ,
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UNSTEADY BOUNDARY-LAYER SEPARATION ON
AIRFOILS PERFORMING LARGE-AMPLITUDE OSCILLATIONS

a, - DYNAMIC STALL -

by

W. Geissler
Institut fir Aeroelastik, DFVLR-AVA

Bunsenstr. 10, D-3400 Gttingen
1C West Germany -:.

' SUMMARY ILI
4'-%Experimental investigations have exposed a strong dependency of unsteady separation characteristics in the

regime of dynamic stall on airfoil shape, Reynolds and Mach number, frequency and time-dependent incidence. w
A suitable prediction method should therefore be able to account for these various parameters. Coupling pro-
cedures between two-dimensional unsteady boundary layers 4nd inviscid surface singularity methods (panel
methods) have been developed for analytical investigation of unsteady turbulent separation. In the present
study, the influence of various parameters on unsteady separation is discussed in detail and comparison with
experimental data is made. The results show that, even for weak coupling between boundary layer and in-
viscid boundary conditions, good correspondence exists between theory and experiment with respect to the
development of unsteady separation. t

1. INTRODUCTION

Extensive experimental data in the dynamic stall regime have been measured by McCroskey et al [1] on eight
different helicopter-relevant airfoil sections. Influence of airfoil shape, incidence variation, reduced frequency.
Reynolds and Mach number on the dynamic stall characteristics is discussed in detail. For analytical treat-
ment of this problem, a finite-difference procedure has been developed recently to calculate unsteady laminar
boundary layers on oscillating airfoils [2]. Unsteady separation characteristics and the correspondence be-
tween two-dimensional unsteady and three-dimensional steady separation have been investigated. In the pres-
ent study, this method is extended to unsteady turbulent boundary layers using the eddy viscosity formu-
lation of Cebeci and Smith [3]. A new time-marching procedure has been developed to calculate the outer
boundary condition for the unsteady boundary layer or the basis of a surface singularity method (panel
method) [4]. Weak coupling between boundary layer and panel method serves as a first step. Subsequent
extension of the method to include strong coupling in the time domain is straightforward.

The present investigation is a study of unsteady turbulent separation. It has already been found in the lami-
nar case that reversed flow areas occur before the boundary layer separates. With the second-order central
finite-difference procedure of the Crank-Nicolson type, it is possible to initiate the "marching-through" pro-
cess in these areas. The calculations break down, however, due to a severe increase of the normal velocity
inside the boundary layer. Variation of the mesh spacing in time and space has only a minor influence on
the location of breakdown. The time-dependent breakdown locations are therefore interpreted as locations of
separation. It will be shown that comparisons with experimentally-determined reversed flow areas (from Ref.
[1]) are in good correspondence with calculated results.

2. INVISCID BOUNDARY CONDITION (PANEL METHOD)

A singularity method with a combination of sources and vortices on the real surface of the profile has been
developed directly in the time domain. This time-marching procedure renders the method suitable for direct
coupling with unsteady boundary-layer methods. Contrary to Ref. [5], the vorticity distribution is also placed
on the profile surface instead of being arbitrarily distributed inside the profile. The vorticity strength on
the profile is assumed to be constant per time step. The (vorticity) loading of the wake (yw) is determined
by the time-dependent rate of change of the profile vorticity (yp(t)). The wake geometry is prescribed and
subdivided into panels corresponding to the profile surface.

Using the notation of Figure 1, the relationship between surface vorticity and wake vorticity can be speci-
fled with

ara
(1) -- dT = a 0 ds) dT dT s

a'r T p aT
as the time-dependent change of profile vorticity (Sp S total arc length of profile) and rw

dy
(2) w= -s d ' dsw - dT(U. 1)

PdT

as the loading of a wake panel shed at nondimensional time T:

( 3 ) T - t . , ,

It is assumed that the wake panels move downstream with the undisturbed flow velocity U.

Adding the prescribed kinematic velocity Vkin due to the oscillatory movement of the profile and the induced
velocities of source distributions (Vq) on the profile surface and vorticity distributions (V) on both profile
surface and wake, the kinematic flow condition (zero normal velocity) for control points on the profile can
be expressed by .. -.

(4) (Vki + : + 0 outer unit normal vector).

The unknown source strengths of the surface panels can be determined by solving a large system of linear
equations (corresponding to the number of panels). The vorticity strength yp(t) is first set to unity and
is later solved by application of the Kutta condition, assuming zero pressure difference between the two
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control points adjacent to the trailing edge. The loading of the wake panels downstream of the first wake ' *,.

element is known from previous time steps. Finally, pressures are calculated from the unsteady Bernoulli .'P% .
equation

21r aT k n -wwn(5) cp(T) = 2 L-T+ kin -ki -0-* r

with

(6) T = T ; w* = (reduced frequency); velocity potential.

(7) W = k v +qkin +q y

is the relative velocity vector at a surface control point.4. 4
The overall procedure starts with quasi-steady values at an arbitrary time T. Three calculation periods are
sufficient to obtain a final solution. It should be mentioned at this point that the method can easily be modi-

fied to account for boundary-layer displacement. In this case, the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is no longer .,

zero but is given by the blowing velocity: r.1

(8) vs = s 1 Ue)

(61 Q boundary-layer displacement thickness; Ue 2 edge velocity of the boundary layer), which can be in- r ..-

terpreted as the effect of an additional surface source distribution with source strengths obtained from the
boundary-layer calculation. i.hk_

3. UNSTEADY TURBULENT BOUNDARY-LAYER CALCULATION

3.1 Equations (stagnation-point-fixed)

With the unsteady inviscid calculation procedure of Section 2 it is possible to determine the time-dependent .- :,e

locations of the front stagnation point. Figure 2 shows the coordinate (sap) as a function of time for the in-
cidence variation

a = 150 + 10' sinw*T; = 0.2.

Curves are plotted for NACA 0012 and AMES-AO1 airfoil sections. The movements of the stagnation points
are 1800 out-of-phase with respect to the movement of the profile and are nearly harmonic in time.

In order to have a well-defined starting point for the boundary-layer calculations on the upper and lower
surface, the unsteady boundary-layer equations are transformed into a stagnation-point-fixed frame of ref-
erence. With this procedure a complicated upstream marching scheme [6] is avoided. The coordinate trans-
formation from body-fixed to moving coordinates yields

() X u s -s O  + de j'o T
i' """"

iiu
50l = s-..-.-.-e

X -(S - s - deiW*T

Indices u and t refer to the upper and lower surface, respectively; body-fixed coordinate a lies on the
surface (see Fig. 1). The kinematic velocity of the stagnation point (assuming harmonic time-dependency) is
given by

3x1  iw*T
(10) Ul = = * d e

In Eqs.(9) and (10), d is the amplitude of the oscillating stagnation point. With Eq. (10). the velocities
within the boundary layer are transformed (index "1" stagnation-point-fixed) to:

u I (l) =u + Uk n ,-
u1 ~(r11  = ~ kin~

(II) Vl(I) = v : v = v e: Re = Uc (Reynolds number)

= n : = y V (coordinate normal to wall)

All lengths in Eqs.(9-11) are referred to chord length c of the profile; all velocities are referred to the un-
disturbed main-flow velocity U-. With transformations (9)-(11), the two-dimensional unsteady boundary-layer
equations in stagnation-point-fixed coordinates are

lul 3V 1

(12) )- + 0 -- 0
I II

1_UI U1  - 1 U1  U -
u

%

(13) - *- + U V1 i + .lIT -- 1 -1 -T 1x 3 --1 V

with the boundary conditions

6..1 w*T
0 u U d e' -'.= 0

(14)
n l " U 1  = U 1  . i * d e 

.

Eqs.(12)-(14) represent final expressions which are then discretized and solved numerically. The upper/
lower sign in Eqs.(14) refer to the upper/lower surface of the profile.
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3.2 Initial conditions

To commence the numerical boundary-layer calculations, initial conditions must be specified at a given time
To for all x 1 and at a given x 1 for all T. Initial conditions at T = To for all x I along the profile surface
are obtained by solving the steady boundary-layer equations with aul/aT and aU 1 /aT a 0 in Eq.(13). Initial
conditions at all time steps close to the front stagnation point at x 1 =Ax 1 are derived from the stagnation-
point case (linear term) of the Falkner-Skan series. With(15 U °o (xi m ITo= , + U (T
prescribed, the velocities inside the boundary layer yield

u I1 (x I T) = cx I  '(n]1 )  + Ulk n T M %,% %

VI (x1IT) f= - v- f(n 1  "r

The (steady-laminar) boundary-layer equations are then transformed into an ordinary differential equation

(17) f"' - f'" + f f" + 1 = 0

with the boundary conditions

SI= 0; f = 0; f' U1 k , (18) [- .' "

; f' U1 + U1kin (U1kin taken from Eq.(10)).

Eqs. (17) and (18) are solved for each time step, taking into account the corresponding time-dependent values
of U1 and Ulkin. Initial conditions in the time domain are therefore determined on a quasi-steady basis.

3.3 Eddy viscosity model, transition

To specify the eddy viscosity term El in the momentum equation (13), the first formulation appearing in Ref.
[7] is used. To obtain e. the boundary layer is subdivided into two regions: a region close to the wall with - -

S3Ul e - Y' /A] 3 Re1/4 aU,1/2
= 0.16 \R n2 *1 [1 - e ytr y'/A - Re"

(19) max
au I1 1/2

' 1'max

as the maximum value inside the boundary layer, and an outer region with

(20) - = 0.0168 VR U1 
6

1 Ytr
and
(21) 61 = (1 - -1-) dn 1

as the boundary-layer displacement thickness. Both inner and outer regions are matched by the condition of
continuity of the eddy viscosity formulas. ,

The expressions for Eli and clo (Eqs.(19) and (20)) are each multiplied by the intermittency factor Ytr which
yields a smooth transition from laminar to fully-developed turbulent flow Q 7]):

(22) E - 8.35-10- 4  Re0 .66 - x1  dxE U? 1".3U ( -1 .t Xltr U1 1 '.
1

Xlt r in Eq. (22) is the prescribed position of the beginning of the transition region. Although Eq.(22) is
o taken into account in the present calculation procedure, the influence of transition is not investigated here, r .

see [8]). The beginning of transition is assumed always one step (Axl) behind the stagnation point with the
laminar initial conditions obtained from Eqs. (15)-(18).

3.4 Finite-difference calculations

For both initial steady and unsteady solution procedures, second-order central differences of the Crank-
Nicolson type are used for discretization of the various derivatives in Eqs.(12) and (13). The solution vec- 26--
tor of the new level is obtained by solving a linear system of equations with a tr'i-diagonal coefficient matrix.
The solution is carried out iteratively, starting with linear extrapolated initial values from the previous posi-
tions. For the eddy viscosity values in Eqs. (13). the known values from the previous iteration level are used.
The iteration process is stopped until the wall shear-stress Tw between two iterations is smaller than a pre-
scribed small number
(23) ± 1-i-1 <"10'3:tW-rw < E = 10-3" "

" '

Th d it %eoar n
The detailed finite-difference expressions of Eqs.(12) and (13) are given in [9]. '.
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4. RESULTS

Some characteristic results of the experimental study (11 are displayed in Figure 3. The development of
separation (and reattachment) for four different airfoil sections is represented by bold lines, including ar-
rows which indicate the directions of the moving separation event. The thick supereritical NLR-7301 airfoil

shows separation extending from the trailing edge toward the leading edge. For the thin NLR-1 profile.
separation starts close to the leading edge and moves downstream. In the VR-7 case, separation areas de-
velop at the leading edge moving downstream and at the trailing edge moving upstream. For the AMES-AO
profile, separation occurs on the entire profile surface extending in upstream and downstream directions.
Reattachment takes place for all profiles from the leading to the trailing edge. Fig. 3 shows also the various
locations of the laminar separation bubbles which are not investigated further in the present study. The - °"
NACA 0012 and NLR-7301 profiles produce similar effects as long as the Reynolds number is not too low
(Re > 106). To ascertain whether these complicated types of separation characteristics can be predicted
analytically by the present method, the two airfoil sections NACA 0012 and AMES-AO1 are investigated in
detail for two incidence cases:
1) a = 150 + 60 sinw* T - light stall conditions

2) a = 150 + 100 sinw* T - deep stall conditions

Reynolds numbers and reduced frequencies are varied for these cases and results are compared with expert-
mental data.

4.1 NACA 0012, a = 150 + 60 sinw*T

Fu shows hysteresis curves of the unsteady separation and reattachment boundaries on the profile up-
per surface for three different Reynolds numbers. These curves must be followed in the direction indicated by
the arrows. The coordinate xl has its origin at the stagnation point. For the case Re = 106. the calculated reversed
flow area is displayed by the shaded region. Separation is indicated by the breakdown of the boundary-layer
calculation due to a strong increase of the normal velocity inside the layer, as described above. Separation
takes place during the upstroke at 15 ;5 a < 210. Reattachment (180 a a 90, during downstroke) is approx- .- *.

imated by the line Tw = 0. This part of the cycle is found by extrapolation of the boundary-layer velocity
profile into the separated region. This procedure yields a certain numerical scattering which has been some-
what smoothed out in Fig.4.

It is interesting to note that an increase of the Reynolds number over one order of magnitude reduces the
area of the hysteresis loop considerably. In this Reynolds number range, separation always takes place from "
the trailing edge continuously toward the leading edge. The steepness of the curves indicates the magnitude "
of the separation (and reattachment) velocities. In Fig.4, vertical (a c onst.) and horizontal (xl = const.)
arrow indicate locations where details inside the boundary layer are plotted.

Figure 5 shows contour plots of equal velocity uI (Fig.5a) and equal vorticity y = (3ul/aTl) (Fig.5b) in the
xl,nil-domain for T = 1.15 (a = 19.850. upstroke). The reversed flow area extending from the rear to the
front, covering large parts of the profile upper surface, can be seen in Fig.5a. The region of negative wall
shear reaches x 1 = 0.45 at this incidence. Similar to laminar results, the lines of equal vorticity form tongues
extending downstream (Fig.5b). The dashed lines in Figs.5 indicate the median values of ulm and Ym for
orientation purposes.

The situation along the horizontal arrow in Fig.4. i.e. for variable time T at a specific xl-location (xj = 0.35),
is given in the 3-d plots of Figures 6a and 6b (ul-velocity and y-vorticity. respectively). The velocity pro-
files of Fig.6a change from Blasius type at the beginning of the cycle (T = 0.75) to s-shaped profiles with
reversed velocities at the wall for the maximum of T (a 1.16 S a Pe 200t). The vorticity distribution (Fig.6b)
has a maximum at the wall at T = 0.75 (a 50). This maximum decreases rapidly and shifts away from the
wall with increasing time. Finally, negative vorticity is produced in regions of reversed flow. The maximum

value of x 1 in Figs.5 (right-hand margin) and the maximum value of T in Figs.6 coincide with the location
of breakdown of the boundary-layer calculation (see end points of the vertical and horizontal arrows in
Fig.4). The smooth behavior of the ul-velocity and vorticity distributions in these areas do not directly in-
dicate the reason for the breakdown. The reason is found in the behavior of the normal velocity vi, as will

.* be shown below.

4.2 AMES-AO, a = 150 + 60 sinw* T, w* = 0.5

Corresponding results for the AMES-AOI airfoil section with the same incidence variation, reduced frequency , ,-. ,
and Reynolds number range are displayed in Figures 7 to 9. A notable difference occurs in Fig.7 compared 'J- ..
to the NACA-0012 case in Fig.4: for the two lower Reynolds numbers (106, 3.106) a reversed flow area de- r
velops again at the trailing edge ending in separation which is moving slowly upstream. At a specific
incidence during upstroke (for instance at a s 18.50t Re 1 106), a second reversed flow area develops at
about x1 = 0.3. This area is extending very quickly towards the trailing edge and slowly towards the lead-
ing edge. Between these two reversed flow areas, the flow is directed downstream throughout the entire
boundary layer. At a specific incidence (a 19.90). breakdown occurs at xi = 0.325 (indicated -
by 0). For higher incidences it is not possible to extend the boundary-layer calculation beyond this point.
A connection between the rear and front separation areas is therefore indicated in Fig.7 by a dashed line
between the 0-points. Reattachment also takes place in one large discontinuous step, smoothing out at fur-
ther reduced incidences. For Re - 107 the hysteresis loop looks almost identical to the NACA 0012 case. No
front separation or front reversed flow area occurs in this case.

Fig.8 shows again velocity (Fig.8a) and vorticity (Fig.8b) contours along the vertical arrow (a P- 19.401) of
, Fig.7. This section crosses the two reversed flow areas. Closed loops of equal velocity contour indicate a

reversed flow area at about xI : 0.35, which is located very close to the wall. The rear reversed flow area
% has a similar form as seen in Fig.5a for the NACA 0012 case, but its extension upstream is limited: negative

wall shear-stress is extended only to xl P 0.75. Interestingly, the contour lines of vorticity in Fig.8b show
closed loops downstream of the reversed flow area. These loops are located around a vorticity maximum there.
Marching against the separation line along the horizontal arrow in Fig.7 (xI - 0.35) the corresponding 3-d-
plots show similar behavior for velocity (Fig.9a) and vorticity (Fig.9b) distributions compared to Figs.6a
and 6b of the NACA 0012 airfoil.
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4. 3 Normal velocities, separation criterion % %

Figures 10a (NACA 0012) and 10b (AMES-AOl) display the variations of normal velocity r1 following
the horizontal arrows of Figs.4 and 7, respectively (xl = const. ). The normal velocities increasp rapidly up
to a steep maximum at T. A breakdown of the numerical boundary-layer calculation occurs due to the severe
steepening of the normal velocities in the outer region of the boundary layer. The typical behavior of V *"
is therefore used as a separation criterion in the present method. All separation lines presented in this study
coincide with numerical breakdown. It is quite obvious that such a numerically-derived separation criterion is
not fully satisfactory. But, similar to steady three-dimensional separation, a simple analytical criterion in
unsteady flow does not exist. The question whether the so-called Moore, Rott and Sears criterion [10] is
applicable to these results has not been investigated. For such investigations, a transformation of the co-

*. ordinates into a separation-point-fixed frame of reference must be achieved. But in the present method, . ,
the movement of the separation (reattachment) event is part of the solution. It is possible to perform the
transformation in a second step (after the numerical calculation) but this is not straightforward. Fig.4 shows %
very complicated (, ,d by no means harmonic) time-dependent movements of the separation point, which makes
a transformation very difficult. In the case of the AMES-AO1 profile (Fig.7), parts of the separation line
(moving downstream, during upstroke) are even located in a "forbidden" zone and cannot be treated by the
weak interaction procedure of the present method. In order to cover this part of the cycle as well, a strong
interaction procedure combined with inverse boundary-layer calculations will be necessary, as outlined in a
later section.

Figs.4 and 7, however, show that the experimentally-determined trends of separation movements (Fig. 3) can
be predicted quite well with the present numerical procedure. It will be shown below that the analytical re-
suits correspond also quantitatively quite well with experimental data.

4.4 NACA-0012, a 150 + 100 sin.,*T, * = 0.2

Results of separation and reattachment for the high amplitude case are plotted in Figure 11. Reversed flow
boundaries have been measured in Ref. [1] by means of reversed flow sensors, which are specially designed
hot-wire probes. The results are given in Ref. [1] in profile-fixed coordinates and have been transformed in-
to the stagnation-point-fixed frame (xl). taking into account the instantaneous positions of the stagnation
points in Fig.2. The experimental data are also indicated in Fig. 11. For the two higher Reynolds numbers
(Re = 106, 1.5.10 ) correspondence between theory and experiment is very good. One has to keep in mind
that, on the one hand, flow reversal and separation are in close coiacidence and that, on the other hand,
a weak coupling procedure is used, where the pressure peak in the leading edge area is not changed dur-
ing the cycle, although a breakdown of pressures takes place in the experiment due to dynamic stall. The
largest deviation can therefore be observed in the leading edge region.

For the lowest Reynolds number (Re 0.5.106) the agreement is less satisfactory. although the trend is in
the right direction. The experimental data even show a development of flow reversal from the leading to the
trailing edge. Analytical results show a severe steepening of the separation curve. Reversed flow occurs
over nearly 50% of the airfoil upper surface for this Reynolds number. The reversed flow area and separa-
tion line react quite sensitively to further reduction of the Reynolds number: for Re = 105 (not pictured in ,"-..V

Fig.11) a similar trend can be observed as in the experimental results for Re = 0.5.106. A reversed flow
area now develops in the leading edge region as well at about x, 0.15 and a 150. Thus, at this low
Reynolds number, similar behavior for the NACA-0012 airfoil is evident as was the case for the AMES-AO1 V.

airfoil: over part of the oscillatory ,ycle two reversed flow areas coexist. The difference between theory
and experiment for the smaller Reynolds number may also be explained by simple treatment of transition in
the calculation procedure (see Section 3.3).

4.5 AMES-AOl, a 150 + 100 sinw*T, w* 0.2

Figures 12a-c display time-dependent separation and reattachment for the AMES-A01 profile at slightly dif-
ferent Reynolds numbers: Re = 106 (Fig.12a), Re = 1.5.106 (Fig.12b) and Re = 2.5.106 (Fig.12c), Corre-
sponding experimental data for flow reversal are again indicated in the plots. For the two higher Reynolds -
numbers, the trend has now changed: reversed flow areas develop over the entire profile (at about x 1 ; 0.35)
and spread downstream. A breakdown of the boundary-layer calculation at the front reversed flow area (in-
dicated by 0 in Figs. 12) prevent the calculation to be extended farther downstream. In this case, however,
it is quite obvious that the reversed flow areas and separation lines extend downstream as can be seen from
the experimental data. Large deviations occur again in the leading edge region due to the same reasons dis-
cussed in Section 4.4 for the NACA 0012 airfoil.

4.6 NACA-0012. frequency variation

Finally, another important parameter for unsteady separation, frequency (i.e. the characteristic speed of
the oscillatory movement), is investigated and presented in Figure 13. Frequency is made nondimensional in
the usual manner by means of U_ and chord length c of the profile (see Eq.(6)). Fig. 13 gives only the ef-
fects of frequency on the separation lines. The trend is a shift of separation lines to increasing incidences e
with increasing j*. Consequently. the curves steepen considerably. In the case * 1. a reversed flow
area develops again at about x I = 0.2 in addition to a corresponding rear reversed flow area at the same -
time. For this case a calculated reversed flow area extends over 76% of the wing's upper surface. Break-
down of the boundary layer takes place very abruptly from back to front.

Similar frequency influences are also observed for other flow cases and airfoils and have also been found
experimentally.

4.7 Possible extension to strong coupling procedures

To investigate the behavior of some characteristic boundary-layer quantities, Tw (wall shear-stress), 61
(boundary-layer displacement thickness) and vB (blowing velocity)

(24) vB (61
" Ue )

B 3x1 re
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are plotted in Figures 14 at the positions of the horizontal arrows in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12c. The wall shear- '-

stress Tw (Fig. 14a) crosses the zero line in both cases. The calculation is extended through reversed flow
regions until breakdown occurs at x 1 ; 0.61 (NACA 0012) and x 1 %z 0.8 (AMES-A01). Characteristic differ-
ences can be observed for both cases: for the NACA-0012 airfoil the wall shear-stress develops continuous-
ly throughout the reversed flow region until breakdown. For the AMES-A01 profile, the Tw-CUrve falls from
the leading edge region very steeply, reaches a minimum and then increases after a second minimum. At
this incidence (a z 21.4

0
t) the wall shear-stress remains negative and decreases again at higher xl-values

until breakdown.

Fig. 14b shows the boundary-layer displacement thicknesses for the same cases. Prominent in this instance
is the s-shape of the 61-curve in the AMES-AO1 case. The most severe steepening of the 6 -curve coincides . -

with the minimum wall shear-stress of Fig. 14a.

Evaluation of the differentiation in Eq. (24) leads to the blowing velocity vB displayed in Fig. 14c. These curves
have been smoothed to compensate for irregularities due to the numerical differentiation. A very strong dou-
ble peak exists for the AMES-A01 profile which coincides again with the region of minimum wall shear in
Fig. 14a and with the steepening of the 6 1-curve in Fig. 14b. A severe steepening of the vB-curve is also
observed toward breakdown. The behavior of the vB-curves in the NACA-0012 case is much less dramatic.
Nevertheless a maximum exists in the leading edge region but there is no severe increase toward breakdown.

The blowing velocities are indicative of the effect of the boundary layer on the external inviscid boundary
condition. In further developments of the present coupling procedure, this effect of the boundary layer on
the outer boundary condition should be taken sufficiently into account. To do so, the kinematic flow condi-
tion (Eq.(4)) is simply modified

(25) (V + + ) = V
kin q vy B

vB is assumed to be simulated by a continuous source distribution on the profile surface such that the dis-
placement effect of the boundary layer is taken into account. The magnitude of vB is known by means of
the boundary-layer calculation (Eq. (24)).

The interaction between boundary layer and inviscid outer boundary condition can be performed iteratively
at a particular time T. starting with VB-values of the previous time-step as initial values. The iteration can
also be done in an inverse boundary-layer calculation, modifying the outer boundary condition directly dur-
ing the development of the boundary layer. It is hoped that, by this latter method, the calculation can be
extended farther even into regions of separation as has for instance been shown for steady and unsteady
trailing-edge separation using integral equation methods [111.

5. CONCLUSION
For the calculation of turbulent unsteady 2-d boundary layers, a finite difference procedure has been devel-

oped and combined with a 2-d inviscid surface singularity method for determination of the outer boundary
condition. For investigation of the dynamic stall problem, the following four parameters have been evaluated: %

airfoil shape. - incidence variation and
Reynolds number, - reduced frequency.

The influence of these parameters on separation and reattachment of the flow during a cycle of oscillation
have been discussed. Details of the various flow quantities inside the boundary layer are presented. Com-
parison with experimental data shows good agreement with respect to the time-dependent location of separa-
tion. Extension of the present weak coupling procedure to include strong coupling is straightforward.
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SUYIARY .

• The paper is concerned with the calculation of unsteady flows and particularly with the development
of numerical methods for solving unsteady boundary-layer equations and their application to the flows
around practically important configurations such as oscillating airfoils. It provides a brief review of
recent work and emphasizes the need for numerical methods which can overcome possible problems associated
with flow reversal and separation. The zig-zag and characteristic box schemes are described in this con-
text and, when embodied in a method which permits interaction between solutions of inviscid and viscous
equations, the characteristic box scheme is shown to avoid the singularity associated with boundary-layer
equations and prescribed pressure gradient. Calculations have been performed for a cylinder started
impulsively from rest and oscillating airfoils and the results are presented and discussed. It is con-
cluded, for example, that turbulence models based on an algebraic specification of eddy viscosity can be
adequate, that location of transition is important to the calculation of the location of flow separation
and, therefore, to the overall lift of an oscillating airfoil.

1.0 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Unsteady flows have been of interest for many years and early work, such as that of Lighthill [l and
Glauert [21, established the theory of laminar-flow problems. Physical knowledge of turbulent flows was
provided by experiments such as those of Karlsson r31 in which a flat-plate boundary layer was subjected
to a periodically varying freestream and of Carr, McAlister and icrroskey [41 who investigated flows around
oscillating airfoils. As evidenced by the proceedings volume of Francis and Luttges [5] and the review of
Reynolds and Carr Wl recent emphasis has been on the improvement of physical understanding and the need
to develop a method to calculate the flows around oscillating airfoils has provided much of the stimulus.
The theme of this paper is the calculation of unsteady flows and particularly the development of numerical . .
methods for solving unsteady boundary-layer equations and their application to the flows around oscillating
airfoils; other applications include flow over wings subjected to rapid change in orientation, turbine
blades subjected to nonuniform onset flow which varies at blade passing frequencies and turboprops mounted
on aircraft configurations. %%

The calculation of an unsteady boundary layer, with a known and spatially fixed initial profile and
in the absence of separation, is comparatively straightforward; with increasing magnitude of flow reversal,
however, calculations become more difficult and require special numerical procedure to overcome instabil-
ities and allow accurate solutions. Flow reversal implies vanishing wall shear stress but not necessarily
separation and the relationship between the two has been considered extensively in the literature, for
example, see the reviews of [71 to [131. The onset of boundary-layer separation raises the possibility of
a singularity, which would lead to a breakdown of the calculations, and has been the subject of several
investigations including those of, for example [141 to [34]. It is clear that many of the results of these
investigators are a function of the particular numerical procedure and its implementation. The most recent - "
study in [331 suggests that accurate solutions can only he obtained if the numerical mesh is related to the . --. -
local velocity in a manner which satisfies the stability criterion of Courant, Friedricks and Lewey (CFL)
[35]. The problem posed by the singularity can be overcome by interaction between solutions of the
inviscid-flow and boundary-layer equations; the latter must he solved in an inverse method and with a
procedure which satisfies the CFL condition. '

The successes so far achieved with interaction methods, see for example [061 to [461, suggest that
their extension to two- and three-dimensional unsteady flows is likely to provide the basis for a procedure
which will represent oscillating airfoils over a wide range of angles of attack and frequency. In adli-
tion, they should also help in the representation of flows associated with the supermaneuverahilitv
requirements of fighter aircraft, see for example Herbert r47] which imply rapid changes in orientation and
large flow separation. Useful reviews of the need for and principles of interaction have been reported,
for example, by McDonald and Briley !481 and by reheci, Stewartson and Whitelaw r491, in the context of
two-dimensional steady flows with separation. - "-"

Previous attempts to calculate the flow around oscillating airfoils include those of tVehta [501,
Shamroth [51], Cebeci and Carr [52,531, Carr and Cebeci r541, tiaskew and Dvorak rS l and Geissler [;61 and
range from the solution of inviscid-flow equations to the solution of a two-dimensional, time-dependent
forms of the Navier-Stokes equations. The former can provide a useful approximation to lift but make no
contribution to our knowledge of drag. The Navier-Stokes equations, on the other hand represent all trans-
port processes within the limitations imposed by the averaged equations but their solution can be costly -
and subject to numerical truncation error. For flows with small separation, it is evident that interaction
between inviscid and boundary-layer equations is the best compromise but the situation is less clear forlarge regions of separation, In principle, the Navier-Stokes equations should be required but the
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comparatively low magnitude of the diffusion terms within large regions of separation, see for example-P Thompson and Whitelaw [57], suggests that the more economic and numerically accurate procedures based on .
inviscid and boundary-layer equations may be preferable. This is confirmed by the recent paper of Cebeci e 01
et al. [431 which shows that the use of an interactive procedure can lead to values of lift and drag coef-
ficients in close agreement with experiment for angles of attack up to that which causes stall. As a con-
sequence, the emphasis of this paper is on the solution of boundary-layer equations and their interaction
with inviscid-flow equations: examples of the application of this form of interactive procedure to laminar
and turbulent unsteady flows with separation are presented and discussed.

With any calculation procedure based on averaged equations, it is necessary to make use of a model to
represent the Reynolds stresses and this must be guided by experimental information. A compendium of . -
early experiments has been provided by Carr [58] and the review of Reynolds and Carr [6] is particularly
helpful in that it categorizes unsteady flow investigations according to the nature of the investigation.
It is clear from the investigation of attached boundary layers subjected to oscillating freestreams, see
for example Karlsson [3], Cousteix and Houdeville [59], Simpson et al. [60,61], Parikh et al. [62] and
Jayaraman et al. [63], that cycle mean characteristics are nearly independent of oscillations even when the
amplitude is large. Covert and Lorber [64] show that the periodic component of the Reynolds shear stress
can become significant with strong pressure gradients leading to separation, but the turbulent diffusion
terms probably do not control the mean-momentum balance. A similar conclusion can be drawn from the sepa-
rating boundary layer of Simpson et al. where the boundary layers are quasi-steady but some hysteresis was
observed downstream of separation. With this experimental background, there is little justification for
the use of a higher-order turbulence model with their uncertainties in the transport equations and boundary
conditions and added complexity and cost. Consequently, an algebraic specification of length scale is
preferred and a modified form of the eddy-viscosity formulation of Cebeci and Smith (65] has been used for
all calculations. It is worthy of note that this model has been shown in references r66,67] to be equally
able to represent the mean-flow characteristics of wall-boundary layers and wakes as a two-equation and a
Reynolds-stress model. It is even possible that this approach will represent adequately strongly perturbed
separated flows such as those of Francis et al. [68], Viets et al. [69] and Koga et al. [70] since the
nature of the flow is that of a vortex with rotational inviscid characteristics, transported over a
boundary layer and into a separated flow: again, the extent of the control exerted by turbulent diffusion
is likely to be sufficiently small so that a simple description of turbulence is adequate. It remains to
prove this conjecture and if it can be extended to oscillating airfoils subject to dynamic stall, such as
that Carr et al [4] and Francis et al. [71]. The possibility is certainly worth pursuing since it will,
when embodied in an interactive procedure, offer the real possibility of calculating the onset of stall and -Zw-
of representing the properties of a stalled flow.

The conservation equations associated with unsteady flows are considered briefly in the following
section, which also considers appropriate boundary conditions. Section 3 describes numerical procedures .
for the solution of the boundary-layer equations in the contexts of flows without reversal, flows with
reversal and the leading-edge region where special procedures are required to represent the movement of the
locus of zero longitudinal velocity and the possibility of consequent instabilities. The Characteristic
Box scheme, described by Bradshaw, Cebeci and Whitelaw [72] and by Keller [73] is shown to operate satis- """"
factorily throughout the solution domains of the unsteady flows considered here. It examines the finite- .- ,'* -
difference grid in relation to the magnitude and direction of local velocity and reaches and implements a
decision to ensure that the CFL condition is not violated.

The question of the singularity is addressed in Section 4 in the contexts of the laminar flows over a
circular cylinder started impulsively from rest. The extension of the numerical scheme to include inter-
action between solutions of the inviscid- and viscous-flow equations is considered in Section 5 and results
are presented for the leading edge of oscillating airfoil flow based on a thin ellipse. In Sections 4 and
5 the results and the related discussions correspond only to laminar flows since the arguments are of a
mathematical nature and can be made independent of turbulence models. Section 6 considers the role of
turbulence models and transition in the contexts of steady and unsteady flows with separation and the paper
ends with a summary of conclusions and recommendations.

2.0 EQUATIONS, BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

For two-dimensional incompressible unsteady laminar and turbulent boundary layers, the continuity and

momentum equations are well known and can be written as

a- + - = 0 (2.1)..

au au au 3Ue ;Ue + aT3T- + u YX_ + v Ty -l- -+ U e YX P--+ (2.2).. .

Here t denotes the total shear stress given by

au --r (2.3)- - pu -

These equations are subject to the usual boundary conditions which, in the case of no mass transfer, may

be written as:

y = 0 u v (2.4a)

y = 6 u = tie(x,t) (2.4b) p'-.. . .

In addition to these boundary conditions, Eqs. (.1) and (2.2) require initial conditions in the (t,y) and
(x,y) planes and, depending on the unsteady flow problem under consideration, they may have to be calcu-
lated by special procedures.
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The determination of the initial conditions is important and sometimes it can be arbitrary but in that
event, the values of au/at at t = 0 are nonzero; this implies an inviscid acceleration and, as a
consequence, a slip velocity develops at the wall and is smoothed by an inner boundary layer initially of
thickness (vt)1/ 2 in which viscous forces are important. Thus a double structure develops in the
boundary layer and may be treated by the numerical method described in [74]. However, if interest is
centered on the solution at large times, this feature may be reduced in importance by requiring that the
initial velocity distribution satisfies the steady-state equation with the instantaneous external velocity.
In addition, it is necessary to smooth out the external velocity ue(xt) so that aue/at 0 at
t - 0 and then standard numerical methods may be used and are stable. The use of a smoothing function
makes for some loss of accuracy at small values of t but the error soon decays to zero once the required
value of ue is specified. " . "

The calculation of initial conditions in the (t,y) plane at some x = xo when the conditions at a
previous time line are known, can introduce different problems. In principle, solutions can be determined
at the next time-line by an explicit method but if, stability problems are avoided by the use of an
implicit method, there arises the problem of generating a starting profile on the desired time-line. This
requires the use of special numerical procedures, such as those discussed in [52] and later in this paper.
Although approximate procedures involving quasi-steady assumptions can he utilized to calculate the initial -.
conditions in the (t,y) plane and may be satisfactory, there are cases where a more accurate calculation .-
procedure is required. This topic will be discussed in Section 3.3.

The presence of the Reynolds shear-stress term, .p'-rur, introduces an additional unknown to the
system of equations given by Eqs. (2.?) to (2.4) and can be satisfied by using several turbulence models.
As long as the rate of change of Reynolds shear stress is not large, the ability of a turbulence model to
predict unsteady flows can be gaged by its ability to predict steady flows. A comparison between the pre-
dictions of the algebraic eddy-viscosity formulation of Cebeci and Smith, (CS), [65] and the transport-
equation model of Bradshaw, Ferriss and Atwell, (BF), [75], both developed for steady flows, yield almost
identical results for unsteady flows which include pressure gradients stroM enough to cause flow reversal
across the layer. It appears from the studies conducted be Cebeci et al. [66 that for wall boundary layer
flows in which the Reynolds shear stress and frequency do not change rapidly, the predictions of turbulent
flows can be obtained satisfactorily by using simple algebraic eddy-viscosity expressions. On the other
hand, when either the rate of change of shear stress or the frequency is large, it is not possible at
present to calibrate appropriate turbulence models. In this paper we shall satisfy the closure condition
by the eddy viscosity concept

-.- .- au- .

Ur V PCr y (2.5)

and assume that rm is given by the CS model, according to which Is represented by two separate
formulas. In the so-called inner region of the boundary layer (cm)i isdefined as

Sm)i= f0.4y[l - exp(-y/A)11 u Ytr 0 u (2.6)

where
12

A =26vu1 , u (1)" (2.7)
: 0:max

In Eq. (2.6) Ytr is an intermittency factor that accounts for the transitional region that exists
between a laminar and turbulent flow. It is given by

1tr = I - exp[-G(x - xtr) (2.8)

xtr e

Here xtr is the location of the start of transition and the empirical factor G is

u
C 1 e R"1 .34  (2.9)

v xtr

The transition Reynolds number is defined as R : (U X/V) In the outer region, (cm)o is defined
xtr e tr"

as

(Em)o 0 = .0168 (ue - u)dy Vc 
< 
y 

<  
(2.10) *..-...

The boundary between the inner and outer regions, vc, is established by the continuity of the eddy-
viscosity formulas.

Here for brevity, we shall not discuss the use of similarity-type transformations, but use the defin-
ition of stream function

- , v : - -- x (2.11) ,-''.,,'

to express Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) as one third-order equation. For this purpose, with uo and L denoting a
reference velocity and length, respectively, we define dimensionless variables
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tuo  u 1/2 (U /fU(n) w (2.12)

and by using the relation in Eq. (2.5), write the continuity and momentum equations and their boundary
conditions in the following for: ,,.. -.

(bf") Lw L w ff f (2.13)

ab aE a +  -

n=O, f =f'= 0 (2.14a)

n ne,  V w (2.14b)

Here primes denote differentiation with respect to n and

b = 1 + c /V (2.15)

The solution of the system, Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), requires that b and w are known together with initial
conditions in the (R,n) and (tn) planes.

3.0 NUMERICAL METHODS

A major problem in the calculation of boundary layers is to include regions of flow reversal. In two-
dimensional steady flows over a fixed wall and driven by a prescribed external flow ue(x), the problem
is associated with separation; in general the computations of the solution come to an end if and when the
skin friction vanishes due to the appearance of a catastrophic singularity centered at the wall [761. In
three-dimensional steady flows under similar conditions, the problem is associated with crossflow reversals
and with separation. The case of crossflow reversal is common in flows over wings, bodies of revolution,
ship hulls, etc. Even though the flows remain attached in the generally accepted terminology and the -
solutions of the governing equations are not singular at the vanishing of zero cross-flow skin friction,
numerical instabilities result from integration opposed to the flow direction and require that special
numerical procedures be devised to obtain stable and accurate solutions. When the streamwlise skin-friction
vanishes at the wall, the computations of the solution, as in two-dimensional steady flows, come to an end
due to the existence of a singularity, [77]. In general this situation occurs after regions of negative
crossflow velocity in the flow and an accurate calculation of the flow under these conditions is crucialin defining the flow separation line in three-dimensional flows. '""'

The computational problems associated with unsteady boundary layers are similar to those for three-
dimensional steady boundary layers. In two-dimensional unsteady flows with no separation, the problem is
roughly analogous to a three-dimensional reverse crossflow problem if we associate time with the direction
of a mainstream with the unit velocity component. The unsteady boundary layer is then the crossflow vel-
ocity. As in three-dimensional steady flows, the computation of unsteady flows under these conditions
requires the development of special procedures to avoid numerical instabilities which result from flow
reversal. The flow separation, if there is one, again occurs after some regions of flow reversal develop
within the boundary layer, and unlike steady two-dimensional flows, the breakdown of the solution does notalways coincide with the vanishing of the skin friction nor it is centered at the wall. In this paper we

shall refer to the occurrence of the singularity as separation [11], and discuss the importance of calcu-
lating unsteady boundary layers to properly define flow separation in time-dependent flows.

Unlike steady flows, the computation of unsteady three-dimensional boundary layers is in its infancy.
We shall restrict the discussion to the numerical solution of unsteady two-dimensional flow equations. The
extension of these methods to three-dimensional unsteady flows is likely to follow a path similar to that

aready followed for steady flows. There are several numerical schemes that can be used to obtain solu- P jF
tions [781, including the popular finite-difference methods of Crank-Nicolson [791 and Keller [801. Either
scheme can be used satisfactorily when there is no flow reversal across the boundary layer, although the
Keller scheme has a number of more desirable features than the Crank-Nicolson scheme for turbulent flows. L
When reversal occurs, and for problems associated with initial conditions, the advantages of the Keller
scheme becomes more pronounced and necessitate its use as we shall see in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 Flows Without Reversal

One of the basic ideas of Keller's method is that Eq. (2.13) is written in the form of a first-order
system. For this purpose we represent the derivatives of f with respect to n by new functions e and g
defined by

f1 = e (3.1)

e' = g (3.2)

and write Eq. (2.13) and its boundary conditions as

(bg)' + + W aw e + e ae- g - (3.3)

n 0, f = e O; re, e =w (3.4)

To write the difference equations for the system given by Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4), we consider the net cube
shown In Fig. 1 and denote the net points by



T 0, -r, Tn + k n f 1, 2, .. ,N

0 n n'I n' '

4 0, T1 j j- 1  + r 1, 2, ....

I l where ri = A~i, kn = Arn and hj = Anj.

,-- -) The difference approximations that are to -

h represent Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are obtained by
averaging about the midpoint ( i, Tn, nj-I/2),

hl(fi,n -fin) ei,n (3.6a)
__i 1 j -- 1 j-l/2

- n i,n i ,n' .ri  ( n j ej " j-1 = J-1/2 (3.6b) ..-... ,

. Fig. 1. Net cube for the difference equations, where, for example,

ei,n I 1 i,n + i,n (37)ej-1/2 = ej + j_1l 37

The difference approximations to Eq. (3.3) are obtained by centering all quantities at the center of
the cube (Ri-1/2, Tn-l/2, nj-/2) by taking the values of each say q, at the four corners of the box, that

* is,
i-1/2,n I. i,n i-l,n, 1, i,n i-l,n i,n i-l,n.

q j-/ 2 qj-ll2 + qj 1 I2
) = "(q j + qj + qj-I + qj-1n (3.8)

In terms of this notation, the finite-difference approximations to Eq. (3.3) can be written in the form:
e e 1 r- e 1-- e ( )1 (3.9)

h [ (3 - )  
" )j-I 3 +3-1 k n en-) r [ej-/ 2 (ei ei-1 ) -g 11 2(i i-

where B denotes the pressure gradient term,

a W + nw (3.10a)

and where, for example, .

i-I/2,n-1/2 ei'I/2'n e i,n-1/2 (3.10bj --e' e j-1/2 ' = j-1/2 ( .0 )" -. ..

The boundary conditions given by Eq. (3.4) become
fo = eo = 0; e, =w3  (3.11)

Sometimes it is more convenient to express Eq. (2.13) in a slightly different form, especially if we
were to use the characteristic scheme to be discussed in the next section. For this purpose we define a
new variable 0 by

=- (3.12)

and write Eq. (3.3) as

(bg) + B + go Le + e Le (3.13)

In these new variables, e, g and 0, the solution of Eq. (2.13) by the standard hox scheme is obtained by
solving Eqs. (3.2), (3.13) and

e' e (3.14)

The difference approximations to these equations are obtained by centering all the variables except e at
the center of the cube (Ei-1/2, Tn-l/2, Tj-1/2) as before. The centering of 0 is done by writing it as

i-/2,n-1/2 1 ( 6 i-1/2,n-1/2 + oi-l/2,n-I/2)

j-1/2 7 • j-1 (3.15)

In terms of this notation, the finite-difference approximations to Eq. (3.14) can be written in the form:

h - -r;1 ( i -R l 1 (3.16) "

where, for example, . .
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i e = 2,n/2(317

The finite-difference approximations of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.13), except for the centering of 0 in Eq.
(3.13) are Identical t.Jhost 9iven by Eqs. (3.6b) and (3.9). The unknown variables in Eq. (3.16) corres-
pond to e,n and e6-'I1

n -i/ so that e and g are computed at (i,n,j) and e at (i-l/2,n-1/2,j) when a
solution of the systim given by Eqs. (3.2), (3.13) and (3.14) is obtained. This modified centering proced-
ure is necessary to avoid oscillations due to the form of the continuity equation given by Eq. (3.12)
rather than that which alows Eq. (2.13) to be written as Eqs. (3.1) to (3.3).

The boundary conditions follow from Eq. (3.4) and can be written as !

eo = 0 -O; ej = wj (3.18)

The linearization of Eqs. (3.6), (3.9) and (3.11) is achieved with Newton's method and the equations are
then solved by the block-elimination described, for example, by Bradshaw et al. [721.

3.2 Flows with Reversal

When there is flow reversal, it is necessary to modify the Standard Box of the previous section in

order to avoid the numerical instabilities resulting from integration opposed to the flow direction. A
convenient procedure is to include the zig-zag formulation of Krause et al. [81]. In common with the

often-used Crank-Nicolson method, this scheme is easy to employ, particularly since the orientation of the
numerical mesh is chosen a priori. This advantage has a corresponding and potentially dangerous drawback

in the presence of large reverse flows since the mesh ratio must be related to the velocity according to
the famous Courant, Friedricks, Lewey (CFL) condition [35) if stability is to be achieved. For a fixed
grid chosen a priori, this condition may be violated as the flow velocities are determined in ever increas-
ing computational domains. Thus a natural boundary limiting the domain in which stable computations can

be made is also determined a priori.

One way to avoid the above limitation is to allow the grid to be determined 
along with the flow calc-

ulations and we shall describe a numerical scheme, Cebeci (331, which doe- "is. The grid spacings and
orientation ar: adjusted depending upon the magnitude and direction of t' ical velocity so that tne CFL
condition is satisfied. The scheme is thus in some sense intelligent in aat it maximizes the domain in - -. .

which the computations can be carried out. For completeness we shall first describe the zig-zag scheme and
then proceed with the intelligent scheme which will be referred to as the Characteristic Box scheme.

To solve Eq. (2.13) by the zig-zag box scheme, we follow the procedure of Sec. 3.1 and express Eq.
(2.13) by the first-order system given by Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4). The main difference between the standard '

and the zig-zag box schemes depends on how the difference equations are written for Eq. (3.3); the remain-
ing two equations, Eqs. (3.6a,b), and boundary conditions, Eq. (3.5), remain unchanged.

To write the difference equations for Eq (3.3) centered at P (see Fig. 2), we use quantities centered
at P, Q and R, where

( tTn-1/2J1/2 1/2njl/2) R J-12 1+1/2 n-l' j-1/2) (3.19)

Equation (3.3) is then written as

(bv)'(P) + 8(P) - (p l() (Q) + >(r)e!(R -f f " r"
e (p + e (R) . (Q) (3.20)

where

i+l "- I " il " ti-I - --;-

+ 2i -T-' '-

The characteristic box scheme is based on the solution of governing equations along streamlines. It

allows the step sizes in the x and E directions to be automatically adjusted to ensure that the region
of backflow determined by the local streamlines does not violate the CFL condition.

To solve Eq. (2.13) with this scheme, we use Eqs. (3.2), (3.13) and (3.14). Noting the definition of
local streamlines, which in our notation,

dr - d (3.22)

If we denote distance in this direction by s and the angle that it makes with the t-axis by a, then

Eq. (3.13) can be written as

(bg) + 8 + go e (3.23)

where

X + e 2 (3.24a)

a tan- e 
(3.24b)
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Fig. 2. Finite-differnce molecule for the zig-zag Fig. 3. Notation for the characteristic box scheme.
box.

The finite-difference approximations to Eq. (3.23) are written along the streamline direction (see Fig. 3)
at point P,

- hI,n+ [(bg) n- mn-i] + BP
+ [(bg)1,n (hg)",nl + . - (bg _l -J J-1 -r J

i,n m,n-1
+ 1 ( i,n m n-l P 1 i n .en-1) j-1/2 e-I/2 (3.25)

gj-/2 + g-I/2)9j-I2 = '-/ + 1/2 Asj.I/2

where

ASjI/2 = kn/costjI/2 (3.26)

The finite-difference approximations to Eqs. (3.2) and (3.14) are again given by Eqs. (3.6b) and
(3.16). The relation between o1-1/2 and those values of e centered at (i-l/2,n-l/2) and (i-3/2,n-1/2) are

i-3/2 i-1/2
P -112 "j-1/2 ( i-3/2 '... ".

1 - r E i-/2 + al 3
!?2 (3.27)'1/2 = Ei-3/2 i-l/2 "

The solution of Eq. (3.13) by the characteristic scheme is achieved by solving the system, Eqs. (3.2),
(3.13) and (3.14) by the standard scheme for all situations when there is no flow reversal. Where a calc-
ulation with the standard box reveals a flow reversal (e- < 0) further iterations at that location
make use of the characteristic scheme for ej < 0 and he standard box for ej > 0. This switch
from one scheme to another continues to allow quadratic convergence and ensures that numerical instabil- ...

ities are avoided provided the step lengths in the - and directions are "properly" selected. We "
shall discuss this point later in Section 4.

3.3 Special Problems Associated with Initial Conditions

There are several important problems in unsteady boundary-layer flows in which the calculation of
initial conditions can be very important. Typical examples are flows in the stagnation region of an
oscillating airfoil or a stator blade. In the latter case, the blade is stationary and the onset flow
varies with time and location; with the oscillating airfoil, the onset velocity is uniform and the location
of the airfoil surface varies. In either case, if we assume that the flow conditions on the body at t = 0
correspond to the steady state so that the initial conditions in the (x,y) plane can be obtained by solving
the appropriate equations, in principle there is no difficulty in obtaining solutions on the next time line
in the (t,y) plane at a specified x-location by an explicit method. However, if we wish to avoid the
stability problems associated with such a method, we are immediately faced with the problem of generating
a starting profile on the new time-line. Furthermore, the stagnation point varies across the shear layer
at a given time and leads to profiles with flow reversal, so that a numerical scheme which avoids the
numerical instabilities is required. An effective method for accomplishing these objectives is the
characteristic scheme discussed in the previous section.U

To illustrate the solution procedure for such problems, let us consider a thin oscillating airfoil and \.
represent its external velocity distribution in the vicinity of the stagnation region by

u r + ao(1 + A sin,,)-
e 0 (3.28)

u (I + 7 ) -2

where A and to denote parameters that need to be specified. By definition, ue vanishes at the stag-
nation point and its location, rs, based on the external streamlines, is given by

s  0 (1 + A sirvt) (3.29)

Figure 4 shows the variation of the stagnation point with time for one cycle according to Eq. (3.29),
with A = 1, w = n/4. We see that when t 2, the stagnation point s is at -2(o and when t = 6, it is at 0,
etc. The grid points denoted by x', denote known solutions for all y.

n The first velocity profile on either side of the "edge" stagnation point can be calculated by using
the characteristic scheme on an iterative basis. To explain this fuf-per, consider the point denoted by 1
on the grid of Fig. 5 and assume that e is known, say equal to 1'-/ n- T. This assumption decouples the
continuity equation (3.14) from Eq. (3.13) and reduces the system given by Eqs. (3.2), (3.13) and (3.14)
to one given by Eqs. 3.2) and (3.13) with e and g being the only unknowns. The finite difference
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Fig. 4. Variation of stagnation point with time Fig. 5. Notation and finite-difference molecule for
for one cycle according to Eq. (3.29), the characteristic box 2.
with w = i/4, A = 1.

approximations to Eq. (3.13) are essentially the same as those given by Eq. (3.25), Furthermore, since
there are only two unknowns, the matrices are 2 x 2 and the solution algorithm by the block elimination
method is much easier. Once an approximate solution at point I is obtained, we solve the system given by
Eqs. (3.2), (3.13) and (3.14) to obtain ej and gj at point 2 and ej at (i-1/2, n-l/2). This procedure is
repeated at point 3 so that a new estimate for ej at P can be obtained from the computed values of ej at
(i-3/2, n-l/2) and (i-1/2, n-1/2). The 2 x 2 system is then re-solved to obtain an improved solution at
point I. The procedui e is repeated until the solutions converge and experience has shown that two to
three iterations are required.

gure 6 shows the computed velocity profiles in the immediate neighborhood of the stagnation region

at different times when the external stagnation point varies with time according to Fig. 4. We note that
for steady state the velocity profiles on either side of the stagnation point, defined by the vanishing of
external velocity, behave "well" as expected. However, for unsteady flow, the stagnation point varies
with both x and time and flow reversals begin to develop in the velocity profiles. The changes in the
behavior of the velocity profiles on either side of the vanishing Ue become more drastic as t increases.

i 0 t . 2 t -

-0.1L2 -0.10 -0.00 -0.22 -0.20 4 0141 010 4-0.09 -0.0 -. 6

-0.16 -0.14 -0.12 -0.10 -0.0 . a 0.02

Fig. 6. Velocity profiles in the stagnation region of an oscillating airfoil. The dashed lines indicate
the locus of zero u-velocity across the layer.

4.0 THE QUESTION OF SINGULARITY

It was suggested by Moore [82), Rott [83) and Sears [84] that the solution of the system of Eqs. (2.1)
to (2.4) for laminar flows results in flow separation if and when there is a point xs(t), ys(t) in the
flow field such that

. -- 0 (4.1)

i.e. u = au/ay - 0 at the separation point when viewed by an observer traveling with the speed of separa-
tion. This condition referred to as the MRS criteria is consistent with the Goldstein singularity for a
steady flow past a fixed wall but permits ys to be nonzero. Its range of applicability was considered
by the investigations of Telionis and Werle r171 and Williams and Johnson [191 in which the unsteady
problems were reduced to steady problems with a moving wall. An important feature of their studies is that
they solved a reduced form of Eqs. (2.1) to (2.4) obtained by letting t and assuming, in a sense,
that /t * 0. In taking this limit it is not necessarily assumed that x,y are held constant; instead, two
combinations of x,y,t are fixed. Thus the relevance of the MRS was established by these computations in
the limit t .

A further generalization would be realized if, in any flow started from rest at t = 0, there exists a
t* such that the solution is smooth throughout the entire domain of integration in the x,y plane for t < t*



and can only be found in a portion of the domain bounded in some way by a singularity in the solution for .1.
t > t*. If this were so, and if the boundary is the line y = ys and the MRS criterion holds, there would
be profound implications for the theory of high Reynolds-number flows. The classical view is that they
evolve smoothly as t increases but the boundary layer grows exponentially with time in reversed-flow
regions leading eventually to significant changes in the lnviscid flow. This view would need to be changed . .

and, for t > t*, the boundary layer would abruptly make a noticeable impact on the external flow in a way
which is not well understood but might well be by initiating a jet of fluid into it, as has been suggested 1
by Shen [10]. These questions are also important from a practical point of view in the problem of dynamic
stall. For example, Carr, McAlister and McCroskey [4] have observed large that eddies break away from the
boundary of slowly oscillating airfoils after flow reversal has occurred in the boundary layer; they may . .

be associated with the occurrence of a singularity in the solution of the unsteady equations.

These considerations have led to renewed interest in the laminar boundary layer on a circular cylinder
moving with uniform speed after an impulsive start for which u = sinx in Eq. (2.4b). For this problem
the steady-state solution has a singularity at x = xs = 1.82 = T04' and for xs < x < r it does not exist.
The previous views of the unsteady solution were that it rapidly approached the steady state if x < xs, but
the boundary layer increased in thickness exponentially with time for x > xs, the flow there being largely
an inviscid eddy but with a thin subboundary layer below it moving fluid from the rear stagnation point at
x = r to x = xs . A number of numerical studies have been conducted for this flow and include those of
Refs. [12,14,15,16,18,21,26,28,29,31,32,33,34]. The study of Ref. [18] advanced the view of Sears and
Telionis [7] that an evolving boundary layer can develop a singularity at a specific time, t = 1.30 at a
station 0 - 1400 from the stagnation point. This result disagrees with the previous studies of Robins
reported in Belcher et a7. [14], of Collins and Dennis [16,17] and of Cebeci [26]: these authors found no
singularity in the solution for t < 2.

While all the studies on this problem were conducted by using an Eulerian coordinate system, those of
van Dommelen and Shen [28,29] were carried out with a Lagrangian coordinate method. Here x and y are taken
as the dependent variables being functions of , n, t where

x(,n,0) E, y(C'n,O) n, u (4.2)

They confirmed Cebeci's results [261 for t < 2 but found that for t > 2 a hump developed in the displace-
ment thickness 6*(x,t) in the neighborhood oT" x = 2, i.e. a little way into the reversed flow region. This
evolved into a very sharp singularity at t = 3.004, x = 1.937. This result is surprising but it was
obtained after a careful numerical study. Van Dommelen and Shen [281 have examined the analytic structure
of the singularity and concluded that the MRS criterion is satisfied but that it is not of the Goldstein
type.

Faced with this information, Cebeci extended his computations to times up to 2.75 and confirmed the
results of van Dommelen and Shen [12] but the calculations had to be terminated because it proved to be
impossible to select the step lengths required to satisfy the CFL condition in the presence of large flow
reversal. Other attempts to use forms of the zig-zag scheme and the Eulerian formulation to calculate
unsteady flows with large backflow have been plagued with the same difficulty. It appeared that all
finite-difference methods using the Eulerian approach and some form of the zig-zag scheme procedure pro-
duced a singularity whose location was a function of the numerical method. The need to satisfy the CFL
condition was not considered until recently when Cebeci [33] reported calculations using the characteristic
box scheme of Section 3.2, which allows the orientation of the finite-difference mesh to vary across the
shear layer, and the procedure for the automatic selection of time steps so as to maintain the angle

r
a < tan I- (4.3)

n

The resulting values of kn for the predetermined values of steps in the x-direction are shown in Table 1
and, as can be seen, they become extremely small at T = 3.0. These calculations made use of increments
in C, n and T of 101, 161 and 435, respectively and could have been extended beyond T = 3.1 but at consid-
erable expense, as witnessed by the small and decreasing values of kn. The values of kn and ri shown in
Table I were subsequently used in conjunction with the zig-zag scheme, which had previously failed,
Cebeci r12], to permit calculations for times greater than T > 2.75. The results were found to be identi-
cal to those presented here. The alternative approach of using the zig-zag scheme and the relationship

Table 1. The distribution of step sizes in T and E.

kn C ri

0 - 1 0.05 0 - 0.54 0.02

1 - 1.5 0.02 0.54 - 0.57 0.01

1.5 * 2.3 0.01 0.57 * 0.58 0.0025

2.3 - 2.73 0.005 0.58 - 0.60 0.0020

2.73 4 3.024 0.002 0.60 - 0.612 0.0015

3.024 - 3.1 0.001 0.612 - 0.64 0.0020 . ."

0.64 4 0.67 0.0025

0.67 - 0.72 0.01 V
0.72 * 1.0 0.02
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given by Eq. (4.3) was not, however, successful. This confirms that the selection of kn must depend upon %-%
the direction of the local streamlines. %

Figures 7, 8 and 9 display the variations of dimensionless displacement thickness, A*, local
skin-friction coefficient, c* and dimensionless displacement velocity, Vw where these are defined,
with RL = uoL/v, by

oo.

A* (1 -- )dy

L I"d y

ue
0e

Cf _ W v- (4.4)
f u ___7_L

V w d °

It is of particular note that the displacement thickness is close to monotonic with the small maximum
and minimum for T = 3.1 at which the calculations were terminated. The previous results of Cebeci [12] 1-'
are also shown in the figure and reveal the maxima which stemmed from the use of a numerical scheme which --

did not meet the requirements imposed by the CFL condition.

The distributions of local skin-friction coefficients of Fig. 8 show trends which are similar to those
of the previous results but with differences in magnitude consistent with those of Fig. 7. It should be
noted that the results of Figs. 7 and 8 are identical with those previously obtained up to the value of
0 at which the displacement thickness gradient reaches its maximum and for values of T less than
around 2.75. The differences for large values of 0 and r are associated with the numerical procedure
and, in particular, with its ability to satisfy the CFL condition as discussed previously.

The dimensionless displacement velocity, -w, is shown in Fig. 9 together with the locus of points
corresponding its maxima which increases with time and decreasing angle. At r = 3.0, the calculated
value of e is 111.5 and corresponds very closely to that determined by van Dommelen and Shen who termi-
nated their calculations at this time. As the peak in the displacement velocity moves upstream with
increasing time, the location at which the skin-friction coefficient becomes zero also moves upstream but
at a slower rate and towards its steady-state value of 105* [651. Figure 9 also shows that it is desirable
to perform calculations at higher values of T so as to confirm the conjecture that the only singularity
is associated with the steady-state solution. To make a conclusive judgment, calculations should be per-
formed up to T = 4.1 but, as Table 1 suggests, the required time steps are likely to be very small. The
time required to obtain results in the range T = 3.024 to 3.1, which corresponds to 75 time-steps, was 7
hours on a CYBER 175. The computer time likely to be required to reach T = 4.1 is clearly excessive.

Corresponding velocity profiles are presented in Fig. 10 for T = 2.75 and 3.0. The general trends are
in agreement with those of van Dommelen and Shen and the quantitative values agree closely up to 1100. The
discrepancies at larger angles are probably due to the use of inappropriate time steps in the calculations.
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It is clear that the characteristic box scheme has successfully permitted the calculation of the flow
properties for the unsteady flow associated with a cylinder impulsively started from rest. The large

* reverse flow regions found with this model problem occur in the more practical application of oscillating
* airfoils as we shall see in Section 5.0. In particular, the use of the characteristic box scheme together

with Eq. (4.3) leads to solutions which approach and pass the region of the singularity without numerical
difficulty whereas the zig-zag scheme leads to solutions which oscillate and break down in the same manner

. experienced with the cylinder.

5.0 INTERACTION BETWEEN INVISCID AND VISCOUS FLOWS

5.1 Need for Interaction and Possible Approaches

An interpretation of a singularity in either two- or three-dimensional steady flows is that the V
external velocity distribution has been incorrectly chosen and that the boundary layer should not be
considered separately from the external inviscid flow: instead, it is necessary to develop a theo-and



devise special numerical methods which allow for the mutual interaction between the boundary layer and the %
inviscid flow. At this time there are two popular approaches for accomplishing this objective for two- _ ' "r"
dimensional steady subsonic and transonic flows. The first is due to LeBalleur [85] and Carter [86] and d., "

* the second to Veldman [87]. In the first, the solutions of the boundary-layer equations are obtained for N.
a prescribed pressure distribution and a displacement-thickness distribution 60 (x) is determined. If this
initial calculation encounters separation, 6*0(x) is obtained by extrapolation and one complete cycle of ... % V
the viscous and inviscid calculation is performed. In general, this leads to two external velocity distri-
butions, ue W(x obtained as part of an inverse boundary-layer solution in which the calculations are per- -
formed for X specificd displacement thickness and ue X) derived from the updated approximation to the
inviscid velocity over the body with the added displacement thickness. A relaxation formula is introduced
to define an updated displacement-thickness distribution,

e*(x)v1 2 6*(x)v (1 + X3 - 1]), V = O, 1, 2, (5.1)

where X3 is a relaxation parameter and the procedure is repeated with Eq. (5.1) until convergence is ..

achieved.

In the second approach, the external velocity ue(x) and the displacement thickness 6*(x) are treated .-..-.-
as unknown quantities and the equations are solved simultaneously by an inverse boundary-layer method with -.
successive sweeps over the body. For each sweep, the external boundary condition for the boundary-layer
equation is written as

ue(x) = uR(x) + Uc(x) (5.2) -

* where u8(x) is the inviscid velocity over the body and uc(x) is the perturbation velocity due to the dis-
placement thickness and is given by

1 rb Vw( ds (5.3)
c y a

where the interaction is confined between a and b and the transpiration velocity vw is given by Eq.
(4.4). This procedure has also been used by Cebeci and his associates in a number of studies relating to

" two-dimensional steady subsonic flows with separation as well as three-dimensional steady transonic flows
r* [36,28,43,46].

The progress achieved with steady flows has not been matched with unsteady flows which have received
comparatively little attention. Except for the contributions contained in the volume edited by Francis and
Luttges [5] and for the papers [88-91] presented in the Third Symposium on Physical and Numerical Aspects
of Aerodynamic Flows [92], and the very recent work, described in Section 5.2, interactive boundary-layer

- methods have not been used for unsteady flows with separation.

5.2 An Interactive Procedure

Recently the authors of this paper have developed an interactive boundary-layer method for calculating
unsteady flows on oscillating airfoils. Studies were conducted to determine the relationship between Oka.
unsteady separation and singularities in the solution, and to explore the possibilities of removing this
singularity by interaction of the viscous and inviscid equations. In this section we present a brief out-
line of the interactive method and postpone the results to Section 5.3.

Usually the boundary-layer equations, (2.1) and (2.2), are solved subject to the boundary conditions -
given by Eqs. (2.4); we shall refer to this as the standard problem. In the interactive problem we deter- .. '.
mine ue(x,t) partly from inviscid flow theory and partly from the pressure distribution resulting from
the blowing velocity vw(x) induced by the boundary layer. This can be done by writing Eq. (2.4b) in the
form given by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) which, in terms of the dimensionless variables given by Eq. (2.12), can .
be written withE= 1/r M'-jL, as

W -0 + c ad (ndo (5.4)
w e +ef fE(.b

In an interactive boundary-layer method with separation, the external velocity w is unknown and must be
obtained as part of the solution of Eqs. (2.13), (2.14) and (5.4) with known initial conditions. In the * '.=. ,.
approach used by Cebeci and his associates, the Mechul function formulation is used for this purpose and,
since w is independent of n, it is written as

w, = 0 (5.5)

The solution of the system given by Eqs. (2.13), (2.14) and (5.5) can be obtained in a manner analogous to
the standard methods described in Section 3.0. In regions where there are no flow reversals across the . P .
layer, we use the standard box scheme and in regions where there is flow reversal, we use either the zig-
zag scheme or the characteristic box scheme. The main difference between the standard method and the
inverse method lies in the procedure to include Eq. (5.4) in the "edge" boundary conditions. A discrete
approximation was introduced into Eq. (5.4) and was written in the form [36],

we(Pi) - ci A(I ) = gi (5.6) " - .

Here ci is the matrix of coefficients defining the relationship between the dimensionless fisplacement
thickness A defined by
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= ee f e (5.7)

and external flow and the parameter gi represents terms whose values are assumed to be known. It is
given by

= ue 0 C (k+ Cj() (5.8)gi e u *€ cikA(Yk + 6 .cikA(Y k  58

k=l k=i+l

The solution of the inverse method is then obtained by solving the system given by Eqs. (2.13) and (5.5)
subject to the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.14) and (5.6). As in the case of the standard problem
and depending on the complexity of the flow, we can use either the standard box, zig-zag box or the char-
acteristic box schemes. Except for the addition of one more equation, the solution procedure for the
inverse problem is identical to that described for the standard problem.

5.3 Results for an Oscillating Airfoil

We now present results for a model oscillating airfoil based on a thin ellipse whose external velocity
distribution corresponds to those found around the leading edge of thin airfoils and is given by Eq.
(3.28). One part of the calculations was carried out for the standard problem by choosing ao = 1, A - 0
and w = 0.1 [30]. With these choices, the maximum value of aeff, defined by

eeff - ao (I + A sinwt)

is sufficient to provoke separation with a strong singularity if the boundary layer were steady. Numerical
calculations were made initially with the zig-zag box scheme and the results of Fig. 11 show that the
boundary layer eventually separates, the flow remaining smooth. Immediately downstream of separation,
however, it is evident that a singularity appears to develop in the neighborhood of E = 2.12 and Wt =
308.750 and that it is not possible to continue the calculation beyond this time with the standard formu-
lation and the zig-zag scheme.

Figure lla shows that the variation of the displacement thickness

I= + ( ) L (5.9)

a T 11T

is generally smooth except in the neighborhood of [ - 2.12 and for wt = 308.750. The first sign of irregu-
larity is the steepening of the slope of * when wt = 3000 and the local maximum of Z* at [ -2.12 when
wt = 308.75o. When the same results are plotted for a displacement velocity (ieg*), (Fig. llb), we observe
that the steepening of the displacement velocity near = 2.12 is dramatic. For example the peak is at
= 2.125 for wt = 300; at = 2.105 for wt = 305'; at = 2.09 for wt = 307.50; and finally at - 2.08

for wt = 308.750. It should be noted that the maximum value of displacement velocity moves towards the
separation point with increasing ut as we observed previously with the circular cylinder discussed pre-
viously.

As shown in Fig. llc, the wall shear parameter f" shows no signs of irregularity for wt < 308.750 but
a deep minimum in fw occurs near E = 2.15, i.e. near the peak of 6*. L.

These results suggest that the solutions have a singularity in the neighborhood of = 2.12 and ..-

wt = 308.750 and that, as in steady flows, it is necessary to use an interactive theory to remove it. ,he ..
procedure of Section 5.2 was used to investigate this possibly further for a specific value of RL (- 10).
The standard method was used to compute the unsteady boundary layers up to = 0.5 for all time and with
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Fig. 11. Computed results for the oscillating airfoil, A = -1/2, - =~0.l using the zig-zag scheme. (a)
Displacement thickness 6. (h) Displacement velocity, d/dE(ue5*). (c) Wall shear parameter fw..
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these initial conditions and for each value of wt, the inverse method was used to calculate the unsteady
flow from = 0.5 to E - 5.5. Since the system of equations is now elliptic, several sweeps in the -d-.
c-direction were necessary to achieve a converged solution. Where flow reversal was encountered, as
happens for values of wt > 2700 and > 2, up to three sweeps were required; a single sweep was sufficient
where separation did not exist.

Figure 12a shows the variation of displacement thickness 6 and Fig. 12b the wall shear parameter
fw as a function of nondimensional distance and time and it is evident that the solutions are -
well behaved for values of < 2.5. As expected, the displacement thickness increases with for all
values of time and reaches a maximum around wt = 300° as a consequence of the change in the angle of
attack. In the same range of , the wall shear decreases for all values of Wt and reaches a minimum
corresponding to the maximum in displacement thickness.

For values of E > 2.5, the solutions remain well behaved until around wt = 2900. The general
trends are in accord with expectations and there is negligible difference between the results obtained with
the standard and interactive methods for values of wt up to the maximum for which the standard method
allowed solutions. Although the calculations were carried out for one complete cycle, the solutions had
wiggles for wt > 295 and several attempts to eliminate them by using different step sizes in time and
space as well as Reynolds number were not successful. Indeed, in some cases the solutions broke down
before the calculations achieved for one cycle.

Following the study conducted for the circular cylinder using the characteristic box (331, studies
were then conducted for this model problem. At first calculations were made for the standard problem with
the same net spacing used in the zig-zag scheme and the solutions broke down at 2.12 and wt = 305' -
when the CFL condition given by Eq. (4.3) was not satisfied. As in the case of the circular cylinder
problem, the original -distribution was kept the same and the value of kn was halved until the CFL
condition was met. This allowed the calculations to be performed smoothly and without numerical problems
for one complete cycle. More important, however, the solutions did not break down at wt = 308.750 when
the same calculations were repeated with the zig-zag scheme, and we were able to obtain them for one cycle.
These results were also identical to those obtained with the characteristic box scheme indicating that with . " " '
the "proper" net the predictions of both schemes are the same.

Figures 13 and 14 show the variation of displacement thickness 6* and wall shear parameter fw,-
respectively. As expected, the new results up to flow reversal location are essentially the same as those "...'-'
in Figs. lla and llc, but substantially different in the region of flow reversal.

6
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(a) (b)
Fig. 12. Effect of interaction on the variation of (a) displacement thickness *, (b) wall shear param-

eter f" for an oscillating airfoil with c = 4.5 x 10-3. Solid lines in the insert represent
the results obtained by the standard method and dashed lines those by the inverse method. Calcu-
lations were made using the zig-zag box scheme.
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7Fig. 13. Computed displacement thickness for the Fig. 14. Computed wall shear parameter, w for the
oscillating airfoil, A - -1/2, 0.1 oscillating airfoil, A = -112 w - 0.1
using the characteristic box scheme, using the characteristic box scheme.
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Calculations were also conducted using the unsteady interactive method for the net determined in the
standard problem by the characteristic scheme. The results btained with the zig-zag scheme are shown in
Figs. 15 and 16 for Reynolds numbers, RL, of b and 10" .  The results obtained by the interactive
method are nearly the same as those obtained by the standard method prior to flow reversal and are substan-
tially different when flow reversal is present. As expected, the difference between the predictions of two
procedures (standard and interactive) increases as the Reynolds number decreases. We also note that the
wiggles observed in the calculations with the "wrong" net are absent, and indicate that the rate of con-
vergence is the same as in the standard problem.

6.0 THE ROLE OF TURBULENCE MODELS AND TRANSITION

6.1 Predictions of Two Turbulence Models

Except for the work of Patel and Nash [201, most methods for unsteady boundary layers use the simple
eddy viscosity and mixing length concepts to satisfy the closure assumption. This choice, with Eq. (2.5)
and with cm a function of the velocity field, allows the laminar boundary-layer methods to be extended
to turbulent flows. Patel and Nash used a modified form of the Bradshaw, Ferriss and Atwell turbulence
model [75] so that, unlike the Bradshaw et a!. method which uses a single first-order partial differential
equation for the Reynolds shear stress term, they used a second-order partial differential equation and
solve it together with the continuity and momentum equations, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). Both methods neglect
the contributions of laminar shear stress and apply the BF model only outside the viscous sublayer. Fur-
thermore, the inner wall boundary conditions given in Eq. (4a) ae-applied outside the viscous sublayer,
usually at y = 50 V(p/Tw), generally restricting the solution of the equations to problems with
no flow reversal or separation. Their extension to account for flow reversal requires modification of the I
functional form of the law of the wall and the manner in which the wall shear is determined.

In this section, we discuss the role of turbulence models by considering two models for unsteady flows
without flow reversal. Cebeci and Carr [93] performed calculations to determine whether the representation" .
of unsteady flows with strong pressure gradient requires that account be taken of transport of turbulence
uantities. They used the algebraic eddy viscosity formulation of Cebeci and Smith given by Eqs. (2.6) to
2.10) and the transport model of Bradshaw, Ferriss and Atwell and showed that the results with both models
were nearly identical for both steady and unsteady flows with and without strong pressure gradients.

The test cases considered in their study correspond to cases 4 and 5, as reported in [58). Case 4
corresponds to an unsteady Howarth flow and starts from a wellestablished steady flat-plate flow, on which
a linear acceleration of ue is imposed at t =0. The external velocity distribution is given by

"0.4- -. -
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Fig. 15. Interactive solutions of (a) displacement thickness, and (b) wall shear parameter fw, for toe
oscillating airfoil, A - -1/2, _w = 0.1 obtained with the characteristic hox scheme for RL = lO,"
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Fig. 16. Interactive solutions of (a) displacement thickness and (b) wall shear parameter f" for Tte. -
oscillating airfoil, A -1/2, w = 0.1 obtained with the characteristic box scheme for RL.-.--
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9u
.= 1- (x - 1.24)t 1.24 < x < 4.69 (6.1)-"

5." u .\

where- is a constant equal to 0.72 sec-l 1r. The flow was assumed to be steady up to x = 1.24m and
the velocity distribution given by Eq. (6. 1) was imposed as a function of x and t. According to the calc-
ulations of Cebeci and Carr [931, the wall shear vanishes first around t = 0.22, x = 4.69. The computa-
tion of boundary layers for values of x in the range 1.24 < x < 4.69 for t > 0.22 depends on the
specification of a velocity profile at x = 4.69 and Cebeci and Cirr hive assumed it is given by the extrap- . '

olation of the two velocity profiles computed for x < 4.69. This procedure in which the extrapolated
station served as a downstream boundary condition, allowed the calculations to be continued in the negative
wall shear region. Figures 17 to 19 show the calculated local-skin friction coefficient cf, the shape ' -'.'."
factor H and the momentum thickness Reynolds number Re. There are no important differences between
the predictions of the models, apart from a discrepancy in the shape factor which does not seem to be 'kL, '.w%
significant.

Calculations were also made for an external velocity distribution given by
ue= 1 + [A2 + (t) - 1]1 2 - [A2 + (B ot) 2 11/ 2  (6.2)

where A = 0.05, B = 3.4 sec-l, E = (x - 1/24)/3.45 and the range of x values are limited to 1.24 < x

< 4.69. Figures 20 and 21 show the values of cf and Re obtained with both turbulence models.
Figure 22 shows the calculated velocity profiles for several t- and x-stations. Again, the predictions of
both turbulence models are the same for all practical purposes.

Figure 23 shows the variation of wall shear parameter f" as a function of x and t, and Fig. 24
the calculated velocity profiles, including the regions in which there is flow reversal across the
boundary layer. These computations are done with the zig-zag scheme and the CS model and provide confir-
mation of the general trends in the test case 4, namely that the unsteady turbulent boundary layers thicken
r pidly with increasing flow reversal as in laminar flows. A new feature is the dip in the graphs of

fw near x = 2.5 which develops as t increases towards 0.40. It is possible that a singularity occurs
in the solution at a later time as in the case of unsteady laminar flow over an impulsively started circu-
Tar cylinder, but we note that the most definite sign of its occurrence appeared in displacement thick-
nesses which showed spiky characteristics. Here the displacement thickness is fairly smooth but the skin
friction becomes spiky.

,-.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 17. Computed local skin-friction distribution Fig. 18. Computed shape factor distribution for
for test case 4: .. , CS model; o BF test case 4: . , CS model; o, BF
model, model.

6.2 Transition

The prediction of transition on stationary
airfoils can be achieved, albeit in general terms' "-."-
and with limited range of accuracy from correlation .
formulas such as those of Michel [941, In which the

0 004:1,Reynolds number based on momentum thickness, Re,
', 0° and surface distance, Rx, are given in Cebeci and .-

: Bradshaw [951,
L" • 22.410)0.046

ifRe 1.174 (1 + =e =)R x (6.3)
x

Where flow separation occurs before transition can
be calculated from this formula, the location of
laminar separation is taken to be the transition
point. Studies on airfoils at high Reynolds numbers
indicate that, in general, this procedure is reason-

Fig. 19. Computed momentum-thickness Reynolds ably accurate at low angles of attack, and the loca-
number for test case 4: _ , CS model; tion of transition does not play a crucial role in
o, BF model, determining its lift and drag characteristics, but
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Fig. 23. Variation of wall shear parameter, f, with distance,
as a function of time for test case 5.
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Fig. 24. Calculated velocity profiles including flow reversal by the CS models for test case 5.

this is not the case at angles of attack approaching stall conditions. The interactive boundary-layer
studies of Cebeci et al. [431 indicate that, at high angles of attack, laminar separation usually takes
place before the transition location can be computed from Eq. (6.3). With transition computed in this way, . .

their calculations were continued well beyond the experimentally observed stall with no significant reduc-
tion in the lift curve slope. However, if the transition location is moved a small distance upstream, then
the calculation predicts a stall angle which is in very close agreement with the experimental value. The
importance of transition is further illustrated in Table 2, which shows the variation of the computed IW7
separation location and lift with transition location for a = 120 and a = 17': at the lower angle of
attack, small changes in the transition location lead to small changes in the computed lift but, for a =

170, a small change in the specified transition location changes the computed lift by about 10%.

In addition to Eq. (6.3) transition can also be calculated by the so-called en-method developed .
independently by A.M.O. Smith t961 and by van Ingen [97). This method makes use of the linear stability %
theory and, in general, gives good agreement with experiment. The method was proposed for attached flows,
but it has the potential to be applied to separating flows by computing the boundary layers with an
interactive boundary-layer method and analyzing the stability characteristics. Such work is in progress
[98) with encouraging results.

Unlike steady flows, the prediction of transition in unsteady flows is in its infancy. Theoretical
work is almost nonexistent and experimental data is scarce. The role of transition was known to be import-
ant but had not been quantified until the recent work of McCroskey et al. [991. Their experiments show
that, for an NACA 0012 airfoil, for two values of reduced frequency (k = 0.01, 0.20) and for an angle of
attack given by a = 80 + 10* sin wt, transition varies according to the results of Fig. 25. As can be
seen, the transition location moves upstream with increasing angle of attack and is dependent on the direc-
tion of travel of the airfoil with transition occurring further downstream as the trailing edge moves
upward. The transition location is dependent upon the reduced frequency so that, at low values of
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Table 2. Effect of Transition on the Flow Pro erties of an NACA 0012 Airfoil,
for Rc = 6 x 10

(Computed Transition Location Corresponds to Laminar Separation.)

(a) a = 120. Experimental value of cl = 1.29.

(x/c)tr tcC c (Wx/Osep

-0.0030 (fixed) 1.270 0.0195 0.965%TE
0.0025 (fixed) 1.283 0.0172 0.98&TE
0.0083 (computed) 1.286 0.0167 0. 986\TE
0.0170 (fixed) -

(b) a = 170. Experimental Value of ct = 1.42.

(x/Ot c tc e (Ax/c)

-0.0173 (fixed) 1.502 0.0768 0.56^TE
-0.00925(fixed) 1.514 0.0737 0. 60.TE
-0.00250(fixed) 1.573 0.0615 0.66%TE
0.000493(computed) 1.669 0.0453 0. 77-,TE

0.6 0.6

0.4-40 .4"

Itr 4 rtr

0.2 o 4D 0.

0

-2 0 2 4 6 1 10 12 14 16 1f -2 0 2 4 6 1 10 12 14 16 16

(a) k = 0.01 (b) k = 0.20

Fig. 25. Variation of transition location with angle of attack on the NACA 0012 airfoil at two reduced
frequencies, according to the experimental data of McCroskey et al. [99]. The solid line in (b) ".-. .

denotes the fairing done by Carr and Cebeci [54].

frequency which approximate the steady-state condition, it is independent of the direction of travel of the
airfoil: at the larger frequency, transition moves downstream of the near-stationary result for upwards
travel of the trailing edge and upstream for downwards travel.

The effect of transition on the properties of oscillating airfoils was studied by Carr and Cebeci [54]
for the NACA 0012 airfoil. The inviscid pressure distribution was obtained from Gelssler's code [100] for
two reduced frequencies, k(- wc/2uo ) = 0.01 and 0.20 and for the angle of a = 80 + 100 sinwt. The experi-
mental data indicates that the flow has a leading-edge separation bubble as well as an open trailing-edge
separation. Its maximum angle of attack range falls in between light stall (amax < 15*) and deep
stall (amax < 20') with the magnitude of reduced frequency playing an important role in the performance of
airfoil characteristics [101].

In the calculations, transition location was specified by two approaches. In the first, transition
location was specified directly from experiment and in the second it was specified at the location of
maximum pressure. The first assumption allows the evaluation of the numerical technique and the second is
expected to be physically sound since the pressure distribution becomes increasingly peaky as the angle of
attack is increased. It should be noted that the second assumption will become less appropriate as the
peak in the pressure distribution diminishes with decreasing angle of attack.

Figures 26 and 27 show the results obtained for a chord Reynolds number of 3 x 106 with transition
corresponding to maximum pressure peak. Approximately 100 stations were taken in the -direction with
41 stations in the time direction. The steady-state conditions were obtained from the unsteady pressure
distribution that corresponded to a = -2 by taking ('t = 270' and the calculations for t -0 were performed ..

for increasing angle of attack. Since an unsteady pressure distribution is being used to calculate the
initial conditions at t = 0 and since 3u/ t is not zero at t = 0, solutions indicate slight oscilla-
tion when unsteady-flow calculations are performed for the next time step. For this reason a smoothingprocedure was applied to the calculated results at that time station and the next few stations.

The results show that for k = 0.01, the first traces of flow reversal occur near the trailing edge at
a 8' and are limited to less than 1% of chord. As the angle of attack increases, the flow reversal
region near the trailing edge increases becoming approximately 20% of chord for k = 0.01 and 15% for k -
0.20 at a = 18*. Unlike experimental data, there is no leading-edge separation for either frequency.
The results in Fig. 27 show that the calculations performed with higher frequency show differences between
upward and downward strokes for the same angle of attack, indicating the unsteady effects. Those in Fig.
26 obtained for k = 0.01, on the other hand, exhibit the characteristics found in steady flows, indicating
that the transition effects on the airfoil characteristics are similar to those of steady flows. This
means that empirical relations such as those given by Eq. (6.3) can be used to calculate transition for
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unsteady flows at low values of frequency. The w-igg-l. in-.
results In Fig. 28 performed for the data of Fig. 25

o a. t confirm this expectation. m-.

Figure 29 shows the results for k = 0.20 in

nate ata -2* her thelamnarflowcalu hichs emaculatn wre performedIths trantsit

0.4 specified from the experimental data, according to . . .

that inordrt o oban aclFig. 25b. Again the calculations were started at the
same angle of attack and continued in the upward l t "--ro i-o

0.2 r stroke mode. In this case, however, the solutions
in obtaing te a l cbroke down at a = 11.09 a. There was essentially

no flow reversal and no signs of numerical diffi-,- '--.-..-.
culties until a = 9.56 °  when flow separation ~ ..- ,

-2Z 0 2 4 6 S 10 II 14 16a 11 appeared around the trailing edge. At the next angle ' "
a of attack, a 11I.09', a laminar leading-edge *-.-.-::':

separation bubble appeared at around 4% chord and :. ':'. ,:-.
the solutions broke down shortly thereafter. Figure ..+ V-.

Fig. 28. Comparison of experimental (symbols) 29 also shows that while the computed displacement *,

and calculated (solid line) transition thickness distributions are smooth, those correspond- Jm-
locations for k = 0.01. ing to local skin friction are not. The wiggles in .-. ,-

the latter case are a result of transition locations .''''.
specified at different angles of attack. For example, we see from Fig. 25b that for -2' < 0 , the...-:'+-...

*transition location moves from Etr = 0.40 to approximately tr= 0.55. This means that the-lamrnar flow ... ,.

calculations for a - 0 contain a combination of laminar and turbulent flow characteristics which origi- ..-.-.- "
nated at a • -2' where the laminar flow calculations terminated at [tr = 0.40. It also points out./ ... ,.
that fn order to obtain calculations free of wiggles, the angle of attack should be chosen in such a way

Sthat transition location moves in one direction during one stroke.

,The results in Figures 27 and 29 clearly show that the location of transition plays an Important role... .

•In obtaining the airfoil characteristics. The assumption that transition occurs at the location of :.- . " . '-

p.. . .-
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Fig. 29. Variation of (a) dimensionless displacement thickness 6*/c and (b) local skin-friction coef-
ficient cf for k - 0.20 with transition specified according to the experimental data, Fig. 25b.

pressure peak leads to results which do not agree
0.6 with the experimental observations. The calculations

indicate that the airfoil characteristics at high
angles of attack, as in steady flows, strongly depend

0.4 S on transition.

4t \Figure 30 allows a comparison between the mea-
sured transition locations and those calculated from

0, Eq. (6.3) during the upward stroke. It is clear that
- ---------- the use of this correlation, although imperfect, is

to be preferred to the specification of transition
0,24 0 1 16 1at the location of the pressure peak. It is easy to

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 understand why a formula such as Eq. (6.3) can rep-
G resent the transition location on the upward stroke

hut not on the downward stroke of an airfoil oscil-
Fig. 30. Comparison of experimental (symbols) lating at high frequencies. The basis for Eq (6.3)

and calculated (dashed line) transition is laminar boundary-layer theory which works satis- " '-
locations together with those corres- factorily in situations where the transition occurs - .. .-
ponding to maximum pressure peak (solid in a region of formerly laminar flow. This condition
line) for upward stroke, k = 0.20. is satisfied in the upward stroke where the transi-.'"-.

tion location moves upstream into a region where
laminar flow previously existed. On the downward stroke, however, the transition moves downstream into a
region previously characterized by turbulent flow and available correlation formulas do not take account
of the effects of the residual turbulence.

7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The following statements provide a summary of the more important conclusions which can be extracted
from the preceding text, together with consequent recommendations.

1. The numerical solution of unsteady boundary-layer equations with large flow reversal across the
layer requires proper numerical formulation which satisfies the CFL stability condition. If this condition
is not satisfied, the schemes become numerically unstable leading to erroneous results regarding separation
in unsteady flows. The characteristic scheme described here satisfies the CFL condition and suggests that
for the problem of a circular cylinder started impulsively from rest, the unsteady separation corresponds
to steady separation [33].

It is recommended that future calculations involving unsteady flows with separation make use of an mW

intelligent numerical scheme such as the characteristic box.

2. The unsteady boundary-layer equations have been solved by using the characteristic box scheme for

flow over an oscillating thin ellipse for a wide range of angles of attack. The inviscid and viscous flow
equations have been interacted with a procedure developed by Cebeci et al. [43]. Convergence was achieved
with a number of iterations which ranged up to three, depending on the existence and magnitude of any reg-
ion of flow separation, and the procedure calculated through separated-flow regions without numerical
difficulties.

It is recommended that the numerical procedure, involving interaction of solutions to the inviscid and
boundary-layer flows be extended to oscillating airfoils, including their wake, first to allow quantitative
evaluation over a wide range of flow parameters and secondly to predict the characteristics for flow and
geometry parameters for which measured data is unavailable. The procedure should also be applied to the
calculation of the flow over airfoils and wings (or blades) subjected to unsteady onset velocity and to
rapid changes in orientation. A further important application is the installed performance of a turboprop.
Because of their lower fuel consumption, turboprops are being .,riously considered for future transport .
aircraft. While the flow about an isolated propeller may be steady in blade-fixed coordinates, when it is

* mounted on the airplane, the blades rotate through a nonuniform flowfield and thus encounter a time-
varying flow environment.
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3. Turbulence models and transition criteria have been evaluated. The algebraic eddy-viscosity form- . .-
ulation of Cebeci and Smith provides results which are sensibly identical to those from the stress model ..'
of Bradshaw et al. Transition, as in steady flows, is found to be very important at high angles of attack . -.

and the assumption that the maximum pressure peak location corresponds to transition is not satisfactory.

It is recommended that future turbulent-flow applications of the interactive procedure make use of an
algebraic eddy-viscosity formulation such as that of Cebeci and Smith. New information is necessary tosupport procedures for the accurate determination of the location of transition in unsteady flow and must ,I .

involve further experiment on oscillating airfoils as well as greater emphasis on the development of
methods based on stability analyses and their extension to unsteady flows. Further calculations with the N'
present interactive procedure should be made so as to guide the experimental and theoretical developments. al . ,
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ABSTRACT

NSelected data sets produced by the Stanford Unsteady Turbulent Boundary Layer Pro-
gram are compared to analytic solutions of the Stokes equations for different kinds of " % "

imposed, organized unsteadiness. Good agreement is found, qualifying the facility as one
that faithfully produces flows of different prescribed unsteady conditions. Data sets
from the facility are therefore considered especially suitable for comparison with pre-
dictions of turbulence models for unsteady flows. New data describing the development of
an unsteady separation bubble are presented. . .

NOMENCLATURE

A1 ,U Amplitude of fundamental frequency component of variable U.

Ee Subscript used to denote free-stream value.

L Length of test section. -"-

L s  Stokes layer thickness parameter. ..- .

P Deterministic component of pressure.

P ,U Phase of fundamental frequency component of variable U.

Sx  Strouhal number based on the streamwise distance in the test section, and local

mean free-stream velocity [w(X-X )/U ].
0 e

S Strouhal number based on the local value of thickness of the mean boundary
layer, and local mean free-stream velocity [Wm/Ue].

e
t Time.

ti Time elapsed since the beginning of a ramp change in free-stream velocity.

U,u Deterministic component of streamwise velocity.

U Local mean free-stream velocity. rw

<U> Phase-averaged value of streamwise velocity.

W Streamwise acceleration.

X,x Streamwise coordinate.

X' Streamwise distance along the test section, normalized by total length of test
section [(X-X 0 )/L ] .

*Y'y Surface-normal coordinate.

Boundary-layer thickness.

v Kinematic viscosity.

Density.

Circular frequency in radians/second.
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INTRODUCTION o,

The Unsteady Turbulent Boundary Layer Program at Stanford University has been in-
volved in experimental investigations for a number of years. The broad objectives of
this program are twofold. Firstly they are to try to understand the characteristics of a l'' "

particular kind of unsteady turbulent boundary layer. This is one which develops under
steady, zero pressure gradient conditions and is then subjected to an organized form of
free-stream unsteadiness. Secondly, the objectives are to provide an extensive and
definitive data base, intended to be used for the development of and evaluation of
turbulence-modeling schemes for unsteady flows.

Selected data sets obtained in this program, for which some independent comparison %
% is available, are reviewed in this paper. The critiques used are the analytic solutions

of the Stokes equation for boundary conditions corresponding to the different forms of
imposed, organized unsteadiness. The intention is to establish the data sets created
under this program as the results of "benchmark" experiments, suitable for the purposes
of comparison with and development of models of turbulence for unsteady flows. - -.r

A second aspect of this paper is the presentation of some new and intriguing data as
a possible target for turbulence-modeling schemes; the data describe the development of
an unsteady, turbulent "separation bubble".

A recent and thorough overview of some experimental, analytic, and computational
aspects of unsteady, turbulent boundary layers is given by Cousteix and Houdeville [1].

EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

* .Experiments were performed in a closed-loop water tunnel, an illustration of which
• is shown in Figure 1. Water flows from a header tank through screens and a contraction,

after which boundary layers are bled off. A new turbulent boundary layer is tripped on
the top wall of the development section. Valves positioned below the development section
permit sufficient flow to be removed to maintain a constant free-stream velocity and to
prevent growth of a boundary layer on the bottom wall. Thus a steady, zero-pressure-
gradient, turbulent boundary layer develops on the top wall. At the end of the develop- - .-"

* ment section, this steady, turbulent boundary layer is cbaracterized by a free-streamvelocity of 731 mm/sec. and a Reynolds number (based on momentum thickness) of 2800.

TRIP DEVELOPMENTSECTION TEST SECTION

, ,/CONSTANT

VFLOW e -. %

Fig. I. The facility and its modes of operation.

*°  It is in the test section that free-stream unsteadiness is controlled so that ef-
fects on the top-wall boundary layer may be studied. Water entering the test section may

, exit through either of two routes. Some may be bled off through the porous bottom wall
of the test section. The remainder passes through to the recovery section and flows
through its bottom wall. The proportion of flow exiting by each route is governed by the
position of a gate valve. The gate valve always presents a constant area to the exiting P.
flows so that, regardless of its position, the pressure drop across the valve should not
vary. Thus the development-section flow is essentially unaffected by gate-valve move-
sent.

With minimal disturbance to the flow in the development section, the position of the
gate valve controls the fraction of water flowing through the bottom wall of the test
section and so the decrease in free-stream velocity along the test section. The bottom
of the test section consists of uniformly spaced holes. Consequently, when the gate
valve is appropriately positioned, a nearly linear decrease in free-stream velocity along
the test section results.
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The ability to impose organized unsteadiness upon a turbulent boundary layer that

has developed under steady, zero-pressure-gradient conditions is a unique and important

feature of this facility, for several reasons. Firstly, it allows initial conditions

present upstream of the point of introduction of unsteadiness to be clearly specified and
easily documented. Secondly, it allows one to study the effects of unsteadiness on a. ... ..] .'.'

turbulent boundary layer without regard for any complicating factors associated with

transition. Thirdly, the introduction of only local unsteadiness will produce local,

surface-generated vorticity. Were the boundary layer grown from a leading-edge in an

already unsteady flow, leading-edge vorticity would convect downstream and its interac-

tion with surface-generated vorticity might inhibit correct interpretation of experimen-

tal results.

'N Figure 2 shows the desired free-stream velocity distributions for two different .

experiments. The first involves oscillations in free-stream velocity about a flow of -

mean adverse pressure gradient (Figure 2a), while the second features abrupt changes

between zero and adverse pressure-gradient flows (Figure 2b). The amplitude in the

experiment featuring oscillating unsteadiness is the conventional one-half peak-to-peak

amplitude at the end of the test section. In the second experiment, the amplitude is the

magnitude of change in free-stream velocity at the end of the test section. In both

cases it is useful to express these amplitudes as fractions of the free-stream velocity

in the development section. " -

CESIRED FREE STREAM VELOCITY VARIATION DESIRED FREE STREAM VELOCITY VARIATION

800 800

DEVELOPMENT TEST RECOVERY DEVELOPMENT TEST RECOVERY
SECTION SECTION SECTION SECTION SECTION SECTION

700 - AMP. .0.5 700- AMP 0..30

60. 300 "

Z-00 90% 270* B60--

V 120'. 2400

500 180" 500-

150 200 240 280 160 200 240 280~~X (C M) X (CM) -::'':",. .

Fig. 2. Design-velocity distribution.

A scotch-yoke mechanism driven by motor provides the gate-valve movement to produce

sinusoidal unsteadiness. Precise control of the motor speed allows the desired frequency

of unsteadiness in the test-section flow to be imposed. For each cycle of this continu- .'

ous, unsteady event, instantaneous streamwise velocity measurements were taken at each of

512 phases. A single-color, forward-scatter LDA system was used in conjunction with a

frequency-tracker for these measurements. Typically, ten frequencies of oscillation were -

investigated in each experimental run.

In the second experiment, abrupt changes in free-stream velocity were achieved by

displacing the gate valve with a double-acting pneumatic actuator. In order to bring the

-ate valve smoothly to rest at the limits of its travel, the appropriate exhaust port of

the double-acting cylinder was closed just prior to the valve's reaching its end posi-

tLon. A mini-computer was programmed to energize the solenoid of the pneumatic actuator

(and so initiate an abrupt decrease in free-stream velocity) and then make instantaneous

velocity measurements at 20 millisecond intervals for the next ten seconds. The cycle

was completed by de-energizing the actuator's solenoid and collecting data for the

response to the complementary, abrupt velocity increase.

In both experiments, the unsteady events were repeated 500 times at as many as fifty ..- -.

positions across the boundary layer. Measurement of each unsteady profile took around

one hundred hours. The processes of initiating unsteady events, of data acquisition,

anipulation and storage, of positioning the LDA system and of controlling the tempera-

ture of water in the facility were therefore automated. The experiments were then re-

peated at other streamwise locations.

THE STOKES EQUATION

The particular flows of interest to this paper are those featuring rapid changes in

f-e-stream velocity. Let us consider the decomposition of instantaneous values of pres-

sure and velocity into three components, namely, a turbulent component, a deterministic V
component, and an initial mean or time-averaged mean component (whichever is the more

relevant to the flow in question). Using this decomposition one can, after manipulations
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of the Navier-Stokes equations, form "momentum" equations in terms of deterministic quan- ,'-.-o

tities (see Jayaraman et al. [2]). For sufficiently rapid changes in free-stream veloc- %...
ity, order-of-magnitude estimates imply that the streamwise momentum equation reduces to
a Stokes equation in terms of deterministic quantities. That is, "'"_i e 2 :"

at p ax 2Y

where "~" denotes a deterministic component.

A necessary criterion for reduction to this Stokes equation is that, in the stream-
wise momentum equation, the magnitude of the unsteady term is much greater than that of *.
the convective terms. In the case of the first experiment, imposing sinusoidal unsteadi-
ness, a suitable interpretation of this criterion is that the Strouhal number, Sx, is
much greater than one. A similar criterion is found for the case of the second flow, but
the Strouhal number's frequency term is replaced by the reciprocal of the time over which
the abrupt change takes place. Since the length scales and velocity scales of these cri-
teria are those one might associate with a large eddy in the outer part of the boundary
layer, it is useful to draw the analogy between a Strouhal number much greater than one
and the characteristic time scale of a large eddy much greater than that of the imposed
unsteadiness. This might be interpreted as eddies passing by without sufficient time to %
adjust to the imposed unsteadiness. -

A most desirable feature of the Stokes equation is that one can obtain analytic
solutions for a variety of boundary conditions (and where applicable, initial condi-
tions). A particular case of local, sinusoidal, variation in free-stream velocity and
pressure gradient relates to the first experiment and its solution is discussed by
Jayaraman et al. [2]. The case of an abrupt free-stream velocity change is, in our flow,
very well modeled as a ramp or uniformly accelerated change, for which Goldstein [3]
illustrates the relevant solution.

Good agreement between experimental measures of the deterministic velocity field and
the appropriate analytic solution of the Stokes equation is of great importance.
Firstly, it makes a strong case for using the experimental measurements of the velocity
field as a reference against which computational models may be evaluated. Secondly, it
provides a qualification that the experimental facility is indeed producing the desired
flow. The value of a facility, from the point of view of providing such reference data,
is further enhanced if this qualification can be made for several rather different
experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - OSCILLATING FREE-STREAM VELOCITY

Jayaraman et al. [2] reported experimental results for a flow with imposed, sinus-
oidal unsteadiness about a mean, adverse pressure gradient in the test section of this
facility. Careful attention was paid to thoroughly documenting the upstream conditions
in the development section and the free-stream boundary conditions. The flow was found
to be highly two-dimensional. Several of their experiments were conducted at Strouhal
numbers which satisfy the criterion outlined earlier.

A Fourier analysis was performed on phase-averaged velocity measurements spanning
the whole boundary layer, to find the deterministic response of the flow to the organized
unsteadiness. Some results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, the
ordinate represents the amplitude of the fundamental frequency of oscillation in velocity
at various Y points. This is normalized by the amplitude of the fundamental frequency of
oscillation in free-stream velocity. The ordinate in Figure 3b is the phase-lead at a Y
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Fig. 3. Results of oscillatng experiments for high values of Strouhal number. ''' --
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p~sition, relative to one in the free stream. The abscissa in each plot is Y divided

by the Stokes-layer thickness parameter, a useful near-wall, unsteady length scale Y/Ls
is the dimensionless, independent variable of solutions to the Stokes equation for these . .'e
oscillating boundary conditions). This Stokes layer thickness parameter is defined as •'2•.

L ;L

Clearly, good agreement is reached between the experimental data and the analytic

solutions of the Stokes equation for values of Sx  much greater than one (or for values
of S5  much greater than 0.1). The data sets presented are selected from flows of

% varying amplitudes of oscillation. Strouhal numbers based on distance from the beginning . .. .

*" of the test section, and on boundary-layer thickness are tabulated for completeness.

For the case of this flow at significantly lower Strouhal numbers, the Stokes solu-
tion is not applicable. Computational predictions, however, have been made by Lyrio et
al. [4], and the excellent agreement between their results and the data from this facil-
ity is most pleasing.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - RAMP CHANGES IN FREE-STREAM VELOCITY

Recent experiments in this facility have featured abrupt changes in free-stream
velocity between zero and adverse-pressure-gradient conditions. Figure 4a shows this
change in free-stream velocity from a zero pressure-gradient flow to an adverse one at
one particular location, almost at the end of the test section. It would seem that this
change may be approximately modeled as a ramp function for a short period of time. The
inset axes are for this deterministic function. One may set boundary conditions during
this time period as

u 0 at y =0 'C'-

and for t' > 0,

e wx) t' at y
e

where W is the free-stream acceleration during the ramp and t' is the time that has
elapsed since the beginning of the ramp.

For sufficiently abrupt changes in free-stream velocity (say, the characteristic It

free-stream time scale, L/Ue or 6/U , greatly exceeding the time scale of the ramp),o e•e

an analytic solution of the Stokes equation with these boundary conditions may then be
found. The solution is a function of Y/(2 /vt) ; here Y/L5  is the dimensionless,
independent variable for solutions to the Stokes equation for these boundary conditions.

Figure 4b shows the deterministic response of the boundary layer to this ramp change
in free-stream velocity. The ordinate represents the change in velocity at a Y point
during the ramp, normalized by the simultaneous free-stream velocity change. The ab-
scissa is Y divided by the dynamic Stokes-layer thickness parameter, Ls . Again, good
agreement is reached between the experimental data and the analytic solution of the
Stokes equation for this flow.

The free-stream velocity undergoes deceleration from its steady state before the ,.-..
ramp function is assumed to begin. The resulting time-dependent effects would carry over
into the time period for which the ramp function was presumed to describe the free-stream AL

High Amp Ramp X'= 0.98 (0 -> .32) Stckes Layer Ampitude
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Fig. 4. Results of experiments for abrupt decrease in free-stream velocity.
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velocity. Therefore, during the early part of the ramp, one would expect discrepancies '

between the data and this solution of the Stokes equation. For this reason, the times
for which deterministic profiles are plotted are all during the later part of the ramp.
Equally good agreement was found for similar experiments featuring different amplitudes I i
of free-stream velocity change and converse abrupt changes from flows of adverse pressure
gradient to flows of zero pressure gradient.

THE SEPARATION BUBBLE

In the recent series of experiments conducted in this facility, the pressure gradi-
ent experienced by the flow was rapidly changed from zero to adverse. After a period of
recovery, it was abruptly changed back to zero, .followed by another relaxation period.
By careful choice of the amplitude of the abrupt change in free-stream velocity, it was
possible to create what appears to be an unsteady "separation bubble". This phenomenon
was observed during the period of relaxation following the change from a condition of
zero pressure gradient to an adverse one.

Intermittency contours proved to be very useful for showing the character of the
unsteady separation bubble. The intermittency of flow at a point is the percentage of
measured ensembles for which the flow is in the downstream direction. This is the same
intermittency measure for which Simpson [5] has proposed near-wall values as quantitative
definitions of the state of detachment in steady, two-dimensional flows. If one makes
intermittency measurements spanning the boundary layer at different streamwise locations,
one can construct maps of contours of like values of intermittency. This exercise was
performed for a sequence of discrete times during and after the abrupt change from zero
to the appropriate adverse pressure gradient, and the results are shown in Figures 5 and
6.

The plots displayed in Figure 5 are for discrete times during and just after the
ramp change in free-stream velocity, its behavior at an X' value of 0.98 shown in the
graph inset in Figure 5a. Recall that free-stream behavior for the first second is de-
scribed in Figure 4a. Data at seven streamwise locations in the test region are plotted,
the abscissa representing the normalized distance of each location along the test section
of the facility. Contour lines were fitted for clarity; only for the contour of 99% '
intermittency are the data points retained. -".,.

Figure 5a shows the earliest time for which a value of intermittency below 100% is
measured at any significant distance from the wall. Figures 5b and 5c relate to discrete -
times in the middle of and near the end of the ramp. For each of these times, the con-
tours for the various intermittencies appear to grow outwards with downstream distance as
far as the end of the test section (X' equal to 1). Farther downstream, the intermit-
tency contours appear to remain at approximately constant distances from the wall.

The intermittency values observed in the early stages of the development of the flow
can be attributed to the existence of the eddy structure in the initially undisturbed
flow near the top wall. This structure is essentially Gaussian in nature (Chien and
Sandborn [6]) and results in a statistical chance for flow velocities to be instantane-
ously negative within the boundary layer near the wall. When the abrupt change in free-
stream velocity is imposed on the existing flat-plate boundary layer, the outer portion
of the layer reacts as a slug, with a "frozen" response in the streamwise turbulence
field (Ramaprian and Tu [71, Jayaraman et al. [21). This results in deceleration of the
flow across the boundary layer by as much as 30%. When this is superimposed on the
existing turbulent structure in the boundary layer, it greatly increases the chances of
instantaneous negative velocities being measured. Consequently, momentary conditions are
found during which statistically negative velocities can exist in the flow, as can be
observed in Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c. Since the contours in these figures are all for data
at points farther from the wall than one Stokes-layer thickness, the shape of the con- r
tours during this abrupt change reflects the imposed velocity field (Figure 2b); contours
grow away from the wall as far downstream as the end of the test section, beyond which
they remain at an approximately constant distance from the wall.

As the outer part of the boundary layer is convected out of the test region, the
region of intermittent reversal becomes more closely confined to the wall at downstream .'' .'

positions (Figure 5d), indicating that part of the intermittent region is being removed
from the test-region as the unsteady turbulent bubble appears. Thus, the initial inter-
mittency is not governing the later development of the turbulent separation bubble, but -'-
can be considered to be an artifact of the suddenly imposed potential flow.

The developing character of the unsteady turbulent bubble is shown in Figures 5 and " ,
6. The ordinate used is ,Y divided by the boundary-layer thickness at that time. In
Figures 5d, 5e, and 5f, the nearly symmetric growth of the bubble is evident. The closed
contour corresponding to an intermittency of 50% first appears after 1.44 seconds. After
1.60 seconds (Figure 6a) the bubble begins to lose its symmetric appearance; contours
begin to move away from the wall at the downstream end. In Figure 6c (after nearly three
seconds) the contour of 50% intermittency is no longer fully closed. For the purposes of
providing test cases for computational models to try to emulate, the first few seconds of
the development of this unsteady separation bubble seem well suited.

The interaction between the blockage effect of the boundary layer and the rree-
stream velocity is much milder for the last few seconds of this unsteady event. The .
change in boundary-layer structure is reflected in small changes in the shape of con-
tours, a slight drifting of contours in the downstream direction, and reattachment and -...
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Fig. 5.Intermittency contours f'or development of' unsteady "separation bubble". T

decay of' the contour of' 50% intermittency (Figures 6c to 6f'). After ten seconds, the
f'low is abruptly restored to one of' zero pressure gradient. All intermittency contours ,%

* disappear as the accelerating velocity field is superimposed on the existing turbulent
structure--again an artifact at' the suddenly imposed potential flow.
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Fig. 6. Intermittency contours for decay of unsteady "separation bubble".

In hispapr, xpeimets ithdifferent kinds of organized, imposed unsteadiness
are described. Results are presented for flows with oscillating free-stream velocities
at high values of Strouhal number and for flows with abruptly changing free-stream con-
ditions. Both sets of results are shown to be in good agreement with the corresponding
analytic solutions of the Stokes equation. Thus the facility is well qualified to

IVproduce the prescribed unsteady flows. Data sets from such experiments are therefore .*

likely to be especially useful for the purposes of comparison with the predictions of
turbulence models for unsteady flows. ..

Interesting data, in the form of intermittency contours, describing the development
of an unsteady separation bubble are presented and partly explained.

_________ 0 9 i 1.
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* ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DE COUCHES LIMITES TURBULENTES INSTATIONNAIRES %
SOUMISFS A DES GRADIENTS DE PRESSION MOYENS NULS 011 POSITIFS

G. BINDER - S. TARDU - R. BLACKWELDER* - J.L. KUENY
Institut de M~canique de Grenoble

b.p. 68 - 38402 Saint Martin dIH~res Cedex - France 'V'

RESUME

0 Dles resultats expdrimentaux sur des 6coulements tiirbulents pari~taux puls~s realis~s sur une bouclea
eau dans des gammes 6tendues de fr~quence et d'amplitude sont pr~sent~s. Ces r~sultats comprennent les
mesures de vitesse par velocimetrie a laser et des mesures du frottement parietal par film chaud.

On montre que dans le cas de l'6coulement en canal a gradient de pression nul que la vitesse et
l iintensit6 turbulente moyennes sont insensibles aux oscillations forc~es m~me A tr~s forte amplitude,

* supi~rieure a 100 ,locailement. L16coulement oscillant suit compl~tement la solution de Stokes A haute
frequence, mais i une fr~quence interm~diaire ceci reste vrai pour l amplitude mais pas pour le dephasage.
Les oscillations p~riodiques de l'intensit6 turbulente sont tr~s 6touff~es A haute fr~quence. Les amplitudes-
et le d~phasage du frottement dana des conditions tri~s vari~es sont bien corr~lds par le param~tre de
similitude 4?* qui eat la longueur viaqueuse de Stokes exprim~e en variables internes :le d~phasage a haute

* frtquence ( < 10) est proche de 450 ;l'amplitude rapport~e A celle de Stokes croit progressivement
*lorsquc 4 30. ne v~rification expirimentale est 6galement apport~e au crit~re dapparition des courants
* de retour ([k/. bas6 surla solution de Stokes.

Une premi~re exploration de6coulements puls~s soumis A un gradient adverse r~vele des comportements

trs difft~rents de 1l6coulement oscillant par rapport a celui du canal

1, INTRODUCTION%

* 1I.1. Position dui problime

Les couches limites qui se d~veloppent sous l1influence dun 6coulement libre d~pendant du temps
jouent un r~le pratique important. Clest notamment le cas loraque cet 6coulement a une composante
sinusoidale romme sur lea pales d'helicopteres, des turboisachines ou des h~lices de bateaux et comme sur Pes

ognsde locomotion de nombreux animaux.

Les recherches sur lea couches limites turbulentes instationnaires p~riodiques (CLT-I) se sont
* beaucoup d~veloppees depuis une decade apr~s avoir marqu6 une longue pause a la suite des travaux de
*KARLSSON (1) A la fin des ann~es 50 qui a ouvert la voie dans ce domaine. Les travaux portent aussi bien sur

les couches limites se d~veloppant dans un gradient de pression moyen nul (2-7) que d~favorable (S-9). Grice
A ces efforts slest constitu6 un ensemble de donn6es diversifi6 mais encore tr~s 6pars Ouquel une image
coh~rente et incontest~e a du mal a 6merger. Tr~s r~v~lateur A cet 6gard inst le manque do consensus entre
chercheurs sur la similitude et lea param~tres adimensionnels les plus appropri~s dans diverses situations.

Ainsi pour le cas dle figure Ic plus simple de la plaque plane ou du canal trois nombres
adimensionnels ont 6t6~ propos~s :Il nombre de Strouhal &1X/Z. par COUSTEIX (8-0), REYNOLDS ('-Q) et leurs
collaborateurs, le nombre de Stokes turbulent iwf,4t ou W jhl~g par 1'6quipe d'IOWA de RAMAPRIAN (0i-7) et
le nombre de Stokes-Reynolds i* = 1, 44 ,3 is 6tant la longucur de Stokes r2 ViJ qui a 6t6
introdluite par nous-m~mes (5). Aucun de res trois nombres ne slest encore indisrutablement impos6 A

I.. lenscmble des chercheurs dans cc domaine ne serait-re que dans tine gamme limit~e dles param~tres. De cc
fait, dans certaines publications les fr~quences des oscillations forr~es sont seulement exprim~es en unites
physiques du hertz et les notions de haute ou basse fr~quence peuvent correspondre A des 6coulements
intrins~quement tr~s diff~rentes suivant les auteurs. La situation eat encore bien plus confuse dans les

* CLT-1 d~c6l~r~es en moyenne car le nombre de param~tres qui interviennent eat encore bien plus important que
dans le cas de la plaque plane ou du canal.

La premiZ're rasnde cotet de fait eat ll~vidcnte complexit6 des 6coulements instationnaires
qui introdluisent automatiquement une variable ind~pendante suppl~mentaire. le temps, et deux param~tres w
suppl~mentaires par rapport aux 6coulements permanents correspondlants. A savoir une fr~quence et une

* amplitude. Ainsi la rourhe limite turbuiente sur plaque plane qui, en rt~gimc stationnaire, d~pend sektlement
du nombie de Reynolds. devient tine tamille it trois parametres ott toute grandeur movenne ou turbulonte d~pend
en plus du ter.)s. II rt~sulte de cette compiexiti que l1exploration expi~rimentaie svst~matique dune famille
de CLT- I mime eon se lim itan t a ux grandeur s e ssentic II es ceat une tirhe cxt r~mont a rdue, et en IlIabsence
de6tudes systtmatiqies, irs similitudes sont diffiriles A 6tablir.

La dleuxime raison est d'ordrc pratique. Elie tient A la double difficut6. d'une, part, celio do
rouvrir une large gamme do param~tres stir tine m~me installation Ct. .1 autre part, celic do mestirer certaines
erandeurs essentiel les cosine le frottement turbulent oti le frottemeit parietal et oelc doc
pouvoir effectuer des mesures suffi samment pr~'s de la paroi . Cos derni ~ros sont pr iiirmn eee
aver Ile vt~ Iocim~'trc Ai laser A' cause de I a dimension dui doma i n do mestire. Ia diminution do I a qiui Iit Aii
sigenal Doppl er due aux r6t lexions parasites. I a fa ib Ic fr~quence do p.1s'age do, particiio C i ffui~ante et lo
taux de turbulence 6Ievt6. Ainsi, l a controveise stir Ie diphasae' do I 6cetiiemeuit 11t vot sirce immed a't do Lu,1
paroi serail r~gl6e depuis lonctenps sans cces difficil tts d instummntat ion. Hifit les nwesioe pouiveut i'tl
affertees din tine proportion variable par do, part ictilari t,- do I *inxtiiliatton jut potuettt Obl-Itt I,-
effets propres de l'instationnarit .

E n detarhement (aune xabbat iqite ) do I tnt:veisitv ot Southterni Cat tornii Lox AteeilN-'i
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1.2. Objectifs

Nos pricidentes experiences (5) que nous d~signkiis par la suite par I avaient montr6 que des
variations forc~es de vitesse de fr~quence 6lev~e ne produisaient pas dinteractions avec Ilecoulement mayen
conformiment aux observations de la piupart des autres chercheurs. Un r~sultat plus original It plus
frappant 6tait quo dans ces conditions, l'6coulement oscillant avait une epaisseur et des repartitions de
l'amplitude et du dephasage conformes AL cellos de llicoulement visqueux de Stokes, bien que le coulement
moyen 6tait pleinement turbulent. En particulier, Ilextrapolation du d~phasage jusqu'A la paroi conduisait A

* une valour proche de 450, typique do la couche de Stokes et analogue au r~sultat de :IGHTHILL (15) relatif a
la limite des hautes fr~quences des couches limites laminaires puls~es. D'a~tres investigations (3. 4, 7, '9
ont depuis trouvi des valeurs proches de 450 en 6coulement turbulent En ,'appuyant sur ces r~sultats, nous
avions conclu que le param~tre important 6tait l'6paisseur de Stokes 4 rapportee A -?a soit .f&', conform~ment ~
aux notations en usage. De plus, le regime des hautes fr~quences avec un dephasage de 450 a la paroi
semblait satisfaire au crit~re q 40 soit PO/Aig' >'/'.aIg . Sur la base de ll~coulement de Stokes, on 0 F
d~duisant 6galement un crit~re sur lapparition de vitesses negatives. On arrivait donc A uno conclusion
assez surpronante dune similitude visqueuse pour 1l6coulement oscillant coexistant avec une similitude a
turbulento pour 116coulement moyen, les deux 6coulements etant compl~tement d~coupliis A haute frt~quence.

*Cotto conclusion eat en contradiction avec certaines id~es voire des mesures selon lesquelles des
*interactions entre lea oscillations forc,6es et la turbulence ont lieu lorsque leurs fr~quences sont

comparabies (,5, 6, 10, 11).

Nos pr~c~dentes exp~riences 6taiont critiquables par leur faible amplitude qui 6tait seulement de3
ou 5 % de ls vitesso au centre du canal . De telles amplitudes peuvent paraftre insuffisantes pour
p rovoquer des interactions significatives avec la turbulence It 116coulement moyen. De plus, aux faibles
amplitudes la precision des mosures de I I coulement oscillant Z (y, t I laisse A d~sirer surtout A proximite
de la paroi oil l1intensitii turbulente eat 61ve En effet, le rapport signal p~riodique sur bruit turbulent
eat faibie et pour r~duire la dispersion statistique des temps dlintgration extr~mement longs sont

* n6cessaires. Par ailleurs, compte tenu des remarques qui precedent, il a paru important d'6tendre igalement -

le domaino des fr~quences, Par cons~quent, un nouveau pulseur qui permet datteindre des amplitudes de '80 7 . *

dans uno large gamme do fr~quonces a 6t con~u It installt. De plus, A cause du r~le primordial jou6 par le
frottement pari~tal, a mosur: directe au moyen de films chauds a 6t6 misc en oeuvre.

Lpremier objectif dece travail 6tait, grice Aces moyens amlior~s, de v~rifier la similitude en
As et den trouver lea limites en fonction de la fr~quenice et de Ilamplitude des oscillations forc es de

l16coulement en canal. Les aspects particuliers qui entrent dans ce cadre sont notamment lleffet de fortes
amplitudes sur la vitesse moyenne, lea r~partitions d'amplitude et de dophasage deZa , lea conditions
dapparition des couranta de retour, une 6tude systimatique de 116volution de l'amplitude et du d~phasage du
frottement pari~tal.

Le deuxi~me objoctif 6tait de commencer l'exploration de CLT-l soumisos A un gradient do pression
adverse et de comparer Icur comportemont avec celui de 1'6coulement en canal. Lltude du frottoment paritital
qui eat uno indication tr~s pr~cieuse, est pr~vue mais na pas encore pu trc men~e A bien.

2. INSTALLATION EXPERIMEIITALE

2.1. Le Canal

Les mosures sont 6ffectudes Sur un canal Aeau aliment6 par une cuve A niveau constant It eat
priic~d6 dune chambre de tranquillisation classique. Lea dimensions du canal sont :longueur = 2600 mm,
largeur = 1000 mm, hauteur =2h = 100 mm. Le dernier m~tre du canal qui constitue ]a section d'essai eat
install6 A mi-hauteur d'un bassin de 2 m de haut. Lea parois do cc tronon du canal peuvent tre incljn~es
par rapport At laxe cc qui permot do relaiser un diffuseur bi-dimonsionnel (de largeur 1000 mm) avec un
angle douverture r~glable entre 0 It 300. Les mesures avec un gradient do preasion adverse rapport~c ici
ont 6t faites avoc une divergence des parois de 60.

La vitesse moyenne A Ventr6e eat r~glable entre 0Oet 50 cm/a , donc(ReA).aw = A 25.l0
soit .I 2,5.10 Des rugosit~s tridimensionnelles do S mm A Ilentr~c du canal fixent la
transition. Lea mesures montrent que 1l6coulement dans ]a section d'essai est pleinement turbulent jusqu'A

r= loam/&. Ces nombres de Reynolds no sont 6videmment pas 61vs surtout pour I; 17p Res, = X,.0
de certaines conditions d'essai, mais clest le prix A payer pour pouvoir effectuer de s mesures suffisamment
pr~s de la paroi. En effet comme dans ces conditions AM%; Z 's si ZA= l7ISf~ - Ies/,e t =0, 1 mm
et ]a mesuro ]a plus proche de la paroi A y -0,3 mm correspond A yta 3. 11 est clair qu'A tin Reynolds trois
fois plus grand :~ Ai 3 cm/a, .4 z 0,031 mm, It les mosures no pourraient 6tre faites qulau-dclA do v* = 10.

La longuour du canal eat insuffisante pour avoir tin &~oulemcnt pleiniemont d~velopp6 memc ACIS
nombres do Reynolds mod~r~s puisque L :~.-26. La longuour d'6tahlisscment le vanec on foniction des
conditi I Ilentr~e (14) It est attointe dautant plus rapidoment quo los perturbations initiates sont
P1P irtantes. Dana cc dernior cas LetiIk peut 6tre estimi5 A environ 45por > 20.Dsmeus

Sites Sur notre installation montrent quA 6 h on aniont do la station habituollo do mesuro les vitosses
moyennes diff~'rent do momns de quelques pour cent A tine m~me distance de [a paroi. Par aillours,
116coulement pr~s de la paroi qui est contr-61 parr slablit beaucoup plus rapidomont Sur une distance
est im~e A 12 It environ ( 14). Nous avons effoct ivoment v~rifi6 quosa variai t pelt Sur lea derniers 20 ht do Ia

*section d eassai. Dlautro part. IlIs prof'iIs do vi tosse moyonno MA(10) (voi r Fig. 6 ) It do VP/Aig ( 5) sont
tout A fait conformes aux mesuros dautres autours. Commo par aillours, los variations do ltkcouloment

pi~~riodique~d Iotcninc r a pat im~me tine fr~quence tris faiblo comme f - I'o 0hIt, ]'amplitudo

6tabli dana cette partie, ne devrait donc pas avoir tino arando influience sur I couloent p~riodique.

LA bidimensionnal it6 de 11 coulement a 6t6 vni fito %oflle oat tr-s honno sur los ,34 do I oenverreuno
conform~ment Ai cc qu'on attend puisque illancomcnt do Ia section ost do I0. 0Pautro part, oin a vl~rifi dana
un cas quc l.5coulement permanent et oscillant etait sym~triquo par rapport A l'axo du canal.
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2.2.Lesd~fectins ~ridigus ds prois de la section d'essai d produites par la pression p qui encendre
Picoulmn silat nduiset une oscillation do vitesse parasite ZA en un point fixe qui tic se

d~place pas aver la paroi. L'amplitude maximale de cette vitesse est -..

Si la plus petite amplitude mesurable de la vitesse est CAtI/40 P erreur maximale est

AO( -0 (M/C~J40(,Ui/LM~d) LJ

11 osd fac ile de voir que E.Apout rapidement prendre des valeurs importantes sue~prieures A ILI si
)A Im, m~me dans I'eau. Si on est loin de la r~sonnance de la paroi cc qui est souvent le cas surtout

dan.s l'cau oii los fr~quences ph ,siques sont faibles. [d3 deit etre proportionnel la force oscillante -P?
donc proportionnel hi rv J . E.. est alors ind.~pcndant de I amplitude [Af:et proportionnel A &j.

Pour minimiser les d~flectjons p~riodiques, les parois de Ia section dlessai sont ripidement fix~es
* ur Ie bAti du bassin. Les d~floctions ont toutefois k6 mesur~es avec un capteur de d~placement A

ultra-sons. Sa sensibilit6 stir les movennes de phase &tait meilleure que I 1 xm. Les r~sultats montrent que
Pon at effectivement T] -& WE4] plus pr~cisjmcnt

co qui dans les conditions les plus d~favorables conduit < 10 ~
2.3. Le pulseur

Le nouveau pulseur est mont6 sur la conduite alimentant le caisson. Ii est compos6 dun tube
cylindre int~rieur muni de fentes (24 fentes do 5x 20mm) par lequel arrive l'eau et d'un tube cylindrique
exteriour auquel on imprime tin mouvement oscillant au moven dun excentrique. flans la mesure oii les effets
dinertie dans la conduite reliant la cuve h niveau constant au caisson sont faibles, le d~bit est
proportionnel I la lonaueur des fentes laiss6es d~couvertes par ce cylindre ext~ricur. La position moyenne,
Ilamplitude et la p~riode du mouvement du cylindre ext~rieur contr~lent donc les lzrandeurs correspondantes
de la vitesse. Ces trois param~'tres sent facilement r~glables de manie're continue ce qui conf~re une grande -

souplesse A cc dispositif. Les gammes pour lamplitude et la p~riode de la vitesse sont respectivement de
(0- ' 0 e t de (2

,5s-e- D.les mesures ont k6 faites jusqu ' T =120 s . Les p~riodes successives sont
constantes A mieux que 0,2 '~pr~s.

L~a diff~rence de niveau disponible pour engendrer l16oulement est de 3,5 m. Compte-tenu de la
Iongueur des tuyauteries, les effets d'inertie commencent a 6tre visibles sur Zt par la pr~sence
dharmoniques lorsque Z4&).1Oi./.et lKj/i >qet TS4. Mais en g~neral le6coulement oscillant au centre du
canal 6tait tres proche d'une sinusolde pure m~me A forte amplitude comme le montre la Fig. 1.

* 3. INSTRUMENTATION

3.1. Nesure des vitesses

On utilise un v~locim~'tre i laser diff~rentiel, muni d'une cellule de Pockel pour produire un W
d~calage de z~ro pour la mesure de vitesses n~gatives. L'angle entre les faisceaux est de 00 et la taille de
volume de mesure est de 0,4 mm lorsque la cellule de Pockel est mont~e. Un agrandisseur de faisceau est
utilis6 en labsence de cette derni~re, cc qui permet de r~duire le diam~tre A 0,08 mm. 11 est possible
dleffectuer des mesures jusoulh vt 0.3, mm de la paroi, cc qui pour une vitesse Zt l ' cm/s correspond A v+

3 .

La fr~quence Doppier est mesuree par tin compteur avec un svstcme de validation qui compare la
derni're p~riode aver chacune des N pri~c~dentes (N 4 14). Le flux de particules diffusantes 6tant
proportionnel A Ia vitesse. les mo ' onnies statistiques sont bia i ses vers le haut. Si ]a vitesse
dacquisition nest pas limit~e par Ie svst~'me de traitement. le biais statistique peiit k~re corrige6 en
tenant compte diu temp., de r~sidence dune particule dans le volume de mesure. On peut montrer que, pu
obtenir Ia vraie valeur de la vitesse movenne. cette correction 6quivaut simplement i effectuer Ia meve ynne

* des p~riodos et non pas des frt~quences Doppler ot en prenant tine settle mesure par- bouff~e. Comme la vitesse
*dacquisition et de traitement du microprocesseur iutilis est de 200 s-, . la tension d'alimentation du

phoomu t pl caturest r~el~e pour maintonir Ie nombro do mosiires val id~es aii-dessous de 70 s' lors queI
vitesse est maximum. Ccci est important aver des amplitudes do pulsation de oO puisque Io rapport ontre

* ~~vitesse maximum et minimum est do 4 et que les taux d'arriv~e des boiiff~es sent dans Io m~me rapport. Nous*-. --

avons v~ri fi6 (lia. 3) que Ie nombro do mesuros fa itcs pendant tin temps donn6 6ta it effect ivemorit
proport icrine h l a vitosso . Le bia is est mod ifij losqu 'on d~calo l a fr qiionco floppier pour Tesliror do svitosses flcat ivcs. onl s 'st assuiir exp, rimenta lement quo les r, sul tats n '&taient pa, sensiblvment affoct~s.

On offer tie onl difiniiti ye los me vonnes .-. ot c( P(oii on stalt i chili ire T o t do I a por iodo
or I(, Ia fr~qlionco floppl or pour[ ebteni r kI movoinne do phase do Ia %itosso ot do Il turlbulence plzisqhilo Compto t...

Oil t ittorfraao.



% ~Les moyennes de phase sont synchronises avec le pulseur par un top 6lectrique par p~riode fourni
par un'e cellule photo~lectrique. Ces moyennes sont en gen~ral d~termin~es en 50 points r6partis uniform~ment .

sur la pi~riode. Pour obtenir la moyenne au point i, on collecte dans le canal i toutes les valeurs arrivant
* ~dans llintervalie Ii - 1) T/5S0 et iT/50 A partir du top de synchronisation. La dur~e du temps d'int~gration ' "

eat variable et r6gl~c pour obtenir une convergence statistique satisfaisante, Pour lea mesures lea plus
difficiles pr~s de la paroi, le temps d'int~gration d~passe parfois 2 heures ce qui correspond A un temps
dlint~gration par canal de 2_5 inn. Malgr6 cc temps long, le nombre de valeurs par canal d~passait peine
100 dans certains cas extremes. La convergence sur <j'sp eat 6videmment plus difficile a atteindre. Llexemple .7. ~
de la Fig. 2 montre quo mlime pr~s de la paroi, lea variations p~riodiques de cA'1> ressortent clairemont de
la moyenne de phase. w

3.2. !4esure du frottement pari~tal

Le frottement pari~tal en 6coulement permanent 9/f M V ~ . pouvait ktre d~termin6
diroctement A partir des vitesses lorsque Z t < to cm/s puisque le point do mesure le plus proche de la
paroi 6tait A y me 3 et A4(y) oat lin~aire jusqulA Y'= 5. Pour lea vitosses plus 6lev~es on d~terminait
et la position exacte de la paroi, en ajustant par moindres carr~s le profil suivant :AA- 14,5 tM(J'14,5)..
sur lea mesures jusqulA v*$l4. Cette expression eat en excellent accord avec los mesures d'ECKEL11ANN (is).
On souligne le fajt quo g eat donr Mr. sent d6termin~s directement sans faire aucune hypoth~se sur

* lexistence, d'une couche logarithmique comme aver la m~thode du trac6 de CLAUSER.

Les caract~ristiques instationnaires de~ amplitude et d6phasage, ant te mesur~es avec une sonde
hr film chaud (SFC) plac~c A mime la paroi (sonde et anemometre IIISA). L'6talonnage 6tait fait diroctement -

stir Ilinstallation. Apr05 avoir v~rifi6 l'exactitude de la loi C R, "/' - (C= O,048)par des
mosuires do vitesses dans quelques cas, on Ila utilis~e onsuite pour los 6talonnages de la SFC puisqu'elle no
necessite quo la mesure do la vitesse au centre. A cause des d~rives do la SFC, son 6talonnage devait 6tre
friquemment contr-616 et il 6tait indispensable d'avoir une m~thode rapido.

a L'utilisation do ]a SFC pari~tale dana cette etude soul~ve plusiours probl~mes, notammont celui do
sriponseon fr~quence, de sa r~ponse lorsqu' ii y a inversion do la vitoaso pr~s de la paroi et enfin do sa A

r.3ponse moyenno Ilorsque Il'Coul1ement est turbul Ient . Le premier a son origino dana Ilinortie do la couche
I iito thormique ( 10-l10 du fa it de I a fiibl e valIour des viteases pr&.s do la psroi. PEDLEY ( 17- 1 ) met en
i vidence la fr~5quenco adimensionnollo e qui. aver lea pr~sontes notations, prend ]a forme int~ressante
suivanito / = ! L p

oji Lf ost Ia laraotur dlu film. Vans nos eoI pri oncos cWj< 0.00,. et Ia rlponso du film au mouvoment oscillant A
pouIt etre o sid~r~o commo quasi-stat ionlnai ro A peni do choses pr~s. Ceci eat confirm6 par I],aspect
sv mot r iquo do < W.> t F(Etc. 4) ont ro l os phases do d~cilration et d'acc~laration.Rappelons qulen regime
cotivoct it le transfort oat lie AO c par Ia relat ion : Ct C/ . Cepondant los friquences des fluctuations
trlbti Iout os sont nott omorit pils 01ov~oe ot Ila riponise do Ila .SFC A Ila turbulence nWeat plus

Pauitre part. loraSque Ia %itesos pro, do i paroi chanizc do siione Ie transfert do chalour passe du
roe tine convect if i til r6Limo domiii0 par kI li ffuitiin. Le transfert reste nion settlement do m~mc signe, mais A

* ~~CAulse do la di ffus ion i I no, Ia anutlo pas . i' apros I 'anal iso do PEPLEY ( IQii2O I, I]a valour minimale du
ransfort ad imon i onno I sora it do 0. 1 . \,,s mosuros coendant , donnont sv st~mat iquemont 0_1 (Fig. 4). La

turbulence qui ost prosento act ret r ten our Io t ransfert . Or. los flIuctuat ions diu frottement sont tr s
* 0lev~os ot maxima los. do I 'ordre ,lo 0 1oIrsquetw~ > est mintimum I Fir. i). La turbulence intorviont done do

* Jetidox miros diffirentes . par sa tr-quotico qti oat kOlovoo par rapport i cello do Ia SFC et par son .-

- titons ito qu i oat t I emerit e1 IeV~O0 . "0 1 faIkctIturs o t ) a f o rto n on -I i n5a ri t i do ] a relation.
frottemont-transfort pourta tout oxpI iler I oI Jitt tr ruces notos pl us hait . 11 no sembl o pas quo cc probl e

- do I a r-penso l a SFC en r-,e i me t r-irl ot ait OtO aerdo dants Ila lit tratitro. Cot to quest ion cat on cours
d ' Otido ot nous ossavens d en trouer- line ovaillition quint 1ttati to.

Do Pcmani~ro prat quo1, loisqit"l en an I-1-1eri rodro-so commo -11iii do ]a fiaure 4 so poe alors ]a
* .Iitorion ; comment obtenfi r l,1 cowtbe- Vi1 < t I c .a .. p1ar1 lirport ;I piol le I i!rn horizontale faut-i I

efoc titer I a svm,-trio do li part to red ros.oo :i Ian All, Ia honve -G 0. 1 ott I 'axe Z 0 ^Los trois
pos IbiIi tos ont ore ("'a-Vos . Fl, I os onout tour os los t rotis pr-at iquemont I a mime valIour dii d~phassee do ,
mai isI Ov idmmon t Aos va lourA I it t, rontto, do I ',vpImp t tudo. I'l pouit rema r itor darts I o ca s do I a Fi a. 3 quo ia

* vs leir minimulm JoecV 'st slittiImmettipettlptt qOIt Ii' no soit pas ;ippr~cialmont affoct~o par ]a
dI t t IIoil . Coc i Ilist It 110 Ia sIMt ri o Pat rapport 1 0. Lu procli tiit tiui, . apr % avoi r atipprimi quelquos
Points atttur dos mii mi. on t rotiv poujr A,< 10 fj 0.'i. avoc copendanit tine di stersion
IMimeuIliiw do ];*. ',I ont prould aImplomeut I'lIN smotrio pit rapport 'IlB, orl ebtiont E, 7 ~ ~ o

* ieHill Jistorstoi %tsfte lailer0 11 ist tin. It promt ,rc solntion oemblo plus lociqito. car- on voit.
;1.1 IemmInet "' 1*1ppeit petit itto. tlO'i ,-olr "Itill I , . It diassiet ott 4..). Copondant ,los mestrts do Z h
tatbl Itmplitlide ot butt frKtietee s'li COittatits do teVtoti. ,it doncere iiWoat pas todrossO , donnont .

IsNtimit i qitet 0.7 commo Io montto ila e It,. Commo hi silltri e par a pport AlB denino tinl rcsiItat p1 its ~
cob~t-out avekc los illtyres mes,'s. ol l i petit "Ott" ruII1 sti to adoptto svstomat iqitomont . 11 oat clair quit'i

ya dotc tine part d'urbutriiro darts los vtlotitr do [t ],&A~*, 'do I ordr, do 10 "lorsqu'il v ;I
iit v orsiorit I,,-tted i ilit o Ado Ita v i to ssNo . Li %ta I eiiir 0. 7 do0 cc0 ra ppo rt :i h a i to f iOq1 it nc e re st o a ct it e I emen ta

* oxp I i qitor . Commeo -matqlitc io - 1mmts1totS peris01i ii' i-II I ti to d I off'ot d1e I titrbii I once.

3..Visualisatiors

El los ont JtO faitos avoc do,; Itl los 1 hvydrooetto 'I a iido do fi Is do plat inc do 1 opplaces sort
paral l~lemcnt soit perpeud icnulti rment ;i Is paroi . Etatit dont los ta illos fr~qitoncos, I 'Obsorvat iott dirocto
;iI'ocil I st possible . Loxi stotico do coturant,, do roteitr petndatit litti, pittto do Ia p~rtodc ptitvai t atusi

fac -i I mont mime obscrv~e.
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4. EOULDWITS PUL.SES EN4 CANAL%

Les risultats ci-dessous sont pr~sent~s en fonction du param~tre de similitude -e' qui avait 6t
introduit dans I et qui parmettait de regrouper un certain nombre de r~sultats. Rappelons que ce param~tre
est la longueur visqueuse de Stokes A exprimta en variables internes de la couche limite turbulente
atationnaire (CLT-S) Ai mbeme vitesse moyenne au centre du canal (ou m~me R.0) En d'autres rermas, puisque
Il1paisseur totale de la couche de Stokes ast environ de 24 (sle maximum de IlIovershoot se s itue A 2, 2 ),
21f* indique jusqulo~i les variations da,4 sl~tendraient a Ilint~rieur de la couche parietale stationnaire

= (,) si la turbulence de cette couche n'influait pas aur .Les r~sultats expos~s ci-apres
confirment effectivement la similitude en Itet justifient son utilisation. .-

4.1. Deux icoulements puls6s i forte amplitude

Les Figures 4 a 10 montrant les propri~t~s de deux 6coulements soumis At une oscillation forc~e de
64 9 au centre du canal dont les p~riodas sont respectivement de 4 et 30 s, soit -131 de 8,1 et 23. Les
mesures du frottement pari~tal (Fig. 15 et 16) montrent que 4~=8,1 correspond au regime des hautes

frequences et 1&" 23 A une fr~quence interm6diaire oii les dephasages sont faiblas mais oii les amplitudes ne K
sont pas encore sensiblamant affect6es par la turbulence.

La premi~re question A examiner eat Ileffet d'oscillations dune telle amplitude sur les
caract~ristiques moyennesZ et 1 ' 4 

. Rappelons que de nombreux auteurs, AL l'exception de MIZUSHIMA et Al.
11 , 12) at RAMAPRIAN et Al. (6) (encore que les r~sultats r~cents de cette derni~re 6quipe (7) concernant

des couches limites soient plus en accord avec las observations g~n~rales), ont trouv6 quo les
caract~ristiques moyennes 6taient insensibles aux oscillations forc~es. Coci est tout A fait confirm6 par ..'*

lea figures 6 Ct 7 :les profils de U en r~gime instationnaira se confonident avec le profil universal du
r~gime stationnaire at lea 6carts sur lea profils de llintensit6 turbulente V;1 'Aig sont faibles et ne

* sont pas significatifa en 6gard A la dispersion habituelle de ces mesures pr~s de la parai. Llinsensibilit6
des caract~riatiques moyannes aux oscillatipns forc~es eat d'autant plus remarquable qua pr~s de la paroi
les amplitudes relatives sont encore plus 6lev6es qu'au centre du canal. L~a Fig. 8 montre que dana le cas

4'8,1 haute fr6quence, lea viteases deviennent n~gatives pendant une partiede la p~riode aur une hauteur
de plusieurs mm. Danas cetta region, l'amplitude exc~de 100 % at elle attaint mama 170 %, Pour 116coulement
A mayenne fr~quence W."= 23, on eat juste A la limite des conditions produisant des courants da retour A la
paroi at on atteint donc des amplitudes _proches de 100 %. Compte tenu de ces ordres de grandeurs, la
dispersion des points sur 1'6volution de V?-/mg parait tout a fait insignifianta.

Danas 1, nous aviana sp~cul6 qua lea oscillations forc~es paurraient avoir une influence aur Ia .--

*turbulence at par ce bisis sur 116coulement mayan, si premi~rament le gradient I? 14j devenait du mama .

ordra qua IG/0 pour qua le mouvemant oscillant puisse contribuer de mani~re significative A la production *..-

turbulente at si, deuxi~mement la fr~quance nltait pas trap 6lev~e, afin qua cadi se praduise A une
distance suffisanta de la paroi pour qua - 4A*'v atteinga une valaur voisine du maximum ovAS . La t .
production 6tant maximum vera y+ = 12, cette derni~re condition na serait pas satiafaita qua pour des .

fr~quences tr~s 61ev~es telles qua 4.!< 5. Danas cas daux 6coulemants, ces conditions sant satisfaites at
pourtant ii nly a pas dleffet sur 116coulement moyan. En fait, cas conditians qui samblent n~cessaires ne -

sont pas auffisantes. La production mayenne eat an effet

-(~' 'CJ4/D ;AV'~/ 'A- /

Una contribution significative A la production exiga donc 6galemant une variation piriodiqua - 4o V de la
cantrainta de cisaillement du mame ordra qua -;v- at un d~phasage entra a ' t qui na soit
pas procha de la quadrature. En l'absenca dleffet sur Z , on eat tent6 de conclure qua ces derni~ras
conditions ne sont pas satisfaites. Pour 6tablir ca point, il serait 6videmment tr~s souhaitable de mesurar

-
4
e dana la region entre la paroi at 2If~ obi se produisent les variations de Mi' ais ceci eat difficile

At cause de la quasi impossibilit6 de meaurer ur pr~s de la paroi surtout avec la v~locim~trie A laser. Pour
tre complet, il faut ajouter qua la production moyanne - ' :4 v 117 r. pourrait ell-m~me 6tre affect~e par

las oscillations forc~es, mais celA ne sembla pas &tre le cas. En affet, 1DG /4 clairmant n'as pas
affect6 et comma Z ne Ilest pas non plus, il ne serait pas illogique quil en salt de m~me pour - Atv

La figure 8 das profila instantan~s dana le cas des hautes fr~quences illustre Ilimportanca
consid~rable des variations de vitease pendant la p~riode pr~s de la paroi at laexistence de vitesses

* n~gatives. De telles vitassas nont jusqu'A present 6t constat~es qua par KARLSSON (1) A la fr~quence la
plus 6lev~e qui carreapondrait AL una valeur Ao,"' 4,75. La dispersion des points de mesure lorsque ciA, < 0
no saurait 6tonner, car ces vitesaas sont ralativement faiblea en valeur absolue et l'intensit6 turbulente A
cas instants ost tr~s 6iev~e.

L'amplituda eZJ t le d6phasage Jz par rapport A [4 du mode fondamental do Ia vitesse
d~crit compl~tement catte derni~re dans la mesure ou les autre s modes ant des amplitudes faibles par rapport
au fondamental. Ceci t6tait effectivement le cas pour ce deux 6coulaments : l premier harmonique 6tait

*toujours inftriour Ai 5 ;! du fondamantal. Las figures 9 at 10 repr~sentent les 6volutions de C';j at(;
*en fonction do 1lordonn~c adimansionnelle I&~/ s f ~inai qua Ia solution de Stokes. Les r~s ultats
* axp~rimentaux sont claires :A haute fr~quence ~ 8,1 l'amplitude at le d~phasage suivent is solution

visquouse de Stokes. A la fr~quence interm~diaira / 23, l'amplitude coincide oxactoment avac la solution
do Stokes pr~s da la paroi mais saen 6carte do 10 A 1S plus loin. Lt volution do ]a phase, par contra, est
tout A fait diff~rente do cotta solution :ella passe par tin maximum de lordre do 100 at prend des valeurs
n~gatives pri~s do la paroi. Loextrapolation A ]a paroi -qui samble 16Pitime vu la coh~rence des mesures-
donna un retard do phase deonviron 100. On constate done quo le premier effet do ]a turbulence stir Zr est do
r~dauire de maiire importante los d6phasages. Co qui est surprenant. clost qua pr~'s do la paroi oiO las
effets visquoux dominant, le di~phasage croit ici contrairement i 116volut ion do la solution visqueuse.
D'autre part, 1 influence faibla do ]a turbulence stir l'amplituda m~rita t ealemont d'~tro soulign~o puisque
la couche oscillante A es* 2,3 p~n~tre loin dans ]a zone pleinoment turbaalonta do ]a couche interne. Lo
gradient maximum d[A j /41, se mantient nottement plus lonvtemps quo colui do dja Aj. et ost errod6 moans
rapidemont par ls trubulence. Ces rtsultats confirment tout Ai fait nos r~sultats ant~riours A faibloV
amplitude.
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Le comporternent de Iloscillation p~riodique de llintensit6. longitudinale de la turbulence est
*illustr6 par les figures It et 12. On note symboliquement Z' d~fini parV.'a*1 (t) /~ +

L'amplitude LZ' rapportt~e Ats (Fig. 11) 6volue de mani~re analogue a Z/l avec notamment un maximum
A la m~me distance yt or 20 .On note des diff~rences importantes entre les doux 6coulemonts :d'abord le
maximum pour 4t- 23 est deux fois plus important que pour -8,1 et d'autre part cette amplitude tend %~.
vers zi~ro beaucoup plus lentoment dans le premier cas. L'16volution de lamplitude CZ'j rapporteo A
l'amplitude locale de la vitesse [Zj (Fig. 12) eat 6galement tr~s instructive. Les differences entre ]es
deux 6coulements sont encore plus importantes: une valeur maximum de lVordre de 0,6 A la paroi pour 4, = 23 r~.
et de 0,1 seulement pour 4 0= 8,1. 11 semble que dans co cas ]a trubulence soit v~ritablement 6touff~e. Si .~*~,
on compare ce rapport AV~ l4ot i6galement trac6 sur la figure, on conclut de me a une suppres'sion de ]a
modulation A haute fr~quence d'oscillation, mais, par contre, A une amplification A la frequence Z1
interm~diaire. Ces observations concordent avec celles faites ant~rieurement dans I A faiblo amplitude. La
dispersion y 6tait plus importante et les conclusions 6taient de ce fait tr~s r~serv~es. Les faits
concernant 2P' ne concordent pas avec les id~es (6, 11, 12) selon lesquellos Ai devrait y avoir des
interactions fortes entre la turbulence et l16coulement oscillant lorsque leurs frt~quences deviennent
comparables.

Les comportements des diphasages deZ sont 6galement tr~s diff~rents. On constate qu'A haute *\ '-

fr~quence cc d~phasF'ge suit a peu pr~s celui de ]a vitosse. alors quA ]a fr~quence plus basse il v a uno
avance tr~s importente de l'ordre de 155 qui d~croit ensuite tr~s lentement. Ce r~sultat est difficileA
interpreter pour le moment.

4.2. Amplitude et friguence critiques d'apparition de courants de retour

Des vitosses negatives apparaissent en un point lorsque LZ$ ,l'galit6 correspondant aux
conditions critiques. Comme £.ZJ (y) et Z (y) sont des fonctions monotones et que la coucho oscillante est
plus mince que ]a couche permanente. la ri~gion des courants do retour commence presque toujours AL se
manifester en premier lieu h la paroi. On en a conclu dans I que la condition critique d'apparition de
vitosses n~gatives 6tait quo(MA)_ c.a.d. le6galite des frottoments

Si suit la solution do Stokes (dA'.J/AS = ~ct dans cc cas le critZ~re sl~crit

11 = OW-

Cotte expression est remarquable par sa simplicit6 et parce qulelle associe naturollemont lamplitude Ala
*fr~quence du mouvemont oscillant. Dans des axes -e,0 et rZjl~j , ]a droito ci-dessus dovrait s~parer los
* r~gions avec ou sans courants de rotour dans la mesure o6 A% ob~it A la solution de Stokes. Inversement, si

ce crit~re est v~rifi6 exp~rimentaloment, on confirmo quo Z suit la solution visqueuse do Stokes malgr6 ]a 7..
prt~sence dune turbulence importanto. On remarquera quo cette condition fait uniqomont intorvenir .

IlIampl itude de A-t mais pas Ie dtphasago. Wapr~s los mesures analys~es plus haut, on pout s'attendre A ce
que ce crit~re reste valablo jusqu'A des valeurs relativement importantes doe t puisque Ilamplitude, *
surtout pr~s do la paroi, sl~carte beaucoup plus lentement du profit visquoux quo le d~phasage,

La figure 12 rassemblo dos observations visuelles, des mosures de vitosse et do frottomont avoc la
SFC. La conclusion dlensomble qui so d6gago de cette figure ost quo los r~sultats des trois typos do mesuros

* concordent et sont en accord avoc Ie crit~re th~orique. L'analyse plus d~taill~e fait apparaitro quelques
*diff~rences qui slexpliquont. En premier lieu, lo fait quo los points provenant dos mesuros do vitesso A *,.. .-

=7 et 12 soient A gaucho do la droito limite est logique puisque la vitesso ost toujours mesuree en un
* point situe a une certaine distance do la paroi ;on trouvora donc encore des vitesses n~gatives ontre cc

poigno pou l~ 23ro prqcon, somnt c.a.d. lorsqulon augmente 4V . Les points do mesures A droito do
lige pur 3# 23 pr cntr, sntcoh~rentes avec le raidissement du gradient d LA;1fd; par rapportA

la solution do Stokes lorsque tit slcarte du r6gime des hautos fr~quences (cf. 5 4.3.). Les observations
visuollos do courant de retour vers Ala =10ot h des fr~quences inf6rieures au crit~re bas6 sur la solution
do Stokes pourraient correspondre At Ia situation exceptionnello oii une zone do vitesse negative prond -

naissanco A Ilint~rieur du fluide comme l1illustre le sch~ma do la Fig. 14. Coci est possible parce quo la
partie lin~airo du profil L'r3 so prolonge nettement plus loin quo cello du profil Z

En conclusion, ]a pr6vision des conditions critiques d'apparition des courants do retour bast~e sur
la solution visquouse do Stokes ost en bon accrod avec los observations jusquA Or 20. Au-d]A do cette

* valour, los amplitudes au centre du canal nocessaires pour provoquer des vitesses negatives au voisnago do
la paroi d~passent 70 , et deviennent difficile A r~laiser exp~rimentaloment. .-

4.3. Les variations du frottement pari~tal avec e '#

Le frottoment pari~tal d6termine entii~rement 116coulement pri~s do la paroi, puisque , %

4L3

Nous avons vu plus haut llimportance do #IoZ/l t JAJ pour6description du mouvement p~riodique. Par J
ailleurs, les mosures do 4- pr~s do Ia paroi sont longues et difficiles. La mesuro directe do C par la SFC.
malgri les probl~mes quelle pose surtout en presence do courants do retour, ost int~rossante non seulement d '*

AL cause des informations qu'elle apporto mais aussi parce quelle est rapide. Elie fournit en particulior un . *

bon diagnostic de Ilicoulement oscillant, Nous avons effectu6 des mosures de(;)p dans une large gamme doc
fr~quence et d'amplitude et 6galement pour plusicurs valeurs do la vitesso moyenne .Les r~sultats sont
rassembls sur les figures 16 A 17. Les rapports ( ) ~a ./IatA AG constant so regroupent tous do

*maniire satisfaisante autour do Ad, (Fig. 14) coest une preuvo suppl~mentaire do Ilinsensibilite do
* l'6coulement moyen aux oscillations forc~es.
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Les r~sultats les plus riches d lenseignements concernent la phase et I lamp]litude de (v~ia. 15 ot 6

16). En premier lieu, ils confirmont Ilimportanco du parametre do similitude g*.La dispersion des mesuros
de phase autour dlune ligne moyenne oat toujours inf~rieure a I.5~ Or il faut remarquer la decroissance
tr~s rapide de llavance de phase de 400 A presque 00 entre 10 et 20. Ine tollo variation do

* s'obtient simplemont en doublant la vitesse de frottoment (ou approximativement la vitesso au centre) ou en
divisant la fr~quence par quatre. On note en passant quo le dlephasago A la paroi est plus sensbible a une
variation du nombre de Reynolds que de la fr~quence. Sur la mime figure sont egaloment portes des rlsultats
de COUSTEIX et Al. (4) qui sont bien corril~s avoc los n~tres bien qu'ayant 6t obtonus dans des conditions

ep~rimentales tout a fait diff~rentes. Les points de RAMAPRIAN (7) sont plus bas ce qui pourrait ltre dOa
la r6ponse en frt~quence limit~e de la SFC. L'amplitudo~ll2.est rapportee a colic do I 6coulement de Stokes
ft[Z&4 (Fig, 17) pour mettre en 6vidence la conformite ou lea deviations avec ce dernier. La dispersion
de s pont s autour dlune ligno moyonne est ici plus importanto, mais il y a tout de mime une tendance notte
en fonction de eI'qui se d~gage. ,.

En deuxi~me lieu, 1e d~phasage tend vers 450 lorsque '44 10 c.a.d. qu aux hautes frequonces
l'6coulement oscillant devient identique a l'6coulement visquoux do Stokes. D'autre part, Ilexistence do
faibles retards do phase est confirm6e. On slattond au vu des mesures de Z (cf. 4.1.) A trouvor un rapport

V~I/C1Ts,jg 6gal a un A haute fr~quence. Les valeurs qui sont syst.~matiquement infliures A un - et
d ailleurs relativement peu dispers~es malgr-6 los grandes diff~ronces en ampl itude de EZtj - slexpliquent
mal, car on no voit pas bien comment la contrainte pourrait tre moins importante quo la contrainto
visqueuse, sinon par Ilinfluence do la turbulence sur la r~ponse du film comme on Ila montr-6 plus haut. Plus
positive est la constatation do llaccroissement do Cfj /ClJst-. lorsque 'ft croit et qui traduit le
raidissement du profil deZ~ a la paroi par la turbulence. Cot effet eat semblable AL celui do la turbulence
sur l16coulement moyen, puisque dans ce cas le gradient do vitesse passe do Zu*,4) 4 soit un
rapport &,74lW Rj Ajg/A4Ci, I . Mais cot effet sur le gradient do 116coulement oscillant est beaucoup
momns fort puisque le rapport liquivalent nlattoint quo 3 pour ?e = 50.

Une autre repr~sentation do l'amplitude Lial pourrait Etre amen~o par la recherche du r~gime
quasi-stationnairo qui oxigerait par exemple qu'une relation du typo #.1 C R;' t ud: roste valable
A tout instant de la p~riode. Dans ce cas, on aurait avoc un d~veloppement au ler ordre Zj.

Cette repr~sentation conduit a uno grande dispersion des points aux valours do 14f'430 commo on pout sly
attendre. Co qui est plus surprenant oat quo le rapport reste de llordre do 1,3 donc nottomont au-dessus do
un lorsque ta>4. Il no semble pas quo llon puisse imputor cot licart entiirement aux difauts do la SFC.
Coest comme si le r~gime quasi-stationnaire 6tait difficilo a atteindre.

5. ECOULI2F2TS PULSES DANS UIN GRADIENT DE PRESSION ADVERSE

Un gradient do prossion adverse accrolt la complexit6 do 1l6coulemont instationnairo bion plus qulil %

no parait At premi~re vue, car le gradient adimensionnlW C e917 Wstpsesu armte
nouveau. En effet, les d6rivt~es longitudinalos dos gradientsC etgjJ/)b. nosvt p alosoul joarut
r~le. La recherche pr~sente a 6t commenc6e avoc un gradient moyen mod~r6, engendr-6 par uno divergence do la .
section do 60, qui no provoqusit pas do s~paration on rigime permanent. Le gradient do pression litait

=Olos conditions oxp~rimontalos sont indiqu~es sur la figure 18. Co travail oat encore dans
uno phase exploratoire et los conclusions nont noen do d~finitif. 11 slagit pour 1e moment essentioLlement
de mottre en *6vidence des diff~rences do comportoment avoc llicoulement en canal. Si nous indiquons los
valeurs do 4tt coest seulement pour faciliter la comparaison avec Los 6coulements correspondants en canal.

* Nous no pr6tondons pas quo 49P soit ici un param~tre do similitude appropri6, los r~sultats 6tant encore
bion trop partiols. Les mesuros do frottement pari~tal qui sont pr~vues devrajent apporter un debut do
r~ponse au probl~me do la similitude.

Dans los conditions dloscillation utilis~es, il nly avait pas dleffot significatif sur la vitosso
moyenne, A savoir, los dift'~rences 6taient inf~rieures A AIC /2 par rapport aux profils permanents.
Llamplitude et le d~phasage do Z report~s sur los figures 18 et 19 r~v~lent un comportomont qui diffre do

*.do mani~re frappante do colui do l'6coulement en canal. (On notora quo sur ces figures l16heLle pour YS est
logarithmique). Seulemont Ilamplitude des cas <* 4.2 et 11.7 suivont A peu pr~s la solution do Stokes

*le maximum dens ce dernier cas oat A y =10 ot le depassomont do la valour oxtorno do 20 Z, co qui oat
relativement faibLo par rapport ii d'autros observations (3, 8, 10). L'amplitude pour /~=21 crolt tr~s

*Lentement. La n~cossit6 dllucider Ilivolution pr~s do la paroi apparalt clairement sur cetto figure.

Lea variations du d~phasage qui resto positif sont 6galement 6tal~es sur uno 6paisseur bien plus7
grande qulen 6coulement en canal et tr~s diff~rentes de cellos do L16couloment do Stokes. On remarquo quo
lea d~phasages ont une valour preaque constante do 1lordre do 450 jusqulA 1,2 2, une observation somblable
A cello do SIMPSON et Al. (9). Llexp~rienco A 43 21,1 a 6t faire A tine vitesso plus 6lov~e sur Il'xo t
certaines diff~ronces pouvent donc provonir du nombre de Reynolds.

* b6. CONCLUSIONS

Los r~sultats exp~rimentaux dt coulements turbulents puls~s on canal pr6sent~s dans cotto 6tude 4
contribuent A accr~diter ?," comme param~tro do similitude. Dana la mosuro obi la couche oscillento no
sltend pas au-delA do 1a r~gion loparirhmique do la vitosse moyenne. il eat plauil quo ce paramtre
rosto valable pour los couchos limites turbulontes sur plaque plane. Cotte conclusion slappuic notamment sur -

la bonne cortlat ion deo lampl itudo ct dui d~phasaee du frottement pari~tal o n fonction do fs dana des
gammos 6tenduea dlamplitude ot de frt~quence du mouvomont oscillant et des variations dui simple au double doe.
la vitesse do frottement. Les i~aimes corrospondants A I4t<10 peuvent tre qualifies do haute fr~qiience. ...

Mais la valour do 4,+ au-deii do laqiiollo 1 cotilement doviont quasi-stationnairc niest pas encore bien
dttermin~e.
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Lespr~ents oseratinsconfirment l'insensibilite de l'ecoulement moyen aux oscillations

forc~es, mime lorsque ces derni~res atteignent de tris fortes amplitudes locales sup~rieures A 100 %. A d*'
haute frt~quence l'6coulement oscillant suit la solution visqueuse de Stokes :il y a un d~couplage complet
entre Il'coulement moyen turbulent et 1'6coulement oscillant visqueux, un fait qui avait dijA 6t esquiss6 -

dans 1. A mayenne friquence lamplitude suit approximativement le mime profil tandis que le diphasage est
tr~s different :c'est la premi~re manifestation de l1influence de la turbulence. A fr~quence plus basse, *, .

les mesures de frottement pari~tal montrent qulil y a un raidissement de gradient de la vitesse oscillante
par la turbulence. Ce raidissement par la turbulence est cependant nettement momns fort que celui de
l'6coulement moyen, et sa partie lin~aire s'6tend plus loin :le profil visqueux de Stokes r~siste mieuxA
la turbulence que le profil moyen. En r6sumi, At partir de . =10, il y a une interaction croissante A sens
unique de la turbulence de l'&coulement moyen sur l'&coulement oscillant. Une v~rification exp~rimentale est ~.
6galement apport~e au crit~re d'apparition de courants de retour, C = . D'une mani~re g~n~rale, N
on ne constate pas dleffet sp~cifique de I'amplitude du mouvement oscillant forc6 sur l'6coulement
celle-ci intervient simplement de mani~re lineaire.

% La modulation p~riodique de la turbulence apparalt comme tr~s sensible A la fr~quence : ile est
faible par rapport A celle de jA A haute fr~quence et du m~me ordre que cette derni~re aux fr~quences
interm~diaires. 11 en est de m~me des d6phasages, proches de ceux deA-' A haute fr~quence seulement.

Les premiers r~sultats obtenus dans des couches limites turbulentes d~c~l~r~es, mais sans
d~collement permanent, r~v~lent, conform~ment A d'autres exp~riences, la profonde influence du gradient de

*pression adverse sur l'6coulement oscillant. Cc dernier perd toute ressemblance avec la solution de Stokes Ak
des valeurs interm~diaires de (,*. La couche oscillante p6n~tre nettement plus loin dans l'&coulement
turbulent mayen - toujours peu affect6 ici par le mouvement instationnaire - sauf A tr~s haute fr~quence.

f incipales Notations

d d~flection de la paroi g grandeur quelconque
f~w,T frtquence et p~riode des oscillations forc~es g + + g

2 h hauteur du canal .9 oscillation p~riodique
47-4-1w: longucur de Stokes g' fluctuation turbulente
4 At : chelle visqueuse interne <g g +7 : moyenne de phase

L f largeur du film chaud amplitude du fondamental de g
L longueur du canal {g) phase dufondamental de g
14 vitesse g9) valeur au centre du canal

1A vitesse de frottement ( ~ longueur rapport6e AL ou vitesse
y distance A la paroi rapport~e A %

t=i frottement pari~tal
viscosit6 cin~matique
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L'6tude experimental. d'une couche limits turbulente soumiss a une fluctuation
periodique do le6couloment exterieur eat presentee. Deux cas sont ici consideres, colui
d'une plaque plane at calui d'un gradient do pression positif conduisant au decollement.
L'analyse des resultats repose sur Is notion do moyanne de phase.

Un. methods integrale do calcul sinai qu'un modele a trois equations do transport
*ont 6t6 utilisis. A 'grands valour du parametre do fr~quencs reduite. seule cotta
* derniere m~thode permet do rotrouver is plupart des resultats experimentaux.

L'itude do l'apparition d'une singularit6 dana lea equations do couch. limit.
instationnaire at a relation avec le decollement eat abord~e analytiquement a partir
des equations integrales.

1 - INTRODUCTION

La prise en compte d'effats instationnaires dans differents problemes pratiquos
d'airodynamique ou d'hydrodynamiqus necessite de disposer do moyens do calcul des *

regions visquouses ou turbulentos et en particulier des couches limites. Des etudes
expbrimentales a caractere plut6t fondamental ont deja et6 realisees ou sont en cours do
developpement [1]. Elles devraient sboutir a une meilleura connaissance des phenomenes
physiques, sinai quai Ia reunion d'un ensemble do donnees assoz important pour valider
avec confiance les methodes do calcul.

* Sur 1e plan theorique. une question important. concerne l'apparition et la nature
d'une aingularit6 dana lea iquations de couche limite inatationnaire et sa relation avec

* le decollement. Do nombreuses etudes purement numeriques ont deja etil consacres a ce
* probleme 12J. Afin d'&viter cartaines ambiguites concarnant l'interpretation do cas

resultats, une etude analytique est pripsentee. Elie repose sur l'utilisation des
equations globales de is couch. limits avec un syste do relatiuns do fermeture
simplifi6. mais suffisamment raprisentatif.

2 -ECOULEMENT TURBULENT INSTATIONNAIRE - ETUDE EXPERINENTALE -

2.1. Movenne doensemble - Turbulence

Lea 6coulements a considierr etant a ia fois turbulents at instationnairos, Is
notion classique do grandeur moyenne doit etre remplacee par calle de moyenne d'ensomble

definie do is faqon suivante

dnfi(t) repr~sentant le6volution do is fonction f au cours do Isa ieme realisation-
d'ncertain phenomene. is moyenne d'ensemble <f>, fonction du Vomps, eat donnee par A

N i I

Pour los ecoulaments periodiques auxquels on a'interesse. chaque period. correspond
a une realisation particuliere at donc <f> est definie entre 0 et T.

.r! La composante turbulonto do f so definit naturellement par

f' f - <f>

at las traitaments statistiquos habituols s'appliquent a f1 . Par example, Is variance
de f' sobtiont par Is relation2 :1/ 2 /

<f' > N/ f. 2 1/

2.2. Movens do mesura e

Mesure do is vitessa

Laoffort experimental a principalement Port6 sur Is determination de Is composante
longitudinale du champ do vitesse, ausam bian en co qui concerne a partia periodique

qlturbulente. Pour cola, l'anemometrie a fil chaud et Is velocimetrie laser ont etci
utilisees suivant is presence ou non de4coulamonts do retour.

* disposer d'une base do tempa. Celle-ci oat tres simplemont fournie par un dispositif
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photo-electrique lie au mecanisme do pulsation do le6coulement (figure I).

Mosure du frottement do paroi

Pour mosurer 1e frottemont parietal, is technique do lele6ment chaud a et6 utilise
(3]. Originellement, uno sonde do frottoment consist. en un fil ou film mince colli a la
parol et maintenu a temperature constante. Lo flux do chalour cede a le6coulement depend
du frottement par la relation : -

E
2 2*1/m ; m =30o Ap p p~

o6 E represente la tension aux bornes do l'el6ment sensible soumis su frottement T t
% Eo sa va leur pour Tp=0. Soui cette forme, la tres foiblo bande passante do la sondep is

rend inutilisablo en ecoulements instationnaires. aussi queiques modifications ant-ellba
6t6apprt~s.La principale consist: en la presence d'une petite cavit6 creusee sous

lele6ment sensible afin do lisoler do ls psroi (figure 2). Ceci a pour consequence
d~acrotre conidrabemet l badepassanto, jusquai quelquea kilohertz et,

egalement. d'augmenter las ensibilitei de la mesuro et donc ia precision des repsultats [41
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paramettro st reli6 au rapport de leipaisseur de is couche de BLASIUS 06 sont Confines
los offets visqueux, a cello do la couche do STOKES correspondlant sux effets
instationnaires

8 - 112 112
8 XI(lieX/v)- 1WX

S (viw) 12 Us

En ecoulement turbulent. la signification du parametro do frequenco redluite eat

momns 6vidonte. mais ii conserve neanmoins une grands importance. Une etude systematique
do ls couche limits a ete faite pour des valeurs do wX/Ue comprises ontre 1,5 et 18, en
no conaiderant quo deux frequencos diffentes (tableau 1).

0Un parametro important pour caracterisor les offots instationnairos on coucho

limite turbulente est le rapport do leipaisseur do is couche do STOKES a cello do is

sous-co0ucho visquouse [6]
21/2 U

a w

Pour des valeura do 1* do Iordre do 8 ou infiriours, los effets instationnairs
a

reatent confines dlans is sous-couche, ce qui aignifie quo is vitease et lea grandeurs
turbulentes 6voluent sans aucun dephasage dlans is plus grands partie do is couche
limito. Compte tsnu des conditions exp~rimentales, ls valour la plus faible obtonue pour
* clans le6tuds prisentee eat do lordrs do 14.

Grandeurs mayennos

Lea profila ds vitease moyonno obtenus a differentes positions sur is plaque et
*prentes aur is figure 3 no montront pas d'influence notable des effets

instationnaires. Ceci eat confirme par le6volution dos epaisseurs integraiss, figure 4,
qui eat comparee a cello obtenue on stationnairo a mime valour du nombre do Reynolds.
Cos resultats s'accorden t avoc toutos lea previsions theoriques qui no montrent pas ~ >~
doeffots d us a l'instationna rite do le6coulemont sur le deloppemont du champ do
vitease moyonne, mime pour des valoura relativemont elevees du taux do modulation do
le6coulomont, voisin ici do 15 Z.

* Grandours periodiquos

La figure 5 montro lea profils d'amplitude reduite et do d~phasage do is vitesas
dlana is coucho limits a differentes abacissos sur ia plaque ot coci pour ia frequence do
38 Hz. Aux premieres stations do mosuro, l'amplitude do fluctuation do vitosso no

depasoe quo tres legerement dlana is couche limite cello do is vitesse oxterieure. Co
depassemont augmonte vera l'aval pour attoindre un maximum do 20 7 a X =0,34 m

* (wX/Uo 4,2). Plus loin on X, ii disparait completement et, vera l'exteriour do is
* coucho limits, un minimum d'amplitudo apparait. Aux deux dorniieos stations (wX/Ue 8.3).

1e depasoment d'amplitude existe a nouveau. Un comportement analogue s'obsorve assi
dlana le6tude a 62 Hz et traduit en fait uno ivolution piriodlique des profils d'amplitude
avec l'augmentation suivant X do la frequenco reduito. Une tolls evolution so rotrouvora

* sur tous les parametres do ia couche limito.

* La figure 5 presents egalement lea profils do dephasago de is vitosas. Pres do Ia
* paroi, exists un maximum positif corrospondlant a ia region logarithmiqus des profils do
* vitesas. En supposant quo Ia loi universollo do paroi rests valablo en instationnairo,
* un deloppemont en potitos perturbations do cotte ioi montro quo la phase do is vitosse
* devrait etre constants dlans cette region et egalo a cols du frottoment parietal (7].

L'allure do le6volution du dephasage pour y tondlant vera zero semblo remettre on cause
la validite en inatationnaire d'une loi universelle do parol.

Afin do mottre clairemont on evidence is reponse do is coucho limite a une
* perturbation periodique do le6coulomont oxterieur, le6volution en fonction du parametro
* do frequence reduite do l'amplitude et do ia phase de le6psisseur do deplacoment oat
* representee sur Is figure 6. L'ensemble dos reaultats obtonus a l'ONERA/CERT (7, 8]

sinai quo ceux do KARLSSON (9] se regroupont remarquablement bien pour montror une
evolution quasi-periodiqus on wX/Ue et ceci bion quo lea conditions oxperimentalos U
different d'une etude a l'autre :nombres do Reynolds varies, transition declenchee ou .-

naturello. Do plus, dlana leitude do KARLSSON, los mosures sont offectues a uno position
* donne et is frequenco vanie slors que lesasutros cas no correspondent quai trois
* frequoncos diffentes avec X variable.

En terms do frequenco reduito, is periodlicite do le6volution do l'amplitudo et do
la phase do 81 eat voisino do 5. Cetto evolution sinai quo Is valour do is periods
peuvent etre rotrouvees a partir dun developpement en petitos perturbations do
le6quation integrals do quantite do mouvement en supposant une valour constants pour is
parametre do forms des profils do vitesse et uno loi do frottement no dendant pas
explicitement du temps.

D'autre part, une tells Peniodiciti? on X so retrouve sun le6volution do is
turbulence dlans is region oxterns do is couche limite.

Pour montror cola, considerons is figure 7. tile represents le4volution en fonction
du temps do l'intensiti- de turbulence, divisee par a valour moyenne, a differentes
stations sur is plaque pour des valeurs do y corrospondlant a 0,8 6. Los fluctuations do
J<u,

2
> sont directement Iies a cellos de le6paisseur do la coucho limits puisque
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y/6=0,8 so situe dans la region d'intormittenco. Les etoiles indliquont les instants dans ..
*la periode des maximum do <u'2 >

1
/
2. La ponte des droitos joignant cos points donne une

* vitosso do convection do l'ordre do 0.85 tUe. Ceci montre que ls frontiere mayenne de ia
coucho limito. au sons de moyonno d ensemble, pout itre reprentee par une onde -

progressive do mie ce1~ritip. La combinaison do cette vitosse de phase avec is frequence
do loscillation forcite conduit a uno evolution spatialo quasi periodique des
c aractetristiques do ls couche limito. En termo do paramittre de frequence reduite, cette
periodicitei soexprimo simplomont de is faqon suivante

wL 111 0,85 e
= - = 2w 0.85 z 5,3
Ue Ue

Cette valour ost tres procho do celle notete sur 1'evolution quasi periodique de
le6paisseur do d6placement ou des profils de vitosso.
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Frottement prea

Le4volution des profilS de dephasage de ia vitesse au voisinage de la paroi a deja
permis de soulever le probleme de la vaiie d a 11 universeile dle paroi en

Acueet sttonie.Pu preciser ce point, la figure 8 compare le6volution de
l'amplitude et de la phase du frottement mesuree par une sonde a element chaud i cello
deduite de la ioi de paro. en supposant quai chaque instant, la relation valable en
stationnaire reste inchange

<U'~> = 1/X, Ln <y'> *

avec <U+> =<U>/(U.C> <Y+> =Y(<U T>/V) ;Ur j< *t>IQ

Xz 0 ,4 1 c =5,25

Pour le&tude a 38 Hz, les valeurs sinai obtenues s'accordent assez bien avec celles
*mesurees, particulierement en ce qui concerne l'angi de phase. Ceci correspond At des
*valeurs de wX/Ue inferieures a 7 et des valeurs de 1+ superieures a 22. Pour le cas

F =62 Hz. 1* 14 et wX/Ue superieur a 5, is phase du frottement deduite de ia loi de.
paroi reste tres faibile alors que la mesure directo indique une avanice pouvant depasser
40' par rapport a ls vitesse exterieure. Ces resultats doivent itre rapproches de ceux
de BINDER-KUENY (61 obtenus dana l'eau pour des valeurs de 15 plus faibles ainsi que de
ceux de MENENDEZ-RAMAPRIAN [101. Lensemble des resultats experimentaux s'accordo pour-

* remettre en cause la validite de ls loi universelie de paroi loraque 1+ devient
inferieure a une valeur comprise entre 15 et 20.
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sortie do la vein. alora quo la phase varie de mains de 20 degres. e'

j%. R6sultats experimentaux

La figure 11 donne lo6volution suivant x do la valour moyenne ainsi quo celle de
l'amplitude et du dephasage de le4paisseur de d6placement. On retrouve la quasi

periodicite suivont x do 1 amplitude et do Is phase do 61 d4ji observee dans 1e cas do
la plaque plano. Copendant, au lieu d'un foible amortissement. on observe une

-.9. augmentation importante do lamplitudo. La valeur do Is quasi-periodo eat ici voisine do
4. au lieu do 5 pour le cas sans gradient. .
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Pour caracteriser le6volution des profils do couche limite on fanction du temps,
considerans le parametre do forme trace pour deux periodes i diff6rontes positions do
sondage (figure 12). Jusqu'i X =200 mm, en 1 absence do gradient do pression moyen. son

*amplitude do fluctuation rosto faible. Elle augmonto dana la region avec gradient mayan -t..
pour devenir particuliement importante quand des 6coulements do retour prennent .,

naissance. A la derniere station mesure. H vanie do 2.1 a presque 5, ce qui signifie
qu'i certains instants. aucune vitesse negative n'exiate. La position la plus avancee du
point do frottement nul. correspondant j H a2,6, est 6gale a X = 435 mm. On note

egalement 1 apparition d'harmoniques en X 556 mm. Ces harmoniques sont en fait plus
marquees sur le6volution do 1'6paisseur do deplacement.

Pour interpreter los phenomenes rencontres. los lignes de6mission do 1*6coulement *.' a
mayan (au sons do moyenne d'ensemble) ont 6t6 calcul~es. Pour cola. 1a campasante
verticale do la vitesse <V~xyt)> eat diduite des valeurs experimentales do <U(x,y,t)>
par lintermidiairo do le&quation do continuit6. La figure 13 represente los images
ainsi obtenues A six instants dana la periade. La presence d'une region decallee deforme

* consid6rablement los lignes d'imission qui, partant d'une simple ondulation, tendent a
former une structure de type tourbillonnaire.

3 -METHODES DE CALCUL

3.1. Methode locale -Fermeture par equations do transport

Differents modeles do turbulence ant 6t6 utilises pour intigror les equations do
*couches limites instationnaires. Le plus interessant utilise trois equations do
* transport pour k, e et <u'v>. 11 eat deduit du modele proposi par LAUNDER-REECE-RODI C11]

D .. vt t ~8
t - <uv' C > - - £ - (

-<u'v'> C k -- C -<uv> -(- -<u'v>)o 8 8y T k ay a ay

avac la relation vt Cpi

et los valeurs dos conatantes C 17 C£2 2 C1 0.137 C 1.5

1 1,3 0.9 Cp 0,09

Dana 1e modele a deux equations do transport pour k at C. le6quation pour <uv*>
ost simplement remplac~e par l'expression: -.

8> u
-<u' t a v y

Pros do la paroi. lea equations ci-dossus, valables pour des regions pleinomant
turbulentes, sont remplaces par uno formulation do longueur de melange avec una
fonction corroctrice do sous-couche

-<u'v'> F2 12 (p)

= ,8 0085 tanh X---- Y)

F = I e- 26Xw p Q 0,41

La raccord entra las deux schemas s'effectue a des valeurs do y* imposees.
* ,,comprises entre 30 at 60, an assurant Ia continuite do <u'V'> at en posant .A

kr/ uv>r 2 a1  a, 0,15

3.2. Methode intiarale

Cotta methode repose sur l'integration des equations inteigralas do continuite aet do
quantitei do mouvement

ae 8xUe (6 - 61)) Y e

C f 88e H ? - 8Ue a

2 ()x tie 8 1



Lo relations de fermeture so dfiduisent do ].analyse do solutions somblablo.. 11 a
6t6 montre quo, pour un nombre do Reynolds infiniment grand, la famille des profile do
vitesse obtenue neitait pas globalement modifi~. par lea effets inatationnaires.
Simplement, au coefficient de gradient de vitosse stationnaire ox -(-6/Ut) 18-jeIax). il
faut ajouter un terme d6a aux offets instationnaires : t * -6/U TUs) (8ue/8t) E12].
Commo au nivoau des relations do formeture, Cost le parametre integral do CLAUSER, G,
qui est utilis6 et non pas directement leg parametres do gradient do vitesse, leg
relations stationnaires s'appliquent aux velours instantanees. On a donc

y-= F (G) F, 0,613 G- (3.6 76.86f--0,154 )

1 Ue 6 *
- Ln - *0(G) 0 * 2G -4.25 4G 2.12xY x

66 Vs (G

-- 6-= PG P 0,074 G

D ans le coefficient doentrainement. aPPerait un terme supplementaire faisant
*intervenir la derivie en temps do le6paisseur do couche limits. Osautre part, la 101 do

frottement repose sur l'existence d'une loi universelle do paroi pour le profil do
Vitose 11 faut don c limiterel'utilisation do cotte method. a des valeurs pas trop

grand du pa am tre do frequence reduite pour losquelles Is loi do paroi rests valable. W
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6 3.3. Comparaison uxcseerimentaux

La figure 14 montre los resultats obteflus concernant lanalyse harmonique de
le6paisseur do deplacement pour le cas do la plaque plane. Pour des frequonces reduites

* inferieures i 5 environ. la methods integral. donne des resultats satisfaisanta. Pour
*des valeurs superioures. sloe prevoit mal le6volution quasi-periodique en X do

1 amplitude at do la phase do 81. contrairomont, au mode a trois iquations de 0p
transport.

Des conclusions analogues sont obtonues pour 10 cas avoc gradient do prossion moyen
positif figure 15). Pour cette configuration, des profils d~amplitudo do ls vitesso e

* ~presontant un tres fort depassement par rapport a cello do la vitosso exterioure, allant .. *t

)usqu'i 60 1. ont 61t4 obtenus. Soul le modie i trois 6quations do transport pour k, C.
<u'v> privoit un tel phenomie (Fig. 16). En particulior. un modie a deux equations do
transport pour k et c no donne pas une amelioration sonsible, compare a un modie do
longuour do melange (5]. r -%W

Lea equations do coucho limits bidimensionnelle stationnairo preontont, au point
do decollemont. uno singularit6 duo ossontiolloment au fait quo 1 integration des

* equations s'effectue avoc uno distribution do vitosso oxteriouro impose. Coci a 61t6
montri aussi bien par des etudes asymptotiques on triple couch. quo numiriquos [13]. U1
est maintenant bien etabli quo la singularite do GOLDSTEIN pout iptro 6limine par un-
couplage entro le fluids parfait ot la couch. limito [14].

En 6coulomont instationnaire, l'analyso des eventuolles singularites est plus
delicate ot a eti apprihende 1e plus souvent numeriquomont ((2]. [15]. [163. [17].
[18]). Une etude relativoment simple do ce problie oat copondant possible on

* considerant los 6quations integralos do coucho limits 119). En stationnairs. ellba
permettont do retrouver la plupart des proprietes liees au decollemont et so sont aussi
reveles fort intessantes pour 1'6tude du dicollomont tridimensionnol [20].

4.1. Discussion des equations intearales

Los equations do base sont cellos deja pritsontes au paragraphe 3.2.. Elbas sont
ici reecrites en faisant apparaitro 1e parametre H* defini a partir des epaissours doe

*deplacemont et do quantit6 do mouvoment. sinai quo do 8, par :H* (8 - 81)/B. Co
parametre eat suppose uniquomont fonction do H. Cette approximation eat bion verifie on
turbulent loraque Von s'approche du decollement t1g). En notant H* la derive do H .-

par rapport a H, los equations integrales do continuiti et do quantit6 do mouvoment
deviennent

a681 1 - H 88a f * 8 H H H a 8
H* ~--- *- - (H -HH 8x+ U tA

'de t + axe

6 - 61 alUe
avec A C CES - U ax

Cf H + 2 alle 6 1 alle

2Us ax 2 at
Uo

La nature de ce syste aux d~rivees partiolles du premier ordro pour 81 et 8
seitudie i laide do son equation aux directions caracteristiques qui ai6crit. pour la
direction r~duite A dx/Uedt

A
2 

(H* - HH*') +A (1 H* H*'(l + H)- H' = 2

En reprentant H* en fonction do H par la relation

H Ht~ H ave 0,631
HI

lea doux racinos sont donnes par

Al H A2 zI C avec C (H -1)
H ~ H

Cos deux racines 6tant riellos et distinctes, 1e syste oat hyperbolique. L'uno
des directions caracteristiques roste toujours positive alors quo l'autre. positive pour
H inforiour a Hc, deviant negative pour H superiour a Hc, on a annulant pour H =H c* La -

valour do H c est voisine do 2,6. Compte tenu dos relations de fermoturo reliant le..
* coefficient do frottomont aux autres parametres do ls couche limits, une valour du

parameptro do forme voisine do 2,6 correspond pratiquement a un. valour null. do Cf et
dofic a lapparition do vitesos negatives a ia paroi. On pout donc concluro qu'en

* instationnaire, le point do frottement nul n'eat pas, on general, singulior. mais oat
* li6 a un changemont do ponte do l'une des directions caracteristiques. Ceci traduit uno e
* influence do l'aval sur l'amont et entraine une modification des conditions aux limitos



a imposer. Une consequence importante est aussi quo lea schimas do discretisation
numerique doivont 6tro adaptes pour respecter les reglos de dendance et d'influence.

____ ____ ____ ____...%

4.2. Application i un cqs thioorioue

Loexemple d'application presents a it6 propose par NASH-PATEL [211. A l'instant%
initial. des conditions do plaque plane stationnairo sont imposees. La vitesse
exterioure 6volue onsuito comma indiquep sur is figure 17. Lea equations giobales. avoc

% ~les relations do fermoture du paragraph. 3.2.. s'integrent par uno m6thodo do difference
finie en progressant en fonction du temps. Le schema do discretisation des derives en x
est dicontrek amont ou centre suivant I. signs do la second. ligne caracteristique. afin
do respecter los domainos do dendance physique. En sortie du domains en x, lea pentos
des deux lignes caracteristiques 6tant toujoura positives, aucune condition aux limites
n'est a imposer sur cotto frontier.

Los doux families des lignes caracteristiquos calculies sont reprentetes sur la
*figure 18. Los points do frottomont nul correspondent a une tangents vertical. pour los

lignes X~2. XIs apparaissont a part]:. uw t z0,025 a sans qu .exists do singularitel. Cello-
ci s produit plus taro iorsqde los lignos A2 focalisent. Coci s traduit sur
levolution des epaissours int~gr ales do la couche limits par uno variation do plus on
plus brutal. allant ]usqu'i une quasi discontifluiti, commo 10 montro Ia figure 19 pour
lepaisseur do dipla'-'ent.

Sur Ia figure 18 eat aussi represent.. la position du point Cf = 0 sinai quo cello
do ia singularite determine. par NASH-PATEL comma un epaississomont rapido do is coucho e

*limits ot une region do fort gradient. L'accord ontro los resultats obtenus par cos

autours t is methods integral. presentee eat bon, mais cat accord no resulte quo doe.*
~ luilistion do achimas numeriquos analogues at, en fait, nous allona montror quo cos

resultats ne sont pas corrects.

Le systems deiquations i integror etant hyperbolique, un schema do discretisation
de type -predicteur correctour" schema do MacCORMACK), mioux adaptot pour traitor co
probles a s quasi utilis6. Lea lignes caracteristiquos corrospondantos sont
prientes sur i& figure 20. Jusquai t =0,035 a, instant oCj une singularite& appsrait.

*les risultats sont tout a fait analogues a ceux dsja obtenus. En revanche, Ia pent. do
is ligno ainguliere Oat tres differento. Un caicul par une method. do caracteristiques a
confirmsr lea ripsultats obtonus par Is schema do MacCORMACK (figuro 20). Do plus, il eat
possible do montrer quo 10 systems dos equations globalos pout posseder uno solution
faiblo (ligno do discontinuit6), ce qui confirm. l'existonce d'un. singulariti.
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La coherence des r~sultats obtonus, aussi bian analytiquomont quo numeriquemont.
pormot do concluro quo la point do frottomont nul nest pas, en genepral. un point

singulior on couche limit. instationnaire. La singularite apparsit a cause do
laexistenca d'une solution faiblo pour los equations do couch. limite et se traduit par

des variations trips rapidas des eppaisseurs intepgralos. Comm. en stationnairo, la
singularitip proviont do l'absonca de coupiage entro ie fluido parfait ot is coucho

limito.

4.3. Caicul on modo nyvf..Li

La prepsence d'une singuiarit4 loraque i'on int~gre los 6quations de couch. limito e
en modo direct ost ossontioligment liie isl technique do risoiution adoptepe et un 2~ 4.
traitomont appropri6 pormot d'utilisor ces equations mime dans des regions avoc des
vitesses negatives. Pour illustror ceci, la figure 21 present. un caicul du cas avoc
gradient do pression moyan positif (paragraphs 2 4.) en mode inverso. Avoc cetto i
m6thode, is donnie du problemse eat Is distribution en fonction de x at t do le6paisseur
do deplacomont. L'integration des equations de couch. limit. pormet do caiculer 1a
distribution do is vitosso extepriouro sinai quo 105 autres parametres de la couch.
limit.. Non seulomont aucuno singulariti, noexiate Pour ce mode de r~solution, ce qui
pout 6tre montrep analytiquoment. mais. do plus, iss r~sultats obtenus sont en bon accord
avoc caux do iexPetionce maigret Ia trips grand. amplitude do variation du parametre do
formo H. mosuret a X = 600 mm.

auo(m/s 11

20 1

_____ X Umm)- .& ______ X mi.)

20 xprinc lase

plaqu ouheliie planse qun rene u gradient d presion moyn positif pome dcu do ggn

quoque idi es nvers. qain nirlsoeprec i h

exteriour. meme pour des amplitudes assez fortes.

Lea profils inatantanos sont bien representeps par des profils stationnaires. sauf
dans is region do paroi pour do faibies valours ds 1* o6 dos effets instationnaires r
marqueps existent.

En fonction du paramiptre do frequence reduito wXIUe. is couche limit. repond de

fa~on quasi piriodique avec un faibie amortisssmont dana 1s cas do la plaque plane at
*uno augmentation do l'amplitude en presence d'un gradient ds pression positif. Dana ce

cas, los effots instationnairos sont plus importants. r.%

APLe parametro 1* regit Is comportement au voisinage do la paroi. Pour dos valeurs
falbles do I*, do I ordre do 5. lea effets irstationnaires rostent confines dana is

* sous-coucho at Is loi logarithmique de paroi ne pormet plus do determiner le coefficient

do frottement.

Los me-thodos intepgrais do calcul des Couches limites, qul utilisent une loi do

frottoment diroctomont deduite do l~a ioi do paroi. no peuvent donfler do bons resuitats

pour des valeurs faibles do i* %

A ~ La repponse quasi periodique do is couche limits en fonction de wX/Ue s'explique en

parti. par uno interaction entre is convection do la turbulence dans Is region

exterioure ot Ia pulsation force do le6coulemont.
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Les methodes de calcul utilisant trois equations do transport pour k, E ot <u'v'>
prevoient assez bien 1e comportement de la couche limite instationnaire. meme s'il P-

subsists des difficultes pour calculer le frottement de paroi.

"S,. 5%

'S b%
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REVIEW OF SMP 1984 SYMPOSIUM ON
"TRANSONIC UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS AND ITS

cAEROELASTIC APPLICATIONS"

Walter J. Mykytow .. .e0 14 Old Stone Way (Unit 9)
Weymouth, Massachusetts 02189

In U.S.A.

SUMMAARY '

\The 59th meeting of the AGARD Structures and Materials Panel, held oi3-7 Sepi-mber
1984, in Toulouse, France/ - included a specialists' conference to discuss the latest
methods of predicting transonic unsteady airloads for oscillating surfaces and flutter.
Also considered were aeroelastic applications, many of which were made to standard con-
figurations selected for the SMP cooperative program. This paper summarizes the 16 papers
and the round table discussion.in some detail for coordinations with AGARD's Fluid Dynamics
Panel and Fluid Mechanics Panel"-

INTRODUCTION

This specialists' meeting in Toulouse, France, in September 1984, could be considered
the third of a series on transonic unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelastic applications.

The first AGARD SMP meeting was held in Lisbon, Portugal, in April 1977, and was
entitled "Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow" (AGARD CP-226). Some of the
subject matter concerned:

1. Reduced damping in bending during model tests of swept back wings.
2. Wing torsional buzz in flight and in model tests.
3. Reduction of flutter speeds due to leading edge vortex.
4. History of various aircraft flutter problems.
5. Wind tunnel wall porosity effects on flutter.
6. Unsteady pressure measurements on NLR-7301 airfoil.
7. Euler-viscous ramp calculations for NACA 64A-006 oscillating airfoil.
8. LTRAN applications to predict disappearing shocks, wall effects, coupled aero-

structural response in pitch, and indicial aerodynamic parameters.
9. Euler calculations for pitching airfoil with boundary conditions on exact airfoil.
10. Garner's semiempirical method for computing transonic unsteady airloads.
11. Time-linearized relaxation methods for a rectangular wing.
12. Proper treatment of shock movements and jump conditions.
13. Numerical instabilities in the relaxation process.

The second AGARD SMP meeting was held in Aix-en-Provence, France, in September 1980,
and was entitled "Boundary Layer Effects on Unsteady Airloads" (AGARD CP-29b). Topics at
this meeting included:

1. Demarcation of linear and nonlinear zones by a shock displacement criterion.
2. Application of TSP-viscous ramp method to NLR-7301 airfoil.
3. Levels of closure in unsteady turbulent flow. Transport equations and the

inverse method
4. Unsteady Kutta condition, boundary layer displacement effects, gap flow for con-

trols, and vortex effects.
5. Deduction of boundary layer effects versus frequency by comparison of experimental

data and inviscid calculations. Weak coupling viscous effects for oscillating flap.
Reversed shock movement in separated flow as fap angle increased. Aerodynamic resonance
for NLR-7301 airfoil.

6. Application of the strong coupling method and TSP to oscillating flap in non-
separated flow.

7. Application of Garner's semiempirical method to flutter model test data with
success.

8. Application of Navier-Stokes method to airfoil with changing incidence at sub-
sonic speeds.

9. Test data for airfoils with separated flow and Reynolds number effects. Anomalous
behavior of unsteady airloads with frequency for separated flow.

10. The poor state of art for predicting unsteady airlodds for control surfaces. "
11. Flow instabilities over (nonmoving, rigid) thick, biconvex airfoils. Self-induced

flow oscillations.
12. Boundary layers and cyclic pressure variations at subsonic speeds in a low speed

tunnel.

The transonic region is the most critical one for aircraft static and dynamic aero-
elastic problems. Reliable methods to predict unsteady transonic airloads had been lack-
ing. However in 1977 it appeared practical to numerically simulaLe transonic unsteady
physical phenomena for industrial applications. The AGARD Structures and Materials Panel
therefore initiated a Working Group and a cooperative program. Standard configurations 4V
were selected for calculations and comparisons of computed transonic unsteady airloads.
Seven conditions were selected for airfoils and five for 3-D wings (AGARD AR-156; AGARD
AR-167; AGARD R-673; and AGARD R-702). Separated flow cases were not selected. ".'.
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GENERAL C0ENTS ON SMP MEETING %

The above background information then serves as a basis to judge the recent remarkable
progress and the very noticeable success of AGARD SMP's cooperative program.

Sixteen papers were presented at this conference in Toulouse. Two of these concerned
speed and memory capabilities of future computers. Milestones in unsteady CFD are men- -
tioned together with limiting features and the possibilities for overcoming them. Dra- 1W I
matic time and cost reductions for future computations are forecast. With NASA's Numerical .
Aerodynamic Simulation Program, a 15-minute run before 1988 is quoted as possible for the
application of the unsteady full potential method to a 3-D wing. Another optomistic hope,
based on overcoming serious limitations, was that a reliable simulation of viscous tran- . -.
sonic unsteady flow around a fighter might be possible in a decade.

Methods presented for predicting transonic unsteady airloads included time-linearized r-
transonic perturbation, TSP, full potential and Euler methods for 2-D airfoils and 3-D
wings. One report concerned applications of the 2-D Navier-Stokes method using an eddy- .
viscosity model based on simple steady flow experiments. Other modeling of viscous effects
included matching of flow conditions by angle and Mach number changes, airfoil modifica-
tions, the viscous ramp, and weak or strong coupling of inner viscid flow and outer inviscid
TSP flow. Several calculations were made for transonic separated flow on airfoils with some
success. Two papers dealt with applications to supersonic flow fields.

One paper presented results of calculations for 2-D pitch-plunge flutter simulating the
effects of a swept wing. The flutter calculations were made using TSP, linearized TSP,
Euler, and corrected and uncorrected doublet lattice methods with noticeably different
results. One other paper also presented 2-D flutter calculations. Five 3-D flutter cal-
culations were also reported, several with rather good agreement with test data, indicating
the initial transition of transonic unsteady aerodynamics from a research-scientific status
towards industrial applications. One of the papers showed a second transonic flutter dip
from model tests in separated flow. Inviscid 3-D methods were extended to highly swept
wings of low aspect ratio.

Most of the calculated-test correlations are made for airfoils, but several applications
were made to wings and control surfaces.

Some new test data were presented for airfoils in pitch or for flap rotation. More test .
data for plunge are now available. One paper presented data for an oscillating split-flap
spoiler. Approximate calculations showed promise for rough prediction of subsonic unsteady
spoiler loads.

Wall effect contamination of both quasisteady and low frequency test data was frequently
mentioned. Also questioned several times were model surface conditions, low Reynolds number
testing, and large model-wind tunnel dimensional ratios which caused interference. Reliable
methods to predict wall effects are not available. Brief comments were made about the dif-
ficulty of such predictions and on tunnel resonances, unsteady wake effects, diffuser wall
effects, corners, etc.

Higher nonlinear effects and larger, higher order harmonics were noticed in unsteady .
test data near oscillating strong shocks an separated flow. Their effects on flutter char-
acteristics were not completely evaluated although previous investigations on airfoils under ,.
less severe conditions indicated that such higher order harmonics could be ignored in inte- ..
grated airloads. Some evaluations of strongly nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic effects were
deemed advisable to determine whether linear procedures in flutter analyses were still
applicable.

Most numerical-test comparisons were made on the basis of unsteady pressure distribu-
tions. This data and other basic data are still required. More comparisons are needed on
integrated sectional lift and moment coefficients, and are forthcoming from SMP's coopera-
tive program. Comparisons of generalized aerodynamic forces used in typical flutter analy-
ses were deemed highly desirable.

Information was presented for both conventional and supercritical airfoils. A few com-
ments questioned the applicability of supercritical airfoils to fighter designs and to air-
craft employing active controls and aeroelastic tailoring. High angle of attack information
is needed for maneuvering fighters while aeroelastic deformations would be important bound-
ary conditions for transports. -.

Two papers considered high angles. One treated ramping angular changes at constant

rate. The other treated prediction of unsteady airloads for large pitch amplitudes. ,.P.-.P

The methods presented varied significantly in numerical complexity, computer time
required, and cost. Some of the simpler methods could have runs of several minutes on mod- ..

ern computers. The more complex methods require hours per run.
Methods likely to be used in the future are difficult to predict. No doubt they will

be the simpler and lower cost procedures which will develop in an evolutionary manner; but

it was agreed that their acceptances must be validated and justified by comparisons with
results from more complex methods and test data. V

_ " .-C --
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The selection of SMP standard flutter cases, preferably cases where reliable flutter , 4

model data existed, was recommended several times. The application to industrial type -,
flutter problems would include calculation of generalized forces on the basis of given
vibration modes and calculations of amplitude ratios and phases at the critical flutterpoint as well as dynamic pressure and flutter frequency. .. '.

There is an urgent need to develop low cost and quick turn around methods for prelim- t
inary design and first engineering stages to assure production of efficient aircraft with
minimum weight and performance penalties from the start.

This meeting did describe the encouraging progress in predicting transonic unsteady . .
aerodynamic effects such as shock location, movement, strength, and phase. Good qualita- . A
tive agreement is achieved and trends compare quite reasonably with test data. In many ......
cases, quantitative agreements between tests and calculations are good. Doublet lattice
and kernel function methods neglect fundamental transonic effects and produce unconserva-
tive flutter speed predictions unless major modifications are made to key parameters.
Other predicted data from these linear theories, such as flutter frequency, amplitude
ratio and phase, are grossly incorrect frequently. Thus, the new transonic unsteady CFD
methods will certainly be applied industrially in the near future.

PAPERS PRESENTED

A semidetailed summary of each paper has been prepared primarily for the appreciation
of the new major contributions by the practicing flutter engineer. This summary is then
followed by a description of the round table discussion, and finally by general conclusions - .
and recommendations. Complete versions of the papers are given in AGARD SMP CP-374,
"Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and Its Aeroelastic Applications."1

1. V. L. PETERSON: "Trends in Computational Capabilities for Fluid Dynamics"

Milestone developments in CFD, computer capability, cost trends, and future performance
requirements were discussed for both inviscid and viscous steady and unsteady flows. The
development for unsteady flows and for elastic surfaces has lagged since nonsteady calcu-
lations require larger computers and more time-consuming calculations. Real time must be
simulated, the technology is more difficult, and fewer scientists are versed both in CFD
and structural dynamics. Thus, the total level of effort is lower, and there is lesser
availability of user-oriented codes.

The authors discussed progress versus time in levels of Navier-Stokes equation approxi-
mation. Linearized inviscid level I is mature for both steady and unsteady flows. Non-
linear inviscid level II has advanced, but aeroelastic applications are required. Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes level III is costly, and aeroelastic investigations are rare. Large
eddy level IV and exact full Navier-Stokes level V are in the early research stages.

Milestones mentioned for inviscid unsteady transonic flow range from small perturbation

methods for 2-D airfoils in 1975 to full potential unsteady methods for wings in 1981.
Unsteady viscous flow applications were made to airfoil buffet, cavity aeroacoustics, tur-
bulent flow plunge-pitch flutter, and aileron buzz from 1977-1979.

Relative computer costs have dropped markedly due to the rapid computer speed progress
(millions of floating point operations per second) and the much lesser growth of rental
costs (Figure 1-1). Furthermore, memory has grown 3 to 4 orders of magnitude in 20 years
with 500 million words of memory expected about 1990. The improvement in relative costs
is about two orders of magnitude in 15 years. With better algorithms, the compounded
improvement in relative costs might be 1:100,000.

The authors mentioned that the operations per grid point are 50 times greater for un-
steady calculations since 3 cycles of oscillation are generally used and since a factor of
15 is required to simulate time. The factor of 50 might be reduced to 5 with improved
algorithms.

An advanced computational facility, NASA's Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program,
has been proposed and would be available to the U.S. scientific and industrial aerospace
community like wind tunnels. Estimates indicate about one minute of computer time would ".''"-
be needed to calculate unsteady viscous flows about 2-D airfoils. Figure 1-2 shows similar -
estimates for oscillating wings using 1984 algorithms. Simple wing-body combinations are
a little more difficult.

The days to weeks of computer time for viscous calculations (Figure 1-2) suggest that ' ."-
near future unsteady aerodynamic and flutter calculations will be limited to nonviscous
flows except for special cases or to simpler semiempirical approximations of the viscous
effects.

NASA's experience has shown that computer time should be limited to 10 minutes per case " .
if industry is expected to apply these methods in the design environment. Figure 1-3 shows
memory-speed requirements for 15-minute computer runs. Unsteady calculations using the full
gotential method for wings should soon be possible, but unsteady, viscous, 3-D calculations V
y Reynolds-averaged forms will not be practical for some time to come.
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Estimates were made for the time to compute a transonic flutter boundary using 5 Mach . ¢,
numbers, 4 reduced frequencies and 4 modes. An estimate of 37 hours was given using today s
computers and inviscid methods. Very practical times of 1 to 2 hours might be achievable %
by 1988. -

The authors emphasized the complementary aspects of combined computational and experi-
mental investigations. Also emphasized was the capability of numerical investigations to
provide salient data when experimental facilities were limited or lacking. The Jupiter .
probe studies were cited as an example.

2. H. TRIEBSTEIN AND R. VOSS: "Transonic Pressure Distributions on a Two-Dimensional
NACA 0012 and Supereritical MBB-A3 Profile Oscillating in Heave and Pitch"

These experimental investigations concern effects of reduced frequency, Mach number,
oscillation amplitude, angle of attack, separation, and Reynolds number. This paper deals
mainly with results for the MBB-A3 airfoil. Results for the NACA 0012 airfoil were given
at the September 1984 ICAS meeting.

All four walls of the wind tunnel are perforated. Solid disks were used at the sides
of the model. The distance of the model was 1.7 chords from the upper (lower) wall. The
design point is M = 0.765 at 1.5 de rees. No transition strips were used. A lambda shock
results due to the laminar flow at tower wind tunnel Reynolds numbers.

Figure 2-1 shows the effects of Mach number for pitch oscillations. Typical subsonic
trends result for M = 0.5. At M = 0.78, a strong shock peak occurs in the upper side pres-
sure distribution. The real part changes sign due to separation near the trailing edge.
The imaginary part changes sign at the shock. Heave oscillation tests show similar results
but with imaginary part exchanged with real part relative to pitch. Leading edge (small
bubble) flow separation is noticed for heave test data. -:"

Unsteady real-part pressure peaks for pitch (M = 0.78; angle = 0.15 degrees) increase
with increasing frequency. This trend is opposite to that expected from theory. The
cause is suspected to be the influence of tunnel walls. For heave motions, elastic be-
havior of the model contaminated results for higher frequencies.

Larger pitch amplitudes decreased the height and increased the width of the unsteady
pressure peaks near the shock. Higher harmonics are present near the shock due to the
nonlinearity of shock movements and in separation areas. The higher harmonics disappear
if the flow reattaches. Nonlinear effects are less evident with chordwise integrations
of pressures.

Calculations were performed, for cases where flow was attached and shock strength
moderate, by both the LTRAN 2 time integration method and the Geissler-Voss doublet-source,
field panel, integral method for the time-linearized small perturbation equation.

The authors stress the need to first have a good prediction of the steady pressure
distribution by varying both Mach number and angle to obtain good agreement on the shock
position (or of the sonic line) and the supersonic plateau.

For the MBB-A3 airfoil in pitch at a subsonic Mach number of 0.7, agreement between ",'", "
unsteady test and theoretical data was good for the real part, but the zero crossing point
for the imaginary part for theory was too far aft. The authors suspect wall interference
effects rather than viscous effects.

For higher Mach numbers, the unsteady loading forward of the shock increases with in-
creasing reduced frequency. Figure 2-2 shows results for the design condition at a higher "-
reduced frequency. Notice the higher loading for test results forward of the shock. Wall

* interference effects may be responsible for this trend which is opposite to that from
theory. The large shift towards positive imaginary peaks near the shock might be indica-
tive of separation as shown by other tests and Navier-Stokes calculations. However, yet --
other data do not substantiate this. Thus, conclusions are not firm. :W7-

Results from the two theories differ in shock location and strength, and also in the
Mach number and in the regional influence of the supersonic zone. '-,"

Agreement between theory and experiment for heave oscillations at design point condi- 6.", 4

tions was not good due to wall effects, low heave loads, and model elasticity.

Pressure calculations for the MBB-A3 airfoil by the time-linearized field panel method
for various frequencies at the design condition show chordwise waviness increasing with
frequency due to the increasing wave number of the receding waves. Better damping of
these upstream waves might result from the use of nonlinear codes and improved grid spac-
ing. The integrated aerodynamic parameters shown in Figure 2-3 do not show these undula-
tions. The values at higher reduced frequencies approach those of linear (flat-plate)

theory.

Some Schlieren motion pictures were shown for the NACA 0012 airfoil in separated flow.
For a nonmoving airfoil at 5 degrees and low Reynolds number, a lambda shock with separation
occurs. A distinct low frequency flow oscillation is seen near the leading edge. Later
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pictures show that the separation and lambda shock remain throughout the cycle of the oscil- %
lating airfoil. For 2 degrees, there is no lambda shock for the steady airfoil, but it .
appears at the higher angles when the model oscillates in pitch. The flow reattaches at
lower angles. A phase lag of the shock relative to airfoil position is noticed.

This paper provided important new information and dramatically emphasized the effects
of wind tunnel walls, separation and viscosity, and model elasticities. Future tests will
include transition strips and different wall conditions. . Y,

3. W. J. CHYU AND S. S. DAVIS: "Numerical Studies of Unsteady Transonic Flow Over an
Oscillating Airfoil" "I'

Unsteady transonic pressures are computed using the 2-D Navier-Stokes equation and a
time-varying grid for an oscillating airfoil. A two-layer, Cebici eddy-viscosity model,
where mixing length scale is based on local vorticity, is used for turbulent flows.

Thin layer Navier-Stokes calculations are made for the NACA 64A010 airfoil at small
incidences where weak shock-boundary layer interactions occur. The M = 0.8 calculations
show reasonably good agreement with experimental instantaneous chordwise pressures for
small pitch oscillations over the entire cycle. Negative pressures in front of the shock
are overpredicted and wall effects are suspected. Nonlinear time histories of local pres-
sures are well predicted by both thin layer and full Navier-Stokes codes, and almost as
well by the Euler method. The chordwise shock location and its 7% motion are better pre-
dicted by the thin layer viscous code. Shock data for the full Navier-Stokes code were
not shown. Viscous effects are small.

Figure 3-1 shows the first harmonic components of the pressure coefficients. Predic-
tions are good except near the shock. Viscous calculations are better. Imaginary parts
grow with increasing frequency and absolute values decrease with frequency in a consis-
tent manner. This is in agreement with theory.

Calculations for pitch oscillations of the NACA 64A010 were also made about a higher
mean angle (4 degrees) where strong shock-boundary layer interactions were present for most
angles in the cycle. At the highest instantaneous angles (5 degrees) experimental data
show slow pressure recovery aft of the shock and separation. As the instantaneous angle
decreases to approximately 3 degrees and then up to 3.13 degrees, in an increasing manner,
the aft pressure recovery is fast and the flow becomes attached.

While inviscid theory predicts the supersonic plateau reasonably well, the predicted
shock is too far aft. Both full and thin layer Navier-Stokes methods show similar results
and predict the chordwise instantaneous pressure distribution, shock location and shock
(13% chord) travel reasonably well. Predicted suction levels in the plateau ahead of the
shock are too high. The N. S. method predicted aft-pressure recoveries fairly well, but -
the transition angle between slow to fast recoveries (separated versus attached flow) is
not well predicted. However, viscous calculations predicted an upstream (reversed) move-
ment of the shock position with increasing angle as has been observed in experiments with
separation.

Figure 3-2 shows the comparisons of the first harmonic components of the NACA 64A010
chordwise pressure distributions for a 4-degree mean angle. There are large and complex
variations with frequency. The real (in-phase) peaks near the shock change sign with fre-
quency. Real values near the trailing edge are high compared to the low angle, nonsepara- -_
ted flow case of Figure 3-1. Imaginary components also show high values near the trailing
edge. Viscous calculations show that the complex trends are predicted qualitatively quite
well even though quantitative agreement is not good near the peaks.

The blunt leading edge, 16.5% thick, supercritical NLR 7301 airfoil near the design
condition (M = 0.75; angle = 0.37 degree) was the third case considered. Full Navier
Stokes calculations were made for instantaneous chordwise pressures for airfoil pitch.
Agreement was reasonably good between theory and experiment except near the compression.
The test data showed a waviness ahead of the shock due to sensitivity of unsteady responses
to the flow field. Figure 3-3 shows experimental and full Navier-Stokes calculations.
The mean pressure shows a rapid compression but no shock, fast pressure recovery, and
very little separation. The compression results in large real and imaginary first harmonic ..
peaks. The imaginary component at low frequency is relatively large contrary to the result
for the conventional airfoil at low angles. Overall, trends are qualitatively predicted.
Phases along the chord between real and imaginary parts are reasonably well predicted. ..-.[.-
Tunnel walls, nonuniform free stream conditions, turbulence levels and airfoil shape tol-
erances are cited as possible reasons for differences. The tests and calculations show
that the unsteady results for this blunt-thick supercritical airfoil are noticeably dif-
ferent than those for conventional airfoils and are sensitive to transonic flow conditions.

The authors conclude that thin layer and full Navier-Stokes methods gave similar re-
sults except near shocks and neither gave consistently better agreement. An improved tur-
bulence model is required when viscous effects dominate.
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4. R. G. DEN BOER AND R. HOUWINK: "Analysis of Transonic Aerodynamic Characteristics -
for a Supercritical Airfoil Oscillating in Heave, Pitch and with Oscillating Flap"

Unsteady pressure measurements were made covering a wide range of conditions for an
oscillating, 12%-thick, supercritical airfoil. Test angles of attack were corrected for .
wall effects for the steady case. Wall effects were expected for unsteady tests, possibly
giving a positive shift to lift phase angle and decreased lift at low frequency. Lesser
effects should occur at higher frequencies.

Test data at the design point angle show increasing unsteady pressures at the trailing
edge for the pitching airfoil and an unsteady boundary layer effect as Mach number in- S....
creases.

Other tests for plunge or flap oscillations show pressure distributions as generally
expected.

The effect of angle of attack on pitch oscillations is shown in Figure 4-1. Larger
unsteady airloads result for the supercritical airfoil as design point conditions are
approached (M = 0.75; angle = 0.75 degrees). Unsteady airload peaks become sharper near
the strong shock for an angle of 1.5 degrees. Flow is attached. Finally, for 3.0 degrees,
both the real and imaginary parts enlarge. High unsteady pressures are noticed near the
trailing edge indicating large boundary layer variations. Flow is separated for the steady
3-degree case and for small changes about this position. The shock moves forward with
increasing angle in the separated flow.

For 3 degrees, the peak unsteady pressure modulus increases with increasing frequency
up to a reduced frequency of 0.25. (It decreases with increasing frequency for lower
angles in unseparated flow.) The phase angle across the chord shows a completely different
behavior. Pressures downstream of the shock and at the trailing edge also increase up to
a reduced frequency of 0.25. The authors suggest an aerodynamic resonant phenomenon.

The following explanation was offered for one oscillation cycle. As the angle starts
from 3 degrees, the flow is essentially attached; but with increasing instantaneous angle,
the flow separates while the shock moves forward. The shock strength reaches a maximum
three-eighths through the cycle, and the separation reaches a maximum half-way through the
cycle when the perturbation angle (about 3 degrees) has reached zero. Negative perturba-
tion angles (about 3 degrees) follow next. The shock moves back with decreasing angle and
separation decreases. The cycle then repeats.

Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the unsteady lifts and moments for this separated flow. These
coefficients are much larger at M = 0.75 than for the attached flow. Other data show an
influence of oscillation amplitude on real parts. Corresponding phase angles for attached
and separated flow are different. All of the above differences have significant effects
on flutter behavior.

The aerodynamic resonance at a reduced frequency of 0.25 is confirmed by a circle dia-
gram plot of imaginary lift component versus real component at various frequencies. Power _-____

spectral analyses for lift fluctuations without airfoil motion show that an unsteady flow
phenomanon is present. Minimum damping for this phenomenon occurs for angles where the
shock motion reverses and when the reduced frequency is near 0.25. The aerodynamic reso-
nance for separated flow has been noticed in NASA Ames data presented by Davis. Mabey
has discussed flow instabilities over rigid, nonmoving, thick, biconvex airfoils at low
angles.

Flutter model test results for a half-wing model show two transonic flutter speed dips.
The lower speed dip occurs in attached flow with the flutter frequency close to the first
(bending) mode as expected. The second dip, caused by the large changes in lift and
moment, and the separated flow, occurs at a higher flutter frequency near the second (tor-
sion) mode. The use of measured 2-D unsteady aerodynamic data, which include separation
effects and information from 3-D steady tests in flutter analyses, predict the second
torsional-buzz transonic dip.

Calculations were made using strong coupling between NLR's LTRAN 2 small perturbation
method and Green's lag entrainment method for unsteady supercritical airfoil lift and
moment data. These results agreed with test data much better than results from inviscid
and weak coupling interaction methods as shown in Figure 4-4. Strong interaction viscous
theory correctly produces a decrease in lift coefficient. Although viscous effects are
too weak, the reversed sign of the lift phase angle is predicted as well as a point on
the trend for the moment coefficient and its phase. Nonzero unsteady pressures at the
trailing edge and the reversed shock motion shown in the tests were also predicted.

5. J. W. EDWARDS, S. R. HLAND, AND D. A. SElDEL: "Experience with Transonic Unsteady

Calculations"

The possibility of nonunique solutions for strong shock conditions was briefly dis-
cussed for several reduced frequencies.

The calculations presented are for inviscid flows although NLR viscous results were
given for some comparisons. Methods used are the XTRAN2L 2-D and XTRAN3S 3-D small per- •
turbation codes.
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Steady and unsteady pressure distributigns computed for the NACA 64A010 airfoil in .F '
pitch were in excellent agreement with experimental data for M = 0.50 and mean incidence
of one degree. Agreement was also quite good for M = 0.796 where the computed steady flow
shock was 2% too far aft and the unsteady peak was 10%-5% (as frequency increased) too
far aft compared to measured values. Pressure differences are observable near shocks.
Inviscid theory also predicted broader unsteady shock pulses with lower height due to shock
movement as pitch amplitude increases in good agreement with experiment. Figure 5-1 shows
the correct prediction of lift and moment coefficient trends with frequency. Viscous cor-
rections improve agreements except for the imaginary part of lift due to pitch. Wall
effects are expected at low frequencies.

Steady flow pressure calculations for the NACA 64A006 with oscillating flap show good
agreement with experiment at lower Mach numbers. This is reflected in relatively good
agreement with test data for predicted unsteady pressure distributions at M = 0.800 and
0.825. Separate unsteady shock pulse and hinge line singularity peaks are predicted.
Both steady and unsteady calculated pressure distributions show differences compared to-
test data aS M = 0.850 and 0.875. Trailing edge unsteady pressures agree with test data.
Figure 5-2 shows the aerodynamic coefficients versus Mach number at a lower reduced fre-
quency. Inclusion of viscous effects in theory gnerally improves agreement. Not shown
in this summary is the much better agreement in unsteady coefficients and trends with Mach - -
number at a higher reduced frequency of 0.24. This is due to the better agreement between
calculated and experimental chordwise pressure distributions at the higher frequencies.

Inviscid unsteady calculations for the blunt leading edge, thick NLR-7301 airfoil
oscillating in pitch at low Mach number (0.5) show reasonably good agreement with the ex-
perimental pressure distributions. Agreement was good for steady data although lower sur-
face pressures were overpredicted. For the design point condition, the steady pressure
distribution was not well predicted. The predicted chordwise unsteady pressure distribu-
tion shows features which are broadly similar to the experimental data so hope was ex- -'
pressed that viscous corrections in theory could show improvements. Both theory and ex-
periment show the sensitivity of this supercritical airfoil to flow conditions.

* The XTRAN2L inviscid small perturbation theory showed that reasonable and usable
' results could be provided below stall and separation (up to 8.5 degrees) for a NACA 0012

airfoil undergoing increasing angles from 0 to 15 degrees at constant rate. Instantaneous
pressure distributions and lift agree reasonably well up to stall, which is delayed by a
higher pitch rate. Figure 5-3 shows the good agreement between calculated and experimental
lift coefficients at large angles. Moment coefficient data do not agree as well because
of underprediction of loads near the leading edge and also separation. Large second har-
monic components are present in moment coefficients and third harmonics are evident in
Figure 5-3d.

Finally the results of comparisons between 3-D XTRAN3S (also a small perturbation
method) data and test data were shown for a 12% supercritical, AR = 2, half-span model.
Steady-state predictions were in reasonable agreement with test data at M = 0.70. Design
Mach number is 0.8. The inviscid calculations showed poor agreement with test data for "
shock location at M = 0.825 so no unsteady data were shown. Figure 5-4 shows the unsteady
results for M = 0.7. A viscous effect on the phase angle, due to lower surface pressures
and geometry, is noticed at low frequency in test data. This effect disappears at higher
frequency. The agreement between test and theory improves with increasing frequency and
is better near midspan where shock effects are not overpredicted and tip effects are not

"* pronounced. Agreement between calculated and experimental pressure distributions, both
steady and unsteady, might be improved by the incorporation of better grids and viscous
modeling.

Later calculations given in NASA TM 85817 show a broader 3-D shock pulse with increas-
ing frequency in contrast to 2-D predictions.

6. D. J. SALMOND: "Calculation of Harmonic Aerodynamic Forces on Airfoils and Wings
from the Euler Equations"

Since the Euler equations are the most accurate of inviscid methods and are likely
to be more applicable for stronger shocks, lower aspect ratios, and higher sweep angles,
the author extended these to subsonic-supersonic unsteady flows. Ihe Pulliam and Steger

* steady flow method was used as a basis.

Applications of the fully conservative method were made to the NACA 64A010 airfoil
in pitch. Steady calculations show very slightly different upper and lower pressure dis-
tributions due to slight asymmetry. For a lower reduced frequency, the agreement with
test data for both real and imaginary parts of the first harmonic pressure distribution
is good in front of and well behind the shock, but not as good at or near the shock.

, Results for a reduced frequency parameter of 0.404 are shown in Figure 6-1. Similar com-
ments hold. The agreement for the real part is less good at an even higher frequency,
but agreement between calculated and test data improves for the imaginary part.

'*- Calculations are also made for the mid-semispan station of a very high aspect ratio
wing and are compared with 2-D airfoil data. The 2-D and 3-D steady and unsteady results U
agree extremely well except for small differences near shock locations. -
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Subcritical flow calculations were made for the highly swept AGARD tailplane and are ,.- -
compared with experimental steady data in Figure 6-2 and unsteady in Figure 6-3. The full
potential steady method (Arthur) and present Euler method data agree well with steady test
data. The Euler method gives somewhat better agreement. Computed unsteady Euler results
agree reasonably well with unsteady test data and are better than linear lifting surface
results. (The frequency parameter is based on the root chord.)

Some new calculations for a free stream Mach number of M = 1.72 and frequency parameter
of 0.543 were presented orally for pitch of the AGARD tailplane. Linear theory breaks
down and results do not agree with test data especially near the leading edge region; the
trend for the unsteady real part for the flat plate results is opposite to that of the
Euler method and Mabey's test data near the airfoil nose. The real part from Euler results
follows the experimental trend versus chord generally and agreement is better over the
rear half of the airfoil. Flat plate unsteady imaginary components differ markedly in
magnitude from test data, but Euler unsteady imaginary part results agree quite well with
the experimental first harmonic chordwise pressure distribution. The leading edge is V%.
slightly supersonic at M = 1.72.

The unsteady calculations on the Cray IS now take 2 minutes for 2-D calculations and
4 hours for 3-D calculations.

Future improvements will include implicit boundary conditions to permit larger time
steps, will take advantage of characteristic directions, and will exploit improved grid
locations and numbers. Flutter calculations will also be made for wings and conditions .
representative of industrial applications.

7. P. GIRODROUX-LaVIGNE AND J. C. LeBALLEUR: "Calcul D'Ecoulements Instationnaires Transsoniques Avee

Decollements Par Interaction Visqueux-Non Visqueux"

A semiimplicit relaxation numerical technique having strong coupling for the inter-
action between inner viscous flow and outer small perturbation inviscid flow was described.
It is consistent in space and time, and accounts for the downstream-upstream influence of
viscous origins. Solutions of unsteady flows with shock-boundary layer interactions and .- -
with or without separation are possible. The (local) density of the mesh must be on a
level or scale of the physical phenomena. Defect integral equations for the boundary layer
and wake are closed by modeling the instantaneous velocity profiles (in a stationary sense)
and by a set of turbulent transport equations.

Applications of the 2-D method were made to airfoils. Very interesting figures were
presented which portrayed instantaneous iso-Mach lines and boundary layer parameters.

Results are given for the thick NLR-7301 airfoil where the small perturbation assump-
tion is stretched and where viscous interactions occur near the trailing edge. Predicted
steady pressure distributions are in good agreement with the experiment except near the
blunt nose. Shock location and intensity are reasonably well predicted. Upper surface
instantaneous pressure distributions for airfoil pitch at M = 0.75 are also quite reason-
ably predicted throughout the cycle as are the compression and shock disappearance. Fig-
ure 7-1 shows the satisfactory agreement between predictions and test data for pressure
derivative due to pitch and its phase.

Similar calculations were conducted for an oscillating flap. Steady lift and leading-
edge moment coefficients were overpredicted compared to experimental data. Calculated
unsteady first harmonic pressure distributions for flap oscillations are qualitatively
similar to test data but the predicted peak is much higher near the shock. Predicted phase
angles versus chord show a trend very similar to experiment except near the trailing edge.

Calculations were also made fut the NACA 64A010 airfoil at 4 degrees incidence using
two equations of transport. A finer mesh than previously employed was used in order to
properly simulate flows with large viscous effects. Agreement between test and calculated
steady pressures is improved for the plateau in front of the shock and also towards the -. -
trailing edge. Computed viscous parameters show extended separation from shock foot and .-.
reattachment in the wake. Test and calculated instantaneous pressure distributions cor-
relate better. Figure 7-2 shows the rather good qualitative agreements during a pitch
cycle.

The first harmonic pressure derivative for pitch versus chord is shown in Figure 7-3.
The authors report that differences for separated regions aft of the shock have been
reduced. The predicted shock is a little too far aft. The correct prediction of the phase
changes near the shock is noticeable. The steady lift coefficient was well predicted while
the leading edge moment coefficient was 167, overpredicted. The unsteady fir3t harmonic
lift modulus was 857 of the test value while the leading edge moment coefficient was 73%
of the test value. Calculated phase angles differed from the test data by 5 degrees.

Thick, circular arc, symmetric, rigid, nonmoving airfoils have shown flow oscillations
at intermediate transonic Mach numbers. Periodic shock movements, oppositely phased on
upper and lower surfaces, occur. The reduced frequency based on chord is near 1.0. The
authors qualitatively predict the oscillating character of the flow. Flow dissymmetry
amplifies near separation and ends with moving shocks near 607 - 85z, chord. The present
calculations predicted a decaying oscillation with a noticeably different reduced frequency
of 0.27. However, the most critical Mach number might be higher. Other investigations
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predict a complex unsteady flow phenomenon, the same as Navier-Stokes approaches do. The
authors hope that contributions might be made to buffeting phenomena.

The method presented has also been applied in an approximate fashion to predict pres-
sure distributions for a 15% split flap spoiler near mid-chord and displaced into the
subsonic (M = 0.6) stream by 10 degrees.

The predicted steady pressure distribution across the chord is in surprisingly reason-
able agreement with measured data in shape and magnitude. The results for spoiler oscilla- %
tions are shown in Figure 7-4. For upstream locations, the unsteady pressure data are in
good agreement. Large differences are noticed over the spoiler and downstream. The
spoiler had only a few measurement stations. The second large predicted peak is not evi-
dent in the test data. The calculated phase angle is in good qualitative agreement with
the test data. :".-.

Mr. LeBalleur later stated that extensions to 3-D would require modifications to the

coupling technique, closure condition, and inverse method.

8. M. J. GREEN AND D. LAMBERT: "A Semiempirical Unsteady Transonic Method with Supersonic Free Stream"

Garner developed an economic, temporary, semiempirical method for predicting transonic
oscillatory loads for industrial use. The method was reasonably successful in predicting
the transonic velocity dip of a flutter model. The authors extend the method to supersonic
free streams. The Allen-Sadler linearized theory for low aspect ratio wings in a super-
sonic flow is employed to provide information on velocity potentials and their spacial - --

derivatives at zero and nonzero frequencies. Pressure data and their variation with angle
are obtained from steady theory or experiment. An important mode such as pitch is used as
a reference mode and a basis. C-. -

The method, using steady measured pressure data, is applied to a low aspect ratio,
highly swept AGARD taileron whose leading edge becomes sonic at 1.55. For M = 1.32, a
frequency of 70 Hz, incidence of zero degrees, and 65% semispan station, the unsteady
real-part pressure distribution versus chord from theory agrees very well with experiment.
The imaginary part does not agree quite as well. Both parts are better than linear theory.
Figure 8-1 shows results at incidence for the 65% semispan station. Again, the real test
and calculated components tend to agree well. While the imaginary parts show disagree-
ments, the Green-Lambert predicted trend is correct and is much better than linear theory.
The cross flow is small at this station.

Figure 8-2 shows a section close to the outboard side edge. While the agreement
between real parts from the Green-Lambert method and experiment is good, the imaginary
parts differ from test data at the aft end. The one-dimensional Bernoulli approach was
replaced by a new formulation taking cross flow into consideration. Since flow directional
properties are not practically obtained from measured pressure data, information from
steady Euler approaches was employed for cross flow and pressure data. The unsteady pres-
sure distribution computed by the revised method shows close agreement with that computed
without cross flow for the 65% span station. Real and imaginary components, with and
without cross flow, agree reasonably well with experiment at this station.

The rate of change of steady pressure coefficient with incidence across the chord
computed by the Euler method for the tip station differs noticeably from measured data.
The experimental data have a large peak near 15% chord and are noticeably lower than pre-
dicted values from 30% - 90% chord. These differences are reflected into the computed
oscillatory data presented in Figure 8-3. The real part is not affected by cross flow.
The cross flow corrections have significantly improved agreement of calculated data with
experimental data for the imaginary part.

The authors believe they have overcome the major difficulties. More work to test the .-..- .- '.
reformulated method with cross flow needs to be done. This method will be used to calcu- ".., "
late generalized forces used in flutter analyses.

9. W. J. McCROSKEY, P. KUTLER, AND J. 0. BRIDGEMAN: "Status arid Prospects of Computational Fluid
Dynamics for Unsteady Transonic Viscous Flows"

In the review of the past progress, the authors point out a 10-year lag for develop-
ing unsteady codes after basic steady aerodynamic contributions are made. These lags are
due to difficulties and complexities of performing time-accurate calculations at low fre- _ j "
quency and the fewer scientists working in the area.

The improved paneling possible for steady subsonic flows has now been extended to
steady supersonic flow and aircraft. TSP methods have been replaced by full potential
and Euler methods for more complex geometries. Pn algebraic mixing length viscous model
has been extended by Mansour to compute streamlines on a highly swept, low aspect ratio
wing at 5 degrees incidence. Shock waves, tip vortex, separation, and reattachment zones
were shown for the wing thereby indicating the great progress in steady 3-D Navier-Stokes
methods. MacCormack's prediction is quoted that a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solu-
tion for a complete airplane will be obtained in 1985. In the viscous unsteady area, the
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last ten years produced few engineering results of direct interest to the practicing aero-

elastician. However, application of the 2-D Euler method and of the 3-D inviscid TSP
method had been made. Progress can be judged by present achievements in unsteady 3-D full
potential methods and 2-D Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes methods. Recently (1984),
Horiuti et al. presented results shown in Figure 9-1 for an oscillating flap using Reynolds- -
averaged Navier-Stokes methods with simple eddy-viscosity modeling. Tunnel walls signifi- 1b %

cantly affect the phase angles on the rear of the airfoil. The present authors stress the
marginal capability in predicting the effects from ventilated-wall wind tunnels.

The paper discusses in detail the projections of capabilities in grid generation.' ' "
(including component-adaptive and solution-adaptive grids for bluff parachutes), grid spac-
ing versus accuracy and stability, computer memory and speed, and also algorithm and solu-
tion methodology. The latter are more important in time-dependent problems where numerical
instabilities arise.

Figure 9-2 gives estimates of CPU time for a wing with flap, simple body or store.
As method complexity increases, maturity and confidence would decrease. TSP and full poten-
tial unsteady methods may be the most popular for the next few years. With advanced algo-
rithms and computers, time-linearized methods seem practical for wide industrial use while
thin layer (streamwise diffusion neglected) and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes methods
would likely be used for research, physical insight, or very critical problems. Dr.
McCroskey expressed hope for the full potential method with integral formulation and also
the Euler method with differential formulation for boundary layer effects. Figure 9-3gives their overview of turbulence modeling. The authors point out that only viscous wedge, [.[-.
velocity profile (integral boundary layer), and zero-equation eddy-viscosity models have

been used for unsteady flows up to now. It was expected that the two-equation eddy-vis-
cosity model would be applied to aeroelastic problems in the near future and to flows with
separation. (In Figure 9-3, W sub GT is the operations per grid point per time step.)
The authors state that turbulence modeling is the weakest link, greatest challange, and
primary pacing item for both steady and unsteady flows. "Flutter calculations will only
be as good as the viscous model;' said Dr. McCroskey!

Vortical flow modeling was discussed, including that of Caradonna et al. who used con-
centrated vorticies in potential flow methods. Srinivasan and McCroskey prescribed a • -
vortex but allowed it to develop its path in space. It has been used successfully for
potential, Euler, and thin-layer Navier-Stokes analyses of unsteady airfoil-vortex inter-
actions. [It will be recalled that V. J. E. Stark showed a 17% drop in flutter speed
when leading edge vorticies were taken into consideration in a crude way (AGARD CP-226)].

Pre-, intermediate-, and post-processing of data will require improved graphic dis-
" play technology and increased access time.

The last item touched upon research for. and use of, artificial intelligence or heuris-
tic, knowledge-based, expert systems to proceed through a maze of possible paths and to
interpret a large amount of data.

Final conclusions and recommendations made in the paper and presentation included
exploitations of codes including user training and management indoctrination, code vali- .. ..
dation through selected experiments and calculation-test combinations, vortical flow model-
ing, nonlinear aerodynamic-structural coupling methods wherein finite difference methods
are used for the flow and finite element methods are used for the structure, and turbulence
modeling. Research on wind tunnel wall effects could be added to this list.

10. P. MULAK AND J. J. ANGELINI: "Amelioration et Extension d'une Methode de Calcul D'Eeoulements
Transsoniques Tridimensionnels" -

A variational principle of Bateman and the optimization of the pressure functional
lead to the correct approximation for the small disturbance equation with consistent bound-
ary conditions. The alternating direction implicit procedure is extended to wings of gen- . . .

" eral planiform and provides jump conditions for swept shocks. Time linearization is used.

The method is applied to two 3-D wings. The first is a 30-degree swept, semispan
wing with supercritical profiles and considerable twist. Calculations are made for the
case of inboard oscillating (15%) flaperon. Calculated steady pressures for the wing with
1.44 degrees incidence and for the midflaperon station underpredict the height and width
of the leading edge shock on the upper side. Near the mid semispan and outboard of the
flaperon, the steady pressure peak height is correctly predicted, but the experimental peak e
is wider and the shock strength is higher. The nose peak pressure predicted for the 72. .
semispan station is higher than the experimental peak which is also wider. The predicted
shock locations are slightly forward of the experimental ones. The predicted lower surface
pressure distributions are consistently higher than the experimental ones across the span.
The authors discuss boundary layer, circulation, turbulent vortex sheet, and shock-
circulation effects as possible explanations for deviations. Figure 10-1 and Figure 10-2
show experimental and calculated unsteady pressure distributions at spanwise stations.
Test data show the leading edge shock effects due to flap oscillations. Disturbances are
amplified outboard. The calculated unsteady peaks are less pronounced and reflect the
statements made for the steady case.

The second application was made to a highly swept, low aspect ratio F-I model which
was oscillated in pitch about a swept axis. Steady chordwise pressure distributions for
various spanwise stations show reasonable agreement with Lest data. The latter indicate
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separation near the trailing edge by the lower levels of pressure. Measured and calculated
unsteady pressures for pitch oscillations are shown in Figures 10-3 and 10-4. The test %4 -
data show fluctuations and several peaks. Theses are thought to be caused by effects from ,.j. ,_
the rough wood leading edge and a tip restraint cable.

The authors conclude that the results are satisfactory for the extreme wing designs.
They are investigating ways to improve predictions of shock location, strength, and move-
ment. In addition, the method will be extended to flexible modes and will be applied to
a supercritical wing.

A CPU time of 7 minutes was mentioned for each steady or unsteady case for the calcu-
lations reported without program restructuring. Vectorial programming could reduce CPU
time to 2.5 minutes.

11. M. H. L. HOUNJET AND J. J. MEIJER: "Application of Time-Linearized Methods to Oscillating Wings in .
Transonic Flow and Flutter"

Results from field panel, time-linearized, modest cost methods are presented. FTRAN2
is a 2-D code using small perturbation theory and small disturbance boundary conditions.
FTRANF solves the time-linearized full potential equation with complete boundary conditions
and is applicable to thicker airfoils. FTRAN3 solves the time-linearized full potential
equation with small disturbance boundary conditions. To relieve the small shock displace- # l
ment restriction, for some calculations, the authors average steady flow fields for several
angles to approximate shock trajectories with amplitude. Furthermore, a warning is given
against direct comparison of measured shock peak shapes with calculated values since cal-
culated characteristics are artificially related to shock trajectories by mesh width, etc.
Peaks based on mean (averaged) steady flow field are thought "to be related to physical
shock displacements plus additional artificial mesh related shock displacements. While
further results might be needed for final judgements, this use of averaged steady flow
fields gave more favorable results.

Application of FTRANF to a pitching airfoil (NACA 64A010) showed very good agreement
with experiment for the chordwise pressure distribution at a subsonic Mach number (0.5). -.-
Mean (steady) flow averaging for M = 0.796 moves loading a little aft just downstream of
the shock. Unsteady pressure distributions calculated by TSP FTRAN2, full potential FTRANF, r.-
and averaged-flow-field FTRANF, showed reasonable agreement with NASA Ames test data except -'-
near shocks. Figure 11-1 shows analytical and experimental trends of unsteady pressure
distributions with frequency. Best agreement occurs at intermediate frequencies. Lift
coefficient variation with frequency was reasonably well predicted. Quarter chord moment
coefficients showed differences due to variations in measured and calculated unsteady
pressure near the shock.

Applications of FTRAN3 to the LANN wing are shown in Figure 11-2 for various frequen-
cies. Agreement with experiment is stated as acceptable. Difficulties were encountered
with pressure pickups so caution was advised in interpreting integrated and some local
loads. Calculated imaginary parts tend to agree with experiment. The subsonic lower sur-
face should show better agreement. A model resonance is evident at a reduced frequency. -

". of 0.2. Frequency trends are predicted correctly. Spanwise distributions of the real . - -'-
oscillatory lift were overpredicted more on the lower side but seemed acceptable. Defi-
ciencies decreased with increasing frequency. Computed spanwise distributions of unsteady
moments showed poor agreement with experimental data throughout the frequency range.

Quasisteady calculations were made by FTRAN3 and steady-state XFL022 for the LANN
wing. Calculated quasisteady chordwise pressures at three spanwise stations show reasonable
agreement between the two prediction methods and with measured data at M = 0.82. Ampli-
tude (incidence) effects are noticed in the data from tests from leading edge to the shock.
Two shock peaks occur at the inboard station with a single bigger peak at the middle sta-
tion. XFL022 predicts the two peaks at the inboard station better. These effects are seen
in the low frequency unsteady pressure distributions shown in Figure 11-3 which also gives
.7TRAN3 results. Experimental and calculated results show some agreements. Peaks are
underpredicted on the upper side but the initial warning about peaks should be remembered. r
7he lower surface is subcritical.

To demonstrate industrial capability, flutter analyses are made for a fighter with "* "
tip missiles or inboard stores. FTRAN3 is used for unsteady transonic airloads on the . .

wing only. The doublet lattice method provides unsteady airloads for other aircraft parts.
With transonic effects on the wing, the predicted instability is less severe than that pre- '''-
dicted by linear doublet lattice methods. Experimental data show a lightly damped mode.
Calculations for other store cases also showed a more stabilized flutter boundary using
transonic unsteady airloads on the wing.

12. J. B. MALONE, S. Y. RUO AND N. L. SANKAR: "Computation of Unsteady Transonic Flows
About Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional AGARD Standard Configurations"

The XTRAN3, 3-D small perturbation code was applied to the LANN wing in pitch. The
steady flow suction at the leading edge was underpredicted and caused differences between V
theory and experiment downstream to the shock. Calculated unsteady first harmonic pres-
sures are shown in Figure 12-1. (k is based on mean aerodynamic, chord.) Agreement with
experiment is reasonable and better away from the shock.
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The SUNTANS finite difference method for the 2-D full potential equation was used %
for airfoil applications. Boundary conditions were applied exactly on the instantaneous
surface. The method is applicable to thick, blunt airfoils in inviscid flow from M = 0.1 %
to 1.2. Calculations were made for the NACA 64A010 airfoil at minus 0.10 degrees while
the test angle was minus 0.21 degrees. Predicted steady pressures are in quite good
agreement with experiment at M = 0.82, although the suction in front of the shock is
overpredicted. Calculated lift coefficient magnitude, and phase and moment coefficient
magnitude variations with frequency are in excellent agreement with test dta except at -
very low frequencies. Calculated moment coefficient phases versus frequency are about
10 degrees too high compared to test data. The 2-D SUNTANS was also applied to the . -" :
oscillating flap on a NACA 64A006 airfoil. Steady pressure predictions at M = 0.875 are
in reasonable agreement with test data. Suction levels forward of the shock are over-
predicted while pressures are overpredicted aft of the shock. Theory predicted the . .*
irregular B-type shock behavior at k = 0.234, as shown in the tests. The shock disap-
pears during part of the flap oscillation cycle. Unsteady chordwise pressure distributions
at the same reduced frequency are quantitatively reproduced reasonably well, but the
calculated unsteady shock pulses are 10% chord further upstream. Otherwise, agreement
would be much better. The predicted steady shock was 2% - 5% chord more downstream than
the experimental shock. Inclusion of viscous effects in theory could improve agreement
with test data.

The SUNTANS 2-D code was also applied to the blunt, thick NLR-7301 airfoil. Steady
inviscid theory provided a strong shock which was too far aft, thus viscous steady theory
was used. Lower surface pressure predictions agree quite well with experiment, and

* upper surface predictions agree reasonably well with test data. The predicted shock
position is reasonably close to the test location. Unsteady viscous approximations used
the same transpiration velocities found in the steady viscous solutions and were held
fixed during the unsteady calculations. Figure 12-2 shows the calculated, first harmonic
unsteady pressure distribution which noticeably underpredicts the measured shock pulses.
Predicted shock pulse locations and phase angles seem satisfactory.

The 3-D full potential code UPSIPWING was applied to the low aspect ratio, clean F-5
wing which has high leading edge sweep. For unsteady calculations, the flow tangency is . . '.
"calculated at the instantaneous wing surface position, but applied along the original, ".'-'
or mean wing surface shape." The predicted steady pressure distribution for M = 0.8 (sub-

*'. critical flow) agrees very well with test data. Agreement was also good for steady data
at M = 0.90 except near the tip. For M - 0.95, theory predicted the shocks shown by the
experiment on both upper and lower surfaces as well as the slightly more aft upper surface
shock. For M = 0.8, the unsteady pressure distributions for sections along the span are
quite well predicted. The real components of the first harmonic unsteady pressure show
the drooped nose effects. Calculated data also correlate with test data reasonably well

"" for M = 0.90 where linear theory would not apply. First harmonic unsteady pressure
components for M = 0.95 are shown in Figure 12-3. The authors stated that the phase angles
between real and imaginary parts are also predicted qualitatively for both upper and lower
surfaces at M = 0.8 and M = 0.9. Inclusion of viscous effects into theory could decrease
discrepancies with test data.

While F-5 steady and unsteady test data for the clean wing and wing-with-stores are

not included in the SMP test selection cases, they present a valuable standard for evalu-
ating and improving theories.

Recommendations were made for additional correlations to provide proven codes for
the flutter engineer and for development of methods and grids to model complex surface-
body combinations.

13. A. LAURENT: "Calcul D'Ecoulement Transsonique Instationnaire Autour D'Aile a Forte

Fleehe"

Variational principles are employed to define the transonic small perturbation equa-
. tion and compatible limits. The local direction of flow and its sonic type are determined

so calculations may be made in the physical plane without space transformations. The
method is an extension of 2-D Murman-Cole ideas to 3-D and is fully conservative. It uses
an alternate direction implicit approach. It applies to highly swept, low aspect ratio
wings with lateral flows. Calculations are reported for wings in pitch. -

Mesh size investigations were applied to the F-I tail. Differences are noticed
near the shock and t'.e leading edge, and they increase towards the tip.

Calculated steady chordwise pressures for several spanwise stations for an extremely
low aspect ratio rectangular wing at M = 0.85 show good agreement with those from the
Jameson, nonconservative, full potential method for regions forward of the shock. The
nonconservative method gives shocks and compressions which are upstream of those from
the conservative small perturbation method.

Steady pressure distributions computed for a rectangular wing with 30 degrees sweep-
back and NACA 0012 profiles show a sharp, thin, high supersonic zone near the wing tip.
The shock is strong and located near the quarter chord point. For wing mid semispan, v

Mr the supersonic zone is lower and broader. The shock is located at mid chord and isweaker. For the root, the supersonic zone is even lower and also more broad. The shock .'.-.-..
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is located near three-quarters chord and has a higher rate of compression than at mid

semispan. The sonic line is near the leading edge. Instantaneous pressure distributions '

were calculated throughout a pitch cycle and show, most interestingly, the three kinds
of shock motion found experimentally by Tijdeman. The strorger shock near the tip leads
to a nondisappearing shock during pitch motion with smaller chordwise motion (Type A ,
shock). The shock disappears during a large portion of the pitch cycle at the mid semispan ,@ 

"

station (Type C shock). At the root, the shock appears to move upstream during part of
the cycle, disappears, and later reappears at the rear of the airfoil (Type B shock). ... ,
The calculations show a 17% contribution from the second harmonics in the unsteady pitch
moment coefficients.

Applications are made to the highly swept, low aspect ratio F-i model. It had

deficiencies such as leading edge roughness and a joint step, and sometimes a tip cable.
Steady pressure distributions calculated for M = 0.9 (slightly transonic) show generally
good agreement with test data for most spanwise stations except those near the tip. For ,
strong transonic flow at M = 0.95, cumparisons are debatable due to model deficiencies
and trailing edge separation. However, calculated pressures agree reasonably well with
test data in front of the shocks and for shocks near the leading edge. Unsteady pressures
were calculated for M = 0.95, and results show more shock movement for 10 Hz than for 20 Hz.
Unsteady first harmonic pressure coefficients for M = 0.95 are shown in Figures 13-1 and
13-2 for two spanwise stations (near 57% and 76% semispan). The general behavior of
unsteady test and calculated results seemed more similar when test and calculated steady
data agreed.

Calculated and test steady pressure distributions for several spanwise stations
show very good agreement for a slightly supersonic Mach number of 1.02. The cable affects
data at the tip. Agreement in calculated test data could be improved for the trailing
edge regions by including viscous effects in calculations. Unsteady data were not shown.
Flow field calculations were made for the NORA (F-I tail) model at M = 0.95 and compared
to test data having a slightly different tip. Figure 13-3 shows the local Mach number
for the steady case. Calculations agree with test data rather well for shock locations
and strength. Some of the differences between test and calculated values at the root
and middle of the wing may be due to wall effects. The undulating peaks in front of the - -
shock seem to be predicted generally.

14. P. N1. GOORJIAN AND G. P. GURUSWAMY: "Unsteady Transonic Aerodynamic and Aeroelastic
Calculations About Airfoils and Wings"

Development and applications of the NASA Ames 2-D ATRAN2 and 3-D ATRAN3S (XTRAN3S)
are discussed. Both are for the small disturbance formulation. Many of the applications
include viscous effects by the ramp and lag entrainment methods.

For the NACA 64A010 airfoil at M = 0.796, the viscous methods predict the steady
shock location, the magnitude of the lift coefficient versus frequency, and the magnitude a.,'. -

of the moment coefficient versus frequency better. Both inviscid and viscous methods
overpredict lift and moment phase angles due to pitch at low reduced frequencies. The
shock pulse peaks in the unsteady pressure loadings at various reduced frequencies are
lowered, are moved upstream, and are in better agreement with measured data when viscous
corrections are included.

Viscous corrections significantly improve agreements with measured upper surface
steady pressures over an MBB-A3 airfoil. Calculations show very significant reductions
in the heights and upstream displacements of real and imaginary unsteady shock pulses
especially for the lag entrainment method at k = 0.1 and M = 0.756 for airfoil pitch.

Viscous wedge corrections were also applied to the NACA 64A006 airfoil with oscil-
lating flap. The lag entrainment calculations required time steps that were too small. - '-
Correlations with measured unsteady pressure data were qualitatively improved at M = 0.853.
Improvements were more noticeable at M = 0.877 and M = 0.879, and for higher reduced
frequency. Calculations showed that the lift coefficient could be predicted using the
first harmonic of unsteady pressures. Shock strength contained higher harmonics.

Applications to the NACA 0012 airfoil in pitch with large (2.5 degrees) amplitude
were made using viscous corrections. The chordwise unsteady pressure loads which were
predicted for eight time spots around the cycle showed rather good agreement with experi-
mental data. Differences between inviscid and wedge calculations were small except near
the shock. The formation of a strong shock and also the shock disappearance over part
of the cycle were predicted.

No data for the blunt, thick NLR-7301 airfoil were presented since the calculations
showed poor agreement with experiment. This airfoil was considered to have been outside
the small disturbance limits.

A modified shear transformation for the grid was recently developed for application
to highly swept wings of low aspect ratio. Applications were made to the F-5 wing in
pitch. Calculated lower and upper surface pressures now showed major improvements in -' *.
agreement with test data at M = 0.9, except near the nose, for four spanwise stations.
Figure 14-1 shows the rather good agreement between calculated and measured unsteady
pressures.
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Unsteady aerodynamic loads were used in flutter analyses with various levels of
success. Viscous ramp and lag entrainment methods were applied to a plunging-pitching % r
NACA 64A010 airfoil. The lag entrainment correction produced the closest agreement with
the trend of flutter speed versus mass ratio obtained using measured unsteady aerodynamic
coefficients. However, the former gave flutter speeds which were - 12% unconserva-
tive compared to the latter, which used measured coefficients, over the range of mass
ratios from 50-250. Viscous corrections lowered the computed flutter speeds for high
mass ratios.

show good agreement with experiment in both flutter speed and frequency for a mass ratio

near 37. Linear methods show trends similar to LTRAN3 calculations as mass ratio is
increased, but the linear methods show lower flutter speeds.

Flutter calculations were also conducted for a model of a Japanese transport with
NACA 65A012 section. Results are shown in Figure 14-2. The lower Mach number side of
and most of the transonic flutter speed dip are well predicted. No flutter was predicted
for M = 0.85. Later verbal comments stated that linear theory and XTRAN3S flutter speeds
agreed at lower Mach numbers and that viscous effects in calculations did not change the

*calculated boundary. Comparisons with flutter frequencies, amplitude ratios, and phases
were not given,

Applications were made to a rectangular AR= 4 wing with NACA 64A010 section and for
a high wing-air mass ratio. Flutter speed results are shown in Figure 14-3. Inclusion
of viscous effects lowers lift coefficients and causes significant changes in the phase -"" -
angle. A 10% increase in flutter speed results. The flutter frequency is near the
first bending mode. Flutter characteristics could be predicted using first bending and
first torsion modes.

Two bending modes and two torsion modes were used in the flutter analyses of a .' '' .'

swept wing with MBB-A3 profiles. The incorporation of the second torsion mode caused a
5% drop in flutter speed.

The authors conclude that ATRAN2 and ATRAN3S are ready for practical applications

where transonic small perturbation limits apply.

15. H. ZIMMERMAN: "The Application of Transonic Unsteady Methods for Calculations of

Flutter Airloads"

Applications of the Angelini-Couston transonic small perturbation technique, the
linear TSP method of Voss, Deslandes' Euler method, and the doublet lattice method, with
and without corrections for aerodynamic center and lift curve slope, are made to an airfoil
with pitch or plunge oscillations.

Steady pressure distributions for an MBB-A3 supercritical airfoil predicted by various
methods show differences upstream of the shock, but the agreement between methods for
M = 0.765 and M = 0.8 is generally satisfactory. Unsteady real and imaginary pressure
distributions from TSP show higher peaks than linear TSP near the shocks for pitch. TSP
shocks are more downstream at lower frequencies. The differences decrease with increasing
frequency. The unsteady peaks for TSP methods and plunge motions are much higher than
those from linear TSP and increase with frequency, perhaps unrealistically said the
author, for M = 0.765.

Figure 15-1 shows pitch and plunge aerodynamic coefficients versus frequency. Results
for the three methods converge at higher frequency except for moment due to plunge. No-
ticeable differences between TSP and linear TSP methods occur for the real part of moment
due to pitch, real part of lift due to plunge, and especially for the imaginary part of
lift due to pitch. Variations of numeric parameters can cause 10% changes in TSP results.
Some unsteady Euler calculations were also made for M = 0.80 and an angle of minus 0.4
degrees, and show the same general trend for pitch and plunge coefficients with frequency
as other methods do. TSP results agree better with Euler data.

Unsteady pressure distributions were calculated for linear TSP using steady velocity
potentials from TSP or the full potential method. The differences between the two linear
TSP unsteady pressure distributions were small.

Flutter calculations were conducted for a 2-D airfoil with two modes. The lower
frequency mode was mostly plunge with a nodal point well in front of the leading edge.
The second mode was essentially pitch. The modes were selected to grossly simulate wing
bending and engine pitch modes of a transport wing. Two frequency combinations were .2

used. One combination had lower frequencies for mode 1 (10 Hz) and mode 2 (30 Hz). The
second combination had higher frequencies for mode 1 (40 Hz) and mode 2 (60 Hz), and a
higher frequency ratio. Flutter calculations are shown in Figure 15-2 for M = 0.76 and
an angle of 0.85 degrees and M = 0.80 for an angle of minus 0.4 degrees. Tunnel stagna-
tion pressure at the flutter point is greater for TSP, corrected doublet lattice, linear
TSP, and uncorrected doublet lattice methods respectively, for M = 0.76. The differences
are noticeable. As tunnel stagnation pressure increases, the airfoil-air mass ratio
decreases. V
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The more negative the imaginary part of lift due to pitch is, the more likely is the
possibility of a "single degree of freedom flutter" with nearly the first bending mode
and frequency. This occurs for the TSP results at the higher Mach number of 0.80. Euler-

' type calculations for this Mach number show flutter involving both mode 1 and mode 2. %
For both Mach numbers, the corrected doublet lattice method results give a neutral point
stagnation pressure almost equal to that from linear TSP.

Flutter calculations for the higher combination of modal frequencies, 40 Hz and 60
Hz, show that the stagnation pressure for flutter is essentially equal for linear TSP and .
TSP results. The uncorrected doublet lattice method gives the same critical stagnation
pressure, but the corrected doublet lattice method gives a much lower stagnation pressure. "* ' . ."

The author states that these behaviors could be due to variations of lift due to pitch at
low frequencies.

The effect of incidence was investigated for the flutter case with lower modal fre-
quencies (10 Hz and 30 Hz). Critical flutter stagnation pressures versus incidence are
shown in Figure 15-3. The TSP method shows the largest drop with incidence. Single de-
gree of freedom flutter in the first bending mode occurs for the higher angles at both . . .
Mach numbers.

In the later discussion period, Mr. J. Edwards pointed out an unusual bending type
instability that occurred during transonic wind tunnel testing of an aeroelastic model of
the DAST-ARW-2 wing. Mr. Edwards also discussed possibilities of predicting this phe-
nomenon.

Flutter analyses for other cases are obviously needed since this particular model
may be oversensitive.

The author concludes by recommending that static aeroelastic deflections due to
steady loadings be considered in predicting unsteady loadings. Also, the various angles
possible in high speed flight should be investigated. He stated that time-linearized
flow equations do offer advantages.

A comment was made to the author that viscous corrections could cause effects equal
to the differences between the various inviscid methods presented. The author agreed and
stated that investigations including viscous effects were planned.

16. K. ISOGAI: "The Development of Unsteady Transonic Three-Dimensional Full Potential
Code and Its Aeroelastic Applications"

A two-step, semiimplicit, time-marching, finite difference method for solving the 3-D .' '.
full potential equation in quasilinear form has been developed at the Japanese National
Aerospace Laboratory. It employs the quasiconservative form of Jameson's rotated differ-
ence scheme to capture shock waves. Flow tangency conditions are satisfied on mean
contours.

Applications to the highly swept, low AR NORA wing, with nose-up twist and NACA
63006 section, were made and are shown in Figure 16-1. The agreement between theory
and experiment is reasonable.

Flutter calculations were made for a high aspect ratio, clean transport wing with
nose-down tip twist using time integration of structural and flow equations. Six modes
were used for structural responses which only consumed 1% of the total computing time.
The flow equation computations required almost all of the time.

Computed steady-state pressures used a 2-D strip boundary layer correction which
significantly improved the agreement with test steady pressure distributions for M = 0.8
as shown in Figure 16-2. The bottom of the transonic flutter dip occurs near this Mach
number. The modified airfoil shapes and slopes found were then applied in unsteady
calculations without inner-outer flow unsteady interactions.

The calculated and experimental flutter characteristics are shown in Figure 16-3.fhe stagnation pressure at flutter increases with angle of attack (possibly due to
aeroelastic untwisting for swept wings as recently discussed by Gravelle, Honlinger,
and Vogel at the September, 1984, ICAS meeting). Flutter stagnation pressures and the dip
are well predicted. Frequency is reasonably well predicted, but the large disagreement ,.
with experimental frequency at the lower Mach numbers could not be explained. Unsteady " -
aerodynamic calculations were performed for a twisted wing simulating elastic and geometric
twist angles at flutter statically. This modified rigid wing was oscillated in pitch at \'
M = 0.8. Steady pressures show a shock on the lower surface at 15% chord and at 85%
semispan. This is reflected in sharp peaks of real and imaginary unsteady pressures and
is thought to be the cause of minimum dynamic pressure. A rapid rise in flutter dynamic -
pressure occurs with the expansion of the supersonic region with increasin Mach number.

(Japanese report NAL TR-726T mentioned success in predicting the flutter character-
istics of the supercritical wing model tested by Farmer-Hanson of NASA.)
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The authors discussed a clever method for calculating static aeroelastic phenomena r ."
at a given Mach number and a given dynamic pressure using their time marching code.
Velocity is decreased and air density is increased at constant dynamic pressure to produce
low wing-air mass ratios. At high reduced frequencies, oscillatory wing responses damp %
rapidly with time to give converged static aeroelastic deformations. An example demon-
strated the method.

Flutter calculations were also made for a transport wing with engines. The full
potential code shows a large transonic flutter dip for Mach numbers just above 0.8 in
the inboard wing torsion mode. Doublet lattice methods predict significantly higher
speeds at the dip and are quite unconservative.

The author applies the full potential method to predict (a) steady-rtate pressures %
for the ONERA M-6 wing at M = 0.84, (b) unsteady lift and moments for a swept rectangular .
wing (flat plate) at M = 0.8, and (c) unsteady pressures for an inboard flap on an RAE
swept tapered wing. The latter case is shown in Figure 16-4. The various data for the .-.-

above cases are in reasonable to good agreement with other methods or test data.

The time domain calculations were also applied to simulate flutter suppression sys-
tems using active controls to eliminate the instability.

The author states that gust response, gust alleviation, and aileron reversal appli-
cations are straightforward.

Thus, the state of the art in Japan is quite high and appears ready for industrial
flutter applications.

THE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Five questions were proposed as listed next. A discussion of each question follows.

1. How is transonic flutter clearance done today in the aircraft industry?

The unsteady airloads used for safety-against-flutter evaluations are now computed
from modified linear theories such as strip theory, kernel function, and doublet lattice
methods for the subsonic region and supersonic kernel, harmonic gradient, supersonic
parallelogram integration, and the conventional Mach box method for the supersonic regime.
Transonic trends are estimated from correlations between flutter model test data and the
linear theories. Final flutter calculations are made with quasisteady corrections for
lift curve slope and aerodynamic center and other modifications to the theory.

In Europe, measured unsteady pressures are sometimes used to guide estimates of
oscillatory airloads. Messieurs Boer and Houwink of NLR used measured 2-D transonic
unsteady airloads together with quasisteady 3-D corrections from steady tests (EQS method)
to predict the two transonic flutter speed dips shown by experiments.

The Japanese National Aerospace Laboratory has had success in predicting the flutter -.

speed of the Farmer-Hanson model and a model of a preliminary design of a Japanese trans-
port. Their 3-D full potential code requires considerable computer times. Practical
methods for clean suzfaces now exist, even if long.

2. Will the emerging transonic CFD methods change the procedures? *° -

The consensus was that these new methods will have a great impact on the flutter
calculation process, but not in the near-term future.

Additional validations to establish the improved reliability by comparisons with
test data are required for realistic industrial cases before the methods will be acceptedby managers and, especially, by civilian and military approval agencies. Also, the

total costs of increased computer times and engineering support must be minimized. Efficient
engineering and preliminary design methods are required. Thus, the contribution ofmilestone developments and their acceptances are likely to be evolutionary.

The same general process consisting of flutter calculations at various design stages,
ground vibration tests, stiffness tests, model tests, flight flutter tests, etc., will
still be used. The flutter analyses will improve in accuracy and will increase with the
intent of minimizing flutter model and flight tests. * ..

A crisis could accelerate the acceptance and use of the new unsteady CFD methods.

3. How will transonic flutter clearance be done in five years?

Few significant changes are likely in the next five years. However, the new methods
with quicker turnaround times are likely to be used for intermediate design particularly
if margins of safety are small or inadequate. TSP and full potential methods may receive ..
main attention.

N-,. -
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4. How will transonic flutter clearance be done in ten years? - ..

4%
The consensus of both scientific and industrial representatives was that, beyond five

years, the new unsteady CFD methods would be used extensively. The methods would have '""-
matured, been evaluated and validated, and gained acceptance.

No definite conclusions could be drawn about the impact of the new technology on
flutter model tests. The selection of the number and kind of models will certainly be
improved. Trade-off studies to evaluate free-flying versus cantilevered models could be
conducted as well as studies to minimize wing-store cases in model and flight tests.
However, development of new grids and methods to handle wing-stores, T-tails, etc., is
required before a sharp reduction in model and flight tests is possible. %"

Theory shows marked effects on flutter characteristics due to surface angles, and
these results are supported by some tests. However, other tests of wings up to 6 degrees
show that the transonic flutter speed dip extends over a very narrow Mach number range
and is not influenced strongly by the angle of attack.

Separation effects have strongly influenced the results of flutter model tests. . - .'-,

Flutter model construction (surface smoothness) and testing certainly has to be
improved as emphasized by several papers.

No definitive and quantitative statements were made about reductions in flight -*

flutter testing although hopes were expressed. Any reductions would be significant in
view of the very high costs per hour of flight time. However, the added complications
of the angle of attack effects for both attached and separated flow as well as the increase
in potentially critical cases, due to improved accuracy of prediction methods, make
estimates difficult.

5. What are the research needs for the next five years?

Several opinions were expressed about the adequate state of the art for airfoils
and available unsteady test data. Suggestions were made to conduct future tests on
small 3-D models to decrease wind tunnel interference and to investigate realistic
configurations.

Some research needs in the model area are:

1. Two-dimensional plunge-pitch flutter tests at various angles or lift coefficients.
2. Unsteady airload measurements over flexible models.
3. Prediction of flutter characteristics corresponding to Reynolds numbers at flutter '- -

model conditions and also for full-scale flight Reynolds numbers.
4. Comparison of flutter model data obtained at low Reynolds numbers and those

obtained in new high Reynolds number facilities. Perhaps this can be accomplished through
a cooperative program.

5. Wall and tunnel resonance effects on unsteady aerodynamics and flutter measure-
ments.

6. Improved flutter model construction techniques and more careful test conditions.

Analytical research needs include:

1. Grids and methods for surface-bodies, T-tails, etc. ,
2. Viscosity.

a. Improved turbulence modeling.
b. Continued development of semiempirical viscous methods for 3-D wings and

extension of separated flow methods to 3-D.
c. Extension of Navier-Stokes methods to buffet phenomena.
d. Investigation of problems of fighter aircraft during high angle, maneuvering,

transonic combat.
e. Further studies of self-induced flow instabilities over rigid, nonmoving

airfoils.
f. Methods to predict wing torsional buzz and swept-wing bending buzz at

higher angles.
g. Methods to predict vortical flow effects on flutter.

3. Nonlinearities.

Methods for the simultaneous time integration of strongly nonlinear structural,
unsteady aerodynamic and electrohydraulic elements (stability analyzed in the time domain
as compared to the frequency domain).

4. Application needs:

a. Selection of standard AGARD SMP industrial-type flutter cases and model
test results.

b. Investigations of simplicity versus utility versus computer times in various
transonic unsteady airload methods by application to realistic cases.

c. Training of flutter engineers.
d. Indoctrination of civilian and military approval agencies in the new

techniques.

".4° ° "-
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMXENDAT!ONS
% . 1 A

1. The new unsteady transonic CFD methods with their more realistic simulation of ' "-"
transonic physical phenomena are vital for improving accuracy in flutter predictions. .

2. The AGARD cooperative program on transonic unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelastic
applications has certainly stimulated excellent contributions and advanced the state of
the art.

3. General conclusions on the state of the art seem to be:

a. The various methods predict subsonic unsteady pressure distributions equally
well.

b. Unsteady pressure distributions for conventional airfoils are quite well ..
predicted by inviscid methods at lower transonic Mach numbers and for

* attached flow. The agreement with test data deteriorates with increased
angle and shock strength. Viscous ccrrections improve agreements as do
increased frequencies.

c. Agreement of predicted unsteady data with test data is better when steady
pressure data agree.

d. Supercritical airfoils are very sensitive to flow conditions and require
viscous corrections to improve agreement with test data. Some of the
simpler TSP methods fail to adequately predict unsteady loads for blunt,
thick surfaces.

e. Viscous corrections are essential to even qualitatively predict unsteady 5.-a
aerodynamic pressure trends due to oscillating trailing edge flaps. The
state of the art is fair, at best, and further improvements are needed for
active control applications.

f. Separated flow drastically changes the variations of unsteady pressures
and phases with frequency. Flutter characteristics are altered significantly.
Applications of new strong coupling-viscous methods predict the correct
trends for 2-D airfoils. No 3-D methods for separated unsteady flow are - .* ,..
available. *

g. Research on unsteady turbulence modeling and on wall effects requires high
priority attention...

h. Three-dimensional methods for predicting unsteady airloads for transonic
flutter analyses of clean wings are now available even if lengthy and
tentative. Methods for interfering surfaces-bodies are needed.

i. Economic methods for preliminary design are needed.

4. Liaison between unsteady CFD scientists and flutter engineers must increase as
well as training for the latter.

5. The tremendously useful data produced by the SMP cooperative program certainly
requires continuous collation.

6. Application of the new methods by industrial flutter engineers should be presented
at AGARD meetings and also national group meetings to accelerate transition of this more ac-
curate and vital technology.
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SUMMARY -

'The flow over the B-i wing is studied computationally, including the aeroelastic response of the

wing. Computed results are compared with results from wind tunnel and flight tests for both low-sweep and

high-sweep cases, at 25.0, and 67.57, respectively, for selected transonic Mach numbers. The aerodynamic

and aeroelastic computations are made by using the transonic unsteady code ATRAN3S. Steady aerodynamic
computations compare well with wind tunnel results for the 25.00 sweep case and also for small angles of -

attack at the 67.5, sweep case. The aeroelastic response results show that the wing is stable at the low

sweep angle for the calculation at the Mach number at which there Is a shock wave. In the higher sweep -*.

case, for the higher angle of attack at which oscillations were observed in the flight and wind tunnel
tests, the calculations do not show any shock waves. Their absence lends support to the hypothesis that the

*" observed oscillations are due to the presence of leading edge separation vortices and are not due to shock
wave motion as was previously proposed. '.;i-

1 . INTRODUCTION

The variable sweep B-I wing has been observed to undergo aeroelastic oscillations at certain angles of

attack in both flight and wind tunnel tests (Refs. 1 and 2). These oscillations occurred in the transonic

regime at both low- and high-sweep angles. Motivated by these observations, in this paper the flow over the

B-i wing is studied computationally, including the aeroelastic response of the wing. Computed results are
compared with results from the wind tunnel and flight tests for both the low- and high-sweep cases. In the 361W

low-sweep case, the comparisons demonstrate the capability of the computational methods to properly stimu-

late the flow in the presence of shock waves. In the high-sweep case, where the sweep angle is equal to
67.50, the comparisons at a low-angle of attack demonstrate the capability of the computational methods to

properly simulate the flow at an extreme sweep angle. Finally, a comparison is presented in the high-sweep

case for a higher angle of attack at which oscillations were observed. The calculations do not show any

shock waves. Their absence lends support to the hypothesis (private communication, Yoshihara, 1984) that
the observed oscillations at the high-sweep angle are separation-induced oscillations (SIO). These

oscillations are due to the presence of leading-edge separation vortices, and not due to shock-induced

oscillations as previously proposed (Ref. 1). %

To study the transonic aeroelastic characteristics of wings, efficient computational tools are required

to compute unsteady flows over wings. There is an extensive effort in the area of computational flu:d

. dynamics (CFD) (Ref. 3) to develop methods for transonic unsteady aerodynamics. To date methods based on

the small disturbance potential theory (Ref. 4) are being routinely used in two-dimensio nal ieroelastio . .-

analysis (Ref. 5). The use of three dimensional methods for practical wings has begun.

An unsteady, small-disturbance transonic code called XTRAN3S that is based on a time-integrti ,etd.

was developed by Borland and Rizzetta (Ref. 6) as an extension to three lmensiono. Also, this e a , h e

capanility of conducting static and dynamic aeroelastic computations by simultaneously integrating the,
aerodynamic and structural equations of motion. The authors illustrated the c.api hii'y -f XT ANC P 5- ,-in

puting flutter boundaries for a rectangular wing with a 0% thick parabnlic-arc ai rfo tl sectior it t'-s ."

Mach numbers. Guruswamy and Goorjiin (Ref. 7), and Seidel et al. (Ref. R) have ilIstrated 1he 1p,-1: 1: nl'

to other rectangular wings ind Myers et al. (Ref. 5) have illustrated the applica i -,ns t,) a transpcrt --.

with an aspect ratio of 8, a taper ratio of 0.i, and a loading-edge angle of 20
.

,

The use of the original version of XTRAN3S was limited to wings with high-i.opot rit. ,

ratios and small sweep angles because of the nature of the, coordi nite transf.rmat .c ,-p

and Goorjian (Ref. 10) developed an alternate efficient coordlrAte transformatim won i.- r ' t in
ATRAN3S. ATRAN3S is 3 modified version of XTRAN3it with many other new featios. As .A ;* ' A N *l4 .."

computations faster, more accurate, and more stable than XTRAN3S as i, Iustr tin r 1 r 0 f r i. -

Swing, which is a l.ow-aspect, small-taper ratio, high-sweep, fighter wi)07. An ,'r, V, V rl v,

corrections thot were originally Implemented In XTRANiS by Rizoetta and B r o lt. f ' a' '"



ATRAN3S. The viscous computing capability of ATRAN3S was illustrated by Marstiller et al. (Ref. 12) for a
rectangular wing and for a typical transport wing.

In this work, a tranonic aeroelastic analysi, isconducted for the B 1wing, whJ oh is a variable sweep
wing. The sweep angle of the wing varies from 15, to 67.50, and the aircraft cruises in the transonic
regime. Flight tests on the wing and wind tunnel tests (Ref. 2, on the 1/10 scale model of the wing showed

angle of attack dependent zero damped aeroelastic oscillations. In a recent aeroelastic model experiment .
conducted in the NASA Ames 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (Ref. 2), significant aeroelastic limited - .
oscillations in the wing-first bending mode were observed in the higher transonic regime over a narrow band
of angles of attack. Those oscillations occurred at high-sweep angles of approximately 650. At the sweep
angle of 250, some small aeroelastic oscillations were also observed, which were attributed to aerodynamic

buffeting.

Motivated by these observations, the flow over the B-i wing is studied computationally, including the
aeroelastic response of the wing. The NASA Ames Research Center, transonic, unsteady, code ATRAN3S is used
for this purpose. Aerodynamic and aeroe1vstic analyses are conducted at two sweep angles, 25.00 and 67.50
for selected Mach numbers, and the resilts are compared with wind tunnel and flight results.

2. AERODYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In this analysis the modified unsteady tnree-dimenslona t-ansonic small-disturbance equation is -.-

employed:

2 + 2,
A0tt + Bxt (Box + yx ty xyy Z)z

2 2 2
where y is distrbance velocity potential; A R F M); F = -112(- +-)M.-

G = (1/2)(- 3)M; and H = -(Y - I)M..

This equation is solved in the computor codp ATrAN3S by a time accurate finite-difference scheme that
employs an alternating direction implicit (ADI algoritnm (Ref. 4). Whereas ATRAN3S employs the modified
coordinate transformation technique (Ref. 10), it is noted here that the conventional transformation origi-
nally employed in XTRAN3S (Ref. 61 is not adequate for the high-sweep case of the B-i wing. During the
course of this work, ATRAN3S was further improve,' by modifying the code to implicitly treat somne additional
terms in the finite-difference form of Eq. '1) in order to improve the stability of the algorithm. This
speeded up the code by a factor of two. "

For all oases considered in this st.,,y, a grid with 64 points in the streamwise direction, 40 points in
the vertical direction and 20 points in the spanwise direction were employed. The wing surface was defined
by 39 points in the streamwise direction and by 13 points In the spanwise direction. Computational bound- .'-

aries were located as follows: the upstream boundary was at 15 chords, the downstream boundary was at
25 chords, the far span boundary was at 1.6 semispans, the region above the wing boundary was at 25 chords, =. ,
and the boundary below the wing was at 25 chords.

3. AEROELASTIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION - -

The governing acroelastlc equations of motion of a flexible wing are obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz
method (Chapter 3, Ref. 131. In this method the resulting aeroelastic displacements are expressed at any

time as functions of a finite set of assumed modes. The contribution of each assumed mode to the total

motion is derived by using Lagrange's equation. Further, it is assumed that the deformation of the continu-
ous wing structure can be represented by deflections at a number of discrete points. This assumption facil-
itates the use of discrete structural data such as the modal vector, the stiffness matrix and the mass
matrix generated that is by a finite element analysis or by experimental influence coefficient measurements.

The final matrix form of the aeroelastic equations of motion is

[M]{q(t) * [C]I (t) + [K]1q,t)j I {F(t) (2)

where

M] = the generalized mas:; matrix

= the generalized damping matrix

[K] m the generalized stiffness matrix
iF(t)} - the generalized aerodynamic force vector

q(t) - the generalized displacement vector
denotes the time derivative

These equations of motion are solved numerI ral I y by |i0 er t ing Fl. 1 in ti me by the line:ar accelepra-
tion method which Is the same as the explicit finite difference Fuler method. This procedure was success- ." .. -.

fully employed previously to solve the aeroelastic equatins of motion ol a lwo-degrees-of-freedom

aeroelastlc system (Ref. 5).

-- ' ---------
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The step-by-step integration procedure for obtaining the aeroelastic response was carried out as fol-
lows. Free-stream conditions are assumed and wing surface boundary conditions are obtained from a set of %
selected starting values of the generalized displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors. Then the
generalized aerodynamic force vector iF(t)} at time t + At is computed by solving Eq. (1). Using this -

aerodynamic vector, the generalized displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors for the time level
t + At are calculated by numerically integrating Eq. (2). From the generalized coordinates computed at the
time level t + At, the new boundary conditions on the surface of the wing are computed. With these new
boundary conditions the aerodynamic vector (F(t)} is computed at the next time level by using Eq. (1). This
process is repeated at every time step to solve the aerodynamic and structural equations of motion forward %

in time until the required response is obtained. " "

4. MODELING THE WING FOR THE ANALYSIS

A schematic diagram of the B-1 aircraft is given in Fig. 1. From this configuration, isolated wing
planforms are modeled to represent the aerodynamic and structural characteristics of the wing as closely as

possible. The two planforms modeled for sweep angles of 25.00 and 67.50 are shown in Fig. 2. For both
cases, the wing root is located at the pivot point of the wing. The resulting aspect ratio and taper ratio
for the 25.00 sweep case are 8.26 and 0.41, and the corresponding values for the 67.50 sweep case are 1.85

and 0.38, respectively.

5. VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS

In this analysis the assumed modes used in Eq. (2) were taken from the natural modes of the wing as
determined from a vibrational analysis. The data for the vibrational analysis was prepared from the mea-
sured structural stiffnesses and from the mass distributions of the wing. The first six natural modes were

selected to represent the wing for the aeroelastic analysis. The modes and their associated frequencies
that were determined by the vibrational analysis in addition to the frequencies of the actual wing from
ground vibration tests of the B-i aircraft are given in Fig. 3. The frequencies from the vibration analysis
on the model planform of the wing that are prepared for the code are close to those measured for the actual
wing in the ground vibration test as shown in Fig. 3. Thus the model in the code closely represents the

structural characteristics of the actual wing.

6. STEADY AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Steady aerodynamic computations were made in order to verify that the modeling of the wing was adequate

for representation of the actual aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. This verification was made by
comparing the results from ATRAN3S with the wind tunnel results measured at the NASA Ames 11- by 11-Foot
Tunnel on a 1/10-scale model of the wing (Ref. 2).

Steady aerodynamic pressures were computed by integrating Eq. (1) in time and by setting the steady

boundary conditions on the wing. The time-step size required for the computation depended mainly upon the

sweep angle. The time-step sizes required for the 25.00 and the 67.50 sweep cases were 0.01 and 0.002,
respectively.

Steady-state computations were made for subsonic and transonic Mach numbers equal to 0.65 and 0.75,

respectively, at the sweep angle of 250. Steady pressure distributions are compared with experiment at four
semispan stations along the sections perpendicular to the elastic axis at 46, 61, 72, and 83% locations.
Figure 4 shows the steady pressure distribution at M = 0.65 and a = 0.00 where the flow is subsonic. As
expected the ATRAN3S results compare well with experiment. Figure 5 shows the comparison of steady pressure
distributions at M = 0.75 and a = 4.110. Results compare well between the code and the experiment for .

sli ;pan stations. These close comparisons between the code and the experiment show that the planform
modeled in Fig. 2 for the sweep of 250 is adequate to aerodynamically represent the wing.

Steady-state computations were then made for several Mach numbers ranging from 0.80 to 0.873 at various -
ingles of attack for the sweep angle of 67.50. The physical grid required to make computations is shown in
F:g. 6. Note the scale in the span direction was stretched by a factor of ten in Fig. 6a in order to show

tno details of the grid. In the actual grid, the wing appears swept back by 67.50 as shown in Fig. 6b. It
i; n,,ted hore that the physical grid generated by the original XTRAN3S (Ref. 7) is not adequate (Ref. 10) " . ,.
for thic nigh-sweep case. Because of the high sweep and the associated low Mach numbers normal to the
leading edge, the flow remained subsonic for all the cases considered. The code compared fairly well with
the experiment at small angles of attack. For example, Fig. 7 shows steady pressure comparisons between the
code and the experiment at four semispan stations along sections perpendicular to the olastic axis at 46,
61, 72, and 83% locations at M = 0.873 and a = 2.060. Comparisons are favorable for, all span stations

except the 46% semispan station. The disagreement at the 146% semi.pan Is due to the presence of the glove
close lo that span station in the winJ tunnel tests and the glove is not modeled in the code.

For the high-sweep ungle of 67.50, at higher angles of attack, both in flight tests and in wind tunnel

tests, the wings were observed to undergo oscillations (Refs. I and 2). For the flight tests, the oscilla-
tions occurred in the range of 8.1-8.41 in angle of attack, and for the wind tunnel tests the oscillations

occurred at 7,40
.

It had been proposed in Ref. 1 that the o-aillations were due to the motion of shook
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waves. However, upon examination of the wind tunnel detail (Refs. 1 and 2), which included pressure coeffi-
cient plots, oil flow charts, and lift curve slopes, H. Yoshihara (private communication, 1984) suggested

that the oscillations were due to "the presence of leading-edge separation vortices modified by secondary

wing bending (primary mode) leads to outboard washout changes that cause vortex-flow loading changes (1800

out of phase) that reinforce the bending oscillations."

IN To determine whether shock waves were contributing to the oscillation, calculations were performed at '

M - 0.80 and at a = 6.00 and 11.00 angles of attack. At these angles of attack, the wind tunnel data
showed no oscillations, and the calculations should indicate the presence of shock waves if they are
there. However, the code ATRAN3S models the flow by a velocity potential as shown in Eq. (1), and hence

0 cannot account for the presence of vortices in the flow. Figure 8 shows the comparison at a - 6.00

between wind tunnel test results and calculations. The calculations show no sign of the presence of shock
waves and differ significantly from the experimental results. Note that the experimental data falls below

C*. Figure 9 shows the computed results at a - 11.00. Again there is no sign of the presence of shock
w~ves and the results differ significantly from the experimental results shown in Fig. 9. Hence there are .

probably no shock waves present at the intermediate angle of attack of 7.44 at which the oscillations were
observed. To properly model the flow in these cases, where leading edge vortices are apparently present and %

the effects of separation are important in understanding the oscillations, a Navier-Stokes code must be % N1
used.

7. AEROELASTIC RESPONSES

In this section several calculations will be presented that simulate the aeroelastic response of the

wing by simultaneously integrating Eqs. (1) and (2). The first case will examine the response of the wing
at low sweep under the subsonic flow conditions given in Fig. 4. A transonic case will then be computed at

the low-sweep angle to determine the presence of shock waves. Finally a subsonic case will be computed at
the high-sweep angle, under the flow conditions given in Fig. 7, to examine the change in the response of

the wing as the sweep angle is increased.

For the first case, an aeroelastic analysis is conducted at the subsonic Mach number of 0.65 and

a = 0.00 in order to study the nature of subsonic response of the wing. In this case the steady pressures
from the code compared well with the experiment as shown in Flg. 4. Flow parameters are taken for an

altitude of 33,000 ft. The response computations were initiated by giving an arbitrary unit displacement to
the first generalized coordinate q(1). The aerodynamic and structural equations of motion were simul-

taneously integrated forward in time until a steady aeroelastic equilibrium state was approached. This
required about 10,000 time-steps of size 0.02, which corresponds to approximately 6 sec of physical time at

the altitude of 33,000 ft.

In order to simulate an external disturbance to initiate oscillations, an instantaneous change of 2.00
to the mean angle of attack was given to the wing and the response computations were further continued.
After initial oscillations the wing again approached a steady aeroelastic equilibrium position. This

required approximately 5,000 time-steps. Similar responses were repeated for 4.00 of instantaneous change
in the angle of attack. These responses for the first normal mode are shown in Fig. 10. The responses for
the other 5 modes were of smaller amplitude in comparison to the first mode. For all the three instan- -
taneous angles of attack, the wing reached a steady aeroelastic equilibrium position within approximately

3.5 sec. d.

For the next case, the response analysis was conducted for the transonic flow at M - 0.72 and

a - 4.00 and an altitude of 33,000 ft. At these conditions some oscillations were observed in the flight
test of the 8-1 aircraft (Refs. I and 2). Response computations were initiated by giving an arbitrary unit
displacement to the first generalized coordinate q(1). Then aerodynamic and structural equations of motion
were simultaneously integrated in time until a steady aeroelastic equilibrium state was approached. This

required about 10,000 time-steps of size 0.02, which corresponds to 6 sec of physical time at the altitude
of 33,000 ft. The response time was similar to the subsonic case. The deformed shape of the wing at its
steady aeroelastic equilibrium position is shown in Fig. 11. This deformed shape of the wing is close to -
the first bending mode shape of the wing. The corresponding upper- and lower-surface pressure distributions

are shown in Fig. 12. A shock wave is evident on the outboard portion of the upper surface of the wing.

To simulate an external disturbance to initiate oscillations, an instantaneous change in the mean angle --

of attack was given to the wing and response computations were further continued. After some initial oscil- J 0.

lations, the wing again approached a steady aeroelastic equilibrium position within 3.0 sec. This required , ,
approximately 5,000 time-steps. Such responses were conducted for two instantaneous changes in angle of
attack of 2.00 and 4.0*. These responses are shown for the first normal mode in Fig. 13. For the two

cases, the wing reaches a steady aeroelastic equilibrium position within approximately 3.0 see.

In spite of the presence of shock waves on the wing, the nature of response is similar to that observed ". -

for the subsonic case at M - 0.65. It is noted that the wing does not pick up oscillations caused by the ,%'-.

external disturbance even when shock waves are present on the wing. However, these calculations did not . 1%

simulate the effects of the shock wave interaction with the boundary layer. Hence they could not simulate
buffet, which was the cause of the oscillations that were observed in wind tunnel and flight tests (Refs. I

and 2) at these flow conditions.
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For the final computation, a case at M - 0.873 and a = 2.060 was selected for response analysis at %
the altitude of 33,000 ft. For this case steady pressures from ATRAN3S compared favorably with the experi- ]''.."

ment as shown in Fig. 7.

Because of the low aspect ratio of 1.8 of the wing at the 67.50 sweep-case, the time-step size required
was 0.002, which is ten times smaller than the time step size required for the 25.00 sweep case. Because of
the large computational time required for the aeroelastic analysis, only a limited response analysis was c .

conducted. The aeroelastic response of the first normal mode is shown in Fig. 14 for approximately two
cycles of oscillation starting from the free-stream conditions with an initial unit value for the first

generalized displacement q(1). The response computations which corresponds to 1.35 sec of physical time
required about 15,000 time-steps of computation. The response showed damping but at a very small rate. The
rate of damping for this case is much smaller than those observed for the case of 25.00 sweep. This small
damping, in addition to the proposed formation of leading-edge vortices at higher angles of attack might
have caused the aeroelastic oscillations that were observed on the B-1 wing at the high-sweep angle.

8. CONCLUSION

The transonic code ATRAN3S was used to study the aerodynamic flow and the aeroelastic response of the
B-i wing at low- and high-sweep angles of 25.00 and 67.50, respectively. Steady pressures from the code
compared well with experimental results in the low-sweep case for both subsonic and transonic flows. At

high sweep, the comparisons were good at low angles of attack. But at higher angles of attack, the calcula-
tions did not show shock waves as had been previously proposed. An alternative source for the oscillations
that were observed at the higher angles of attack is proposed to be leading-edge separation vortices. A
Navier-Stokes code is required to properly simulate such flows. Aeroelastic response studies showed that

the damping of the wing response significantly decreased when the sweep angle was increased. The calcula-
tions using ATRAN3S were performed on a CRAY X-MP computer and they required 0.46 sec of CPU time to calcu- ___

late one time step for a total of 1.9 hr of CPU time for one complete aeroelastic response analysis for a

low-sweep case.
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Fig. 1. The B-1 aircraft.
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Fig. 2. Wing planrorms for analysis.
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UNSTEADY AIRLOAD COMPUTATIONS FOR AIRFOILS OSCILLATING IN

ATTACHED AND SEPARATED COMPRESSIBLE FLOW*
by

R. Houwink**
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) ,. % -i ,

Anthony Fokkerweg 2
1059 CM Amsterdam0 THE NETHERLANDS

SUMMARY

>Recent developments in coupled inviscid flow-boundary layer computations are discussed for airfoils in
unsteady motion in attached and separated subsonic and transonic flow. The applicability of quasi-simulta-
neous strong interaction coupling procedures for transonic small perturbation theory and boundary layer in-
tegral methods is illustrated for oscillating airfoils with shock-induced separation. The relevance of the
predicted airloads for aeroelastic applications is illustrated using the analysis of an aeroelastic insta-
bility of a supercritical wing wind-tunnel model. .

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a, b coefficients of boundary layer equations (1) and (5) Ilk.
c airfoil chord
c, d coefficients of inviscid flow equation (4)
CZ. CL lift coefficient
C skin friction coefficient
C
f  

moment coefficient relative to c (positive nose down)

CM leading edge moment coefficient (Figs. 6, 8)
Cp pressure coefficient

f frequency (Hz)
index of x-coordinate of grid point

k reduced frequency based on semi-chord, k = s fc/U. . .
k unsteady lift coefficient (Eq. 6)
ma unsteady moment coefficient (Eq. 7)
M. free stream Mach number
n index of time level
Po total pressure (kPa) (Fig. 13)
R residual in relaxation equation (2)
Re Reynolds number based on chord
t time
u x-component of local velocity relative to free stream velocity, u +
U. free stream velocity
x location of transition point
z coordinate normal to free stream direction, relative to chord
a angle of attack (deg)
av  viscous correction to inviscid flow boundary conditions on airfoil (Fig. 1)

displacement thickness, relative to chord

* perturbation potential, relative to U c
preliminary 0 at new time level, computed in x-sweep of ADI method (Fig. 2)

P local density (Fig. 1)
angular frequency, w = 2wf
relaxation factor (Eq. 2)

Subscripts
F at flutter stability boundary (Fig. 13) :. - --

*m mean steady state
0 mean steady state . -
1 first harmonic component -. -..-.

Superscripts
- unconverged result, computed in z-sweep (Fig. 3, 4)

1. INTRODUCTION

In various stages of design, development and certification of an aircraft or helicopter and its pro-
pulsion system it is necessary to predict unsteady airloads on the lifting surfaces. Knowledge of these
airloads is needed, for instance, for the prediction of dynamic stability and flutter, active control, %

effectivity, noise and structural vibrations.
With the fast growth of computational resources the role of computational methods for such predictions has
been increased significantly. On the one hand unsteady airload computations based on linearized subsonic
and supersonic theory for three-dimensional configurations are widely used in aircraft design and develop-
ment. On the other hand, more accurate methods have been developed or are in development in which transonic N-
and viscous effects on unsteady airloads are taken into account. This improvement has been stimulated by
the increasing pursuit of optimized aircraft design in the past decade, and is relevant for unsteady air- %
load computations for in particular supercritical airfoils, control surfaces, rotating blades of helicop-
ters, (advanced) propellers, and turbofans. In these cases the presence of shock waves and the interaction
of the inviscid outer flow with viscous layers on the lifting surface are known to have a significant and

* This investigation has been carried out under contract with the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace
Research NIVR

* ** Senior Research Engineer
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sometimes dominating influence on the unsteady airloads, in particular when flow separation occurs. In addi- 6. %

tion, the development of supercritical airfoils, natural laminar flow airfoils and of cryogenic wind-tunnel .*

testing requires attention for the effect of unsteady displacement of transition points on unsteady air-
loads.

Following similar developments in steady flow computations, various approaches are made to account for
the above inviscid and viscous effects. They can be classified roughly in methods for solving the unsteady %
Navier-Stokes equations and coupled inviscid flow-boundary layer methods. From the former methods the cap-

ability to resolve complex unsteady viscous flow problems has been demonstrated convincingly for both
attached and separated unsteady compressible flows (Refs. 1.2). However, because of the large computational
effort required in particular for the time-accurete solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, these methods %
are not yet attractive for engineering applications. Also the accuracy of these methods is not yet fully
satisfactory, in spite of the sophisticated mathematical modelling of the flow. This is associated in par- ,
ticular with uncertainty about the proper modelling of transition and turbulence, and with the interaction
of physical and numerical viscosity.

The second approach, in which unsteady inviscid transonic flow methods are coupled with boundary layer
approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations, is more attractive due to the considerably lower computation-
al effort required. The advantages of this approach are even more relevant for unsteady than for steady
flow problems. The required accuracy of unsteady airload computations is generally lower than of steady . .. -
flow computations. Usually the unsteady airloads are only one element of a more complex aeroelastic analy-
sis, sharing limited accuracy with the modal characteristics of the vibrating structure like generalized r
mass, structural damping, etc. The unsteady flow computations, however, require significantly larger effort
compared to steady flow computations.

The above considerations and the need for a better prediction of unsteady airloads than attainable
with inviscid flow computations has led to the development of various methods, based on unsteady non-linear
potential theory and boundary layer integral methods (Refs. 3 to 14). Initially the applicability of all
these methods was limited to attached flows due to the direct (velocity prescribed) computation of the
boundary layer involved in the coupling procedures (Refs. 3-12). Recently, however, this limitation has
been eliminated in two methods, developed simultaneously and independently at ONERA (Ref. 13) and NLR
(Ref. 14). These methods are based on two-dimensional unsteady transonic small perturbation theory and inte-
gral boundary layer methods. Inviscid flow and boundary layer are solved partly simultaneously in order to
avoid the singularity which inevitably is encountered in a direct computation of a separating boundary
layer. These quasi-simultaneous coupling procedures are partly based on similar methods for the computation
of steady flows with separation (Refs. 15-17) and unsteady attached flows (Ref. 7). The effectivity of the
prevent coupling procedures has been demonstrated convincingly in various preliminary computations of un-
steady flows about airfoils with shock- and spoiler-induced separation (Refs. 18,19). The accuracy of the
results and the cost-effectiveness of the methods is very promising for engineering applications to predict
unsteady airloads for the analysis of shock induced flutter, buzz, dynamic stall and control surface effec-
tivity.

In the present paper the methods with quasi-simultaneous coupling procedures are summarized. The applic-
ability of these methods is illustrated for oscillating airfoils with shock-induced separation. The rele-
vance of the predicted airloads for aeroelastic applications is illustrated using the analysis of an aero-

*elastic instability of a supercritical wing wind-tunnel model.

2. SUMMARY OF THE METHODS

In the following the main features of the methods are summarized with emphasis on the coupling proce-
dures at the airfoil surface. For a more detailed description one is referred to references 13 and 14.

In both methods the inviscid outer flow is modelled by an unsteady transonic perturbation potential
equation, and the viscous flow by boundary layer integral methods. The flow regions are coupled using vari-
ous relations between viscous and inviscid flow quantities. One relation is the boundary condition for the
inviscid flow computation, describing flow or mass flow tangency to the inviscid unsteady airfoil contour
corrected by a viscous flow angle a (Fig. 1). The other relations are the expression of the flow quanti-
ties at the edge of the boundary laver, occurring in the boundary layer equations, as functions of the in-
viscid flow potential distribution 0.

Consistent with the small perturbation assumptions underlying the modelling of the inviscid region,
the flow is computed on a rectangular grid with airfoil and wake boundary conditions applied on the x-axis.
The development of 'ie flow with time is computed in a number of time steps using the Alternating Direction
Implicit (ADI) finite difference procedure of the NASA-Ames code LTRAN2 (Ref. 20). The ADI method is summa-
rized in figure 2. Essential for the strong-interaction coupling procedures is the z-sweep, in which the . .

n+1
potential distributions f(z) on the new time level t are computed for the new viscous boundary condi-

n+l = n n+1 x
tions f(O ) -av , using a downstream marching procedure. Figure 2 also shows the classical weak-inter-

action coupling (direct method) which breaks down at separation.
Figures 3 and 4 give a global comparison of the two methods considered here, which have the above . ..

features in common. The method developed at ONERA (Fig. 3) employs the fully unsteady TSP equation and un-
steady boundary layer defect equations. In order to be able to compute a quasi-simultaneous solution for a

vand I in the z-sweep, a relaxation relation between these quantities has been derived from the boundary ...
layer equations and difference relations:

av + a $ + b - R = 0 (1)

In this relation the coefficients a and b are highly non-linear functions of the Inviscid flow and boundary
layer quantities. Eq. (1) is comparable to the relation between displacement thickness v* and velocity
gradient 4 derived by East, Smith and Merryman for a steady boundary layer (Ref. 21). The latter relation
is used as gasis for the quasi-simultaneous coupling procedures in Rizzetta's method (Ref. 7) and in the %
NLR method discussed later (Eq. 5). Near separation the coefficients a and b become very large and change
sign, causing the well-known singular behaviour of a if 4 is prescribed. In order to avoid this problem,
Eq. (1) is used as basis for a relaxation relation between u and 4 which is added as a boundary condition
to the z-sweep:

a- + a(- ) - R (2)
V V

rz•% .
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In Eq. (2) w is a relaxation factor which can be taken w - 1, and R is a residual. This residual is ob- .
tained by substituting in Eq. (1) the result of & (I) of a direct boundary layer computation or $(W') of
an inverse computation, depending on the local state of the boundary layer (Fig. 3). By simultaneous solu-
tion of Eq. (1) with the inviscid flow equations in the e-sweep, the singular behaviour of the solution for
# and u at separation is in general avoided. In order to approach a converged and time accurate solution at *.

each time step (R = 0) the downstream marching z-sweep is repeated until the residual has become sufficient-
ly small in all x-stations. The combination of this procedure with the unsteady TSP and boundary layer
method and a fine grid appears to yield very encouraging predictions of various types of shock-induced sepa-
ration, including aerodynamic resonance phenomena on fixed and oscillating airfoils (Ref. 18).

The method developed at NLR is shown schematically in figure 4. This method is based on the NASA-Ames N.,
code LTRAN2, and has been modified at NLR in various stages to improve the accuracy and applicability for
unsteady viscous flow computations (Refs. 5, 6, 14, 22). Compared to the ONERA method, low frequency approx-
imations underly the TSP equation, and Green's lag-entrainment method for the steady turbulent boundary
layer and wake (Ref. 23) is used. The viscous correction a to the inviscid flow angle is approximated by
the displacement thickness gradient: v

a = 6* (3)v x

Further differences are the matching of velocities instead of mass flow (P - 1 in figure 1), which leads to
somewhat different small perturbation approximations of the boundary conditions, and the details of the
coupling procedure. In the downstream marching z-sweep at each station x a quasi-simultaneous solution of
inviscid flow and boundary layer is computed before proceeding to the nelt station xj+ 1. This is possible

because at each station the set of linear differential equations solved in the z-sweep can be reduced to
one linear relation between * and 6*: (4)x 0+ c S* + d - 0 (4) .... '.

x ~
The coefficient c is a constant depending on the TSP equation used, on the difference equations and on mesh
width and time step. The coefficient d depends on the time history of the flow computed. Simultaneously a
similar relation is derived from the steady boundary layer equations:

+±16 + - 0 (5)
ax a

This equation is derived from the relation of East, Smith and Merryman (Ref. 21) and Is comparable to
Eq. (1) used in the ONERA method. The advantage of the form of Eq. (5) compared to Eq. (1) is, that Eq. (5)

does not become singular at separation (- - 0). In an iteration process, Eqs. (4) and (5) are solved simul-

taneously and the coefficients a and b are updated using direct computation of the (non-singular) boundary
layer equations, until convergence. In the present version of the method, the z-sweep is carried out only

gradient underlying Eq. (5). This leads to a very cost-effective computation of attached and separated

unsteady flows. However, because the z-sweep is carried out only once each time step, the procedure is not .o' "
fully time accurate. Essentially the upstream influence on the boundary layer of a downstream change of the , /
flow is retarded by one time step. This may lead to less accurate results in particular at shock- induced . b

separation. The problem can be cured easily by iteration of the z-sweep at each time step. e-., "
Besides a cost effective computation, the use of Eqs. (4) and (5) also gives insight in the essential . -1

of the strong viscous-inviscid interaction. In attached flows, - in Eq. (5) is large, indicating a weak

interaction of the displacement thickness with the inviscid flow Eq. (4). In separated flow, is small and

changes sign at separation or reattachment. In that case, the interaction with the inviscid flow is strong,
and the inviscid outer flow solution is largely prescribed by the boundary layer equation (5). Both weak
and strong interaction are properly accounted to by simultaneous solution of Eqs. (4) and (5).

3. UNSTEADY AIRLOADS ON OSCILLATING AIRFOILS WITH SHOCK-INDUCED SEPARATION

One of the challenging computational test cases for unsteady transonic flow computations proposed by
AGARD (Ref. 24) is the NACA 64 AOIO airfoil at a mean angle of attack a - 4 deg, Mach number N - 0.8,
oscillating about k chord at an amplitude of I deg. Experimental data for these conditions at various
Reynolds numbers and frequencies were obgained by Davis and Malcolm (Ref. 25). In figures 5 to 8 experimen-
tal data at a Reynolds number Re = 12x10 are compared with results of the full Navier-Stokes equations and
more approximate methods obtained by Chyu and Kuvahara (Ref. 2) and of the coupled TSP-boundary layer .
method developed at ONERA (Ref. 18).

In the following only the first harmonic components of unsteady airloads are considered (index 1). In
some cases the first harmonic components of lift and moment coefficients are scaled as follows:

k -C /I (6)

M- 2 C /na (7) € .

This representation is acceptable in the present analysis for low amplitudes. Of course for a more detailed
analysis of unsteady flows with separation also non-harmonic representations should be used, in particular
at higher amplitudes where non-linear effects dominate.

The mean steady pressure distributions shown in figures 5 and 7, exhibit shock-induced separation. The
steady result of the coupled method is rather satisfactory (Fig. 7) and at least of equal accuracy as
compared to the mean steady solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations (Fig. 5). Both methods also give a . - -.
satisfactory prediction of the unsteady airloads (Figs. 6, 8), indicating that the essential phenomena of
the flow are properly modelled. The good results of the coupled method for all frequencies considered is -

very encouraging for applications in aeroelastic analysis, as will be illustrated later. It should be noted
that the measured behaviour of the unsteady airloads, which differs completely from inviscid subsonic
theory (Fig. 6), indicates the existence of an aerodynamic natural frequency near k - 0.2 associated with
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unsteady shock induced separation. This phenomenon has been observed also for supercritical airfoils
(Refs. 26, 27) and has been analyzed In more detail in reference 28. .

In figures 9 and 10 similar experimental results for a supercritical airfoil are shown in comparison
with results computed using the LTRAN2-NLR co e. The results were obtained for a lower incidence
(a - 0.75 de) and Reynolds number (Re - 2x10 ). The pitch axis was located at 45 Z chord and the amplitude
was 0.5 deg. The mean steady pressure distribution (Fig. 9) exhibits shock-induced separation, and is well
predicted. The experimental unsteady airloads shown in figure 10 exhibit a similar, slightly weaker aero-
dynamic resonance phenomenon compared to the NACA 64 AOIO airfoil. The effect of frequency on the unsteady _.
airloads. however, is not well predicted due to a low accuracy at the higher frequency. This is probably -
associated with the low frequency approximations, and the semi-time-accurate coupling procedure as compared *'.'-.' -.

to the method developed at ONERA. Also the relatively crude grid may have led to less accurate results. .
These sources of inaccuracy can be removed rather easily, which will be part of further development of the

% LTRAN2-NLR code.
Another useful verification of this code is presented in figure 11, which compares the development of

the measured unsteady lift with Hach number at k ssO.I with results of viscous and inviscid flow computa-
tions. The decreasing magnitude and the large positive phase shift of k due to flow separation (M > 0.76)
are predicted satisfactorily. These results also show the Improved accuracy of the viscous flow computation
compared to the inviscid subsonic and transonic results. -- '

The encouraging results of the two coupled inviscid flow-boundary layer methods demonstrate that they . .
provide a cost-effective alternative to time-accurate solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. Their applic- .
ability may be demonstrated by the prediction and explanation of transonic dips in the flutter stability
boundary of a supercritical wing model in the wind tunnel.

4. ANALYSIS OF AEROELASTIC INSTABILITY AT SHOCK-INDUCED SEPARATION

In references 29 and 27 experimental and theoretical analyses are presented of the flutter boundaries
of a supercritical wing wind-tunnel model. The vibration modes (Fig. 12) and frequencies of this study
model were designed to yield flutter at subsonic and transonic conditions, as a basis for analysis and for * " .
verification of computational methods. Because during the tests pressure measurements were taken at 70 2 of
the semi-span and a large amount of pressure data were available for a similar model, the mean steady flow
conditions were known quite accurately. At an incidence of a - 2 deg an interesting behaviour of the
flutter boundary was measured, shown in figure 13. In addition to the rather conventional transonic dip
near M - 0.7 a second dip was encountered at separated transonic flow conditions around M - 0.75. This
instability could be correlated with the measured behaviour of unsteady airloads on a two-limensional wing
section at similar flow conditions (Ref. 28). The correlation was made by flutter calculations with these
airloads as aerodynamic input (EQS method, Ref. 27). As an example, figure 14 shows the measured 2-D
unsteady lift coefficient k at attached and separated flow conditions for various reduced frequencies, in-
cluding k6 s 0. 1 encountered in the flutter investigation. The Reynolds number at these conditions was
Re o 2x10 . The results at M - 0.7 show the conventional behaviour for attached flow conditions. At
N - 0.75, however, the behaviour is completely different and indicates the presence of an aerodynamic
resonance frequency at k - 0.25. This behaviour is quite similar to that shown in figures 8, 10 and 11. The
flutter computations with these airloads on the outer wing as input give a correct prediction of the second
dip. The presence of this dip and the change of the flutter mode of the wind-tunnel model (Fig. 13) can be
correlated with the change of the imaginary part of k at k A 0.1 from a negative value at N - 0.7 to a
positive value at H - 0.75. a

In view of the capability of the coupled methods to predict correctly the effect of Mach number on the
unsteady airloads on the 2-D wing section, also the observed instability appears to be within the range of
applicability of these methods.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the computation of unsteady airloads on airfoils, oscillating in attached and separated compres-
sible flows including shock-induced separation, the quasi-simultaneous coupling of TSP methods and boundarys. F
layer integral methods yields a cost-effective alternative to methods based on the Navier-Stokes equations. L
A satisfactory prediction of the influence of the frequency is obtained when such a coupled method involves
fully unsteady modelling of inviscid flow and boundary layer, time accurate coupling and a fine computation-
al grid at the shock-boundary layer interaction region. Low frequency approximations and a relatively crude .-. *.

grid, which still allow cost-effective computations at attached flow conditions with satisfactory accuracy, .*. o***
lead to less accurate results for shock-induced separation. ..

The two coupled methods considered here are shown to be applicable in predictions of aeroelastic in- ,.-..

stability of a high aspect ratio wing, associated with shock-induced separation. Considering also the pro- L" '
mising preliminary results for oscillating spoilers and dynamic stall, further investigation of accuracy
and applicability are necessary for a wider range of conditions. For cases where the modelling of the flow
is inadequate, quasi-simultaneous coupling of more accurate methods can be considered, for instance for the , , -,,
prediction of three-dimensional flows and of vortex separation at leading edge stall. These investigations ,.,
need to be supported by experimental information, both for the modelling of 3-D effects, unsteady transi-
tion and separation, and for verification of the computed results.
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Aon addition to previous presentations of wind tunnel and flight test data of the Dornier TST-program,
'results of local flow surveys on the wing in the buffeting region are presented. The vibration levels
on the wing and at the pilot's seat are also shown. The paper presents the separated effects of the slats
in use both with and without trailing edge flaps as manoeuvre flaps up to the transonic flight regime

1. INTRODUCTION

Though there was remarkable progress in the improvement of aerodynamic design tools, there is still un-
certainty in predicting the aerodynamic flow behaviour in the flight region with more or less extended
flow separation.

The usability of calculation methods is limited to the simplification of flow physics and aircraft geo-
metry. Wind tunnel tests at high speed are conducted at much lower Reynold~numbers than in flight test,
which results in different boundary layer conditions with falsified high angle of attack and shock wave/-
boundary layer interaction. Additional handicaps are wall interferences, effects of model installation and
different elastical behaviour of the model in the wind tunnel and the aircraft in flight.

Thus the available correlation between calculation, wind tunnel and flight test results give useful infor-
mations for future projects.

The Dornier TST-program (Transsonischer TragflUgel = Transonic Wing) sponsored by the BMVg (Ministry of
Defense) and conducted in-coopieration wiTh the rVLR, the former VFW-Fokker Company, the ONERA and the
German Air Force Flight Test Center E 61, as a main purpose incorporated the examination of the theoreti-
cal and experimental design tools by correlation with flight test results, demonstrated by the wing design
of a fighter aircraft for the transonic flight region.

Background information on the TST program is given in ref (1). The total aircraft performances obtained
from flight tests in comparison with wind tunnel results and with the conventional wing were discussed at
previous presentations (2,3,4,5). Fig. I shows the transonic wing at the Alpha Jet testbed aircraft.

The character of the transonic airfoils much depends on shock boundary layer interaction. Compared with a
large transport aircraft the fighter wing has lower aspect ratio and is more affected by three dimensional
flow effects. Both the theoretical treatment of transonic flow and the wind tunnel tests at Reynolds num-
bers less than that in flight embody the uncertainty, if the aircraft in flight can meet the design
goals.

The risk in the TST wing design was higher than for a conventional one. This was the reason why the 1:10
Highspeed-Model as well as the wing in flicht were equipped with an extensive test set up, to get as much
information as possible on the correlation of wind tunnel and flight tests.

2. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE BUFFET BOUNDARY

As mentioned above, the improvement in total aircraft performances by the TST-wing was already demonstrat-
ed in previous publications (Ref. 2 - 5).

Especially it was shown, that the buffet limits of the TST were improved inspite of the 20 % higher thick-
ness of the transonic wing, compared with the conventional wing.

The previous buffet investigations were completed with regard to the total aircraft behaviour, neglecting '
local flow effects on the wing, which will be discussed in this paper by the interpretation of steady and ...,.
unsteady pressure gage results. This presentation further informs about the relation between wing vibra-
tion level and the vibration level at the pilot's seat. Additional information is given about the effect
of manoeuvre flaps on the buffet behaviour.

Since the data reduction and evaluation of the unsteady pressure measurements for local flow analysis
is very expensive in time and money, only a few test points could be evaluated. Therefore the results
presented allow no deduction of general statement, but together with informations from other projects
they are one piece in the puzzle of better understanding unsteady aerodynamics.
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2.1 The Test Equipment of the Wing

In order to get informations about local flow conditions the 1:10 high speed model and the TST wing on the
Alpha Jet were equipped with (Fig. 2):

- static pressure tubes in four wing sections to document the steady pressure distribution

- kulites in 4 wing sections to record unsteady pressure variations

- accelerometers and strain gages for buffet and structural analysis at the wing and at pilot's
seat

At the wind tunnel model holes were installed to eject coloured fluid on the wing surface for flow visua-
lization.

2.2 Test Procedure

*Wind Tunnel

The wind tunnel tests with the 1:10 model combined with tests for local flow survey exclusively took place
in the S 2 tunnel of the ONERA. The tests mostly were conducted with free transition at Reynolds numbers
(Re based on aerodynamic chord length lp) of 2,Sx10 6.
Several runs demonstrated the effects of fixed transition (0.1 mm ballotini at x/c - 0,1) and of Rey-
noldsnumber (1x10 6 <Re 4x10 6 ). The tests with fixed transition were not optimized with regard to best
agreement in boundary layer thickness at the shock location between wind tunnel and flight test.

Before the flight tests started, the original wing was tested with the flight test equipment in the S 1
wind tunnel at Modane. For these tests the Reynoldsnumbers achieved were as high as 20xIO 6 and the runs
were conducted with free transition. An overview of all conducted tests is given in (21. For frequency- " ""
analysis the test runs were stabilised in t4achnumber and angle of atack (AOA). The signals from the gages '
were frequency modulated (FM) and recorded on a magnetic tape. The tests for RMS-data recording took place
with continuous increase in AOA (V, - 0,2"/sec.) up to heavy buffet conditions.
The S1 tests with the original wing were not suitable for buffet investigations, because there was a limi-
tation for tolerable loadings of the wind tunnel balance. Rut as later demonstrated, interesting results
in the correlation between wind tunnel and flight tests were obtained from these tests at flow conditions

* Just before buffet onset.

Flight

During the flight tests, discussed in Ref. 2-5, the wind up turn (WUT) manoeuvre was usually chosen to
check out the buffet boundary. This procedure has the inherent problem of exact calculation of lift and
drag polars, for the classic methods of polar determination require stable engine conditions, which are
not given for WUT manoeuvres. In order to reduce the thrust influence on lift, the buffeting evaluation
took place at higher altitude, and thus the error derived from unstable engine conditions could be reduced
to about 2 %. Fig. 3 demonstrates aircraft behaviour during a WUT manoeuvre by means of some recorded test
parameters, given as a function of time.

2.3 Data Reduction

This paper only informs about the data reduction of the unsteady flow conditions in flight and wind tun-
nel; the data reduction of the steady pressure measurements is described in ref 2 to 4.

Wind Tunnel -

As to the wind tunnel tests the analogue signals from the unsteady pressure and accelerometer gages were
handled in two ways

1. analogue integrated and digital converted to RM4S-Values

2. recorded on tape for frequency analysis

The following table shows the frequency range recorded for the different qaoes:

gage RMS-Value frequency RMS-Value frequency
spectrum spectrum

HZ HZ Hz Hz

accelerometers 0,3 to 2000 3,0 to 2.000 0,5 to 100 0,5 to 100
strain gages 3,3 to 10000 1 3,5 to 10.000 0,5 to 200 0,S to 200
kulites 3,0 to 15000 0,5 to 3000 0,5 to 500

S 2 tests, 1:10 model S 1 tests, original half wing

Flight

In flight test the signals from the accelerometers and the strain gages were digitally converted and in-
serted into the PCM4-frame, the remaining tracks of the tape on bord were used to record analogue signals
of selected kulites.

The frequency range for flight test data reduction was:
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gage RMS frequency spectrum %,%
(Hz) (Hz)

accelerometers 0,5 to 100 0,5 to 100
strain gages 0,5 to 200 0,5 to 100
kulites 0,5 to 3000 0,5 to 500

3.0 TEST RESULTS FROM WIND TUNNEL AND FLIGHT r ,'

3.1 Summary of previous buffeting investigations

The previous buffeting analysis (2] led to the buffet limits for the clean configuration summarized in
Fig. 4. The curves are based on the criteria presented in Fig. 5, which are in good correlation with the
criteria from [f]. The agreement between wind tunnel and flight tests was good for the buffet onset
boundary [2]; but for higher buffeting levels no correlation between wind tunnel and flight was found. '- : '-
3.2 Correlation of Wingtip Accelerometer in Wind Tunnel and Flight

Fig. 6 correlates the RMS-Values of the wingtip accelerometer from wind tunnel and flight test. The value
of Ag = 0,2 g from flight test occurs at the angle of attack, where the wind tunnel signal shows the firstkink. -- -

According to pilot's comments moderate buffet in flight corresponds very well with the strong increase in
vibration level. The wind tunnel curves show no remarkable change at that AOA. No relation between wind
tunnel and flight tests for higher buffeting levels was found.

3.3 Vibration at Wingtip and Pilot's Seat

Fig. 7a demonstrates the correlation between wing tip vibration level and vibration at pilot's seat at
Mach 0,75; pilot's comment for the different buffet levels is indicated. These relations are suitable if
flow separation is assumed to be due to compression shocks; for stall induced buffeting at lower Machnum- . J.
bers the vibration levels are shown in Fig. 7b. . .

3.4 Local State of Flow on the Wing - Analysis of RMS-values

the wind tunnel model as on the original wing in flight. One point of interest was, of course, the state

of the flow at the design Machnumber Ma = 0,84. In section 1 only the kulite at 87 % chord had been wired
to the tape recorder. Due to the limited available tracks on the magnetic tape only the kulites of the
most interesting wing areas were used for data collecting.
In Fig. 8 the RMS-values from the kulite 4 signal, analog-digitally converted to technical pressure units
are plotted versus angle of attack (AOA). In flight there is no increase in the RMS-value up to moderate
buffeting (AOA - 4,5), whereas in the wind tunnel there is a light increase, starting at about 1,5* AOA. . •
Moderate buffet from flight tests coincides with a change in the slope of the wind tunnel curves.

The kulite RMS-values from the gages of section 2 are plotted in Fig. 9. For. AOA higher than zero degrees..L ~ ~~kulite 6, at x/c = 0,37 is situated upstream of the compression shock as indicated by Fig. 10. At pilot's .* .

top for buffet onset neither flight- nor wind tunnel free transition curve show any change in RMS-value.
The fixed transition curve seems to break at buffet onset. In Flight kulite 6 gives a distinct increase in
pressure variation AP, - termed moderate buffet by the pilot -, which is also seen in the wind tunnel free
transition curve with a light shift in AOA. Kulite 7, placed at x/c = 0,63, is, for this Machnumber, situ-
ated close to the shock (Fig. 10). At flow condition "moderate buffet" the three curves show changes in
slope.
Kulite 8 failed in flight, that's why only wind tunnel results are plotted. The light increase in RMS
seems to represent the growing of shock strength. At buffet onset a quasisteady state level is indicated,
probably based on a local separation bubble behind the shock. .-S.-

The RMS-values of the unsteady pressure gages of section 3 are shown in fig. 11. For this section, which ____

is situated more at the outer Part of the wing, the differences in kulite signals between wind tunnel and
flight test grow in the region upstream of the shock (Kulite 10). When pilot gives top for "moderate buf-
fet", kulite 11 indicates a strong increase in pressure variation. Heavy buffet from pilot correlates with
the sharp kink in the RMS-value of kulite 12.

Kulite RMS-values from section 4 are given in Fig. 12. At flight angle of attack for buffet onset
kulite 14 shows a remarkable change in RMS in the wind tunnel tests. Kulite 15, in this case downstream of
the shock, reveals a light increase in RMS after buffet onset. In fliaht test only kulite 16 was recorded
on the tape. This kulite is located at 87 % local chord of the wing and lies on the upper surface of the
aileron. In the wind tunnel kulite 16 at free transition correlates with pilot's comment "buffet onset".
For the state of flow at "moderate buffet" all three curves indicate a change of slope. ...

Fig. 13 compares the wing areas affected by flow separation in flight and in wind tunnel tests at AOA for
buffet onset and moderate buffet (AOA from flight test, pilot's comment). The shaded regions indicate
kulites with increased RMS-level at the given AOA for the different buffet levels.

At buffet onset there are greater differences between wind tunnel and fliaht test than at moderate buffet.
The wind tunnel tests with fixed transition (ballotini strip at x/c = 0,1) lead to bigger boundary layer
thickness in the rear part of the wino and thus the flow is more sensitive to shock effects and pressure
rise. ".°°1 '°° .
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3.5 Interpretation of Kulite Signals ,1 - .

For better understanding and interpretation of kulite signals it is useful to look at the pressure distri-
butions, measured at wing sections close to the kulite gages. -

For example in Fig. 14 the first increase in RMS-value of kulite 10 is the answer to the compression shock
crossing this kulite. When the trailing edge pressure decreases to about Cp = 0,05 (indicated by pressure .. '
distribution for a = 5) the pressure variation at kulite 12 increases. For AOA > 4 degrees the compres-
sion shock moves upstream; kulite 10 shows a strong rise in RMS.

In Fig. 15 the pressure distribution of section 3 from flight test is plotted in combination with the-"
RMS-values of pressure variation of kulite 10 and 12. The shock passing kulite 10 also in flight is re-
flected by the RMS-values of kulite 10. The pressure distribution from flight at AOA = 4,9 indicates se-
parated flow behind the shock. As demonstrated in Fig. 14, the wind tunnel pressure distribution at a 5 ,
has a shock position more upstream than in flight. Therefore the RMS-values from kulite 10 in the wind
tunnel increase at lower AOA than in flight. In flight kulite 12 shows a continuous increase in turbu-
lence, whereas the wind tunnel result exhibits a step-like increase in the RMS-signals with steady condi-
tions for about one degree in AOA.

As told above the wing for the testbed aircraft with complete flight test equipment was measured in the
ONERA S 1 wind tunnel as half model. In Fig. 16 kulite signals of section 3 from the S 1 test are compared
with flight test results and those from the S 2 tests with the 1:10 model. The RMS-levels of the three
kulites measured in the S 1 wind tunnel are closer to the flight level than the S 2 results. It's inter-
esting, that the two wind tunnel signals differ so much in RMS-level. To answer this question it is
necessary to look at the frequency spectra.

3.6 Investigations by means of Frequency Analysis

As shown in the previous section the curves of various rms-values exhibit a rather different behaviour. In
order to provide a better insight in the physical relationships it is helpful to use spectrum analysis
allowing a representation of the signal as a function of frequency.

From the point of view of interpretation of the results it is very important to know what are the wing el-
genfrequencies on both the 1/10-Model and the experimental aircraft. These eigenfrequencies were provided
by special structure tests. Particular structure tests were made on the actual wing using the experimental
set-up of the S I investigations (wing mounted on the wind tunnel balance). The results of these tests are
given in the following table:

right hand wing
1/10 - model - S2MA SIMA experimental aircraft

111 Hz flex. I kn A
133 Hz flex. 2 kn S 9 Hz flex. 2 kn S 10,1 Hz flex. 2 kn S
205 Hz flex. 3 kn A 15,0 Hz flex. 3 kn A

36,5 Hz flex. 4 kn S 37,0 Hz flex. 4 kn S
34,0 Hz flex. 5 kn A456 Kz flex. 6 kn S

564 Hz tot's. 44,0 Hz tors. 44,8 Hz tors.

The high eigenfrequencies on the 1/10 - model confirm the idea that his wing can be considered as a rigid
wing. On 'the other hand, the differences in the elgenfrequencies of the actual wing when mounted for the
Si-test and on the experimental aircraft may be explained by the different fixing conditions.

These eigenfrequencies of the model and of the actual wing may be easily detected in the wind tunnel and ___-__--_

flight tests, if signals of accelerometers are submitted to spectrum analysis. A first example is given in
Figure 17 which shows results of the 1/10 model at M = 0.84 in the S2-tunnel provided by the wing tip
accelercneter A3. In this figure the Fourier transform modulus (FTM) is depicted as a function of the .'-

frequency. One has to note, that the eigenfrequencies appear not only for angles of attack beyond buffet
onset (a = 4) or at higher buffeting levels (a = 6= ) but also for angles of attack lower than the buffet
onset limit (a = 2). The response to the torsion mode should be influenced by the location of the trans- - '

ducer near by the neutral axis of the wing. Further frequency peaks correspond to higher wing modes.
Furthermore, it appears that these acceleration spectra lead to rather high rms-values even if buffet
onset is not reached. This may be explained on the one side by the large bandwidth considered (the accele-
ration is proportional to the square of frequency) and on the other side by the strong excitation of the
model due to wind tunnel noise as it will be shown later.

In the same manner the accelerometer ST3, which has a similar location at the actual wing, reveals
(Fig. 1R) the elgenfrequencies of the wing in both wind tunnel and flight tests. In this figure the power
spectral density (PSD) of each signal is represented as a function of frequency. The selected test points
correspond to angles of attack below the buffet onset limit. A significant difference is noticeable in the
total level of the wina response which is much stronger in the Sl-test than in. the flight. The figure al-
lows another comparison between the informations delivered by the accelerometers BT3 at the wing tip and
BRSZ under the pilot seat. The comparison gives some indications about the transfer function between the
corresponding measurement points. On the other hand, it becomes obvious that the BRSZ spectrum includes .-.
frequency peaks which come from the fuselage and other aircraft components. Compared to the accelerometer
RT3 the total response (rms-value) is significantly lower.

The next figures concern the analysis of local flow behaviour by means of Kulite transducers. Due to the
remarkable increase of the pressure fluctuations they reveal in particular shockwaves and flow separations

%-. ,
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as already shown by the rms-values. The figures 19 and 20 depict spectra from the transducers KIu and '
K12 of the 1/10 model in a bandwidth up to 5 KHz at Mach number M = 0.84 and several angles of attack. At -,
a = 2, that is to say below the buffet onset limit, the spectra are ouite similar. It becomes clear that
these spectra exhibit not only effects of the local boundary layer, but -as shown by other inivestigations
in the S2-tunnel [8]- are mainly the result of wind tunnel noise created by the wall perforation which
leads to so-called edge tones. The corresponding effects are noted 1, 2, 3 in the spectra. In addition, a
frequency peak 2fc appears which corresponds to the double compressor frequency. On the other hand, the
elgenfrequencies of the model motion cannot be identified in general, except the torsion mode noted T at
K12 and this angle of attack. Increasing the angle of attack the results of K11 and K12 become fairly
different. For K11 (Fi2. 19) located at 62 % of the wing chord a main modification of the spectrum is
observed only at a = 8 , whereas for K12 (fig. 20) located at 87 % of the chord in the same wing section
the spectrum is already modified at a = 4. In both cases the transformation of the spectrum corresponds
to the appearance of the flow separation at the location of each transducer. Then the perturbations due to
the wind tunnel walls as well as the eigenfrequencies of the winq, even if buffeting occurs, can no longer
be recognized.

Similar observations -as far as low angles of attack are concerned- may also be made on the actual wing in
the Si-tunnel (Fig. 21). The spectra of the Kulites K11 and K12 at M = 0.84 and a = 2° are characterized
by frequency peaks issued from the two stage ventilator. This noise is mainly transmitted by the diffusor
of the tunnel, because spectra deduced from Kulites located in a supercritical flow field do not show such
peaks. This may also explain particular evolutions of the rms-value with a depending mainly on the loca-
tion of each Kulite-transducer, as demonstrated in the previous section.

The same figure shows in similar flight conditions, i.e. below the buffet onset limit, for the same
Kulites typical turbulence spectra corresponding to the local boundary layer state. Furthermore, it is no-
ticeable again that the total excitation level is much lower than in the wind tunnel.

As previously mentioned the buffeting investigations in flight were conducted by wind up turn manoeuvres
which do not allow any frequency analysis. For this, sufficient stabilisations are needed which were rea-
lized only in a few number of stationary turns. An example is given in Figure 22. First of all, it shows a ' .
comparison of the K12 response at load factors n=1 of the previous case and n=2.2 corresponding at M = "
0.83 to a light buffeting situation. The transformation of the spectrum occurs again mainly in the low
frequency range (0-50 Hz), where the excitation level due to the flow separation strongly increases. By
comparison of the K12 and BT3 spectra (same figure) it becomes obvious that the wing motion cannot be
identified in the Kulite spectrum. On the other hand, the comparison of the BT3 spectra without buffeting
at n=1 (Fig. 18) and at n =2.2 reveals the significant rise of the wing response when buffeting occurs.

4. EFFECT OF MANOEUVRE FLAPS ON BUFFETING BEHAVIOUR

The TST wing was equipped with leading and trailing edge devices, consisting of 15 % slats and 25 %
single-slotted fowler flaps. The flap positions for different configurations are given in Fig. 23 for
wing section 3. The extension of the buffet free range in Machnumber Ma and lift coefficientCL and the
general improvement of the aircraft performances due to manoeuvre flaps were already presented in (2).

Additional flight tests were conducted to evaluate the separated effects of the slat on buffeting for
the following trailing edge flap configurations:

o trailing edge flap retracted
o trailing edge flap 'k = 5*
. trailing edoe flap -k= 15°

Fig. 24 gives an impression of the slat efficiency on buffet onset. It can be seen that for the case of
retracted flaps the slat brings no improvement in the Machnumber range 0,68 40,74. But it must be remem-
bered that the flights took place with fixed slat and flap positions. There will be an improvement if slat
position varies with Machnumber.

For Machnumbers between 0,5 and 0,68 the slat shows a remarkable extension of the buffet free flight re-
gion. For higher Machnumbers the TST wing with either extended slats or trailing edge position 5° had
nearly the same buffet onset limit.

Fig. 25 shows that the vibration levels at the wingtip and at the pilot's seat vary for different ma-
noeuvre flap configurations. With extended slats the 15 degree flap configuration shows less vibration
than the clean wing.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The Oornier TST program included extensive buffeting investigations. Besides total aircraft behaviour also
the local state of flow over the wing was regarded by means of steady and unsteady pressure transducers.
The kulites give informations about shock movement and flow separation. With regard to RMS-values from
unsteady pressure transducer and accelerometers differences between wind tunnel and flight were found in
the level. As spectra analysis demonstrated, the wind tunnel level is higher due to the noise from wall
perforation and from the compressor. The spectra of the signals of unsteady accelerometers on the wing
show the wing eiqenfrequencies, whereas the kulites scarely reflect these typical frequencies.

Manoeuvre flaps are a useful mean to reduce buffeting vibration level and thus the structural straining
will be reduced and the aircraft buffet free flight envelope can be extended.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AOA angle of attack

A3, BT3 wing tip accelerometer

BRSZ accelerometer at pilot's seat

BRZI total aircraft vertical accelerometer

Hz Hertz

K kulite

KII kulite number 11

Ma Machnumber

PSD power spectral density

Re Reynoldsnumber

RMS root mean square

S 1, S 2 ONERA wind tunnel at Modane

TST Transonic wing at the Alpha Jet

WUT wind up turn (flight manoeuvre)
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SUMMARY

The unsteady flow in the vicinity of an airfoil in a subsonic flow with strong

vortices is investigated for a two-dimensional problerti. 4 4investigation +-con'-',*rerT"
centrate~d on the interaction of the passing vortex flow field with the steady flow

field of the airfoil. Unsteady flow separation and generation of new vortices of the

airfoil occurs depending on vortex strength and core path. Inviscid calculations of
vortex patol!-s and sound generation are compared with the experimental results. The

associated pressure waves have a strong directivity. The vortices used for the

interaction experiments are generated by different vortex shedding cylinders in a

stationary duct flow or by airfoils in the starting flow of a shock-tube. High speed
interferometric flow recording and wall pressure measurement are the main

experimental techniques. <--

INDRODUCTION

The interaction of vortices with solid boundaries is one of the main reasons for

airoacoustic noise and unsteady load. This is found as well for the microscopic scale . "

of a turbulent boundary layer as for the macroscopic scale of vortex airfoil inter- -

action in wakes. Examples for the latter type of interaction are found especially in

helicopter rotor noise, where the tip vortex may interact with the blade, and in the

unsteady load on the blades of turbo machinery, which often operate in the wake of an -

upstream stage. . -

Because of the present lack of knowledge about the unsteady, viscid near field .

flow, which includes the vortex boundary layer interaction, at the surface of an air-

foil experiments must be carried out to establish reasonable boundary conditions for

theoretical considerations and also some ideas about the relevant physical phenomena.
As a model case for a viscid vortex boundary interaction we have used a two-dimen-

sional flowfield with a vortex interacting with an airfoil. In a duct of a width of

100 mm an airfoil (NACA 0012) of equal span was used for two different experiments.

First the interaction of a Karman vortex street and the airfoil was investigated.
Additionally in the same duct a shock tube experiment was performed. Single starting "-

vortices of an additional upstream airfoil were generated for interaction experi-
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ments. In this latter case the boundary layers are very thin and the vortices have

more similarity to potential vortices. These experiments allow quantitativ com- ,. .

parisons to the idealized conditions of inviscid model calculations. Therefore this

paper refers more to the shock tube experiments. The Karman vortex street with vor-

tices of more distributed vorticity is used to demonstrate the similarity of the

interaction phenomena in this case.._*

-b. ~*. .k

1. An inviscid two-dimensional model for vortex trajectories around an airfoil -.

The trajectory of a two-dimensional vortex around a Joukowsky airfoil is calculated L

by potential theory without taking into account a Kutta condition [I]

This is justified because up to now there is no method known which has no similiar

restrictions. Additionally it is not clear if the Kutta-condition is a reasonable

condition in case of a high frequency distortion of the flow field of an airfoil.

A simple approach to the problem is achieved by potential theory. By conformal map- ..

. ping of a vortex and its mirror vortex counterpart one can get a vortex in a flow

over a Joukowsky airfoil. The procedure is well established and not discussed in

detail here (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The formula for the complex potential is given by:

2 7r
vortex component: tog (ACz) - A (zo) )

mirror vortex : -tog (A(z) +A(1o)

circulation : +Log C (Z))

stationary flow : 1 1 """;

'CZ C' CZ
The capitals A and C are given by:

".- B(Z) = Z + Z . Re (V' -------- J0, ."

A2a b - 1 , C(z) B(z) + a-i
The"smll tBtezr) ab - 1 a + b ad-'-.
The small letters a and b are parameters for the airfoil shape, c is given by:

C = ( b ( 1 2a b-i))

The circulation coefficient Z gives the strength of the vortex circulation:

Z 2 Fvortex
U,, airfoil length

The circulation of the airfoil is the sum of the mirror vortex and the circulation

component. The circulation is set to be zero, so the Kutta condition is fulfilled.

when the vortex is far away from the airfoil. When the vortex gets c!oser to the

airfoil there is a flow around the trailing edge in this theory. This does not seem

to be very realistic, although we know that the Kutta condition is not always ful-

filled for high frequencies. A-- .r

Another approach is to fulfill Kutta condition by the generation of starting vortices

*. (6). But this is also not realistic, because starting vortices are generated only un- "

der special conditions in the experiment.

Figure I and 2 show two sets of six vortex trajectories calculated with the first
mentioned method. The flow comes from the left hand side and the sense of direction
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of the vortices is counterclockwise. Figure 1 is an airfoil case (a=1.075, b=0.038)

with a circulation coefficient of 1.0. Figure 2 is a flat plate case (a=1.0, b=0.)

with a high circulation coefficient of 10. Below the flat plate we see the trajectory

of a trapped vortex.e

- - 1
I . %0

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

figure 1: 6 vortex trajectories around a Joukouwsky airfoil (dashed lines), the

circulation coefficient is 1. The solid lines are streamlines of sta-

tionary flow.

(sense of direction of the vortex is counterclockwise)

1.8

--------------------------------------------

-1.69 6 606 1.682.9. 1 c

figure 2: 6 vortex trajectories around a flat plate, the circulation coefficient

is 10. The flow is from left to right, the sense of direction of the

vortex is counterclocKwise.

dI
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To investigate viscid vortex-airfoil-interaction two experiments are carried out. In

the shock tube experiment a shock wave passes an airfoil and generates a starting

vortex. Downstream of this vortex generator is another airfoil. The flow generated

by the shock carries the vortex to this airfoil, with which the vortex-airfoil-

interaction takes place (see figure 3 and 4). The velocity of the flow was varied
from Machnumber 0.2 to 0.8, the circulation coefficient from 0.3 to 2.0. 7

V.

High pressure side Low pressure side '-"

200, 1900 1900 600 60600

pressure supply membrane
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ .. - :.

measuring
chamber

figure 3: Side view of shock tube.

- figure 4: Measuring chamber of shock tube vortex generating airfoil and test airfoil.

j..----.
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The second experiment is done with vortices of a Karman vortex street in a stationary '

windtunnel flow. A symmetric airfoil is placed in the vortex street of a square cyl- , 
- -

inder (see figure 5). Vortices of alternating sense of direction interact with the

profile flow. The flow Machnumber is from 0.25 to 0.35 and the circulation coeffi- - "

cient is from 0.9 to 4.0.

.~~~*:.:..,.::
4+

-4

%/

1%'

fiue5-ttoar idu lth squre-yln-- an tst irfil

-1

In both experiments the main measurement device is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, '. ''"-

The shock tube experiment generates vortices with very small core radii. The vplocity

distribution of these vortices is close to a potential vortex and the low turbulence-' " - ii

level allows reproducible results. Thus this experiment is well suited to test the }I.. ]]

predictions of the theory on the vortex trajectory. In figure 6 there is a comparison'....."

of measured and calculated vortex trajectories. The measured trajectories show a ,I - '

4,,stronger deviation from the horizontal near the airfoil. As already discussed in the '-,--

-. " 
, 

-

figure ti nary winvorte wiemstohaqr hecierclaon tsth airfoil

noth expluer imnt the macuain.aueetdvc sa c ene nefrmtr
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figure 6: Comparison of measured vortex trajectories (solid line) and calculated

trajectory (dashed line).

Circulation coefficient Z = 0.5

An interesting detail in the measured vortex trajectories is the difference of the

two upper trajectories in the tail region of the airfoil. The upper trajectory stays

quite close to the calculated line while the lower trajectory gets very close to the

upper one and finally crosses it. The different behavior of the vortex close to the .

airfoil is due to boundary layer effects. The interaction with boundary layer causes

a loss of circulation of the vortex and the generation of a secondary vortex. The

secondary vortex induces an upward velocity.

One of the trajectories ends in front of the leading edge of the airfoil. Vortices

which hit directly the leading edge disappear totally in the following interfero-

grams. At high Machnumbers this leads to the generation of a strong sound wave.

Parthasarathy (6) included in his theory the generation of potential vortices and

fulfilled the Kutta condition. In his calculation he uses a very high circulation

coefficient of 3.14. The highest value in the shock tube experiment has been 2.0.

Figure 7 is a qualitative comparison of the measured (Z=2.0) and the calculated

(Z=3.14) trajectories. Parthasarathy uses in his calculations a Joukowsky airfoil

shape with trailing edge angle zero and 13 per cent thickness while the experiment

airfoil shape is in this case NACA 0018. Although there are differences of this kind

in the parameters there should be a qualitative similarity of the results. But the

trajectories look entirely different, in the trailing edge region the measured

trajectory is directed downwards while the calculated one is directed upwards.

figure 7: Comparison of measured vortex trajectory (open symbols) and a calculation

of Parthasarathy).

Circulation coefficient Z = 2.0 (Measurement)

Z = 3.14 (Parthasarathy)

, V #" '.
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The boundary layer plays an important role in vortex airfoil interaction. The closer ' .

the vortex gets to the airfoil the stronger is the effect on boundary layer. Figure 8

is an overview on the different interaction phenomena. (The flow comes from the left

side, the sense of direction of the vortex is counterclockwise). The interaction is

shown in 4 timesteps. Depending on the distance to the airfoil axis we can find eight

(a-h) principally different cases. The phenomena are very much alike for Machnumbers '

from 0.2 to 0.8 and circulation coefficients from 0.3 to 1.5. The case f happens only

at circulation coefficients above 2.0. Case c needs a circulation coefficient above

0.5 or a high Machnumber. ,- ft-

0t d

o~m.- - °m°

d

:%(P

figure 8: 8 cases of vortex-airfoil interaction depending on flight height of the

vortex. . - *°

KA&
. V .-°.
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Cases a and h: At a greater distance from the airfoil axis, that is more than one

third of airfoil length at a circulation coefficient of 0.5, there is nearly no .

interaction with airfoil boundary layer. Only the stagnation point is moving down-

wards and a tiny suction region is generated on the upper side of the airfoil. After

the vortex has passed the leading edge there are no strong deviations from the sta-

tionary flow around the airfoil.

Cases b and g: When the vortex comes closer to the airfoil the interferogram shows a

small thickening in boundary layer between vortex and airfoil boundary. The thicken-

ing is generated at about one quarter of airfoil cordlength. It is travelling with

the vortex and it is slowly growing. This thickening can be the source of a secondary

vortex, when the interaction is strong enough. This secondary vortex is generated

downstream of the primary vortex if the vortex is above the airfoil and upstream if

the vortex is below the airfoil.

Cases c and f: If the vortex is stronger there is a separation in the suction peak

which becomes a secondary vortex. Case f, where the vortex passes under the airfoil

occurs only at circulation coefficients above 2.0. At very high circulation coeffi-

cients of about 4.0 there is separation at the suction peak if the vortex is still

more than half an airfoil length away from the leading edge.

Cases d and e: If the vortex hits directly the leading edge, it vanishes totally

(Case e). If the vortex passes very close to the profile the vortex looses a lot of

its circulation and only a very small turbulent spot is left (Case d)." '

The figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 are examples for the cases b, c, e and f. The figures

9, 10 and 11 are related to the shock tube experiment while Fig. 12 comes from the

stationary windtunnel experiment. Figure 9 contains ten frames. A vortex is coming

from the left side and while passing the airfoil it generates a secondary vortex.

Figure 10 and 11 are experiments at the high Machnumber of 0.8. In the first of the 5

frames the shock wave and the vortex are at a close distance. Before the vortex gets

into contact with the airfoil it passes the leading edge reflection of the shock.

When the vortex gets close to the leading edge there is a strong interaction. In both

cases the vortex nearly vanishes. But this strong interaction generates a strong

acoustic wave. Figure 12 shows an interaction of the airfoil with a vortex of the

high circulation coefficient of 4. There appears a strong secondary vortex generated

in the suction region of the airfoil.

.. 4.

-7.,
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UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS
APPLICATION TO HELICOPTER NOISE AND VIBRATION SOURCES

10 by
T.S.Beddoes

Westland Helicopters Ltd
0 Yeovil, Somerset BA20 2YB

UK ~:
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Abstract.

A study has beenconducted into the feasibility of producing aerodynamic loads of sufficient
fidelity to enable a realistic acoustic signal to be derived. The need arises from the excessive
blade/slap noise which results from blade/vortex interaction. A tool is required to investigate the .* . --
influence of design And operational parameters as a routine procedure. For this purpose a simplified two
dimensional model is developed and validated against a more sophisticated analysis. The model is
extended to the rotor application where the complex wake geometry is the determining factor in the
character of the loading. From the distributed transient loading an acoustic signal has been derived
which has been compared with experimental data. Accprehensive correlation has not yet been performed
but the preliminary results are encouraging. "-'

Introduction.
There are many sources of helicopter noise, however, under appropriate conditions the ones that

become most obtrusive can be attributed to thickness effects and to blade/vortex interaction. Thickness
noise, due to the displacement effect of the blade may become severe at high advancing blade Mach number
where strong shocks are generated and propagated into the atmosphere; a problem which becomes more
apparent as forward speed is increased. For single rotor helicopters blade/vortex interaction does not
normally occur in steady level flight. It is promoted by manoeuvring and descending flight when the
rotor and wake are forced into closer proximity, in particular, during prolonged approach conditions the - -
maximum nuisance value may be experienced.

The work presented here constitutes a feasibility study. The objective is to determine whether it
is possible to produce meaningful noise signatures from the calculated time dependent aerodynamic
loading generated in a practical computer rotor/wake program. It is intended to produce a program which
is suitable for extensive parametric studies, routine use in rotor design and the evaluation of tests
and operating procedures. To produce a loading time history which can be processed into a noise signal,
the timewise sampling requirement is much more severe than in the conventional rotor loads analysis.
Typically, the significant portion of the blade/vortex interaction may encompass only 3 millisec and
azimuth sampling of, at most, 1/2 degree is necessary. Rotor loads programs conventionally consider only
one control point on the chord at each radial station but when a vortex with a core radius of -About 5%
chord is in close proximity to the blade it is necessary to consider at least 20 points on the Lhord. To
construct the noise signature requires interpolation of the loads radially and in time which means that
at least 20 radial stations are required. All these requirements make it difficult to construct a
program with moderate memory and c.p.u. demands.

2 Dimensional Model.
Procedures have been developed ( reference 1 ) for calculating the lift response to arbitrary

forcing using indicial response functions. The total lift is obtained by superposition of responses to a
sequence of step inputs which in aggregate represent the time history of the forcing function. By . ,
suitable choice of indicial functions the numerical algorithms used to implement the superposition
integral may be kept extremely simple though still accurate. The formulation, which will accomodate
mixed modes of forcing and varying freestream Mach number, utilises a control point at the three quarter
chord location and although the effect of pitch rate is included, further nonuniformity of forcing
within the chordal dimension is ignored. Any extension of the above approach to the blade/vortex
interaction problem is obliged to take into account the large variation in boundary conditions within
the scale of the chord and it is not imediately obvious that such an extension would be realistic.
However the enormous computational implications of any alternative approach and the attractive - -
simplicity of the indicial method provide the justification for an attempt at such an extension.

Firstly, a review of the indicial lift model presented in reference 1. The lift response to an
instantaneous change in incidence is split into two compients, a circulatory term which is initially ,-, , -..

zero and exponentiates towards the appropriate steady state value and an impulsive term which initially
corresponds to the value given by piston theory and subsequently decays exponentially to zero. The form
of the circulatory indicial lift function Oc(s') corresponds to the Kussner function but the WF
coefficients have been modified in the light of experimental and theoretical studies (ref.l): i.e.

A CLc (s') Cx .ACCOc (s' )V" ""..''''' '
ur -.14 s' -.53s'

where c(s')= I - 0.3 e -0.7 e
s'S( - M2 ) , t * 2 V c...

From piston theory the initial value of lift is CL. (0) = 4 Aec / M and in reference I the decay time
omeitant was rationalised from considerations of the initial slope. Subsequent correlation studies have
substantiated that a much simpler and physically more meaningful time constant equal to c/a produces
improved results throughout the subsonic Mach number range for frequency response comparisons. Thus the

6L
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impulsive lift term is given by NI

A-talc -s/2M %

The resultant behaviour is illustrated M
by figure 1 which shows the lit rsp of 0.3
a erately thin airfoil at a Mach number
of 0.72 to a step change in angle of 2
degrees. This case was the subject of a
theoretical calculation using a finite REF -
difference solution of the Euler equations ( 0.2
reference 4 ), the result of which is s (1_M2)
included in figure 1 for cocampariscn. ACt L.-2 ./*

The tip vortices generated by a full L , /--CIRCULATORY CqC 6(1 0 -4 4s  07j"'53 5 )  P P.6
scale rotor have a core radius of the order 0. / L R ,0.7
of 5% chord in the moderately short term. r
Thus, for close proximity of a vortex to a A -sl2M
rotor blade, it is necessary to define the / \ IMPULSIVE At= A-M e .
boundary cnditions on the chord at a ,

r minimum of 20 points. To extend the indicial 0 - .
model to accomodate blade/vortex interaction 0 . 8 12 16 20 24
the following approach has been taken. S = tx -VI.

Dividing the blade chord into a number sto2VJc
of segments, a oontrol point is positicned 7
in the middle of each. Boundary conditions Fig.l Lift response to step change in incidence. .- -
in terms of the velocity xnprxlent nor al to
the surface are evaluated at each point and
the impulsive force is calculated for each segment independently using the decay time ounstant c/a
The circulatory lift is evaluated by integrating the influence of the boundary conditions along the
chord in a manner analogous to steady state thin airfoil theory and then applying the circulatory lift .-.
function c(s' ) to the resultant change in the lift forcing function. The appropriate equatins and
numerical procedures for implementation are presented in the appendix.

It is quite obvious that the above approach lacks rigour and in order to justify its use it is
necessary to substantiate it by comparison with more rigorous theory and experimental data. Two
theoretical sources are available. In reference 2 Caradonna et al. utilise a finite difference solution
of the transonic small disturbance equations to simulate the passage of a vortex line parallel to a 2
dimensional NACA 0012 airfoil at M=0.8. The same calculation has been repeated by McCroskey and Goorjian
(reference 3) using the LTRAN2 code modified to incorporate further high frequency terms. McCroskey has
extended the study to the NkCA 64A006 airfoil at M=0.82 and 0.85 and has investigated the sensitivity of
the solution to various simplifying assumptions. Figure 2 compares the results of the various
calculations for the NACA 0012 at M=0.8 and cc = 0.50subject to the passage of a vortex , strength
equivalent to a CL= 0.4 at a distance z = 0.26 chords below the airfoil. No influence of the airfoil on
the the vortex is assumed. In reference 2 the results are presented in the form of surface pressure
distributions from which the CL values have been deduced with ese loss of accuracy. The early --

differences between the results of the indicial solution and those of reference 3 may be attributed in
part, at least, to the process of initialisation. Relative importance of the impulsive and circulatory
terms are shown in figure 3 where it can be seen that the impulsive term has a significant effect on the
phasing of the lift response.

, _L 0.3
0.3 0 026 IMPULSIVE

0.2

0.2 C1  --- --- 0.2

0.1 0.1 TOTAL , --

0~ OREF.2
--- RF 3 0 -I -

-0.1 I,~ INOICIAL MODEL ' / --0.1

-0.2 4CIRCULATORY 0. - "
:-03 -0.2

-10 -5 0 5 10 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3xv cherds Xv -chords

Fig.2 Lift response to vortex passage. Fig.3 Impulsive and circulatory lift components.

A similar case involving the Naca 64AO06 at M-0.85 is shown in figure 4a. For this case the 4

calculation was repeated in reference 3 allowing the vortex path to be influenced by the airfoil. To
simulate this variation using the indicial model the vortex path was prescribed appropriately, the
results were quite comparable and are shown in figure 4b. It can be seen that the effect of the airfoil
in displacing the vortex is small though not negligible. In the rotor application the interaction
involves a vortex curved in three dimensions for which the induced displacement is likely to be muchsmaller. --.... %-

From the above ccsparisons it can be concluded that the indicial model is capable of producing,
somewhat fortuitously perhaps, results which ompare favourably to a first order with those produced by '
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*0.1 C0.1 -

0 - -0. .

-0.1 -0.1 - . "

-0.2 -0.2 -- E 3 •....

-0-. -0.31- INDICIAL MODEL

-10 -5 0 5 10 -10 -5 0 5 10
X,, chords X,, chords

a) No interaction. b) Vortex displaced by airfoil.

Fig.4 Effect of vortex displacement.

more rigorous and infinitely more lengthy methods. The only obvious incosistency, at present,

comprises an accentuation of the impulsive lift decay as the vortex leaves the region of the trailing
edge. Reference 3 also assesses the significance of ignoring the inplane velocity perturbation and

* concludes that it does not have much effect on the integrated load; in fact, the indicial calculation
- (which ignores the inplane term) matches the corresponding calculation of reference 3 very closely

indeed. To determine the sensitivityof the solution to the timewise sampling interval, various values
were tried; the minimum sampling to avoid degraded response amounted to At V/c of 0.10.

3 Dimensional Model. ,'
For the rotor model, the boundary conditions vary considerably across the blade. They are

determined by the blade motion and the contribution of the trailing vortex wake as outlined elsewhere.
Implementation of the lift calculation is by means of strip theory and in the tip region the boundary
conditions are dominated for most of the time by the influence of the tip vortex, the strength of which ..
is determined by the integrated lift from the prior sampling. In addition, for the impulsive loading, . - -.
the characteristics are determined by the decay time constant which equals c/a for the 2D case. t * .'-'.
blade tip provides another path for the impulsive pressure signal to equalise and thus it may be

-" anticipated that the time constant will be reduced as the tip is approached. It is assumed that the
governing parameter is the distance from the tip, expressed in chordlengths ( y/c ) and that the time
constant T is given by c.c/a where e = (1-e'Y).

A blade /vortex interaction experiment was performed by McCormick and Surendraiah (reference 6) in
1970 in which local pressures at 95% radius were measured. Qualitative agreement has been obtained with
the results of this experiment but in view of the subsequent significant advances in instrumentation
since it was performed, the experiment is being repeated to provide better resolution and more extensive
coverage of the blade. The results will form a basis for cxmparison with the 3D model and for its
improvement.

The Rotor Wake.
In forward flight the rotor wake is characterised by a cycloidal pattern of the rolled up tip

vortices from each of the blades. In the absence of mutual distortion effects the vortices would appear"-.--.
to be positioned on the surface of a skewed cylinder originating in the tip path plane and projecting
downward and to the rear. There is, however, significant distortion of the vortex loci, primarily in the
vertical plane, which is strongly time dependent. Methods exist, which are- fairly rigorous . -
mathematically, to calculate the time varying vortex wake. However,for the present task, the rigorous
approach is out of the question in view of the excessive computing requirements. An alternative wake _
model has been developed for application to the blade vortex interaction problem and is documented in
reference 7.

For the purpose of illustrating the procedures and results of the rotor calculation a specific
flight condition is utilised, namely, a 4 bladed rotor (W30) at a forward speed of 70 kts and descent
rate of 670 ft/min. Under these conditions the advancing blade enxounters same of the trailing vortices
and the pheAnmenon is used to demonstrate the nature of the induced loading and its potential
consequences.

Some general views of the rotor wake are shown in figure 5, the level flight condition is used W
since the basic geometry is shown more clearly. In descent the wake is pushed upwards relatively and
figure 6 illustrates the degree of vertical distortion encountered by the vortex originating from a
blade at 9WP azimuth; the undistorted locus is determined by the momentum downwash and shown for
comparison. As discussed later, the major blade/vortex interaction occurs at around 500 azimuth and
figure 7 is used to illustrate the relative geometry of the blade and a succession of vortices which are
in immediate proximity. Changing the rate of descent will modify the vertical separation. When the
vortices are very close the vortex core structure becomes important and must be taken into account in
determining the boundary conditions on the airfoil. A generalised form of core structure is used which
expresses the radial variation of effective circulation with the equation r' = r . p

2
/ ( 1 + p2 ) where

p is the radial co-ordinate non-dimensionalised with respect to the core radius.
The results of the rotor downwash calculation are shown in figure 8 for the four quadrants of the

rotor revolution. In the first quadrant a regular procession of ridges mark the passage of trailing
" vortices, the alignment of the ridges has a strong radial component which means that the local timewise
" variation of downwash is large. The two major interactions occur at about 350 and 500 azimuth and

involve vortices from the following blade shed 1.75 revolutions earlier and from the opposite blade at
1.5 revolutions earlier. For the second and third quadrants the wake vortices are not so close to the V

W.
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PLAN VIEW

REAR (311.1 VIEW, FROM ABOVE DISC PLANE

SIDE VIEW

Fig.5 Rotor wake -general view...'-
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Fig.6 Vertical distortion of vortex trail.
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Fig.7 Relative geomnetry of blade and vortices.
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Fig.8 Donwash encountered by the rotating blade.

blade but their influence is nevertheless apparent; the vortices are now aligned more at right angles to"--" -
the blade, moving slowly inboard at first and then outboard. The timewise variation in downwash for a -- .
point on the blade is, in general, not large. In the fourth quadrant the picture is more similar to the
first, in that a strong interaction with a large timewise variation occurs at an azimuth of about 3100,
the vortex has been trailed from the same blade about 1.2 revolutions earlier.

The Rotor Model.
For the purpose of this study the rotor blade response formulation has been kept simple since the

objective is to determine whether the time history of the airloads will yield a realistic acoustic
signal. The trim of the rotor is determined firstly by a balance of the thrust vector against weight and
drag, taking into account the flight path. This determines the orientation of the tip path plane and
subsequently, using a linear analysis, the required rotor collective and cyclic pitch requirements are .
determined. The airloads are calculated in detail for one rotor revolution only which is sufficient for
the present purpose but the whole procedure will need to be refined considerably for calculation of
blade modal response and transmitted steady and vibratory forcing.

A blade azimuthal time stepping procedure is adopted to calculate the airloads. The blade is
divided into 24 radial segments extending from 0.4 radius to the tip. At each radial station 20 control
points are positioned along the chord and after obtaining the local boundary conditions which include . -
the downwash component the lift solution follows the form described for the 2 dimensional analysis.

The blade lift, which results from a sparnise integration, is used to update the strength of the
vortex trailing from the blade tip which in turn figures in determining the boundary conditions for the
the next calculation. Copressibility effects are accounted for via the appropriate instantaneous value
of lift curve slope and the spatial transformation implied in the form of the indicial lift functions.
Stall effects are not included at present but, for the conditions studied here, the lift coefficient
values are sufficiently low that stall would not be encountered.
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Bla1 Loading Time History. %~'
It is apparent from study of the wake geometry -'

that for a wide range of descent rates there will be 400
* several close encouters between the advancing blade

and the vortex trails within the wake. At mD time
will there be perfect alignment such as may be '
studied in an idealised form and thus there will be
considerable variation in the magnitude and p*iasing 300i%"
of the peak loads and the reinforcing effect ofI
multiple encounters. The complexity and implications
of this problem have yet to be studied. The purpose
here is to look at a particular case in order that 2000
the resultant noise signatures may be evaluated.

A noise survey has been conucted an the W30 to
determine the flight conditions which exhibit the
maximumnowise signature and to define the operati r-
procedures for which the noise levels are relatively 10

4 innocuous. An appropriate test for the theoret c~al
evaluation is provided by the cofiguration

* producing the maximm interact ion arid, preumbly,
noise signature; this cclises descent at a rxminal 0
60 angle, 670 ft/min at 70 kts. Discussion of the 0 60 120 180 21.0 300 360
wake model has described the relevant geometry and BLADE AZIMUTH- DEG
nature of the downwash enountered. The resultant e--.~

* ~integrated blade load time history is presented inFg. Iteredbaelftiehsoy
* figure 9. A doble peak transient of a magnitude
*which is one third of the mean lift is observed in the azimuth range 350 to 60P0 this corresponds to an

elapsed time of 13 millisecs or blade travel of 6 chordlerigths relative to the local stream at 70%
radius.

A more detailed look at the loads distribtion around the auimuth is given in figure 10. These
reflect the forcing of the doriash field, the freestream comonets, cyclic pitch and first harmonic

*flapping. Relative to the dowmftsh, sm smothing effect and re-j*hasing can be noted. In the first
* quadrant, at around 350 the load peaks first in the inboard rsgion and the large gradients shift

ouctboard as the blade rotatich onmtinues. At around 50P the gradients are in phiase for a greater radial
* extent. This relative phasing will be seen to be important when the acoustic effects are evaluated at

the location of a remte observer. output from the loads program is stored on disc in a form suitable
* for access by the program which performs the acoustic analysis.

4 -

0..0

0270 3 rd. QUADRANT 2n. QUADRANT 904 r 1.

0.4 .

00~0Bad oddstiuim
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- The acoustic signal.
The original objective of the study was to

determine whether a realistic acoustic signal ould be RGTPT
# a signalLIGHT PATH - %_ -

obtained from the calculated blade/vortex loading time OBSERVER
history. Numerous tests have dcumented the character
and intensity of the blade slap impulse and in I Of
principle the appropriate acoustic theory has existed
for many years. The acoustic theory used for this - .p ..

evaluation has been formulated by D. Hawkings -.
(reference 8) and the particular application
incorporates simplifying assumptions appropriate to .-.
the 'far field' solution, the inclusion of lift terms
only and the replacement of the chrudwise integral by
a point load. 2700 90/

For the purpose of discussion the fundamental

equation for the acoustic pressure at an observer .. .
location, at scme distance from the rotor, may be
further debased to the form:-

That is, the acoustic pressure is a function of
the time rate of change of the integrated blade 4-09

loading. For assessment at the observer location and
timebase the evaluation of the loading integral must
take into account the relative motion of the blade and Fig.ll Integration paths related to observer time.
for a numerical solution the omp nents must be phased
appropriately. This is accomplished by substitution, in the rotor frame of reference, of the observer
retarded' time Z = t - r/a which relates the radial position and azimuth of source points which are in
tphase at the observer position. Numerical integration is then performed along lines of coustantr , as

illustrated in figure 11, which involves interpolation in space and time within the calculated time
history of the radial load distribution.

To enable amparison with measured data, the calculated noise signal has been obtained for an
observer location 492 ft. to the advancing side of the W30 rotor at a horizontal distance of 1056 ft.

Sand altitude of 515 ft. The flight oditions comprise a weight of 12000 lb., speed of 70 kts. and rate
of descent of 670 ft/min. Measurements were made with a microphone positioned at the standard height of
1.2 metres above the ground and thus are influenced by ground reflections.

- datum pressure

pitt

pTI ME "'"'" "

10 10 20 30
TIME TIME - msec

a) Unreflected signal, complete revolution. b) Unreflected signal, advancing blade.

Fig.12 Predicted acoustic signal for a singe blade.

Build up of a signal for comparison with test starts with
the free air (unreflected) signal derived from the single datum - 0.3db-
blade analysis through the azimuth range, figure 12a. This da m-03d
shows two events, a high amplitude short duration signal which
is generated by the advancing blade/vortex interaction and a p )-.
maller amplitude wider pulse generated by a retreating blade
interaction. Primary interest centres on the advancing blade "''"%'". .

waveform which is shn in figure 12b on an expanded
timescale. A significant modification to the signal is "L-- ..... ,----
ontributed by the ground reflectioni which introduces an
additional pulse, figure 13.

% Wen the free air signal from the four blades is
synthesised by superposition, the waveform for each of the

four separate impulses is modified slightly but the primary
pulse is relatively unaffected, figure 14a. Finally, the
reflected signal for all four blades, figure 14b, may be
oompsred with the measured data ,figure 15. The measured data 0 10 20 30

include the contributions from several other sources the most T I ME - msec
important of which comprise blade thickness effects and the
tail rotor. A certain amount of variability in amplitude and Fig.13 Predicted reflected signal,

advancing blade.
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-datum -0.2db.

pit)

a) IUnreflected signal.

TIME. msec

datum -0.8 db.

* pit)

b) Reflected signal.

0 10 20 30 40 50
TIME- msec

Fig.14 Predicted acoustic signal, advancing blade.

_datum .1.9db. ,

0 10 20 30 40 50
TIME - msec

Fig.15 Acoustic signal, measured data.

waveform is discernable in the time scale which correspontds to successive rotor revolutionhs but,
additionally, variations in the nomzinal rate of descent co~ntribute to more significant variability in
the measured signal. No attempt, at this time, has been made to average the measured signal. Notably,
the pulse width of the major event is about 1.3 msec, at the zero crossing, in both estimated and
measured data. 'The estimated peak amplitude is within 2.7 db. of the measurement, thovugh this may
eventually prove to be fortuitous. Considering the preliminary state of the theoretical analysis the
omps ism with measured data, both in amplitude and waveform, is better than was anticipated at the
initiation of the study.
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Ccnclusicms.
An analysis has been developed which will predict the transient bl loading resulting from direct A d .5

encounter with the vortices present in the rotor wake. In developing the analysis and the associated .%
computer program priority has been given to the need for a practical tool with which to examine the
acoustic problem associated with blade/vortex interaction. Consequently, the computational requirements ,'..o b
are relatively modest. The objective thus far has been to determine whether it is possible to calculate
the aerodynamic loads with sufficient accuracy and resolution so that a realistic acoustic signal may be
derived. From the work done to date it would appear that the objective has been realised. Although the V %
results are preliminary it appears that both the waveform and amplitude of the derived acoustic signal
are capable of reproducing the characteristics observed in measured data though it is obviously
necessary to substantiate this conclusion by further correlation studies.

The methodology provides the basis for studying the consequences of varying the important
parameters involved in the blade/vortex interaction problem; namely:-

1. Vortex strength and core size.
2. Blade geometry, including swept tips etc. "
3. Blade loading parameters. I-, OIL
4. Vehicle trim and operating procedures.

It may be anticipated that the results of the correlation and parametric studies will make apparent
aspects of the model which will require revision or improvement. At the same time, use of the nodel
should aid in the analysis and interpretation of the acoustic measurements. A developed model should be
capable of predicting at the design stage of a new helicopter the acoustic implications of blade/vortex - -

interaction for the chosen rotor and operational parameters. AL
The aerodynamic 1el which has been developed is capable of producing transient rotor loads of

much greater accuracy and detail than has been possible previously. For the purpose of this study the
loads have not been coupled to the elastic response of the blade and it may be anticipated that
extension of the model to a coupled analysis will provide a significant improvement in the ability to .'.- ." .

predict vibratory loads and response for higher modes and frequencies.
In due course the aerodynamic el may be extended to include the influence of separated flow.
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APPENDDC

Impulsive Lift.
FrcA piston theory, for a step change (w) in the velocity normal to the surface.

L,(0) = 2g acw
The subsequent timewise variation of impulsive lift is assumed to comprise an exponential decay to zero

* value, i.e.
-t / T,

L(t) / w = 2e ace

In operational form L = 2e ac T','
w p 1 + T, p, .

In reference 1 numerical methods for implementing L(t) for arbitrary forcing are discussed and it is
concluded that for practical purposes it is preferable to consider the sampled time history of w(t) as a

Sseries of ramp rather than step inputs. Re-deriving the response to ramp input C(t) = K , then in
operational form w(p) = Kw p•.

Thus LI(p) = 2e acK T,--
p ( 1 + T1p

and L(t) = 2e acd.T 1 ( I e -t/-.

i.e if T1= c/a then L,(t) = 2e :?K( I - e-tcc ) .

.5._ - .
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in genaeral, to acomdate 3D effects, Tt -C c/a '

Followizg ref.l for the numerical implementation a half step lead is introduced so that:-%

Lx(l) -2ec 2 c ( .,(n) - K1 (n) ), where 1Yw(n) =(w(n) - w(n-l )/%

ad K, (n) - K, (n-1) e tII + ( I((n) - K(n-l) e

circulatory Lift.
Following the procedure of Glauert (ref.5, p837 ) for thin airfoils, the velocity induced at a % %r

point x' on- the airfoil by the distributed vorticity is given by V

W x) f k~ x-x' adtettl)iclto Jkdx

For a flat plate w/V + v/V - 0 , where w is the component of free stream velocity riormal to the surface. '

* Substituting x - c ( 1 - cos )/2 and k = 2 V C A~ot(e/2) +- A,~ sin n9 leads to the solution for '

the lift:-2
L -ic eV2 ( AO +A,/2 )or CL = 2 Ti(AO + Al/2

i.e. only AO and A, need to be determined.

*Now v/V =-AO + IA 00s nO= w/V , to satisfy the boundary condtions.

Thus A., 1/1 Ti(w/V) dG and An --2/n (w/V) oe r.9 d9 O

Returning to x ocordinates :-d9 2 dx * oosO 1 (l 22 x sin9 Ll 2 x-
c sinO c

hius A, = w d (x/c) ad A, -r_ ~ w (I2x~c) d(x/c)
-n V tl-(l-2x/cJii

The term CA 0 + A1/2 ) represents the forcing for the time dependent circulatory lift. It is equivalent
to the angle of attack and is used in the same mariner for the inplemntaticm of the indicial lift

* response. Representing ( A + Aj /2 )by ~n the numerical procedure is, as presented in ref.l,
wh&ere

C CL (n) CL, crE(n)

an r (n) -.cr(n) - X(n) - Y(n)

X(n) =X(n-l) -i.Zlj + 0.3 (cr(n) -oc~n-1) e- -t/2T

Y(n) =Y(rr-l) d t/ 2 + 0.7 (cc(n) -cr(n-l) ) d' 2 ~

where T 0 .14 (1-M 2 ). 2V/c ,T 2  0. 53 (1442). 2V/c

2.

-IV
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ROTARY-BALANCE TESTING OF FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

CONFIGURATIONS AT NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER , . .','.

Gerald N. Malcolm and Lewis B. Schiff

* 0 NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California

SUMMARY Ik/:.

NASA Ames Research CenterAhas an ongoing research program to investigate high-angle-of-attack aerody-
namic phenomena associated with high-performance aircraft. As part of this researche ,Wor two rotary-
balance apparatuses have recently been developed for testing airplane models in a coning motion. A new
large-scale apparatus. developed for use in the 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel primarily to permit testing at
high Reynolds numbers, was recently used to investigate the aerodynamics of a 0.05-scale model of the F-15
fighter aircraft. Effects of Reynolds number, spin-rate parameter, model attitude, presence of a nose boom,
and model/sting mounting angle were investigated.

A smaller apparatustLwhich is a modernized version of a coning rig developed several years ago to
investigate the aerodynamics of bodies of revolution in a coning motion,'ohas been used in the 6- by 67#Foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel to investigate the aerodynamic behavior of a simple representation of a modern
fighter, the Standard Dynamics Model (SDM). Effects of spin-rate parameter and model attitude were investi-

gated. This paper presents a description of the two rigs and a discussion of some of the results obtained

in the respective tests.

SYMBOLS

A reference area, F-15 (0.1472 m
2 , 

1.52 ft
2
), SDM (0.0174 m2, 0.187 ft

2
)

b wingspan, F-15 (0.652 m, 2.14 ft), SDM (0.2286 m, 0.75 ft)

c wing mean aerodynamic chord, F-15 (0.243 m, 0.797 ft), SDM (0.0862 m, 0.283 ft)

" CA axial force/qA

CZ rolling moment/qAb

C1  dCL/d(wb/2V), slope of rolling moment coefficient versus wb/2V at w 0
W

Cm  pitching moment/qAc (center of moment at 0.25 c)

Cn yawing moment/qAb (center of moment at 0.25 C)

Cn dCn/d(wb/2V), slope of yawing moment coefficient versus wb/2V at W 0

CN  normal force/qA

CY side force/qA

M free-stream Mach number

q free-stream dynamic pressure

R Reynolds number based on

V free-stream velocity

a angle of attack

cs  sting angle (Fig. 4)

a angle of sideslip

01,2,3 rotational position axes (Fig. 3)

W angular velocity of rotary apparatus about the wind axis

Note that force and moment coefficients are with respect to body-fixed axes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

NASA Ames Research Center sponsors a research program to understand and exploit the aerodynamic phenom-
ena which occur on high-performance fighter aircraft, particularly at high angles of attack. A number of
facets comprise this research program, including fundamental fluid-mechanics studies, derivation and verifi-
cation of aerodynamic mathematical models, assessment of the aerodynamics effects on flight dynamics, and %'

the development of new test apparatuses for performing the necessary wind-tunnel experiments.

One of the required experiments is to measure the aerodynamic properties of a vehicle in a continuous
spin motion about the velocity vector, sometimes referred to as a coning motion. This experiment can be
performed with a rotary-balance apparatus or, simply, a rotary rig. Rotary rigs have been developed in the .

United States and a number of other countries in the past few years. Some of these rigs have been described
in a recent AGARD lecture series (Ref. 1).

Two rotary rigs have been developed at NASA Ames Research Center. The first rig to be discussed Is a
*, large-scale apparatus for testing airplane configurations in the Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel. This

rig was developed to provide a capability for high-Reynolds-number rotary-balance tests. A preliminary
report on the development of this rig is given in Ref. 2. The first wind-tunnel test using this rig was
recently completed on a 0.05-scale model of the F-15 fighter aircraft. Availability of flight-test data
from NASA Dryden Research Facility was the main reason for choosing the F-15 configuration. The flight
tests were conducted on a 0.375-scale F-15 Spin Research Vehicle (SRV) and provided extensive data on steady
and nearly steady spins. Although this paper addresses only the wind-tunnel test apparatus and data, a
long-term objective of the research program is to compare wind-tunnel and flight-test data for steady spin
cases.

The second rig is a small-scale rotary rig that was originally constructed for tests on bodies of
revolution in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel (Ref. 3), and later was modified for exploratory ' "
tests in the 12-foot tunnel (Refs. 4 and 5) on simple airplane configurations. This rig has recently been
refurbished with a new hydraulic drive system and associated hardware and a modern control system. The -
first test of this apparatus was recently completed in the Ames 6- by 6-foot tunnel using a simplified
version of a modern fighter aircraft, referred to as the Standard Dynamics Model (SDM).

This paper is a report of recent progress in the development and use of rotary rigs at NASA Ames. Some
examples of data recently obtained on both apparatuses are presented. The details of each apparatus are " "
addressed in Section 2. Similarly, the results of the individual wind-tunnel experiments are discussed in
Section 5. Both rigs use a common data-acquisition system and share a common data-reduction technique, and
they are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

2. DESCRIPTION OF WIND-TUNNEL FACILITIES AND APPARATUSES

2.1 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel Apparatus

The objectives for the first test of this apparatus in the tunnel were three-fold. The first was to
install and check the apparatus and all associated equipment and instrumentation in the wind-tunnel environ-
ment. The second was to acquire aerodynamic data on a fighter aircraft model in a spin motion at various

attitudes (a - -50 to 900, 0 - -150 to +150) at Reynolds numbers ranging from 1 to 5.5 million based on wing
mean aerodynamic chord. The third was to acquire wind-tunnel data that could be used for comparison with
the Dryden SRV flight-test data. Since the SRV had a rather large nose boom to measure model attitude and
speed in flight, the wind-tunnel model was tested both with and without a nose boom.

2.1.1 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel

The 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel is a variable-pressure, low-turbulence facility with a total pressure
capability range of 5.0 atm. Mach number can be varied from 0.1 to 0.98; however, because of the solid-wall
test section and limited power, operation of the tunnel beyond a Mach number of 0.5 yields questionable -.

results. A unit Reynolds number up to approximately 25 million/m can be obtained at M = 0.28.

2.1.2 Apparatus and Model

The rotary apparatus and the model with the nose boom attached are shown installed on a laboratory test
stand in Fig. 1. A protective enclosure surrounds the apparatus for safety purposes while it is rotating. L
The rig and model (minus the nose boom) installed in the 12-foot tunnel test section are shown in Fig. 2. A
sketch of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. For efficient operation in a pressure tunnel, it is essential
to minimize the number of tunnel startups and shutdowns necessary to change model attitude. To accomplish
this, the rig was designed with electrically driven movable arms which permit remote change of the angles of
attack and sideslip. The desired angles are obtained by rotating two arms on the rig (while it is station-
ary) about the axes 01 and *2 as shown in Fig. 3. These axes intersect the spin axis at the designated

longitudinal location on the model representing the center of gravity of a full-scale, free-flying
vehicle. By using a straight, base-mounted sting, the angle of incidence of the model with respect to the
flow can be varied from 0 tot300. By top-mounting the model on bent stings (as . 450 and 700), the angles
of attack and sideslip can be varied over the envelope shown in Fig. 4 (a from -300 to +1000 with B
between ±30*). Figure 5 shows a photograph of the model mounted on each of the three stings. A remotely . -
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driven counterweight (Figs. 1-3) was positioned to statically balance the mass distribution of the system
about the spin axis prior to rotating the rig. Potentiometers mounted on the arms gave remote indications
of the positions of the arms and of the counterweight position.

The apparatus is rotated about an axis parallel to the wind-tunnel airstream at speeds ranging from 0
to 37 rad/sec (0-350 rpm) in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction using a servo-controlled
hydraulic drive system. No attempt was made to dynamically balance the system. The magnitude of the cen- * ,' -
trifugally induced dynamic moment was, in the worst case, as much as 45,200 N-m (400,000 in.-lb). Because r

of the large dynamic loads experienced by the fixed part of the rotary rig and the tunnel support system,
special provisions were made to secure the system as rigidly as possible. The center body of the support
system is normally traversed and pitched on the vertical blade strut to vary the model attitude. For this
test, the center body was rigidly fastened to the strut with threaded pins to prevent any motion between the
rig/centerbody and the tunnel strut. To eliminate possible resonance of the rotary-apparatus/tunnel support
system, it was designed to have a natural frequency at least three times the maximum rotational frequency of'
37 rad/sec.

The model is a 0.05-scale version of an F-15 fighter configuration with two nose configurations avail-
able, one with a nose boom and one without. The center of moments is at 0.25 of the mean aerodynamic chord
of the wing. This location is also the center of rotation of the model about the spin axis. Control
deflections can be changed manually. The horizontal tails can be varied at any desired angle in 50 incre-
ments. The aileron and rudder surfaces can be set at 00 or at the maximum angles of ±200 for the ailerons lip"
and ±300 for the rudders.

The forces and moments are measured using a 5.08-cm (2 in.) diameter, six-component, strain gage bal-
ance mounted in the model. Since the spin axis of the rig is parallel to the wind stream, constant angles
of attack and sideslip are maintained during a rotation cycle. Thus, the resulting balance output is con- . -

stant at any given rotational speed, except for cyclical variations due to model weight and aerodynamically ' '
induced unsteadiness. The one-piece balance, constructed especially for use with this apparatus and model, AW
can be attached to the sting through the rear or the top of the model. Electrical power and signal paths
from the balance are provided by a slip-ring assembly mounted in the circular housing near the strut
mount. The slip-ring assembly also carries the power leads to the electrically driven movable arms and the
signals from the arm-position potentiometers. A resolver is mounted on the rear of the slip-ring unit to
measure the angular position of the rig about the spin axis. A tachometer to determine spin rate is mounted
on the hydraulic drive motor shaft. ' 

Because of the extremely large centrifugally induced oscillatory loads on the apparatus and the tunnel
support system (caused by the large dynamic imbalance of the rig), an extensive amount of data was collected
continuously during the test to monitor the structural integrity of the apparatus and support. Numerous
locations on the apparatus and the tunnel support system were instrumented with strain gages to monitor '.

stresses, eddy-current proximity probes to measure deflections, and accelerometers to measure the vibration
amplitudes and frequencies. In addition, pressure instrumentation was used to monitor the important pres-
sures within the hydraulic drive system. Although essential to safe operation of the apparatus, the moni- aim
toring instrumentation is not discussed further in this paper.

2.2 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel Apparatus

2.2.1 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel

The 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel is a variable-pressure tunnel with a total pressure range of
0.3 to .0 atm. The Mach number can be varied from 0.25 to 2.2 continuously. Reynolds numbers to
15 x 10 /m can be achieved. The tunnel has an asymmetric sliding-block nozzle for changing Mach number and
a test section with perforated floor and ceiling to permit testing at transonic Mach numbers.

2.2.2 Apparatus and Model

Figure 6 is a diagram of the small-scale rotary-balance apparatus. A hydraulic motor is used to turn a
shaft aligned nominally parallel to the wind-tunnel airstream. Any one of a series of interchangeable bent
stings can be attached to the rotating shaft to vary the angle of incidence with respect to the airstream.
The stings are designed to support a model on a strain-gage balance at pitch angles ranging from 0 to 300
while keeping the same axial model station on the axis of rotation. The rig follows the same basic concept,
and uses the same bent stings, as an earlier rotary-balance apparatus (described in Ref. 3), but it is
considerably more sophisticated in that it uses speed and position sensors and the corresponding feedback
control loops (similar to those of the 12-ft tunnel apparatus) to give the operator close control of either
the speed or angular position of the rotating shaft. -

The balance used was a standard six-component Task Corporation 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) diameter MK XIXA
balance, with all power and signal lines routed through the bent sting and the shaft of the hydraulic
motor. A set of gold slip rings and brushes was used to transfer the signals to the nonrotating portion of
the rig. Model attitude was set by adjustment of the pitch and roll angles of the model. Pitch angles were . .

determined by the choice of bent sting, and roll angles by choice of a fixture located between the balance • "
and the model which maintained a set roll angle. A set of such roll fixtures was available, including one ' -

for use with all bent stings giving zero sideslip angle, and one for each of the bent stings to obtain
sideslip angles of either -5* or +50.
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The rig is capable of being driven at rotation rates from 0 to 63 rad/sec (600 rpm) in either direc-

tion. Since the rotating parts are neither statically nor dynamically balanced, the centrifugally induced
oscillatory loads generated on the nonrotating structures at maximum rotation rate are quite large. The rig

is designed to withstand these loads, but some additional measures were necessary to prevent excessive

deflection of the rig support structure in the tunnel. The tunnel's body of revolution, which Is vertically
supported by lead screws and laterally restrained by rollers, was clamped rigidly to the vertical strut in

this case. Brass pads were installed between the body of revolution and the vertical strut to distribute

the load and prevent damage to the strut surface. In addition, a pair of diagonal braces, extending from.
the leading edge of the vertical strut to the tunnel floor, was installed to restrain lateral movement of
the rig support. Vibration amplitudes, in both vertical and lateral planes, were monitored by accelerom-
eters mounted on the body of revolution, and these confirmed that no excessive vibration levels occurredl' while the rig was running.

An additional feature of the rotary rig is the camera enclosure shown in Fig. 6. This is capable of

holding a miniature video or movie camera, with power and signal lines routed through the previously men-

tioned slip ring set. The camera views the upper surface of the model, and since the camera and model
rotate together the model image remains steady regardless of the motion of the rig. This feature was ".

included to enable vapor-screen investigations of the behavior of the vortex wake of the model in response -

to coning motion.

Figure 7 is a photograph of the model (designated the Standard Dynamics Model, SDM) used In this inves-

tigation. The basic planform is that of a current high-performance aircraft configuration. It was dellber-
ately designed for manufacture by simple machining techniques to encourage its widespread use as a standard
model for testing in different wind tunnels and on different dynamic test rigs. The model was designed and
manufactured by the National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE), Canada. A more complete description of its

geometry and characteristics is contained in Refs. 6 and 7. The center of moments was located at 0.35 of
the wing mean aerodynamic chord, which was coincident with the center of rotation of the model about the , . "

spin axis.

3. DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION SYSTEM

The data for both rotary-balance apparatuses were taken and reduced with a common stand-alone micro-
computer system. Conventional analog signal-conditioning equipment was used to process and filter the
balance and tachometer signals. Low-pass filtering of the balance signals eliminated the oscillatory sig-

nals due to model weight. A special data-acquisition unit processed the signals from the balance, shaft
tachometer, rig angular position encoder, and (in the case of the 12-ft tunnel apparatus) the arm-position

potentiometers. Tunnel conditions, including tunnel temperature and pressures, were routed to the system by
paralleling the conventional tunnel sensors.

In addition to the data-acquisition unit and the main central processing unit, the data system included
a dual floppy disk drive, external printer, and a multicolor on-line plotter. The data system provided

,* complete on-line listings and plots of the six force and moment coefficients as a function of the apparatus

" spin rate.

" 4. ROTARY AND STATIONARY TARE MEASUREMENTS

There are three types of forces and moments acting on the balance when the apparatus and model are

rotated in the wind tunnel. The first are the inertial forces and moments due to the moments of inertia of
the rotating model. These vary with model attitude and rotation speed, and may be compensated for by mea-

suring wind-off rotating tares and subtracting them from the wind-on data. The second are oscillatory
* forces caused by the change in orientation of the model mass relative to gravity. Although it is possible

to account for these forces analytically, they were eliminated in a more straightforward manner by low-pass
filtering the balance signals. The remaining forces and moments are the aerodynamic loads of interest.

The magnitude of the inertial loads can be calculated in a straightforward manner if the moments of
inertia about the principal axes of the model and the location of the model center of mass with respect to -
the rotation axis are known and do not vary with rotation rate. However, the model/sting combination
deflects during rotation, and will cause the actual inertial loads to vary from the analytically determined
values. Therefore, it is necessary to measure wind-off tare loads at the model attitude and rotation rates
planned for the wind-on tests. These measurements are stored in the data-acquisition system and later
subtracted from the wind-on measurements.

For accuracy, the inertial tare loads should be measured with the model either in a complete vacuum or
surrounded by an enclosure that rotates with it. This will prevent any interaction of the surrounding still

* air with the model as it rotates. However, in some cases, depending on such factors as model size, rotation

rates, and expected wind-on loads, the contribution from this effect can be ignored. In these tests, the
tare values measured in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions were averaged. For the case where the

*" sideslip angle is set to zero, the effects of the surrounding air on side force, yawing moment, and rolling
moment should be equal and opposite in sign. In this case, averaging the measured values is neArly the same

as measuring the tares in a vacuum. However, the effects on normal force, pitching moment, and axial force

are not eliminated by averaging the measurements from both rotational directions. It is felt that the

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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still-air loads are small enough to ignore, particularly for these experiments where the inertial loads and
the air loads are very large in comparison.

Typically, wind-off forces and moments were determined at several fixed rotation rates ranging from 0
to the maximum for each rotary rig. The respective forces and moments were fit with a five-term polynomial
of the form

F + A + AI + 3 + A-
0 1 2 3 4

where F is the force or moment and w is the rotation rate. The coefficients A0 through A4 were then - ,
stored. The same procedure was used for rotation in the opposite direction. The two sets of coefficients ,..- #
were then averaged to create a combined tare file of one set of coefficients that was applicable to all
rotation rates for that particular angle of attack and sideslip.

The original intent was to measure all the rotating tare loads in the laboratory prior to installing
the apparatus in the tunnel, and store them for later use during the tunnel test. The purpose was to elimi-
nate the expenditure of valuable tunnel occupancy time to perform the tare measurements. Tares were, in
fact, measured prior to tunnel installation, but it was soon recognized, after repeating some tare measure-
ments in the tunnel, that there was enough variation in the measurements (when compared to those previously
acquired in the laboratory) that new tares would have to be measured in the tunnel. The discrepancy was -

caused by a small difference between the stiffness of the support systems in the tunnel and the laboratory
which resulted in a difference in the deflection of the model center of mass relative to the rotation axis
for the two support systems.

An additional effect of deflection is the change in position of the model with respect to the rotation
axis caused by the wind-on load as compared to the wind-off condition. This effect cannot easily be
accounted for and, since it was felt to be small, no attempt was made to correct the wind-on data.

When data are taken with the model stationary (w = 0) in the wind tunnel with the wind on, the weight
of the model must be accounted for. (For the case where the model is rotating, the weight is averaged to
zero over a cycle by using low-pass analog filters.) Model weight is accounted for by performing a series
of wind-off static tare measurements at various known angular positions around the rotation axis and deter- . .'
mining the weight effect on the balance. The weight component on the balance with the wind on is then
calculated, using the angular position of the rig with respect to the tunnel and the attitude of the model
with respect to the rig.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 12-Foot Tunnel Experiments

The effects of a number of variables on the aerodynamics were examined during this experiment.
Included are variations in Reynolds number, angles of attack and sideslip, sting angle, and the presence of
a nose boom. A Mach number of 0.28 was selected for the majority of the tests, since this maximizes the . -

Reynolds number capability of the tunnel. Later in the test program, in order to obtain larger values of
the spin-rate parameter wb/2V (where b is the span and V the tunnel free-stream velocity), some runs
were conducted at a decreased velocity, resulting in a decrease of the Mach number to 0.2. Comparisons
between the results measured at Mach 0.2 and 0.28 indicated that effects due to the change in Mach number
were negligible. The aerodynamic coefficients determined included: normal force, pitching moment, side
force, yawing moment, and rolling moments. Axial force was also measured, but it was not determined with
accuracy comparable to the other components, nor was it felt to be particularly important for these tests.
The following discussion will introduce some examples of the data obtained during this test and will high-

light some of the more interesting results.

5.1.1 Static Aerodynamic Data

The variations of the norma--force and pitching-moment coefficients with angle of attack are shown for
the configuration without the nose boom in Fig. 8. Results are shown for Reynolds numbers of 1.5 million
and for 4.0 or 5.5 million. Also shown for comparison are the data obtained at much lower Reynolds numbers
(0.2 million) on a rotary rig in the NASA Langley Research Center spin tunnel (Ref. 8). As explained
earlier in the description of the apparatus, data were acquired with three different stings but at some
angles of attack there is an overlap of the data. For example, data were obtained at a - 300 on both the
straight base-mounted sting and the top-mounted 450 sting. Between a of 500 and 700 data were obtained on
both the 450 and 700 stings. The overlapping sets of data are shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen from Fig. 8,
the normal-force coefficient peaks between a of 350 and 400 and remains almost constant for

400 S a S 900, except for a slight decrease between a of 500 and 600. There is some variation with
Reynolds number and, interestingly, the trend in direction with Reynolds number is consistent with the data
from the Langley rotary rig. There are noticeable differences, as well, due to the different sting
angles. The moment center for the pitching-moment coefficient data is the 0.25 position of the wing mean
aerodynamic chord. The variation with Reynolds number is primarily caused by the behavior of the flow over
the forebody and fuselage and not by variations of the flow over the wing and tail surfaces. This is par-
ticularly true at the higher angles of attack since the flow almost assuredly separates at the wing leading. "
edge regardless of the Reynolds number. Conversely, the flow separation around the forebody and the rounded
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I'. corners of the inlets, and the resulting variation of the forces and moments, are known to be sensitive to
Reynolds number.

The variation of thE yawing- and rolling-moment coefficients with angle of attack, for a range of -." -
Reynolds numbers, is shown in Fig. 9 for the configuration without the nose boom. There is little effect of

Reynolds number variation on the yawing-moment coefficient for a S 400, and very little effect on the
rolling-moment coefficient at all angles of attack. At angles of attack where significant crossflow separa-
tion exists, Reynolds number variation mainly affects the flow over the forebody and the fuselage. The
resulting differences in the forces and moments would be expected primarily in the yawing moment. In addi-

tion, the effects of different sting angles are also sizable,.particularly at R - 1.5 million. The primary
effect of changing the sting angle is to influence the leeward flow field and the resulting interaction of
the leeside vortices over the fuselage and vertical and horizontal tail surfaces. Many of the studies that " "
have been done to investigate the asymmetric vortex phenomena on ogive-cylinder bodies at high angles of
attack have shown that the maximum asymmetry and resulting values of side force and yawing moment occur
between a of 500 and 700. The results of this experiment are consistent with that observation. There
appears to be a slight bias in the direction of the rolling-moment coefficient at all angles of attack
although the sideslip is slipposedly zero. It is possible that there is a slight asymmetry in the model or
perhaps a very small sideslip angle caused by misalignment of the model in the airstream.

A similar presentation of the yawing- and rolling-moment data is shown in Fig. 10 for the model with

the nose boom installed. Again, the variation with Reynolds number is fairly significant for angles of
attack greater than 400. Even more interesting, however, is the change in the coefficients, particularly
the yawing-moment coefficient, when compared to the boom-off case shown in Fig. 9. At higher angles of
attack, the presence of the nose boom can significantly alter the vortex flow field on the forebody and
noticeably influence the resulting moments. For example, at a - 600 with a sting angle of 450, the yawing
moment shown An Fig. 10 at R - 4.0 million has the opposite sign to that shown in Fig. 9. However, it is
also apparent that the sting angle has a major influence on the result. This can be seen by comparing the
data at a = 600 and R - 4.0 million for sting angles of 450 and 70O (Fig. 10).

The implication of the results shown are certainly of some concern for determining the aerodynamics of
configurations at high angles of attack. The differences caused by the presence of a nose boom illustrate

the sensitivity of the aerodynamics to the forebody configuration. Since many flight-test aircraft employ a
nose boom to acquire air data, there can be significant differences between the aerodynamics of the flight-
test aircraft and the operational aircraft which, typically, do not have a nose boom. The differences
observed due to the sting angle also illustrate the problems of supporting a model in a wind tunnel at large
incidences without altering the leeward-side flow field.

5.1.2 Rotary Aerodynamic Data -.

The data In this section are shown as variations of yawing-moment and rolling-moment coefficients with
the nondimensional rotation rate or spin-rate parameter, wb/2V. Figure 11 shows results for angles of
attack from 00 to 900 and a Reynolds number of 1.5 million for the configuration without the nose boom. For

angles of attack ranging from 00 to 400, the variation of Cn with spin rate is reasonably linear. Above
a= 400 the behavior is fairly nonlinear, and for the case of a - 600, there is a sizable offset in the
yawing-moment at zero rotation rate. In all cases the overall slopes of the Cn curves exhibit an anti-
spin behavior. Despite this, the offset in the nonrotating value of the yawing-moment coefficient at

a - 600 causes a significant pro-spin tendency for all values of wb/2V less than zero. The behavior of
the rolling-moment coefficient with increasing angle of attack is worth examining. The rolling morient is
anti-spin for angles of attack up to 200, but for a from 250 to 400 and for a of 800 to 900, the rolling
moment is generally pro-spin. Figure 12 shows similar results for Reynolds numbers of 4.0 and 5.6 mil- P OF
lion. Comparing the results to those shown in Fig. 11, some differences are observed due to Reynolds number
variation, particularly at angles of attack above 300.

Figures 13-15 show the yawing-moment coefficient for angles of attack of 30', 500, and 700, respec-
tively, for the model with and without the nose boom. The different curves compare results obtained at high
and low Reynolds numbers for a given sting angle, and for results obtained with different sting angles at
the same Reynolds number. Figure 13, for a - 300, shows linear behavior of the moment with the spin-rate
parameter for both the boom-off and boom-on configurations. Some differences due to Reynolds number can be

observed at the higher rotation rates, especially for the case with the boom on. There is a slight effect

of sting angle on the data as well, primarily at the higher rotation rates. Similar data obtained for
a = 500 are shown in Fig. 14. The results, in general, show a higher degree of nonlinearity than for
a- 30°.

The most interesting case is shown in Fig. 15 for a - 700. Looking first at the configuration without
the nose boom in Fig. 15a, there is very little effect of the sting angle at the higher Reynolds number.
However, at the lower Reynolds number, a significant effect of the sting angle is observed at the higher
rotation rates. There is also a considerable difference between the results obtained for the two Reynolds

numbers using the same sting.

The effects of adding the nose boom at this angle of attack are rather dramatic, as seen in Fig. 15b.
The first characteristic to note Is that the data obtained with the 700 sting at R - 1.5 million (circles)

show a yawing-moment coefficient that is multivalued over a wide range of values of the spin-rate param- .

eter. This multivalued variation and the accompanying hysteresis loop indicate that two flow field states
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can exist around the model for a given spin rate. Which of the two possible states that can exist depends
on the past history of the flow, that is, whether that spin rate is approached from a rate that is higher or
lower. (A description of the hysteresis loop and details of the dependence of its characteristics on : .
Reynolds number are discussed later in this section in connection with Fig. 16.) The hysteresis effect is
quite sensitive to model support interference. Although two flow states are also evident for the results
obtained using the 450 sting at R - 1.5 million, the hysteresis is almost negligible. This difference in
hysteresis effect and the large difference between yawing-moment coefficient values at negative spin rates
demonstrate the sensitivity of the aerodynamics to sting angle differences and resulting support interfer-
ence effects. It is apparent from these results that there is a sizable influence of the two stings on the
leeward flow field which, in turn, affects the yawing moment. For the measurements made at a - 700, the

* 700 sting is parallel to the tunnel airstream. Conversely, for a = 700, the 450 sting is inclined with
respect to the airstream and probably creates more of a disturbance in its wake, thus influencing the flow
field more severely. At the higher Reynolds number, 4.0 million, no hysteresis was observed in the measure-
ments made with either sting, and the results obtained with both stings are in reasonably close agreement.

Figure 16 illustrates, in more detail than Fig. 15b, the effect of Reynolds number variation on the
yawing-moment coefficient versus the spin-rate parameter. The case shown is for a = 700, as= 701, and
Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.0 million to 4.0 million. The most obvious effect of Reynolds number varia-
tion is the change in the value of the spin-rate parameter at which a "Jump" in the yawing-moment coeffi-
cient occurs, caused by switching from one flow state to another. At R - 1.0 million there is no jump or
significant hysteresis except for a small hysteresis loop at the larger positive values of the spin-rate -

parameter. At a slightly larger Reynolds number, 1.2 million, the jump occurs at a value of wb/2V near
-0.08. With further increase in Reynolds number, to 1.3 million, the jump point is observed at a value of
spin-rate parameter near -0.04. A small hysteresis loop is observed in both these cases surrounding the
jump condition. For R - 1.3 million it is interesting to note that the first jump (indicated by a (1) on
the curves) occurs at wb/2V = -0.01. The flow was relatively unstable and soon returned to the original

*- state (2) until the spin-rate parameter reached -0.04, where the moment jumped again (3). With an increase
in Reynolds number to 1.5 million, the yawing-moment coefficient becomes multivalued, as described
previously in Fig. 15b, and significant hysteresis loops are observed. The following describes the sequence
of acquiring the data in the hysteresis loop.

For the case shown at R = 1.5 million, the initial value of the yawing-moment coefficient was nega-
tive. The initial rotation direction was in the negative direction, and the yawing-moment coefficient
remained negative until wb/2V = -0.036, then it jumped to a positive value (1). The moment remained
positive as the rotation rate was slowly increased in the negative direction to wb/2V - -0.12. The
rotation rate was then slowly decreased to zero and increased in the opposite or positive direction. The

* corresponding yawing-moment coefficient response remained positive until the model reached a value of spin-
rate parameter of 0.09 then jumped (2) to a negative value. As the spin-rate parameter was slowly increased . -
to its maximum value and then decreased through zero, the yawing-moment coefficient again jumped to a posi-
tive value as wb/2V decreased through -0.03 (3). However, as the spin-rate parameter was decreased to its

maximum negative value and then increased through zero for the second time, the jump in the yawing-moment
coefficient to a negative value occurred at wb/2V - 0.01 (4) rather than at wb/2V = 0.09 as before. It
is apparent, following this path as shown, that there is hysteresis in the value of the yawing-moment coef-

-, ficient with variation of the spin-rate parameter. This type of variation indicates the dependency of the
" flow field asymmetry, not only on the direction of rotation, but on the history of the rotation direction.

It is interesting that this characteristic of a multivalued yawing-moment coefficient was observed only at
*" this angle of attack and a small range of Reynolds numbers on the configuration with the nose boom.

Repeated runs at these same conditions produced essentially the same results with only a small variation in
the value of wb/2V where the jumps occurred. The repeatability of the jump condition is very sensitive to
the Reynolds number.

Data obtained for R = 2.4 million and R = 4.0 million do not indicate two flow states and are
" essentially single-valued. The only exception is observed at the extreme negative values of wb/2V. The

variation is relatively linear and, for the highest Reynolds number, R = 4.0 million, there is little offset
in the yawing-moment coefficient at zero spin rate. At the higher, Reynolds numbers the flow on the forebody
and inlet surfaces is likely to be turbulent, and the flow separation is not as sensitive to the rotation- - =

-  
-

induced local flow angularity. "

The effect of variation of sideslip angle on the hysteresis is illustrated in Fig. 17. Data are shown
for R = 1.5 million at a - 700 for the boom-on configuration, with 8 ranging from -50 to +100. At
8 - 50 and a - -50 the jumps in the yawing-moment coefficient occur at values of spin-rate parameter on
either side of the value at which the jump was observed at 8 = 00. For 8 - 100, the flow angularity on
the model resulting from the combination of sideslip and rotation angles is apparently not sufficient to ,,
cause a jump in the flow orientation as seen in the other cases. For comparison, the data are shown for the
model vithout a nose boom at P - 00 at the same conditions. As seen in Fig. 15a, there is little indica-
tion of asymmetry, which is a significant contrast to the data obtained with nose boom on. "

5.2 6- by 6-Foot Tunnel Experiments .

" The tests conducted on the SDM in the 6- by 6-ft tunnel were all performed at Mach 0.6 and a Reynolds
number of 0.88 million based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord. These test conditions were chosen to match
those of complementary forced-oscillation tests performed at the NAE (Refs. 6 and 7). The aerodynamic
coefficients measured in the 6- by 6-ft tunnel and reported in Ref. 9 included normal force, pitching
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moment, side force, yawing moment, rolling moment and axial force. The model center of rotation was located '"-
at 0.35 of the wing mean aerodynamic chord. This point was also chosen as the moment reference center. ... o

Some of the results obtained will be presented in the following sections. %

5.2.1 Rotary Aerodynamic Data 
% %

Some results will be shown in this section to illustrate the variation of the aerodynamic coefficients
with the spin-rate parameter, wb/2V. Figure 18a shows the force and moment coefficients measured at

- 00, a - 100. Similar results obtained at 0 - 00 and a - 300 are shown In Fig. 18b. Note that ..
although data were taken at zero spin rate, they have not been included in Fig. 18 because a small misalign-
ment between the rotary rig spin axis and the local free-stream direction made these static data dependent
on the angular position of the rig. However, with the rig rotating, low-pass filtering of the data signals
effectively averaged out the effect of flow angularity.

At zero angle of sideslip, symmetry conditions dictate that the lateral aerodynamic coefficients (Cy, / .'._
Cn, and CX) should be odd functions of the spin-rate parameter, while the longitudinal aerodynamic coeffi-
cients (CN, CA, and Cm ) should be even functions of the spin rate. This is demonstrated by the data pre-

sented in Fig. 18. For all angles of attack tested, the lateral aerodynamic coefficients were observed to
be nearly linear with respect to spin-rate parameter over the range of spin rates achieved in the test. The
longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients were seen to be even functions of the spin-rate parameter. At the
lower angles of attack, characterized by the results shown for a = 100 in Fig. 18a, the longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients are almost independent of spin rate. At the higher angles-of attack, typified by
the results shown for a - 300 in Fig. 18b, the axial-force and pitching-moment coefficients show a para-
bolic variation in spin-rate parameter rate. Some of this parabolic variation is undoubtedly real, and is
probably caused by increased velocities and dynamic pressure on the tail resulting from the coning motion,
which produces increased tail lift. However, limitations of data resolution at these low levels of CA and

* Cm, and in particular the choice of the moment center position, may also be responsible for exaggerating the .. -

scale of the variation.

The effects of variation of sideslip angle are shown in Fig. 19, which presents data obtained at
B - -5 and B = +5*. Figure 19a shows data obtained at a = 90, while corresponding data measured with -

a - 300 are shown in Fig. 19b. Once again, the linear variation of the lateral aerodynamic coefficients
with spin-rate parameter is apparent. The nonlinear variation of the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients
with spin rate Is also apparent. The longitudinal aerodynamics also show an effect due to sideslip, which,
as expected, introduces a reasonably symmetric and linear component with spin-rate parameter. In general,
the results show a reasonable symmetry with direction of sideslip, but with some offsets possibly introduced
by small asymmetries in the model and/or the effects of combined centrifugal and aerodynamic loading.

5.2.2 Static Aerodynamic Data

Static aerodynamic data are presented in Figs. 20 and 21. These data were obtained from the inter-
cepts, at w - 0, of the low-spin-rate data analogous to that presented in Figs. 18 and 19. The actual
static data taken at w - 0 were not used because of the scatter caused by flow angularity relative to the
rotary rig's axis of rotation.

The effects of variations in the angle of attack and sideslip on the normal-force and pitching-moment
coefficients are shown in Fig. 20, while the corresponding effects on the yawing-moment and rolling-moment
coefficients are presented in Fig. 21. Also shown are the static data given inRef. 6, obtained at the NAE "---
using the same model on a similarly sized sting support. In most respects the two sets of data are well-
matched, with the exception of the normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients measured at the larger
angles of attack. It is suggested that this discrepancy is probably attributable to wall- and strut-
interference effects in the small 0.75 m - 0.38 m solid-wall tunnel used for the NAE tests. Such effects
should be negligible for the measurements made in the 6- by 6-ft tunnel, where the blockage based on total
planform area of the model and test section cross-sectional area was approximately 1%, and the ratio of wing
chord to tunnel test section height was approximately 0.05.

5.2.3 Dynamic Rotary Derivatives .'

The rotary derivatives presented in Fig. 22 were obtained by least-squares fitting of straight lines

through the data presenting the aerodynamic forces and moments as functions of the spin-rate parameter
(e.g., Figs. 18 and 19). Tte derivatives presented in Fig. 22 are the slopes of these lines. The results

show a gradual change with angle of attack from 0 to 150, then a more rapid change as angle of attack
reaches and exceeds 200. In particular, the rolling-moment derivative changes from anti-spin to pro-spin,
indicating a significant change in flow characteristics within the angle of attack range from 150 to 200. "'
This is in agreement with the static aerodynamic data which also show a major change in lateral aerodynamics
within the 15* to 20* angle of attack range. In addition, vapor-screen flow visualization studies indicated
a major change in the vortices shed from the wing leading-edge strake. At a 150 angle of attack, these
vortices passed over the wing surface and remained intact well downstream of the wing trailing edge, but at . -

200 angle of attack, they burst while still above the wing surface.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As part of an ongoing research program at the NASA Ames Research Center to investigate the aerodynamic %•...

phenomena affecting high-incidence flight, two rotary-balance apparatuses have been developed for testing
models of airplane configurations in coning motion. The rigs were recently utilized for inaugural tests

conducted using a model of the F-15 aircraft in the 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel, and for tests conducted
using the Standard Dynamics Model in the 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. Results obtained using both

rigs have demonstrated their capabilities as tools for investigating the high-incidence aerodynamics of - -

aircraft at a variety of test conditions.

Tests were conducted in the 12-ft tunnel on a 0.05-scale model of the F-15 airplane, at Mach numbers

ranging from 0.2 to 0.28, and at Reynolds numbers, based on wing mean aerodynamic chord, ranging between
1.0 million and 5.5 million. The angles of attack considered ranged from 0 to 900, with sideslip angles
ranging between -15* and +150. In addition, the effects on the aerodynamics due to the presence or absence
of a fuselage nose boom were investigated. Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients were measured at spin
rates of up to 350 rpm (nondimensional spin-rate parameter values up to 0.125) in both the clockwise and
counterclockwise directions. Some of the main observations from these tests are:

1. Effects of Reynolds number variation generally become significant at angles of attack above 400 and
Reynolds numbers below 2.4 million.

2. Variations of the aerodynamic coefficients with spin-rate parameter are nearly linear up to

a -20
°
.

3. Effects of the nose boom are significant at angles of attack above 400. At a - 70* and

R 1.5 106, the presence of the nose boom caused major effects on the yawing-moment coefficient. These
included the occurrence of multivalued aerodynamic responses, and accompanying aerodynamic hysteresis, over

a range of the spin-rate parameter.

4. The effects of sting-support interference can be significant with a top-mounted model, even at
large incidence. The angle that the top-mounted sting makes with respect to the model was seen to have a
significant effect, particularly at Reynolds number values below 1.5 106.

Tests were also conducted in the 6- by 6-ft wind tunnel on the SDM (a simplified generic fighter-
aircraft shape) in coning motion at M = 0.6, at a Reynolds number, based on wing mean aerodynamic chord, of
0.88 million. The angles of attack considered ranged from 0 to 300, with sideslip angles ranging between
-5* and +50. These conditions matched those of complementary forced-oscillation tests conducted at the NAE
in Canada.

Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients were measured on the SDM at spin rates ranging up to 600 rpm

(nondimensional spin-rate parameter values up to 0.04) in both directions. Ove' the angle-of-attack range
investigated, the lateral aerodynamic characteristics show a linear variation over the full range of spin- ,. .,,

rate parameters achieved in the tests. Although no discontinuous changes in the aerodynamic characteristics
of the SDM were observed with changes in attitude or spin rate, evidence exists of a significant change in

flow characteristics between 150 and 200 angles of attack. This is believed to be associated with forward .. . .
movement of the burst point of the wing strake vortices with increasing incidence; from behind the wing at . -

a < 150, to above the wing at a > 200.
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Fig. 7. Standard Dynamics Model on 300 bent sting in 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. .,
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E.N. Rowthorn

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Aerodynamics Department,
0 Bedford M4K41 6AE, ENGLAND

SUM A Y

0 -A rig for measurement of forces and moments due to continuous rate of roll has been
commissioned at RAE Bedford. Tests have been made on a High Incidence Research Model
(HIRM,) in two wind tunnels at M = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.7. At present models can t tested up to
4 T hAngle of attack at rotational speeds up to 350 rpm.

Tests on HIRM included an investigation of configuration and Reynolds number
effects. Results are compared with similar data from tests with another rolling rig and
from small amplitude oscillatory tests. ----

1 INTRODUCTION

For adequate mathematical modelling of combat aircraft flight characteristics at
high angle of attack there is a requirement for data from dynamic as well as static wind
tunnel tests. At RAE, small amplitude oscillatory rigs have provided valuable data on the
longitudinal and lateral derivatives of combat aircraft over the past fifteen years.
Recently dynamic test capability has been extended by the commissioning of a continuous
rotary or rolling rig for use in both low speed and high speed wind-tunnels. This rig
allows measurement of forces and moments due to continuous rate of roll; such data are
more appropriate to the modelling of high amplitude lateral motions and spinning of combat
aircraft.

A three surface configuration knoyn as HIRM (High Incidence Research Model) has been
the subject of an RAE programme of work to gain knowledge of advanced combat aircraft
aerodynamics and especially to formulate a mathematical model to predict flight charac-
teristics at high angle of attack. Extensive static and dynamic wind-tunnel tests have
been made and free flight glide models have been used to validate the mathematical model.
An important feature of the wind-tunnel tests has been the continuous rolling tests on the --

new rig at RAE and on a large low speed rig at BAe Warton. Results from these tests are
compared with results from small amplitude oscillatory tests also made at RAE.

2 DESCRIPTION OF RIG AND LABORATORY TESTS

A diagram of the rig plus supporting structure in the 4m x 2.7m Low Speed
Wind-Tunnel is shown in Fig 1. The non-rotating components, comprising shaft housing,
motor, valve and transducers, are duplicates of those specified by BAe Warton for the
'Multi Facility Rolling Derivative Rig' built under MOD contract. The rotating assembly
has been designed, to an RAE specification, with the aim of providing a relatively
unsophisticated facility which could be used in both low speed and high speed wind-
tunnels. Since high utilisation was not envisaged, angle of attack and balance weights f
are manually adjusted. The rotor can be statically balanced but facilities for dynamic
balancing were not included.

Details of the rotating assembly are shown in Fig 2. A five-component strain-gauge
balance (axial force is excluded) is machined on to the end of the sting which can be
axially rotated by means of a worm-and-wheel mechanism in the sting carrier. The root end
of the sting fits into a socket in the carrier and clamped with pinch bolts. Facilities ., -
for axial adjustment and fixing of the sting are provided. The carrier is traversed along r - T
the machined steel rotor to vary angle of attack in increments of one degree. Maximum
angle of attack is 40" with the straight sting shown but a sting with a 50" crank is being
manufactured to allow tests up to 90" angle of attack. When angle of attack is set the .'-""
carrier is secured to the rotor with clamping bolts normal to the plane of the rotor and - r.

screwed wedges in the plane of the rotor. Weight carriers are bolted to the ends of the
rotor and a selection of weights can be fixed to either carrier to maintain static
balance. At the higher angles of attack the weight carrier nearer the sting carrier is "' '9'
removed so that a smaller balance weight is required at the other end of the rotor. A
channel in the rotor accommodates any slack in the cable from the strain gauge balance as 4"
angle of attack is varied. The rotor is bolted to the rotor holder which is fixed to the
drive shaft with a tapered Joint. The shaft runs in bearings in a cast steel housing and
is driven by a hydraulic rolling vane motor mounted on the end of the housing. A variable
displacement pump supplies the motor with fluid at 1500 psi pressure. Rotational speed is
controlled by a servo valve with feedback from a tacho generator geared to the drive
shaft. Strain gauge balance signals are brought out by a cable through a bore hole in the
drive shaft and a slip ring unit at the motor end of the shaft. Vibration level on the
rig is continuously monitored using an accelerometer on the forward shaft bearing housing. .
A visual and audible alarm is triggered If vibration increases beyond a preset level. The
rotor can be brought to rest from maximum rotation speed in eight seconds.
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The rig 4as first operated in the laboratory to demonstrate integrity of the
rotating assembly, eliminate speed control problems and establish maximum rotation speed. ....
For these tests the rig was mounted on a 4ft x 3ft engineering surface table bolted to the
floor. A specially designed safety cage was placed around the rotating assembly.
Vibration monitoring on the forward shaft bearing revealed a dramatic increase in vibra- . .. -

tion at approximately 420 rpm and vibration of the housing was visible. This speed gave
7 Hz excitation, which proved to be half the frequency of a rig oscillatory mode. With
the rotor arm in the vertical plane a frequency of approximately 14 Hz was measured after
a lateral 'bonk' of the model. This is believed to be the lowest natural frequency of the
rig. During development testing several sma2l peaks in vibration were observed at various
rotation speeds and it was considered that these corresponded to submultiples of frequen-
cies of the various modes of oscillation of the rig. It is possible that speeds higher
than 420 rpm could have been achieved by quickly passing through this peak vibration speed
but safety considerations determined otherwisel After speed control had been established 'A'
to t! rpm the rig wf. considered safe for wind-tunnel testing up to a maximum rotationspeed of 400 rpm. ,_

3 DESCRIPTION OF ODEL
A general arrangement of HIRM is shown in Fig 3 and dimensional details are given in

Table 1. The model tested on the Rolling Rig (M2131) was 2/9 scale relative to the freeflight model. -,

The fuselage of the model is made of aluminium alloy with a steel balance adaptor.
Wings and fin are also made of aluminium alloy but the foreplanes and tailplanes are
steel. Range of travel of th, control surfaces is +10" to -40" and all surfaces are remo-
vable. For rolling tests it is highly desirable that the cg of the model should remain on
the balance centre so heavy-metal compensating weights are fitted in the model to replace -,''-

the masses of the control surfaces removed. It is also necessary to fit heavy-metal
weights in the fuselage below the centre line to balance the fin and wings. Some of these

weights are replaced by aluminium alloy when the model is tested fin-off. Prior to
testing, model balance is checked using knife edges in x, y and z axes.

4 SIGNAL PROCESSING

4.1 Physical system

A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig 4.

Signals from the five-component strain gauge balance are processed in a unit con-
taining signal conditioning amplifiers and an analogue computing network which eliminates .
first order interactions of tiie balance. The corrected signals are then fed to the com-
puter input system consisting of an Analogue to Digital Converter and Direct Memory
Interface. "'

A digital encoder segment provides a square wave at the model rotational frequency %/
'f' which, together with- the u mber of samples/rev. 'K' from the computer, is fed to a
pulse multiplier to generate 'Kf' pulse/second which determine the sampling times. When a
'Kf' pulse arrives at the Analogue to Digital Converter External Scan Control, signals are
sampled in parallel, serially digitised with a resolution of 15 bits and passed via a
Direct Memory Access controller into one of two computer memory buffers. When a buffer is
full the processor is interrupted and the other buffer used. The buffers are used alter-
nately until 'K' samples of all channels have been taken. At the same time an
interlocking program accesses the buffers and performs an averaging process on each
signal. As this Is a real-time process these signals may be averaged over as many cycles
as required. 

IMF-

The pulse multiplier is fundamental to correct results and hence an additional board
is attached permitting a computer controlled diagnostic check to be performed .% ,.'
automatically before each measurement. .

The rate of revolution of the model is obtained from the digital encoder segment and

recorded for each run.

4.2 Computer operations

The strain gauge signals consist of a steady component due to inertia and aerodyna-
mics, and a sinusoidal component due to gravity, oscillating at a frequency equal to the .....

rate of revclution of the model. This gravity component is eliminated by averaging over -.
one complete cycle.

The computer algorithm is: F(k). C

Where:

K is the number of samples per revolution,
C is a scaling constant,

F(k) represents any of the measured signals. V

Other signal components which might give rise to errors are harmonics of the gravi-
tational components and 'noise' generated by either electrical interference or mechanical

d%
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imperfections in the system. Aliasing errors, which could arise from the correspondence '-*
of harmonic frequencies with sampling frequency, are constant for each measurement and may ... %

be eliminated by selectively changing, under computer control, the number of samples/cycle
'K' and hence the sampling frequency. Aliasing errors due to 'noise' (ie oscillatory
signals not phase-locked to the rotational frequency) vary with each measurement and are
eliminated by averaging over more cycles of revolution.

5 WIND-TUNNEL TESTS

5.1 Low speed tests

Tests were made in the 4m x 2.7m Atmospheric Wind Tunnel at RAE Bedford and in the
2.4m x 1.8m Variable Density Wind Tunnel at RAE Farnborough. Model configurations tested
are given in Table 2. Tests on configuration Cl were repeated in the 2.4m x 1.8m at
atmospheric pressure to assess repeatability of results and at two atmospheres to check j.
for Reynolds number effects. * -

Before tests began it was necessary to statically balance the rotor (including sting
and model) for each angle of attack to be set in the tests using a special shaft mounted
on needle roller bearings. A set of fifteen weights was used to balance the rotor for all -.-.
angles of attack required up to 40D%

Rig and supporting structures in the two wind tunnels are shown in Figs 1 and 5.

Initial wind-off tests indicated that the vibration level at 400 rpm was bordering on the
unacceptable so the limit was lowered to 350 rpm. Test procedure was to set angle of
attack and take data for each configuration at rotation speeds between ±30 and ±350 rpm
wind-off and wind-on (70 m/s). The rig was observed on a video display and vibration
level monitored by means of an accelerometer on the housing of the drive shaft bearing, as
for laboratory tests.

5.2 High subsonic speed tests

These tests were made in the 2.4m x 1.Sm Wind Tunnel. One model configuration
(C5, Table 2) was tested at M = 0.4 and M = 0.7 for angles of attack up to 20. Reynolds
number, based on aerodynamic mean chord c, was 1.2 x 10 except that for M = 0.7, > 8" "

it was limited to 0.6 x 106 because of lateral deflection of the support frame caused by
rotation of the increasing normal force vector on the model. Another limitation in these
high speed tests was that the desired rotation speed of 350 rpm could not always be
achieved due to inadequate torque from the hydraulic motor. With weight carriers on both
ends of the rotor and the larger balance weights fitted, air damping forces on the rotor
and model limited rotation speed to approximately 250 rpm. Consideration is being given
to increasing the rigidity of the support frame and installation of a more powerful
hydraulic motor for high speed testing at up to 400 rpm.

Test procedure was similar to that adopted for low speed tests except that it was
necessary to zero the balance after a preliminary 'warm up' run immediately before the
wind-on tests. In this way zero drifts on the balance signals due to large temperature ..-.

changes on running up the tunnel were minimised. In addition, zero error corrections were
made to the data by interpolation using errors noted at the end of the test.

6 TEST RESULTS

6.1 Analysis and presentation

When the model is rolling at constant speed, each channel of the strain gauge
balance r.-asures components due to gravity, inertia and aerodynamics. The component due
to gravitational force is a cyclic, equal and opposite variation about zero whereas the
inertial force is a function of model mass distribution ani proportional to rotational

speed. The aerodynamic damping force is proportional to wind speed and also to rotational
speed. The gravity component is eliminated from both wind-on and wind-off data by
integrating and averaging the signal. The inertial component is assumed to be constant
wind-on and wind-off so the aerodynamic component is the difference between wind-on and
wind-off measurements at the same rotational speed, provided the wind-off tests are made
in a vacuum. However if wind-off tests are made at atmospheric pressure, as in the pre- .*."

sent tests, the wind-off damping is also subtracted from the wind-on measurement. To %
reduce the wind-off measurement to the inertial ---gponent alone it is necessary to take
the mean of the balance output for positive and negative rotations at the same speed where
wind-off damping should be equal and opposite but inertial forces will be constant. This
mean is then subtracted from the wind-on reading at the same rpm to give the total aerody-
namic damping.

For these tests, rolling motion was about an aerodynamic body axis or 'wind axis'
whereas the balance measured forces and moments are about geometric body axes. ' ie coef-
ficients were therefore converted to aerodynamic body axes before plotting against reduced
roll rate, pb/2V for each configuration and angle of attack. It was not possible to con-
vert for rolling about a geometric body axis without correspond ng data on parameters due
to yaw. Results for the three lateral coefficients Cn, Cy and C, only are presented.

The rate of change of Cn, r y and 7with pb'2V was calculated using linear
regression over the range pb/2V = -0.05 to give cnp ,  and for comparison with small

, amplitude oscillatory measurements. Cp T and frcmainwthsl
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4 6.2 Results from low speed tests

6.2.1 Variation of force coefficients with pb/2V

" The variations of Cn , C y and C, with pb/2V are considered for configuration C1 at r

three angles of attack, a = 16, 24
° 
and '10

° 
in Figs 6, 7 and 8 respectively. These

results are from 4m x 2.7m Wind Tunnel tests. At a = 16* there is some non-linearity In
the characteristics, especially in Cn and C, at high values of pb/2V, but at a = 24' non-

linearities are very marked in Cy and C,. The gradient of the C characteristics is

slightly positive at 1,w pb/2V but negative for pb/2V , 0.05. There is some scatter in %
Cy at low pb/2V, a = 24', owing to the low aerodynamic force and the unsteady flow con- %

ditions on the model at this angle of attack. At a = 40' (Fig 8) the coefficients have
large non-zero values at zero roll rate, indicating asymmetric forces and moments larger
th~o those measured in static tests on a 4/9 scale HIRM model • It was established in
these static tests that the side forces and yawing moments were generated by asymmetric
vortices shed by the nose of the model, whereas the rolling moments were due to asymmetric ... * -.

flow separations from the wings. The asymmetry is also apparent in the local slopes

3Cn/a(pb/2V) and aCk/;(pb/2V) which are different for large positive and large negativerates of roll.i.].'[''

The effect of wind-off damping on rolling moment is shown in Fig 9, where Ck is
plotted as measured in geometric body axes for a = 16'. As explained in section 4.3 the
wind-off damping is included by subtracting the mean of the wind-off measurement for equal
but opposite rotations from the wind-on measurement. Although there is no significant
difference apparent in the two characteristics at low pb/2V there is a 10-15% difference
in C£ for pb/2V = 0.15.

Measurements of Ct at three Reynolds numbers are shown in Fig 10 for configuration

C1, a = 24'. At Re = 0.9 x 100 results are shown from both 4m x 2.7m and 2.4m . l.8m
tests. There is some variation between the characteristics but this may be partly due to
effects other than Reynolds number as is evidenced by the two sets of data at . -,%

R = 0.9 x 106. However, at a = 36', Fig 11 shows that there is a substantial Reynolds •'
nmber effect, mainly on the static rolling moment. Measurements of C, are shown from
four runs at Re = 0.9 = 106 and two runs at Re 

=
1.8 106. Although there is some

scatter in the repeated measurements it is clear that a significant positive displacement
of rolling moment occurs at the higher Re. At high values of pb/2V the two sets of
measurements tend to converge.

Fin contribution to Cy, Cn and C, at a = 24' are shown in Figs 12 and 13 respec-

tively. In general, sideforce generated by a fin is the sum of contributions due to
sidewash over the fin arising from differential lift on the wings and to fin incidence due
to rolling. For a positive rate of roll, air flows from port to starboard giving a posi-
tive sidewash contribution. At low angle of attack the contribution from fin incidence is
negative, resulting in a small net sideforce contribution. However, at high angle of
attack, when most of the fin area is below the rotation axis, the contribution from fin
incidence is positive and, as shown in Fig 12, the total fin contribution is large and
positive. As might be expected, Fig 13 shows that a positive fin contribution to Cy

asults in a negative increment in Cn and a small negative increment in C. due to fin
displacement below the rotation axis. At a 36', Fig 14 shows that the positive incre- .

ment in sideforce due to fin is maintained, as are the negative increments in Cn and
Ct (Fig 15). The fin-ofi roll damping has recovered to some extent compared to the low
level at a = 24'. Scatter in the measurements of Cy and Cn at low pb/2V is due to

unsteady flow conditions and the small aerodynamic loads to be measured by the balance. 3

The effect of foreplanes on Ct is shown in Fig 16 for a = 18', 20', 24' and 26'. At
a = 18' the variation of C, with roll rate is linear at low roll rate with some reduction
in gradient as pb/2V approaches 0.1. The foreplanes give about 20% increase in roll

damping. At a = 20' the gradient is virtually zero at low roll rate without foreplanes
and there are marked non-linearities at higher roll rates. With foreplanes on, there is a

substantial gradient through the origin with some fall-off in gradient at higher roll '-t
rate. It is probable that the foreplane contribution arises mainly from beneficial
effects on wing lift rather than the increment due to damping forces on the actual
foreplanes. When angle of attack is increased to 24' non-linearities in roll damping
increase to the extent that the gradient appears to change sign between pb/2V = 0 and
±0.05. This effect is less severe with foreplanes on. At a = 26' the gradient is small
for low roll rates but rolling moments increase suddenly at pb/2V = 0.1.

6.2.2 Derivatives due to rate of roll m .

Gradients of Cn, Cu and C{ vs pb/2V for low values of pb/2V are plotted against
angle of attack for configuration C1 in Fig 17. Three sets of data are compared: from
tests at Re 0.9 106 in the 

4
m x 2.7m Wind Tunnel and the 2.4m x 1.8m Wind Tunnel and

at R - 1.8 x 106 in the 2.4m x 1.8m Wind Tunnel. There is good agreement between the
results and no significant Reynolds number effects are evident.

Plots of Cnp, Cyp and Clp vs a are shown in Figs 18, 19 and 20 for the four con-

figurations tested in the 4m x 2.7m Wind Tunnel. The measurements are appropriate to low -'* -
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values of pb/2V (- 0.02) so that comparisons could be made with results from HIRM tests on
the Small Amplitude Oscillatory Rig. At angles of attack where the variation of On,
C and C. was strongly non-linear near the origin, gradients could only be approximated by
eye.

Measurements Of Cnp and C£p (Figs 18 and 20) on configuration Cl are also compared
with data from tests on a 4/9 scale HIRM in a 5.5m Wind Tunnel 2 at BAe Warton. There is
good agreement between results from the two rolling tests except at the highest angles of '
attack. There is also fair agreement with SAOR data at low angles of attack but for

> 20" the rolling rig measurements indicate more variation of Cp with angle of attack
(Fig 20). It is conceivable that separated flow areas are not so readily established on
an oscillating model, alleviating the effect on roll damping. At some angles of attack .- .. -.

closer correlation could have been obtained by measuring gradients at higher values of
pb/2V where non-linearities were less severe. There is considerable scatter on SAOR data .
for Cyp but they show a broadly similar trend to the RAE Rolling Rig measurements(Fig 19)." " .,-.

Figs 18a&b show the effect of the fin on Cnp , which is a significant negative

contribution at high angle of attack and Figs 19a&b show a positive increment to Cy
These effects are consistent with the explanation given in the previous section. The fin
effect on CIp is small but can be detected in Fig 20.

Foreplanes have an insignificant effect on Cnp and Cyp but a comparison of

Figs 20a&c shows foreplanes increase roll damping Cp at a = 18" and delay the loss in ". -'

Cp to a higher angle of attack. As discussed in the previous section, wing lift is

enhanced by the foreplanes which delay separation on the down-going wing and maintain . .
differential lift due to rate of roll...

The tailplanes have no significant effect on Cnp and Cyp but Figs 20a&c shows that

loss of roll damping at a = 24" is, apparently, more severe without tails. However the
gradient of Ct vs pb/2V was very non-linear for low roll rate so gradient measurement at
this angle of attack is very approximate.

6.3 Results from high speed tests

The coefficients Cn, Cy and C. are plotted against reduced roll rate for M = 0.4,

20" in Fig 21. Results from tests at two Reynolds numbers are shown but there is no
significant difference in the gradients of the two sets of characteristics which are
fairly linear. Some scatter is evident in Cn and Cy at low roll rates. It is probable
that, in spite of attempts to eliminate zero errors due to temperature changes, small
errors remained and may explain the vertical displacements between the two sets of data.

Fig 22 shows how Cn, Cy and C, vary with reduced roll rate at M = 0.7 for a = 0,
12" and 20. Rolling moment varies linearly with roll rate for all angles of attack but
there are some non-linearities in Cn and Cy. especially at low roll rates.

Derivatives Cnp, Cyp and Cgp appropriate to pb/2V - 0.05 are shown in Fig 23 for

M = 0.4 and M = 0.7. Both the cross damping Cnp and the damping in roll derivative

Cp are .;ubstantially negative up to a = 20. There is little difference in any of the

derivatives between M = 0.4 and M = 0.7, but at M = 0.7 there appears to be a loss of roll
damping at an earlier angle of attack than at M = 0.4.

7 CONCLUSIONS

(i) A rig for the measurement of forces and moments due to continuous rate of roll has
been commissioned at RAE Bedford. Tests have been made on a High Incidence Research Model
in two wind tunnels at M = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.7. Data quality from the tests was generally
good although there was some scatter in the measurement of yawing moment and sideforce at
low roll rate.

(ii) There is good agreement between results from tests with the RAE rig and from tests
with a larger, lower speed rig at BAe Warton.

(iii) Results from tests on HIRM show that damping in roll is adequate up to a = 20.
Foreplanes improve the linearity of rolling moment variation with roll rate and delay the
loss in roll damping to a higher angle of attack. The tests indicate a more severe loss
of roll damping for 20' < < 28' than was measured in tests with the Small Amplitude

" Oscillatory Rig.

(iv) Wind-off damping can be a significant proportion of the total damping at high rates .'

. of roll.
IV
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TABLE 1 LEADING DIMENSIONS OF HIRM (2/9 SCALE)

mm or mm
2

Wing area, S 101825

Aerodynamic mean chord,3 192.9

Wing span, b 578.6

Foreplane area (each surface) 6700
Foreplane exposed semi-span 76.1

Tailplane area (each surface 8150
Tailplane exposed semi-span 115.7

Fin area 11650
Fin exposed height 138.9

TABLE 2 DETAILS OF CONFIGURATIONS TESTED

Configuration Foreplane Tallplane Fin LE droop " 'number .-.-. '

C1 -10 -20 on 20"

C2 -10" -20" off 20.

C3 off -20' on 20'

C4 off off on 20' - .

C5 0. 0 " on 0.

Copyright cZi Controller HMSO London, t' .
• .. . , 5. ..

.'. .' .
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NEW DYNAMIC TESTING TECHNIQUES AND RELATED RESULTS AT FFA -• "

by r.

Torulf Jansson and Lars Torngren .4.,d Z
The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden (FFA),

S-161 11 BROMMA, Sweden

0 S~ry %. %

With the advent of the JAS fighter project, a need for improved dynamic testing of wind
tunnel models arose atAPF*77 both in the subsonic and transonic speed range. Some old
rigs have been refurbished and some new ones have been developed. These "K1l--ailbw 'r-f .
briefly described and in some cases results from tests with different models includingO the Standard Dynamics Model,,will be shown.
1 INTRODUCTIO1

Dynamic derivative testing has only been sparsely conducted at FFA in the past. Deriva-
tives due to pitch, yaw and roll oscillations were calculated from data obtained from .
free oscillation tests. In order to get more accurate results the method of forced
oscillation has been adopted. With the free oscillation apparatuses only direct static
and dynamic derivatives could be measured but with the newly developed forced oscilla-
tion apparatuses both cross- and crosscoupling derivatives could also be measured as well
as static coefficients. Mini-computers are now used for data aquisition and handling
together with modern correlation techniques. The old way of calculating dynamic deriva-
tives was done by measuring the time for the free oscillation amplitude to diminish to a
half.

2 TESTING AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Dynamic derivative testing at subsonic speeds has been done in the low speed wind tunnel
L2 at the FFA Aeronautics Lab., situated at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH),
Fig. 1. The tunnel has an octagonal closed test section of 2 x 2 m and the maximum speed
is 65 m/s.

Two test rigs have been used. One rig for measurement of derivatives due to forced yaw
and pitch oscillations and one for measurement of rotary derivatives. --

jWIDE SETTLING CONTRACTION TEST SECTION DIFFUSER IANGLE CH4AMBlER

()SU.ROUNDING BUILDING BEATHER SLOT CROSS SECTION2-.'

N .H 2 -. •

2.1 Forced oscillation testing in pitch or yaw

2.1.1 ELttz2teLni4L1

The pitch-yaw apparatus, Fiq. 2, is built on a vertical strut model support. The anqle
of attack ranqe is from -5" to 371. Possible angles of sideslip are P= - 00, so,
1001, 15", 20" Four different oscillation amplitudes can be used 20, 40, 60, 80. The *~-

highest frequency is 5Hz. •

The apparatus is driven by a tachometer equipped electric motor connected to a gearbox, a
flywheel, a crankshaft and a long connecting rod attached to pivoting arms (one for yaw-
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ing oscillation and one for pitching oscillation). It is possible to get either pit-
ching oscillations or yawing oscillations by the apparatus. There are two different %

pivoting arms on the apparatus one for yawing and one for pitching. The type of oscilla- %

tion obtained depend on which arm the long connecting rod is attached to, it drives either
of them. The crankshaft can be mounted on different radii on the flywheel to give the
desired oscillation amplitude. The flywheel permits a smooth motion and the use of a
long connecting rod makes it almost harmonic.

Po tentlometers """'"".

Angle of attack| "'-'-i-
mechanism .1 ' ':':.

I
P r f 2 transfer pitch oscillationsby steel bon coupled0 :..:.

a w oscillation be c e otinu y bynr

Cnntctn rod a rPivot ing arm for teosdothwntnl/ ~~~~~~~ich oscillation- / / ,,..r. i,

Teageosieipcnbseolyto the fie vle -nioe-arir

/oteflywheel

Fig. 2 The pitch-yaw apparatus. .. " .

The angle of attack can be changed continuously by a screw mechanism driven by an x .'
electric servomotor and is remotely controlled from the outside of the wind tunnel.
The angle of sideslip can be set only to the fixed values mentioned earlier.

The angle of attack, angle of sideslip and oscillation amplitudes are measured by poten-
tiometers, which are very accurately calibrated with laser equipment when mounted in the -
tunnel. The model forces and moments are measured with a 5-component balance (no tangen-
tial force measuring capability). The balance is symmetrical with respect to the pitch,
roll and yaw axes and stiff enough to keep any natural frequencies well above the oscil- 'A
lation frequencies.

2.1.2 Intrumentation and data acusition

The data acquisition was done primarily on an analogue computer, where signals from the
wind tunnel, the strain gauge balance and the potentiometers were amplified and scaled.
These signals were filtered with a cut off frequency of 20 Hz. The filters were very e
carefully selected to give the same phase lag across each filter. The filtered signals
are connected to an AD-converter which is part of a SEL 32/77 computer. The data from
the AD-converter are stored in a data buffer in the computer with a sample speed of
100 Hz.

The signal processing technique for evaluation of the dynamic derivatives is of the single
sine type. It consists of an integration over one period after multiplying by either a
sine or a cosine factor. This gives an in-phase (sine) or out-of-phase (cosine) result.

The out-of-phase result is the dynamic derivatives after normalizing with reference area
and reference length. The in phase results are mainly a sum of inertia loads and static
derivatives. To find the static derivatives at a certain oscillation frequency, inertia
forces must be known. These are measured with the model oscillating in the tunnel and
at zero wind speed.

The desired static force is the mean value over one period. Several periods are stored
in the computer data buffer ( the number of periods depends on the test frequency and the -%t
oscillation and sampling speeds). Each period in the data buffer is first treated sepa-
rately then the mean value and standard deviation over several periods are determined.

Two different procedures are used in these tests depending on whether the static deriva-

tives should be measured at a certain, frequency or not.

1) No static derivative will be measured, just dynamic derivatives.
One measurement at he specified frequency is enough.
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2) Both static and dynamic derivatives are required. One measurement . . .
P is taken at a given frequensy with zero wind speed to obtain the

P inertial forces and one measurement at the same frequency with e
P the tunnel running. Subtracting the inertial forces from the
0 in-phase integral will give the static derivative and to a smal-

ler extent acceleration derivatives. The out-of-phase analysis
will give the dynamic damping derivative.

2.I. 3 su '. -. -.

Depending on the design of the pitch and yaw rig it is possible to evaluate either wind-
refered derivatives or body-fixed derivatives. Pitching oscillations are body fixed
oscillations. Therefore it is possible to estimate body fixed dynamic pitching deriva-
tives for both forces and moments.

At non-zero sideslip angles it is possible to combine results from rotary test with the
results from the pitching oscillations. Unfortunately there are only five components
in the strain gauge balance the tangential force is lacking. For that reason it is
not possible to convert the forces and moment completely. Only the moment can be
transformed into the wind axis system. Therefore it is possible to measure the dynamic " -
moment derivatives refered to the wind axes.

Dynamic derivatives due to pitching oscillations are presented for a simple delta wing
in Fig. 3.

Yawing oscillations were performed about the wind fixed yaw axis and during this test -. -
only dynamic moment derivatives refered to the wind fixed coordinate system were calcu-
lated. An exan;Ae of dynamic derivatives due to yaw oscillations is presented as an
exemple in Fig. 4.

10n C- nC

K.,007

High freq.

K x 0 008 ".,'"",,''
Low ,req

5-

0-

Fig. 3 Body-fixed pitching moment Fig. 4 Wind-refered yawing moment
derivatives due to pitching derivatives due to yawing
oscillation. oscillation.

% . -," . " -

2.2 Rotary derivative rig -

The rotary rig has been used at KTH since the early sixties. In the last few years some
modifications have been carried out including the installation of a new digital lata
acquisition system. The rig is shown in Fig. 5 installed in the wind tunnel.

deiaieIu opthn eiaie u oywn"•° "',

• . 1' ... '

V.%'J
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Fig. 5 Rotary apparatus.

2.2.1 Descri2 tionofttheaarats ".

The rig is mounted in the tunnel with tension rods, with the rotating shaft aligned with
the tunnel centre line. In the rear part of the rig is an electric servomotor installed.
The highest rotation rate is about 300 rpm. A set of goldplated slip rings conduct the
rotary balance signals from the moving part of the rig to its static part. The rotary
balance is a 6-component strain gauge balance mounted on a sting. The sting can be
rolled in increments of 10 along its centre line. A combination of body roll angle and
the angle between body and rotation axes can be transferred to a set of a and 1 angles.
The sting is desined in such a way that the centre of the balance is situated on the
axis of rotation, where the model reference point ig also located. The angle between
the tunnel centerline and the sting can vary from 0 to t400. During tare runs the model
is put in a container to let the surrounding air close to the model rotate together with - - -

the model and thus not interfere with the inertia measurements.

2.2.2 Dataacguisition and data reduction

The data acquisition technique is the same as for the pitch/yaw rig and the sample speed
is also the same, 100 Hz.

The evaluation of the rotary derivatives is carried out as if it were a static test.
Because of the rotation around the wind vector the rotary damping forces and moments are
evaluated in a wind fixed coordinate system. The forces and moments from the 6-component
balande are converted from the body fixed coordinate system to the wind system.

To evaluate the forces and moments a mean value calculation is performed by integration
over a single revolution of the model. For each revolution data are stored and mean
value and standard deviation of all revolutions are calculated.

The moments and forces dependin on orotar';- do -pi nq orc, evaluated in several tops.

1) Measurement of inertia forces and moments during a fast tare run,
at the same rotational speed as during the wind-on run. The mo-
del is enclosed in the container.

2) The model is slowly rotated (10 rpm) during a tare run to record
the gravitational forces and moments at the wind off condition.

3) Measurement of forces and moments at a slow rotational speed (10 rpm)
with wind on.

4) Measurements of forces and moment at the desired high rpm with
the wind tunnel running.

Calculation of static forces and moments is done by subtractinq 2) from 3) and the
rotary damping forces by subtracting tare forces and static forces from the wind on hiqh
rpm data. The computation of the rotary roll derivatives for a fixed angle of attack is
then carried out by dividing the rotary damping force and moment coefficients by the rota- , -
ting reduced frequency. This procedure is valid as long as the derivatives are indepen- ,-"-'" °
dent of roll rate.
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2.2.3 Results

Most of the results are presented as rotary - .,
K damping forces and moments as a functions of the

rotational reduced frequency, Fig. 6. To inves-
tigate the interference effects from theocounter
balance weight at the angle of attack 20 , a V
special sting made of carbon fibre has been ma-
nufactured. This sting design is intended to .. '

minimize the sting support interference effects
and is also shown in Fig. 5. Only small diffe-
rences between the two stings can be seen mainly .-on the side force and yawing moment, Fig. 7. ,- t

Fig. 6 Wind-refered rotary damping

rolling moment.

ACn ofAC c efrea"ywn-oet"i.7

K K

Ordinary installation
-20

° 
rotary sting"

Fig. 7 Interference effect on wind-refered rotary damping side
force and yawing moment.

3 TESTING AT TRANSONIC/SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

In this section three different apparatuses will be described, a forced oscillation
pitch-yaw apparatus, a rotary derivative apparatus and a control surface oscillation
apparatus.

FFA has two high speed wind tunnels suitable for dynamic derivative testing: the tran-
sonic/supersonic S4 intermittent suction wind tunnel and the continuous HT transonic wind
tunnel. S4 has a test section cross area of 0.8 m2 and a stagnation pressure slightly
less than ambient pressure while the HT wind tunnel is 0.7 m2 and has a variable stagna-
tion pressure which at transonic speeds is lower than ambient pressure. The S4 has a
rectangular cross section with slotted walls in the floor and the ceiling while the side
walls are solid. In HT the cross section is octagonal with a slot in each corner. The
pitch-yaw apparatus is designed for both tunnels while the other two apparatuses only can

I be mounted in the S4 wind tunnel.

3.1 Forced oscillation testing in pitch or yaw

3.1.1 PitchZaw ap a

The pitch-yaw apparatus, figure 8, is mounted on a 100 cranked angle support, which can
be rotated to give any choosen combination of angle of attack and angle of sideslip.
The angle of sideslip is however limited to 100 but the model is always situated in a
horizontal plane when the angle of attack is zero. The apparatus consists mainly of a
sting, a rocker arm, a cross flexure and a 5-component balance.

The sting is mounted to the 100 cranked angle support to the rear and to the cross flex- V
ure in front. The sting cross section at the model base is elliptical to get as large
oscillation amplitude as possible. Inside the sting is a rotating drive shaft which
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gives the rocker arm an up and down movement. The rocker arm is mounted in the front
part of the cross flexure with the same bolts as the 5-component balance. The cross .' .
flexure is made of a single piece of Armco 17-4 PH stainless steel by the spark erosion
technique. The flexure elements are wider at the ends to increase the loadcarrying capa-
bility during yaw oscillation tests. Inside the rocker arm is a cantilever spring, which
together with the cross flexure, gives the apparatus a spring constant suitable for
oscillation at resonance. The displacement strain gauges are glued to the cantilever
spring. Thus no normal loads will affect the displacement signal.

FASTENS TO THE TUNNE ANGLE OF ATTACK IEHANISM L.

10* SUPPORT

ROCKER AMl INCLINATION SURFACES %,%

5-CoIO ENT BALANSCEYi

CORIRAL

ROCKER ARM.""' . '
5-COW ONeNT SALANCE DRIVE SHO T. " - " "i

CROSS FLEXURE CANTILEVERq SPRNGEDL IA 6

S ONICAL SPIGOT CRANKPIN $Tine

Fig. 8 The pitch/yaw apparatus and details of its forward part.

The 5-component balance (no axial measuring capability) is symmetrical with respect to
the pitch and yaw axes and very stiff to keep any natural frequencies well above the
oscillation frequencies. Because of its stiff design it is equipped with semiconductor
strain gauges. Semiconductor strain gauges are also used on the rocker arm, to measure
the moment needed to keep the oscillation stationary, and on the sting. The model is
oscillated by means of a stepping motor placed at the back of the sting and the 100--
cranked sting support. Although the least energy required is when oscillating at reso-
nance, the motor is powerful enough to run at frequencies off resonance. The highest
frequency is 20 Hz and the oscillation amplitude is 1.2 deg.

* 3.1.2 Instrumentation and data cq~~f

All data acquisition and handling was done on the wind tunnel minicomputer, the General
Automation SPC 16/65. The standard peripherals include two 12-channel bridge amplifiers

*of FFA design and a 13 bit AD-converter with multiplexer. Some additional instrumenta-
tion was also designed and built: a stepping motor control unit with cycle timer, a 12-
channel signal generator and a 12-channel filter unit.

FITCH LOADING CONDIICTON1
YAW LOADING CONDUCTOR OLL CONAVICG PITCH-YAW STATON COILS.

ROLL STATOR COILS OUTAN,.. STAT

i" ( l ( ,,~SCTION 1-1 . . .-
SNOTION A-A OUTER PITCH-YAN STATON R** . "

linEN PJECI-YAW STATOR

Fig. 9 The dynamic calibrator.
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The measured signals were first fed to the bridge amplifiers in the usual way but instead % %.%

of directing them to the AD converter, they were directed to the filter unit. In the
filter unit each signal was split into a DC and AC part by means of filters. It was then
possible to amplify the AC part up to an additional 100 times. The filter unit also
housed a sample and hold circuit where some different sampling frequencies could be se- .
lected. The DC and AC signals were then redirected to the AD converter and there were
thus twice as many channels recorded as there were channels from the apparatus.

With the signal generator known DC and AC voltages were input to the data acquisition
system. The DC and AC gains were then calibrated as well as the phase shift for each AC .'- P .

channel with respect to the displacement channel. In spite of the sample and hold capa- k ,

bility there were small differences in phase shift due to individual differences in the %
filters. ' e

From the stepping motor control unit, start and stop of the motor and its frequency was
controlled. The cycle timer recorded the average of all cycles during a run and stored
it for later access by the computer. The computer was also recording and checking the
settings of the signal generator voltages and the sample and hold speed. ........

The balance was first statically calibrated and then, to check the whole data acquisition
and data reduction process and to calibrate for magnification, the apparatus was put in a
dynamic calibrator, Fig. 9. This calibrator works on the same principles as for example
the calibrator mentioned in reference 1. Dynamic loads which are known to their ampli-
tude and phase with respect to the primary motion were applied in the pitch, yaw and roll
plane. They were applied independant of each other in the different planes of motion.
The result from the data reduction programme was divided with the known load in the same
plane of motion and plotted against the ratio of oscillation frequency to sting natural
frequency. After tests at some different oscillation frequencies had been concluded a
function for correction due to magnification was incorporated in the data reduction pro-
gram.

The semiconductor strain gauges vsed on the apparatus are quite temperature sensitive.
Most of the zero shift was taken care of by temperature compensating resistances placed
in the tunnel. The gain factor of the strain gauges was also quite temperature sensitive
but this was taken care of by statically loading the apparatus at two different tempera-
tures and making shunt calibration at the same temperatures. By making shunt calibra-
tions before and after each run the correct gain factor could be calculated.

A typical wind tunnel run consists of three parts: an amplifier calibration run, when I
known voltages from the signal generator are fed into the system, a tare run when the mo-
del is oscillated but with the tunnel not running and finally a wind on run. Data were
sampled for 15-20 seconds at 100-150 Hz depending on oscillating frequency. If only the
angle of attack was changed between two runs and no gain settings were changed the ampli-
fier calibration and tare run could be omitted.

The signal processing was done with a cross-correlation technique according to Ref. 2.
For all AC signals an amplitude and phase angle with respect to the primary motion was
calculated and for the DC signals an average was calculated.

3.1.1 Wind tunnel model

To familiarize with the apparatus and its equipment a Standard Dynamics Model (SDM)
was built, figure 10. This model was originally designed at NAE, Canada and later built
to different scales at various wind tunnel institutions. There are also quite a lot of y
results published, Refs. 3, 4 and 5, with which comparisons can be made. The scale of
the FFA SDM model was choosen so as to give the model a blockage ratio of 0.6 % in the
HT wind tunnel. The size of the model then resulted in a span of 290 mm and a length of
450 mm. All following results are refered to the 35 % mean aerodynamic chord point and
the model configuration designations are the same as the ones used by AEDC, Ref. 3.

Fig. 10 The Standard Dynamics Model.
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Fig. 11 Effect of correction for sting plunging on Cm 0 , Cmq+Cm&, CN0 and CNq+CN.

derivatives, M = 0.60.

3.1.4 Results

The SDM tests in the HT wind tunnel were done in the Mach number range 0.60 - 1.05.
The stagnation pressure was below ambient and decreased with increasing Mach number
which gave an almost constant Reynolds' number of 1 million based on the mean aero-
dynamic chord.

The effect of sting plunging has been taken care of in the data reduction programme
according to Ref. 6. In Figo 1 iC m , Cm+Cm., CN and CNq+CN- have been plotted both
with and without correction Fior stin lugin. Th9 static derivatives are also compared
with data from a static test run with a conventional six component balance. The slopes
of this static test agree fairly well with the dynamic data corrected for sting plunging.
The correction also agrees with Ref. 6 i.e. if the data are not corrected the pitch sta-
tic stability decreases and the dynamic stability increases compared with a rigid sting.

The effect of oscillation frequency has been investigated at M= 0.80 on both pitch and
yaw oscillations, Figs. 12 and 13. In pitch oscillation the model has been oscillated
at four different frequencies. One was at resonance and in this case the model moment of
inertia was increased with weights. The static pitching moment derivative is obviously
unaffected by oscillation frequency when oscillating off resonance but at resonance a
slightly more statically stable model is indicated although these data are measured with
the five-component balance which is within the oscillating system. These data are also
compared with data from a static test which show that the dynamic data from the off
resonance tests seem to be the best. The dynamic stability is unaffected by oscillation v h-
frequency at small angles of attack but at angles above 120 the stability decreases with
increasing oscillation frequency.

C _oC,, .... .. ". 9. ..... . .

" - - -: . 0 ..... .. o7 .... ... ', " ' '
0.. 0..01 "."

-. M -- -. 3 --. _

-S B. ii

is s A i % %

i5 is 1i 2i 2i a A~ a i I 0 2

L% _9 "2"t""

Fig. 12 Effect of pitch oscillation Fig. 13 Effect of yaw oscillation
frequency, M = 0.80 . frequency, M = 0.80
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Fig. 14 Effect of air intake, yaw oscillation data, k =0.035, M =0.60.

During yaw oscillation no test was done at resonance. The static yaw derivative is un-
affected by a change in oscillation frequency but the dynamic derivative shows a slight-
ly decreasing stability with increasing oscillation frequency. This effect is valid
over the whole angle of attack range investigated except perhaps at the highest angle. *

* The effect of the "air intake" has been studied during both pitch and yaw oscillation
* tests at M = 0. 60 . There is no air going through the intake and with its flat front
* surface with sharp edges a separated flow is created on the lower surface of the fuse-

lage. There is however no significant change in the pitch oscillation data (not shown
here) and the same comment is valid for the side force derivatives due to yaw oscilla-
tion, Fig. 14. The biggest effect is found in the static yawing moment derivative where
the static stability increases when the intake is removed. The dynamic stability in yaw
is slightly less with no intake at angles of attack up to 150

One way of creating an asymmetrical flow field on the model at moderate angles of attack
is to remove one strake, in this case the port strake was removed. At pitch oscillation,
M =0.60, there is a neglible effect at angles of attack below 10 , but at higher angles
both the direct derivatives and the cross-coupling derivatives are influenced, Fig. 15.
During yaw oscillation at the same Mach number there is almost no effect on the direct
derivatives and also very small effect on the rolling moment cross derivative, Fig. 16. 0A
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3.2 Rotary derivative rig

FFA's rotary rig used in tests at transonic speeds is quite old and was used for the
first time in 1965. Results obtained with this rig has earlier been reported, Refs. 7
and 8. However during the recent years some modifications have been done including a
new digital data acquisition and data reduction process.e.

*3.2.1 Q

The rotary rig can only be operated in the S4 wind tunnel and in Fig. 17 the rig is
shown installed in that tunnel. Because of the rather large volume the rig occupies in
the tunnel the slotted walls have been shortened to maintain a good velocity distribu-...
tion within the test section.

The rig is mounted on the tunnel strut with its axis along the tunnel centre line. In
the lower part of the rig a hydraulic motor is installed. It is fed from outside the "6

tunnel by an electric driven hydraulic pump. On an extension of the hydraulic motor
drive shaft is a tachometer mounted. The highest rotation rate is 700 rpm but 600 rpm

% is the most common rotation rate used. The motive torque is transmitted from the hydrau-
" lic motor to the main drive shaft by a set of gears. The drive shaft is also connected

to a set of goldplated slip rings where the signals from the rotating balance are fed to
the static part of the rig. Different cranked stings can be attached, each sting gives a
fixed angle of attack. The stings are designed in such a way that the centre of balance
is situated on the axis of rotation. The model is then mounted with its moment reference
point as close to the centre of the balance as possible.

SLOTTED WALL. ROTARY TEST

Fig. LM 17 HABRoayrgith STRU wind R tunel

/~ ~ ~~~~~SI R\ INGS''".'.' .-.-

DOI WE" SHAF GEAR
-CRANKED -T

Fig. 17 The FFA rotary rig in the S4 wind tunnel. -':['"[:
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3.2.2 Data acusiti and data reduction

All data handling now takes place on the General Automation computer at the wind tunnel. %
A typical wind tunnel run consists of: •

a) with the tunnel at rest and the sting slowly rotating data sampling during %%-%
one complete revolution WC

b) the tunnel is started the sting is brought to a high rotational speed and ,.,
data are sampled during a number of complete revolutions *.

c) the sting is slowed down to the same speed as in a) and data are once P

again sampled during one complete revolution

d) the sting is rotated with the same high speed as in b) but in the other
direction and data are sampled during the same number of complete revolutions

By subtracting b) from d) the asymmetrical derivatives in the body axes system due to
* rotation around the wind axis can be found, Subtracting a) from c) and with proper
* correction for the roll dependant aerodynamic part and the centrifugal part (the centri-
* fugal effects have earlier been investigated by high speed rotation in an ambient press-

ure close to vacuum) the static coefficients can be calculated. By sampling data during
complete revolutions there will be no net effect by the gravitational forces.

3.2.3 Results

*[ Because of the solid side walls in S4 it was important to investigate if disturbances
from the model reflecting in the side walls and back on the model would alter the re- ..

sults. Instead of sampling data during the complete revolution data were sampled bet-
ween the roll angles -300 to 300 and 1500 to 2100. These results were compared with r -

results from data sampled between the roll angles 300 to 1500 and 2100 to 3300. The
wing is thus turned against either a slotted wall or a solid wall during data acquisi-
tion. The result was however that the differences observed were of the same order as in
repetition tests (ACp-0.004).

It was also felt that interference from the bulky rotary rig could affect the results.
To find out if there were any effects a schematic canard fighter model was run in three
different axial positions, by means of different lengthening pieces between the balance
and the sting. The Mach number range was 0.5- 1.0 but only the effects at zero angle

. of attack were investigated, Fig. 18. The three different positions were with the model
moment reference point at 32 mm behind, 168 mm infront of and 268 mm infront of the
centre of the schlieren window. According to figure 18 it is beneficial to move the
model as fast as possible from the rotary rig, at least in the transonic speed regime.
This result could also be interpreted as a sting interference effect as the length/dia-
meter ratio of the sting increases as the model is moved ahead.

The SDM model has also been run on the rotary rig, though only at a = -1 0 and 40 The
.. rolling moment derivative is shown as a function of Mach number for these two angles of
- attack in Fig. 19. The damping moment increases slightly with increasing Mach number

and is higher at a = 40 than at a = -10 except close to M = 1.0 . Data points from roll
oscillation tests at AEDC, Ref. 3, and NAE, Ref. 9, are compared with the FFA data at
SM=0.6. At roll oscillation tests with oscillations around the body axis the damping
derivative has the form Cp+CZ sine. However close to a=0 this derivative reduces
to Cp . The agreement between AEDC data at a = 00, NAE data at = -10 and FFA data at
a = -1° is also quite good despite the two different testing methods.

r4 P DM

05

iCIP dstonce from model moment centre

to schlieren window . (mm) 0.4
-030

0 -32
V 168 0=0 0.3

f. 0 268
-,t -025

0.2 o -1 FFA rotary test ri~ -
4 FFA rotary test . ,..

0 0 AECOI I oscillatory test ,. . ,
0 -1 NAE I I oscillatory test " . - .- ., -,

69 .',M 0 0'7 OS "-"-

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 09 1oM 0 05 06 00 o OM

Fig. 18 Effect of different axial model Fig. 19 Cv- (M) for the SDM model,

position on C, , Q =00. a- -1
° and 40
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3.3 Control surface oscillation testin,

It is a trend today to design aircraft to be more or less statically unstable in certain
flight regimes. That increases the need for good control authority throughout the whole VV 4
flight envelope. In order to measure not only the static but also the dynamic reactions
to control deflections, a control surface oscillation apparatus was designed and built at
FFA. The main purpose of the apparatus is not to measure hinge moment derivatives but to
measure pitching moment derivatives due to control deflections and especially look for
any dynamic derivatives, which can be of detrimental effect.

3.3.1 ofthe ratus

The FFA wind tunnels are.quite small and consequently it was quite clear that a full-span
model with oscillating controls could not be made. Instead a semi-span model was design-
ed and an oscillating apparatus was integrated with the model, Fig. 20. The apparatus is
designed for the S4 wind tunnel, where one of the large schlieren windows is removed and,..
a traverse mechanism is installed. On the traverse mechanism is a new four-component
balance mounted. The balance is welded of thin rectangular steel tubes and has four ..,
measuring elements equally spaced around its perimeter. The balance is able to measure '. ,
normal force, pitching moment, axial force and root moment. There are two sets of pitch-
ing moment strain gauges, one of conventional type and one of semiconductor type. The . - - -

axial force is also measured with semiconductor strain gauges.

STEPPING MOTOR '- "

CAM CAM FOLLOWERLA A

FOUR COMPONENT BALANCE'- DRIVE SHAFT

BALANC7E ELEMENT ' [ / FLEXIBLE COUPLING -.

BALANCE MOUNTING BASE DEFLECTION ANGLEBALANCE T~RANSDUCER .,'...,

WIND TUNE W '-'..'

SPACER \ \ / DRIVE SHAFT TORQUE "''
FLCNPLATE LSTRAIN GAUGES

SEMISPA MOD-E
(

Fig. 20 Control surface oscillation apparatus. ' ""

The model is designed to have either an oscillating canard or an oscillating elevator. --
The oscillatory motion is achieved with a stepping motor with a cam and a cam follower.
The highest oscillatory frequency is 54 Hz and since the torque of a stepping motor"-""
rapidly falls with increasing frequency, the cam is designed to give two oscillations -..
for one revolution of the stepping motor•.- .. '-.

A few cams had to be fabricated before a satisfactory harmonic motion had been obtained."""' i[["

The stepping motor is mounted on the traverse mechanism and its weight i consequently" """"
not felt by the balance. To minimize the risk of feeding the aerodynamic loads to any- -% "
thing but the balance elements a coupling is inserted on the drive shaft. This coupling
is torsional stiff but flexible in bending. The oscillation amplitude is ± 3 degrees
and the control can be preset to any desired angle. Strain gauges on the drive shaft. zi.._,. ,
outside the shaft bearings give information of drive shaft torque and a resistance.-.,
transducer 4s calibrated to measure control deflection angle. The control surface that_ %$-"2
is not oscillated is locked into a predetermined position. ''"'-'

Because of the holed that have to be accommodated for the control drive shafts in the re- &'- P.
flection plate, the angle of attack range is limited to -5 to +10 degrees. The c ap:
between model and reflection plate is sealed with a lightly springloaded PTFE strip. <
The whole apparatus is tightly enclosed from the outside so that no air will enter the ...,.J'
test section through the apparatus. .-. ''''

3.3.2 Data ac(1u1sltjon and data reduction"'''""

The instrumentation and data acquisition process is the same as for the forced oscilla-
tion pitch-yaw apparatus. The control oscillation frequency is however higher than the- -- q.
forced pitch-yaw frequency which necessitates a higher cut-off frequency in the filter ii

% unit and a faster sample rate.
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Data reduction is done with a linear 4 x 4 matrix, which contrary to the balance matrix
in Ref. 10, is obtained through a static calibration. The measured pitching moment and,
in cases where the control drive shaft is not at right angles to the reflection plate, . .
the root moment is corrected with the drive shaft torque because the stepping motor is
not within the balance system.* No attempt has been done to dynamically calibrate the
balance, but with its very stiff and light weight design and high resonance frequency
(4-700 Hz) the statically obtained matrix must also be good dynamically.

3.3.3 Results

So far only tests with oscillating canard have been performed. In Fig. 21 the effect of .5.

Mach number and angle of attack on Cmc (C./;J c/2V)) is shown. The reduced frequency
based on the wing reference chord is 0.556 at M=0.5 and 0.131 at M =0.975. At low Mach
numbers an oscillating canard gives a sligtly undamping contribution to the pitching r
moment but at M1 0.95 the oscillating canard is stabilizing. The effect of angle of
attack is however a little more inconsistent. A change from a= 00 to at= is stabili- %
zing but a further increase to 100 is destabilizing. It is even less stable at a 1,i00  J-.
than at a= 00 .

Cm..~
6c 00

V 5

0 1 , .. . *.. .
0. -.

Fig. 21 Pitching moment damping derivative
due to oscillating canard.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Wind tunnel testing with the main objective to extract dynamic derivatives has been of
large interest in recent years at FFA. This is shown by the number of different rigs
developed and in use, both in the subsonic and transonic wind tunnels. Brief descrip-
tions of the different rigs, testing procedures and data handling have been given in =. = .

this paper. The intention has also been to publish at least some results from each rig.
This paper thus gives a wide survey of the different rigs used for dynamic derivative -.
testing and the corresponding testing capabilities at FFA.
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0 STANDARD DYNAMICS MODEL EXPERIMENTS

WITH THE DFVLR/AVA TRANSONIC DERIVATIVE BALANCE
ILn by ~ ~
0Dr.-Ing. E. Schmidt, Institut fuer Aeroelastik, DFVLR-AVA Goettingen,

Bunsenstr. 10, D-3400 Goettingen, West Germany

C slender high-load forced-oscillation measuring system for dynamic derivatives of air-
craft and missile models in a transonic wind tunnel is presented together with typical -. *.-...

test results of the significant aerodynamic coefficients and stability derivatives of the -.-
Standard Dynamics Model, a simplified fighter aircraft model with a wing span of 0.345 m.
The measurements in the rotational modes pitch, yaw and roll encompass Mach numbers from 0.6
to 1.2, angles of attack from 0 to 30 degrees and excitation frequencies from 2 to 20 Hz
at a constant Reynolds number of 7.8 Mio/m. Most of the stiffness and damping derivatives
gathered show substantial nonlinear dependence on Mach number and angle of attack, where-
as the influence of reduced frequency is less prominent. The results are closely related
to published measurements on Standard Dynamic models performed in other NATO countries.

NOTATION

referred to German DIN definitions [1]

x,y,z body-fixed Cartesian reference axes with ori-
gin at 35% MAC

ALFA, a [0] angle of attack
CL=L/(q*S*s) rolling moment coefficient
CLBC=LR/(q*S*s*DPSI) roll cross stiffness in yaw times cos(a)
CLBS=LR/(q*S*s*DPHI) roll stiffness times sin(a)
CLP=LI/(q*S*s*DPHI*OMS) damping in roll
CLR=LI/(q*S*s*DPSI*OMS) roll cross damping in yaw
CM=M/(q*S*MAC) pitching moment coefficient
CMQ=MI/(q*S*MAC*DTETA*OMS) damping in pitch
CMT=MR/(q*S*MAC*DTETA) pitch stiffness
CN=N/ (q*S*s) yawing moment coefficient
CNBC=NR/(q*S*s*DPSI) yaw stiffness times cos(a) 6*-*.
CNBS=NR/(q*S*s*DPHI) yaw cross stiffness in roll times sin(a)
CNP=NI/(q*S*s*DPHI*OMS) yaw cross damping in roll
CNR=NI/(q*S*s*DPSI*OMS) damping in yaw
COSA trigonometric function cos(a)
CY=Y/ (q*5) side force coefficient
CYBC=YR/(q*S*DPSI) side force stiffness times cos(a)
CYBS=YR/(q*S*DPHI) side force cross stiffness times sin)
CYP=YI/(q*S*DPHI*OMS) side force cross damping
CYR=YI/(q*S*DPSI*OMS) side force damping
CZ=Z/(q*S) normal force coefficient
CZQ=ZI/(q*S*DTETA*OMS) normal force damping
CZT=ZR/(q*S*DTETA) normal force stiffness
dL=LR+j*LI [Nm] dynamic rolling moment
dM=MR+j*MI (Nm] dynamic pitching moment
dN=NR+j*NI [Nm] dynamic yawing moment
dY=YR+j*YI (N] dynamic side force
dZ=ZR+j*ZI (N] dynamic normal force
DPHI [rad] amplitude in roll (1.00 or 1.50)
DPSI [rad) amplitude in yaw (0.960)
DTETA (rad] amplitude in pitch (0.960)
f [Hz] oscillation frequency
j imaginary unit
L [Nm] static rolling moment
M [Nm] static pitching moment
MA free stream Mach number
MAC [m] mean aerodynamic chord (0.1301 m)
N [Nm] static yawing moment
OMS=2*PIIf's/V reduced frequency(s replaced by MAC in pitch)
PI transcendental number 3.1416
q [N/m'] dynamic pressure
RE=V*s/v [Miol Reynolds number (s replaced by MAC in pitch)
s [im] wing semispan (0.1724 m)
S [im'] wing area (0.03962 m)
SINA trigonometric function sin(a)
V [/s free stream velocity
Y [N] static side force

Z [N] static normal force
V [MI/s) kinematic viscosity
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1. INTRODUCTION

The flight envelopes of present-day fighter aircraft and tactical missiles encompass ma-
neuvers at high angles of attack in the transonic speed range. These flight conditions are
characterized by flow phenomena such as shock-induced boundary layer separation, reversed
flow regimes, vortex shedding and burst etc., and their mutual interference on fuselage, /
wing and control surfaces. The resultant aerodynamic reactions to the vehicle are expressed
by highly nonlinear static and dynamic loads [2]. Furthermore, hysteresis effects are in-
cluded, which cause ambiguous values of certain parameters observed at a fixed flight con-
dition, depending on the time history of the pertinent state variables of the vehicle [3,
4]. This dynamic behavior was one of the main reasons for establishing new nonlinear con-
cepts for mathematical modelling of the aircraft flight mechanics [5,6], leaving the clas-
sical linear approach to normal flight conditions.

In parallel, the lack of information on dynamic stability characteristics in the transonic
high angle of attack regime was recognized [7], which led to the development of some excel-
lent experimental methods to gather the dynamic stability derivatives from model'tests in

*[ wind tunnels. These new techniques are well documented in the proceedings of the AGARD-FDP
lecture series on "Dynamic Stability Parameters" at Ames/Brussels in 1981 [8 to 12] and
the AGARD-FMP symposium at CESME in 1982 [13]. They include small-amplitude forced-oscil-
lation rigs with secondary degrees of freedom to measure cross-coupling derivatives of
lateral and longitudinal motions, rotary rigs to study yaw and roll departure and spin in
the extreme angle of attack range up to 90 degrees, and special arrangements to directly
measure the alpha-dot and beta-dot derivatives. Even hysteresis effects can be recorded
with the large-amplitude roll balance of NAE Canada, using higher harmonics data reduction
in the frequency domain [14].

In West Germany the construction of stability derivative measuring equipment has been re-
stricted to reliable standard techniques suited to the existing wind tunnels. A forced-

I oscillation pitch/yaw/roll balance and a rotary balance are available in the 3m low-speed
wind tunnel of DFVLR Brunswick for the low to medium angle of attack range [15,16]. With
the forced-oscillation balance, a dynamic data base has been gathered frow,, a basic
fighter aircraft model with three different wing planforms, removable strakes and horizon-
tal and vertical stabilizer variations [17]. The high speed range is covered with a small-
amplitude forced-oscillation rig for missile model tests at extreme angles of attack in
the trisonic blow-down tunnel at DFVLR Cologne. Similar design principles were used on a
more versatile pitch/yaw apparatus for the In transonic wind tunnel at DFVLR Goettingen
(its abbreviation TRAD stands for "Transonic AVA Derivative Rig"). Initial tests with this
rig have been performed successfully on two slender tactical missile configurations up to

In the following presentation the main features of the TRAD mechanism, including a new roll
component, will be described in conjunction with remarks on the data reduction to aerody-
namic coefficients and static and dynamic derivatives. Furthermore, some typical results
from extensive measurements on the Standard Dynamics Model [19] in pitch, yaw and roll os-
cillation will be discussed in comparison with equivalent wind tunnel results obtained at
AEDC Tullahoma [20], NAE Ottawa [21] and FFA Bromma [22].

2. TEST DESCRIPTION

2.1 Wind tunnel

The closed-loop transonic wind tunnel of DFVLR/AVA Goettingen [23] is furnished with a
1 x 1 meter working section. Its four walls have inclined 6% perforations enabling suc- %
tion at transonic speeds. Mach numbers from 0.5 to 2.2 can be sustained at a constant
static temperature of 310 K and variable total pressure from 0.2 to 1.6 bar. Maximum power
consumption is 16 MW, including 4 MW of the suction compressor.

2.2 TRAD mechanical arrangement

According to Orlik-Rueckemann's classification [8], the TRAD apparatus is a sting support
mechanism for inexorable small-amplitude angular oscillation of wind tunnel models of
slender aircraft and missile configurations. Special design features are high stiffness
in regard to aerodynamic loads at large angles of attack, small diameter comparable to in-
ternal static strain-gauge balances and ease of installation in the wind tunnel.

The mechanical setup for oscillation in pitch is sketched in Figure la. An angle adapter of
15* is clamped to the c-traverse of the wind tunnel, thus enabling remote setting of the
angle of attack from -2* to 320. Attached to the angle adapter is the slender conical model
sting with a bifurcated front end. This carries a pair of cross flexures, forming the pitch
axis about which the attached movable head with the enclosing model can be rotated.

Oscillation is generated by the rearward mounted five-phase stepping motor (Quinstep motor)
fastened to the continuously rotating shaft within the model sting. The eccentric roller
bearing at the tip of the shaft has gliding contact to the rearward end of the movable
head. The amplitude of oscillation is forced from the fixed eccentricity of the roller
bearing, whereas the frequency can be controlled according to a pulse stream fed to the
motor control.

Fi t1111 is a photograph of the DFVLR Standard Dynamics Model on the TRAD pitch mechanism
installed in the AVA wind tunnel.
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The total forces and moments acting on the model are measured with the five-component bal- %-"
ance situated between movable sting head and model. A tangential force element was omitted .-

in order to gain bending stiffness.

For oscillation in yaw the model sting with the drive mechanism must be turned in the an-
gle adaptor by 90' around its longitudinal axis, whereas the five-component balance with
the model is kept in the previous position. Thus the oscillation amplitude and the bal-
ance sensitivities are retained.

For oscillation in roll a second model sting with a simpler oscillation mechanism has been
constructed as shown in Figure lb. In this case the Quinstep motor shaft itself rotates in , ,
a sinusoidal manner to avoid the wear and tear of kinematic transformation from shaft ro- *
tation into oscillatory model motion. A steel hoop with a transmission gear of ratio 1:3.6 *:.. -
connects the motor with the driving shaft within the model sting. Thus, a model roll ampli-
tude of 1.00 is resolved into 200 motor steps. The movable head of the driving shaft is--
supported by removable roll flexures to withstand the prevailing high normal forces. Further
details of the TRAD construction may be found in the internal reports [24,25,33".

2.3 Measuring system

A block diagram of the measuring system, shown in Figure 3, illustrates the data acquisi-
tion process.

As previously mentioned, the global model loads are measured with a five-component strain- 7
gauge balance located between movable head and model. The components comprise the pitching
moment and indirectly the normal force taken as bending stresses on two bending elements
in pitch direction, as well as the yawing moment and the side force from the two bending
elements in yaw direction and the rolling moment taken as torsional stress on the rear
pitch bending element. In addition, both the pitch/yaw and the roll mechanism have an ex-
tra strain-gauge bridge on one of the support springs of its movable head, in order to -
provide a synchronous analog motion signal of the model.

The six unfiltered strain-gauge signals are preamplified in parallel and monitored on a
multi-channel storage oscilloscope. The signals are fed directly into integrating digital
voltmeters (IDVM, accuracy 0.02%) to obtain time-averaged values (static loads). The dy-
namnc signal parts are analyzed by vector component resolvers (VCR, accuracy 0.5%) serv- .-
ing as active band-pass filters. They are tuned with an appropriate low-frequency genera- -.
tor, which supplies two sinusoidal voltages of 0* and 900 phase shift to the model oscil-
lation. Thus, real (i.e. in-phase) components and imaginary components (which lead the
model movement by 90 degrees) are generated and their values are measured by subsequent
IDVMs... - -

The pulse rate for controlling the Quinstep motor is generated by a crystal oscillator,

which represents the time basis of the measuring system. The excitation frequency is read
from an optical pulse generator on the motor shaft, used to synchronize the low-frequency
generator to produce a pure real deflection amplitude, and then registered by a six-digit
period counter. The motor control for the roll component contains a microprocessor, which
selects the proper pulses and the motion direction signal from the pulse rate generated
by the crystal oscillator.

The displayed values of all IDVMs, the counter as well as the wind tunnel data (pressure,
temperature, angle of attack, model identifier, run number, etc.) are stored in the dis- ,'-
play memory until the subsequent measuring cycle has ended. Concurrently, the entire data
is stored on a magnetic cassette by serial data transmission (party line) for security
purposes before a transfer to the central computer is initiated. Experience has shown that
a measuring cycle duration or IDVM integration time of 20 seconds is sufficient for wind-
on tests, while 6 seconds are adequate under wind-off conditions.

2.4 Data reduction

The online data reduction is performed by an IBM central computer. It stores data on disc
and magnetic tape, provides preliminary data evaluation of each test point and prints the
initial results on a line-printer in the wind tunnel control room (see [25] for details).

The independent offline evaluation of the disc data is executed after conclusion of a test
run. The evaluation process is simplified due to the fact that the dynamic signals have
been previously reduced into their real and imaginary amplitude components by the "ector
component resolvers; in pure angular oscillation the real component is directly plopor-
tional to the stiffness or static derivative and the imaginary component to the iaml-ng
derivative. The data of a test run is processed as follows:

1. Validity control of the values,
2. Sorting of data sets into four groups:

a) Dynamic wind-on measurements,
b) Dynamic wind-off measurements (mechanical loads),
c) Static wind-on measurements (blocked excitation),
d) Zero-points (wind-off, blocked excitation),

3. Determination of free-stream values,
4. Calculation of absolute loads (using the static calibration matrix of the five-compo- _

nent balance),
5. Subtraction of mechanical loads,
6. Calculation of model motions,
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7. Calculation of nondimensional aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives,
8. Conversion from balance-fixed to model-fixed coordinate system, ,'

9. Output of tabulated results,
10. Plots.

The method used to evaluate the actual model motion includes sting deflection corrections
as discussed in [25]. This approach is simpler than the methods published in the past [26
to 28], because the acquired bending signals of the five-component balance are interpreted
as a measure of the secondary motion, based on previous static load tests.

Wind tunnel interference was corrected neither in the static coefficients nor in the dy- '

namic derivatives (see Refs. [29,30]).

2.5 Model

Significant dimensions of the DFVLR Standard Dynamics (DSD) model are presented in Figure 4. .;.

The positions of the pitch (or yaw) axis and the axis of reference for moments in pitch
and yaw (35% MAC) are indicated. Geometrical details of wing, strakes, tail, fins and fuse-
lage with cockpit dome and engine inlet are recorded in the internal report on pitch oscil-
lation tests [31].

The DSD model has a fuselage diameter of 3.000 inches, whereas the corresponding AEDC model
is 4.375 inches wide [19]. The geometry is identical except for a minor difference in the
strake surface; its maximum width at the wing leading edge is reduced from 19.0 to 18.3 mm,
whilst position, sweep angle and chamfer of leading edges are retained.

The mixed construction of the model was fabricated in the DFVLR workshops. The body sus-
pension tube as well as the wing halves, strakes, tail surfaces and fins are constructed
of aluminum alloy, while the horizontally divided body shell with cockpit dome, engine
inlet and detachable ogival tip is of laminated carbon fiber. All the metal parts can be
replaced. The horizonal tail may be trimmed in steps of 80; during the tests it was kept
in neutral zero position.

The model mass is 1.53 kg excluding the balance. Dynamic wind-off measurements on the bal-
ance yielded the following torsional moments of inertia:

in pitch 0.020 m2 kg,
in yaw 0.028 m2 kg,
in roll 0.009 m'kg,

referred to the oscillation axis.

A turbulence strip was attached to the ogival nose in order to maintain a turbulent bound-
ary layer on the fuselage at all flow conditions. The Tu-strip is made of corundum powder *5 

5
t
5

with a maximum grain of 0.15 mm and located 50 to 60 mm from the tip.

2.6 Test program r
The test program performed on the DSD model in pitch, yaw and roll oscillation is presented
in Table 1. The three-digit numbers indicate test runs at up to ten angles of attack a. For
each a, two to four data sets were taken in order to obtain information on data scatter.

The tunnel pressure was adjusted between 0.5 and 1.1 bar corresponding to the given Mach
and Reynolds numbers. The majority of the measurements was taken at Re= 1.03 Mio (referred
to MAC). The projected value of 1.42 Mio could not be attained due to unexpectedly high
normal forces (CZmax = 2.1 at Ma = 1.2 with a = 310); during run 332 at a = 300 the cross
flexures of the pitch unit broke. Subsonic tests at Re = 1.54 Mio and comparative runs

without Tu-strip supplement the program with respect to Reynolds number effects.

A standard test run with ten a-values lasted approximately 40 minutes. So-called long runs
including static wind-on measurements took nearly one hour (e.g. runs 343 to 347).

3. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The complete results of the DSD model tests are collected in the DFVLR reports [31 to 33]
in the form of tables and plots. The following figures show an extract of typical examples
from the abundance of plots. The angle of attack a corrected for static system deflections
serves as abscissa, whereas the measured aerodynamic coefficients and stability derivatives
are plotted in vertical direction. Spline functions connect the mean values of up to four
test points at identical test conditions (OMS, MA, RE, a = const.) to emphasize the trends
and to keep the scattering of the values visible.

y. The DSD model has been chosen for verification tests on the new TRAD mechanisms because
test results from other research centers were available for comparisons. However, each
establishment used a model of different scale according to the wind tunnel size. Takinq
the largest model from AEDC Tullahoma as reference, one finds the following geometric
data:% Establishment Wt cross section Model scale

AEDC [20] 1.22m x 1.22m 1.000
DFVLR 1.00m x 1.00m 0.686
FFA [221 0.90m x 0.90m 0.56
NAE [21J 0.75m x 0.40m 0.455



Only the global aerodynamic loads acting on the model were measured at DFVLR Goettingen.
Visualization techniques of the flow field around the model have not been applied to
identify the interactions of vortex formations from fuselage, strakes and wing or their

-* influence on the tail controls.

3.1 Aerodynamic coefficients _"_'___

The aerodynamic coefficients displayed have been extracted from the time averages of -.
dynamic measurements in lateral motions to keep the reference length of Reynolds number and re-
duced frequency unchanged (the mean aerodynamic chord MAC is the reference length in pitch --

* oscillation, whereas the semispan s is used for yaw and roll oscillation). N.

*" Figure 5 shows typical curves of the longitudinal coefficients CZ and CM compared to cor-
responding FFA results. The scattering of the DFVLR values is hardly greater tha. is typ- -'
ically found in static wind tunnel tests even for large angle of attack a. The Ma-dependent
kink in the CZ-curve for a between 140 and 210 is conspicuous. Beyond this region the
pitching moment becomes stable even at subsonic speed. The CZ-values are somewhat lower
than the FFA results, probably because the AVA wind tunnel with 6% perforation is "rela-
tively open" as opposed to the Swedish slotted-wall wind tunnel (see [29]). The shift of
the CM-curve may be caused by wind tunnel interference as well.

Typical plots of the lateral aerodynamic coefficients CY, CN and CL are presented in Fig-
ure 6. Since these plots are functions of a and not of the yaw angle, thf very small values
reflect only asymmetries of the model finish, which are evidently greatest at the vertical
tail of the DSD model (CY-deviation) and on the FFA wing (CL deviation). The larger AEDC
model features somewhat smaller asymmetries. It might be noticed that the scattering of
DFVLR values is only visible in the CY-curve, reinforcing the confidence in the aerodynamic
coefficients obtained as a by-product of the dynamic measurements, with the advantage that
they are produced concurrently with the stability derivatives.

The influence of the turbulence strip attached to the fuselage tip is striking only in CM,
as illustrated in Figure 7. The CM-curve with Tu-strip remains practically unchanged at
Re = 2.0 Mio (not pictured). The influence of the Tu-strip and Re on the stability deriva-
tives will be discussed in Section 3.4.

3.2 Derivatives due to pitch

The stiffness and damping derivatives of normal force and pitching moment due to pitch at
reduced frequency OMS = 0.027 (referred to MAC) are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for the three
Mach numbers 0.60, 0.88 and 1.05. The marked undulation of all four derivatives, which is
more pronounced at higher angles of attack, is strongly dependent on the Mach number. The
a values should have been placed more closely in order to register every peak. The scat-
tering margin is very small in the entire range covered.

The available FFA results, taken up to o = 220 at the same Re-number of 1.0 Mio (referred
to MAC) are also plotted. The discrepancies are larger than the scattering of DFVLR results.
But the stiffness derivative curves are well matched. The damping derivatives show differ-
ences at Ma = 0.88 beyond 15'; the damping kink at 7.5' has not been detected by the DFVLR
points.

The frequency effects on the pitch derivatives, shown in Figures 10 and 11 at Ma = 0.95
for three OMS values from 0.015 to 0.040 is insignificant. The damping derivative curves
are nearly identical and their discrepancies remain within the scattering margin. Devia-
tions of the stiffness derivatives become noticeable above Ma = 0.8.

Reynolds number effects (not shown here) were also investigated on the DSD model with at-
tached turbulence strip for Re = 1.0 and 1.5 Mio at Ma = 0.80 and 1.20. The deviations in
damping remain negligible within the a-range up to 25'. The stiffness deviations are very
small up to a = 30*.

3.3 Derivatives due to yaw .'..

The measured derivatives of side force, and yaw and rolling moment due to yaw oscilla-
tion are plotted in Figures 12 to 14 at reduced frequency OMS = 0.035 (referred to semi-
span; absolute frequencies are the same as in pitch oscillation) with the Mach numbers
0.60, 0.88 and 1.05. The nonlinear effects of the angle of attack are evident for all six
derivatives. Beyond a = 15" these effects lead to strongly Ma-dependent undulations.

Directional stability of the model (CNB positive) is not maintained in the entire a-range;
at low speed the limit is at 18", it shifts to 260 in the transonic region and declines
again to 20' at Ma = 1.05. Sufficient lateral stability (CLB negative) is maintained at
higher Mach numbers also at large incidence, whereas the low-speed curve shows two unsta-
ble kinks near 19' and 27'. A small amount of yaw damping (CNR negative) is sustained at
all Mach numbers up to a = 28". The only exception is for Ma = 0.95 in the vicinity of

= 22.5" (see Figure 16 below). The cross damping CLR is very small up to 15'. It remains
positive in the Ma-a-range tested, except for Ma = 1.20 at a = 22" to 27'.

The scattering margin of the stiffness derivatives is nearly as small as that in pitch
oscillation. But beyond 15" incidence the damping scatter is unusually large, i.e. up to
18% of the measured yaw damping CNR. That the scattering margin increases with incidence,
although the TRAD measuring technique was unchanged in the a-range tested, might indicate
unsteady aerodynamic effects, which are not fully covered with the chosen integration time
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of 20 sec. *..

Again, corresponding FFA results at the same Re = 1.3 Mio (referred to semispan) were en-
tered in the plots. As in the case of pitch derivatives the agreement is quite good up to
a = 100, and for subsonic speed even up to 170. Beyond 10o at transonic speed the discrep-
ancies of the side force and rolling moment are larger, whereas the yawing moment is a
better match; this is possibly due to the greater roll asymmetry of the Swedish model (see
Fig.6). The DFVLR curves of the yaw damping derivatives are further supported by AEDC re-
sults at Ma = 0.95, the good agreement of which up to a = 210 is evident in the subsequent
figures.

Frequency effects on the yaw derivatives are shown in Figures 15 to 17 for OMS = 0.021 to
0.052 at Ma = 0.95. The deviations of the damping curves practically vanish in the scatter
spread, as in the pitching case. The trend of the stiffness curves is likewise unaffected,
but with a slight shift towards higher values as OMS increases.

Reynolds number effects were tested with Tu-strip attached only at Re = 1.3 and 1.9 Mio
for OMS = 0.035 and Ma = 0.80 (not pictured). The influence is negligible in the stiffness
derivatives, but becomes significant in the damping derivatives beyond 22* angle of attack, - .-
which leads to instability at 280 for the larger Reynolds number.

3.4 Derivatives due to roll

The derivatives of the aerodynamic lateral loads due to roll oscillation could only be F -
measured up to Ma = 0.88 (see Table 1), because a defect occurred in the deflection strain
gauge bridge fixed to the roll flexure bearing; this defect was unrepairable within the
available wind tunnel time schedule. Therefore the roll amplitude as additional test param-
eter was not altered at every test condition; the amplitude was set at 1.50 unless stated
otherwise. The minor amplitude effects on the roll derivatives are illustrated in Figures
18 to 20 for OMS = 0.021 and Ma = 0.88; the deviations found for the two amplitudes are -
covered by the spread of the measured derivatives, which is smaller at larger amplitude.

The standard plots of the derivatives due to roll are shown in Figures 21 to 23 for the
same reduced frequency and Reynolds number as in the yaw case using only two Mach numbers

0.60 and 0.88 for clarity. All the stiffness derivatives (0-derivatives times sina) have
strong nonlinear trends in angle of attack and Mach number, and exhibit small scattering
even at high a. The stiffness curves are in accordance with the trends evaluated from the
yaw oscillation tests. CYBS and CLBS are negative in the covered range, with the exception -.-
of the positive low-speed kink of CLBS. CNBS changes to negative values at larger a. The
cross damping derivatives CYP and CNP are very small below a = 15', but they are still
measurable. Also, the roll damping CLP values show sufficiently small scattering; nonlin-
ear trends with a and Mach number are obvious.

In the roll case NAE results for Ma = 0.60 were only available for comparison at the lower
Reynolds number of 1.2 Mio. Unfortunately, the agreement with DFVLR results of the cross
stiffness derivatives CYBS and CNBS is quite poor, whereas the much more decisive rolling -
moment derivatives show close correspondence of the undulations with angle of attack.

Since DFVLR results for Ma = 0.95 were not available, the frequency effects on the roll
derivatives at Ma = 0.88 are demonstrated in Figures 24 to 26 for OMS 0.021 to 0.052.
Again, the damping values fall almost completely within the scattering margin, and the
stiffness deviations of the moments CNBS and CLBS remain small, whereas those of the side
force CYBS are conspicuous.

In the roll case at OMS = 0.035 and Ma = 0.80 Reynolds number effects were measured with-
out turbulence strip as well. Figures 27 to 29 illustrate that the damping derivatives up
to a = 270 are practically independent of whether the Tu-strip was used or whether the Re
number was raised 50%. Correspondingly, the more sensitive stiffness derivatives remain
unchanged up to 100; deviations are small beyond that limit and increase only between 180
and 240. All Re-effects are an order of magnitude smaller than the differences between .
NAE and PFVLR measurements (Figs.21 and 22).

3.5 Repeatability

The scattering of redundant test points taken under the same test conditions during a test
run has already been discussed with the derivative plots. Additionally, some entire test
runs were repeated another day to obtain further information on the repeatability of the
measured values. Plots of these checks were ued to ,xtract the scattering margin of eachderivative from the three motions tested. The margins are presented in Table 2 as absolute

values and as a percentage of the entire ranqe of the corresponding derivative.

The spread of scattering is a good means of judging test results from different measuring
techniques. For example, the new NAE roll balance [21] exhibits approximately the same
scattering margin in roll damping as the TRAD mechanism, although the former was tested
only at subsonic speed. Because the relative scatterinq is referred to the measured magni-
tude, it must be smaller for the stiffness derivatives than for the damping derivatives
and largest for the extremely small cross damping values due to roll. It is obvious that,
in changing the reference from the dynamic loads to the design loads of the derivative
balance, including the high static loads, one would obtain relative errors in the usual

order of less than 1 percent. The widely used standard deviations have the disadvantage *.. --
of being directly related to the number of values taken.
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4. CONCLUSION

The new derivative balance TRAD for the transonic wind tunnel of DFVLR/AVA Goettingen has .r
been constructed to measure aerodynamic coefficients and stability derivatives on slender
aircraft and missile models in applying a small-amplitude forced-oscillation technique. % -
The verification tests of the pitch/yaw and the roll mechanism have been made using the
Standard Dynamics Model, a simplified model of the F16 fighter aircraft, because compar-
able results of this configuration are available from other research establishments.

Some typical examples of the comprehensive data measured at DFVLR have been presented in
comparison with FFA results from the newly developed pitch/yaw mechanism described in the
foregoing paper (34] and also in comparison with suitable results published by AEDC and
NAE. In general, the nonlinear trends in the derivatives as a function of angle of attack
(including static and dynamic cross derivatives) are repeated with sufficiently small dis-
crepancies. But it should be mentioned that, the Standard Dynamics Model is not the most
suitable model for verification tests of new derivative balances, because it is very sen-
sitive to small changes in angle of attack and Mach number with strong nonlinear behavior
even at small a. Furthermore the model construction is complicated.
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Table I Test program of DSD model

a) Pitch oscillation

OMS ) Re) [Mio] MA = 0.60 0.80 0.88 0.95 1.05 1.20

0.015 1.03 335 334
1.42 314 317 321 325/329 332
1.54 300/301 311

0.027 1.02 3452) 336 3442) 3462) 347 2)

1.42 315 318 322 326/330
1.53 304/305 312

0.040 1 .03 3432)

1.41 316 319 323 327/331
1.54 306/310 313

b) Yaw oscillation

OMS') Re3) [Mio] MA = 0.60 0.80 0.88 0.95 1.05 1.20

0.021 1.36 349 352 362 365 368 371
0.035 1.36 350 353/379 363 366/378 369 372)

1.88 380
0.052 1.36 351 3542) 364) 367) 3702) 377

c) Roll oscillation

OMS') Re') [MioJ Ma f 0.60 0.80 0.88 Remarks

0.021 1.36 401 406 417 DPHI = 10
402/403 428 430 1.50

0.035 1.36 408 418 10 %
404 4292) 1.50
431 432 1.50, Tu-strip off

0.052 1.36 427 409 4192) 1 0

405 1.50

1) referred to mean aerodynamic chord (MAC = 130.1 mm)
2) long run (static tests included)
') referred to halfspan (s = 172.4 mm)
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Table 2 Margin of derivative scattering A.

4a) Pitch oscillationL ;
derivative CZT CMT CZQ CMQ

extreme values 6.8/-1.1 -1.0/0.6 -19/5 -13/-i
scattering margin 0.05 0.025 1.1 0.6

percentage 1 2 4 5

b) Yaw oscillation_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

derivative CYBC CNBC CLBC CYR CNR SLR

extreme values -1.9/-0.4 -0.5/0.8 -0.45/0.3 -1./4.3 -2.7/1.1 -0.3 /5.6 .
scattering margin 0.020 0.030 0.030 0.80 0.55 0.48 - '

percentage 1 2 4 15 14 8 N

c) Roll oscillation

derivative L CYBS CNBS CLBS CYP CNP CLP
extreme values -0.43/0 -.15/.08 -0.13/.12 -.64/.66 -.79/.61 -1.7/0.6

scattering margin 0.012 .0.011 0.018 0.34 0.62 0.40
percentage 3 5 7 26 44 18

Figure 1 Transonic derivative balance (TRAD) for AVA wind tunnel
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Figure 2 TRAD mechanism for pitch oscil- Figure 3 Block diagram of TRAD measuring
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Figure 5 Coefficients CZ, CM(a); Figure 7 Coefficients CZ, CM(a);
Mach number effects Reynolds number effects
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Figure 9 Pitch derivatives CMQ, CMT(a); Figure 11 Pitch derivatives CMQ, CHT(a);

Mach number effects effects of reduced frequency
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Figure 13 Yaw derivatives CNBC, CNR(a); Figure 15 Yaw derivatives CYBC, CYR(.x);

Mach number effects effects of reduced frequency
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Figure 17 Yaw derivatives CLBC, CLR(a); Figure 19 Roll derivatives CNBS, CNP(cx); ~ *X**
effects of reduced frequency amplitude effects.
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Figure 21 Roll derivatives CYBS, CYP(a); Figure 23 Roll derivatives CLBS, CLP(a);
Mach number effects Mach number effects
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Figure 25 Roll derivatives CNBS, CNP(ci); Figure 27 Roll derivatives CYBS, CYP(a);
effects of reduced frequency Reynolds number effects
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RECENTS DEVELOPPEMENTS DES TECHNIQUES DE SIMULATION DYNAMIQUE -.
APPLIQUEES A L'IDENTIFICATION DES PARAMETRES DE STABILITE

D. Tristrant - 0. Renier ,
Ingen ieurs
ONERA-IMFL

5, boulevard Paul Painleve-
59000 LILLE - FRANCE

RESUME -W." \

Dans le cadre de la prediction du comportement dynamique d'un avion, ce papier presente des methodes ,. 9.
experimentales et d'analyse qui, au travers d'un modele lin@aire, permettent d'identifier les parametres de
stabilit6 dynamique A laide d'un unique moyen d'essais, install A l'IMFL. Nous decrirons les caracteris-
tiques du montage, la procedure experimentale, la methode d'identification ainsi que quelques resultats
obtenus sur differentes maquettes. Un accent particulier est mis sur l'intnert apporte dans la methode par
un certain degre de liberte du montage, celui denomn* k, qui est l'angle entre le vecteur vitesse et le vec-
teur rotation. On montre en effet que la realisation d'essais en rotation A A non nul offre des possibilites
int~ressantes en identification et permet en particulier d'evaluer les parametres d'un modele lineaire autour
d'une trajectoire quasi rectiligne.

satII est Cgalement presente un dispositif recemment developoe et utilis6 sur ce moyen d'essais, introdui-L-, ~sant un degrd de libertC, suppl~mentaire d~nommd rayon de giration qui, au travers d'un choix judicieux ""."--

d'essais, permet d'acceder a l'ensemble des parametres intervenant dans un modele lin6aire assez general.
Enfin, les mesures dynamiques obtenues sur maquette lorsque l'angleA est non nul mettent en relief a grande
incidence des phenomenes aerodynamiques instationnaires de forte amplitude qui ne peuvent Ltre ignores si l'on
veut predire des evolutions decrochees (comme le depart en vrille, la recuperation, les auto-tonneaux) oO les
vecteurs vitesse et rotation ne sont plus colineaires.

SUMMARY

In the aircraft dynamic behaviour prediction context this paper presents the experimental methods and
the analytical procedures allowing the mathematical linear modeling parameters to be identified, using a
unique test apparatus located at IMFL. The rig characteristics, the experimental procedures, the identification
methods and results about different aircraft models will be described. Emphasis is put on the interest of a
specific .1 D.O.Fl*; angle formed by the rotational vector and the velacity vector. Effectively, it is shown
that rotational tests with a non zero value of A (oscillatory coning) offer interesting possibilities forI . identification and allow the estimation of linear model parameters in the case of a quasi linear path.

It is also presented how an other D.O.F. called "giration radius" was obtained by fixing a special mecha-
nism onto the test apparatus. By carrying outa carefully selected tests program, this D.O.F. allows the whole .-

set of stability parameters to be identified, given the structure of the linear mathematical model. Finally,
dynamic measures obtained during oscillatory coning using a complete aircraft model put in evidence the large
amplitude of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena at high angles of attack, that one could not ignore if we aim
prediction of post stall evolutions (spin departure, spin recovery, autoroll ...) during which the velocity
and rotational vectors lines of action are no more parallel.

1. INTRODUCTION -

, Le but de ce papier est de presenter quelques methodes exp6rimentales et d'analyse qui, utilisant le
moyen d'essai "tournebroche" de l'IMFL dont nous verrons les particularites, contribuent a la prediction du
comportement dynamique des avions dans un domaine de vol pouvant 6tre tres large en incidence. L'identifi-

- cation des parametres de stabilite dynamique a partir d'essais en soufflerie a b-en progresse ces dernieres
annees. Des efforts importants ont en effet ete realises de par le monde sur cette question, car beaucoup
plus de coefficients derives sont maintenant requis sur les avions de combat modernes. Pour pouvoir acceder
A ces divers coefficients : les derivees d'amortissement, les derivees croisees ou couplees-croisees, les
termes d'acceleration, de nombreux montages dynamiques ont ete developpes recemment [1].

Les techniques et methodes experimentales employees, la definition des programmes d'essais dpendent
eitroitement des buts vises, c'est-a-dire du modtle aerodynamique de l'avion defini a priori et dont on cherche
a identifier les parametres. Aussi les hypotheses de depart quant a la structure du modele aerodynamique sont
elles fondamentales car elles conditionnent les types de sollicitations A exercer en soufflerie sur la ma-
quette et A partir desquelles lanalyse de la reponse aerodynamique de la maquette fournit les parametres du.-
model e.

11 a te montre [2] qu'a partir d'une formulation integrale chaque composante du torseur a~rodynamique
exprimee en axes avion, sous les hypotheses de linearite, pouvait etre approximee par une expression poly-
nomiale du oremier degre vis-a-vis des variables dynamiques p, q, r, 4 et p.

(1) Ci = Ci (0,P ) + Cip(Q(,F) P- + Ciq(',M I + C. rl + Ci (A,) l + Ci..-

o0 les divers parametres sont dependants de l'incidence et du derapage. Si de plus, l'hypothese de vol quasi %I
rectiligne est justifiee, cette expression oeut encore se ramener sous une fome plus simple

(2) Ci = Ci (A,() +v + Cj v "" +
ST V V

Dans cette expression chaque nouveau param~tre C'i est une combinaison des precedentes appartenant a
s l'expression plus generale (1) et chacun de ces termes-eut etre associL A un mouvement particulier au cours

duqueI il peut 6tre determine.
-) D. O.F. = Degree of Freedom



222 Les 4 essais caractbristiques correspandant a ce mod~sle sont alors les suivants * L

- lessal statique A incidence et derapage fixes,

*- larotation continue (coning motion) a incidence et derapage constants,

* - les oscillations en tangage et lacet autour d'une incidence et/ou d'un ddrapage donn~s.

Alors que la r~alisation de ces mouvements necessitera le plus souvent de disposer de plusieurs instal-
lations ou montages, nous montrerons qu'a partir d'une formulation bien definie du mod~le a~rodynamique ii est
possible, avec la seule balance rotative de VIMFL, didentifier les diff~srents param~tres du syst~me (2), et
ceci grace, en particulier, A la possibilitt existant sur ce montage de param~trer l'angle .1 entre le vecteur
vitesse et le vecteur rotation instantan~e de la maquette. Nous descrirons ]a m~thode exp~rimentale et de res-
titution, la procedure utilis~e dans le choix s~lectif des essais, la m~thode employee en identification, et
nous illustrerons ceci par des r~sultats concrets.

Ensuite, moyennant l'utilisation du param~tre d~nomnr rayon de vrille (ou plut~t rayon de giration), nous
verrons qu'il est Cegalement possible sur ce m~me montage d'acc~der A 1lensemble des param~tres du syst&me (1).

Enfin, pour terminer# nous pr~senterons des r~sultats de mesure A grande incidence r~alis~s en dynamique
et qui illustrent parfaitement sur maquette des ph~nom~nes a~rodynam'iques instationnaires importants (en par-

* ~ticulier le ddscrochage dynamique), ceci grace a l'existence sur cette balance rotative du degr~s de libertb "A., .

qui permet de caract~sriser, d'un point de vue mekcanique du vol, ce ph~nomone.

2. LE MOVEN DWESSAIS "TOURNEBROCHE'I! Le montage tournant dit "tournebroche" est situ6 dans la soufflerie verticale de l'IfL dont le diamitre
est de 4 m et dont la vitesse maximale est de 45 rn/s. Un schema de ce montage avec la description de ces prin-
cipaux degr~as de libert~s est prisentC4 planche 1.

Ce montage a W congu pour pouvoir effectuer des simulations dynamiques A grandes incidences, plus par-
ticuliLBrement dans le domaine de la vrille ; aussi certains des degrts de liberth de ce montage cormme le rayon
de vrille ou le cap relatif existent-ils afin de pouvoir simuler diff~rents types de mouvements A grande mnci-

* dence,apparent~s A la vrille.

* -Les degr~s de libertL5 du montage qui nous int~resseront en premier lieu sont

H2 angle de pivotement en assiette de la maquette autour du centre de resolution balance

02 angle de rotation propre de la maquette -

1 2 vitesse angulaire de la rotation continue

angle de basculement de tout le montage par rapport au vent ascendant et qui est l'angle entre le
vecteur vitesse soufflerie et le vecteur rotation

Toutes ces valeurs sont constantes au cours d'un essai.

11 est dvident que les possibilites de la m~thode didentification et le type de d~riv~ses susceptibles
d'Atre identifi~es dependent 6troitement des possibilitess cin~matiques du montage et de son aptitude A pou-
voir simuler chaque variable du mod~le independarmment de toutes les autres.

Pour cette raison, nous rappellerons ici les relations mathf~matiques liant, d'une part, les degr~s de
libert~s du m2ntage et, d'autre part, les variables utilisees habituellement en modeslisation, A savoir :x
(%, pq q. r, at et A. Pour cela, nous devons avant tout distinguer les diffesrents types d'essais susceptibles
d'6tre rdalis s actuellement avec le montage tournebroche. Ceux-ci se divisent en 3 catkgories

a) s variabls .,H2 et 42 permettent de positionner la maquette en un point quelconque du plan (0,13

L'idntiicaionen tatquene osea pior auun rob~meparticulier. Les 7ormules cin~matiques
sont les suivantes

j~=Arc sin (sin 02 si%(2'*)

t4. Arctg (cos 02 tg (H2 +.) A(I)

L'accessibllith en incidence derapage est donc tr~s large et ne pose aucune contrainte dans le cadre

de notre propos.

b) les rotations stationnaires

Ce sont des rotations continues oQ incidence et d6rapane sont constants au cours d'une p~riode ;elles
se produisent lorsque le deqr@ de libert6 .1 est identiquement nul. Incidence et derapage se &sduisent alors

* des formules (1) et les composantes p, 1, r du vecteur rotation instantantse sont donn~es par

*p =2 COS H2
* ~q = Osin H2 Sn 2 (

r = LUsin H82 cos 0

* Puisque A est nul, nous ne disosons pour ces essais que de 3 degres de libertes du montage, A savoir
H 0 t6or, nous avons 5 relations ; 11 existe donc 2 relations cin~matiques liant entre elles les varla-

* bes e la mAcanique du vol.
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En 61iminant les variables proores au montage, on a

= QCoOL.Cos@ r =p tg o

q =iisin salt encore et(I)

r = Usin o( cos q = p tg (Vcos d,M Il convient, lorsque 1 'on d~sfinit un prograimme d'essais comportant des rotations stationnaires, d'avoirA l'esprit ces relations, et nous verrons par la suite leur incidence sur l'identification des coefficients
d'amortissement. Ces relations sont d'ailleurs celles qui existent sur tous les montages "balance rotative"
traditionnels et qui limitent leurs possibilit~s proores en identification. '' *

c) les rotations dynaminues

Cette fois, l'angle .1 entre le vecteur vitesse et le vecteur rotation instantan~ee nest pas nul, etSlincidence et le d~rapage varient de fagon D~riodique au cours d'un tour. Le calcul dee,14 depend donc L~ga-
lement de Y'Z, position angulaire de la maquette au cours d'un tour. Puisque le pivotement d'angle A est un
pivotement le1ensemble du montage (et donc A la fois de la maquette et de l'axe de rotation en ij), les corn-

* ~posantes p. q et r sont ind~pendantes de A, et les formules (II) sont encore valables. Puisque v(, (tvarient .

au cours de la rotation, on voit que ce type d'essai fait intervenir la contribution cin~matique des variables
.et ( qui varient au caurs d'un cycle et dont 1 'amplitude de variation est proportionnelle A sin2X. Les
variables o( et (b sont p~riodiques oscillatoires et 6voluent de fa~on quasi sinuso'idale au cours d'un cycle
(vair planche 2-b). L'introduction du naram~tre A permnet de transformer les relations (III) de cantraintes

entre les variables a~rodynamiques en les suivantes

=q - tg ('(p cos 0(+ r s in o)

p sin 0-r cos o. (IV)

Celles-ci englobent les pr~c~sdentes et traduisent les nouvelles contraintes entre 0~ , p, q, r, et .

taes ~relations ntre variables du mod~le a~rodynamique permettent de caract~riser les limitations du man-

esvolutions possibles pou fes di rentes variables ainsi que les d~spendances math~matiques entre ces .

variables. Les relations sont 6galement d'un grand int~r~t dans le choix d'un programmne d'essais. .

3. PROCEDURE 0 IDENTIFICATION

* La proc~dure g~n~rale comporte diff~rentes phases qui se succ~dent suivant une d~marche chronologique '

compartant :le Dostulat d'une structure de mod~le, laquelle canditianne le choix des essais, la restitution
a partir de ces essais des valeurs des :oefficents a~rodynamiques globaux et des variables du mad~le, puis
1 'identification math~matique des param~tres du mod~le. .

3.1 Mod~le a~rodynamique 1~*

Le mod~le math~matique que nous utiliserons correspond A la formulation simplifi~e en axes avion (1) ou %d

(2) dans le cas d'une trajectoire quasi rectiligne. Dans ces formulations les coefficients d~pendent de l'in-
cidence et du d~rapage suivant des lois inconnues ou plut~t suivant des lois qu'il convient de d~sterminer.
On recherche donc le corn ortement de ces fonctions dans le plan (incidence-d~rapage). Pour cela, on peut
effectuer un d~coupage du plan (o(, IS) en zones adjacentes. Ce d~coupage peut dtre chaisi de faqan suffisarmment

N" fine pour qu'A l'int~rieur de chaque damaine les coefficients d~riv~s puissent @tre consid~r~s constants. On
effectue ainsi en quelque sarte une discrC-tisation du plan (N, () permettant d'obtenir une discrCStisation ues
lois incannues.

En pratique nous avons effectuA un d~coupage beaucoup plus fin en incidence qu'en d~rapage. Partant de
l'id~e que, vu les hypotheses de lin~arit@, l'effet du d~rapage sur les d~riv~es dynamiques pouvait @tre sup-
pos@ constant tant que celui-ci restait toutefois dans des limites raisannables (8 a 10 degr~s par exemple).
L'incidence, par cantre, qui determine le r~gime d'r-coulement, est consid~srfe caoe la variable caract~risti-

q ue sur les coefficients d~riv~s. En restant entre des valeurs born~es du d~rapage, on effectuera donc un
6cupage en tranches d'incidence (de largeur deux degr~s) de faqon A restituer tant que possible tout type

d'6volution des parametres en fonctian de 1lincidence. A l'int~rieur de chaque tranche on effectuera des
* essais, on les restituera et on effectuera des identifications s~par~es et ind~pendantes d'une tranche a ~

1 'autre.

3.2 M~thode math~matique d'identification

On dispose d'un ensemble de n points de mesure et laon cherche la meilleure approximation lin~are liant
d'une part (yi) i =1,n qui reor~sente les valeurs prises par un coefficient a~radynainique mesurC, et, d'autre~*~-*

part(x i = 1,n et j = 1,m qul repr~sente le tableau des valeurs prises par les m variables du Mod~e au
cours d~ s essais.

Mtthode envis age

Celle-ci est inspir~e de r~sultats d'algtbre lin~aire lesquels sont notamment employ~s en analyse des
composantes principales qui est une m~thode d'analyse des donn~es multidir'ensionnelles [3].

On se place dans 1'espace de dimension p =m + 1 ao m d~signe le nambre des variables envisag~es dans le
mod~le ; la variable x~ repr~sentant alars les valeurs du coefficient y.

Dans cet espace, on dispose d'un nuage de Points N d~fini comme suit '---
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N -iERP ,i P> 0 ,i E n , i -

oU Pi repr~sente le poids du point i, %.

n est le nombre de points de mesure disponibles.

Dans cet espace de dimension p = m + 1, on recherche la combinaison lindsaire de mn variables, approximant
le mieux possible le nuage de points exp~srimentaux. Ceci revient A chercher l'hyperplan de l'espace par rap-

.r. port auquel le nuage N a une inertie minimale. Il est 6vident (d'apres le th~sor~me d'Huygens) que cet hyper-
e. plan doit passer par le centre d'inertie du nuage. Supposons donc que nous ayons centr6 nos variables (xj)

pour j = 1 ... p, c'est-A-dire que IN xji = 0
Supposons de plus que 1K soit muni du produit scalaire associds A une inatrice symdtrique d~finie positive

donn~e a priori Q.II Soit V la matrice d'inertie de terme g~n~ral vjk =I:Pi xji xkj
On peut ecrire V = XTDX en d~signant par X = (xji) la matrice des donn~es (i 1 1... n et j 1 1... p), D

la matrice diagonale des poids Pi.

La matrice V est encore appel~e matrice de variance-covariance empirique des variables xj, X..Xp

lorsque celles-ci sont centrL es...

On d~tnontre [3] que l'hyperplan d'inertie miniinale est orthogonal au vecteur propre u associ@ a la plus
petite valeur propre P de la inatrice VQ.

Salt C un coefficient a~rodynamique quelconque que Von souhaite mod~sliser en fonction de mn variables
( j i 1 ... M. Pour cela, on dispose d'un ensemble de n mesures (Ci)i = 1... n et d'un tableau

- 1i~ n caract~risant Vensemble des valeurs prises corr~lativement par les difftrentes variables du
i 1.n

mod~le choisi.

En tout point i, le modele s'C-crit

Ci Cx1 Xli + Cx2 X2i + +CxmXmi

Cette expression peut se ramener sous la forme

(3) 0 = CX1 x11 + Cx2 x21 +--- + Cxm xmi - xpi

o0 xji d~signe la valeur au point de mesure i de la variable j centr~e :xj. X- Y et oQ xi d~ssigne la
valeur centr~e prise par le coefficient a~rodynamique mesur~s. L'objectif esi donc, dani cette exp~ession, -

d'identifier les param~tres Cxj Cx2 ... Cxin de fagon que les mesures soient approxim~es au mieux par un hyper-
plan de RP.

On calcule donc les valeurs et vecteurs oropres associLss A VQ. Ces valeurs propres sont toutes r~elles et
positives puisque la matrice VQ est sym~strique et d~sfinie positive.

Spit u la plus petite valeur propre, et spit u, de composantes (uj), le vecteur propre associ~s A P. Vu
que l'hyperplan approximant au mieux les points de mesure est orthogonal au vecteur u, son esquation s'Lscrit -..

ul x + u2 x2 +uj x + up x =O 0.

On retrouve ainsi nos coefficients a~rodynamiques d~rlv~s par

Cxi u! Cxj=..ui
up up

Vu que prepr~ssente l'inertle de N par rapport A i'hyoerplan, plus la valeur de ii sera faible, plus
lVinertie du nuage de points exp~rimentaux par ranport A l'hyperplan identifi6 sera faible, et donc plus la
modiflisation du nuage par l'hyperplan sera proche de l'ensemble des r~sultats exp~rimentaux. . -

Cette in~thode permet d'Ovaluer simultan~rnent tous les param~tres. et de plus ceci peut 6tre r~alist
globalement sur l'ensemble des r~sultats.

Cette m~thode d'ldentificatlon se rapproche assez de celle dite des rnoindres carr~ss, mais la fonction-
nelle minImis~e nWest pas tout A fait la mime.

Pour observer la diffesrence entre ces 2 m~thodes, plaqons nous dans un cas simple A 2 dimensions, ]a
solution correspond dans ce cas a une droite D du plan x. y.

On peut voir sur la planche 3 que les 2 m~thodes difftrent sur le type de fonctionnelle cnnLern~e.

La m~thode exposee ici revient g~om~striquement A trouver la drolte D qui minimilse la sonine des carr~s des
distances rfelles entre les points et la droite (droite d'lnertle minimale).

La m~thode de r~gression de y par rapport A x revient A trouver la droite qui minimise ]a somme des
carr~ss des Ocarts entre les valeurs de y mesur~es et celles estimises.
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Les deux fonctionnelles sont donc differentes, les solutions seront egalement diffesrentes. Ces diffes-
% ~rences seront d'autant plus fortes que le gradient sera fort et que la mesure sera bruitese. Les maindres

carres ne procurent pas une solution satisfaisante lorsque la pente est importante. Par contre, la methode%
pressentee ici fournit une solution independante du gradient puisque la droite d'inertie minimale existe
toujours, quelle que soit la repartition des points de mesure.

3.3 Contraintes experimentales

D'un point de vue purement physique, une bonne identification des coefficients de stabilite dynamique ?.. "
necessite que certaines conditions soient rtunies. Horynis les problemes inhesrents A la realisation d'essais
dynamiques en soufflerie (vibrations, couplages, deformeses, champ aero... ), il est certaines conditions sur .*%

lesquelles ii nous semble intesressant d'insister. De plus, souligner plus particulielrement ces conditions
permettra A la fois d'entrevoir les possibilites offertes par la m~thode et dftagera les principales limi-

% , tations dans la definition du programme d'essais.

deNousnen citerons 3, en particulier

a) La necessite davoir un bon niveau de sensibilites de chaine de mesure de faqon a oouvoir estimer
correctement la contribution de la variable concernese sur le coefficient aerodynamique mesures.

Eeffet, la contribution sur l'a~rodynamique des variables dynamiques est parfois faible devant celle
de incidence par exemple,ou du derapage en statique. Pour #valuer des effets dynamiques, ii convient souvent
deposseder un haut niveau de sensibilite dans la mesure. Or cela necessite esvidenunent que la balance soit _

sensible et que cet outil soit utilist avec une maquette a une 6schelle adaptee, et avec une vitesse du vent
suffisante de faqon A pouvoir conserver un bon rapport signal-bruit dans la mesure. Mais ceci n'est pas encore

suffisant. Modifier la vitesse du vent ou choisir une autre taille de maquette ne revient qu'a modifier Pin-
tensites des efforts mesur~s dans leur globalitte. Ces differents param~tres permettent d'adapter globalemient 2
loutil de mesure A son champ d'utilisation. Mais cette adaptation peut Otre plus ou mins bien ralise!e sui-
vant le coefficient que 1Von considere.

Le poids de tel ou tel coefficient d'amortissement ou instationnaire peut Atre plus ou momns esleve en
fonction des caracteristiques prapres A l'avian test6, a sa geam(?trie. Et donc, indfpendamment du mayen d'essai
proprement dit, 1 identification d'un coefficient derive necessite que celui-ci ne soit pas trap faible vis-A-

* vis des autres et que les signaux correspondants A son effet soient superieurs au seuil de sensibilites de la
chalne de mesure afin qu'ils ne soient pas nayes dans le bruit de mesure. -.

* b) La necessite d'avoir un mayen d'essai permettant d'effectuer des simulations dynamiques d'intensite
suffisante pour sensibiliser le modLle aesrodynamique A identifier. En d'autres termes, si 1 on veut identifier
par exemple le Cl1 il est e6vident qu'il convient d'effectuer des mouvements 00 la vitesse de roulis ( !)est
de module suffisapmnent elev6. 'V

Dans le cas contraire, la composante induite S1 V2 Clo pl ne serait pas detectable par .~

la balance et en constquience le coefficient ne serait pas identifiable. Un me-me mayen d'essai n'a donc pas .

pour chaque variable d'un model edes possibilites en identification dynamique identiques, ceci d'autant plus
que les valeurs de p, q, r,, realisables dependent du point statique considesre (valeurs de oc,jp). Les
formules (III) montrent en l'occurrence que sur le montage on ne peut faire de rotations stationnaires A
vitesse de tangage non nulle sans imposer un ddrapage. Glabalement, on peut dire que la vitesse de roulis est
privilegiLee devant celle de lacet et de tangage tant que l 'on reste aux incidences faibles ou modesries.

De plus, il convient de prendre en compte les limitations relatives au damaine de lin(!arit6 aerodyna-
* mique des caracteristiques de 1 avion considere.

La methode developpese ici fait l'hypoth~se d'un modele et d'un comportement aerodynamique lineaires.
11 importe donc d'entreprendre des essais en soufflerie qui respectent cette condition, sinon l'identification
correspondante perd son sens. Sur ce point, deux types de caractesristiques aerodynamiques nous semblent devoir
6tre prises en compte. La premielre concerne le domaine de lmnearite de l'avion en statique (incidence et de-ra-

* page maxi). Ces deux limites en incidence et derapage entraineront des premielres limitations quant aux valeurs;
de 1p, q. r (A travers les fornules 111) lors des 'rotations stationnaires.

*En particulier, si le domaine de lineiarite de l'avion en desrapage est faible, les vitesses de tangage
* realisables le seront tout autant.

De plus, lors de simulations dynamiques, les incidences locales, notainent en extremite d'aile,
.4peuvent 6tre esleveses.

Le programme d'essais dolt donc 6tre realise de faqon A eviter les eventuels decrochages locaux et
conserver un comportement linesaire en dynamique.

c) La necessite de pouvoir deinir un programme d'essais dans lequel il n'existe pas de correflation trop t
forte entre les differentes valeurs prises par les variables du modele. Si, dans la deinitioni unpro
d'essals, 2 variables (p et r par exemple) 6taient fortement li~es, il serait alors impossible didentifier
l'effet de chacune d'elles, on ne pourralt estimer que les coefficients derivess relatifs A une combinaison
llnealre de ces 2 variables. V'est d'ailleurs ce qui se produit en relgle genesrale sur d'autres montages oo,
pour des raisons purement cin~matiques, on ne peut di~tinguer l'effet de la vitesse de tangage de celul dea(,
ou encore leffet de la vitesse de lacet de celui de . Ceci est le cas general des oscillations forc~es.

Parallelement on peut noter sur les montages en balance rotative classiques des relations de m~ine type
(r = p tg W qul emp~chent mathesmatiquement une observabilites separee des effets des vitesses de roulis etv
de lacet pour une incidence donnee. Ceci conduit alors A utiliser les mesures provenant de plusieurs instal-

* lations pour identifier compl~tement les effets aerodynamiques.
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un mod~le a~rodynamique, sont d~terminieS par ces 3 conditions. En particulier les bornes maximales et mini-%

males du derapage limitant le domaine identifid lin~airement conditionnent le programme d'essai et les possi- . *'

bilitss en observabilitt.

3.4 Weinition du programme

Alrs v lscon traintes ci~aiusd otg IVl eain snt .r co~ fai oficen

drelation lin(?aire entre les variables jpet r, et on ne peut identifier Ci et Cio sC-par~ment mais

Si ls vleus mximleset iniale dud~rpag neson pa trp fibls, lor eneffectuant des
essais A diff~rents derapages, il est possible d'6viter l'existence d'une liaison lin~aire entre les variables .

det q, et il est alors possible d'identifier s~par~ment les effets de ik et q sur ce montage.

Mais cela n~cesslte l'existence du degr6 de libertes 'Asans lequel les essais en rotation continue
seraient limit~s a une simple identification a~rodynamique vis-a-vis de la seule variablell a incidence
donn~e. Pour chaque valeur de l'incidence, on peut d~finir un programme d'essai optimal pour l'identification.-

Celui-ci comprend

- les essais statiques n~cessaires pour identifier Ci (co, )

- au minimum deux rotations stationnaires (N~ K (b = 0) pour deux valeurs diff~rentes du derapage, par
exemple :l'une A derapage nul (q = 0), l'autre A dL~rapage maximal.

Nous aurons alors les sollicitations a Jt= 0 et (Pmax' 0, rmax) et (p, qn, r) avect = 0 pour
'incidence consider~e.

-au minimum 2 essais en rotation dynamique (A # 0). Le premier (12 = , 2max,' Amax) permet d'effectuer -~J.

un essai a& q = 0 et DO b est maximal A 'incidence de passage qui nous i n tresse. Le second, inversement,t
(t2 ' 9 0% (2max')%max) permet d effectuer = r = 0 et& q a cette mi~me incidence et pour 30 (voir
planche 4). %

Si l'incidence oo nWest pas trop faible, un essai compl~mentaire (02 =0, H2 =0, ;N =CK) permet d'obte-
nir des points de mesure A p = ,q =r = 0, max = .k

Cas Soliiation p q r

stationnaire 1 0 0 X 0 X ,

2 stationnaire 2 0 0 X X X
3 dynamique 1 0 X X 0 X Tableau I

Vu les hypothLeses d'additivit6, on voit que les cas 2 et 4 du tableau I contribuent A dissocier les

leffts e qet &,tandis que les cas 1 et 3 contribuent A 6valuer 2 coefficients sur les 3 variables p, r et

tet ceci est possible, rappelons le, pour chaque valeur de l'incidence pour le systIM (1).

Be toutes faqons les coefficients du syst~ne (2) (en p, ;( et ( uniquement) peuvent en th~orie 6tre tous
identifiess grace aux essais dynamiques.

Lorsque l'on definit a priori un programme d'essais sur un montage complexe, il est important d'observer
la valeur des coefficients de correlation entre les variables d'un modLle de faqon A favoriser l'observabili-
t,6 s~par~se des parametres qui leur correspondent. Dans ce but, on calcule donc en r?~gle q&nCrale les coeffi-
cients de correlation entre les couples de variables du modLle (termoes de la matrice V). Cependant, ces coef- ~

C, ficients de corr~lation ne tradul sent que des d~pendances sur 2 variables. Aussi sugg~re-t-on de calculer les _
valeurs propres de la matrice de variance-covariance des variables (centr~ses r~duites) qui peut dtre obtenue .-
apartir de la matrice V en y supprimant la derni~sre ligne et la derniLre colonne, lesquelles correspondent :.-

au coefficient a~rodynamique. Ces valeurs propres traduisent "]'importance" de chaque direction principale du
nuage des points exp~rimentaux dans l'espace des variables du modele. Si la distribution de ces variables A .*

travers le programme d'essais est isotrope, les valeurs propres seront toutes voisines de 1, c'est alors le .. -

OU cas id~al de la distribution sph~rique d'un programme d'essais. Par contre, s'il existe une valeur propre bien
plus petite que les autres, cela traduira une faiblesse dans la definition du programme d'essais, donc un ~=-
risque de forte corr~lation intervariables, c'est-A-dire un risque de non observabilit~s des coefficients deni-

* Ayant defini a priori un programme, on calculera donc cette matrice et les valeurs propres, de faqon A
6veptuellement le modifier pour en am( liorer l'efficacitO vis-a-vis du but vis6. Ceci peut 6tre realists faci-
lement pour chaque valeur de l 'incidence oO Il'on dessire effectuer des identifications dynamiques.
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4. RESULTATS ET PROBLEMES RENCONTREE

'U Le moyen d'essais tournebroche est op~rationnel depuis 1979, mais son utilisation A des fins d'identifi-
cation de paramitres de stabilit~s n'a vraiment commnence, qu'en 1983. A ce jour, trois confiqurations
d'avion ont Pu 6tre testfes. Celles-ci Lstaient avec des voilures de type

-aile delta,-aiee lce
- aile trapiszoTdale A grand allongement.

Les essais portant Sur une g~om~trie d'avion a aile deltA nont pas soulevO de probl~mes Sur l'estimation . ' '

des param~tres de stabilit6 et ont pu Wte compares avec des donn~es issues d&autres souffleries et d'essais
en vol. Ont ainsi pu 4tre identifies de manitre satisfaisante, et en fonction de l'incidence, les valeurs des
coefficients d'amortissement (Cmq, Clp... ), les termes croisis (Clr, Cnp) et les termnes d'acc~l~ration (Cm&,p Pour 1la configuration aile en f1~che 1 identification fut un neu olus difficile. Des nh~snom~nes
d'origine a~rodynamique peuvent aller a l'encontre de l'hypoth~se de lintarits du modile et rendre en effet
plus deslicate l'identificAion des param~tres de stabilit6. Ils ont n~cessit~s de prendre un certain nombre de

*precautions dans 1'Lstabli~sement du programme d'essais. Ce cas pr~sente en effet une incidence de.-
descrochage plus faible que lV aile delta. Or, au cours d'ecsais en rotation A A important - donc A larges
incursions dans le plan incidence-dirapage - des ph~nomio~es liess au descrochage dynamique neuvent apparaltre.
Cela se traduit par un cycle d'hystir~sis 4uy la mesure qui , mime A faible incidence, est d'amplitude d'autant
momns n~gligeable que l'incidence de descrochage (staticque) est faible. Ces ph~snomenes sont Lsvoquts et illus-
tr~s plus loin dans ce papler, dans le cadre des grandps incidences. Ils imposent des limitations Sur les
essais vis-A-vis de l'amplitude des mouvements en incitience-disrapage, afin que l'identification soit rialistse
Sur des essais oQ la dynamique a toujours un comportement lineaire et o0 le modele postulM est toujours
valable.

Enfin, des difficultis plus sieuses ont Lst rencontr~es en ce qui concerne 1 avion A aile de grand
allongement. La premielre est que Sur ce type de voilure~la rotation peut induire d'importantes variations
d'incidence locale d'un bout de i'aile A lautre. D~s lors une partie de la voilure peut d~scrocher, et
1 'hypothIse de lindarit-6 du comportement a~rodynamique vis-A-vis des taux de rotation est remise en cause.
Cela impose des limitations Sur le module du taux de rotation ii lors de tels essais, d'oU, par vole de const-
quence, une perte Sur la sensibilitts de la mesure. La seconde difficult~s soulevse est que ces voilures ont
g~n~ralement un profil "laminaire" iui pr~sente une tr~s grande sensibilites A leffet Reynolds. Cette carac-
teristique a pour consdquence de poser le probl~me de la similitude de l'iscoulement Sur l'avion grandeur et
Sur la maquette. Par ailleurs, cet effet Reynolds tend a r~sduire l'incidence de discrochage relev~se Sur ma-
quette en statique, ce qui conduit encore a amplifier les difficult~s 1 voqu~es pour le cas de l'aile en
flk~he.

En effectuant l'identification des termes de stabilites, nous avons pu obtenir des valeurs des coeffi- -

dients d'amortissement en roulis tout A fait satisfaisants et conformes aux previsions obtenues par le calcul
et aux r~sultats d'essais en vol. Par contre, les valeurs calcultes pour les termes d'amortissement de lacet
s'6cartent sensiblement des autres donn~es. Les deux difficult~ss citeses pr~c~derment contribuent certainement
A expliquer cet 6cart, mais A ceux-ci vient s'ajouter une autre raison pouvant 6tre cause d'erreur. Elle
tient dans le fait qu'au cours des essais en rotation, la vitesse de lacet n'annaralt jamais de fa~on pure.
Elle n'existe qu'en presence d'une vitesse de roulis relativement importante en module. Comme l'envergure est

* importante, 11 s'ensuit vraisemblablement un 65coulement a forte nature hslico~dale Sur les parties arri~re de .

* la maquette, ce qui nous carte des hypotheses du mod~le. L'identification des effets du roulis nen est
pas affect~se , mais Celle relative A 1A vitesse de lacet ne correspond pas alors a des coefficients derives
provenant d'un point de vol 6quilibrO faiblement perturb , mais A ceux provenant d'un vol A fort taux de rou-
lis (du type tonneau) faiblement nerturbA en lacet. ~ ..

5. EXTENSION DE LA CINEATIQUE

5.1 Le montage "TETA 3"

Les contraintes inh~rentes au montage decrit priscedenmment - relations lin~aires entre p et r
Z(resp. pr et g) pour les rotations stationnaires (resp. instationnaires) A incidence donn~e-

Ievn ire levEes en introduisant le rayon de giration R et nous ont conduits a cr~ser dans Ia cintmatique
tournebroche un degr6 de libert6 suppl~mentaire par une articulation nonrnise *TETA 3", permettant de faire -*

pivoter la maquette autour d'un axe horizontal. Une combinaison adapttee des angles H2 et H3 pernet d'amener
la maquette aux faibles incidences tout en affichant un rayon de giration R important. bien sup~srieur A celui
permis initialement par le montage (planche 1). Le tournebroche n'autorisait auparavant qu'un rayon de vrille
faible (R =0.2 m) par coulissement du chariot supoortant le secteur angulaire. le dard et la maquette. Ce
rayon peut Lstre port6 jusqu'A 0.9 m (8 = 45, H3 = -45), ce qul correspond par ailleurs a la limite admiis-
sible d'utilisatlon, Lstant donn@ le diim~tre de la veine (4 m) et l'envergure des maquettes (rplanche 5).

L'introduction de cette nouvelle variable cin~matique va 6videnmnent modifier l'expression des variables
airodynamiques. En posant H =(-2 + H3, 1 'expression des taux de rotation reste n~anmoins inchangie

P = 12 COS H
q = ii cos 0 sin H

r = tU sin i' sin H

dLes liaisons cin~matiques peuvent 6tre mises en 6vidence en exprimant la vitesse du centre de gravite5
maquette par rapport A l'air...V

-- 1 -0.-0 -9 vitesse du vent dans la soufflerie
Vc = VO+ iiA0Cvecteur rotation instantan~e

tic vecteur excentrement
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La derivation de cette expression dans le reptre maquette permet d'aboutir A trois expressions sca-

laires dont la deuxi~ime s'exprime ainsi

96 ~ ~ sin P' + V cos V + r cos OL - p sin o = q (p a + rc) - b (p2 + r2)

(a, b, c composantes de OCdans le rep~re maquette)

Si le rayon de vrille est nul, a, b et c sont uls La vitesse V soufflerie est constante, donc Vest
nul on retrouve alors Vdquation de liaison entre Xp et r % .***

z: +~~ r cos ak - p s in rA = 0 6

Avec un rayon de vrille non nul et un choix ad~quat d'essais, il est possible d'obtenir diff~rentes -
valeurs du second membre de 1'6quation de liaison. On obtient ainsi une neilleure distribution des variables ~N

perce qui contribue A "casser" la liaison lin~aire qui existait auparavant.

L'it~rt d cenouveau degr~s de liberth de la cin~matique du montage peut deja Atr* bien mis en relief

p tin ojusproportionnels quelle que soit la valeur du taux de rotationu. En particulier a incidence -

nulle la vitesse de lacet (pour un essai stationnaire &=5 0) Lftait donc obligatoirement nulle.

Mais A present l'existence d'un rayon de giration modifie la valeur de l'incidence r~selle. Une variation
de l'incidence est due a la vitesse induite par le mouvement circulaire uniforme. Et en particulier il est --. J

donc possible de r~aliser un essai stationnaire A vitesse de lacet non nulle et a incidence r~elle nulle.

La rsalisation d'essais en rotation avec un rayon de giration param~trable permet donc de r~aliser, A
incidence donntse, un ensemble de sollicitations en roulis-lacet tel que les 2 vitesses angulaires correspon-
dantes p et r ne soient plus constamment proportionnelles.

Aussi peut-on alors entrevoir la possibilit§ de d~scorr~ler ~,p et r et d'effectuer des identifica-
tions s~par~es pour les param~tres de stabilit~s concerngs et pour chaque valeur de l'incidence. *4

5.2 Choix d'un programme d'essais

La complication des formules donnant incidence et d~rapage, induite par ce degr6 de libert6 supples-

mentaire nous a conduits A Lstablir la construction g~som~strique de la planche 6 qui, si elle ne constitue 7
qu'une approximation, est bien suffisante pour permettre de dresser un programmne.

On peut illustrer l'utilisation de cet abaque dans les cas particullers d'essais A)X = 0 pour mettre
* en 6vidence d'une part son utilit~s pour guider le choix d'un progranmme d'essais, et d'autre part 7e rdle du

rayon de giration R.

Supposons que V'on s'int~resse A une tranche dincidence de valeur moyenneo0(0 et que V'on se fixe une
* limite P~ max en derapage.

-En prenant H~ =0o *0 0, pour diff~srentes valeurs de f2/V, on d~crlt dans le plan (0(,P~) la droite
o(= Q40  al ors At i R/V Les taux de roulis et de lacet sont li~s par la relation r = p tg.%

-En prenant 9(o, 90, on decrit dans le plan (oi, P) la droite H~= . En particulier, en choi-
sissant si et V tel s que o~ =1R on atteint le point d'incidence c(o. Le taux de lacet est nul et le taux de

roulis est donnas par p =Lcos H.

P our des valeurs de * quelconques, en choisissant judicieusement les valeurs de H4 etil, on peut
otnrdan la limite du deranage admissible djs points de mesure A l'incidence ot - 0C ,avec la relation

entre lstaux deroulis etde lacet rp = cos tg f. En particulier, des valeurs de$comprises entre 180
et 3600 permettent d'atteindre des rapports r/p n~gatifs (planche 7).

On voit donc que l'inufirbt du rayon de giration R est de pouvoir "piloter" lincidence et/ou le d~sra-
page, A l'aide de 12 et de V, et ce dans des plages de variations importantes. On obtient par exemple pour

=90'11 400 do/s et V = 30 m/s, pour un rayon R = .7 m, une variation dincidence sup~frieure A 9 degr~s.

Par ailleurs, les trois cas d'essais pr~c~demment decrits permettent d'obtenir une dispersion des
valeurs (p, r) qui, dans le cas d'un rapport signal/bruit satisfaisant, rendra possible l'identification des
termes d'amortissement A laide des seuls essais stationnaires.

* Au cours d'un essai en rotation avec A~ A 0, le point courant dans le plan (x(, (4) discrit une trajectoire
pouvant Wte assimilde a un cercie de rayon A, de centre le point courant correspondant A A~ = 0 (rotation 4

* stationnaire).

On peut donc cholsir des essais de ce type en fixant les param~stres cin~matiques de mani~lre que la
trajectoire dans le plan (a p') passe par une incidence o~p fix~e, pour un derapage admnissible, et avec une iiiI
valeur de 6 suffisamment importante pour sensibiliser les niesures.

5.3 Procedures d'essaiS et acquisition des donnises

L'existence d'un rayon de vrille non n~gligeable rernet en question la proctsdure traditionnelle des
essals qul consiste A faire la difference entre le torseur niesurt au cours d'un essai avec vent, et celul
mesur@ pour un essal sans vent, A configurations cin~matiques identiques. En effet, ceci suppose que les
efforts a~rodynamlques support~ss par la maquette au cours de la sequence A vitesse de soufflerie nulle sont
eux aussi nuls. Ce qul est certalnement vral pour les balayages en x (quasi statiques) lest peut-6tre moins
Dour les rotations (amortissement de lair ambiant sur la maquette) mals lest certainement encore momns pour
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les essais en rotation comportant un rayon de giration de la maquette, car 11 existe alors, au cours de tels
essals, une vitesse relative de la maquette par rapport A Pair au repos qul, mAme si elle est faible (max
7 A 8 m/s) peut induire au niveau balance un signal non n~gligeable et mesurable. Il convient alors d'envisa-PIN ger une m~thode appropri~se qui permette de prendre en compte ces efforts.

Au cours d'un essal la balance 6 composantes fournit un signal Aslectrique provenant de la superposition
de diff~rents effets

- les "zWros Lslectriques", tensions qu'on mesurerait si aucun effort n'6talt appliques sur la balance,

-lstensions induites par les efforts d'inertie, 0..". e ,.

-lstensions induites par les efforts a~rodynamiques :c'est ce que Von cherche.

Sonconnalt la masle centrage et les inertles des parties pes~es par la balance (maquette, pi~ces
de iaionpartie pes~e balance) on pourra soustraire A la mesure globale les efforts d'inertie et de

Or l masse, le centrage et les termes d'inertie du systtme pest peuvent ftre identifi~s avec la balan-
ce rotative par une s~rne d'essais appropritss. En effet, des essais statiques sans vent realists pour difftA
rentes attitudes de la maquette permettent de retrouver la masse et le centrage.

SL'identification des termes inertiels n~cessite des essais en rotation sans vent pour diff~rentes confi-
gurations cin~matiques. Pour chacune de ces derni~res, on effectue 2 rotations A taux de rotation oppos(?s
(+ 12). On fait en effet 1l'hypoth~se simple que les moments a~rodynamiques pouvantf tre mesur~s sont des ter-
mes d'amortissement et antisym~striques vis-a-vis deti. Ils pourront donc dtre Olimin~s en consid~rant des
couples d'essais en rotation (ii+, cr). Connaissant masse et centrage, on en d~duit par moindres carr~s les
termes inertiels intervenant dans les 6quations d'6quilibre, A savoir :Izz - lyy Iy - x Tx zz et
1z,. Cette proc~dure a le double avantage suivant

K-elle permet d'identifier et d'extraire les efforts atrodynamiques r~els rencontr~s au cours des essais
en rotation,

-elle tvite de r~aliser des essais en rotation sans vent et diminue le volume et la dur~e des essais. '

La proc~dure est en effet alors limit~e A la r~alisation d'une sequence statique sans vent (pour identifier
les zeros Aslectriques) et de la s~quence dynamique avec vent.

Ce dispositif "H~3" a 6t6 montAs r~ceninent A 1'IMFL, et des essais ont tA~ effectuds sur une maquette
*ayant d~j& fait l'objet d'une campagne "classique" d'ideritification des ternies d~sriv~ss sur le montage tour-

nant de l'Institut. La comparaison entre les r~sultats peut 6tre faite en consid~rant la relation lintaire
liant auparavant les variables p, r et (i

En effet, les essais sans rayon fournissent,cowne rious 1 avons vu, les coefficients Cip + Ci , sin o(*
et Cir -Ci A cos A. Or, ces valeurs peuvent 6tre recalcul~es A partir des identificationsidetCi0 4Cir et C14
r~alis~es a~cla mbme maquette sur des essais disposant du degr6 de libertA R rayon de giratiog.

* Les r~sultats ont montrAs un tr~s bon accord entre les 2 bases de coefficients identifi~s.

Par ailleurs, une estimation des efforts a~rodynamiques rencontr~ss lors des essais "sans vent" a montr@
que:

* - ceux-ci 6talent faibles, voire n~gligeables, pour les essais sans rayon. Plais cette conclusion nWest
certainement pas gen~rale, elle d6pend beaucoup des tailles maquette (envergure) et des taux de rotation.--
appliqu~s,

-par contre, il convenait de les prendre en compte pour les essais avec rayon avant d'effectuer des
identifications sur les mesures.

6. DECROCHAGE DYNAMIQUE SUR BALANCE ROTATIVE

* Jusqu'ici nous avons parlA didentification de parametres de stabilittA dynamique et de mod~le atro-
- -. dynamique lin~aire. Nous avons A ce propos assez insistA sur lint~rkt cin~matique de la rotation oscilla-

toire (rotation continue mais avec ot, ( puls~s) et du degrAs de libert6A.

A pr~sent, nous allons Agalement signaler un autre int~r~t du degr6 de libertsA au travers cette fois
- d'effets dynamiques instationnaires non lin~aires A grande incidence.

L'un des ph~nomtnes a~rodynamiques grande incidence qui a peut-6tre suscitA le plus d'int~r~t ces der- ,.

n.ei~ sr ene question et il existe des publications a iesurceu! t L'essentiel de la connaissance

provient de recherches exp~rimentales.

Mac Croskey [j4] d~crit les pnincipales caract~ristiques physiques de ce phfnom~ne relevAS sur un profil
-. oscillant en tangage. Celui-ci se caract~rise prin cipalement par une augmentation tres sensible de Vinci-

dence de d~crochage en dynamique ainsi que par un effet d'hystr~sis important (planche 8) sur les coeffi-
cients longitudinaux. Celul-ci est attribu6 physiquement au d~veloopement et au d~placement sur lextrados
d'un vortex qui induit des fluctuations du champ de Dression non lln~aires. ~

Le mVime type de phtnomtne a pu 6tne mis en 6vidence lors de mouvements de type "pilonnement" (plunging .. **

motion) [1], et les diff~rences entre ces deux sollicitations, qui apparaissent dans certains cas, ont LstA
attributes A un effet de bord d'attaque. Pareillement, des fluctuations de vitesse et d'incldence sur un
profil effectuant des mouvements de type "tamis" ont Asgalement r~v~slA lexistence de trLs forts effets
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instationnaires [6J en particulier lorsque Vincidence dispasse l'incidence du discrochage stationnaire.

Ici nous nWavons l'azbitlon que d'apporter quelques informations expirimentales sur ce sujet, obtenues
sur le montage tournebroche, c&est-A-dire au cours d'essais sur une maquette effectuant un mouvement de rota- *

tion continue autour d'un axe incline par rapport au vecteur vitesse :la vitesse est constante en modulTF
alors que I'lncidence et le ddrapage Lsvoluent sinuso~dalement et en quadrature au cours d'un cycle.

Les risultats de mesure obtenus avec ce type de sollicitation montrent le mime type de phisnoeiine carac-
tisrisL% par un effet hystir~sis important et par un effet dynamique important en module et directement liiS aux

* variations d'incidence.Eni Met, celui-ci se rivile inddipendant des vitesses angulaires p, q, r qui sont
constantes (planche 9).

*On peut noter une bonne ripititivitti du phisnomene et une quasi indipendance de celul-ci vis-A-vis du
sens de rotation. Les courbes obtenuesA j+ et a 0 sont tout A fait similaires et superposables. De plus, les
mesures obtenues en chaque point d'un essal Ail+' sont sensiblement identiques pour les points de 1 essai A 0-
ayant la mime lol o4(t). Comme corrilativenent les lois 0 (t) sont opposies, ceci renforce l'idise de l'indi -
pendance de leffet de dirapage sur les coefficients longitudinaux mime en dynamique discrochis.

Cet effet apparalt plus important aux grandes incidences, A ce titre la comparaison des planches 9 et 10

est assez risvilatrice.I
La zone d'incidence "moyenne" joue un grand rble sur le phinomine. Le comportement du coefficent de por-

tance en particulier dCipend de cette valeur. C'est lorsque ILsvolution de l'incidence recouvre A la fois la
*zone liniaire et la zone dficrochie que Von retrouve un effet de "prolongement "de la zone liniaire qui se

traduit par une augmentation sensible de lincidence de discrochage (planche 11).

Les risultats prisentiss ici illustrent le fait que sur avion on peut rencontrer des phinomones a(iro-
dynamiques instationnaires importants en module. Ceci est surtout vrai dans la region des grandes incidences
comme nous venons de le voir. Par ailleurs, il y a toute raison de penser que des phinomenes de cette inten-
sitd se rencontrent, ou peuvent se produire, sur des phases transitoires dynamiques du type entree en vrille,
sortie de vrille, autotonneaux... oO lincidence isvolue rapidement. Cette evolution de Vincidence est d'ail-
leurs en general liise A l'apparition d'un mouvement de rotation de lt avion de grande amplitude, o0 les vec-
teurs vitesse et rotation instantanise ne sont plus colinires. Or nous venons de voir que l'existence d'un
angle7 entre ces deux vecteurs modifie tris sensiblement les efforts aisrodynamiques sur l'avion, et ceci pour
destaux de rotation tout A fait risalistes, les vitesses angulaires riduites (fib/V) rencontrises sur avion sont
tris comparables a celles simulises sur le montage. Ceci nous laisse A penser que pour pouvoir simuler ou pre-
dire ces diffisrentes phases et ivolutions A grande incidence il sera nicessaire d'effectuer des mesures dyna-
miques au cours d'essais en rotation continue o0 les vecteurs vitesse et rotation ne sont pas coliniaires.

* 7. CONCLUSION

L'utilisation du moyen d'essais 'tournebroche" pour li6tude du comportement airodynamique d'un avion et.
la recherche de parametres de stabilitis dynamique nous ont pennis de mettre en evidence les points suivants

- intirdt des simulations dynamiques de mouvements pour lesquels les vecteurs vitesse et rotation ne
sont pas coliniaires,

-la possibilit6 offerte par les essais en rotation A 'A non nul (71= angle entre les vecteurs vitesse etLA .
rotation) pour identifier les coefficients du modiLe liniaire autour d'une trajectoire quasi rectiligne,

-l'intisrit de l'utilisation des mithades d'analyse multidimensionnelle pour l'optimisation d'un program-....
me d'essais et pour l'identification des paramitres de stabilitis,

-les pricautions A prendre dans un programmne d'essais vis-A-vis de la giomitrie de 1'avion, et des ca- P
ractiristiques airodynamiques qui en discoulent, pour conserver les hypothises de linisarit(? du modile mathisma-
tique,

-l'intirit des essais en rotation avec excentrement de la maquette, permettant d'atteindre I'ensemble
des coefficients du modile polyn~mial linire avec un unique moyen d'essais,

-la possibilitis de mise en ividence de phinomenes lis au dicrochage dynaniique au cours de rotations
continues, pouvant s'apparenter A certaines phases transitoires du vol A grande incidence.

CONCLUSI ON -

Studying aircraft dynamic behaviour and identifying stability parameters using the "tournebroche" test
apoaratus has allowed to outline the following points of interest

dynamic simulations of aircraft movements for the case where the lines of action of the velocity and
rotational vectors are not parallel,%

-the possibility provided by rotational tests with a non zero value of A (angle formed by the velocity
and rotational vectors) in identifying the linear mathematical model coefficients in the case of a quasi
linear path,

-multidimensional analysis methods used in optimizing tpst prograns and in identify'ing stability para-
meters,

U - the tests program precautionary measures concerning the aircraft geometrical layout, and consequently
the aerodynamic characteristics, to be taken in order to keep the mathematical model linearity assumption
valid,



- rotational tests with a giration radius, allowing the whole set of linear polynomial model to be iden- A .
tified with the unique test apparatus,

- the possibility to show phenomena related with the dynamic stall during continuous rotations, similar(in certain cases) to transcient motions. .
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AFor a variety of flight-vehicles,problemsTrdurtn# flight in turbulence.-ubeoni-
ipeede are expected This concerns mainly slow flying helicopters, tilt rotorcraft, -

-nircraft manoeuvring at high angles of attack, wing in ground effect vehicles and air-
craft with active controlled wings. The investigation of these problems still poses
large difficulties and the analyst very- rapidly enters domains where computational
methods fail and where wind-tunnel experiments axe necessary. This raises the problem of
simulating atmospheric turbulence in a wind-tunnel.--Until now, no fundamental investiga-
tions of the problem of gust generation in wind-tunnels have been undertakenqOn behalf
of considerations by -the Deutsch-Niederl~ndischer WAndkanal (DNW) to install a gust
generator, principal tjnvestigations of gust generatid 4iei started in a model subsonic
wind-tunnel of the DFVLR in Braunschweig. In order to recognize the influence of the
main parameters, like number of lift generating wings, chord length, trailing edge-flap
or jet-flap, constant chord wing or side-wall mounted winglets, four different types of
gust generators were investigated. The gust field was harmonically oscillating. Frequen-
cy response measurements of the gust angle of attack were made, covering the complete
volume of the test section. Additionally the flow field in the wind-tunnel behind har-
monically oscillating gust generator-flaps was calculated. The results were compared
with the measurements.

1.* INTRODUCTION

The extreme demands on modern airplanes and the introduction of active control
techniques have led to a greater emphasis on dynamic wind-tunnel testing techniques. In
measuring non-stationary aerodynamic forces wind-tunnel model balances are employed
which allow several motion degrees of freedom for the model, whilst the wind-tunnel air-
flow remains uniform and steady.

-. In many active control applications, however, a more exact knowledge of the influ-
ence of gusts on the aircraft aerodynamics is required. Whilst a reproduction of the
detailed aerodynamic load distribution on an aircraft can be obtained from an appropri-
ately constructed model, a detailed reproduction of atmospheric disturbances is not
generally available in the wind-tunnel. Turbulence or gusts can be generated, however,
through the use of an appropriately designed gust generator. Id.

2. THE APPLICATION OF GUST GENERATORS

The application of gust generating devices is conceivable in subsonic, transonic
and supersonic flow. Gust generators have either been built or planned for all these
flow regimes. In all three regimes there are applications for which gust generators
would be of benefit. In subsonic flow these are:

- the development of active control systems for the low speed regime,
- the interaction of rotary wing systems with gusts,
- the effects of gusts on ground effect vehicles,
- the treatment of gust response and gust penetration problems.

In transonic flow:

- the development of active control systems,
- the treatment of gust response and gust penetration problems,
- engine intake flow investigations.

Gust generators have been developed over a number of years, in various forms, and
applied to specific problems:

- Development and testing of flutter damping systems for large aircraft (Refs.l,2,3).
- Evaluation of gust loads on flexible aircraft (Ref. 4). V
- Investigation of the gust sensitivity of tilt rotors (Refs. 5, 6).
- Testing of gust alleviation systems (Refs. 7, 7a, 8).
- Determination of KUssner functions for delta wings in unsteady flows (Refs. 9, 10).
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The majority of current applications in industry and the research institutions
reflect a trend towards the use of gust generators in transonic flow. At low speeds a \) -
considerable requirement for gust generators in connection with helicopter flight is "6
expected. Here the study of the interference of gusts on rotors in low speed flight is
emphasized, for which a computational method is not available at present. The current
interest in gust generators for low speed wind-tunnels is indicated in publications
relating to already built or newly planned equipment of this type.

Considerations leading to a recommendation to install gust generators in transonic, ." J
and subsonic facilities are at present concentrated on the Si-Modane tunnel, on the one %hand, and the DNW on the other. The following possible applications relate to a gust__.

generator in the DNW: U
- gust interference on a helicopter rotor,
- gust interference with a tilt rotor at low speeds,
- the affect of helicopter rotor Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) systems in turbulence,
- testing of AC systems for low speeds (effects on flight control systems during

approach flight conditions, gust alleviation systems ... etc.), i .-1 ,
- testing and calibration of sensors,
- behaviour of Mini RPV's in turbulent air,

*- investigation of gust penetration effects on complex aircraft geometries,"..'
- gust penetration of combat aircraft at high angles of attack,
- engine intake flow disturbances at high angles of attack,- effects of gusts on ground effect vehicles,

- effects of gusts on VTOL aircraft (stabilisation systems, recirculation ... etc.).

Various other applications could be named for gust generators in subsonic flight*conditions. Not all of the applications listed are currently a subject of investigation -.-.-.-.-

in German industry and research institutions; but their urgent realization might become,
however, somedays necessary.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR A GUST GENERATOR

The requirements for a gust generator for the operation in subsonic wind-tunnels
result from the topics already listed. From these the maximum gust frequency, gust am-
plitude, desired gust profiles and distributions can be specified. In addition to these
specific requirements, others of a qualitative nature and requirements simply in terms
of cost and usefulness must be determined. " - t t

These requirements involve the quality and geometric properties of the gust pat-
terns, which themselves depend on the design of the gust generator and the particular .
conditions within a given tunnel. .

A gust generator should simulate the conditions of the atmospheric turbulence in
the wind-tunnel. The atmospheric turbulence is generally considered as stationary and
isotropic (Ref. 11). In isotropic turbulence the characteristic properties of the gust '
field in terms of variance, autocovariance and power-spectral-density, remain constant
in all spatial directions. In a stationary gust field these characteristic properties
are independent of time. The gust frequency, which an aircraft feels during flight in
turbulence therefore depends solely on the gust wavelength and the velocity of the air-
craft.

The main requirements for the quality of a gust field therefore are its isotropic
and stationary properties. There are other requirements which are either of little im-
portance, or which must be disregarded with respect to the enormous cost of their reali-
zation. The qualitative requirements of a gust generator are summarized in Table 1. This
implies that the typical form of the gusts is not changed as they traverse the tunnel
test section, otherwise the interpretation of the test results is beset with consider-
able difficulty. Similar importance attaches to the problem of matching the velocity ofpropagation of the gusts to the wind-tunnel speed. If these velocities are not matched
then model and full scale conditions will not correspond. In addition, correspondence

between the gust profile and the form of the gust generator input signal would have to
be achieved. This would permit the representation of various gust profiles (sine, im- -
pulse, ramp, stochastic gusts). The gust field should also exhibit a constant behaviour 777:
in terms of vertical distribution, so that vertical movement of the model will not en-
tail passage through zones of varying gust intensity. Also the dependence of the gust
field on the gust generator amplitude and tunnel velocity should display a linear rela- "
tionship in order also to generate complicated gust profiles in the tunnel, correspond-
ing to natural atmospheric turbulence.

Another requirement is a constant gust amplitude in lateral direction, which is
desirable. But experience with gust generators indicate that the tunnel walls influence
the gust field in their vicinity. Accurate knowledge of the lateral distribution of the
gust amplitude does, however, eliminate restrictions which otherwise would be imposed.
The task of providing an arbitrarily adjustable lateral distribution of gusts certainly
adds considerably to the cost involved in the construction of a gust generator.

Most applications are, however, covered by the provision of a two-dimensional gust
field. Undesirable characteristics result from the frequency dependency of the gust
field and the superimposed longitudinal turbulence. Experience shows that neither of
these effects can be avoided, but investigations are required to devise means of keeping
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them as small as possible.

4. POSSIBLE LAYOUTS FOR GUST GENERATING EQUIPMENT vrb vli co ntnh

A gust generating facility should be capable of producing a two-dimensional, iso- '
_
,

____

tropic and stationary gust field. It should be possible to generate different gust forms
with various amplitudes. The latter requirement demands the facility to be built as a
servo system. A gust is the superposition of a time variable velocity component on the
steady wind-tunnel flow. The gust produced in this way is transported with the tunnel
flow and reproduces the same effect on the model as in the natural turbulence in full
scale conditions when an aircraft penetrates a gust front. The gust generator therefore
must always be upstream of the model in the test section. Other conceivable forms of
gust generation, possibly by lateral injection of air into the tunnel, or by a variable
deformation of the tunnel walls are very costly and are excluded for this reason. A
review of gust generators already constructed can be found in Ref. 12. Most of these are
of the first named type: a vertical flow component is superimposed on the tunnel flow
upstream of the model. This vertical flow component sul-sequently traverses the test sec-
tion, where possible in an unmodified condition. A common method of generating the ver-
tical velocity components is through the use of adjustable lifting surfaces whose fixed
and wake vortex systems generate these cross flow components.

The application of this principle leads to the development of relatively simple and
hence cost effective gust generators. Because the generation of cross components in the ',

flow is necessarily coupled with the generation of lift by the lifting surfaces, they
are subject to the principles of unsteady aerodynamics. This implies a dependency on

- frequency for the gust field and therefore the requirement for a stationary ("frozen")
" gust field is hurt.

A characteristic parameter for the influence of unsteady effects is given by thenon-dimensional frequency w* = w IJ/V o where 1 is the chord of the lifting surface and
VT is the tunnel velocity. Theco . 1 and VO , however, enables some influ-ence on the frequoncy dependency of the gust field to be obtained, which can be used to
advantage. Various layouts are conceivable for the gust generating wings:

- completely movable wings,
- wings with moving trailing edge flaps,
- wings with jet flaps,
- separate, movable vanes.

All these possibilities have their advantages and disadvantages, which must be
weighed against a particular application. In planning a gust generator care must be .
taken to ensure that undesirable effects which could adversely effect the quality of
the gust field are avoided. These effects include, in particular:

- turbulence behind jet flaps, caused by the injection of a jet with a relatively
high velocity,

- turbulence which can arise due to flow separations in the boundary layers in cor-
ners and at edges,

- elastic vibrations of the wing, which also lead to variations in lift.

Another source for undesired disturbances of the air flow are slotted tunnel walls.
. These allow an exchange with the surrounding air outside of the test section. The inves-

tigations have shown, that air is sucked in and blown out through the slots, when the
gust generator is operating. This causes much turbulence near the tunnel walls, with
increasing intensity downstream of the gust generator. Therefore the following points

. are of importance with the design of a gust generator: .'_7.'-

[ - profiles of good aerodynamic efficiency should be employed,
- "- the manufacture of these profiles must be to an appropriately high standard,

- the construction must be rigid enough to avoid elastic vibrations in the relevant
frequency range,

- corners, edges and other potential sources of turbulence due to flow separation
should be avoided,

- the gust generator should be installed at a position in front of the model so that
the latter is not affected by the flaps wake,

- excitation of wind-tunnel pumping oscillations should be avoided,
- the air exchange between tunnel and external atmosphere through perforated or

slotted tunnel walls should be minimized in order to avoid the superposition of
longitudinal gusts,

- blockage effects, due to the use of too many wings or wings which are too volumi-
nous, should also be avoided.

Special mention should be made of the gust generator with separate, opposed wing-
lets. This type of gust generator system causes very little blockage and can even be
used to generate rolling gusts, by antimetric deflection of the winglets. The wing tip
vortices are responsible for the generation of vertical flow components in this case.

However, a uniform, homogeneous gust field is only established at some relatively
large distance downstream of the generator and then only over a small part of the tunnel
width.
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5. DFVLR INVESTIGATIONS WITH GUS GEEAOSI HEMDLSBOICTNE MB

The intention of installing a gust generator in the DNW tunnel led to the require-
ment to further investigate the problem of gust generation in wind-tunnels. Although
some gust generators have been built, worldwide, available documentation on them remains %{
inadequate to make scientific comparisons. The tests involved were a principal investi- - .
gation in which the types of gust generators presented in the previous section were
tested under similar conditions and compared with each other. The tests were undertaken
in 1981 in the DFVLR model subsonic tunnel (MUB) at Braunschweig. This particular tunnel
was selected because it has a slotted test section like the DNW (12 % ratio) [12a].

The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1, together with gust generator 1. The
test section is of square cross section (1.3 m x 1.3 m) and 2.4 m long, with the gust
generators sited aft of the nozzle. The wings are arranged symmetrically and positioned '. %

at 25 % and 75 % of the test section height. Electro-hydraulic actuators are used to de-
flect the gust generators, to provide a maximum value 0 = + 40 . The maximum achievable
gust frequency is 16 Hz. The 16 Hz bandwidth is initially adequate for the principle
investigations, allowing a relatively large range of reduced frequencies (0 u4 2.0)
to be covered. The available actuator power limited the frequency of operation to a max-
imum of 16 Hz.

Gust generator 1 consists of two wings of constant chord fitted with 25 % chord
trailing edge flaps. The wing chord is 0.4 m, with a NACA 64 -012 symmetrical laminar
profile section. The fixed portions of the wings are machineA from aluminium and the
flaps from CFK reinforced rigid foam. Operation of the flaps is by a rod and lever mech-
anism driven by an electro-hydraulic actuator.

Gust generator 2 is a jet flap (Fig. 2). The fixed portion of gust generator 1 is
retained and the trailing edge flaps are replaced by tubes 15 mm in diameter. Each tube
has 351 0.5 mm diameter orifices and can be rotated through the full + 400 range of de-
flection angles. Compressed air supply is passed through a pressure reducing valve to
provide an 8 bar working pressure. The mass flow is measured by a metal cone flow meter.
At a mass flow of 134 gr/s and a tunnel speed of 20 m/s an impulse coefficient C = 0.42
is obtained.

Gust generator 3 (Fig. 2) consists of 4 flapped wings of constant chord, equidis-
tributed over the working section height. The wing chords measure 0.2 m, but otherwise
the construction is as for gust generator I.

Gust generator 4 consists of 4 separate wings of aspect ratio 1,2 arranged as . "
vanes, adjacent to the curved walls of the tunnel nozzle (Fig. 2). A NACA 641-013 sec-
tion is employed and the wings have a rigid foam core and outer surface of GFK.

The propagation of the gust field is of prime interest to the user. Frequency re-
sponse measurement of the gust angle of attack in relation to generator flap position is
the most effective method of analysis for this purpose; the investigations being re-
stricted to sinusoidal gusts of variable frequency and amplitude. This leads to simpler
test arrangements and procedures and permits the automatic control of test runs. Fig. 3
shows the equipment used in the experiments. The core of the installation is the fre-
quency response measuring equipment (FRM), which is controlled by a processor. The FRM
provides a sinusoidal input signal to the actuators and special software converts measu-
red data to physical values and displays the results on the screen of the processor. All
computed data are stored on tape in digital form and all measured signals are registered
on analogue tape. An additional option is provided by the facility to measure power
spectra, if required.

The flow field is measured using five flow direction orobes. In addition a total
pressure probe is used to provide a measurement of horizontal velocity fluctuation. The
probe rake can be traversed along the test section to any required position to provide a
complete record of the gust field pattern along the tunnel. The flow direction probes
have a conical head with miniature pressure transducers inset in the holes (Kulite
XCS-093 + 5 PSI-D). In order to obtain phase free pressure measurements the differential
pressure-is calculated. It was assured that all the pressure transducer reference pres-
sure tappings are connected to the ambient pressure and that pressure fluctuations in
the tunnel are not transmitted to the reference pressure tubes of the transducers. The
latter effect would lead to an undesirable slowing down in the pressure measurement
process leading to phase errors. The pressure transducers are attached to temperature
compensating amplifiers in order to inhibit temperature drifting. In addition, the mea-
sured signals are freed of bias and high frequency noise in a band pass filter. This .
band pass filter does not produce an amplitude decrease within the investigated frequen- .,,
cy range. The phase characteristic of the filter was taken into account in determining
the time delays. All the probes were statically and dynamically calibrated in a calibra-
tion tunnel.

6. CALCULATION OF THE GUST FIELD

The experimental investigation of different gust generators arose interest also to

V.
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give a theoretical description of the flow field behind oscillating wings. This facili-
tates the physical interpretation of the measured results and allows the variation of
parameters. These calculations were performed at the institute for fluid dynamics of the
Technical University of Braunschweig.

The flow field was calculated for vertically arranged wings, performing harmonical-
ly pitching and heaving oscillations (Fig. 4). Both motions were superimposed to produce
the same lift like wing with oscillating trailing edge flap. A two-dimensional incom-
pressible potential airflow was assumed. The pressure distribution of the wing was cal-
culated using H.G. KUssner's (Ref. 13) concept of an acceleration potential. The singu-
larities had to be carefully considered. The resulting integral equation was numerically . ,
solved using a collocation technique which was first given by B. Laschka (Ref. 14). The
integral relations for the calculation of the induced velocities for arbitrary colloca-
tion points were taken from Ref. 15.

The interference between the vertically staggered wings can be treated using a lin-
ear interference model (Ref. 16). This interference model covers the stationary case as -
well as the instationary case, introducing the corresponding complex quantities for the .
induced velocities and pressure distribution. The presence of the tunnel wall was con- . ..
sidered only for the case of two gust generator wings. The walls were considered by in-
troducing mirror images of the singularities.

The calculations are valid only for a completely closed test section. So the measu-
red results taken from a slotted test section will differ more or less from the calcula-
ted results.

7. EVALUATION OF THE TEST RESULTS

The sequence given in Table 1 is followed in evaluating the test results. Where
possible, the results are compared with results obtained from calculations. In addition
a comparison was made with data obtained from gust generator measurements made in a tun-
nel with an open test section (Refs. 17, 18). Measurements were also made with the test
section slots sealed, in order to investigate the effect of these. In these tests first
the floor- and roof-slots were sealed, and subsequently the remaining slots were sealed,
in order to obtain a completely closed test section. In the case of the jet flaps all
the measurements were made at the same impulse coefficient.

7.1 THE STATIONARY GUST PROPGATION

A stationary gust field propagates with the same speed as the tunnel speed. This

does not apply to gusts, generated by lifting surfaces in wind-tunnels. The generation
of the gust field is determined by the formation and distribution of the wake vortices
behind the gust generator. This vorticity on the other hand is governed by the laws of
instationary aerodynamics. This results in a strong dependence of the gust amplitude on
the reduced frequency w*.

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the gust amplitude on reduced frequency. For the
purpose of comparison a gust amplitude distribution is given, taken from measurements in . .
an open test section. The other measurements show the influence of the slots in the .-
walls of the test section, which becomes more prominent with decreasing w*. Fig. 5 shows
another three important features:

The stationary deflection of the airflow (w* = 0) ist stronger if the air is al-
lowed to escape through slots. This effect is of course most evident for the open
test section.
For increasing reduced frequencies the effect of slots becomes less important.
A slot ratio of 12 % just produces least dependency on frequency.

Fig. 6 gives a comparison of the measurements in a closed test section with calcu- -. "
lations. The calculations strongly confirm the measurements, that the consideration of . *..

the wall interferences in the domain of lower reduced frequencies is important. For
higher reduced frequencies the measured gust angles are smaller than the calculated val-
ues, because the gust generator produces less lift than the calculation using potential
flow theory.

Fig. 7 gives a comparison of the four different gust generators in the slotted test
section. The efficiency of the jet flap is comparable small. This can be improved when
larger deflections of the jet are allowed. The influence of reduced frequency on the jet *'' ""'.
flap is very small, which seems to be advantageous. On the other hand, the injection of
a high velocity jet produces an intolerable amount of turbulence. No surprise are the
very low amplitudes for the gust generator 4. Two wings and four wings with trailing
edge flaps deliver nearly equivalent gust amplitudes.

Fig. 8 compares the calculated and the measured gust propagation speed with the
tunnel speed. This figure gives the strongest evidence of the non-stationary character
of the flow field. The assumption of a "frozen gust field" is valid only for low reduced
frequencies (w* < 0.2). The gust tends to lag behind the wind-tunnel speed. The calcula- .
tions show more lag than the measurements, which again is explained by the different
lift.
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Fig. 9 gives a comparison of the four gust generators. The figure shows similar
phase characteristics for gust generators 1 and 3. This characteristic is shifted to
lower reduced frequencies for the gust generator 3 because it has only half the chord of
gust generator 1. Gust generator 4 shows no significant deviation from the tunnel speed
below w* - 1. But the measurements showed big scatter and therefore are less trustwor- "-_,-.
thy. For this gust generator phase measurements near the tunnel wall show a 1800 phase
shift relative to the measurements on the centerline. This indicates no constant phase
in lateral (y-) direction. The phase measurements of the jet flap are incorrect due to
direct impact of the jet on the probes.

7.2 THE HOMOGENEOUS GUST FIELD

In a homogeneous gust field the amplitude must not change in downstream direction.
Fig. 10 shows that this requirement cannot be satisfied in the wind-tunnel. Depending on
the reduced frequency, the gust amplitude varies in the downstream direction. The effect
is less meaningful for positions greater than two chord lengths behind the gust genera-. .
tor.

Fig. 11 again demonstrates a general similarity between gust generators 1 and 3.
Due to the different chord lengths the distance x behind the gust generator is twice as
large for gust generator I as for gust qenermtL 3. Gust generator 4 shows least varia-
tions of the gust amplitude.

7.3 THE LATERAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE GUST FIELD

The gust generators 1, 2 and 3 are designed to produce an one-dimensional gust I
field. Therefore the lateral distribution of the gust amplitude should be constant. Fig.
12 shows a measured lateral distribution of the gust amplitude. As expected all the gust
amplitude distributions disappear near the tunnel side walls. All gust generators prod-
uce a region of nearly even gust amplitude distribution around the centerline. Depending
of the span of a model, the gust amplitude distribution can be considered as constant or
non-uniform. The jet flap produces the flattest distribution. This is an effect of the
strong jet, which is constant along the span of the gust generator. The winglets produce
only a very small region of constant gust amplitude around the centerline. An attempt
was made to produce "rolling gusts" by antimetrically deflected winglets. The amplitude
distribution is also presented in Fig. 12 by the dotted line. The poor results indicate,
that winglets of this type cannot generate rolling gusts in the vicinity of the center- ,
line. Results obtained at ONERA (Ref. 19) with winglets of greater span, weren't much
better. The rolling gust problem is closely coupled to the problem of giving the wind-
tunnel flow a rotary momentum. This cannot be achieved by such simple devices as de-
scribed here. Moreover a wind-tunnel of circular cross section would be more suited to

-. this type of gusts.

7.4 THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE GUST FIELD

The vertical distribution of the gust amplitude is important if models which either
have a large vertical extension or which are moving in vertical direction are investi-
gated. The models must remain in a region of uniform gust amplitude.

Fig. 13 shows the calculated vertical distributions of the gust amplitude for two
and four wings. The calculations show a rather flat gust amplitude distribution between
the wings for low reduced frequencies. The peaks behind the trailing edges of the wings
become more prominent with increasing reduced frequency. Four wings produce less promi-
nent peaks but the region of indisturbed flow between the wings is much smaller. For the
purpose of comparison measurements for the slotted testsection are presented additional-
ly in Fig. 13. They agree in general to the calculations. two of the measurements points
lie in the wake of the wing. This causes a less peaky appearence of the measured distri-
bution.

Figure 14 gives a comparison of the four gust generators. The position of the flow
direction probes didn't allow a measurement at the position of the wings. So the peaks
behind the trailing edges, which are shown in the calculations, do not appear in the
measurements. The measurements show however, that the jet-flap produces the largest
differences of the gust amplitude in the vertical direction.

7.5 SUPERIMPOSED LONGITUDINAL GUSTS

The wake vorticity behind the gust generator wings also generates horizontal flow
components. From Fig. 4 we can deduce that a step of the horizontal flow components oc-
curs behind each wing. This is clearly demonstrated by the calculations shown in Fig.
15. Besides, there must be no horizontal flow component on the centerline. While the - -
last fact is clearly verified by the measurements, the horizontal velocity steps do not

-. come out (see Fig. 16). More measurement points in the vertical direction are necessary
in order to show these steps. Fig. 16 gives distinct evidence that the jet-flap produces

-- the largest horizontal flow components.
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8. CONCLUSIONS % ,,h

In 1981 experiments with gust generators have been carried out in the NUB wind-tun-
nel of the DFVLR Braunschweig. It was the aim of these investigations to find a gust ge-
nerator which is best suited for an application in a subsonic wind-tunnel. Four differ-

ent types of gust generators were investigated. These investigations realized some in-
sight into the behaviour of the airflow behind oscillating wings. Some important conclu-
sions can be made:

-I - The conditions of a homogeneous and stationary gust field can be realized in the
wind-tunnel only to a limited scale (w* 4 0,5).

- For gust generators, which extend across the complete width of the test section, % ....

the spanwise distribution of the gust amplitude is nearly constant within a broad .
domain around the centerline.
The vertical extension of the region with nearly constant gust amplitude is large
enough for values of the reduced frequency w* 4 0,5. -
Gust generators with two wings are advantageous. They are more efficient and offer - -
the largest area of undisturbed air flow between the wings.

- uFor low reduced frequencies, slots are beneficial. They are responsible for larger

- Jet-f laps produce more turbulence and disturbances than other gust generators. Low

thrust coefficients and larger deflection angles of the jet however will improve
the situation.

- The generation of horizontal flow components is an intrinsic characteristic of the
system. Fortunately, the effects are very small near the centerline.
The position of the model should not be too far behind the wings. Positions of one
or two chord lengths behind the gust generator are recommended.
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EXTRACTION OF AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR AIRCRAFT AT EXTREME FLIGHT CONDITIONS
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0 SUMMAY
'-4The maximum likelihood estimator has been used to extract stability and control derivatives from

flight data for many years.-J1gst of the literature on aircraft estimation concentrates on new develop-
ments and applications, assuming familiarity with basic concepts. 'This paper briefly discusses the

i mnaximum likelihood estimator and the aircraft equations of motion that the estimator uses. The current . ,
strength and limitations associated with obtaining flight-determined aerodynamic coefficients in extreme
flight conditions is assessed. The importance of the careful combining of wind tunnel results (or calcu- -

lations) and flight results and the thorough evaluation of the mathematical model is emphasized. The
basic concepts of minimization and estimation are examined for a simple computed aircraft example, and the
cost functions that are to be minimized during estimation are defined and discussed. Graphic represen-
tations of the cost functions are given to help illustrate the minimization process..-Finally, the basic
concepts are generalized, and estimation of stability and control derivatives from flIght data is
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, an important thrust in the aerodynamic community is to specify completely the aerodynamic
mathematical model for an aircraft. The ultimate goal of this thrust is to obtain a complete understand-
ing of the physical laws (phenomenology) governing all aspects affecting the behavior of the aircraft.
Presently we fall short of this goal in all flight regimes, but we have a particularly long way to go in
extreme flight regimes, such as transonic or high-angle-of-attack flight, which are typically dominated by
separated flow. As much as possible, we rely on experience and analogies that can be drawn from better
understood regimes, such as subsonic flight with attached flow. But even with this wealth of experience,
we still progress very slowly to the complete understanding of aircraft being flown at extreme flight con-
ditions in complex flow fields.

In traditional regimes of less complex flow fields, certain aspects of understanding a particular phe-
nomenon can sometimes proceed in a simple fashion, more or less ignoring the results of those working in
different but related disciplines. This is not the case for understanding the physical laws that deter- . .
mine the characteristics of flight dominated by complex separated flows. We must begin by postulating
candidate mathematical models, then test these models with all the techniques available. In addition, new F
testing techniques must be developed when existing techniques are not capable of testing portions of the
mathematical model. Currently, the techniques that can contribute to validating the mathematical model
can be divided into three categories: wind tunnel testing, computational fluid dynamic analysis, and
flight testing.

Wind tunnel testing, computational fluid dynamic analysis, and flight testing serve complementary
roles (with some overlap) to the overall validation of the mathematical model. Each category can contri-
bute in a unique way to the overall validation. Quite probably, validation will not be possible without , k
contributions from each category. System identification and parameter estimation techniques are needed to
analyze flight test data because forces and moments cannot be measured directly. These techniques are
used to extract force and moment coefficients from the motions measured in flight.

This paper discusses ways in which analysis of flight data can contribute to the formulation and test-
ing of the mathematical model. To date, no comprehensive flight results are available for extreme flight
conditions. This paper is intended to inform nonflight specialists of the current state of flight data
coefficient estimation. The references cited in the paper reflect a representative sampling of current
flight results. The paper first points out some of the differences between the approaches used for the
less complicated, traditional flow regimes, and the approaches used for extreme flight conditions in the
separated flow regime. It discusses the interrelationship of the mathematical model, the wind tunnel, and " -. "
computational fluid dynamic results, and how they can be used with flight results. Parameter estimation,
which is the primary method of extracting estimated coefficients from flight data so that results can be
used to assess the mathematical model, is described in detail. The description is intended to emphasize
the characteristics (both strengths. and weaknesses) of system identification and parameter estimation.
The mathematics involved are avoided wherever possible.

2. SYMBOLS

A,B,C,D,G system matrices Cn coefficient of yawing moment ' ." "-

b reference span, ft c reference chord, ft

Ct coefficient of rolling moment f(.), g(.) general functions -

Cm coefficient of pitching moment GG* measurement noise covariance matrix
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Ix, lxz ,  moment of inertia about subscripted inera, e
ly, Iz axis. slug-ft 2  A time sample interval, sec

I general index 6 control deflection, deg

J cost f o aileron deflection, deg
meaureen vectoon6

L rolling moment divided by Ix, deg/sec
2  measurement noise vector

P mean

L rolling moment, ft/lb """mean

m mass, slug vector of unknowns"m mass, slug % ,.w'

a standard deviation
N number of time points or cases

time, sec
n state noise vector or number of

unknowns bank angle, deg

p roll rate, deg/sec heading angle, deg- "

q pitch rate, deg/sec VE gradient with respect to .

dynamic pressure, lb/ft
2  Subscripts:

r yaw rate, deg/sec e engine

S reference area, ft
2  m measured quantity

T time increment, sec p,rci,, partial derivative with respect to.,..
T tie icremntsecsubscripted quantity

* t time, sec 6

u control input vector 0 bias or at time zero

V forward velocity, ft/sec Other nomenclature:

x state vector predicted estimate

z observation vector estimate

• transpose
zE predicted Kalman-filtered estimate

a angle of attack, deg moment, ft-lb

0 angle of sideslip, deg

3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION AT EXTREME FLIGHT CONDITIONS

General overviews of the problems of understanding aerodynamics and flight characteristics are given
in Refs. 1 and 2. The issues affecting parameter estimation of flight characteristics and some of the
results are given in Refs. 3 to 5. References 3 and 4 concentrate on estimation of characteristics
obtained in traditional flight regimes not dominated by unsteady aerodynamics.

To appreciate the complexities of validating the mathematical model for flight data obtained at
extreme flight conditions (such as high-angle-of-attack flight, transonic flight, or flight dominated by
separated flow), it is useful to compare it to validation in traditional flight regimes, such as low angle
of attack, subsonic, well established supersonic, or regimes with all flow essentially attached. The flow
chart in Fig. 1 depicts the general elements required to validate the mathematical model in traditional
flight regimes. Wind tunnel test and computational fluid dynamic calculations are used to design an air-
craft with characteristics that meet the design criteria for a specific aircraft. These data are used *- '- '

7- along with information from other disciplines (such as control, structural, thermal, or propulsion charac-
' teristics) to define an aircraft, Once the aircraft is built, it will be flight tested. The data acqui-

sitlon system must be specified based on the type of aircraft and the flight regimes to be flown. The
mathematical model expressed by equations of motion, which is representative of the aircraft dynamic char-
acteristics (usually including stability and control derivatives), is then specified. Representative
forms of the equations of motion are given In Refs. 6 to 8. Then, knowing the mathematical model and the
flight conditions of interest, the pertinent mass characteristics are estimated. At this point, the
maneuvers that are needed for model validation are defined and flown. A parameter estimation technique,
such as a maximum likelihood estimator, is then used to determine the stability and control derivative
estimates from the flight data (Refs. g to 11). (Parameter estimation is discussed in detail in a later - -
section.) These parameter estimates are assessed, summarized, and compared to the best predicted set of '. .,-
computational and wind tunnel estimates. These predicted estimates may be the data set that was used to-....
design the aircraft, or they may be that data supplemented with subsequent computational and wind tunnel
results produced after the aircraft design was frozen. The comparison of flight estimates with other
estimates may generate additional flight, computational, or wind tunnel tests. These estimates can then

I-~ k

'I, , . .
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be assessed in the same way, as depicted by the flow chart. When all tests are complete and their results
compared, a composite representation of these tests is put in a data base. This data base may be used to .,'-
aid in future design or may be put into a real-time simulator to be used for pilot training, control

-.* system redesign, or mission analysis.

In contrast to Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows the additional complexity involved in the mathematical model vali-
dation for data obtained at extreme flight conditions. Figure 2 represents only the crosshatched area
from Fig. 1. The two figures are to about the same level of detail. Figure 2 is representative of the
process and is not necessarily an exact representation of the procedure followed by any given analyst.
The flow chart of figure 2 not only has more elements, but also is significantly more complex in that the .
"flow" between the various elements may need to be iterated more times. In the following sections, each
of the various elements is discussed in detail.

3.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL SELECTION

Since the primary outcome of the flow chart is the validation of the mathematical model, it is appro- kF
priate to specify the mathematical model first. Initially, a mathematical model or a set of candidate
mathematical models must be specified. It should be kept in mind that each element of the chart is sub-
ject to change as the entire flow chart is iterated. The form of the model may be specified by wind tun-
nel tests, as shown in Fig. 2. Probably the most promising set of mathematical models based on strong
phenomenological consideration is given in Ref. 12. The models are derived under the assumptions that
(1) response to a steady motion is itself steady, (2) the response is a single-valued function of the
orientation of the body (although it may be nonlinear), and (3) the responses are linear in the motion
rates. The authors of Ref. 12 showed how a nonlinear variation of the responses with coning rate could be
accommodated. The models as given do not include the effects of control deflection. Control terms can be
added to the model in a fashion analogous to the way that the flow angle (a and 8) terms are included, and
probably would initially be functions of angle of sideslip and angle of attack. Reference 12 also dis-
cusses the inclusion of terms that involve aerodynamic hysteresis. For the mathematical model to have
much generality, it would probably need to account for hysteresis as it is highly probable that hysteresis
occurs at extreme flight conditions. However, regardless of the initial model chosen, if the subsequent C- ,'-.-.
analysis shows a need for hysteresis terms, they can be added during a future iteration. It is highly
probable that for the gyrations observed at extreme flight conditions, terms involving nonlinear coning
effects and aerodynamic hysteresis would need to be included in the general mathematical model. Refer-
ence 13 discusses how phenomena that violate the restrictions of Ref. 12 can be accommodated within the
mathematical model.

3.2 MASS CHARACTERISTICS

The next element of Fig. 2 is the specification of the mass characteristics. These characteristics
have, in the past, been given very little consideration in the analysis of data obtained at extreme flight
conditions, because experience gained in the analysis of data obtained in traditional flight regimes has
shown that the data only need to be known to an accuracy of about 10 percent. If an error of 10 percent
in mass characteristics is present in the analysis of traditional flight data, it will probably be noted
when comparing flight results to wind tunnel estimates, and, if necessary, can be compensated for at that
point. However, data obtained at an extreme flight condition is usually highly oscillatory in all axes,
and the kinematic cross-coupling effects are highly dependent on the mass characteristics. The mass is
usually easily determined, but the moments of inertia are difficult to determine accurately. Any error in
accounting for the kinematic coupling terms becomes an error that is added to the remaining terms or the
aerodynamic terms.

The following equations (also given in Refs. 6 to 8) demonstrate this difficulty:

plx - iIxz - qr(ly - Iz) - pqlxz = qsbCL (1)

qiy - rp(Iz - Ix) - (r2  p2 )Ixz - Nrlxe = qscCm  (2)

Iz - Ixz - pq(I x - Iv) + qrlxz + NqIxe = qsbCn  (3)

Equations (1) to (3) assume that Ixy and lyz are zero. The individual kinematic terms (left side of the

equations) are frequently larger than the aerodynamic terms during wild gyrations and spins. Even Cm is
affected by Ix , ly, Iz, Ixz, and Ixe in a nonlinear fashion. This is still true when the rates are known .

exactly. Ix, ly, and Iz are always significant terms, and txz usually is, 'xe would affect any aircraft

with a rotating engine. A current challenge is to obtain an accurate set of these moments of inertia to
within less than 1 percent, which may not be within the current state of the art.

It should also be noted that these numbers vary significantly with the amount and location of the
fuel during the maneuver. Since many of the maneuvers of interest result in wild qyrations, an additional
source of error Is fuel sloshing. The issues involving fuel quantity and fuel location (sloshing or
otherwise) and the rotating engine mass make unpowered aircraft more attractive as initial candidates for
assessing mathematical models.

Current experience shows that if very detailed calculations are made for the weight, location, and
Inertias of each component (no matter how small) of an aircraft, then fairly consistent values of the mass
characteristics are obtained. The other method of obtaining moments of inertia is by swinging the vehicle, .
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as discussed in Ref. 14. The author's experience has shown that moments of inertia obtained by swinging a

vehicle are adequate for the traditional regimes if done with extreme care. These experimentally obtained
numbers are in good agreement with calculated numbers when both are done with extreme care. In general, '.* .

it seems doubtful that swinging the vehicle will provide adequate accuracy for analysis of an aircraft

during wild gyrations.

3.3 MANEUVER DEFINITION

Definition of the maneuvers to be flown is the next element of the flow chart. Certain characteris- ..%-' 2
tic motions are necessary to assess any given mathematical model. Reference 12 discusses the character-
istic motions required to assess the models it proposes. These characteristic motions can be generated,
at least in theory, in a wind tunnel by using a specific rig, such as the rotary rig (Ref. 15). Unfortu-
nately, an aircraft always flies close to the trimmed condition, even when undergoing violent gyrations.
The time required for a vehicle to complete a wild gyration, including a spin, is very short; therefore,

these motions provide very little information because all the state variables are changing rapidly.
Figure 3 shows an example of this for an aircraft entering a spin. In addition, oscillations tend to

* repeat a set of state variable values each oscillation. All these problems result in trajectories that
repeat, are highly transient, and contain only a small amount of information about the desired charac-
teristic motion. Therefore, no matter how carefully a maneuver to be flown is specified, one has very

, little control over how much of the characteristic motion is obtained. This is not to say that one cannot

obtain useful information from careful specification of maneuvers; it simply means that the "matrix" of
test conditions is limited compared to those that can be obtained in the wind tunnel. Although this is an
obvious contribution of wind tunnel testing (a highly controlled experiment), flight test data do have the
advantage of giving exactly the correct motions throughout the flight envelope, regardless of what the
assumed mathematical model is. Even though the aircraft cannot give specific characteristic motions, it
does give a great deal of highly dynamic motion that can result in invaluable information when analyzed
with modern parameter estimation techniques. This information describes the aircraft motion along the _7
flight trajectory, but it does not completely define the global mathematical model.

One would assume that aerodynamic characteristics (information about the "true" mathematical model)

can be obtained from the combined applicaton of computational, wind tunnel, and flight data analysis tech-
niques that cannot be determined from any single technique. _7

3.4 INSTRUMENTATION REASSESSMENT

The next element in the flow chart of Fig. 2 is the reassessment of instrumentation. When an aircraft
is flying at an extreme flight condition, the accurate measurement of the flow (flow angles, and dynamic
and static pressure) can be greatly compromised because of separated or vortical flows, or shock waves in
the vicinity of the instrument or sensor. The sensor will normally measure only the local flow, which may
or may not be representative of the free-stream flow. In a highly dynamic gyration, the flow measurement
is likely to be better at one time than it is at another. This suggests that flow measurements should be
made at several locations so that the true free-stream flow can be inferred from the combination of meas-
urements. If a fixed pitot head is used when flying at a high angle of attack, the pitot head should be W,
canted to obtain accurate pressures at high angle of attack. Flow angles can be measured with either %
vanes or pressure sensors. Problems can occur with either of these techniques because of the dynamic -. .
characteristics of the vane or the time lags in the pressure sensors. A detailed discussion of flow meas-
urements is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is nonetheless extremely important to obtain accurate - 4
measurements of the flow. It may seem that the free-stream flow conditions could be obtained from iner-
tial measurements. This would be true if one could fly in an airmass that does not move with respect to
the inertial frame of reference. One might occasionally encounter a portion of the airmass that is at
rest, but the rule is that the airmass is constantly in motion. The motion exhibited by winds and turbu-
lence not only varies spatially but also varies as a function of time. This makes it imperative to obtain -.
external flow measurements if one is to make sense of flight data obtained at extreme conditions. Perfect
flow measurements cannot be made by any intrusive sensor; therefore, one must be able to improve the raw
flow measurements by some means. The next section treats this problem. -'

3.5 DATA AND TRAJECTORY RECONSTRUCTION

The next element in the flow chart of Fig. 2 is data and trajectory reconstructinn, which is sometimes
referred to as consistency checking. This is the generic procedure that is intended to improve the raw

flow measurements. Reconstruction can improve all the measurements in that reconstruction procedures
force the data to conform to the physical laws of a rigid aircraft. They also reduce the sensor modelling
errors and the sensor measurement noise. Most of these procedures use the extended Kalman filter as the
basic algorithm. The extended Kalman filter provides a very powerful and consistent technique to improve
the aircraft data measurements, but the procedure can be very time consuming because weighting factors
must be determined for each of the measurements. The relative weighting of one measurement to another is

*representative of the confidence one has in a given measurement. This confidence can be a function of
vehicle attitude or flow condition, so in most cases it will vary over time and from maneuver to maneuver. ...

Another difficulty encountered in using the extended Kalman filter is that the filter implementation may
become unstable, forcing the analyst to use ad hoc procedures to stabilize the filter. A complete discus-
sion of data and trajectory reconstruction techniques is beyond the scope of this paper, but a represen-
tative sample of these techniques Is given in Refs. 11, 16, and 17.

During the data and trajectory reconstruction phase, measurements obtained from the ground can be used
in conjunction with those obtained on board the aircraft. Figure 2 shows these ground sources as radar " -

and optical measurements. The primary source of optical data is phototheodolite. In the near future,
data from the Global Positioning System (GPS) will also be available. Radar, optical, and GPS sources are
independent, inertially based data sources that can be used to improve the accuracy of the reconstructed . . .

trajectory. It should be pointed out that data and trajectory reconstruction techniques are also used for
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data obtained in the traditional flight regimes. These techniques are used to improve onboard measure-
ments and reduce the measurement noise so that noise-sensitive regression or equation error techniques can
be used. These techniques are discussed thoroughly in Ref. 11. •- %* %,

3.6 MODEL STRUCTURE DETERMINATION

The key element of Fig. 2 is the model structure determination (MSD) element. As shown, it is

strongly coupled with other major elements of the flow chart. The model structure referred to here is
simply another way of stating the form of the mathematical model. The proposed mathematical models of ,
Ref. 12 are model structures. The concept of this block is slightly more restrictive in that there may
be a large collection of candidate elements in the mathematical model or model structure. Model structure
determination is the procedure that, by some criterion, selects for the model structure only those terms -
that can be accurately estimated from the available flight data. Of course, the model structure can also
be specified by information from computation, wind tunnel, or previous flights. However, the intent of
the MSD element is to further define the model structure based on the information content of the flight
data. That is, the candidate elements of the model structure could be some of those proposed in Ref. 12.
Some elements could be eliminated, or their values fixed, on the basis of wind tunnel tests, such as
rotary balance tests. The candidate elements can be based purely on phenomenological considerations or
they can be based purely on ad hoc considerations.

Most of the MSD algorithms use stepwise regression to assess the effect of individual elements on the
motion observed from a flight maneuver. Some of the proposed MSD algorithms are described in Refs. 7, 18,
and 19. The details of the algorithm are not described here, but a heuristic description is given. The
algorithm is a regression technique in which the individual candidate elements of the proposed mathemati-
cal model are evaluated one by one. The elements are rejected if they have a low correlation with accel-
eration terms or a high correlation based on a given set of flight data to one of the other more signifi-
cant elements. Being rejected indicates that the element makes no significant contribution to explaining
the behavior of the flight data. The stepwise regression technique can be automated to select the best "
set of elements from a given maneuver. Independent testing on other data is needed to determine the final
set of -lements of the mathematical model. The models that stepwise regression algorithms evaluate fre-
quently use spline formulations with variable knot partitions (break points). This means that the data
are partitioned as a function of the more important aircraft variables, such as angle of attack or eleva- -
tor deflection. The stepwise regression algorithm can select the types of candidate elements, including
the spline, as well as the partitions for the flight data.

* 3.7 RESULT EVALUATION

The next step of Fig. 2 compares the output of the MSD algorithm for several maneuvers and looks for
consistency or inconsistency in the elements being selected. The types of errors that are consistent for
several maneuvers are also examined. The outcome of this step is either (1) that the proposed mathemati-

"- cal model is in all likelihood a good model and we should proceed to the final analysis of the flight data,
or (2) that the model is found lacking and additional elements are required. At this point, the flight
results are compared with the computational and special apparatus wind tunnel results. Inconsistencies in

"" this comparison may indicate that further modifications to the mathematical model or additional computa-
tional or wind tunnel results are required.

This concludes the discussion of Fig. 2 and how it iterates to converge on a promising mathematical
model before final maximum likelihood estimation analysis is performed. The details of the maximum like-

, lihood estimation are given in the next section. Some of the more encouraging results for analysis of
flight data at extreme flight conditions are given in Refs. 5 to 7, and 20 to 25.

In summary, the simplest mathematical model is selected based on physical laws. The types of wind
*.. tunnel apparatuses and tests required are determined based on this model. The results of the tests may
* indicate the need for changes in the mathematical model (to make it either less or more complex). Accu-

rate values of the mass characteristics must be obtained as a function of fuel loading. Aircraft maneu-
vers must be defined to stimulate the characteristic motions defined by the mathematical model. The best
instrumentation possible for obtaining data at extreme flight conditions must be defined and installed.
Data and trajectory reconstruction must be performed to improve the flow measurements, to reduce the sen-
sor noise and modelling errors, and to include radar and optical data if available. The simplest model

structure for a given set of data must be determined. This can be done with stepwise regression tech-
niques since the "measurement" noise was reduced in the preceeding step. Elements and coefficient values
from the wind tunnel tests may be used in this step. The consistency between the mathematical model and
data for several maneuvers must be evaluated at this point. If the model is found lacking, the mathemati-
cal model may need to be reevaluated and additional computations or wind tunnel tests may need to be per-
formed. If either of these is necessary, the steps in the flow chart are iterated again to reevaluate the

flight data. If the model is found adequate, we proceed to the final analysis with the maximum likelihood
estimator. The model may still be found inadequate at this point, indicating the need for a refinement in

%- the mathematical model. Once the model is refined, the flowchart steps are interated again.

4. SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION _

In the previous section the overall procedures were discussed for extracting aerodynamic information
from flight data. That discussion contrasted the relative complexities for analyzing data obtained at
traditional flight conditions with the analysis of data obtained at extreme flight conditions. A param-
eter estimation phase is required for either of these regimes. Parameter estimation techniques are neces- .-

sary because direct force and moment measurement is not possible for an aircraft in flight. These tech-
niques extract aerodynamic coefficents from aircraft flight motions. The parameter estimation phase is

essentially the same for data obtained in either of these flight regimes. The differences are in (1) the V
complexity of the underlying mathematical model that has been assumed, (2) the difficulty in getting the
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parameter estimation algorithm to converge, and (3) the interpretation of the results. All of these dif-
ferences pertain to the degree to which the concepts of parameter estimation are involved and not whether -'
or not the concept is fundamental to the estimation. Therefore, the remainder of the paper illustrates
the concepts involved in applying the parameter estimation algorithms to flight data. The parameter esti-
mation concepts are illustrated with simple models, but the concepts generalize to include the most
complex analysis of data from extreme flight regimes.

The parameter estimation algorithm discussed here is the maximum likelihood estimation algorithm, or
output error method. The theory and formulation of the method are given in Ref. 26, and an example of the
computer code used for this type of analysis is given in Refs. 9 and 10. The mathematical models used in
these examples are the same as those used for analysis in the traditional linear flight regimes for esti-
mating stability and control coefficients. The same estimation algorithm is used whether the mathematical
model formulation is linear or nonlinear.

The models of Ref. 12, including the one that accounts for aerodynamic hysteresis, can be implemented
and the algorithm will remain essentially unchanged. In essence, the model must be written in some func-tional form. The functional form can be in a piecewise linear or spline form. Increasing the complexity
of the model does not change the essential estimation algorithm, it just increases the complexity of the

implementation and the -time required to execute the computer codes. In general, models that are highly -. --.

nonlinear, include a very complicated structure, or have a large number of states will require larger and
more complex flight maneuvers to provide satisfactory estimates from any estimation algorithm. Computer
roundoff errors are the only real limitations on how complex the model (written in functional form) can be
or how many unknown aerodynamic coefficients can be determined from high-quality flight maneuvers.

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF A PARAMETER ESTIMATION PROGRAM

The liff-Maine code (MMLE3 program) described in Ref. 9 is used throughout the remainder of this
paper to obtain estimates of the coefficients of the differential equations of motion.

Figure 4 illustrates the maximum likelihood estimation concept for aircraft data as used by MMLE3. p-

The measured response of the aircraft is compared with the estimated response, and the difference between
these responses is called the response error. The Gauss-Newton computational algorithm (Ref. 26, section
(2.5.2)) is used to find the coefficient values that maximize the likelihood functional, Each iteration
of this algorithm provides new estimates of the unknown coefficients on the basis of the response error.
These new estimates of the coefficients are then used to update the mathematical model of the aircraft,
providing a new estimated response and, therefore, a new response error. The updating of the mathematical
model continues iteratively until a convergence criterion is satisfied. The estimates resulting from thissprocedure are the maximum likelihood estimates.

The maximum likelihood estimator also provides a measure of the reliability of each estimate based on
the information obtained from each dynamic maneuver. This measure of the reliability, analogous to the
standard deviation, is called the Cram@r-Rao bound (Ref. 25) or the uncertainty level. The Cram4r-Rao
bound as computed by current programs should generally be used as a measure of relative accuracy rather
than absolute accuracy. The bound is obtained from the approximation of the information matrix (Ref. 26).

4.2 EQUATIONS FOR SIMPLE EXAMPLE

The basic concepts involved in a parameter estimation problem can be illustrated by using a simple
example reprisentative of a realistic aircraft problem. The example chosen here is representative of
an aircraft that exhibits pure rolling motion from an aileron input. This example, although simplified,
typifies the motion exhibited by many aircraft in particular flight regimes, such as the F-14 aircraft
flying at high dynamic pressure, the F-i11 aircraft at moderate speeds with the wing in the forward posi-
tion, and the T-37 aircraft at low speed. The model of this example is linear, but the results from a
more complex example would lead to the same conclusions. A more complex example only makes the basic con-
cepts more difficult to illustrate. F

Derivation of an equation describing this motion is straightforward. Figure 5 shows a sketch of an
aircraft with the x-axis perpendicular to the plane of the figure (positive forward on the aircraft). The
rolling moment (L') roll rate (p), and aileron deflection (6a) are positive as shown. For this example,

the only state is p and the only control is 64. The result of summing moments is ,.

Ixp = L'(P,6a) (4) "

The first-order Taylor expansion then becomes

= Lpp + L~a~a (5)

where

L'= IxL

Since the aileron is the only control, it is notationally simpler to use 6 instead of 6 a for the discus-
sion of this example. Equation 5 can then be written as

Lpp + L6 6 (6)
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In the nondimensional form this becomes
.% °A . %

TIx d =sb p + C1p6 (7) V. ..

The dimensional form of Eq. (6) is used hereafter since it is simpler notationally.

Equation (6) is a simple aircraft equation where the forcing function is provided by the aileron and 
.. Ir.

the damping by the damping-in-roll term, Lp. Equation (7) can be written and solved in the same form as , ..
Eq. (65) of Ref. 12, but the addition of the hysteresis term in Eq. (65) would only complicate the essen-
tial character of the estimation. In subsequent sections we examine in detail the parameter estimation
problem where Eq. (6) describes the system. For this single-degree-of-freedom problem, the maximum like- or*
lihood estimator is used to estimate either Lp or LS or both for a given computed time history.

Now that we have specified the equations describing our simple model, we can examine the characteris- .
tics of the maximum likelihood estimation in this simple case. Chapters 2, 7, and 8 of Ref. 26 describe
maximum likelihood estimation in detail for the general case. Our simple example requires only a few of
the results from that reference, so those results are repeated briefly below.

Where, as in our example, there is no state noise and the equations of motion are linear, the equa-
tions are

x(to) = xO (8)

;(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (9)

z(ti) = Cx(ti) + Du(ti) + Gni (10)

where x is the state vector, z is the observation vector, and u is the control vector.

The maximum likelihood estimator minimizes the cost function

N

2=1

where GG* is the measurement noise covariance, and Zt(ti) is the computed response estimate of z at ti for

a given value of the unknown parameter vector C. The cost function is a function of the difference
between the measured and computed time histories.

To minimize the cost function J(&), we can apply the Newton-Raphson algorithm which chooses successive

estimates of the vector of unknown coefficients, j. Let L be the iteration number. The L + 1 estimate of
& is then obtained from the L estimate as follows: " '-

~~[V2C =1 IV [vJ~)' .(4)] (12) . -

The first gradient is defined as

N
V~d(f) : - [z(ti) - (ti)]*(GG*)-I[ V&!C(ti)] (13)i=1

The Gauss-Newton approximation to the second gradient is

N
2 ) X [v (ti ) ]*(GG*)'V{(ti )] (14)

The Gauss-Newton approximation, which is sometimes referred to as modified Newton-Raphson, is computation- .
ally much easier than Newton's method because the second gradient of the innovation never needs to be cal-
culated. In addition, it can have the advantage of speeding the convergence of the algorithm.

Equation (11) then gives the cost function for maximum likelihood estimation. The weighting GG* is ...

unimportant for this problem, so let it equal 1. For our example, Eqs. (9) and (10) become xi = pi and . '. ,
zi xI . Therefore, Eq. (11) becomes

N
J(Lp,L6) = [Pi " Pi(Lp,L6)] 2  (15)

where pi Is the value of the measured response p at time ti and Pi(Lp.L6) is the computed time history of

at time ti for Lp = Ep and L6 = L6 . Throughout the rest of the paper, where simulated data are used,

the measured time history (simulated) refers to pi, and the computed time history refers to Ai(Lp,L6).
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The computed time history is a function of the current estimates of Lp and L6, but the measured time ,

history is not. The expression for obtaining oi(Lp,La) is given in Ref. 9.

The maximum likelihood estimate is obtained by minimizing Eq. (11). The Gauss-Newton method described
earlier is used for this minimization. Equation (12) is used to determine successive values of the esti-
mates of the unknowns during the minimization. The first and second gradients are defined by Eqs. (13)
and (14). For this simple problem, [ = Lp L66* and successive estimates of Lp and L6 are determined by - 1
updating Eq. (12).

The entire procedure can now be written for obtaining the maximum likelihood estimates for this simple,, J,
example. To start the algorithm, initial estimates of Lp and L6 are needed. This is the value selected

for Co. With Eq. (12), C1 and subsequently tL are defined by using the first and second gradients of S.

J(Lp,L6 ) from Eq. (15). The gradients for this particular example from Eqs. (13) and (14) are

N
VtJ(iL) = - (Pi - Pi )Vot  (16)

N- .i=1 .

V&J(ZL) (COi) (V&Pi) (17).

With the specific equations defined in this section for this simple example, we can now proceed in the
next section to the computational details of a specific example.

4.3 COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OF MINIMIZATION

In the previous section we specified the equations for a simple example and described the procedure
for obtaining estimates of the unknowns from a dynamic maneuver. In this section we give the computa-
tional details for obtaining the estimates. Some of the basic concepts of parameter estimation are best . .-
shown with computed data where the correct answers are known. Therefore, in this section. we study two
examples involving simulated time histories. The first example is based on data that have no measurement
noise, which results in estimates that are the same as the correct value. The second example contains
significant measurement noise similar to the noise that occurs in data obtained at extreme flight condi-
tions; consequently, the estimates differ from the correct values. Throughout the rest of the paper. A..
where simulated data are used, the term "no-noise case" is used for the case with no noise added and
"noisy case" for the case where noise has been added.

For this simulated example, 10 time sample points are used. The simulated data, which we refer to as
the measured data, are based on Eq. (6). We use the same correct values of Lp and L6 (-0.2500 and 10.0, - -.-

respectively) for both examples. In addition, the same input (6) is used for both examples, the sample
interval (a) is 0.2 sec, and the initial conditions are zero. Tables of all the significant intermediate
values are given for each example. These values are given to four significant digits, although to obtain
exactly the same values with a computer requires the use of 13 significant digits, as in the computation

of these tables. In both examples, the initial values of Lp and L6 (or E0) are -0.5 and 15.0, respec- .
tively. More complete detailed calculations are given in Ref. 8.

4.3.1 Example With No Measurement Noise

The measurement time history for no measurement noise (no-noise case) is shown in Fig. 6. The aileron
input starts at zero, goes to a fixed value, and then returns to zero. The resulting roll-rate time h's-
tory is also shown.

For each value of L (number of iterations), we can get &L by using Eq. (12). Table 1 shows the values

for [p, I6, and J for each iteration. In three iterations the algorithm converges to the correct values

to four significant digits for both Lp and L6 . L6 overshoots slightly on the first iteration and then

comes quickly to the correct answer. Lp overshoots slightly on the second iteration.

Figure 7 shows the match between the measured data and the computed data for each of the first three W
iterations. The match is very good after two iterations. The match is nearly exact after three
iterations. "

Although the algorithm has converged to four-digit accuracy in Lp and L6, the value of the cost func-
tion, J, continues to decrease rapidly between iterations 3 and 4. This is a consequence of using the '.-.
maximum likelihood estimator on data with no measurement noise. Theoretically, using infinite accuracy, , ) -
the value of J at the minimum should be zero. However, with finite accuracy, the value of J becomes small
but never quite zero. Tis value is a function of the number of significant digits being used. For the
S13-digit accuracy used here, the cost eventually decreases to approximately 0.3 x 10-28.

4.3.2 Example With Measurement Noise

The data used in the example with measurement noise (noisy case) are the same as those used In the
previous section, except that pseudo-Gaussian noise has been added to the roll rate. The time history is
shown in Fig. 8. The signal-to-noise ratio is quite low in this example, as one would expect in data V
obtained at extreme flight conditions. This is readily apparent when Figs. 6 and 8 are compared. Table 2

""4..,.'
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shows the values of Ip. 16, and J for each iteration. The algorithm converges in four iterations. The

behavior of the coefficients as they approach convergence is much like the no-noise case. The most *.\'.

notable result of this case is the converged values of Lp and L6, which are somewhat different from the

correct values. The difference in converged values is caused by the measurement noise. As stated in
Section 3.5, DATA AND TRAJECTORY RECONSTRUCTION, the parameter estimates can be improved by reducing the
measurement noise. The match between the measured and computed time history is shown in Fig. 9 for each
iteration. No change in the match is apparent for the last two iterations. The match is very good con-
sidering the low signal-to-noise ratio of this example.

In Fig. 10, the computed time history for the no-noise estimates of Lp and L6 is compared to that for %

the noisy-case estimates of Lp and L6 . Because the algorithm converged to values somewhat different than - ..-. -

the correct values, the two computed time histories are similar but not identical. %

4.4 COST FUNCTIONS

In the previous section, we obtained the maximum likelihood estimates for computed time histories by
minimizing the values of the cost function. To fully understand what occurs in this minimization, we must ... .

study in more detail the form of the cost functions and some of their more important characteristics. In -.---.-
this section, the cost function for the no-noise case is discussed briefly. The cost function of the
noisy case is then discussed in more detail. The same two time histories studied in the previous section
are examined here. The noisy case is more interesting because it has a meaningful Cram~r-Rao bound and is
more representative of aircraft flight data.

First we will look at the one-dimensional case, where L6 is fixed at the correct value, because it is
easier to grasp some of the characteristics of the cost function in one dimension. Then we will look at
the two-dimensional case, where both Lp and L6 are varying. It is important to remember that everything

shown in this paper on cost functions is based on simulated time histories that are defined by Eq. (5).
For every time history we might choose (computed or flight data), a complete cost function is defined.
For the case of n variables, the cost function defines a hypersurface of n + 1 dimensions. It might occur
to us that we could just construct this surface and look for the minimum, avoiding the need to bother with
the minimization algorithm. However, this is not a reasonable approach because, in general, the number of
variables is greater than two. Therefore, the cost function can be described mathematically but not pic-
tured graphically.

4.4.1 One-Dimensional Case

To understand the many interesting aspects of cost functions, it is easiest to first look at cost
functions having one variable. In an earlier section, the cost function of Lp and L6 was minimized. That
cost function is most interesting in the L direction. Therefore, the one-variable cost function studied

here is J(Lp). All discussions in this section are for J(Lp) with L6 equal to the correct value, 10.
Figure 11 shows the cost function plotted as a function of Lp for the case where there is no measurement
noise (no-noise case). As expected for this case, the minimum cost is zero and occurs at the correct
value of Lp = -0.2500. It is apparent that the cost increases much more slowly for a more negative Lp
than for a positive Lp. Physically this makes sense since the more negative values of Lp represent cases
of high damping, and the positive Lp represents an unstable system. Therefore, the Pi for positive Lp
becomes increasingly different from the measured time history fbr small positive increments in Lp.

In Fig. 12, the cost function based on the time history with measurement noise (noisy case) is plotted
as a function of Lp. The correct value of Lp (-0.2500) and the value of Lp (-0.3218) at the minimum of
the cost (3.335) are both indicated on the figure. The general shape of the cost function in Fig. 12 is
similar to that shown in Fig. 11. Figure 13 shows the comparison between the cost functions based on the 1.- -F
noisy and no-noise cases. The comments relating to the cost functions' dependence on Lp error in the
no-noise case also apply to the cost function based on the noisy case. Figure 13 shows clearly that the
two cost functions are shifted by the difference in the value of Lp at the minimum and increased by the
difference in the minimum cost. The difference shown here illustrates the penalty if one does not pay
close attention to reducing the measurement noise. A similar shift would occur if an incorrect model were
used. This was discussed earlier in reference to data reconstruction. ,t-..

Figure 14 shows the gradient of J(Lp) plotted as a function of Lp for the noisy case. This Is the

function for which we were trying to find the zero (or equivalently, the minimum of the cost function)
using the Gauss-Newton method that is discussed in a previous section. The gradient is zero at Lp =
-0.3218, which corresponds to the value of the minimum of J(Lp). ..-.- ,.

The usefulness of the Cram~r-Rao bound was discussed earlier, At this point it is useful to digress
briefly to discuss some of the ramifications of the Cram~r-Rao bound for the one-dimensional case. The
Cram~r-Rao bound has meaning only for the noisy case. In the noisy example, the estimate of Lp is -0.3218 r I
and the Cramer-Rio bound Is 0.0579. This relatively large value of the CramAr-Rao bound is caused by the
low signal-to-noise ratio (data from extreme flight conditions) for this case. The Cramr-Rao bound
indicates that we are getting a poor estimate of the rate-dependent coefficient Lp. The Cram~r-Rao bound

Is an estimate of the standard deviation of the estimate. One would expect the scatter In the estimates -.-.
of Lp to be of about the same magnitude as the estimate of the standard deviation. For the one- .

dimensional case discussed here, the range of Lp (-0.3218) plus or minus the Cram4r-Rao bound (0.0579)
nearly includes the correct value of Lp (-0.2500). If noisy cases are generated for many time histories . '

(adding different measurement noise to each time history), then the sample mean and sample standard

%
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deviation of the estimates for these cases can be calculated. Table 3 gives the sample mean, sample stan-
dard deviation, and the standard deviation of the sample mean (standard deviation divided by the square
root of the number of cases) for 5, 10, and 20 cases. The sample mean, as expected, gets closer to the
correct value of -0.2500 as the number of cases increases. This is also reflected by the decreasing
values column of Table 3, which are estimates of the error in the sample mean. The next to last column of V
Table 3 shows the sample standard deviations, which indicate the approximate accuracy of the individual
estimates. This standard deviation, which stays more or less constant, is approximately equal to the -i -r
Cramar-Rao bound for the noisy case being studied here. In fact, the Cram~r-Rao bounds for each of the
20 noisy cases used here (not shown in the table) do not vary significantly from the values found for the . l
noisy case being studied. Both of these results are in good agreement with the theoretical characteris-
tics (Ref. 27) of the Cram~r-Rao bounds and maximum likelihood estimators in general. .. T

The examples shown here indicate the value of obtaining more sample time histories (maneuvers).
More samples improve confidence in the estimate of the unknowns. The same result holds true in analyzingactual flight time histories (maneuvers); thus it is always advisable to obtain several maneuvers at a rlT

given flight condition to improve the best estimate of each derivative. This is especially true when ana-
lyzing data obtained at extreme flight conditions.

The size of the Cram~r-Rao bounds and of the error between the correct value and the estimated value
of Lp is determined to a large extent by the length of the time history and the amount of noise added to

(or modeling error present in) the correct time history. For the example being studied here, it is
apparent from Fig. 8 that the amount of noise being added to the time history is large. The effect of the
power of the measurement noise (GG*, Eqs. (9) and (10)) on the estimate of Lp for the time history is
given in Table 4. The estimate of Lp is much improved by decreasing the measurement noise power. A

reduction in the value of G to one-tenth of the value in the noisy example being studied yields an accep-
table estimate of Lp. For flight data, the measurement noise is reduced by improving the accuracy of the
output of the measurement sensors or through data and trajectory reconstruction, as discussed in an ear- "--.-.-.
lier section.

4.4.2 Two-Dimensional Case

In this section, the cost function (dependent on both Lp and L) is studied. The no-noise case is
examined first, followed by the noisy case.

Even though the cost function is a function of only two unknowns, it becomes much more dilflcult to
visualize than the one-unknown case. The cost function over a reasonable range of Lp and L is shown in
Fig. 15. The cost increases rapidly in the region of positive Lp and large values of L. The reason is
just an extension of the argument for positive Lp given in the previous section. The shape of the surface
can be depicted in greater detail if we examine only the values of the cost function less than 200 for L
less than 1.0. Figure 16 shows a view of this restricted surface from the upper end of the surface. The
minimum must lie in the curving valley that gets broader as we go to the far side of the surface. Now
that we have a picture of the surface, we can look at the isoclines of constant cost on the Lp-versus-L-
plane. These isoclines are shown in Fig. 17. The minimum of the cost function Is inside the closed
isocline. The steepness of the cost function in the positive-Lp direction is once again apparent. Inside
the closed isocline the shape is more nearly elliptical, indicating that the cost is nearly quadratic
here, so fairly rapid convergence in this region would be expected. The Lp axis becomes an asymptote in

cost as L approaches zero. The cost is constant for L = 0 because no response would result from any

aileron input. The estimated response is zero for all values of Lp, resulting in constant cost.

Figure 17 includes the minimum value of the cost function, which, as seen in the earlier example
(Table 1), occurs at the correct values for Lp and L of -0.2500 and 10.0, respectively. This is also evi-

dent from the cost function surface shown in Fig. 18. The surface has its minimum at the correct value.
As expected, the value of the cost function at the minimum is zero.

Sometimes nonestimation specialists get the impression that the final estimate of a parameter (stabi-
lity and control coefficient) is dependent on the starting value, but this is not the case for the maximum
likelihood estimator. If the maximum likelihood estimator is used to obtain the maximum likelihood esti-
mates, the estimate will be the minimum of the cost function, as shown in Figs. 13, 16, and 18. These
minima are independent of the starting values. If the estimation technique includes a priori informa-
tion In the cost function (such as a maximum a posteriori estimator), the minimum value is affected by a
priori estimates of the coefficient. Usually the a priori value is used as the starting value for maximum
likelihood estimators, leading some to the conclusion that the estimate is a function of the starting
values for all estimators. For all cases that are discussed in this paper the minimum of the cost func-
tion Is independent of the starting value. Of course, the further one starts the algorithm from the mini- .
mum value, the longer it takes the algorithm to converge. Therefore, especially for data obtained at - ..
extreme flight conditions, it is important to have good wind tunnel and computational fluid dynamic esti-
mates. These other estlmates also can prove useful for fixing values of coefficients of the estimates as
we did L in the one-dimensional case. This information can also be used in the maximum a posteriori
estimators.

As shown before In the one-dimensional case, the primary difference between the cost functions for the
no-noise and noisy cases was a shift In the cost function. In that instance, the noisy case was shifted
so that the minimum was at a higher cost and a more negative value of Lp. In the two-dimensional case,

the no-noise and noisy cost functions exhibit a similar shift. For two dimensions, the shift is in both
the Lp and L directions. The shift is small enough that the difference between the two cost functions

is not visible at the scale shown in Fig. 15 or from the perspective of Fig. 16. Figure 19 shows the
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isoclines of constant cost for the noisy case. The figure looks much like the isoclines for the no-noise , -
case shown in Fig. 17. The difference between Figs. 17 and 19 is a shift in Lp of about 0.1. This is

the difference in the value of Lp at the minimum for the no-noise and noisy cases. Heuristically, one can
see that the same would be true for cases with more than two unknowns. The primary difference between the .
two cost functions is near the minimum.

The next logical part of the cost function to examine is near the minimum. Figure 20 shows the same
view of the cost function for the noisy case as was shown in Fig. 10 for the no-noise case. The shape ,,.-
is roughly the same as that shown in Fig. 18, but the surface is shifted such that its minimum lies over
Lp =-0.3540 and L6 = 10.24, and is shifted upward to a cost function value of approximately 3.3.

To get a more precise idea of the cost of the noisy case near the minimum, we once again need to exa-
mine the isoclines. The isoclines (Fig. 21) in this region are much more l.ike ellipses than they are in
Figs. 17 and 19. We can follow the path of the minimization example used before by including the results--
from Table 2 on Fig. 2. The first iteration (L = 1) brought the values of Lp and L6 very close to the 41
values at the minimum. The next iteration essentially selected the values at the minimum when viewed at
this scale. One of the reasons the convergence is so rapid in this region is that the isoclines are
nearly elliptical, indicating that the cost is very nearly quadratic in this region. Had we started the
Gauss-Newton algorithm at a point where the isoclines are much less elliptical (as in some of the border
regions in Fig. 19), the convergence would have been much slower initially, but much the same as it
entered the nearly quadratic region of the cost function. The process, of course, results in the same
minimum regardless of the starting values.

A final point to be made in examining cost functions deals with the relative shape of the cost func-
tion. Although these shapes are somewhat apparent in Figs. 15, 16, and 17. they are most readily studied
for constant-cost isoclines as in Figs. 19 and 21. The result we want here is related to the steepness
of the cost near the minimum. The minimum shown in Fig. 21 occurs at a cost of 3.3. If we project the
isocline for the cost of J = 5 onto the Lp axis, we intersect values for Lp of approximately 0 and -0.7. :_1.
This is a small increase in cost (about 50 percent), yet the values spanned for Lp are ±100 percent of JW
the noise-contaminated estimate. If we project the same isocline onto the L axis, we intersect values
for L of approximately 9 and 11. This is only a change of about 10 percent for the same increase in
cost. This shows that the rate-dependent coefficient Lp has a much flatter shape near the minimum than
does the control derivative L, which means that relative accuracy in estimating Lp is much poorer than

for L. This result can be generalized for all the rate-dependent coefficients as compared with the

primary stability and control coefficients, such as L, NB, and L6. Going one step further, the cross and

cross-coupling coefficients (such as Lr or L;) are even flatter near the minimum than are the rotary coef-
ficients (such as Lp and Nr). This fact points out the necessity of obtaining the best possible esti-
mates from other predictive techniques for rate-dependent coefficients. These coefficients can be
estimated from rotary balance or forced oscillation tests. It remains to be seen if these wind tunnel -
estimates will be more accurate than the flight-determined estimates. Currently the thought is that each
source of these coefficients will have deficiencies, but with information from both sources we may be able
to determine the relative importance of accurate values of the coefficients in defining a good model. One
final item on the relative flatness of the cost functions is that the flatness can be reduced by (1)
increasing the length of the flight maneuver, (2) reducing the number of unknown coefficients (fixing the
values at computed or wind tunnel values), (3) reducing the noise in the instrumentation system through
better instruments or through data reconstruction, (4) reducing equation errors with better estimates of
the mass characteristics, and (5) increasing the information content of the maneuver by defining and
flying specifically designed maneuvers at extreme flight conditions.

Before concluding our examination of the two-dimensional case, we need to examine the Cram~r-Rao bound.
Figure 22 shows the uncertainty ellipsoid, which is based on the Cram~r-Rao bounds defined in an earlier ['
section. The relationships between the Cram4r-Rao bound and the uncertainty ellipsoid are discussed in
Ref. 27. The uncertainty ellipsoid almost includes the correct value of Lp and 14. The Cram~r-Rao bound
'or Lp and L can be determined from the projection of the ncertainty ellipsoid onto the Lp and L axes,
and compared with the values of the Cram~r-Rao bound, which are 0.1593 and 1.116 for Lp and L6,
respectively.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS rw
This paper discusses the increased complexity and effort required in comparing parameter estimation in

the traditional and extreme flight regimes. The analysis in the extreme flight regimes requires more care
3nd understanding in selecting the mathematical model, the mass characteristics, the maneuvers flown, and
:he type and location of instrumentation sensors. Additional analytical techniques, such as data and tra-
.ectory reconstruction and model structure determination, are needed. The evaluation of results is also
more complex, and several iterations may be required to evaluate the mathematical model. The essential
characteristics of the maximum likelihood estimation technique are studied with the help of a simple, but
representative, simulated aircraft flight example. The basics of minimization and the general concepts of
cost functions are discussed. The example showed the value of low measurement noise, multiple estimates
at a given flight condition, and the Cram~r-Rao bounds. The relative flatness of the cost functions in
the direction of the rate-dependent coefficients is demonstrated. This flatness is shown to result in
poor estimation of these coefficients. The need for a close interplay between computation, wind tunnel,
and flight analysis is also discussed. ... *
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Table 1 Pertinent values for Table 2 Pertinent values for noisy case r.
no-noise case as a function of iteration as a function of iteration

L Cp(L) C6(L) IL L Lp(L) 16(L) JL

0 -0.5000 15.00 21.21 0 -0.5000 15.00 30.22
1 -0.3005 9.888 0.5191 1 -0.3842 10.16 3.497
2 -0.2475 9.996 5.083 - 10- 4  2 -0.3518 10.23 3.316

*3 -0.2500 10.00 1.540 x 10-9 3 -0.3543 10.25 3.316
*4 -0.2500 10.00 1.060 x 10-14 4 -0.3542 10.24 3.316

__________________________5 -0.3542 10.24 3.316

Table 3 Mean and standard deviations for estimates of Lp

Sample standard
Number of Sample mean, Sample standard deviation of the
cases, N ii(cp) deviation, a(Cp) mean, a(Cp)/ A ~. ~

5 -0.2668 0.0739 0.0336
10 -0.2511 0.0620 0.0196
20 -0.2452 0.0578 0.0129

Table 4 Estimate of 1p and Cram~r-Rao bound as
a function of the square root of noise power r

Square root of Estimate Cram~r-Rao
noise power, G of L bound

0.0 -0.2500 ----
0.01 -0.2507 0.00054
0.05 -0.2535 0.00271

S0.10 -0.2570 0.00543*
0.2 -0.2641 0.0109
0.4 -0.2783 0.0220 ***

0.8 -0.3071 0.0457 .

1.0 -0.3218 0.0579
2.0 -0.3975 0.1248
5.0 -0.6519 0.3980

10.0 -1.195 1.279 .*-
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NONLINEAR PROBLEMS IN FLIGHT DYNAMICS INVOLVING AERODYNAMIC BIFURCATIONS 0

00 Murray Tobak and Gary T. Chapman

N% Research Scientists0 NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035, U.S.A.

0erodynamic bifurcation Is defined as the replacement of an unstable equilibrium flow by a new stable
0 equilibrium flow at a critical value of a parameter. A mathematical model of the aerodynamic contribution0. to the aircraft's equations of motion Is amended to accommodate aerodynamic bifurcations. Important

bifurcations such as, for example, the onset of large-scale vortex-shedding are defined. The amended - .
mathematical model is capable of incorporating various forms of aerodynamic responses, including those .--

* ~associated with dynamic stall of airfoils. 4-

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years we have become increasingly aware of the connections which link our approach to non-
*: linear problems in flight dynamics to the body of theory underlying the rapidly growing field known as

"nonlinear dynamical systems." In Ref. 1, we attempted to identify the connections explicitly within a
framework designed to facilitate study of the aerodynamic contribution to the flight-dynamics system. The -.
framework is composed of parallel observational and mathematical components. A study of observations of
fluid flows singled out four important elements for the observational component. First, flow patterns
have definite structure (e.g., three-dimensional vortical structures). Second, structures undergo sys-

* tematic changes with variations in parameters such as angle of attack or Reynolds number. Third, under
" some conditions the changes lead to chaos (e.g., turbulence). Fourth, the structures have definite spa-

"* tial and temporal scales. Parallel elements of the mathematical component feature the language of topol-
ogy and concepts drawn from'dynamical-systems theory. The premises of the theoretical framework are:
(1) Structures are describable in topological terms. (2) Changes in structure are describable by
bifurcation theory. (3) Chaos is describable by the theory of strange attractors and fractals. (4)

" Scales are describable by group theory ideas. Recently (Ref. 2), we proposed that the framework may be
useful as well for the understanding and the potential modeling of turbulent flows.

Here, we shall focus on one element of the framework, namely, change, and its representation by means
of bifurcation theory. Bifurcation theory has two principal realms of application in flight-dynamics ,. .

"" studies. First, when the form of the aerodynamic contribution to the aircraft's equations of motion Is
known, and the equations of motion are of the appropriate form, bifurcation theory provides a useful means
of analyzing the aircraft's motion, particularly in the vicinity of stability boundaries. This first
realm was the subject of study in Ref. 3, and the study is pursued further in Ref. 4 at this conference.
The second realm, which will be the subject of this paper, is concerned with the mathematical modeling of
the aerodynamic contribution itself.

Reference 5, a companion paper of Ref. 1, was a reconsideration of an approach to mathematical model-
ing of the aerodynamic characteristics, in which nonlinear indicial responses are used as a basis for
arriving at the form of the aerodynamic response to arbitrary motions. Without modification, validity of
the approach rests on a fundamental assumption that the indicial response exists and is unique in every
incremental step of the motion. The question, "When does the fundamental assumption fail?" led to the
recognition that the assumption may be invalidated through the mechanism of flow instability. On exceed-
Ing a critical value of a parameter (e.g., angle of attack), the flow field corresponding to the equilib-
rium state of an aerodynamic response may become unstable to small disturbances. The replacement of the
unstable state by a new stable equilibrium state satisfying the same boundary conditions implies failure
of the uniqueness condition, and may imply failure of the existence condition as well. Thus, the equilib-
rium state undergoes a bifurcation, and the circumstances are precisely those that bifurcation theory is
designed to address. Although the requisite amendments were not carried out in Ref. 5, it was concluded
that bifurcation theory would provide the means to extend the mathematical model so as to acknowledge the
occurrence of aerodynamic bifurcation phenomena. As a consequence, the model would have the potential of %- %
accounting for those critical points in maneuvers where sudden and dramatic changes in flow structure may
occur._

In this paper, we shall try to validate the conclusion of Ref. 5, and demonstrate how the mathemati-
cal model can be amended to accommodate the occurrence of aerodynamic bifurcations. A number of important
aerodynamic bifurcations will be defined and some of their potential effects on dynamical systems illus-
trated. Following the analysis presented in Ref. 5, we shall show how the approach to the modeling
involving nonlinear Indicial responses can be made compatible with an approach based on the use of non-
linear algebraic functional expansions. The latter approach, which has the virtue of concreteness, was
formulated originally (Ref. 6) to address nonlinear problems in the field of electrical circuits and sys-
tems. Its adaptation here exemplifies the community of interests developing across various disciplines
through the unifying medium of research in nonlinear dynamical systems.
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2. MODELING INFLUENCE OF PAST MOTION BY PULSES

The following is a slightly modified version of the analysis originally presented in Ref. 5. Again,"
nefor clarity, the two-dimensional wing is adopted as illustration, although the results will have more W

general bearing.

Let the wing move away from a coordinate system whose origin is fixed in space at the center of grav-
ity at a time E - 0. The distance traveled by the center of gravity along the flightpath is measured by
a coordinate s. Let the center of gravity move at constant velocity Vo l so that the trace of its path,
plotted against time &, is a straight line. This is shown on Fig. 1. The wing is allowed to undergo

- changes only in the angle of attack a, where a is the angle between the velocity vector and the wing ;'16
chord line. Projections of the leading and trailing edges of the wing onto the plane containing the
velocity vector are maximum when a - 0. These maximum projections also trace out straight lines on
Fig. 1, parallel to the trace of the center of gravity.

AS illustrated in Fig. 1, let the angle of attack a be zero for all time E except at E , -E.*.
where a pulse occurs of amplitude a( 1) and of infinitesimal duration A1. Consider the response to

the pulse at of the lift coefficient CL at a measuring time t subsequent to E. The lift
response at t will be a function of the elapsed time t - E and the amplitude of the pulse a(s). If
we assume that there will be a range of a (0 < a < a,) in which the dependence of CL on a(E1) is ana-
lytic, then we can write the response in CL as a Taylor-series expansion in a(t%) of the form

aE ( - 1 ( ) n ( )
l(t)"- C L(t - ElA(& 1))dir " E ant 1)[(1 )I  1 (1 r Jl.I

n
The first of the forms in Eq. (1) will be used in the subsequent analysis to distinguish between direct

(subscript dir) and interference (subscript int) effects.

Now let us consider the response in CL at the measuring time t to a pair of pulses located at
and &2 with E , 2 < t. Here, in addition to the direct influence of each of the pulses acting as if In
isolation, the Interference between the pulses also will influence the lift. The interference effect can
be written in a form resembling a product of responses to single pulses %

Cbn(t - E1 ,t - 62 )[(t1 )]m[a(&2) n A At2 (2)
int,2 m.n

where the subscript (int,2) means "interference between a pair of pulses." The form vanishes properly
with the vanishing of either of the pulses and retains the analytic dependence on angle of attack. With
the addition of the direct influence of the two pulses, the lift coefficient at time t takes the form

C (t) -C (t - a(l)) C(t - ,a())d C (t) (3)

L L 1 dir L 2-.2 dir L int.2

The process of adding pulses can be continued indefinitely in the same way. At the next stage, the

interference between triplets of pulses must be considered as well as that between pairs. Going to the
limit of a continuous distribution of pulses starting at time 6 - 0 yields a summation of multiple inte- J
grals having the form

CL(t) CL C C (4)
dir int,2 int.3

with . .-: .-

CLdir - an(t - 1)[*(&f)]n d61 (5)

CL - f [E(f2)]m d 2 bmn(t - 21 t - 1)[(61)n d (6)
int,2 m,n o o01

CL f [a i(&3)] dE3 f [O()n dE2
int,3 m,n,p 0 0

X 2 cmnp (t- ti1,t - E2 t - E)[CL(&)p d 1  (7)
0

, . u -- .

Written as a nonlinear functional expansion, Eq. (4) represents the lift coefficient at time t in
response to an arbitrary variation of a over the time interval zero to t. The form of Eq. (4) confirms
an important point made in Ref. 6. It will be noted that a partial summation consisting of the leading
term from each of Eqs. (5), (6), . . . forms a Volterra series (Refs. 6,7). The fact that there are terms

left over confirms that the a priori adoption of a Volterra series to represent the lift coefficient would
have been insufficiently general to accommodate the Taylor series form of the dependence on angle of
attack.
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3. FORMATION OF INDICIAL RESPONSE ,,.., %

Given Eq. (4), one can now use it to form the indicial response in accordance with the definition in - %
Ref. 8. To indicate the form of the result, it will suffice to consider terms in Eq. (4) only through the e
series representing CLn . Two motions need to be considered. In the first, the wing undergoes the

LInt,2*
motion under study a(E) from time zero up to a time C - i, where T < t. Subsequent to t, a is held
constant at m(t). Thus, in Eqs. (4), (5), and (6), W

Q( - a() 0 < E < .

(8) .,:.>,

The direct and interference contributions to CL(t) take the form

nCt (t- fC ) dE. b - C1*t a (t - t )dE1

L ~ o o

dir n 0 n

m  t 2  n .t.-...oCLf [(,]d 2 bmn (t _ tl~t C2 2)Ei(E1)]I d&l1 '''
Cint,2 m,n -o o09 :' ""

+ t T n+ at° lJ dE2 J bn (t -Elt E 2)U dt 4.--.:.
m,n fT 0

In functional notation (Ref. 7), the lift response to the same motion is

CL(t) - CLEa1(&)] - CLEa(&);t,t] (10)

where the notation in the first form should be understood to mean that CL(t) is a functional of the vari-
ation ae(E) over the interval 0 < < < t. The second form, which is defined in Ref. 8, is designed to
make more explicit that al( ) represents the motion under study a(&) over the interval 0 < E < t, but
is constrained to remain constant at a(t) for t < t t. Thus, CL(t) is both a functional of a(E) and
a function of t and T.

In the second motion, the wing undergoes the same angle-of-attack history a(C) up to time T. Sub-
sequent to T, the angle of attack is again held constant, but is given an incremental step change AG - -

over its previous value of a(t). Thus, in the second motion,

0a(t) + Am E ? t (11)

The direct and interference contributions to CL(t) become

CL f ant l)[a( )]n n ( C[t) + fan an(t - )d&1

dir n o n.

o f .n
CL n j a d 2 f bmn(t - - d 1int,2 m,n o 0

(12)

+ E [a(t) + Aa]m d&2  bn(t - n1,t - 2)[(E1)n dE1  .':

~ 1m,n -0. -

+ [at) + 8a]m+n d&2 bmn(t - E1 ,t - 2)dE. ".
m,n

Again, written as a functional, the lift response to the motion a2 (&) is

CL(t) - CL[ 2 () (13) -

The indicial lift response is formed by taking the difference between Eqs. (9) and (12) (or between
Eqs. (10) and (13)), dividing by the incremental step Aa, and going to the limit as Aa + 0. Existence
of the limit is ensured by the analyticity of the functional dependence on a(E). The result is

IF , ".-'.-.' .'.
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AC(t) CL ) - CL 1
l L - li L2- L 1 )

Enk(fn-1  an(t - 1 )dC1
n f./ n

+ ,[m(r)3m1 f d 2 f bmn (t - 1lt - 2)[(C),
n d&1

mn 0

+ (m ) ][(, m +n f1  Q2  f 
2  bmn(t - E,,t - 2)d 1  (14)

rain f T

Eq. (14) reveals the form of the indicial lift response to a step change in angle of attack in terms of

functional expansions. The first and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (14) do not depend on the ".
*. past motion, but only on the level of the angle of attack at which the step was made. The second term

• depends on the past motion, since a(EI ) with 0 < < t appears within the integral. The leading term
of this past dependence has the form

t 2 f b1i (t - ,t -

Dependence on the past thus arises from interference effects between pulses prior to T, the origin of the

step, and perturbation pulses of O(AC) originating subsequent to t. In the general case, and just as
before (Ref. 8). the indicial response is itself a functional.

In fact, in formal terms (see Ref. 9 for a useful account of the essentials) the operations involved
in forming the indicial response amount to taking a Fr6chet derivative of the functional CL el(&)]. To .-

see this, we adopt the notation of Ref. 9, letting lp

h - cn (15)

where we set .

0 0 < < (16)

so that

- 1() + en (17)

Then, following Ref. 9, we have

ACLW CLI(W)+ 'en] - CL*a (W)

lim L - T.- '.

A0 C-O AQ (18)

The equivalence of the operations yielding Eqs. (14) and (18) should be evident. Finally, to conform with

d{ *

lim d CL[a()]n * CL [-0 )," )'(19)

* where the indication of a separate dependence on t and T rather than on elapsed time t - x alone
should be noted. It can be easily verified that the first and third terms In Eq. (14), which depend only

on e(u, lndicate a dependence on t - T alone; however, as a consequence of its dependence on the past
motion, the second term cannot be cast as a function of t - T alone.

4. GENERALIZED SUPERPOSITION INTEGRAL

Just as before, Eq. (19) can be used to form a generalized superposition integral for the response

in C. to an arbitrary angle-of-attack variation. The result is
ft d-

CL(t) - CL(t;a(O)) * CL [m(&);t,] d t (20)

o. VL, L° f" L •." ,L -
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with

CL(t~cx(O)) C CL(&);t,O] (21) - .@,".... -, V '
It is important to understand the meaning of the first term in Eq. (20). It is the contribution to the -
lift at time t caused by the flow field existent at the initial instant C = 0. It would be the only
contribution if the angle-of-attack variation subsequent to & - 0 had remained constant at a(O). A
reading of the notation of the second form for this term in Eq. (21) (cr. the definitions following
Eq. (10)) provides a more complete interpretation: The first term in Eq. (20) is the lift at time t due
to an angle-of-attack variation a(&) which is equal to the motion history prior to & - 0, and which is
constrained at - - 0 to remain constant at a(O) for all & 9 T - 0. by substituting Eq. (14) for '-.
CL [a();t,r] in the integral term in Eq. (20) and carrying out the integration, one will verify that the
aform of Eq. (4) is restored through terms of the series representing CLint,2 (i.e., through Eqs. (5) r

and (6) ). We conclude first that an approach to modeling based on nonlinear indicial responses and gener-
alized superposition integrals is compatible with one based on nonlinear functional expansions. Second,
validity of the approach rests on the assumption of Fr~chet differentiability of the lift response
CL [a();t t] over the interval 0 < t < t. Invalidation or this assumption may signal the occurrence of
an aerodynamic bifurcation.

5. CONNECTION WITH BIFURCATION THEORY

Consider the first of the two maneuvers involved in the formation of the indicial response, that is,
the maneuver (cf. Eqs. (8) and (10)) to which the lift response CLEa(E);tT] corresponds. The angle of
attack attains a constant value m(T) subsequent to t, and it is reasonable to expect that the flow field '
at the subsequent time t will approach an equilibrium state that corresponds to this fixed boundary
condition as the elapsed time t - i - -. Heretofore (Ref. 8), the analysis has contained an implicit
assumption that as the flow field approached the equilibrium state it became time-invariant, which meant
that the corresponding lift coefficient CL approached a unique constant value C (-;a(t)) as
t - . As long as this was true, it was reasonable to expect that an incremental change in a(t) of
O(Aa) would result in an incremental change in CL(-;a(t)), likewise of O(Aa). We now recognize that at
least two conditions must be satisfied in order that this be true: (1) The change of O(Aa) must not
result in a loss of analyticity in the dependence of CL[a( );t,t] on a(e). (2) The time-invariant equi-
librium flow represented by CL(-;a(t)) must be asymptotically stable to small perturbations. We deal
with the second condition here, assuming for the moment that the first condition has been satisfied.
Although exceptions to sufficiency can be envisioned, we shall restrict our study to the class of flows
for which asymptotic stability of the equilibrium state is not only necessary, but also sufficient, to
ensure that CLta( );t,r) will be Fr6chet differentiable.

It can happen, however, that as a(t) is increased in small increments, a critical value of Q(t) can
be reached at which the stationary equilibrium flow represented by C (-;a(t)) will no longer be stable to
small perturbations. Loss of asymptotic stability signals loss of Frkchet differentiability at the criti-
cal value of a~t). With the stationary equilibrium state asymptotically unstable, the system will seek a
new equilibrium state, and of those that are possible will select one that can remain stable to small
perturbations. This is precisely the situation that bifurcation theory is designed to address. Bifurca-
tion theory provides a means of classifying and characterizing the properties of the new equilibriumstates that can arise when the given equilibrium state becomes unstable. We call the replacement of an -.-unstable equilibrium state by a new stable equilibrium state an aerodynamic bifurcation. We will now show
how the mathematical model Eq. (20) can be amended to acknowledge its occurrence. W . =--

Referring to Fig. 2, let us assume that the angle-of-attack variation under study a(t) passes
through a critical value a at a value of T - i within the interval of interest 0 < t < t. If thec 0angle-of-attack variation a(t) were constrained to remain constant at a for all T > t . the corre-

c csponding lift response CLa(V);tT) Iwould begin to depart from an initially infinitesimally close neigh-boring response, such that CLta(E);tt c I would not be Frdchet differentiable. Thus, we cannot allow the
integration in Eq. (20) to proceed beyond tc without acknowledging the loss of Frdchet '',
differentiability. Let us assume that for all other angles of attack within the range a(O) < a < a(t)
the lift responses represent asymptotically stable flows permitting Frdchet differentiation. Then we can
isolate the critical state by stopping the integration in Eq. (20) just short of t and starting againJust beyond 

. Within the Isolated Interval E, we acknowledge the aerodynamic

bifurcation by alowing the solution to change discretely to a new equilibrium state. Thus,
c-  t -dt :".&l

CL(t) - CL(t;a(O)) + C d :

0o a

ft. . . o.

Pt d C (~ (22)
+ L [a~;,~ dt -r CL~t

where
"o- *° (23) 9

ACL(t;a) " CL a( );t,T c C - CL[a();ttO - E (23)"

This procedure was introduced earlier (Ref. 8) to acknowledge the occurrence of mean or constant
values of the lift coefficient in the equilibrium state CL(-;a(t)) which could exhibit the discontinuous

*1;
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and double-valued behavior characteristic of hysteresis. This was a case in which the first of the two

conditions just stipulated, namely, analytic dependence of CL[a( );t,r] on a, was violated. The partic- %

ular way in which this occurred is common in aerodynamics: The variation with a of the lift coefficient- ,

in the equilibrium state CL(-;a(i)) develops a fold at a critical value of a, ac , so that the slope of
, CL(-;a(t)) versus a becomes infinite there. A jump in C(;a(T)) necessarily ensues to the upper,

branch of the folded curve with an infinitesimal increase in a beyond a , and hysteresis follows on the
return route. We show this as sketch (a) in Fig. 3 along with, for comparfson, sketches (b) and (c) of
the two most common forms of aerodynamic bifurcation. These sketches represent bifurcation to another - p p
time-invariant equilibrium state. The distinction between the class represented by sketch (a) (the class
studied in Ref. 8) and the examples of aerodynamic bifurcations should be noted. In sketch (a) there is

only one solution curve; no new branches resulting from instability appear. Discontinuous and double-

valued behavior result merely from the fold that develops in the solution curve. In the case of super-
critical bifurcation, sketch (b). a new branch of stable solutions appears which is connected to the old 4

branch at the critical point a eyond a two branches of solutions exist satisfying the same bound-
ary conditions of which one is stable and the other is unstable. Supercritical bifurcation solutions
start from zero and are initially infinitesimal as a increases beyond a , so that Eq. (23) would be - .

zero. Supercritical bifircation is not an important mechanism by which time-invariant equilibrium states
exchange stability. The, bifurcation can be easily superseded by smooth alternative solution curves

through a variety of means (cf. Refs. 10-12). In subcritical bifurcation, sketch (c), the bifurcation
solution curve that branches away from the now unstable branch is itself unstable. If it turns back, as
indicated in sketch (c), the upper branch will be stable. A discontinuous Jump in CL(-;a(T)) results
as a increases beyond ac, and hysteresis follows on the return route, just as in sketch (a). Here, of

course, Eq. (23) will have a value.

Figure 3 has had the important function of reminding us that there are at least two mechanisms which
can invalidate the conditions permitting Frdchet differentiation of the lift response CL[a({);t,T].
There may be others. Joseph (Refs. 11,12) notes, for example, that isolated solution branches of flows in

the equilibrium state can exist which are not connected to other solution branches through bifurcation.
Later, we shall entertain the possibility that the initial flow as well an the stability of flow in the

equilibrium state may influepce Fr4chet differentiability. A theory of the means of invalidating Fr4chet
differentiability of the lift response offers the possibility of an alternative to bifurcation theory. "".-

Inasmuch as it would incorporate the latter, it would be a potentially more inclusive way of classifying .-.

aerodynamic phenomena that are important in flight-dynamics applications.

6. QUALIFICATIONS

Before proceeding with the study of aerodynamic bifurcations, we must introduce some i. ortant quali-
fications. Our current understanding of fluid-dynamic bifurcations stems almost entirely from results of .
analytical and computational studies of laminar flows governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa- -.-.

tions. Within these confines, studies have been further limited to flows in bounded domains. Boundary .

conditions have been simple enough to permit reduction of the linear stability problem (the necessary

first step in the study of bifurcations) to the form of ordinary differential equations (e.g., the Orr-
Sommerfeld equations). The principal findings on which our current understanding in based are summarized
in Refs. 10-13. Qualifications are necessary when we attempt to extrapolate this body of knowledge to the
study of the aerodynamic bifurcations that occur under full-scale flight conditions. These involve turbu-

lent compressible flows which, if averaging and modeling are introduced, will be governed not by the com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations but by evolution equations of unknown forms. Further, the domains of
the flows are typically unbounded, rather than bounded. Finally, the boundary conditions, reflecting the
geometries typical of modern aircraft, ordinarily will not allow reduction of the linear stability problem
to the level of ordinary differential equations.

The situation requires us to stipulate a list of presuppositions which will be the basis for the .
extrapolations we make. The list is inspired by one that Lanford compiled to justify the study of turbu-
lence within a framework based on the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (Ref. 14). Our list will . -

merely supplement Lanford's, taking additional account of turbulence modeling, compressibility, and the
necessity to consider flows in unbounded domains. The issue of boundary conditions is not addressed on --

the assumption that their increased complexity does no more than increase the role of numerical
computations.

6.1 Turbulence Modeling

Let us consider the flow field to which a typical lift response CL [(U);tt] corresponds. We assume

that the flow field at time i = is given (to within a certain accuracy), and we must determine the
subsequent flow at time t. Inasmuch as a( ) remains constant at a() for all C - t > T, we have fixed

boundary conditions. This form of the fluid-dynamics problem is known as an initial boundary value prob-
lem (IBVP; cf. Ref. 11). We assume that any given realization of the IBVP is governed with sufficient
accuracy by the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Paralleling Ref. 14, in the absence of proof we

simply postulate that a solution of the IBVP would exist for all t i and would be unique. How-
ever, the Reynolds number is sufficiently high so that a solution would exhibit chaotic behavior, implying
a sensitive dependence on the initial conditions. Thus, small perturbations of the initial conditions
would cause repetitions of the given motion to result in a set of motions having stochastic properties.
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The situation calls for the application of some form of averaging of the compressible avier-Stokes-

equations to suppress the appearance of the small-scale chaotic structures. After averaging, the reper-
tory of solutions of the resulting equations must remain faithful to that of the unaveraged equations,
neither allowing uncharacteristic solution forms nor losing essential ones. The necessity of closing the
averaged equations in conformity with this requirement introduces the turbulence modeling problem. The
convergence of interests this situation represents for the fields of research concerned with turbulencemodeling and with the modeling of aerodynamic responses has been noted in Ref. 5. In Ref. 2, we have -

tried to show how the theoretical framework underlying the deterministic approac., to the study of turbu-
lence might assist the modeling effort, particularly at this juncture, where it is important to give ade-
quate representation of bifurcation phenomena. We cannot go further here in specifying modeling require-
ments except to postulate the one feature that must be retained in common with the original Navier-Stokes
equations: Whatever the form of modeling adopted, it must remain possible to cast the modeled equations
in the form of autonomous evolution equations. "m u,

where u is the velocity vector and A is a parameter (e.g., angle of attack, Reynolds number, Mach
number). We believe that the premise is a reasonable one, involving no more in principle than the use of
orthogonal projections (Refs. 15,16) to eliminate gradient terms (e.g., the pressure term) from the mod-
eled equations.

6.2 Compressibility

We shall assume that modeled equations of turbulent flows resulting from averaging the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations remain at least as well-behaved as the original equations and their incompressible
counterparts. Of course, the new parameters introduced by compressibility (e.g., Mach number) will them- " "
selves have critical values at which additional bifurcations should be expected.

6.3 Unbounded Domains

Let us return to the IBVP represented by CLCa(&);t.] and assume that the premises of the previous
sections are now in force. Henceforth, the equations governing the flow field are assumed to be modeled
equations of turbulent flow, of known form, and satisfying the form of Eq. (24) by suitable projections.

The issue concerning the absence of bounds on the flow domain arises in evaluating the stability of
the flow field in the equilibrium state. We say that the equilibrium state Is reached In the limit as
t - s , so that transient effects associated with the initial conditions have vanished. A study of the

stability of the equilibrium flow must be undertaken first, since bifurcation of the equilibrium state
will not occur unless a critical value of the parameter !n question (here, a) exists at which the flow
field in the equilibrium state becomes unstable. Stability is evaluated by determining whether an infini- '

tesimal perturbation of the equilibrium flow decays or grows with time. The perturbation's fate can be .

determined from a linear spectral problem, the governing equations being obtained from a linearized per-
turbation of the equations governing the equilibrium flow. Typically, with a bounded domain, it can be
shown that solution of the spectral problem yields a countably infinite set of isolated elgenvalues in a
complex plane. Stability is indicated if all of the elgenvalues lie in the left-hand plane. On the other . .
hand, little is known about the spectrum of eigenvalues for unbounded domains. In the case of flows in
unbounded domains governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, it is believed (Refs. 17,18)
that an incomplete set of discrete eigenvalues exists which again controls stability, and that there is
additionally a continuous spectrum having negative real part (i.e., lying in the left half of the complex
plane). We postulate that what is believed to be the case for flows in unbounded domains governed by the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is in fact the case for our problem.

6.4 Conolusions

Accepting the last premise (which implies accepting all of the previous ones) leads to several con-

clusions concerning the role of bifurcation theory in the modeling of aerodynamic responses. First, since
we have postulated that stability of the equilibrium state continues to be controlled by the discrete part -___
of the elgenvalue spectrum alone, entailing no change from the rules governing bounded domains, we con-
clude that the role of bifurcation theory regarding the equilibrium state should carry over intact to
flows in unbounded domains. That is, all of the instability mechanisms that have been uncovered by stud-
les of flows in bounded domains governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations should have coun-
terparts in flows in unbounded domains governed by modeled turbulent flow equations. With the onset of
instability of the equilibrium state, bifurcation theory again should be capable of classifying and char-
acterizing the properties of the new stable equilibrium states that can arise to replace the unstable one.

On the other hand, concerned as it is only with the equilibrium state, bifurcation theory does not
suffice to completely resolve the IBVP from which the indicial lift response is derived. We note that
when the elgenvalue spectrum lies in the left-half plane, indicating stability of the equilibrium state,
the IBVP for an infinitesimal step perturbation of the boundary condition (&); Z i is a linear
problem. In fact, the transient flow field from which the indicial response CL [0(&);t,T] Is derived car ,- .. e

be obtained from a suitable superposition of the eigensolutions (including both Nhe discrete and continu- "
ous parts) of the linear spectral problem. The superposition is made determinate by the necessity of
matching a prescribed flow field at the initial instant - . This is how the dependence on the past
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motion is expressed, which makes CL [a();t,r] a nonlinear functional even though derivable from linear-

ized perturbation equations. Thus, recalling the derivation by means of functional expansions, we affirm
that so long as stability of the equilibrium state ensures that CL[a(&);t,r] will be Frdchet differenti-
able, the differential baC [a(&);t,T] can be determined from a linear problem. With the onset of insta-

L
bility, however, the perturbation flow no longer can be obtained from the solution of the linear spectral
problem, since at least one of the discrete elgensolutions would grow without bounds. Thus, the Incremen-
tal change in lift coefficient given by Eq. (23) must be determined from the fully nonlinear perturbation
flow equations.

7. AERODYNAMIC BIFURCATIONS

In Ref. 1, we postulated six major subdivisions in the form of aerodynamic force and moment responses
by means of a set of sketches, and these are reproduced in Fig. 4. Although the ordinate f. in each of
the sketches can be made to represent a variety of characteristics, it will be convenient here to let
fa represent the lift coefficient in the equilibrium state. We now briefly outline how modeling of the
aerodynamic responses incorporating the six forms of lift coefficient may be effected by means of the
amendment we have introduced to accommodate aerodynamic bifurcations.

7.1 Major Subdivisions

First, it should be clear that aerodynamic systems represented by sketches (a) and (b) in Fig. 4,
involving linear or nonlinear single-valued lift variations, do not require modification of the treatment
contained in, for example, Ref. 8. In formal terms, these systems can be characterized as having aerody-
namic responses CLfa( );t~r] that are Fr4chet differentiable over the entire angle-of-attack range of ,....-
interest. .,

Sketch (c) in Fig. 4 .ntroduces a class of multivalued solutions of the flow in the equilibrium
state. Mean or constant values of the lift coefficient in the equilibrium state exhibit the discontinuous
and double-valued behavior characteristic of hysteresis. As we have already noted, such cases were
treated in Ref. 8 by a procedure similar to the one described here. The class includes both solution
curves having folds, and subcritical exchanges of stability between time-invariant equilibrium states. .'

Sketches (d) and (e) in Fig. 4 introduce bifurcations that result in time-dependent equilibrium
states. Accommodating these phenomena within the mathematical model will require the use of Eqs. (22)
and (23). Hopf bifurcation is indicated in sketch (d), wherein a formerly stable time-invariant equilib-
rium state is replaced by a time-varying periodic equilibrium state. The difference in lift responses
resulting from these two forms of equilibrium states is reflected in Eq. (23). Hopf bifurcations are
common in aerodynamics. Physically, the usual origin of such a large-scale oscillatory state is the onset
of vortex-shedding. Of the many examples, we cite here stall on airfoils when the angle of attack exceeds
a critical value (Refs. 19,20) and the wake of the flow past a cylinder when the Reynolds number exceeds
50 (Ref. 21). The equilibrium state resulting from a Hopf bifurcation is often succeeded by bifurcation r
to a quasi-periodic equilibrium state with further increase of the parameter. To accommodate this and
subsequent bifurcations, the integration regime in Eq. (22) must be interrupted at each such occurrence,
and an interval of O(E) inserted in which a discrete change, such as Eq. (23), to a new equilibrium state
is allowed. The quasi-perlodic state may be succeeded by an aperiodic (chaotic) equilibrium state. As
noted in sketch (e) in Fig. 4, appearance of the latter state signals the presence of a "strange attrac-
tor." The slender body of revolution may undergo such a sequence of bifurcations as angle of attack is
increased incrementally toward 900. This example, among others, is discussed at length in Ref. 1. Sev-
eral additional examples of bifurcation nequences relevant to aerodynamic applications are contained in
Refs. 2 and 22.

The last subdivision in Fig. 4, sketch (f), representative of aerodynamic systems haying strong rate
dependence, goes beyond the previous ones in that more is at issue in the modeling than accommodating ..- ..
bifurcations of the equilibrium state. An adequate representation of the aerodynamic system in this cate- .- - .
gory of problem represents a severe test for any mathematical model. We believe that the oscillating
airfoil in what is referred to as dynamic stall is exemplary in characterizing the nature of the problem 5-..-

in this category. Fortunately, a comprehensive set of experimental results exists for the problem,
reported in a series of papers by McAlister, Carr, and McCroskey (Refs. 19,20). Included are excellent
flow-visualization pictures which reveal many features of the physical mechanisms involved. In the
following section we refer to these results and briefly demonstrate the extent to which our amended model,
Eqs. (22, and '23), is capable of capturing their essentials.

repr)lorpd from Ref. 1 , is representative of some of the principal results of Refs. 19
a*r I '. H-, anvie of attack a is defined geometrically rather than kinematically as before. Flow-
v: 1 ,i . n;i"tlres roftanned by means of the hydrogen-bubble technique, Ref. 19) of the airfoil oscil-

t-nW itij ,t the quarter-chord clearly show that as the airfoil passes through a given angle of attack
t- 

° 
w: I i :nrreasing 0a ) 0), the flow has a very different character than it has as the airfoil ."

passes thr,ugh the same angle of attack with a decreasing (a < 0). The plots of CL versus a at the
b,,ttom of Fig. 5 (Ref. 20) reveal that the lift variations likewise are very different, depending on V
whether a is increasing or decreasing. With a increasing, the instantaneous value of the lift

.1. o
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coefficient can significantly exceed Its static value (more precisely, in our terms, the mean value of the
* lift response in the equilibrium state), while the opposite is true with a decreasing. Finally, the
* differences between lift coefficient with a increasing and decreasing are dramatically enhanced as the
* reduced frequency k is increased incrementally. Increasing k may be interpreted as increasing the
* magnitude of , since with a - m *o sin wt (Fig. 5) and k - wc/2Vo, we have Iac/2VoI - aok.

Thus, both sign and magnitude of significantly influence the experimental results. These are
important new features that a mathematical model ought to be capable of capturing.

Let us first take up the issue of aerodynamic bifurcation in the equilibrium state for the airfoil .
,inder study. As the angle of attack is increased incrementally, a critical value of a is reached ' -,.*
(a < 100) at which separation of the flow begins, signaled by the appearance of a singular point in skin
friction on the upper surface near the leading edge. With an infinitesimal increase in a, the singular
point splits to form a half-saddle point of separation followed by a half-saddle point of reattachment,
creating the familiar leading-edge separation bubble. The onset of separation is designated a structural
bifurcation, inasmuch as it signals a change in the topological structure of the flow (Refs. 1,22). The
change occurs uniquely (the original flow structure no longer represents a possible solution of the flow
equations) and the flow remains steady. At an angle of attack of about 120, an inflexional flow profile . .
within the bubble becomes unstable, and periodic vortex-shedding begins. This is a Hopf bifurcation and
available evidence suggests that it is supercritical. Figure 6 is a bifurcation diagram of the event with . -
amplitude of the periodic lift fluctuation, designated CL (;a(T)), as ordinate. The mean value of the

lift coefficient in the equilibrium state is shown in the game figure. To conform with the notation of
Ref. 5, we designate it by CL(;a(r)). Beyonda - ac - 120, the diversion of some of the availableLc
energy to maintain the fluctuation causes CL (-;(T)) to begin to drop away from the values it would have
taken (dashed curve) if the original stationary flow had remained stable. Its variation with a is that

of the measurements for the curves labeled "static" in the plots of CL versus a in Fig. 5. In the
absence of contrary evidence, we assume that no further aerodynamic bifurcations occur over the remaining
range of angle of attack. Thus, Eqs. (22) and (23) should apply to the oscillatory motion illustrated in
Fig. 5, with Eq. (23) required at a - ac 120.

Now let us examine the behavior of a typical lift response CL[a(&);t,T] for the part of a cycle in
which a is increasing ( > 0), and let us choose a(r) to be somewhat larger than a = 120 . During the
portion of the motion (0 < F < T) before a(&) is constrained to remain constant at Ji), the conditions
correspond to those depicted via flow visualization in the left-hand photograph of Fig. 5. Let us focus
attention on the flow component parallel to the airfoil surface at a station near the leading edge at
time just prior to E - i. We choose to observe the flow in the same reference frame as the one in
which the camera photographing the flow was situated. The origin of coordinates is fixed to the airfoil's

W axis of rotation, but, rather than rotating with the airfoil, the coordinates remain stationary relative
to the oncoming wind. Within this reference frame, the instantaneous velocity profile at the fixed sta-
tion may be viewed as having two components, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The first profile is the time-
invariant mean profile which would exist alone were the airfoil to remain stationary at the instantaneous
position a(&) - a(T). It has a region of reversed flow typical of the velocity profiles within the sepa-
ration bubble in the equilibrium state. The second profile represents velocity induced by the motion of
the airfoil. Its magnitude at the airfoil surface is directly proportional to the angular velocity (t),.
and in particular, since -, it is proportional to a(-). It is clear that with (T) > 0, this con-
tribution tends to diminish the region of separated flow, and more'so as a(T) is increased.* The situa-
tion begins to change as soon as & exceeds T, for then a is constrained to remain constant at
a(T). As shown in Fig. 7(b). while the first profile remains the same, the second profile immediately
changes, since the velocity at the wall must go to zero as soon as the airfoil stops moving. With
increasing values of F this profile decays progressively, so that the zone of separated flow associated
with the first profile gradually begins to appear. After a lapse of time, a separation profile emerges
that is unstable to small perturbations. In response, the periodic fluctuation characteristic of vortex-
shedding begins, and its amplitude grows toward the constant value corresponding to the amplitude of flue-
tuations in the equilibrium state at the chosen value of a(i) a . We show this schematically in
Fig. 8. The interval of & during which the onset of fluctuations is delayed is denoted by T; clearly,
the duration of T is directly proportional to the magnitude of a(r). During the interval T, in which
the flow over the upper surface of the airfoil remains more or less attached, the mean value of the lift
coefficient tends toward a value representative of the attached-flow condition. A conservative estimate
for it would be the value obtained from a computation based on inviscid flow theory; we indicate it on
Fig. 8 as an upper bound (dashed line). After the fluctuation begins, the mean value of the lift coeffi-
cient begins to decline toward the value it reaches in the equilibrium state. Thus, with ;(i) > 0, the
instantaneous mean value of the lift coefficient can overshoot its "static" value; the extent depends
directly on the length of the interval T, which in turn depends directly on the magnitude of .(*). P . ep

The behavior of the analogous lift response CL[a( );t,I] for the part of a cycle in which a is
decreasing (; < 0) is very much the reverse of the behavior Just described. Let a(H) have the same value
as before (a() > a ), so that over the portion of the motion 0 < & < T, conditions correspond to those
depicted in the right-hand photograph of Fig. 5. In sharp contrast to the previous case with a > 0, the
velocity profile induced by the airfoil's motion drastically extends the separated flow regime, particu-
larly while the airfoil is moving, and the more so as a(T) is increased negatively. After , exceeds
T, whereupon a is constrained to remain constant at a(i), the violent fluctuations begin to die down as
the second profile dies away. In contrast to the previous case, there is no interval in which the airfoil
is free of fluctuations. The time it takes for the violent fluctuations to die down to the level
• The reader will recognize this as an instance of what Ericsson and Reding have termed the "moving-wall

effect" (Ref. 25)
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representative of the equilibrium state is directly proportional to the magnitude of I()I. During this

interval, the mean value of the lift coefficient must be less than its "static" value; the extent of the
difference again depends directly on the magnitude of ja(T)J. (we note in passing that large values of .'

(ai)j may represent a class where Fr4chet differentiability could depend on more than stability of flow .. 0.
in the equilibrium state. It may depend as well on the nature of the initial flow. The possibility will
require further study.)

This explanation of events suggested by the form of modeling we have adopted would appear to be in
full accord with experimental observations. With one potential reservation, we conclude that a mathemati- %
cal model at the level of Eqs. (22) and (23) will be capable of incorporating the events we have ?, -
described.

7.3 Applications to Dynamical Systems

We have seen that the amended mathematical model should be capable of describing the aerodynamic

characteristics in all six forms of aerodynamic force (or moment) responses illustrated in Fig. 4. The
forms involving aerodynamic bifurcations that result in time-dependent equilibrium states

(sketches (d)-(f), Fig. 4) are of particular Interest. Applied to problems involving dynamical maneuvers
of aircraft, these forms will require extensive and novel experimentation. Problems in this category can

be divided into two subclasses.

The first subclass of problems involves oscillatory motions about an equilibrium state at which a
bifurcation occurs. This was the case in the dynamic stall experiment studied in the last section. Simi-
lar cases need to be studied in which the oscillatory motions are free, rather than forced, to determine

. how vortex-shedding frequencies may be modulated by the system's natural frequencies, causing, for exam-
ple, "frequency lock-in." Another potentially important question is whether vortex-shedding (from, e.g.,
three-dimensional analogs of the airfoil's leading-edge separation bubble) may be a source of wing rock.

Here, the phase relations between vortex-shedding on the two wing panels would appear to be a controlling I-

factor.

The second subclass of problems involves oscillatory motions that remain within a space free of crit-
ical values of parameters. Here, simplifications in the modeling can be effected as previously (Ref. 8)_ -.
in connection with time-invariant equilibrium states. Dynamical systems within this subclass of problems . -

involving vortex-shedding from obstacles have inspired a large collection of literature under the category
of "vortex-induced oscillations." Excellent surveys of the field have been published by Sarpkaya -.-

(Ref. 23) and very recently by Bearman (Ref. 24). The archetypal problem is the flexibly mounted cylinder
immersed in a uniform oncoming stream. Applied to this problem, our approach to modeling yields a differ-
ential equation of the form

2
h 2ph + K h = B(i)sin(a(h)t) (25)

where the quantities h,u,K characterizing the spring-mass system are illustrated in Fig. 9(a). The
forcing term, which expresses the contribution of the fluctuating lift due to vortex-shedding, is novel in
that the amplitude B and frequency a are coupled to the velocity h on the left-hand side. Our
modeling approach provides an explanation as follows: Amplitude B is a function of instantaneous ...

Reynolds number (Fig. 9(b)), which makes it a function of total velocity , j 2. Strouhal number k, ' "
"

the dimensionless frequency of the fluctuating lift in the equilibrium state, is a constant, independent

of Reynolds number in the range of velocities of interest (Fig. 9(b)). This makes w, the actual fre-
quency, a function of h through

ad ad T
k = - - const. (26)i-" U~~~tot ....

We have found that Eq. (25) has a rich repertory of solutions, and appears to be capable of capturing -

distinctive features of the system's behavior (frequency lock-in, amplitude jumps, hysteresis) that care-
ful experiments have revealed (Refs. 23,24). The equation's richness is easier to understand if we trans-
form it into a set of autonomous first-order equations. There are three such equations, a number which
suffices to permit solutions having "chaotic" behavior. We believe that study of simple systems such as
this one can teach us how to perceive what otherwise might seem bizarre or even random behavior on the

part of more complicated dynamical systems such as maneuvering aircraft.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS - ,'

This paper is a continuation of our effort to provide a consistent formulation and theoretical method
for studying nonlinear problems in flight dynamics. We have proposed a framework having parallel observa-
tional and mathematical components to facilitate study of the aerodynamic contribution to the flight-
dynamics system. The observational component consists of the elements structure, change, chaos, and. •..j%
scale. These are complemented by elements of a mathematical framework featuring the language of topology .-

and concepts drawn from the theory of nonlinear dynamical systems. Here, particular emphasis has been ****

placed on the element of change and its mathematical representation by means of bifurcation theory.

Of the two principal realms of application of bifurcation theory to flight-dynamics studies, we have - .. -

concentrated attention on its role in the mathematical modeling of the aerodynamic contribution to ther. .... ..-.--.
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aircraft's equations of motion. Our study stressed a number of themes which led to the following
conclusions:

1. Studies In nonlinear flight dynamics can be enhanced by linking them to the common features of
parallel studies in various allied fields. The unifying medium is the rapidly growing body of theory
underlying research in nonlinear dynamical systems. Exemplifying this, our approach to modeling, involv-
Ing nonlinear indicial responses and generalized superposition integrals, was made compatible with one
originating in the field of electrical circuits and systems, based on the use of nonlinear functional .$.,-.".,
expansions. Operations involved in forming the indicial response were found to be equivalent to Fr4chet %-P. .
differentiation. Invalidation of Fr4chet differentiability-proved to be the common element signaling the .

* necessity of amending the mathematical model to accommodate potential discontinuous aerodynamic
behavior. Aerodynamic bifurcation is one means of invalidating Frchet differentiability. %

2. Aerodynamic bifurcation can be defined as the replacement of an unstable equilibrium flow by a-
new stable equilibrium flow at a critical value of a parameter. Acceptance of a list of presuppositions
permitted extrapolating our understanding of aerodynamic bifurcations from a framework involving bounded
laminar flows governed b.y the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations to one involving unbounded turbulent
flows governed by modeled evolution equations based on the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The
issue of aerodynamic bifurcations represents a convergence of interests for the fields of turbulence
modeling an the modeling of aerodynamic responses. Amended to accommodate aerodynamic bifurcations, with
one potential reservation the mathematical model should be capable of describing the aerodynamic
characteristics of all six major subdivisions that we have postulated for the aerodynamic response. 4-

"" 3. Aerodynamic bifurcation is one of at least two means of Invalidating Fr4chet differentiability of
the aerodynamic response. A theory for enumerating these means offers a possible alternative to bifurca-
tion theory. Inasmuch as it would incorporate the latter, it would be a potentially more inclusive way of
classifying aerodynamic phenomena that are important in flight-dynamics applications.
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Q SU$INARY

S -4Bifurcation theory is used to analyze the nonlinear dynamic stability characteristics of single-degree-
of-freedom motions of an aircraft or a flap about a trim position. The bifurcation theory analysis reveals
that when the bifurcation parameter, e.g., the angle of attack, is increased beyond a critical value at
which the aerodynamic damping vanishes, a new solution representing finite-amplitude periodic motion

Sbifurcates from the previously stable steady motion. The sign of a simple criterion, cast in terms of

aerodynamic properties, determines whether the bifurcating solution is stable (supercritical) or unstable
(subcritical). For the pitching motion of a flat-plate airfoil flying at supersonic/hypersonic speed, and
for oscillation of a flap at transonic speed, the bifurcation is subcritical, implying either that exchanges
of stability between steady and periodic motion are accompanied by hysteresis phenomena, or that potentially
large aperiodic departures from steady motion may develop. On the other hand, for the rolling oscillation
of a slender delta wing in subsonic flight (wing rock), the bifurcation is found to be supercritical. This
and the predicted amplitude of the bifurcation periodic motion are in good agreement with experiments. 1-

1. INTRODUCTION

Problems of aerodynamib stability of aircraft flying at small angles of attack have been studied exten-

, sively. With increasing angles of attack the problems become more complicated and typically involve non-
linear phenomena such as coupling between modes, amplitude and frequency effects, and hysteresis. The need -

for investigating stability characteristics at high angles of attack was clearly demonstrated by Orlik-
R~ickemann (Ref. 1) in his survey paper which deals largely with experiments. %

On the theoretical side, much of an extensive body of work is based on the linear theory, in which the r
unsteady flow is regarded as a small perturbation of some known steady flow (possibly nonlinear in, e.g.,

% the angle of attack) that prevails under certain flight conditions. The question of the validity and limi- .

tations of such a linearized perturbation theory is of fundamental importance. Yet, it has rarely been
investigated. One may argue that, in principle, it should be possible to advance to higher and higher
angles of attack o by a series of linear perturbations since the solution at each step should include a -' "-
steady-state part which, when added to the previous steady-state solution, would provide the starting point

for the next perturbation. This may well be true provided that at each step the steady motion is both -

statically and dynamically stable, and that the actual disturbances, e.g., the amplitude of oscillation,

remain small. However, when the angle of attack exceeds a certain critical value ocr at which the steady "*-"-J"-*
motion is no longer stable, the linear theory predicts an exponential growth of the perturbation with time
and, therefore, must cease to be valid after finite time. The motion of the aircraft under these conditions
can only be studied by means of a nonlinear theory.

In this paper we investigate three types of problems in which a steady motion becomes unstable.

Padfield (Ref. 2) studied a similar class of problems using the method of multiple scales, which is valid

only for weakly nonlinear oscillations. We shall study the problem using bifurcation theory. This allows -
us to draw on recent mathematical developments (see Ref. 3) that are particularly well-suited to investigat-
ing fundamental questions in linear and nonlinear stability theory. A numerical scheme based on bifurcation r' -
theory was proposed earlier (Ref. 4) for analyzing aircraft dynamic stability in a general framework. More
recent work by Guicheteau (Ref. 5) demonstrates the considerable potential of bifurcation theory in flight
dynamics studies, particularly toward establishing a method for the design of flight control systems to
ensure protection against loss of control. While acknowledging the importance of the aerodynamic model in ., '

determining aircraft stability characteristics, neither study contains an adequate assessment of the model - ..
requirements. The treatment or unsteady flow effects receives no attention. In contrast, we shall focus on

just this aspect of the motion analysis.

We shall restrict this study to the single-degree-of-freedom motions, e.g., pitching or rolling, of an
aircraft about its trimmed flight condition. This enables us to analyze motions for which complete aerody-
namic information (exact analytical or numerical solutions) is available for certain shapes. The Informa-

tion is obtained from solutions of the unsteady inviscid flow equations (Refs. 6-12) or from results of --

experiments (Ref. 13). In this way it is possible to establish a form revealing a precise analytical rela-

tionship between the basic aerodynamic coefficients and the characteristics of the motion.

Specifically we shall consider the following three examples:
* " %'.,'.

A. Pitching supersonic/hypersonic airfoil in rectilinear flow (Fig. 1); . .-.-..
.4i>z.
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B. Flap oscillations in transonic flow (Fig. 2);

C. Wing rock of a slender delta wing in subsonic flow (Fig. 3).

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Let the aircraft or flap be in level, trimmed flight until time t = 0 when it is perturbed from its
trim position. During the subsequent motion the center of gravity continues to follow a rectilinear path at
constant velocity Vi. For a single-degree-of-freedom oscillatory motion, the equation of motion is

It G (t;A)()
dt

2

where &(t) is the Instantaneous angle-of-attack perturbation In example A, flap-angle perturbation in
example B, and roll angle in example C; I is the appropriate moment of inertia; and G(t) is the corre-
sponding instantaneous perturbation moment of the aerodynamic forces.

In Eq. (1), X represents a set of parameters defining steady flight at the trim condition. Flight
Mach number M., ratio of specific heats Y, and trim angle of attack om  are included in these param-
eters. We shall consider A to be the trim angle of attack om in examples A and C, and the mean flap
deflection angle 6m in example B. In other words, all other defining parameters will be held fixed when
considering the consequence of varying A on aircraft motion characteristics. We assume that the moment
required to trim the aircraft or flap at A has been accounted for, so that G(t;k) is a measure of the
perturbation moment only.

The instantaneous motion state, t(t) and t(t), and the instantaneous moment 0(t) are a result of the
interaction of aircraft or flap motion and the unsteady aerodynamic forces from time zero to time t.
Consequently, the instantaneous moment 0(t) depends not only on the instantaneous motion state, E(t) and ..-

t(t), but also on the past motion history from time zero to t. This is to say that O(t) is a functional
of (tl), (0 S t1 S t) as described in Ref. 14. Thus

t

0(t) = O[(t 1 )1 (2)

0

For motions for which &(tI ) is analytic, the functional is equivalent to a function of an infinite set of
variables,

t
0(t) - 1& ]

0

... dtn  ..... 2. ....%

For most problems encountered in the study of dynamic stability, the motion is slow although its amplitude

may be finite or large. Under these conditions k(t(t)"(t), ... in Eq. (3) may be neglected and, as a j.,--
first approximation

We further assume tat G is an analytic function of & and . Expanding Eq. (4) as a Taylor series,
we neglect terms of O(k-) and higher for slow motions, and after reintroducing the parameter X,

0(t;A) - GO( (t);X) + V 1 ((t);A) (5)

where t is a characteristic length and . ,

G0 (O;A) - 0 (6) r

as required at the trim condition. The form of the instantaneous moment G(t;A) in Eq. (5) is consistent
with the exact analytic solution for the pitching moment in example A (Ref. 10), the numerical solution for
the hinge moment in example B (Ref. 12). and the experimentally derived empirical formula for the rolling
moment in example C (Ref. 13).

:..
"'p" °
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In summary, the single-degree-of-freedom motions considered in this paper will be based on the follow-
ing mathematical problem ... -

I 
d 2 w G(;) (;A) G( ,k;x) (7a) %

dt2 0 . I

S(O) - E0 (7b)

k(o) - (o

The functions GO( ;X) and Gl(&;A) are generally nonlinear in & and have to be determined from the study 2
of unsteady aerodynamics, either theoretically or experimentally. Evidently GO  is related to the restor- r .

In many situations, it is known that when the parameter A reaches some critical value Xcr, the ". -

aerodynamic damping Gi vanishes and steady flight at the trim condition 
1
cr loses its stability. We use

bifurcation theory to determine the motion characteristics of an aircraft or flap whuse trim condition is . .

near or beyond Xcr
•

We introduce the dimensionless time T = V~t/£, where L is a characteristic length, equal to the

chord length of the airfoil in example A, the chord length of the forebody plus flap in example B, and the

chord length of the wing in example C. Hereafter we use C) to denote d/dT. We further let

G(C,E;X)/(I V2/Z2

= FO(&;A) + FI(;A) (8)

Then Eq. (Ta) may be written

= F ;(9a)

dr

An expansion of F(&,E;A) in a Taylor series in 1 and and a change of notation u I = , u2  U&i

yield for Eqs. (9)

U A (Auj +B MAu u ~C MA u + u( ,)(0ij u ijk j k ijkE( )UjUkUt lul ) (i = 1,2) (10)

where

A [SOX) (1a)

S(A) - -F(O;X) , D(A) = -F(O;b) ..

1 2

B =0 , B I a- (1lc)ljk 2jk 2'au au
k u.

and

3C 0 a =F (11d)
ljkt C2jkt 3! 3u au kau t -u-0 •. . .

(Although Eqs. (9) have been derived on the assumption of slow oscillations, sibsequent bifurcation analysis
of Eq. (9) will hold for general F(&,&;A), i.e., as if no restriction had been placed on the magnitude

of k.)

In Eqs. (11), the tensors B and C represent the effects of finite amplitude to the second and third

order. The following symmetry properties hold:

,'. • -,~% %,
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B -B (12)P2jk 2kj N12a . "

C2jkl 2j 1k 2ktj 21jk 2tkj (12b) ?

On the basis of Eq. (10), we discuss the linear and nonlinear stability of the motion.

3.1 Linear Stability Theory ZYAN, .

The stability of steady motion at the trim condition A to infinitesimal disturbances is determined by
the nature of the elgenvalues of the matrix A. They are

n (1 2[L-D(A) ± A) - S(A) J(13)

2

Case I: S(A) < 0. In this case, Tl1
> 
' q2 < 0. The steady motion at this condition A Is always

unstable.

Case I: SCA) > 0.

IIa: D(A) < 0. In this case, Re(n I) > 0 and the steady motion at A is unstable.

IIb: D(M) > 0. In this case, Re(n1 ) < 0 and the steady motion at A is stable.

2
Only in Case IIb, when both stiffness derivative S(A) and damping derivative D(X) are positive, is

the steady motion at the trim condition X stable to infinitesimal disturbances. In fact, stability theory
(Ref. 3) can be used to show that stability of the steady motion in this case is assured if and only if the

disturbance is sufficiently small.

When linear theory predicts growth of the disturt.-tce amplitude, growth is exponential and the linear
theory is no longer valid when the amplitude becomes large after a finite time. What happens to a motion
with growth of disturbances predicted from linear theory cannot be predicted by using only the linear
theory. To determine the ultimate state of motion, the full nonlinear inertial equation (or a suitable
approximation of It, such as Eq. 10) must be used. Of particular interest Is the dynamic stability bound-
ary X k cr, where S(Aor) > 0 and D(Acr) 0 0. The stability characteristics near this boundary will be , .

studied presently. . ",

3.2 Hopf Bifurcation Theory *.,',,

At the dynamic stability boundary X " Acr, we have S(Xcr) > 0; hence,

n1(Ae) ±ivs-e) ±iw (14)1 cr cr 0
2

The existence of purely imaginary eigenvalues of the matrix A at A X cr is the characteristic sign of a
Hop? bifurcation (Refs. 3 and 15), signaling a changeover from stable steady motion to periodic motion. On
crossing A -

A
cr' the steady motion that had been stable for A < Acr becomes unstable to disturbances,

resulting (after a transient motion has died away) in the existence of a new motion, which (if it is stable)

is periodic. In the vicinity of A - Acr, the circular frequency of the periodic motion is nearly equal

to wo. We call the new solution of the equation of motion a bifurcation solution. In this section we
shall determine its character and a criterion for its stability. ... .

For A slightly larger than Xcr' the eigenvalues of the matrix A are . -

TI1 - D(M) t in(A) (15)

2

where

M() IVA) D 2()/4 (16)

We shall assume that (17)

D ( A ) < 0 ( I T ) " " ' "

whioh is the usual case in applications. (The case D'(Acr) > 0 can be treated in exactly the same way.) ,-..

The normalized eigenvector C(A) associated with the eigenvalue n(k) is

ft
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whereas the adjoint eigenvector ;*(A) with eigenvalue n(A), which is the complex conjugate of n(A), is -

-*C1) _____ [ -(19)

A.H )p? Bi u o.(' .+ DMI)]

A. Hopf Bifurcation. The bifurcation solution u(T,A) may be written as -

u= a(,) + a( )0 (20)

Following looss and Joseph (Ref. 3, P. 125), we get

a - eb1 (s) 
2
b (3) + 0: 

3
b (S) + O 1 .

12 3

2[ + 22 4(21) 21

2 4
1- A + E 1 + 0(E

or 2J

where, for brevity, we omit the lengthy solutions for c, bn' w2, and X2 (Ref. 11). The solution is

periodic in T with circular frequency equal to W0+ 2 2 + 0( 4•

B. Stability of the Bifurcation Periodic Solution. According to Floquet theory (Ref. 3), the tabil-

ity of the bifurcation periodic solution Eq. (21) is determined by the sign of an index V. To 0( ), '

has the form

i - D'(1 )A 2 O(E (22)

The bifurcation periodic solution is stable if W < 0 and unstable if li > 0. Since we have assumed

D'(1cr) < 0, stability depends on the sign of X2, with 12 
> 
0 denoting stability and 12 < 0 instabil-

ity. It remains to cast 12 in more recognizable terms. Considerable manipulation yields --

E . .. . U+ 2 2 ) -F 2 (-3F 2 a-F)] (23)

~42 a\u 2 au 2  auI u 2  10 a 2 ~ 0 U =
0r'""'' 1 "2 1'- 2 2 .

or

in terms of F(u1 ,u2 ;X). From Eq. (8) we see that the function F is directly related to the moment

G( ,E;A) acting on the aircraft or flap which is performing a finite-amplitude oscillation around the

trim position A. Equation (23) demonstrates that the stability of periodic motion near the dynamic stabil-

ity boundary Xcr is determined by the behavior of the aerodynamic response G(C,k;X) in that vicinity.

With the assumption of slow oscillations under which the form of Eq. (5) was derived (terms of 0(2,t)

neglected), we may substitute Eq. (5) with Eq. (8) into Eq. (23) to get

2 2 IU
3 (F;F' + 2 FI) =O (24)

43 0 01:

Since from Eqs. (14) and (11b)

0  S(Acr 0 cr (25) A M

Eq. (24) becomes, after using Eq. (8), . ," %.

E w'',. ' '4 d&- (26a) ~ ,

or ,

r ..,. ,.., .v.

22b(C
' .

V

4~~~' d& .";&; ) I '-.(6b



Using Eq. (10) we get

xw 0 C2 1 12 (.or) A" 6c)

%• (26 ")

We have thus established the following criterion: bifurcation periodic motion is stable or unstable accord-
Ing to

W < 0 or 1 > 0 (27a) - -N

or alternatively, since S(cr) > 0, according to *
C2 1 1 2 (X) < 0 or C (A0)> 0 (27b)

2112 cr2112 cr

The two possibilities are well illustrated in the form of bifurcation diagrams as shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.

In a bifurcation diagram, the abscissa represents the bifurcation parameter X, while the ordinate is a

parameter characteristic of the bifurcation solution alone. In this case it is c, a measure of the ampli-
tude of the bifurcation periodic solution. Stable solutions are indicated by solid lines and unstable
solutions are indicated by dashed lines. Thus over the range of the bifurcation parameter I < Xcr where
the steady-state motion is stable, c is zero, and the stable steady motion is represented along the
abscissa by a solid line. The steady motion becomes unstable for all values of X > Acr as the dashed line

along the abscissa indicates. Periodic solutions bifurcate from 1 = Acr' either supercritically or

subcritically.

When C2112(Xcr) < 0, hence p < 0 (implying X2 > 0), the bifurcation is called supercrltical and its

characteristic form is shown in Fig. 4a. In this case, stable periodic solutions (solid curves in Fig. 4a)

exist for values of 1 > cr" The amplitude of the periodic solution at a given value of A - Xcr is
proportional to E, hence is vanishingly small when A - Xcr is small, varying essentially as (X - cr

)
1/2

.

When C2112(Xcr) > 0 hence v > 0 (implying A2 < 0), the bifurcation is called suberitical and its
characteristic form is shown in Fig. 4b. In this case, periodic solutions exist for values of 1 < 1er' but t,-
they are unstable (dashed curve in Fig. 4b). The existence of stable periodc solutions for A > A-

depends predominantly on the behavior of the damping GI( ;X) for 1 > Xcr. If no stable periodic solutions
exist for A > Acr, then when A Is increased beyond Xcr the aircraft or flap may undergo an aperiodic
motion whose departure from the steady motion at X = Acr is potentially large.

In the more likely event that stable periodic solutions do exist for 1 > Acr' their amplitudes must be
finite, and not infinitesimally small, even for small positive values of 1 - cr" It is likely that this
branch of stable periodic solutions will join that of the unstable branch as illustrated in Fig. 4b. In
this event, the form of the bifurcation curve for values of 1 < Xcr helps explain the situation where the
steady-state motion could be stable to sufficiently small distu-bances but become unstable to larger distur-
bances. For 1 < cr, Fig. 4b suggests disturbances with small enough amplitudes (lying below curve OB)
will die out and the steady motion will remain stable. However, disturbances with amplitudes sufficiently

larger than those of the unstable branch may actually grow up to the ultimate motion as T * w, which will
be that of the stable branch of periodic solutions (curve BA in Fig. 4b). Finally, we note that if the
motion does attain the stable branch of periodic solutions (say, for A < Xcr

)
, then hysteresis effects will

manifest themselves with further changes in A. When A is increased beyond Acr' motion will continue to

be periodic with finite amplitude (point A in Fig. 4b). If X is now decreased below Xcr , periodic motion
will persist, even at values of A where previously there had been steady motion when A was being
increased. Not until I is diminished beyond a certain point (point B in Fig. 4b) will the motion return
to the steady-state condition (point C in Fig. 4b) that had been experienced when A was increasing. ,..-.%--

4. APPLICATIONS TO AIRCRAFT MOTIONS -'

In this section we shall apply the theory developed in Sees. 2 and 3 to three different single-degree-

of-freedom motions.

4.1 Pitching Motion of Supersonic/Hypersonic Airfoil V

We retain the symbol I in all three cases to designate the perturbation variable. The other symbols

will be replaced as necessary by the parameters relevant to the particular motion.

In the case of pitching oscillation (Fig. 1) of a supersonic/hypersonic airfoil in rectilinear flight,

the parameter h is the trim angle of attack, designated om  in Fig. 1, measured relative to the horizon-
tal velocity vector. The instantaneous angle of attack is 0(t), also measured relative to the horizontal
velocity vector, so that the perturbation variable &(t) is the inclination 0(t) - om  from the fixed trim
angle of attack. The perturbation moment G in this case is the perturbation pitching moment about the '-o

center of gravity. Thus, .
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G(t;x) = qSCm (t;o ,M ,Y,h) (28)

where q is the dynamic pressure, and S and I are the reference area and length. The instantaneous *.,'

pitching-moment coefficient Cm is also a function of the trim angle of attack 0m, the flight Mach num- I0
ber M., the ratio of specific heat Y, and the (dimensionless) pivot axis position h.

For large-amplitude slow oscillations, exact solutions for Cm exist for simple shapes (Refs. 10
and 11), and their form is consistent with Eq. (5), i.e., 06

C(T;0 ) (C(T~) 1 C (V(1);0 CO'; (9Cm(';m - Cmo~f.x),m + ml( m - Cmo(,Om (29) m. m m

Moreover, it is shown that (Refs. 10 and 11) r

Cm(;o) Cm ( + o0) , (i 0 0, 1) (30)m m m1  m

Accordingly

DC 3C

(i-0, 1) (31)

a~ am
and Eq. (26b) reduces to

2 rD'0 (o)
S do (32)

m mcr

where the stiffness derivative S(a m ) and the damping-in-pitch derivative D(o m ) are related to the
pitching-moment coefficient Cm  by

S(0 ) = -Co ) , D(om ) -C - Co m ) (33)

and

(or) - 0 (34)
cr

A typical example of the variation of damping derivative D(om ) versus om  is shown in Fig. 5 (Ref. 16).

We conclude that when the trim angle of attack a, is increased beyond a critical value Ocr at which
the aerodynamic damping vanishes, i.e., D(o ) - 0, the steady motion at o loses its stability. A new %%
finite-amplitude periodic motion, called the bifurcation solution, will replace it for values of a a a
if
+ 
it is stable. Stability of the bifurcation solution depends on whether D'(om)/S(om) is increasTng or

decreasing on crossing the stability boundary 0cr'

By utilizing an approximate relation (Ref. 17)

D(om ) - bS(o) - S(Om)] , b > 0
m cr m

in Eq. (32), we get

E w0b 2 1
0 [2U : ? tn S(o )

omm cr

For the case of a flat-plate airfoil in supersonic/hypersonic flow, the stiffness and damping-in-pitch
derivatives S(om ) and No m ) are known exactly in analytical form (Ref. 7) for values of om  up to the
shock detachment angle. It is shown in Table 1 that W > 0 for all combinations of M. and h. Thus, the
bifurcation is subcritical. The bifurcation periodic solution is therefore unstable, which implies one of
two alternatives. The steady motion is either replaced by a finite-amplitude periodic motion accompanied by ,,.
hysteresis phenomena, or by a potentially large aperiodic motion. In either case the loss of stability of
the steady-state motion must be accompanied by a discrete change to a new stable state.

4.? Flap Oscillation in Transonic Flow

The case of a flap oscillating about a hinge is conceptually similar to that of an airfoil pitching
about a pivot axis. In effect, the oscillating flap may be regarded as an airfoil pitching in the nonuni-
form oneoming stream that results from a uniform free stream passing over the fixed forebody (Fig. 2).
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In this case (Fig. 2), 6(t) is the instantaneous flap deflection angle, measured relative to the unde-
flected position. The parameter X here is the fixed mean deflection angle 

6
m, also measured from the

undeflected position. Thus, &(t), the perturbation variable, is the inclination 6(t) - 6m  from the fixed
mean deflection angle 

6
m . The perturbation moment G is the perturbation hinge moment about the hinge

line. Thus

G(t;k) - qSLC h(t;6 mM ,Y) (35) W- '

where Ch is the instantaneous hinge-moment coefficient. In direct parallel with the oscillating airfoil
case of Eq. (29), we assign Ch the form

" h(7;6 ) Ch ( (T);6) + kCh (&(T);6m) - Ch (0;6 ) (36)
1 0 5

Equation (36) is consistent with Eq. (5). A similar form was validated in Ref. 12 by comparison with
results of large-scale numerical integrations of the coupled inertial/flow field equations. .

Equation (5) or Eq. (36) for the hinge-moment coefficient allows calculation of Ch ( (T);6 m ) by

linearizing the flow field equations about the steady flow corresponding to fixing the instantaneous deflec-
tion angle, (T) + 6. (see Eq. (39)). Calculation of Chi ((T);6m) from the linearized equations may

require less computing time than the nonlinear method used in Ref. 12, yet it is consistent with the level
of approximation leading to Eq. (5) or Eq. (36). This simplification of the calculation of Chi (&();6m )

reinforces the main conclusion of Ref. 12 that the cost of computations to determine the flap's motion will
be very small if the aerodynamic contribution to the equations of motion is modeled, as compared to the
computational cost required to solve the coupled inertial/flow field equations.

It was further established (Ref. 11) that

Ch ( ;6m) C h * 6 ) , (i = 0, 1) (37)
h .. .h. %

which in turn reduces Eq. (26b) to

P = - S(6 (38)

cr

where

S(6 ) = -C' 0(6 m ) , D(6 ) = -C h1(6 m ) , D(6r) =0 0 (39)

We therefore reach a conclusion regarding the characteristics of the flap oscillation near the mean flap
deflection angle 

6
cr which is directly analogous to that of Sec. 4.1 regarding the characteristics of the

airfoil pitching motion in the neighborhood of 
0
ocr

Numerical results from Ref. 12 for S(6.) and D(
6
m ) are reproduced (by means of spline fitting) in

Fig. 6. These are results for an NACA 64A010 airfoil at zero mean angle of attack in a transonic stream

with M. 0.8 and Y - 1.4. It is found that

[Td -59.20 at 6 = 2.70

d 6r(6 ). cr
L~~~ 5 J cr

Hence, the bifurcation is subcritical and the bifurcation periodic solution is unstable. Just as we found
for the flat-plate airfoil in supersonic/hypersonic flow, loss of stability of the steady-state transonic
flow about the flap at 

6
m - 6cr implies a discrete change to a new stable state. The new state may be

either a finite-amplitude periodic oscillation about 
6
m accompanied by hysteresis phenomena, or it may be -

a potentially large aperiodic departure from the steady state. The fact that D(6m ) becomes positive again U.* .
at I6m1 - 170 (Fig. 6(b)) implies that the first of these alternatives will be the preferred one (Ref. 11).

4.3. Wing Rock of Slender Delta Wing in Subsonic Flow

The phenomenon known as "wing rock" of a slender delta wing In subsonic flow has been the s~ibject of
intensive investigation by many researchers (Refs. 13, 18-21). It is now well-documented (Refs. 13 and 13 -',I
that as the trim angle of attack 

0
m is raised incrementally, a critical value or is reached where roll-

damping moment changes from stabilizing to destabilizing. Ericsson (Ref. 21) has shown how the leeside " ' .'
vortices, which appear and grow stronger as is raised, may lag behind a rolling motion of the wing.
The pressures they induce may contribute a rolling-moment component proportional to rolling velocity that is
destabilizing and eventually becomes large enough to surpass the stabilizing component that had existed



alone at smaller om . Consequently, at am Ocr, small disturbances in the flow field excite a growing
roll oscillation. Bifurcation theory again can be applied to help determine the ultimate state of the

oscillation.

* For this case, we take the parameter X to be the fixed trim angle of attack 0m, while the perturba-

tion variable (t) is the roll deflection angle (t) (Fig. 3), measured from the Position Of zero roll

angle. The perturbation moment G is the rolling moment about the wing longitudinal axis. Thus

G(t;A) =qSZC Z (t;o m A) (1))

where, for incompressible flow, the instantaneous rolling-moment coefficient CZ depends on the trim angle p'
* of attack om and the aweepback angle A of the delta wing. Results of experiments (Refs. 13 and 18) and

numerical computations (Ref. 19) have shown that, for a given A, it is a good approximation to the instAn-
taneous rolling-moment coefficient to take

which '3 consistent with Eq. (5).

As an example, for the 800 sweep-back flat delta wing studied in Ref. 18, CZ is approximated by a

power series )Ref. 19) which leads to the following equation for the rolling motion

F( ;o I F 1 4014,0 (42)

* Taking account of the scaling factors adopted in Ref.''

b (0 - ia', i=,2 (43a)

b.()-<C a~ j =24) (43b)
j m 13 rn

In Eqs. f43), < is a factor accounting for the difference between n ca'l'ings adopted for the time variable in
Ref. 19 and thiis study. From Ref. 19, K = 2c.Q- = 2 C,293.0 0 .098. The )(s,,,) aro tabulated -

in Table 5 of Ref. I), which yields the follo wing table for the tI. 0M):

lb
0

0 200 /0

bi -0.0265 -0.0721 -0.1-)77 -0.3320
b2-0.0101 0.0(190 l). oc,6 0.3169

b 3- 0.12212 -0.2l:14 -0. n)Ol I .2S,)4

b4  00.1491 0.1159 -0.1799 -0.9 77

From Eq. 1,11b), the linear contribution to the damping in roll is

0i I -F, (0; o, -b ~ DM4

whereP -b0 > 0 is proportional to the wind-off roll-damning moment due to hearing friction in the experi-
mental setup uc-l in Ref'. 18. In orier t , compar oir tneoreti Sal predicotion with the experimental results
of Ref. 18, we choose a value of 311-suh that Eq. 45 violJ 1 ., I d'e a mping in rolIl at the sne Angle of
attack, ocr ' 8.60, !o hat repor rt. i n ef . 1 hf In n'. in I n cm then pl-tted i i.1by me:ans; of
spline fitting.

From Eq. (2 ,c, , the i alex for sttiI' f th, Ihiurc ti e:i rl I ing o0:;1 Ilat ion is-.

At s i . 60 w e find f r-m t he tal t, ve 'hv,. al t. Fr . '- ' ;p .n,--il curve, for .

n ,r F ig. , we f4nd that ":' Oe -c '. ". . .N 2u~rc
* l~mplying that the hifurcat I n perindic - i'!* 1 lt q:-.'e :tIh ti n' expe" -Imen

tal 
0
inding in Ref. 18.
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We now further compare the supercritical bifurcation diagram predicted by the present theory with
experimental results from Ref. 18. Combining Eq. (21c) with Eq. (22) to eliminate A2 and then using

, Eq. (45), we get *-- '.:

2 [ ]
m °cr I-Tb] m a

- 2 4(146) -A '
* [2D'V 11

L.J~mcr

The last equation was obtained by using Eqs. (25) and (42). From Fig. 7 (noting that 10 w/180), we get
D'(ocr) - -0.6131. Hence Eq. (46) reduces to k,.. r

2
am  - Ocr ' 0.1120 E (47)

where E is the amplitude of the bifurcation periodic solution (Ref. 11). Equation (47) is plotted in
Fig. 9 for the 800 sweep-back delta wing and compared with the experimental results of Levin and Katz
(Ref. 18). The agreement Is excellent near Oar, where the bifurcation theory is particularly applicable.

It should be noted that although V < 0 and the bifurcation is supercritical, the magnitude of
is small in the example. This Implies that the bifurcation is close to the boundary between suberitical and
supercritical. Consequently, on increasing the angle of attack am by a small amount, the amplitude of the
resulting periodic motion will be quite large. This is confirmed by the experimental results shown in
Fig. 9. For example, increasing am by 10 past ocr (-18.60) results in a stable periodic roll oscillation
with an amplitude of 22.60.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown how bifurcation theory can be used to study the nonlinear dynamic stability characteris-
tics of an aircraft or flap subject to single-degree-of-freedom motion about its trim position. When the
bifurcation parameter A (e.g., the angle of attack) is increased past the stability boundary Xcr' where
the aerodynamic damping vanishes, the steady motion loses its stability. This results in a finite-amplitude
periodic motion after the transient motion has died away. We have also established a simple criterion for
the stability of the bifurcation periodic motion in terms of the aerodynamic coefficients. The theory
predicts that bifurcation solutions are unstable (subcritical) for the pitching airfoil in -- '.- -
supersonic/hypersonic flow and for flap oscillations in transonic flow. Bifurcation solutions are stable

(supercritical) for roll oscillations of the slender delta wing in subsonic flow. The latter prediction is
in good agreement with available experimental results.

When the theory predicts subcritical bifurcation, the abrupt change in the motion that results when
X is increased past Acr may cause an abrupt structural change of the flow field. This in turn may render
invalid the form of the perturbation moment of the aerodynamic forces that was used. Under these condi-
tions, aerodynamic information in a different form may be required. However, the theory as developed in
this paper is valid up to Xcr and can be used to predict the onset of subcritical bifurcation.

When the theory predicts supercritical bifurcation, the bifurcation periodic solution is stable to
small disturbances for a range of X beyond Acr. With further increase in X, however, the periodic
motion may lose its stability. This in turn may result in another bifurcation at A - A2 > Acr' which could
be either suberitical or supercritical. The resulting bifurcation solution may be quasi-periodic, and the

* sequence of bifurcations may continue.

Finally, the theory may be generalized to apply to aircraft motions involving more than a single degree
of freedom. For motions involving two degrees of freedom or more, one should be aware of the possibility of
chaotic behavior occurring after a finite number of successive bifurcations.
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TABLE 1. VALUES OF STABILITY CRITERION p(M., h) FOR FLAT-PLATE AIRFOIL;

Z - 1, Y - 1.4; U > 0 SUBCRITICAL BIFURCATION, < 0 SUPERCRITICAL

BIFURCATION

h h

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

1

1 .5 3 6 .5 1 9 .0 . . . ..-- - 2 3 9 .5 2 5 .8 1 7 .2 1 3 .0 '14 .7, . .e

1.6 39.6 23.4 13.6 8.8 10.7 3 57.2 38.6 26.8 20.9 23.3

1.7 40.0 24.8 15.5 11.0 12.8 4 84.7 58.4 41.4 32.8 36.4 r

1.8 39.7 25.3 16.3 12.0 13.7 5 107.3 74.8 53.7 42.9 47.5

1.9 39.4 25.5 16.8 12.6 14.3 6 123.6 86.7 62.6 50.3 55.6
2.0 39.5 25.8 17.2 13.0 14.7

h
0.25 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35

1.6 IO.6 10.1 9.7 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.6 8.5 8.4 8.4 8.5

1.7 12.6 12.2 11.8 11.5 11.2 11.0 10.8 10.7 10.6 10.6 10.7

1.8 13.6 13.2 12.8 12.5 12.2 12.0 11.8 11.7 11.6 11.7 11.7

1.9 14.1 13.7 13.4 13.0 12.8 12.5 12.4 12.3 12.2 12.2 12.3

2.0 14.5 14.1 13.8 13.5 13.2 13.0 12.8 12.7 12.6 12.7 12.7

'1 M~,

Fig. 1. Pitching airfoil in supersonic/hypersonic Fig. 2. Flap oscillation in transonic flow. %~

flow. .

V_,

80
oil) Ck

Fig. 3. Wing rock or slender delta wing in subsonic n low.-

flow ** _*
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M = 0.8, y = 1.4
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I or U
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(a) US)
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A

-4 I I40.
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101

C Fig. 6a. Stiffness derivative S versus mean .- 7 "

/ deflection angle 
6
m of a transonic flap on NASA

/ 64A010 airfoil (Ref. 12). M. - 0.8, Y . 4,
"-. ( ~0

m =0O. ,. '

(b) . 60 M- 0,8, =1,4, 6cr :2.7'

Fig. 4. Typical forms of bifurcation diagrams
near the dynamic stability boundary Acr where

D(Acr) = 0. (a) Supercritical, u < 0. (b) ' ,,

Subcritical, 0 > 0.

-E a

.- :.:i.::1.
"..':". -.,-. 0

,' / f ., -- ..-___--- J '... '

go - r 0.075. 14, h 0.5 . ,$

.60- -2 -1 0 1 2- ,-.- 
'

'

Fig. 6b. Damping derivative D versus mean
M, 2 deflection angle 

6
m of a transonic flap on NASA

611A010 airfoil (Ref. '2). M = 0.8, Y = 1.I
'
, " 7"

, m 
0

, 6cr = 2.7 .

o , , =3
-30k

M .55

,m~deg . 101

3010 so-

iP7. 5. Damping-in-pitch derivative 2 vnr.,. c 186

angle of attack om  for a biconvex circular ar, E
airfoil 'Ref. 16), h = 0.5, Y = 1.4, 0.075. a -10.

30

501
0 5 in 15 20 25 30

"im deg %

Fig. 7. Damping in roll D of an 0 sweop-hac--<

r'lt d'lla winw versus angle of attack Orrn -
tncompr.ssible flow (Ref',. 18, 1?), Eq. .

°cr
C-... ". '..,'
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'*00

3- - Eq. 1471

E0
-1.00 2 EXPERIMENT,

LEVIN & KATZ. Ref. 18

-1.50-

-2.00-

-2.501 -I
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 10 15 20 25 30 S

u, dinl odo

Fig. 8. Rolling aerodynamic coefficient bi4(0,) Fig. 9. Amplitude c of bifurcation periodic
*of an 800 sweep-back flat delta wing versus angle motion of an 800 sweep-back delta wing ve- 3us
* of attack am in incompressible flow (Refs. 18, angle of attack o ; Eq. ((47); 0 experiments *** -

-19). Observe bi4(a~r) -- 0.05(473 < 0. (Ref. 18). a cr 1 8.6*.
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DYNAMIC NONLINEAR AIRLOADS - REPRESENTATION AND MEASUREMENT

E.S. Hanff,
)J National Aeronautical Establishment,

National Research Council of Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

SUMMARY "

: 0 ~ new representation of aerodynamic reactions in terms of the motion

variables, which does not rely on assumptions of linearity,,ts proposed./ This* in representation is therefore indicated for extreme flight conditions where a locally
linearized model is usually of questionable value. The significance within the present
context of stability derivatives is discussed with the intention of pointing out their

- range of applicability. %

A wind-tunnel technique, capable of efficiently obtaining the b! Lk of the data
. required for the effective use of the above representatiorn is briefly desc ibed.

SYMBOLS

b span

C rolling moment coefficient

: static (mean) rolling moment coefficient

C. C:

C.p C./ 2V

Ix  : rolling moment of inertia % .

*tF4, :direction numbers of normal to plane (with respect to P, p C)

*,r,j, direction cosines of normal to plane (with respect to , p, C,)

p roll rate

P reduced roll rate
2V

q free stream dynamic pressure

S reference area

V free stream velocity

roll angle

:*circular frequency (rad/sec)

1. INTRODUCTION. '

Over the past several years a consensus has been developing that the locally
linear analysis technique for the determination of aerodynamic reactions acting on an
aircraft in terms of its motion variables is inadequate under extreme flight conditions
where highly "non linear" aerodynamics prevails. Such conditions are encountered mainly
at high angles of attack where severe flow separation and possibly asymmetry (even at
zero angle of sideslip) are present (R fs. 1,2).

In recognition of this situation substantial work is currently underway to
develop techniques that can provide a better understanding and more accurate prediction
of aircraft behaviour in this regime. Most of the work appears to be of a ra-her
theoretical nature, essentially consisting of an attempt to identify and implement a
mathematical formalism capable of handling the various types of non-linearities present
under the above conditions. An approach considered particularly promising, based on
bifurcation analysis and catastrophe theory, has been described by various authors over
the last several years (Refs. 3-7). ,. *-

In this paper, on the other hand, a more empirical formulation to treat
aerodynamic non-linearities is proposed, which is based on a knowledge of the
instantaneous values of airloads as a function of the corresponding instantaneous values
of the pertinent motion variables. The formulation is based on the assumption that
there is a well defined (although not necessarily single valued) relationship between ...
any given aerodynamic reaction and the motion variables, which, in a topological sense,
corresponds to the existence of a unique "reaction hypersurface" that defines the
reaction in terms of n motion variables.

If the hypersurface could be experimentally obtained in its entirety, it could
then be used to carry out simulations without resorting to mathematical models with
their inherent limitations. Practical considerations, however, limit the number of
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experiments that can be performed to obtain the very large data base required to 
, -'

suitably define the hypersurface, therefore necessitating some level of mathematical ..e "
modelling to supplement the empirically obtained data..*-

Clearly the value of the proposed formulation depends critically on the
availability of experimental techniques that can efficiently yield the necessary data.

A wind-tunnel technique and data reduction system that meets these requirements has been . "
recently developed (Ref. 8). Its purpose is to determine the instantaneous value of the k -
airloads acting on a model as a function of the corresponding values of the motion
variables, the latter being defined by the arbitrary motion imposed on the model. A
brief description of the wind-tunnel technique is presented here for completeness. ..1

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REPRESENTATION

The postulated existence of a well defined relationship between the airloads
and the motion variables implies that the values of the loads - for a given set of . .
motion variables - are independent of the past history of the motion. This is not
necessarily so, nevertheless the assumption of history independence is initially made
for the sake of simplicity. The case of history dependence is briefly considered in
Section 2.3.

Rather than discussing the proposed formulation with its fairly wide-ranging
implications in general terms, a specific application to a simple case will be
considered first, as it affords a better visualization of various concepts of interest.
To this effect the case of a motion in a single DOF is examined below. The more general
case where a reaction depends on more motion variables will be discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1 Motion in One Degree of Freedom

For the sake of clarity, a rolling motion is assumed, although the approach is
completely general and can be applied to any 1 DOF motion. The rolling moment, the
reaction under study in this case, is assumed to depend only on the instantaneous value
of the roll angle (f) and of the roll rate (p) The reaction hypersurface is thus
reduced to a three-dimensional surface that defines C£ in terms of 0 and p (such as the
very schematic hysteretical one shown in Fig. 1) that can, in principle, be
experimentally determined by performing wind-tunnel tests involving combinations of
these two quantities.

At this stage a short digression regarding 1 DOF hysteretical reaction
surfaces is in order. The one shown in Fig. 1 is characterized by the independence of
the threshold values in terms of the rate, corresponding to a "static" hysteresis case.
Furthermore, the surface is single-valued except along the line defining the step which
in conjunction with the presence of the step at p = 0 implies the existence of minor
loops for motions between the threshold values. If the minor loops do not exist, that
is, the transition between levels can only occur at the thresholds, the surface becomes
partially double valued, as shown in Fig. 2. Another interesting situation arises when %
convective time lags have an impact on the threshold values, in which case a more or
less linear relationship between the latter and the rate is present. Such a "dynamic"
hysteretical relationship is depicted in Fig. 3.

Clearly the resolution of the surface depends on the number and distribution
of the 0-p combinations used to define it, and although it may appear that an
inordinately large number of tests might be required to obtain sufficient resolution,
the availability of suitable testing techniques such as the one described in Section 3
renders this number quite reasonable.

Specifically, the reaction surface can be readily defined by carrying out a -7 -.7
series of oscillatory tests using sinusoidal motions of different amplitudes and/or
frequencies which are represented by a family of ellipses in the phase plane (0,p) used
here to describe the motion. Fig. 4 shows the same reaction surface as Fig. 1 but
defined by the trajectory of the "load point", i.e. instantaneous value of Ci as a
function of 0 and p as the model describes a sinusoidal motion at different amplitudes.
Each closed line represents the result of a single wind-tunnel test indicating that only
a few tests are required to define a surface that does not exhibit severe "radial"
discontinuities.

2.1.1 Linear Case.v. .-* . *

Assuming a linear relationship between the instantaneous reaction, position .%-..

and rate, we have that for a sinusoidal motion
= ¢o sin ..t (I)

S O cos _t (2) r

and ..-

CZ = CPo sin(,,t + r)

C= C;O (sin .t cos 'l + sin r cos t) (3)

%
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substituting from (1) and (2) and including a static term we obtain 2-

C£O cos r) Cko sin n .= o 0o ","-

which in the , P, CR space corresponds to a plane whose normal has the following
direction numbers: . T. .

= cos ) C~ o sin no ' ='o" w'

with the corresponding direction cosines:

/"t 2 + A2 + A2  2 + 2 + A2  /t 2 + A2 +S2

Therefore the load point travels within a plane oriented in a way such that its normal
has the above direction cosines.

In general, however, the reaction surfaces are not planar due to aerodynamic
non-linearities, in which case the reaction contains both the same frequency as that of
the primary motion as well as some harmonics, implying that a process of linearization
is applied when the harmonic content of the reaction is ignored.

2.1.2 Non-linear Case - Interpretation of Stability Derivatives

The validity of such linearized results is obviously dependent on the local
curvature of the reaction surface in the area under study. This raises the issue of the
extent to which stability derivatives are useful as a modelling tool for aircraft
behaviour. As is well known, stability derivatives were originally conceived to be used
in the modelling of aircraft subject to very small perturbations about its steady
flight. Under such conditions the local linearization implicit in the derivative
formulation is generally correct; however, subsequent attempts to utilize derivatives to
model aircraft performance without regard to the perturbation magnitude have largely not
been very successful (Ref. 9). It is therefore appropriate to examine the meaning of
stability derivatives within the context of the present formulation and then assess
their value as a means of describing aerodynamic reactions in terms of aircraft motion.

Again, resorting to the example of motion in roll, we have that in the linear
formulation the rolling moment coefficient is given by

= [ + C,[ ] - 1 + ~~~p~CZP]p (4)

where C-, C,. and C, may be determined by means of static and/or dynamic tests in which
the model is oscillated with a small amplitude about the mean roll angle T. As the
square brackets indicate, all three quantities are assumed to be functions - not
necessarily linear - of only, implying that for a given value of T the reaction is
linearly related to p, corresponding to a reaction surface defined by straight " .
generators parallel to the CZ, p plane.

Rearranging (4) and using the reduced rate P p we obtain

C= C [;] + C.p[%lP + [ - C 4,

indicating that the direction numbers of a normal to the planar approximation of the
reaction surface -when the reduced rate P rather than p is used in the corresponding
axis - are

A = CipV]. • = -I

In other words, the static and dynamic derivatives are related to the orientation of the %.
reaction plane defined by the linear analysis of the aerodynamic reactions resulting .
from the small amplitude oscillatory tests used to establish the derivatives. For the
sake of clarity it should be pointed out that in the presence of aerodynamic stiffness
only (A = 0),the reaction plane is parallel to the P axis and inclined with respect to 0
the : and C. axes, whereas in the case of aerodynamic damping only (t = 0), the plane is V
parallel to the , axis and inclined with respect to the P and C, axes. Generally,
however, when both quantities are present and the plane is arbitrarily oriented, it is
useful to keep in mind that its slope with respect to and P is related to aerodynamic
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stiffness and damping, respectively (Ck = 3Ck/fo; Cp =aCk/;P).

The trajectories of the load point corresponding to tests at various values of

0 to dete mine the local derivatives on a reaction surface are shown in Fig. Cl in red, r
whereas the planar approximation is shown in green. In most cases the reaction surface
can be expected to be curved and therefore its exact coincidence with the plane defined
by the local derivatives is only possible at the test point where the derivatives were
obtained provided the test amplitude and frequency approach zero. Depending on the
local curvature of the reaction surface, a significant error may be introduced by %..e
obtaining the derivatives using a larger amplitude and/or frequency, and a further error . .
can be expected when extrapolating the local reaction plane to other regions of the . . "

surface. A case in point is the observed amplitude and frequency dependence of some ..

derivatives under certain conditions (Refs. 10,11). Such effects can be easily r- le.

visualized using the present formulation, as shown in Figs. C2 and C3 where the
linearized (green) and actual (red) trajectories of the load point are shown for tests
carried out at different amplitudes and frequencies, respectively, for the case of a
schematic reaction surface that describes a rather narrow-loop static hysteretical
process. The relative magnitudes of the static and dynamic derivatives are plotted in %
Figs. 5 and 6 where the solid symbols indicate the values corresponding to the
trajectories shown. Conversely, the shape of the reaction surface can be roughly
reconstructed if sufficient values for the derivatives in terms of attitude, amplitude -' -

and frequency are available. Such an exercise has been carried out recently for the
case of the rolling moment coefficient of a slender delta wing subject to motion in roll
(Ref. 12). The results, obtained on the basis of experimental data from Ref. 13 are
very encouraging. %

2.1.3 Simulation

Assuming that the reaction surface has been determined, e.g. by means of a
family of experimentally obtained closed loops (Fig. 4), the value of CZ for any
combination of and p can be established by suitable interpolations. A simulation can
then be carried out by using such values as the aerodynamic forcing function in the
appropriate equation of motion. For the case of the 1 DOF rolling motion under
consideration, the simulation merely involves solving . °

0=qSb CR

Such a simulation has been carried out, using arbitrary values for the above
constants for the surface depicted in Fig. 7 where the trajectory of the load point on
the surface is also shown. The surface is the same as that in Fig. 1 but with a reduced
"step" size, to avoid the excessively large limit cycle amplitude that would result from
the original high undamping. The corresponding time domain representation of the roll
angle is shown in Fig. 8. The growth of the oscillation is due to the energy added to
the system by the flow, as indicated by the counterclockwise motion of the load point
when projected on the CQ , plane (Fig. 9). When the amplitude of the oscillation reaches
the hysteretical threshold levels, energy begins to be lost during the part of the cycle
where the load point travels in a clockwise direction. Equilibrium is reached when the
area enclosed by the clockwise and counterclockwise motions are equal, resulting in a
limit cycle oscillation. As expected, the damping derivative obtained for this surface
with a sinusoidal oscillation of an amplitude equal to that of the limit cycle is
approximately zero.

An interesting simulation case arises when the reaction surface includes
undesired attractors, namely unwanted stable solutions to the simulation equation. In
the case of a 1 DOF motion like the one under consideration, attractors exist at
intersections of the * axis with the reaction surface, provided the latter exhibits
static and dynamic stability at these locations. An example of a reaction surface
containing two attractors - symmetrically located about the origin - is shown, together
with a simulation, in Fig. 10. The values for the static and dynamic derivatives as a
function of , are shown in Fig. II where the solid symbols correspond to the values at

the , grid lines in Fig. 10.

2.2 Extension to More Degrees of Freedom

In the previous section it was assumed that the instantaneous value of the
load coefficient was a function of one position and its corresponding rate (: & p) only.
Although this assumption is useful to clarify some concepts and valid Lor the simulation

of fixed axis motions such as encountered in typical dynamic wind-tunnel tests, it may
represent an unacceptable simplification in a more realistic situation. It thus becomes
necessary to expand the above concept to include the effect of more than one position-
rate pair on the instantaneous value of a reaction. The relevant parameters may be
associated with the motion in the plane of the reaction, e.g. Cm, , , q, leading to
the concept of "direct reactions" (to supersede direct derivatives) or with motion
parameters in a plane other than that of the reaction ("cross reactions").

It should be pointed out that this separation is arbitrary and, in fact,
likely of limited use within the context of the non-linear formulation under
consideration, since superposition - the original justification for the separation -is -

not generally applicable. The concept of direct and cross reactions may therefore be
useful only in single plane motions or in situations where the pertinent non-linearities
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can be neglected.

In general, however, the reaction surfaces must be viewed in an (m + 1)
dimensional space where m corresponds to the total number of motion parameters with an

impact on the reaction under study. Although this is, in principle, a rigorous r .% %
approach, the experimental determination of the hypersurfaces poses a serious practical
problem, in that a very large number of tests must be carried out to fill in the F
sufficiently dense multidimensional grid required to obtain an acceptable definition of
the hypersurfaces. Clearly, in order to obtain the required combinations of motion , *.V. .
variables, some tests must involve more complex motions than those present in fixed-axis .
oscillation and coning experiments, thus necessitating the development of new wind- .
tunnel rigs capable of producing the desired motions. For exami'le, the orbital
apparatus concept proposed in Ref. 14 appears to provide a feasible means for generating
a substantial range of important motion variable combinations with a single rig.

In any case, regardless of the complexity of the test program, some modelling
is likely still required to supplement the experimentally-obtained data in order to
define the complete hypersurfaces. Fortunately, however, the better understanding of
the underlying aerodynamics that can be derived from the detailed information obtained
from this type of testing should considerably facilitate the modelling process. A good
deal of judgement is required to establish a reasonable balance between the experimental
and theoretical contributions to the hypersurface generation, while retaining an
acceptable accuracy for the overall aerodynamic force model.

Since the formulation presented here is intended to extend the simulation
domain beyond the linear regime, currently covered by the derivative formulation, into --

the non-linear regime, it is important to avoid ignoring discontinuities and generally .-

the fine structure features of the reaction surface by oversimplifying the modelling,as
this may result in an unacceptable loss of accuracy. Once the hypersurfaces are
defined, simulations can be performed using existing main frame computers and software,
and, if required, specialized simulation computers can also be used. Inasmuch as the
present formulation can be viewed as a rather general form of an aerodynamic force
model, it follows that in addition to being used as a simulation instrument, it can also
serve to identify and verify more specific and restrictive models, which in itself can
be of substantial value in non-linear flight regime applications.

2.3 History Dependent Reactions

The discussion has so far been based on the assumption that the reactions are
only a function of the instantaneous position and rates. It is known that this is not
always the case as, for example, in dynamic stall where motion past history also has an
effect on the aerodynamic reactions. This effect can be visualized as leading to a
"thickness" in the reaction surface which then would not uniquely define the reaction in

terms of the instantaneous motion parameters. The thickness is, of course, a function
of the severity of the history effects and can, in principle, be reduced by resolving
the motion into additional components, specifically, higher order time derivatives such
as f which would implicitly account for more of the motion immediate past history.
Unfortunately, the benefits of such an approach have to be weighed against the
concomitant increase in the required number of tests and data points referred to in the
previous section, plus the inherent loss in the accuracy with which the higher
derivatives can be obtained and the well-known diminishing return accrued by adding
higher order terms in a Taylor's expansion. Therefore, no claim can be made that in
practice this approach could account for "longer" past history effects.

3. WIND-TUNNEL TECHNIQUE

The previous sections described a proposed method for the topological
representation of aerodynamic reactions in terms of the pertinent motion variables,
based on the assumption that such a relationship can be largely experimentally
determined. A wind-tunnel technique developed with this purpose in mind has been
described in some detail (Ref. 8) and is thus only briefly summarized here for the sake
of completeness.

3.1 Description -

A well-defined, periodic motion is imparted to the model by means of a
suitable drive mechanism. Although typically a sinusoidal motion in one degree of - .
freedom (primary DOF) is used, the technique is quite general, permitting the * .
application of an arbitrary periodic motion in any number of degrees of freedom. .
Moreover, as no assumption of aerodynamic linearity is implicit in the technique, the ,
allowable amplitude of the motion is usually only limited by the mechanical hardware.

In the presence of aerodynamic non linearities, the airloads caused by the
model motion contain a number of frequency components harmonically related to the

fundamental frequency of the motion. Keeping in mind that the desired reaction
hypersurface must be defined for the complete range of realistic deflections and reduced
rates, the oscillatory tests must be performed at frequencies where a direct conversion
from balance outputs (deflections) to their causative aerodynamic loads cannot generally "-* -" ..

be carried out. Rather, the loads must be determined from the balance outputs by
accounting for the dynamic response of the model-balance subsystem, namely, by dividing
the relevant frequency components of the balance outputs by the corresponding mechanical
deflection-to-load transfer functions. This is, of course, only possible if the above .
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mechanical subsystem is linear, a reasonable assumption if proper care is exercised in
the design and construction of the wind-tunnel apparatus. ,.

Inertial effects are removed by means of tare measurements and the
relationships between the instantaneous model position and balance outputs are obtained
by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the spectra of these quantities. Even though
a very large number of harmonics may be required to accurately describe any arbitrary
reaction, a practical limitation on the number of meaningful harmonics is imposed by the

model aeroelastic effects, sting vibration modes, etc. This frequency truncation . .*
results in a smoo.hing out of discontinuities and sharp contour changes in the reaction
hypersurface. Although the smoothing may complicate somewhat the aerodynamic
interpretation of the hypersurface, as it tends to mask the physical phenomena leading
to discontinuities, its effect in a flight mechanics sense is considerably less
pronounced by virtue of the inherent inertia-caused filtering characteristics of an
aircraft. It is, in any case, desirable to maximize the number of usable frequencies by
taking the above effects into account in the design of the equipment.

3.2 Data Handling

As mentioned in the previous section, the frequency components of the balance
outputs harmonically related to the' fundamental frequency of the primary motion are
required to determine the desired airloads. Under typical wind-tunnel testing
conditions, however, the balance outputs are significantly contaminated by noise caused
by the flow unsteadiness, which must be largely eliminated in order to obtain acceptably

accurate results. This is accomplished by computing the Fourier transform of the
balance outputs - using an FFT algorithm - on records containing an exact number of
periods of the primary oscillation, thereby ensuring that the components of interest
coincide with some of the FFT spectral lines as required for this type of harmonic
analysis (Ref. 15).

Although in each record the sampling is done synchronously with 
the primary J

motion, no attempt is made to ensure that the records always start at a given phase
angle this motion. Instead, upon completion of the FFT computation for a given
record, all component. are shifted by the time corresponding to the phase of the well-
defined fundamental component of the primary motion, which thus automatically becomes
the desired reference vector. The effect of noise is then reduced to an acceptable
level by ensemble averaging the components so obtained from a number of records. The
required number is obviously a function of the signal-to-noise ratio present, and must
therefore be empirically assessed by the operator on the basis of the emerging results.
These are presented in the form of cross plots between the primary position and each of
the balance outputs obtained after taking the inverse Fourier transform of the - .. "'
corresponding spectra using an appropriate number of harmonics. This type of I.-.

representation has been selected because it best provides an early indication of
aerodynamic non linearities. The CRT display used by the operator is shown in Fig. 12
where six channels are presented in this format. The reactions can also be individually .'.

displayed in the time domain if desired.

The instrumentation system and signal processing software have been..
extensively tested, yielding very satisfactory results. An example of the signal
extraction capability of the technique is shown in Figs. 13 to 16. A sinusoidal primary
signal of 25 Hz (not shown) and a synchronous complex secondary signal (Fig. 13) were
applied to the system. Records of 256 samples were taken with a sampling frequency of
1600 Hz. The signals, cross-plotted in Fig. 14, were obtained by taking the inverse
Fourier transform of their fundamental and first nine harmonic components. Due to the
absence of noise, only one record of data is required to obtain the cross plot. By
contrast, when the secondary signal is contaminated with noise - as in the case shown in
Fig. 15, where a post antialiasing filter S/N = -10 dB is present - more averaging time
is required to obtain valid results.

Fig. (16a) to (16h) shows a sequence of the cross plots at the times
indicated, for the noise contaminated signal. Since the plots are updated in real time
they cannot be easily photographed. The sequence is therefore not a single one but
rather one of the final ensemble averages for a series of independent sequences with an -
increasing number of records as shown. Clearly, if the random processes causing the
noise are stationary, the two approaches are equivalent. The results indicate that for
the signal-to-noise ratio under consideration -deemed to be representative of the rather
severe conditions encountered in some wind-tunnel tests - the duration of a test must be
approximately one minute in order to sufficiently reduce the effect of noise (compare,
Fig. 16h with Fig. 14), which is satisfactory, especially in view of the substantial
amount of data yielded by such a test.

The reader is reminded that the above cross plots represent the relationship
between the primary position and a balance output, rather than the latter's causative
airload, which must be obtained by following the procedure described in Section 3.1.
Once this is done in the case of a motion in one DOF, however, a closed curve is defined
on the reaction surface, corresponding to the trajectory of the motion in the phase
plane. Fig. C4 shows one such trajectory as determined using both the linear data
analysis (green), and the non-linear one with 10 frequency components (blue), the latter
clearly yielding results that correspond much more closely to the correct trajecf.ory
(red).

The reaction surface shown in Figs. 1 and 4, but obtained by means of the non-
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1inear analysis - again on the basis of ten frequency components -is depicted in Fig. 17 .' .
w%.-re the edges of the actual surface have been outlined. The main features of the
surface are readily discernible, although the smoothing effect imposed by the frequency
truncation has the expected noticeable results for a surface with such marked
discontinuities. In general, if the determination of a multi-dimensional hypersurface N_
is required, the well-known model motion can be kinematically resolved into a suitable
set of motion variables.

3.3 Wind-Tunnel Apparatus

The prototype of a hydraulically-driven oscillatory roll apparatus (Ref. 8) ".
was built to verify the validity of the experimental technique described herein. . .

Preliminary tests were carried out on a delta-wing conical-body model (Fig. 18) at a =
300 and M = 0.7. A sinusoidal oscillation with an amplitude of 150 - corresponding to
the maximum allowed by the apparatus - and a frequency of 15 Hz was imparted to the" >?i
model. Since at the time of the testing the instrumentation system and software were

not yet available, a laboratory spectrum analyzer was used to establish whether the
rolling moment did exhibit some harmonic content as expected.

Table I shows the relevant frequency components of the balance roll output.
The figures correspond to the difference between wind-on and tare conditions and are
obtained from the power spectral density functions determined by the analyzer, and thus
do not include the phase information needed to reconstruct the waveform. No corrections
were made to account for inertial effects due to possible changes in the primary
waveform between tare and wind-on conditions, which are likely quite small due to the
inexorable nature of the drive mechanism. Moreover, no corrections were made for the
dynamic response of the system that could, indeed, have had a large impact on the
results. In any case, the results clearly indicate the presence of harmonics in the
rolling moment, thus confirming the expectation of non-linear effects under the above
test conditions.

Unfortunately, mechanical problems with the prototype rig arose during
testing, which resulted in the need for considerable redesign. At the same time it
became apparent that a larger oscillation amplitude capability would be desirable,
leading to a completely new design that incorporates all the needed specifications
including a maximum oscillation amplitude of +400. The construction of this apparatus
is expected to commence soon, together with the implementation of some modifications on
the existing dynamic calibrator (Ref. 16), to enable it to apply the non-linear loads
needed to calibrate the new equipment.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In recognition to the limitations in the applicability of the locally
linearized aerodynamic force models to high angle-of-attack and to non-linear flight
regimes generally, a new representation for the aerodynamic reactions in terms of the
motion variables has been proposed. This representation relies on the availability of " "'
experimental data relating the instantaneous value of the reactions to the corresponding
values of the pertinent motion variables. A wind-tunnel technique specifically
developed to obtain these data has also been briefly described.

Some of the more salient features of the new representation are:

- no assumptions on linearity are required, thereby rendering the representation
applicable to non-linear flight regimes,

- flight mechanics simulation can, in principle, be performed once the
aerodynamic data base is available,

- a large number of dynamic wind tunnel tests are needed to obtain the data base,
however, the efficiency of the proposed wind-tunnel technique reduces this number
considerably,

- the "fine-structure" information yielded by this representation can be very
useful for the interpretation of aerodynamic phenomena,

- the representation can be used to identify and verify specific aerodynamic force
models,

- although capable of handling "recent" motion history effects, the formulation
.r cannot be used to account for "long past" effects.
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% TABLE 1. Harmonic content or thle rolling
%moment balance output. *...

(foao 15 Dx)

Freg (Hz) Volts .

15 -3.1 V
30 2.3 V%~~45 0.6 % *.
60 0.9
75 0.L4%4,0
90 0 *W*

FIG. 1 Schematic Ostatic"
- hysteretical reaction surface7"(minor loops permitted)

-'7'

z C, 7

FIG. 2 Schematic "static"
hysteretical reaction surface ~$

"7~C,
(minor loops not permitted). -~

FIG. 3 Schematic "dynamic"
hysteretical reaction surface.

-01-111

E

C-,

FIG. 4 Definition of reaction surface Oscillation Amplitude
by means of oscillatory tests.

FIG. 5 Amplitude effect on stability
__derivatives (see Fig. C2).

E --0- C14

E

t i- -- F r7 e --i n

FIG. 6 Frequency effect on stability FIG. 7 Trajectory of "load point" in
derivatives (see Fig. C3). simulation.
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FIG. 8. Roll angle history Scn yl

PThird cycle

Cl

FIG. 10 Simulation in the presence of ourth cyl 0
attractor

E
FIG. 9 Energy exchange in simulation

0

C.)P

*FIG. 11 Stability derivatives vs. roll
angle.

FIG. 12 View of operator's display. .

FIG. 13 L..aplex secondary waveform (no
noise).

FIG. 15 Noise-contaminated secondary

FIG. 14 Cross plot of primary andsinl
secondary signals. .
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a) 2 records, .32 sec. e) 32 records, 5.12 sec.

b) 4 records, .64 sec. f) 64 records, 10.24 sec.

C) 8 records, 1.28 sec. g) 128 records, 20.48 sec. -

1 "

--

d) 16 records, 2.56 sec. h) 256 records, 40.96 sec. ..

FIG. 16 Primary vs. secondary signal plots in the presence of noise.
Ensemble averages at number of records and times indicated
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q.

21

FIG. 17 Reaction surface as defined by FIG. 18 Schematic of cone-wing-f in
non-linear analysis. model.

Z*

Figs. Cl-C4 are shown on the following pages.
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FIG. Cl Load point trajectories for small amplitude tests
(red: actual, green: linear approximation)

FIG.~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ C2 Lodpittaetre o ifeetoclainapiue

(red actalvgxee: liearapprximaion
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FIG. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .C3La onrjcoisfrdifrn silto rqece

(red:~~~~~~~..~ aculpgen ierapoiain

FIG. C3 Load point trajectories for sinusordal oscillationfruecs
(red: actual, ble: linearnearp(0proxiiio),genliar
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RECENT EXPERIENCES OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS
Um ON AIRCRAFT FLIGHT DYNAMICS AT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

by %
Luat T. Nguyen, Raymond D. Whipple, and Jay M. Brandono ua NASA Langley Research Center

Mail Stop 355if) Hampton, Virginia 23665

O SUMMARY

This paper highlights recent research- onducted at the NASA Langley Research
CenteroY-two high angle-of-attack flight dynamic phenomena which are dominated by
unsteady aerodynamic effects: wing rock and tumbling. Studies of wing rock induced by
strong vortical flows and tumbling characteristics observed on an advanced configuration
are reviewed. Results of wind tunnel experiments are summarized and the aerodynamic
mechanisms involved in- the phenomena are discussed. "

SYMBOLS

b wing span, ft . .
_d mean aerodynamic chord, ft
CL lift coefficient
C1 rolling-moment coefficient. --

C~~~p~ C,[ ]iC, p

2V
CIp = Ctp + Cjq sin a roll damping parameter obtained in forced oscillation tests

* CIBa Ct

Cm pitching-moment coefficient

3C

C mC

2V
=C + Cm pitch damping parameter obtained in forced oscillation tests

Gq Cmq longitudinal acceleration, g

G z  normal acceleration, g
roll moment of inertia, slug-ft

2

Iy pitch moment of inertia, slug-ft
2

k reduced frequency v
P period, sec
p roll rate, rad/sec or deg/sec

. q pitch rate, rad/sec or deg/sec
qfree stream dynami pressure, lb/ft 2

S reference area, ft5
V free stream velocity, ft/seca angle of attack, deg
ao angle of attack at zero roll angle, deg
0 angle of sideslip, deg
so angle of sideslip at zero roll angle, deg
8C canard deflection, deg
88 strake flap deflection, deg
* roll angle, deg

INTRODUCTION

Modern air combat requires the ability to maneuver effectively at high angle of *-*''

attack flight conditions. To exploit this flight regime, today's fighters incorporate
numerous high angle of attack design features including slender forebodies, wing-body ..
strakes, optimized empennage configurations, and control systems which not only prevent
departures and spins, but also enhance maneuvering throughout the angle-of-attack range.
Recent advances in air-to-air missile capabilities have not decreased the fighter
airplane's requirements for maneuverability. In fact, all-aspect "point and shoot"
missiles dictate the need for rapid, transient maneuvers at high angles of attack,
including brief excursions into post stall conditions. As a result of this shift in
emphasis towards transient maneuvering and agility, unsteady aerodynamics will play an
increasingly important role in aircraft high-a flight dynamics. Whereas today's
fighters were designed primarily on static aerodynamics considerations (Cn , C1,
Cn dy, etc), tomorrow's fighters will also require design technology that addresses "
unsteay aerodynamic effects at high angles of attack. Understanding, controlling, and.exploiting these unsteady effects will enable achievement of the goal of aggressive use '-Of high angle of attack maneuvering for maximum air combat effectiveness. ' '-,'
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This paper will summarize recent research conducted at the NASA Langley Research
Center on two high angle of attack flight dynamic phenomena which are dominated by ,'../
unsteady aerodynamic effects: wing rock and tumbling. Wing rock is an undamped N.*.%r
oscillatiyn primarily in the roll axis that is exhibited by many modern combat , -. "
aircraft. Wing rock causes maneuver limitations ranging in severity from degradation
in tracking effectiveness to loss of control. Currently, development of aerodynamic and
control system techniques to alleviate this problem is constrained by the limited
understanding of the basic aerodynamic mechanisms which cause the phenomenon. To
address this problem, NASA Langley is conducting a research investigation aimed at pro-
viding fundamental information on the aerodynamics associated with wing rock at subsonic
speeds. A number of different aircraft configurations and isolated wings known to exhi- %
bit wing rock in flight are being subjected to a series of unique wind-tunnel tests par- e......
ticularly suited for exploring the phenomenon. The present paper will review the .' .
results of investigations of wing rock caused by strong vortex flows: wing rock of
highly-swept configurations, and slender forebody induced wing rock. r .

The second topic to be discussed is tumbling, which is a sustained autorotative
pitching motion. Although most current fighters are not susceptible to this dangerous
phenomenon, present design trends emphasizing high levels of relaxed stability, and ... .

incorporating features such as tailless configurations and canard controls, may lead to ..
more tumble-prone designs. In addition, the desire for very high pitch rate capability
for transient maneuvering will further increase the likelihood that tumbling will become
a flight mechanics concern for future fighters. An advanced configuration that has
exhibited tumbling in sub-scale dynamic model tests is the X-29A Forward-Swept Wing
Demonstrator airplane. The present paper will highlight some preliminary experimental
and analytical results from the studies conducted at Langley on this configuration. .-...

WING ROCK

Slender Delta Wings: The wing rock susceptibility of delta wings with leading-edge
sweep greater than 760 is well known. One of the earliest observations of this charac-
terisTic was made by McKinney and Drake during free-flight model tests conducted in
1947. since then, numerous other investigations of the delta wing wing-rock phenomenon
have been made and reported in the literature (references 3 to 5, for example).
However, only recently has a clearer understanding of the fundamental flow mechanisms
that cause wing rock for this class of configurations been established. Systematic low-
speed wind tunnel exper ments were conducted at Langley on a flat-plate delta wing of
800 leading-edge sweep.

0  
The wing was constructed of wood and had a beveled sharp

leading-edge (figure 1). The wing was subjected to conventional static-force tests and P
dynamic wind-tunnel experiments which included forced-oscillation, rotary, and free-to-
roll tests. In addition, visualization of the flow phenomena involved was obtained by
observing tuft patterns and using a helium-bubble technique.

The primary wind-tunnel test technique used to study the wing rock phenomenon of the
subject configuration was the free-to-roll tests. In these tests, the model was sting-
mounted on an apparatus (figure 2) consisting of two concentric cylindrical barrels
attached by ball bearing assemblies which allowed the model to rotate freely about its
roll axis with no angular limitation. A potentiometer provided continuous information
of model roll angle, *, which was then digitized and stored in a mini computer at 136

" samples per second. From this data, estimates of roll rate, *(ti), and roll accelera-
tion, f(ti), were derived by fitting a smoothing cubic spline to the #(t ) data points. '-
An estimate of the total aerodynamic rolling moment coefficient acting ol the model
during the motions was then obtained from the relationship:

I ALTt
Caer (ti) =xi

ISb
The free-to-roll tests were cQnducted in the Langley 12-Foot Low-Speed Wind tunnel at a

* dynamic pressure of 1.1 lb/fte. -- -

*- During these tests, the model did not begin to wing rock until angle of attack was
increased above 250. For a > 250, the model began to wing rock even without any exter-
nal disturbance beyond the inherent turbulence of the tunnel flow. This characteristic
is illustrated in figure 3 which presents a time history of the roll angle of the model -

showing a buildup of the wing rock to the limit-cycle condition. The data were obtained
by increasing angle of attack from 200, where the model did not wing rock, to 270 and
holding at that incidence to allow the wing rock to establish itself. It is seen that
the wing rock buildup was not an abrupt phenomenon; on the contrary, the buildup to the
limit-cycle condition (-330 < * < 360) occurred fairly gradually over about 10 to 15
oscillation cycles. It was also found that the model always reached this same limit-
cycle condition independent of initial disturbance or roll angle. Shown in figure 4 is
a phase plane plot (# versus #) of a buildup to and a number of cycles of the " .
equilibrium wing rock condition. The steady, gradual buildup of the oscillation is
reflected in the smooth outward spiral of the plot. Note also the repeatability of the
steady state motions from one cycle to the next. These characteristics are very typical
of a classic limit cycle. Table I summarizes the wing-rock characteristics in terms of
the limit-cycle amplitude (A#)WR, period, PWR, and averaged reduced frequency, kWR. The ., .
data show that once the limit cycle appeared above a = 250, it persisted to much higher A .

* angles of attack.

The variations of the measured lift and pitching-moment coefficients with angle of
attack are presented in figure 5. The data show that maximum lift occurred at a - 360
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and that the configuration exhibited pitch up in this region. Flow visualization using a
helium-bubble technique verified that vortex breakdown reached the wing trailing edge at ,
a = 360 and was the cause of these characteristics. Since the model was observed to
exhibit wing rock for angles of attack as low as a = 250, vortex breakdown was apparently .. F
not a factor in inducing the wing rock.

The effect of sideslip on vortex flow patterns at a - 280 and 400 are shown in
figures 6 to 8. Two basic flow characteristics were observed with the wing sideslipped
at high angles of attack: (1) vortex bursting on the windward side that progressed
toward the wing leading edge as the angle of sideslip was increased (shown in figure 7);
and (2) the leeward vortex core being displaced above the wing (shown in figure 8). With
regard to the first effect, it is Interesting to note that the photographs in figure 6 %
show that at a = 280, which is above the angle of attack for wing rock onset, breakdown
of the windward vortex does not appear to have reached the wing trailing edge even at
the large sideslip angles shown. Thus, vortex bursting over the wing Is not a wing-rock r.
inducing mechanism in this case. On the other hand, the displacement of the leeward

- vortex with sideslip is certainly occurring even at the lowest angles of attack where
wing rock was observed.

Figure 9 shows a summary plot of the lateral stability derivative, Cj,, versus a
obtained by sloping the rolling-moment data measured at B ±40 . The very high levels

"- of lateral stability for a > 200 are due in large part to the displacement of the
leeward vortex under sideslip as discussed above. This high level of CAB in the wing
rock angle-of-attack range provides a stiff "restoring spring" effect during the limit
cycle wing rock oscillations observed in the free-to-roll tests.

As discussed earlier, analysis of the motions obtained in the free-to-roll tests
were made by operating on the measured roll angle data to obtain estimates of a, B, *,

*- and the total aerodynamic rolling moment coefficient, C1 aero  Having Ctaero was par-

ticularly valuable in that it permitted examination of the aerodynamics during actual
wing-rock conditions. Plotted in figure 10 are time histories of *, a, B, *, and
CA for one cycle of the limit-cycle wing rock at a = 270 presented in figure 3. Theaero
data show that angle of attack varied between 230 and 270 while sideslip peaked at about --

* ±150. Cross plots of Ca versus # and B with the arrows indicating increasing time

are shown in figure 11. ased on energy exchange considerations, it can be shown that
aerodynamic energy is added to the model (&E>0, destabilizing) for clockwise loops in
the CA no versus # cross plot, whereas energy is extracted from the model (AE<O, stabi-
lizing for counter-clockwise loops 6. Figure 11 shows that a large clockwise or desta-
bilizing loop exists for roll angle magnitudes less than about 180 whereas smaller
counter clockwise or stabilizing loops exist at larger roll angles. Because sideslip is
directly related to roll angle, it is possible to apply the same energy exchange con-
cepts to the Ce versus B cross plot. Thus, figure 11 shows that negative dampingCaero
(AE>0) is exhibited for sideslip magnitudes less than about 80 while positive damping
(AE<0) occurs at larger sideslips. These results suggest that the wing rock exhibited . ,
by the test configuration Is caused by the variation of roll damping with sideslip
magnitude such that unstable damping exists at lower B 1 's whereas stable damping
exists at larger| B1 's with the crosso, 'r occurring near B1 = 80. If this hypothesis
is true, then the model should not exhibit wlng rock in the free-to-roll tests if they
are conducted at sufficiently large sideslip angles. Tests at sideslip were conducted
by introducing a lateral c.g. offset by adding mass to the windward pide of the wing.
The gravity-induced rolling moment negated the aerodynamic rolling moment thus providing
a "statically balanced" condition at the particular sideslip angle. The results of
these tests were that when the model was sideslipped to angles greater than about 80, it
did not wing rock. Figure 12 illustrates the results obtained at B - 100. At t = 0,
the model was set at * = 200 and released, and as shown by the time history, the motion
damped out after a number of cycles.

Further evidence of the roll damping variation with sideslip was obtained in the
forced-oscillation tests conducted in the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel in the
manner described in reference 7. Data were obtained at reduced frequencies yf k = .09,
and .16 for an oscillation amplitude of ±50 at a dynamic pressure of 2 lb/ft . Measure-
ments at various sideslips were obtained by oscillating the model about mean roll angles
of * 0, 100, 200, and 30° . The results for k = .16 which is close to the wing rock
frequencies of the free-to-roll tests are shown in figure 13. The zero sideslip data ("
= 0) indicate stable roll damping at low angles of attack followed by loss in roll damping
beginning at moderate angles of attack such that unstable values of C are exhibited
for a > 190. The results of figure 13 also show a significant effect gf mean roll
angle, I, for angles of attack above 150. Between 150 and 350, the measured roll
damping values become significantly more stable with increasing #. For example, at ao = 270,
the data show that CAp transitions between unstable and stable characteristics somewhere

between 100 and 200 of roll angle. This result is in good agreement with the free-to-
roll data discussed earlier which indicated crossover at about 180 of roll angle. Con-
verting j to B allows plotting of the roll damping results versus sideslip magnitude as
presented in figure 14 for ao = 250 and 300. The data show that at the angles of attack
observed for wing rock onset (ao > 250), the roll damping does in fact vary signifi-
cantly with sideslip magnitude. The damping is highly unstable for small sideslips and
highly stable for large sideslip with the crossover occurring near 6.4° . Again, the
results correlate well with the free-to-roll analysis which indicated crossover at about ' "
80 of sideslip. v-
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rock exhibited by the missile at a = 270. Analysis of one of the cycles in the form of -
a cross plot of Ctaero vs B is shown in figure 20. As in the case of the delta wing
discussed earlier, the results indicate unstable roll damping at lower sideslip and -
stable damping at higher sideslips with the crossover occurring nearj B - 70.

Flow visualization using a helium bubble technique was used to observe the vortices
during actual wing rock conditions. Again, the primary mechanism noted was the alter-
nating "lifting-off" and reattachment of the leading-edge vortices during each oscilla-
tion cycle. T s, it is concluded that the same fundamental vortex interaction
mechanisms which cause wing rock on slender delta wings are also responsible for the
phenomenon exhibited by the missile. It is interesting to note that the blunt sides of
the missile body (as contrasted with the sharp leading edge of the delta wing) did not
apparently have a significant effect on the wing rock inducing mechanisms. e e

The effect of the wings and tails were investigated by conducting body alone tests.
The free-to-roll results for this configuration are summarized in Table III. Comparison
of these results to those for the complete configuration (Table II) indicates that the 4,

wing and tails provide a positive damping component through most of the angle-of-attack
range. At any given angle of attack above 200, the body alone wing rock amplitude is
significantly larger than that for the complete configuration. In fact, in the 320 < -
< 420 range, the wing rock diverged beyond 900 amplitude into a continuous 3600 rota-
tion in one diruction.

Slender forebody induced wing rock.- Numerous studies have been conducted on thevortices shed from slender fuselage forebodies at high angles of attack and their effect

on static stability characteristics of fighter aircraft (references 11-13, for example).
Researchers have shown that the forebody flow separation and vortex flow field can
become asymmetric and produce significant side force. Furthermore it has been noted
that this vortex asymmetr is similar to that exhibited by slender wings such as the 800
delta discussed earlier.'' In addition to the forces directly induced by the vortices
on the forebody, studies have also indicated significant interaction of these vortices
with other components of the airplane such as the wing and empennage. This interaction
is illustrated by the water-tunnel flow visualization photograph shown in figure 21.

In view of the potentially large effect of slender forebody flow on static aerodyna-
mics of fighter aircraft at high angles of attack, it would be expected that there may
be a significant effect on airplane aerodynamic characteristics under oscillatory con-
ditions as well. In particular, intuitive extensions of the wing rock results for the
delta wing and missile discussed earlier suggest that the vortex shed by slender forebo-
dies could also strongly influence overall roll damping of an airplane at high angles of
attack. This phenomenon was first observed some years afy in low-speed wind-tunnel

tests of a fighter model based on the F-5 configuration." In order to examine wing
planform effects on these characteristics, the model was tested with three wings: the
basic F-5 wing, a swept wing, and a delta wing (figure 22). Comparison of static data
for the three configurations showed that the wing had a secondary effect on the
departure/spin resistance of the configuration and that it was the slender forebody with
a flat elliptical cross-section that provided the very high levels of static directional
stability exhibited by the configuration at high angles of attack. Roll damping data
were also obtained from low-speed forced-oscillation tests and the results are sum-
marized in figure 23. Plotted are the variations of the roll damping parameter, C,
versus angle of attack for the three configurations tested. The data for the baslccon-
figuration show highly unstable roll damping characteristics for 300 < a < 420 indi-
cating susceptibility to wing rock. It is interesting to note that the full-scale F-5
airplane exhibits large amplitude wing rock in this angle-of-attack range. The results
for the other two configurations, the swept wing and the delta wing, also show highly
unstable roll damping in the same angle-of-attack range. Because of the markedly dif-
ferent wing planforms, these results suggest that the wing is not responsible for the .
unstable roll damping above a = 300. Further evidence was recently obtajned during
tests of a model of the X-29A Forward Swept Wing Demonstrator airplane. '' This con-
figuration incorporates the exact fuselage forebody of the F-5 but is radically dif-
ferent from it in almost every other aspect. Forced oscillation data measured for the
X-29A showed the same high level of unstable roll damping in the 300 to 450 angle-of-
attack range. The fact that all four configurations exhibit this highly unstable roll FT '
damping characteristic, combined with the fact that the only common configuration
feature between the four is the forebody strongly suggests that the forebody is the
basic cauie of the unstable damping.

Roll forced oscillation data were measured on the basic F-5 model at three oscilla- "•'
tion frequencies, k = .08, .12, and .16 at three oscillation amplitudes, A# = t5°;,
t100, ±200. The effects of oscillation frequency and amplitude on the roll damping of
the configuration are illustrated in figure 24. The first plot presents data measured
at the three frequencies with A+ = ±100. Up to a = 250, the results show essentially no
frequency effect. However, in the angle-of-attack range of the instability, a signifi-
cant and consistent frequency effect is apparent in which increasing frequency reduces .'.'.-
the instability level. The second plot presents data measured at the three oscillation
amplitudes with k = .12. As with the frequency results, the data indicate no amplitude
effect up to a = 250. Again, however, in the 300 to 40' angle-of-attack range the data
show a very strong dependence of roll damping on oscillation amplitude such that .....
increasing the amplitude significantly improves the roll damping. For example, at a =I
350, the roll damping transitions between unstable and stable damping at an oscillation
amplitude somewhere between 100 and 200. It is easy to imagine how this variation of
damping from highly unstable values at small amplitudes to highly stable values at large
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amplitudes could result in a susceptibility to limit cycle wing rock which the airplane
is known to exhibit in this angle-of-attack range. 0

Further investigations of the wing rock of the F-5 model were conducted using the
free-to-roll test technique described earlier. It was found that the basic configuration
exhibits large amplitude wing rock (A# > t209) in the 300 to 400 angle-of-attack range,
as predicted by the forced oscillation results. In an attempt to isolate the component
responsible for the wing rock, tests were also conducted with the wing and vertical tail
removed from the model. With just the wing removed, the model still exhibited the wing , .

rock, thus verifying that the wing does not provide the driving mechanism for this phe-
nomenon. Removal of the vertical tail alone also did not significantly alter the wing "
rock characteristics which further supports the hypothesis that the forebody is respon- ..... ',
sible for the wing rock inducing mechanism. With both the wing and vertical tail ..

removed, no roll oscillations were observed. This result indicates that the interaction
of the forebody flow with the wing and empennage may also play an important role in
causing the wing rock. Currently, however, understanding of the very complex flow
mechanisms involved in the forebody-induced wing rock phenomenon remains very limited.

To provide a sysbematic data base for further analysis of the phenomenon static and
dynamic wind-tunnel experiments are currently being conducted at Langley on a generic
fighter model with vkriable geometry flexibility. The model consists of a very simple
cylindrical fuselage on which can be mounted a number of different wings, forebodies,
and tails. Figure 25 and 26 show photographs of the wings and forebodies that can befitted to the model. .

A preliminary series of tests utilizing this model is underway to investigate the
effect of forebody cross-sectional shape on high angle of attack static and dynamic sta-
bility characteristics. For these experiments, the model is configured with the trape-
zoidal wing with 260 leading-edge sweep and conventional horizontal and vertical tail
arrangements. Four forebodies with the same fineness ratio (3.9) but different cross-
sectional shapes (circular, vertical ellipse, horizontal ellipse, and triangular) are
being tested. A drawing of the model is shown in figure 27 and a photograph of the
model incorporating the horizontal ellipse forebody is shown in figure 28. Static,
forced-oscillation, free-to-roll, and flow-visualization tests are being conducted in

several low-speed wind-tunnel facillities and analysis of the data is just getting under-
way. This paper will, therefore, only highlight some of the preliminary results
obtained to date.

Static directional stability, Cn, for the four configurations is summarized in
figure 29. At high angles of attack, Cno varies considerably with cross sectional

shape, with values ranging from highly unstable for the vertical ellipse nose to highly
stable for the horizontal ellipse and triangular noses. These results are consistent
with data obtained in numerous earlier investigations.

Static lateral stability, C, for the four configurations is summarized in figure ,. .'

30. The data show that forebodypcross-sectional shape also has a dramatic influence on
C, at high angles of attack. Again, the vertical ellipse nose has the least favorable
effect while the horizontal ellipse and the triangular noses have the most favorable
effects. The large impact of nose geometry on lateral stability indicates a strong
interaction of the vortices shed from the slender forebody with the wing and horizontal
tail flow fields. Note that this interaction is largest in the 200 to 400 angle-of-
attack range. Above 400, C,5 does not vary significantly with nose shape which suggests
that the forebody/wing/tail flow fields are no longer strongly coupled.

Free-to-roll results for the four configurations are summarized in figure 31 in
terms of observed wing rock amplitude versus angle of attack. The data show a signifi-
cant effect of forebody geometry on wing rock susceptibility in the 25' to 420 angle-of-
attack range. The configuration incorporating the vertical ellipse nose was the most ..

resistant to wing rock, exhibiting only irregular, small amplitude oscillations. The
circular nose configuration was a little more prone to wing rock, particularly in the
300 to 350 angle-of-attack range where the oscillation amplitude reached about 100. The - '

configurations with the horizontal ellipse and triangular forebodies, on the other hand,
were found to be highly susceptible to wing rock particularly in the 300 to 350 angle-
of-attack range where oscillation amplitudes as high as 300 were observed. It is
interesting to note the geometric similarity of the horizontal ellipse nose to that of
the F-5 model discussed earlier and the corresponding similarity in the wing rock
characteristics of the two configurations. Furthermore, the importance of flow interac-
tion between the forebody, wing, and tail as a wing rock causing mechanism indicated by
the F-5 tests, is also suggested in these results in that the wing rock occurs in theangle-of-attack range in which the static lateral stability data show strong coupling
between the forebody/wing/tail flow fields.

Review of the forebody cross-sectional shape effect on static stability and wing
rock susceptibility reveals an interesting trend. The nose shapes that provide the
highest levels of static stability also cause the highest susceptibility to wing rock
and vice versa. This trend is illustrated in figures 32 and 33 which show plots of "" ,
C,, and (40)WR for the four nose configurations at an angle of attack of 300. Much

additional testing and analysis is required, however, before it can be determined if

this is a general trend.

Figure 14 presents a time history of a buildup to "steady state" wing rock con-
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ditions exhibited by the configuration Incorporating the horizontal ellipse nose at a

350. The corresponding phase plane plot is shown in figure 35. Comparison of these
figures to the corresponding ones for the 800 delta wing (figures 3 and 4) indicates
that the forebody-induced wing rock is far less regular and repeatable than the wing
rock of the slender wing. This difference may be due largely to the fact that interac- V .V
tion of the forebody vortices with other components such as the wing and tail is an
important mechanism in addition to direct action of the vortices on the component from
which they emanate which is the only factor involved in the slender wing rock. --,-

As stated earlier, fundamental understanding of the complex flow mechanisms involved
in the forebody-induced wing rock phenomenon is at present very limited. The available
data suggest that some of these mechanisms are similar to those involved in the slender
wing rock. For example, dynamic interaction of the primary vortices due to their being
so close together is certainly occurring in both cases. The effect of sideslip and roll
rate on this vortex interaction is also likely to be very similar. There are, of r
course, some very important differences between the two wing rock situations. A primary
one is the component flow interaction which is important in the forebody-induced wing
rock but which is not a factor in the slender wing rock. Another difference is the so-
called moving wall effects as discussed in reference 16. Extensive wind-tunnel tests of
the generic fighter model will continue at Langley. Data to be obtained include the
effects of forebody fineness ratio, nose strakes, wing planform, and empennage geometry.
Analysis of this systematic data base will hopefully advance understanding of the basic
aerodynamic mechanisms involved in this complex phenomenon. It should be noted, -

however, that this set of data is being generated in wind-tunnel tests conducted at very
low Reynolds number and that viscous effects may be very significant in this case. High
Reynolds number data will also have to be obtained in order to assess these effects and
to allow confident application of the results to full-scale conditions.

TUMBLING

Historical background.- Dynamic model free-tumbling tests were performed in the
Langley Vertical Spin Tunnel during World War II and continued through the early 1950's.
Reference 17 mentions the phenomenon of tumbling reported in 1942 for "a conventional
fighter airplane" (no further identification) and cites a fatal crash of a tailless
airplane which might have been tumble related. Spin tunnel investigations established
the existence of the phenomenon in model tests and tumble tests were often included in
the normal spin tunnel program, especially for tailless configurations.

Reference 17 is a summary of the tumbling results for 14 model configurations,
including considerations of emergency recovery parachutes, accelerations on the pilot,
and pilot escape. These 14 designs represented a wide diversity of aerodynamic

approaches including conventional fighters, a tail-first configuration, an extremely
close-coupled model, a forward-swept wing, flying wings, a "flying saucer", a tailless '.. .

type, and a simple delta wing. From the observations of these free-tumbling tests, the
authors drew a number of conclusions, quoted here directly.

1. Conventional airplanes will not tumble, whereas tailless and tail-first airpla-
nes may tumble.

2. Increasing the static longitudinal stability tends towards the prevention of
tumbling.

3. Tail ess airplanes having low aspect ratio and a large pitching ine.'tia para-
meter (Iy/mbf ) are less likely to tumble than those having high aspect ratio and a small
pitching Inertia parameter.

4. Ailerons and rudder have little or no effect on tumbling.

5. Movement of the elevators to oppose the tumbling rotation will generally be
effective in producing recovery from a tumble when the static longitudinal stability is
marginal.

6. Two parachutes, one attached to each wing tip, will generally be effective in -I

producing recovery from a tumble.

7. Accelerations in a tumble may be exceptionally dangerous.

The first two conclusions suggest the reason for the rapid decline in tumbling
interest after this period. Most new designs were conventional and statically stable.
This general design trend has continued up to the current generation of fighter
aircraft. However, certain "pro-tumbling" features identified in this early research
have reappeared in the X-29A configuration and these features are seen in proposed
future high performance aircraft: tail-first (X-29A canard) and tailless designs;
significant levels of relaxed static stability (X-29A static margin = -.35); low pitch
inertia and high aspect ratio of tailless aircraft, e.g. flying wings. A research
effort has been initiated at NASA Langley to address this phenomenon for contemporary
designs. The X-29A is the first configuration to be investigated in this program. A %.'.-
three-view drawing of the airplane is shown in figure 36.

Experimental investigation.- The experimental investigation was conducted in the ,
Langi -6-t Vertical Spin Tunnel. Tests were performed using a 1/25-scale model ofr-
the X-29A dynamically scaled in weight and inertia to an equivalent full-scale altitude
of 25,000 feet.
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I Free tumbling tests were conducted by launching the model into the vertically rising
airstream from any desired attitude, with or without an initial pitch rate. Initial . .
tests for the X-29A were conducted in the high angle-of-attack configuration: wing
flaps full down, strake flaps 300 down and canard 600 trailing edge up, i.e., the flight
control system commanding maximum nose down moments. When released from a nose-high
altitude (a - 1800) in this configuration, the model underwent an irregular, but clearly
autorotative pitching motion in the nose-down sense. There was a horizontal transla-
tional component to the trajectory and the model impacted the tunnel safety net after a
few tumble cycles.

The observed motion was complex with cyclic variations in linear as well as angular
rates. After release, the model would accelerate in pitch and forward velocity, passing
rapidly through 00 angle of attack. As the motion progressed beyond -900 angle of -*.F- -

attack, the pitch rate slowed very noticeably until the nose-highpoint (a - -1800) was
tumble motion, converted to full-scale values for the airplane, correspond to pitch

rates varying from 200 per second to.over 2000 per second (averaging 1200 per second) at
a sink rate on the order of 250 feet per second.

The complexity of the model motions and the extremely limited run time for each
free-tumbling test made analysis difficult. In an effort to simplify the motion and
expand test duration, the free-to-pitch test was implemented, essentially reducing the
problem to a single degree of freedom. In this technique the same dynamically scaled
model was mounted at its center of gravity on bearings so that it waf free to rotate in
pitch only (figure 37).

In the free-to-pitch tests, autorotation was obtained by either imparting an initial
rotation to the model in the proper direction, or by releasing the model from a proper
attitude with zero rate. Once Initiated, the autorotation persisted indefinitely.
Autorotation was obtained for speeds equivalent to 150 to 300 feet per second and was
very similar to the tumbling motions observed In the free-tumbling experiments. The
effect of control surface position on this motion was studied by setting the controls to
the maximum positive, negative, and neutral positions. The canard and wing flap posi-
tions had little effect on the motion. The strake flaps, on the other hand,
demonstrated a very strong effect on the motion. With the strake flaps deflected full
down, only nose-down autorotation could be induced. Attempts to force a nose-up rota-
tion either damped out or reversed to the nose-down motion. Reversing the strake flaps
to full up permitted a nose-up autorotation.

Analytical investigation.- An important objective of the current effort is to deve-
lop a valid mathematical model of the tumbling aerodynamics so that the phenomenon can
ultimately be studied in piloted simulation. This objective represents a particularly
formidable challenge because of the highly unsteady flow conditions resulting from a
number of factors including angle of attack sweeping through 3600 during each tumble
cycle at a rapid non-constant rate. The validity of a conventional model in which the
aerodynamic forces and moments are represented by a static term and damping term is
questionable. Using such a model, the aerodynamic pitching moment is expressed as:

nTOTAL Cm.s + Cmq

The validity of this model was tested by studying its ability to predict the single-
degree-of-freedom autorotation observed in the free-to-pitch tests. To obtain the sta-
tic and damping data through ±1800 angle-of-attack range required in the mathematical
model, tests were conducted in the Langley Spin Tunnel and 30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel.
A 1/8-scale X-29A model used for rotary-balance testing (figure 38) was tested in the
spin tunnel to obtain the necessary static data because the model mounting system was
most amenable to the requirements. The 00 to 900 and -900 angle-of-attack data were
obtained with the sting entering the top and bottom of the fuselage, respectively, as is
conventionally done during rotary tests. By essentially reversing the model on the.'
sting of each position, the 900 to 1800 and -900 to -1800 quadrants were obtained.
Forced-oscillation tests were conducted on a 0.16-scale model in the 30- by 60-foot wind
tunnel to determine Cm through the ±1800 angle-of-attack range. Data were measured at
an oscillation amplitude of ±50 at a reduced frequency of 0.25.

Figure 39 shows the static pitching-moment data measured for neutral, full nose-up, ' -.
and full nose-down strake flap deflections with neutral canard and flap settings. The ' I.,- .N
data between t450 angle of attack exhibit the highly unstable characteristics inherent
to this configuration. In the ±450 to ±1400 ranges, the data show very stable charac-
teristics such that very large values of pitching moment are generated in the ±1400
angle-of-attack regions. Beyond ±1400, the characteristics again break highly unstable.

Plotted in figure 40 are the values of the damping in pitch parameter Cm obtained

in the forced oscillation tests. It is seen that the damping is stable (negative)
through most of the angle-of-attack range except in fairly narrow regions centered about
a 1300 and a - -1200.

Returning to the static pitching-moment data of figure 39, qualitative correlation
with the experimental results can be obtained by "walking through" one cycle of the
tumbling as would be predicted by the static data, ignoring damping effects. Starting V
at a - 1800, representative of the nose-high launch technique used in the free-tumbling
tests, the static pitching-moment data would cause the model to accelerate rapidly in
the nose-down direction due to the highly unstable Cm. driving the model into the angle
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of attack region of very large negative values of Cm. By the time Cm becomes positive
below a = 700, the model has built up sufficient kinetic energy to drive it over the
positive Cm "hump" between 700 and 100. From 100 to -80*, the model again accelerates
in pitch due to the negative values of Cm . Below a = -700, the nose-down rate begins to
slow significantly because of the very large positive Cm "hump" centered around -1401.
At a = -1750, the pitch rate has decelerated to its slowest point as Cm crosses the zero
value and the model once again begins to accelerate in the nose down direction at the
start of the next cycle. These qualitative motion predictions based on the measured -

static data agree very well with the experimental results from the free-tumbling and
free-to-pitch tests described earlier. -...

A more exact evaluation of the analytically predicted motions was obtained by
inputting the static and dynamic wind-tunnel data into a simulation program to obtain -

time histories of the motions. The results obtained for the case described above are
shown in figure 41. The calculations were done for a full-scale airplane at V = 200
ft/sec. The computations were started with zero pitch rate and a = 1800 with controls
fixed at 6c = 0 and s= 300. The time histories show a nose down tumbling motion
rapidly developing such that steady-state conditions are achieved after about 5 cycles.
The average pitch rate is about -130 0 /sec with the minimum rate of -950 /sec occurring at

= -180* as was observed in the tunnel experiments. Also shown are calculated values
of normal and axial accelerations at the pilot station. The results indicate that
during tumbling, the pilot will be subjected to very severe g environment which may be __"_

incapacitating and may make ejection impossible....0

Quantitative comparison of the computed and experimental tumbling motions over one
cycle for the case discussed above is shown in figure 42. The experimental data were
obtained by frame-by-frame reading of movies taken of the model during the free-to-pitch
tests and then scaling the time up to full scale. The results show generally good
agreement between the two sets of attitude data. However, more detailed examination of
the comparisons indicate that the match of velocity and acceleration is not nearly as
close. It is clear that improved mathematical models of the tumbling aerodynamics are
needed and methods for obtaining the data for use in these models must be developed.

SSusceptibility to tumbling.- Based on the preliminary experimental and analytical
results obtained to date, it appears that the subject configuration may be susceptible
to tumbling with the controls fixed. However, for a highly augmented airplane such as ..-
the X-29A, the controls are not likely to remain fixed through a large amplitude
maneuver such as tumbling. Thus at this point in time, it is unknown whether it will be
possible for the fully augmented airplane to enter a tumbling condition. Of greater
concern, perhaps, are the off-nominal situations involving serious failures in the
airplane control system which can lead to conditions which may facilitate entry into a
tumble.

The eventual goal of the analytical study is to provide an aerodynamic and mathema-
tical model which will permit piloted simulation of the transition from normal flight to
the tumbling conditions. Susceptibility is the key issue for a given configuration and
will drive the form of control laws used to provide desired levels of tumble resistance.
Based on the limited results obtained to date, it appears that control laws that limit
the pitch agility of the airplane will inherently enhance resistance to tumbling. Hard
limiters on angle of attack and control laws that limit the attainable pitch rate to
"controllable" values would fall into this category. Unfortunately, careful trade-offs
versus the desire for high pitch rate capability for nose-pointing agility must be made
in designing such systems. Research is currently underway at Langley to develop control
laws for highly relaxed stability fighters which combine the desired features of maximum
agility and good resistance to pitch departures.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Current fighter aircraft design trends combined with developing air combat require-
ments stressing transient maneuvering indicates that unsteady aerodynamic effects will
play an increasingly important role in the high angle of attack flight dynamics of com-
bat aircraft. Researchers are faced with the challenges of advancing understanding of
the highly complex flow mechanisms involved, formulating valid mathematical models of
the aerodynamics, developing wind-tunnel and analytical techniques for generating the
inputs to these models, and providing readily usable design guides to the aircraft
designer.

This paper has summarized recent research at the NASA Langley Research Center on two
high angle-of-attack flight dynamic phenomena which are dominated by unsteady aerodyna-
mic effects: wing rock and tumbling. The wing rock investigations are focused on the
phenomena exhibited by slender wings and aircraft configurations incorporating slender
forebodies. Some understanding of the cause of the slender wing rock and the flow
mechanisms involved have been established. The slender forebody-induced wing rock, on
the other hand, is not well understood at the present time although similarities with
slender wing rock have been noted. The tumbling phenomenon has not received much atten-
tion for many years. Recent design trends, however, have reestablished tumbling as a
concern for future combat aircraft.

Much additional research is needed in both the wing rock and tumbling areas. Only by V
developing technology to control phenomena such as these can the goal of aggressive
exploitation of high angle of attack maneuvering for maximum air combat effectiveness be -.
achieved. ,.- .-

! I I I II .
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TABLE I.- Wing Rock Characteristics of 800 Delta Wing--'- -

a, deg (A*)WR, deg PWR, sec kWR

<25- NO WING ROCK
270 340 .98 .21
320 400 .96 .22 ." -"
370 400 1.0 .21 C'
420 320 .98 .22
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TABLE II,- Wing Rock Character~stics of Monoplanar Missile -Complete Configuration W.

a, deg Cao)WR, deg PWR, sec kWR%

<200 NO WING ROCK
220 250 1.62 .12
270 340 1.54 .13

's320 410 1.5 .13 %

370 430 1.46 .14
420 330 1.4 .15
470 200 1.24 .17

>500 NO WING ROCK

TABLE III.- Wing Rock Characteristics of Monoplanar Missile -Body Alone

a, deg (AO)WR, deg PWR' se WR

* <200NO WING ROCK
220 230 2 .10
270 630 2.5 .08
320 DIVERGENT WING ROCK
370 TO CONTINUOUS ROTATION
420

47025 ~1.32 .16
.520 70 1.10 .19

800

S = 5.91 ft
AR = .70

5.79 ft

2.32 ft

I -2.04 ft ----

Figure 1.- Drawing of 800 delta wing.

FLAT PLATE DELTA WING .0

POTENTIOMETER

Figure 2.- Free-to-roll test apparatus.
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Figure 3-Time history of wing rock buildup
in 800 delta wing tree-to-roll
tests. % = 270.
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Figure 4, Phase plane plot of 800 delta
wing rock buildup.....
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Figure 5-Longitudinal aerodynamic charac- -W
teristics of 800 delta wing.
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Figure 9.- Variation of lateral-stability
derivative i4ith angle of attack,
800 delta wing.
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Figure 10.- Time histories of one cycle of steady state wing rock. cto 27', 800 delta wing.
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Figure 12.- Response to -200 initial roll
angle. a, = 270, 0, 100,
800 delta wing.
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Fliire 14,- Effect of' sideslip on roll
damping. 800 delta wing.
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Figure 15.- Effect of sideslip on rotary
data, =300, 800 delta wing.
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Figure 16.- schematic representation of
effects of sideslip and rotation
rate on vortex patterns. o 300
rear view. 800 delta wing.
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Figure 17.- Drawing of monoiplaner missile
and comparison with 800 delta
wing.
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Figure 18.- Aerodynamic characteristics of
monoplanar missile.
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Figure 19.- Time history of steady state
wing rock. m = 271, monoplanar
missile.
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Figure 20.- Ce versus 0 crossplot for
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Figure 21.- Water tunnel flow visualization showing vortex interaction.
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Figure 24J- Effect of frequency and ampli-
tude on forced oscillation data
for basic F-5 configuration.

Figure 25.- Wing shapes for generic fighter model.
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Figure 27.- Drawing of generic fighter model.

Figure 28.- Photograph of generic model with
horizontal ellipse forebody.
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Figure 29.- Effect of forebody Cross-
sectional shape on static
directional stability. Generic
fighter model.
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Figure 32.- Static lateral-directional characteristics of generic fighter model
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Figure 34.- Time history of gemeric fighter
model wing rock buildup. ao =350.
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INTRODUCTION , .

Air combat of the future can be expected to differ greatly from that of the
past--a result attributable to advances in enabling aircraft technologies and paced by
a new generation of air-to-air weapons capabilities. Anticipated developments in the
areas of structures and structural materials, control systems and the vehicle-pilot
interface may be coupled with an emerging new understanding of unsteady aerodynamic
behavior to provide a new level of dynamic maneuverability heretofore not thought
possible.- This paper is focused on a vision of that capability as suggested by a base
of availa le supporting evidence. ..

,IIhe case for the development of a "supermaneuverable" flight capability is built
on both anticipated operational need and perceived technological opportunity. -While
both are addressed in ensuing sectionsj:he primary objectives 4erei'iaare to describe < ".
the potential of this unique flight environment and discuss its underlying unsteady
aerodynamic characteristics The result, we hope, provides a significant basis for
advocacy of future research ad development necessary to achieve this valuable combat
capability.

II. OPERATIONAL NEED AND TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITY

Future combat scenarios are expected to initially involve beyond-visual-range
(BVR) encounters which are characterized by the need to detect, categorize, and assign
targets at long range and in which high speed maneuvering is exploited to gain first
firing opportunities. This scenario incorporates a need for coordination with other

. friendly aircraft, optimized delivery of long range missiles, and selective
disengagement while BVR.

, There will also be a need to selectively close and engage targets within-
visual-range (WVR) as the air combat encounter develops. In this situation, "all
aspect" short range missiles combined with guns in an integrated flight/fire control
system offers the potential for rapid delivery of weapons on target in a highly dynamic
maneuvering combat environment. The need to selectively disengage, and perhaps to
re-enter combat during the same sortie at BVR conditions, adds another element of
dynamic maneuvering to the future combat environment.

II.1 Weapons of the Future

The scenario outlined above relies heavily on the successful integration of
technologies associated with target identification, classification, and control of the

- friendly elements of an air combat force. The need to coordinate and manage separate
. combat vehicles while providing for decentralized, single ship weapons delivery is an . ...

essential and complex ingredient of BVR and WVR phases of combat. The need for . -
* "situation awareness" and coordination of combat crews is paramount. But of equal x...

importance is the need for a very high level of dynamic maneuvering performance from ''2

each combat vehicle.

These performance needs will include capabilities:

- to rapidly accelerate or decelerate

-•to turn tightly and quickly

- to change maneuver conditions rapidly (i.e., the ability
to quickly alter the turning and longitudinal accelerating forces,
through rolling, pitching, aerodynamic flow management,
and thrust vector control)

-to obtain rapid fire control solutions and weapons delivery
_ -----. 4
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- to rapidly disengage and move on to the next target

It is in this context of increased combat performance that the word "supermaneuver-
ability" is used to connote "very high levels of agility and maneuverability available
throughout an extended flight envelope for future fighter aircraft." In effect, it
describes an expansion of the air vehicle performance envelope in the broadest sense,
including high-speed and low-speed cruise, sustained turning, and instantaneous turning
coupled with longitudinal acceleration/deceleration capability. Further, the term
"agility" is here defined as "the ability of an aircraft to move from one maneuver P
condition to another at a rapid rate." It relates to expanded ability to change roll,
pitch, and yaw orientation and to quickly change the magnitude and direction of lift,
drag, and thrust vectors.

The highly dynamic nature of future air combat will reward those combatants who
can maneuver selectively, deliver weapons on target effectively, and move to the next
target rapidly.

11.2 Technology Opportunities

In order to achieve unprecedented levels of supermaneuverability and
agility, several new and developing technologies must be successfully integrated. They
form the core of enabling technologies which are key interactive elements of the highly
capable future fighter weapons system. Among them are:

- "all aspect" short range missiles

- advanced sensors (e.g., navigation and threat)

- high speed electronic data processing devices and
techniques " -. o.-

- digital, fault-tolerant control systems for integrated,
automatic control of interactive elements, including:

- engines, nozzles, inlets

- structural shape and aeroelastic response

- aerodynamic flowfield behavior

- "all aspect" flight and weapon control

- pilot/vehicle interface technologies such as:

- helmet mounted sights and displays .

- cockpit information displays and control devices

- environmental protection devices (e.g., rapid
response "g" suits, escape systems)

- workload reduction through tailored degrees of
automation

- optimized system dynamics to achieve a high level of
flying qualities

Each of these technology areas requires continuing development on its own merit, but
the greatest payoff will be realized when they are blended properly into an overall
system design.

The remainder of this paper will concentrate on the key areas of active and .. -
interactive flowfield control and, to a lesser extent, interactive thrust vector
control. The successful development of these fledgling technology areas is crucially
dependable on the synergistic interaction of the aerodynamics and controls communities.

11.3 Envelope Expansion "

From a flight vehicle perspective, the ability to achieve supermaneuver-
ability can best be illustrated by reference to an aircraft load factor versus Mach . e* --
number diagram as shown in Figure 1. This representation identifies the maximum lift
region where attainable combinations of lift and Mach number constrained by buffet,
stall, or control limits define the useful flight envelope. Enhanced transonic and
subsonic maneuvering performance, usually associated with WVR combat, i% sought
throughout the region of moderate-to-high angles-of-attack. Figure 1 also identifies
areas for high-speed maneuver enhancement which are often restricted by control or
aeroelastic limits.
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Another dimension of supermaneuverability is the potential for rapid
transition (energy gain and loss ability) between the BVR and WVR "combat arenas" which
are shown highlighted on an altitude versus Mach number plot in Figure 2.

Supermaneuverability can thus be viewed as a natural and need-driven
extension to the performance and maneuvering capabilities which have traditionally been
associated with fighter aircraft. It is a direct result of projected operational
considerations and will be attainable in the near future due to technology opportuni-
ties on the immediate horizon. '

III. VEHICLE DYNAMICS OF "SUPERMANEUVERS" - A GENERALIZED VIEW

The evaluation of air-to-air combat capability is currently accomplished by
restricting the combat arena to prescribed, fixed specific altitude and airspeed
conditions as well as specific power settings. Furthermore, comparisons between
fighter aircraft are made assuming that these conditions are equal for all combatants,
even though this is rarely the case except in lengthy, sustained turning engagements
where flight conditions may stabilize. .-... -

Conventional wisdom has emphasized the specific excess power, Ps, as an
especially relevant "measure of merit" in analyzing combat capability. This parameter
is related to aircraft climb and acceleration (energy rate) capabilities and to
aircraft forces and speed through the well-known relation:

(Tcost - D)V d + V dvPs =  W it g at ... (I) "- -''

where: T is thrust, at is the angle between
the thrust vector and the aircraft
velocity vector, V is aircraft true
airspeed, and H is altitude.

Plots of P are used to determine single aircraft capabilities or to compare
energy maneuverability capabilities between two aircraft.

Point performance comparisons often have involved sustained and instantaneous
turn rate capabilities as shown in Figure 3 or have been portrayed as in Figure 4 where

Ps is plotted versus turn rate. These familiar methods fall short of characterizing
the "dynamic" maneuver states which may occur between two aircraft as they both attempt
to gain advantage in minimum time. All-aspect weapons and the technology potential for
supermaneuverable flight will force the aerial engagement away from sustained maneuvers
characterized by constant airspeed, load factor, and energy conditions, and towards
maneuvers in which energy is readily traded to gain first firing opportunities.

To this end, more comprehensive measures of merit are currently sought. Research
is currently underway to define and compare maneuvers in which dynamically changing
flight conditions enable pilots to turn and/or point the nose quickly, track the
target, and shoot or launch first. 1

To illustrate, Figure 5 depicts a hypothetical combat engagement sequence where
an aircraft starting at point 1 moves quickly through a series of maneuver conditions,
and recovers to its initial state. The pilot in this example attempted to sequentially
minimize turn radius, maximize turn rate, keep constant altitude, and turn via a loaded -.
roll. Note that transient events included: (1-2) "pitch up" and engine deceleration,
(2-3) rapid deceleration, (3-4) rapid turn at CLme, (4-5) "pitch down" and engine

spool-up, and (5-6) level acceleration.

The time history of turn rate during these events might appear as shown in Figure
6. The area under the curve (1-5) in Figure 6, gives the total turning angle change in
this level turn example. The effects of engine spool-down and spool-up time may be
very significant in rapid maneuvering, which leads to the conclusion that measures of
merit which more completely define maneuvering should evaluate and quantify the
following performance traits: (1) deceleration control, (2) roll performance while
maneuvering (onset rate and maximum rate), and (3) engine spool time.

III.1 Post-Stall Maneuvers

Herbst 2 has reported on a series of air combat simulations where thrust
vectoring was used to augment aerodynamic pitch and yaw control and to provide a large _

component of thrust perpendicular to the flight path to augment lift for turning. His
simulation results show a greatly improved turned performance which was decisive in
increasing combat exchange ratios even in multiple target engagements. The term,
supermaneuverability", was originally coined by Herbst as a descriptive term for the

ability to perform the types of maneuvers discovered during those simulations. An
example of such a maneuver, shown in Figure 7, involves a low speed, low radius portion
of the maneuver at a very high turn rates through post-stall angles-of-attack (up to
900). Herbst has hypothesized that this portion of the maneuver will require use of
thrust vectoring fully integrated into the flight control system in order to achieve
controlled flight "beyond the stall". In simulations employing the "Herbst vehicle",
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pilots employed that capability very selectively and infrequently, but with decisive
results in simulated combat situations. Herbst's results have provided the impetus for
a new look at the potential for increased maneuverability by expanding the envelope
through use of thrust vectoring at post-stall angles-of-attack.

The concept of a post-stall maneuver accomplished at low speeds is believed to be
just one example of a class of dynamic maneuvers which could exploit the post-stall
regime and which extends from very low to very high speeds. All may offer greatly
enhanced combat capability. It has recently been shown that post stall maneuvering is
optimum to achieve short duration, quick, tight turns. ,

Until recently, most of the aerodynamic analysis applied to those rapid, pitch-up
maneuvers has embraced quasi-steady or steady flow aerodynamic models. The %
deficiencies in this characterization as applied to supermaieuverable flight will be , 'ji!
discussed at length below.

* .111.2 Point-Shoot Ability

The ability to control an aircraft in a dynamic pitch-up maneuver through
the stall angle-of-attack has another potential combat benefit, perhaps of greater
importance than improved turn performance. Controlled pointing of the nose also leads
to a vastly improved point/shoot capability. Coupled with a fast response flight/fire
control ability, the ability to point the nose results in a system capability to shoot
or launch a short-range missile very rapidly and to recover and maneuver to the next -
target. This, however may require an extension to current missile launch envelopelimits. ......

The ability to point and shoot as well as to turn quickly and tightly
relies on achieving control of aircraft attitude and flight path beyond the stall.
Flight envelope expansion can then be represented by additional turn performance, which .. i'* o*-
can be depicted on either a load factor versus Mach number diagram or on a turn rate
versus Mach number diagram as shown in Figures 8a and b.

The ability to achieve control at orientations extending to very high
angles-of-attack provides the added benefit of "departure free" flight. This
additional combat capability will allow a pilot to aggressively maneuver his aircraft
with confidence to exploit the full range of performance and maneuver capabilities.

IV. UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS OF SUPERMANEUVER

The attainment of supermaneuverable flight will pose significant engineering and
technological challenges including those brought about by the need to cope with
continuously varying, complex aerodynamic conditions. The prospect of rapid changes in
vehicle orientation and velocity, including large amplitude excursions to very high
angles-of-attack, suggests that the traditional concept of flight be reconsidered. The
aerodynamic perspective which characterizes maneuver as a succession of steady flow,
equilibrium states may no longer be valid. The concept of supermaneuverable flight
requires that the definition be expanded to include unsteady, non-equilibrium flow
conditions in which the aerodynamic time history might have a significant effect. In .-
this regard, the classical dependence on Reynolds and Mach numbers to characterize the
aerodynamic environment is augmented by a need for a more extensive parameter set which
captures significant time dependent effects in all relevant degrees of freedom.

The evolving flight vehicle flowfield cannot be expected to possess the classical
attributes, i.e., domination by attached turbulent boundary layers with small regions
of separation bounded by a large region of irrotational, inviscid flow. Instead,
massive regions of flow separation can be anticipated to evolve which will be
significantly influenced by the time dependent variations of the boundary conditions.
Depending on the severity of these unsteady effects, many of the traditional methods
for describing aerodynamic characteristics and relating them to the vehicle dynamics,
e.g., the classical stability derivatives, may have little utility.

IV.l Rapid Pitch-Up to High-a , An Example '

To account for the myriad complex flow phenomena and interactions which
might occur during the course of a complicated supermaneuver would be difficult, if not
impossible, given their dependence on the vehicle configuration and the current level
of understanding of unsteady aerodynamics. As an illustration, however, it is useful
to consider the relatively simple example of an aircraft undergoing a rapid increase in
angle-of-attack to a large terminal angle (approximately 700-901) from an initially
high subsonic cruise condition. For additional simplicity, we consider the entire
"maneuver" to take place in the vehicle's plane of symmetry. Some of the qualitative
flow features which may be present are visually depicted in three different states of
development in Figure 9.

The initiation of the maneuver may involve large amplitude control surface
deflections which, in turn, generate unsteady vortex structures capable of affecting
the performance of neighboring and downstream-located lifting surfaces (Figure 9a).
Although of relatively short duration, these interactions are potentially significant
due to the high dynamic pressures which exist during the initial stages of the __-

maneuver.
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As the vehicle reaches higher angles-of-attack (Figure 9b), unsteady ..-
effects caused by the rapid, pitch-up motion can be expected to significantly influence
flowfield development. For example, instead of experiencing massive, chaotic flow
separation and concomitant loss of lift, wings and other lifting surfaces may witness
the development of energetic, dynamic stall vortices which temporarily "reorganize" the
flowfield and result in lift and drag increases, as the vehicle decelerates along its
flight path. The development of methods to control and manage these unsteady flow
structures could lead to their eventual exploitation for maneuver control enhancement. M_
Alternatively, the unchecked evolution of these vortices may lead to undesirable
asymmetric forces (and, possibly, departure) if sensitive instabilities result in
premature vortex breakdown on either side of the aircraft. In this sense, the unsteady
effects can be thought of as a "two-edged sword". Simulations of post-stall maneuvers
up to now have been based on quasi-steady aerodynamics with limited modeling of body
rate effects on the flowfield. In the authors' opinion, this represents a serious
weakness in the fidelity of those simulations, since the phenomena associated with
dynamic stall have not been adequately modeled. .. ,

* Unsteady vortices generated from other sources including the forebody
* region and other sharp edges may also play an important role in the overall vehicle
* dynamics. Similar phenomena can be expected to occur in the engine inlet region where

they may affect the overall aerodynamic performance of the inlet and possibly alter
engine behavior.

The potential influence of compressibility on these unsteady flow features -
is another factor which must be considered. Little is known about this Mach number
dependence and any attempt to characterize these effects in a situation where the Mach
number itself is varying with time is purely speculative.

As the aircraft reaches its maximum incidence angle and greatly reduced
forward flight speeds (Figure 9c), motion-induced aerodynamic effects are no longer * .e -
dominant. Instead, natural instabilities are the driver for an unsteady wake region
dominated by three-dimensional vortices which are shed around the planform periphery.
This flow can be expected to create a more chaotic load distribution which may make

* - vehicle orientation control difficult.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to attaining supermaneuverable flight can be
*' appreciated by recalling that the entire sequence of events just described transpires
-2 in a few seconds, or less. This compressed time frame with all of its potentially

significant dynamic events poses a considerable challenge to vehicle controlability
that may only be met with some form of automated real-time, flow management system.

IV.2 The Unsteady Separation Process

The hypothesized description of supermaneuver aerodynamics just provided is not
purely fictional, but based upon a considerable body of knowledge available in the

* literature. Research directed at gaining insight into the physical processes which
initiate and govern unsteady separated flow behavior is receiving renewed attention.
Key to this understanding is the role of time dependent boundary and initial conditions
and the influence of their history on flowfield development.

Many recent studies have focused on generic, or at least simplified, flow
geometries in an attempt to logically separate the various physical effects and
parametric dependencies while simultaneously minimizing configuration unique issues. 4-1 1
As an example, the intracacies and complexity of the unsteady separation process have
recently been captured in flow visualizations by Freymuth and his colleaguesI 0- II for
the case of an airfoil at incidence subjected to a constant freestream acceleration
from rest, as shown in Figure 10. Although these results were obtained over a very low
Reynolds numbers range, they illustrate a time developing sequence of near surface and
free vortex interactions which may serve as the elemental building blocks of more

.? complex high Reynolds number flows.

Especially relevant to the supermaneuverability question are studies which
involve airfoils and wings in unsteady motion. Evidence of significant unsteady
effectT arising from large amplitude, lifting surface motions can be traced back to the
1930s. More recent efforts in this area which are germane to the supermaneuver
application have been motivated by problems of torsional blade oscillations prevalent
in helicopter applications. Much of this work has focused on two-dimensional analyses

*- of oscillating airfoil motions which emulate the helicopter rotor environment. In the
course of these studies, the dynamic stall phenomenon has received considerable
attention.

Significant insight into the development of the airfoil dynamic stall flowfield
has been provided by McCroskey and his coworkersl 3-17 , and their contemporaries.18-22

In the course of these efforts, the unique effects of imposed unsteadiness including
time (phase) lags in flowfield development, hysteretic force time histories and the
vortical character of the developing unsteady separated region have been discovered,
described, and quantified. Parametric studies have been conducted over a broad range
of reduced frequencies and chord Reynolds numbers with only limited attention given to
the influence of Mach number.
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Although these sources have collectively provided a useful conceptual foundation,C
only recently have research efforts been directed at the unique aerodynamic aspects of
the supermaneuver flight environment. Among the many issues now receiving attention %
are the influence of very large motion amplitudes on dynamic stall development, the
effects of different motion "types" (e.g., oscillatory versus ramp) to characterize the
overall importance of motion time history, and the subject of three-dimensional
effects, to name a few.

IV.3 Airfoil Studies Continued

Considerable recent effort has been expended on studies of airfoil mptions but
emphasizing non-oscillatory behavior. Francis and Keesee 2 3 have conducted an
experimental survey of constant rate airfoil pitching motions extending to large
termination angles-of-attack (approximately 600). Measurements of unsteady surface
pressure distributions on two different symmetrical airfoil shapes have been used to r
reconstruct the flow events which shape the dynamic stall process. These results have
captured the footprint of the energetic separation vortex which originates at the
leading edge and exerts a substantial influence on the loading as it convects
downstream (see Figurb 11). This same evolutionary pattern was found to occur over the
entire range of pitch rates and amplitudes studied (0.001 < k a <0.21; 200 <ax<600,

where ka & c 2U.), although event timing and suction pressure magnitudes varied from
case to case. In all cases, motion was initiated from a steady flow, zero lift
condition.

Visual verification of the separation vortex has been obtained by Walker, et. al. 24 ,
for similar flow and motion conditions (see Figure 12). The extent of vortex
entrapment in the near wake region is observed to correlate closely with the prolonged
suction peak presence on the leeward airfoil surface. Similar visual records of the
induced unsteady separation process obtained by other investigators in several
different experimental geometries have confirmed that many qualitative similarities
exist in these flows despite the configurational differences. -.

The delay in boundary layer breakdown to separated flow conditions induced by
airfoil pitching motion has been the subject of recent studies by Schreck2 and Daley 26

The strong dependence of stall onset angle on the dimensionless pitch rate has been
documented in both investigations (see Figure 13). The monotonic increase in this
relationship suggests that the rate of unsteady motion plays an important role in .
"controlling" the occurrence of the separation events.

Unsteady forces and moments have also been inferred from pressure distribution
data for numerous airfoil motion histories.2 Several examples of these results are
provided in Figures 14 and 15. The influence of both pitch rate and amplitude on the
character of force and moment histories is apparent from an examination of these
results. The evolution of the lift coefficient as the motion progresses is
significant. The magnitude of the overshoot beyond the static maximum lift value is ''
especially dramatic, as is the persistence of these high lift levels to very large
incidence angles. These results appear to be largely independent of airfoil shape. In
some situations, near maximum lift levels were observed to sustain to nearly the
maximum incidence condition. It is not clear whether this behavior would have
continued to even higher angles had larger motion amplitudes been employed. Lift
values were observed to decrease once the pitch-up motion was terminated. The slopes
of the lift curves at low incidence are also seen to be somewhat affected by the extent
of the unsteady pitch rate.

The pressure drag coefficient curves are also profoundly influenced by the
magnitude of the pitch rate. However, the airfoil shape appears to play a more
significant role in the determination of drag.

The pitching moment histories displayed in Figures 14 and 15 behave in a manner
consistent with the model of a convecting spanwise-oriented vortex dominating the
unsteady separated flowfield. An initial lag in pitching moment variation is followed
by a pronounced nose down moment whose amplitude well exceeds the steady flow equiva-
lent. The moment stall characteristics have been observed to exhibit some dependence
on airfoil shape.

Francis, et. al. 23 , have also examined the lift force history as a function of
the dimensionless pitch rate, ka. The variations of both the maximum lift incidence
angle and the maximum lift coefficient with this parameter are depicted in Figure 16.
These results incorporate data for several values of the maximum (or termination)
angle, a . The overall shape of the curves and dependence on k, are remarkably
similar.-Both variables increase rapidly and monotonically at low pitch rates followed
by a decrease in the rate of rise when k exceeds 0.05. For any given dimensionless
pitch rate, the magnitude of either variable can be affected by the maximum incidence
angle. The above results suggest that unsteady vortex generation is influenced more
profoundly at lower values of the dimensionless pitch rate and that a point of
diminishing returns is soon reached if one attempts to delay separation and increase
lift by increasing the airfoil pitch rate.

In the supermaneuver application, an overshoot of CL poses both a problem and
max

a potential benefit. In an aerodynamic environment dominated by dynamic stall, the
problem of achieving control of aircraft attitude and flight path is complicated by the
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need for more control authority and responsiveness in order to offset the upsetting
forces and moments due to asymmetric stall once it occurs. However, a benefit in terms
of improved turn performance due to additional aerodynamic lift (and drag) may be
achieved if control is retained.

Although the peak values of the parameters just described are good indications of
airfoil performance, they are incapable of capturing the overall aerodynamic effects
which are specific to variations in the airfoil motion history. To compensate for this
deficiency, a parameter has been introduced which at least partly accounts for these J,%..
temporal effects and is, itself, independent of motion type. This parameter is defined
as the effective lift impulse function, and is formally described by the relation: .

T*

I S C d(L) ... (2)
for allC0

Ac -E C C maxs 0".W 
j

s

and = C/u-

and T* TU__

where T is the total time that the lift coefficient exceeds the maximum static value.
A similar definition can be created for other force or moment parameters. This
parameter can be described as the area bounded by the lift-time curve from above and
the static maximum lift value from below. It is a versatile measure of performance- -
since it incorporates both lift magnitude and duration in a single variable. Note also
that the freestream time constant is accounted for implicitly in the normalization.

The variation of the impulse parameter with dimensionless pitch rate for several
cases is provided in Figure 17.

A rapid increase in the impulse parameter at low pitch rates is observed to be
followed by a more gradual increase at the higher rates of motion. Significantly, the
results suggest that maximum performance does not monotonically increase with maximum
incidence of motion. In fact, results suggest that best performance for a given pitch
rate can be obtained by terminating the unsteady motion at some maximum incidence angle
which is, itself, a function of the pitch rate. A speculation is that the optimum
termination angle is related to a particular stage in separation vortex development
which is, of course, rate dependent. Termination at very large angles-of-attack is
undesirable for maximizing lift generation since it results in an unfavorable geometric
orientation with respect to the freestream.

V. CONTROL OF SUPERMANEUVERING FLIGHT

V.1 Vehicle Flight Mechanics and Control

The key to attaining supermaneuvering flight lies in the ability to control
aircraft attitude and flight path while rapidly maneuvering into and out of the
post-stall regime. Such control must also be blended with other capabilities of the
weapons system in order to optimize total system performance and effectiveness. The
role of the pilot in overall control of the system must be well thought out since his
contribution is vital in the dynamic environment envisioned for future air combat.

One way to examine the potential vehicle control benefits expected from
supermaneuverability is to compare the expected increased turn performance to that of a .
baseline modern aircraft which is limited in control to an angle-of-attack regime below
stall. Consider a simplified representation of turn performance where gravity and
thrust vector components are neglected. This simplification can be shown to yield
good results for load factors, n, which exceed a value of about three, where nn=~a In i W
our approximation, turning rate (i.e., rate of change of velocity vector angula.r
orientation with respect to the earth) is: CL.-V'g

5Cn C VSg.
S - v 2TW-... (3)" .-

Total angle change during a maneuver can then be expressed:

= Y 5 dt )dt

or, equivalently: T

AY PS fICVdAy 2W . J(CLV)dt .... (4)

From an aerodynamic standpoint, this result relates the integrated effect
of circulation to vehicle turn performance during the maneuver. It should be noted
that, in this simplified analysis, lateral forces in the body-fixed coordinate system
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have been neglected. However, the significance of increased additional lift on vehicle
turn performance is readily apparent. % P* %

To amplify on this notion further, consider an aircraft whose lifting %
capabilities can be defined by the graph in Figure 18a. In this figure, CL is a IVs
representative lift coefficient for a typical sustained maneuver condition. At a
somewhat higher value, C represents a typical limit determined by design constraints,

sudh as control authority. C is the steady-flow maximum lift limit usually . .Lmax  . %

associated with cataclysmic stall, while CL is a transient dynamic stall overshoot .*

value which is determined by the non-dimensional pitch rate and amplitude. %

Four maneuvers are plotted and compared in Figures 18 and 19. Figure l8b
depicts the load-factor versus Mach number and P = 0 characteristics of the aircraft
where the initial condition for each maneuver is shown at point A. Figure 19 shows the
corresponding turn rate time histories. Maneuver (1) involves a rapid pitch-up (i.e., >
30°/sec) to the angle-of-attack for sustained performance. Note that a moderate,
constant value of turn rate is achieved for this steady, level turn. Maneuver (2) also
involves a rapid pitch-up, only to a high value of C In this case, higher values of
turn rate are achieved while speed decreases initially but stabilizes once drag equals
thrust. Maneuver (3) involves faster turn rates, but more rapid deceleration to ateor io lrsustained turn rate condition. Maneuver (4) is assumed to involve the transient "...-'

dynamic stall effect which provides even better initial turning performance. The
possibility of a large departure from the steady flow envelope is evident here.

In these examples, the advantages of high-angle-of-attack capability are
shown to result in faster turning especially during the initial portion of dynamic
maneuvers. It should be noted that other means of initiating the dynamic maneuver
(i.e., different lift-time histories) and penetrating the stall regime may lead to
similarly favorable performance improvements.

Turn radius is another important parameter. In the assumed approximation
which neglects gravity, lateral body forces, and the thrust turning component, an '•'""
expression for turn radius may be written:

R 2 2W (1)
ng S gCL ... (5)

This relation shows the advantage of high values of lift coefficient for
achieving a reduced turn radius.

Mere recognition of the importance of enhanced dynamic forces is not
enough. Ultimately, they can be exploited and optimized only if a means can be found
to control them. The possible use of new aerodynamic techniques to achieve this
capability is discussed in the next section. However, it is important to consider the
potential of thrust vectoring as another possible means to this end.

Thrust vectoring can be used along with gravity to affect both turn rate
and radius. Analysis, simulation, and flight experience have shown that use of thrust
vectoring and management of flight path to take advantage of gravity are important in
further control of acceleration, deceleration, and turning of the velocity vector
during combat. The additional ability to "point and shoot", as discussed previously,
is of perhaps equal importance in determining combat effectiveness.

The overriding requirement, however, is to achieve control of aircraft
attitude and flight path in a way that involves the pilot functioning in an optimum
sense as the system manager. The direct control of the flowfield and thrust vector
necessary to achieve a high degree of supermaneuverability will require a high level of
automation. The need for interactive (active feedback) control of the flowfield and
thrust vector presents a technical challenge which involves extensive integration of
complex functions and technologies.

V.2 Flow Control

The ability to manage and control the time dependent, separated flows which
earmark the aerodynamic environment is of paramount importance if true
supermaneuverable flight is to be achieved. Any successful scheme for controlling
flight vehicle attitude and flight path must have some provision for manipulating the
aerodynamic forces which will be encountered. The exercise of that control may involve
both global and local separation phenomena and any of a variety of potential
techniques. Both enhancement and suppression of those phenomena offer possible control
strategies. " .

The topic of flow separation control is receiving a great deal of attention,
as evidenced by the results of the recent AIAA Shear Flow Control Conference.* This
interest is due, in part, to the availability and degree of capability of several
enablina technologies including structures, actuator mechanisms and, most
• AIAA Shear Flow Control Conference was held in Boulder, Colorado (USA), from 12-14 March
1984.
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significantly, digital real-time control methodologies. Although man has only recently N % %
reached the threshold of success in controlling separated flows, nature has ..
incorporated these techniques in the flying and propulsion gapabilities of several %.
organisms, albeit at much lower Reynolds and Mach numbers.

27-' 8-

V.2.1 Control Techniques Under Investigation * "

Past attempts to "control" separated flows have focused primarily on
reducing or eliminating regions of separation and promoting attached flow behavior to
the maximal extent. The classical vortex generator found on many contemporary aircraft
is an example of a control device designed for just this purpose. Although the
consequences of this approach can often result in a reduction in efficiency (i.e.,
increased surface friction drag), the potential benefits have been found to outweigh
this negative aspect in many conventional applications.

Based on the previous discussion, however, the supermaneuver aerodynamic
environment can be expected to be anything but conventional. It can be expected to be
dominated by separated flow to a degree that defies the use of conventional control
methodologies. The prospect of controlling an unsteady, motion driven flow environment
offers new challenges and new opportunities. The energetic, unsteady leading edge

" separation vortex may be one of these. A virtual fact of life in dynamic, high
angle-of-attack applications, this type of flow structure must be reckoned with in any
case, but may prove to be highly beneficial if appropriately manipulated. If energy
can be added to the stall vortex, or if its residence time near the lifting surface can
be increased, enhanced transient lift (and drag) could provide improvements in turning
and pointing performance. In a sense, all investigations of dynamic stall phenomena
are studies of open loop control as effected by prescribed time-dependent boundary
conditions.

Several efforts have focused on these types of flows with an orientation
toward the control aspect. Lang29 examined the unsteady loading induced by a
harmonically oscillating fence-type spoiler located on one surface of an airfoil and
its effect on both a fixed and moving trailing edge flap. A follow-on investigation of
the spoiler-generated flowfield by Francis, et. al. 4 revealed the developing vortical
character of the separation zone and correlated the behavior of the suction peak on the
airfoil surface.

The influence of oscillating spoiler motion on the flowfielo of an airfoil
at high incidence has recently been investigated by Luttges, et. al. .31J In their
experiments, a spoiler located at the 20% chord location on the suction surface was
found to induce small spanwise vortices which profoundly effected flowfield curvature
in manner suggestive of increased lifting performance. More recent measurements of
unsteady load enhancements of 60 - 110% above the maximum steady flow value have W
confirmed this hypothesis.31  These results and the overall flow phenomenology have
been verified for cases of combined airfoil pitching and spoiler oscillations as well.
Furthermore, separate experiments employing a pulsed air jet in place of the spoiler
have revealed a similar flow structure in those cases.

The advantages of a generic flow geometry for studying control issues have " "
best been egploited in several recent experimental investigations by Koga, et. al. 5 and
Reisenthal.0  Their efforts have focused on a variety of motions produced by a computer .
controlled hinge-type spoiler in concert with various boundary conditions including a -.-. '- 

flat surface, an upstream-located two-dimensional wedge and an upstream-located
backward facing step. Koga's studies5 of the unsteady separated region produced by .%-' -""

different duty cycles (motion time histories) have indicated a profound influence on
the character of separation by the time-dependent boundary conditions (Figure 20).
Given identical amplitude and period conditions, the triangular waveform, 90% duty -'
cycle case at the right side of the Figure is observed to result in a more well
organized, energetic, and persistent vortex than the other cases having the same
amplitude and period.

The effect of the oscillating spoiler located downstream of the wedge
(illustrated in Figure 21) is equally profound. With the spoiler retracted, the wedge
generates a separated free shear layer emanating from the surface at the wedge angle,
emulating the flowfield of a classical separation bubble. Although blanketed
completely by the wedge, the spoiler has demonstrated its effectiveness in altering the
separated flowfield for a variety of amplitude and frequency conditions. The energized
flow can greatly shorten the mean reattachment distance (factor of 2) under some
conditions.

Reisenthal's results 6 show similar behavior and effects on the otherwise
separated flow downstream of a backward facing step. The additional advantage of this
flow geometry is the degree of control provided on the initial, separating boundary
layer. The effect on an initially turbulent boundary layer is shown in Figure 22 which
illustrates an instantaneous visualization, isovorticity contours, and the surface
pressure distribution for two phase points in a triangular motion cycle. These results "-"
strongly suggest that the control imparted by the active oscillation is independent of
the character of the incoming boundary layer; i.e., transitional versus turbulent.

U%
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Reisenthal has also documented the effect of spoiler frequency on

reattachment length and provided an explanation for the peculiar behavior of thisfunction (see Figure 23). Local minima found at several low frequencies are attributed #, '.# i

to different physical mechanisms. At the lowest reduced frequencies, the unsteady
modulation of the separated shear layer by the oscillating spoiler determines the flow ,
reattachment history and mean location. This mechanism has been termed "induced
shear-layer control". For k > 0.03, the formation of a large scale vortical structure""--
of significant energy plays a significant role in the control process. The influence - .
of this second mechanism, referred to as "formed vortex control", increases as the .
reduced frequency is increased. The combination of both phenomena at k = 0.06 leads to .. . -"
an optimum reattachment condition. At larger values of k, the control optimization
curve bifurcates into an intermediate pressure recovery branch characterized by
multiple formed vortices and an asymmetric pressure recovery branch which reflects a
deterioration of control at very high frequencies. The scalinq laws which govern the
above behavior have recently been postulated by Nagib, et. al. 3

Finally, it is appropriate to mention several recent investigations of %
acoustically-induced separation control. Ahuja 33 has demonstrated a reduction in size
of the separated region on an airfoil at incidence when the separated shear layer is
actively stimulated with und at selected frequencies. This result is a reaffirmation
of the findings of Quinn and others. 35- 36 The potential utility of acoustically
driven control in supermaneuver applications is speculative at best given the demands %
of the changing, dynamic environment expected.

V.2.2 Prospects for Interactive Control

Attempts to implement real-time, interactive control of attached viscous
shear flows have met with limited success under some conditions. These experiments
have involved transitioning boundary layers and included nonlinear but periodic time

- dependent wave shapes with two-dimensional mean and unsteady flow spatial
characteristics achieved in a laboratory setting. 37

Despite the more complex, rotational character of motion-induced, unsteady
separation, there are signs that true interactive control may be possible in these
circumstances as well. The relatively large time constants associated with the slow
convection speeds of these vortical structures (typically 15-50% of freestream
velocity) coupled with the low speeds expected in portions of the supermaneuver
envelope, provide optimism from the standpoint of practical control utility. The
degree of flow reorganization resulting from the induced effects of the energetic
separation vortex is also considered to be a promising positive factor.

The key to the successful demonstration of interactive control of unsteady .-. '.'-.
separated flows is a more complete understanding of the role of the continually
changing boundary conditions. The ability to sense change in the flowfield character --
even at real-time speeds is secondary to the need for a practical means of altering the
boundary conditions to influence flow developments in a known and positive manner. For
example, little is known of the influence of continuous boundary shaping as means of
achieving vortex entrapment (e.g., changing airfoil camber in real time in response to
the instantaneous position of the vortex centroid). The development of interactive
control methodologies hinges on a continued research program focused on fundamental
concepts as well as assessing and extending practical limitations of control
implementation.

VI. THE IMPORTANCE OF INTEGRATION

Effectiveness of a fighter aircraft with supermaneuver capabilities requires that -

the pilot be involved at a very high level of decision-making and control. He must
have access to data on the threat, the external (combat) situation, and on the state of

C his vehicle. Such data must be blended from appropriate sensors and presented to him
in a format which allows for rapid interpretation and action. The data must illustrate
the "big picture" of the combat situation so that his actions can be quickly %" ..
determined. Once initiated, the aircraft and weapons must respond quickly to implement
the intended tactic. F

Detailed control functions must be automated to a very high degree. Time
constants associated with complex sequences of dynamical events are too short for ".
direct pilot inputs and interaction. Our concept is that an "automation core" which ,'""-

involves integration of propulsion (thrust vector -- inlet, engine, and nozzle) ,
flowfield, structural shape and dynamics (aeroelastic effects), navigation, fire, and
weapons control functions, should be aggressively developed to relieve the pilot of '
high workload demands during combat.

The ultimate basis to be used to design the next generation, supermaneuverable -.-
aircraft would be a radical extension of current flying qualities criteria. The flight
path, vehicle, and man/machine dynamics of such a weapons system will undoubtedly force
us to define new pilot-centered design criteria.

The integration of the many advanced technologies necessary to achieve true
supermaneuverable flight possess significant technical and management challenges. To
meet and overcome them will require dedicated teams of advanced technology specialists
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led by a new breed of multi-disciplinary, system-level design engineers willing to
experiment with new integration methodologies. The potential operational payoff ,
justifies the investment in time, people, and development costs. s •i

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS . .,

VII.l Vehicle Control

Further studies are needed in the areas of: .

a. operational effectiveness of supermaneuvers

b. definition of "supermaneuvers"

c. determination of flowfield and propulsion control requirements

d. design criteria for control systems -- flow, propulsion, and
flight control

e. new control methodologies

f. pilot/vehicle dynamic interactions -

g. aircraft/weapons capability tradeoffs

h. new flying qualities criteria

i. multidiscipline design methodology

The recommended approach is to aggressively pursue concurrent and
coordinated basic research, exploratory, and advanced development programs.
Experiments, including those involving extensive integration and piloted simulations,
should be used to provide understanding of the payoffs and technical needs.

Control of 'aircraft attitude and flight path in a highly dynamic
post-stall maneuvering environment is expected to require development of interactive
flow control and the use of integrated thrust vectoring. The path to achieve success "-'--
is not exactly clear, but the objective of controlled flight beyond traditional
aircraft limits is fairly well defined.

VII.2 Aerodynamics and Flow Control Research

An improved understanding of the aerodynamic environment anticipated in
supermaneuvering flight and the pursuit of methods to control it are continuing
objectives of both basic and applied research activities. The current state of
knowledge in unsteady aerodynamics in which large amplitude, time-dependent changes in
the boundary conditions may play a significant role is in its infancy. Much less is
known of how to control and exploit resulting flow phenomena.

Continuing emphasis should be devoted to studies of flow separation P..
mechanisms as they apply on both a global and local scale. These efforts should
explore a variety of flow geometries including all forms of lifting and nonlifting
surfaces and bodies, as well as "generic" configurations which might be capable of
isolating specific physical mechanisms of importance. A way to characterize and
categorize the effects resulting from the complex time-dependent boundary conditions F
should be pursued in this regard.

More attention should be directed toward the potential significance of
three-dimensional effects in these flows. As indicated in a previous section, most
research on lifting surfaces, to date, has focused on airfoil flows and performance.
It should be recognized that three-dimensional flow behavior can result from several
possible sources, including:

a. naturally induced effects initiated by inherent flow mechanisms such
as shear layer instability

b. shape-induced effects which result from the three-dimensional
character of the boundary shape or planform (e.g., wing tip geometry effects); or ..

c. motion-induced effects which may be caused by complex time-dependent
behavior of boundaries in multiple degrees of freedom.

The important role of vortex behavior is evident from much of the
preceding discussion. The fundamental understanding of vortex surface and vortex-
vortex interactions must also be pursued intensely.

.4.

The development of new and efficient (from a flight vehicle point of view)
flow control strategies represents another major arena destined to receive increased
attention. The effects of motion history and three-dimensionality must be understood
irrespective of the method of control. Active and interactive control methodologies to
be explored include those involving mechanical techniques (e.g., actuated surfaces),
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control jets and shear layers, and possibly, methods which exploit acoustic
interactions.

The optimization of vortex energization and subsequent entrapment poses a
significant control challenge. Can the dynamic stall vortex (or any unsteady
separation vortex) be thought of as a short duration "aerodynamic battery"? If so,
what is the ultimate potential for exploitation? If the answers to these questions are
positive, the potential advantage of a robotic wing capable of real time aerodynamic
interaction using deformable surfaces, control jets, etc., may well be worth the
development costs.

Finally, the control of highly coherent, high intensity turbulent flow
structures at low and high velocities will improve handling and ride qualities and may
improve overall aerodynamic efficiency.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A forecast of future aerial combat predicated on anticipated technological
advances and weapons developments suggests a need for supermaneuverable aircraft
possessing greatly enhanced turning and virtually instantaneous point-and-shoot
capabilities. The potential advantages of exploiting this unique flight environment .-
have been discussed along with a detailed description of expected vehicle dynamic
behavior. An emerging picture of the unsteady aerodynamic behavior which will be
experienced during these violent maneuvers dictates a need for greater vehicle and
flowfield control capabilities far in excess of any previously employed in application.
However, the successful implementation of advanced control techniques may well
beneficially exploit the unusual flow phenomena associated with this nonclassical
method of flight. The research discoveries and developmental ideas generated during
the next decade will likely alter the concept of maneuvering flight as we know it and
lead to a new generation of aircraft with vastly improved combat capabilities.
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ON THE INTERFACE BETWEEN UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS, DYNAMICS AND CONTROL

by

4G.Hancock and R.Vepa.Department of Aeronautical Engineering

oQueen Mary College
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Mile End Road
London El 4NS 

-.England

_% .% '.._
m SUMMARY

T.'7 -- P'aper explains the problems of interfacing the mathematical representation of

L.I linearised unsteady aerodynamics with dynamic response such that the eigenvalues of the

i dynamic response are correctly obtained. These eigenvalues are then used in control

synthesis. --

Particular attention is pa I to Cia in the context of aircraft dynamics, the concept

of quasi-steady aerodynamics is clarified.

NOTATION

C mean chord

p ~ ~ C ) moment coefficient, about pitch axis, of response to step input

CM A moment coefficient, about pitch axis, of response to impulse input

~"()"()oscillatory moment coefficients

Laplace Transforms

constant coefficients
CM 8 ,C~
g(. ,) c~) functions within C Le) and

k,, k., k, constants

free stream Mach number

W Laplace Transform

wing area

time

L, " V/, non-dimensional time

" V forward speed

6 pitch angle

W& G-C/L- ) frequency parameter

frequency (rad/s)

/A real part of S

1 . INTRODUCTION

The title of this Conference is Unsteady Aerodynamics - Its Fundamentals and

Applications to Aircraft Dynamics. It is right and proper that fundamentals and. ..

applications should be discussed together. Unsteady aerodynamics, unlike steady

aerodynamics, is not a discipline or subject area which can be isolated from the context(s)

in which it is to be used. In fact it is more relevant and constructive to concentrate on

the applications first, so a more appropriate title might be 'Unsteady Aerodynamics - Its

Applications and Appropriate Fundamentals'. It is only by studying applications that the

specification for unsteady aerodynamics can be understood and requirements for research in

", unsteady aerodynamics can be formulated.
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Unsteady aerodynamics affect all aerospace vehicles; fixed wing aeroplanes, helicopters

4nd missiles. But for brevity, this presentation is limited to fixed wing aeroplanes. ' .'.-
,*.?% ..

To indicate the range of applications of unsteady aerodynamics, the various technical %

areas in the design and operation of aircraft and which incorporate unsteady aerodynamics

in varying degrees~ are:

Overall Controllability

Flutter

Structural Strength of Transport Aircraft "

Control System Design s

Flight Simulation (Research and Training) '*.

Fatigue Monitoring in Operation ....

Overall controllability, or alternatively 'aircraft dynamics', involves the integrated

inertia characteristics, quasi-steady structural stiffness and very low frequency aero-

dynamics.

Flutter, the primary topic in the domain of aeroelasticity, involves inertial

distributions, normal structural modes and medium frequency aerodynamics. -.

Static structural strength is concerned with the load bearing structure to ensure

that it supports the extremes of load expected in operation. For transport aircraft the

design condition for wings comes from extreme gust loads. The description of the gust

behaviour, its discrete character and its spectral features, and the corresponding aircraft- " -

and structural response involves unsteady aerodynamics. -

Control system design for stability augmentation, manoeuvre demand, spin preventation,

and active control technology (reduced static stability, manoeuvre load, gust alleviation,

flutter suppression, ride quality), involves a full knowledge of inertial characteristics,

structural stiffness characteristics, unsteady aerodynamics, sensor characteristics,

hydraulic power and actuator systems and on-board microprocessors and mini computers, all

depending on the type and level of control theory and optimisation used. -

Flight simulation embraces aircraft dynamics control and real time computation with

an interface with the human pilot.

Fatigue monitoring comes in at the operation phase. The requirement here is for a

mathematical model which gives the response and hence fatigue life of the vulnerable parts

of an aircraft structure with a minimum number of operational recorders.

These various areas have evolved with distinctive procedures. Aircraft stability and
control uses axes fixed in the aircraft, essentially with velocities as the independent

variables. Aeroelasticians use simple translational axes; overall and flexibility motions
are derived relative to this axis system using displacements as the independent variables.

The stressman who is interested in structural strength, only analyses the load bearing

part of the structure whereas the aeroelastician needs to incorporate those non-load
bearing components which contribute significantly to the structural stiffness character-

istics, but not to strength. The control specialist has to translate and convert

information from structures, aerodynamics, hydraulics, etc., into forms which are
compatible with control analysis and design procedures, these design procedures operate in%

the time domain, the frequency domain, the (Laplace) s plane, and for sampled data, the

Z plane; because of the growing application of active control technology and configured
vehicles the control field is becoming increasingly important. Flight simulation depends

for its effectiveness on the realism of aircraft behaviour to human perception and input. , '

Monitoring of operational fatigue in the past was done with just one vg recorder, nowadays

it is somewhat more sophisticated nevertheless the technique remains rather gross.

Because of the individual practices within each of the above technical areas there .

are problems of communication at the interfaces which introduce difficulties of

*- transferring know-how from one area to another. Perhaps there should be a debate on . .
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whether or not it is desirable and feasible to formulate a philosophy for an overall

comprehensive mathematical model which embraces the whole subset of mathematical models

for the above technical areas in a compatible manner; and if so, perhaps such a venture

could be sponsored by AGARD.

2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

There are essentially three stages to the interface between unsteady aerodynamics and

their applications,

i) unsteady aerodynamics,

ii) coupling of unsteady aerodynamics with dynamics (i.e. dynamic response),

iii) dynamic response, including unsteady aerodynamics, with feedback, (i.e. control
analysis and synthesis).

Each of these three stages has its own set of requirements and approximations; it is

necessary to understand the sequence of approximations introduced at each stage and the

interrelationship of these approximations. There is also a need to relate the level of

the mathematical analysis and detail to the practical scenario.

For simplicity in this presentation only linearised subsonic aerodynamics are

discussed. It is important that the linearised situation is well understood before

introducing the complexities of real non-linear aerodynamics.

3. UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS

In unsteady aerodynamics conceptual understanding differs from the way in which

unsteady aerodynamic effects are calculated.

Conceptually unsteady aerodynamics are associated with lag effects arising from

vorticity shed continuously into a wake, and the radiation of pressure waves from the F

surface of the unsteady wing (or aircraft) and the unsteady wake. If a finite isolated

wing is given a sudden step change in 'pitch' about an axis of rotation, as shown in

Fig. 1, , . ..
9. %Ht)

where Iq) is the unit step function

) =0 e "0=1 e';.

Note that 'pitch' as defined here has the 'incidence angle' equal to the pitch angle.

The step moment response about the pitch axis, can be written in the form

*~c C V CC, _t:)&. (2)

where axis
wing area

= mean chord '

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the non-dimensional time

defined as (4)

where the unit of time c/V)is the time the free stream moves one chord length, and

.).

A typical curve for C,,,. ) is shown in Fig. 2.

At M.Ow , k, and k, are associated with the so called 'apparent mass'. For ?1,,)PO

ka  is zero and k, is given by the piston theory solution of the step motion.

.As 

0 

-
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6 .. ..- (..)

For a finite wing as

* whereas for a two dimensional aerofoil

St M14

For a general 'pitching' motion G() defined for t.o (assuming O(E) is zero for

t4 0 ) the aerodynamic moment about the pitch axis is, assuming linearised aerodynamics,
obtained by convolution, so

(oj) /0VSwC Cc~
where k& ),k"'- "'--'-"-C-:.= k - ,dr 9

.:.: -~- k, 5 6k k-.,3 [ ,.. .,.

where the dots again denote differentiation with respect to 6 CM() is the non-

dimensional impulsive moment response where

.J. CM~ C'41)
so (10)

Eqn.(9) is essentially the starting point of all applications of unsteady aerodynamics.

Traditionally, the step response function (L-4C) is not calculated directly.

Because oscillatory aerodynamics are required for flutter, the calculation of unsteady

aerodynamics has concentrated on the prediction of oscillatory derivatives. The step

response function is calculated subsequently once the oscillatory derivatives are known.

When a wing is oscillating in 'pitch' in simple harmonic motion,
-" (e) G= oe (11) "..',.

• - the oscillatory moment l((7) about the pitch axis can be expressed in the form

frf(M) - 4 S w C,,(v) ¢o " (12)
where C &':C(Y) V-- C, 6 (Y + C', 6)

' = frequency parameter = .C/j/. (13)

Here C,1(. ) represents the in-phase component and C &i(Y) represents the quadrature or -

out-of-phase, component. ,7-.

As V-io , then

CMS ), + Q (14)

CM. (v) -- 5 ( .n2,..."'- O~ r, rl O& ( )' L/ V) A'1 . dfmenn.st, (1)J---''

As v --,oc, then

CMGCY -~ 3(16)
where k , ,, , are the same constants as those in eqn.(3) for the step response

" function. Ihe manner in which ,(f) approaches its asymptotic state as V--Go is discussed

,...I ater.

in general because of numerical limitations CM 66 can only be calculated for a
limited frequency range -'. S.-

0 < Y * (17) Z
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For 2 dimensional aerofoils V. has been taken up to about 30, while for finite wings
is about 6. For the purposes of flutter calculations 0-Y-Y, covers all practical

cases.

Now oscillatory loads are related to the step (or impulsive) response functions V

through the Fourier Transform -

CYq) C11 f -L C ()

'+ k.-Cj+dC (18)

where C is defined in eqn.(i0). Eqn.(18) can be inverted to give

-- Y- k.)si ve dv. (20)

The double form for arises he act that.g 5( 1 is real and zero for t-0

Thus (,.d) -depends on the whole frequency range O<YVo; it is therefore necessary
to extrapolate C".61) and/or Cmb(v) from .l~

Now k, is known from piston theory and k, is zero for 1.,>O, but 14 is not known .*-.-
aprioo-, however °,-. .

The asymptotic behaviour of C, v) in two dimensions for large, is strange; (: &(,)

approaches k, as expected with increasingy but then wanders about k, , although not

significantly; the actual convergence to k, is rather obscure. Nevertheless a simple

extrapolation for C 4 CY) from V equal to Y,,, to infinity seems to suffice for practical
9 "A.-. . °.

purposes. The function G) can then be obtained from eqn.(20). In general it is not

possible to extrapolate t 4 (y) from Y,, to infinity because of the odd behaviour of this

function; calculations in 2 dimensions suggest that convergence of to its

asymptotic state takes place about , equal to 60; the equivalent value in 3 dimensions

is not known.

To generalise from oscillatory aerodynamics to unsteady aerodynamics, the key issue

concerns the extrapolation of the oscillatory derivatives of V from to infinity.

4. COUPLING OF DYNAMICS WITH UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS

Unsteady aerodynamics is always used in the context of aircraft response.

Consider an isolated wing with the single degree of 'pitch' rotation, 9;) , about an

axis of rotation. In still air the equation of the pitching motion, following an

impulsive moment at tr-o , is

I +D& K&= M ) (22)

whe re
_T" = moment of inertia,

= damping coefficient, ",

K = stiffness.

The solution of this second order equation is given in terms of

(23) -

where , satisfies the characteristic equation

,V + K o. (24) %

which has the two roots An (or eigenvalues or poles; these terms are synonomous) where

AI (2S)

The two poles of eqn. (24) determine the motion, which from eqns.(23,25), is obviously

damped.
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In moving air the equation of pitchin motion is

where CnMR) is the non-dimensional step response function, and C11 (R) is the non- (26

dimensional impulse response function (related by eqn.(l0)).

Before discussing the solution to eqn.(26) it is useful to consider the type of

solution expected. ,

*The first question is whether the solution can be expressed purely in terms of simple

poles in the form N

(27)
* The answer is no. Because C",A(P) behaves at large time like , in 3 dimensions (or as

in 2 dimensions) then the motion (ft) cannot be expressed purely in terms of exponential

terms. But it is expected that the solution can be expressed primarily in terms of some
poles, but there will be additional, or residual, behaviour.

. The second question concerns the number of poles. The rigorous answer is not known

* but on the basis of calculations as reported in the literature, it is thought that in this

*" exercise of a single degree of freedom system there are only two poles (i.e. the same number

*" as in still air).

However in numerical terms the solution to eqn.(26) can be computed once C ) has

been computed. This numerical solution of (0) , obtained in the time domain, does not . -. :

* identify the poles which dominate the response.

"-"tetn (26) can also be solved directly numerically in the frequency domain. .'-"

Applying the Fourier Transform to eqn. (26) the equation becomes

[4.v&:V K v Y)K-' cCM (Y)}& (28) .
Hence by inversion LVd ,. -..-

,._ _ ::::::,:-(29).e

The numerical inversion depends on knowledge of the oscillatory derivatives C (Y) and

Cji(v) over the full frequency range. The numerical inversion of eqn. (29) also does not

identify the dominant poles. Computationally it might be faster to compute () from

eqn. (29) than from eqn.(26) because for eqn.(26) it is necessary to undertake the lengthy

computation of CM first. However, once C ) is known the computation of ft) for
a range of parameters is obtained relatively quickly.

A third way of approaching the solution of eqn. (26) is via the Laplace Transform.

Define the Laplace Transform

- r~-sL-(30)

where
S + .

The function T(S) only exists over part of the s plane where

- /(, (31)
and/Ct depends on the form of ( ). The inverse of eqn.(30) is*'-,. ... S f s d s (32 ). '

where

A -,(33)

The value of/c, is the same in eqns.(31,33). In the region a/4, the function is

defined, according to eqn.(30), so eqn.(32) is well defined.

The interesting part of the inversion process is that although .(s)can only be

defined for/zA( -eal part cf s)X A, a well behaved function Ts), can he continued

analytically into the other part of the s plane, namelyi,/-c^ ; poles can then he
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identified in the region/,4,/,A, and the inversion can be derived in terms of residues at
the poles. Analytic continuation is at the heart of the Laplace Transform method.

Applying the Laplace Transform, eqn.(26) becomes

( tV&S( M G )-V (34)

where

C. (s) sv kS 4- + (5

Note, comparing eqns.(18,35) "-,.-

CM~v) -(36)

Although C60I) can be obtained from ;($" cannot be obtained from CM(') . "

Suppose that in principle cm(s) can be continued analytically througnout the entire

s plane. Then two poles (at least) can be obtained from

1."s-.$ I's + K -- otSo V c C,.1(s) 0 (37)

To invert (S), to obtain 6(1) , a contour must be drawn enclosing the poles. But because 46,

CM(s) involves a term like InS it is necessary to introduce a cut along the negative

real axis as shown in Fig. 3. Thus the form of &() in principle is

i-(e O@) -' &t"% J'+ residual term(C, (38)

where S,, s are the two poles (i.e. solutions of eqn.(37)) and the residual term arises

*- from integrating 6(s) along the cut.

It is seen that there is a problem for an overdamped system if a pole lies on tae

negative real axis.

But from a practical point of view (.M(S) can only be evaluated numerically from

eqn.(35) for

.- (- real part of s) > 0

To proceed with the method it is necessary to analytically continue Cm(h) into the

negative real part of the s plane. This can be done at MH.equal to zero because qS - .

can be expressed in analytic form. However for M00>o eqn.(35) has to be solved numerically

so in this approach analytic continuation is not possible. Since, as explained later, for

control purposes there is a need to know where the poles in eqn.(34) lie; there is
considerable interest in knowing whether or not an exact analytic continuation can be

achieved (by other means than implied above); some say yes, some say no.

In an alternative approach can be approximated by an analytic function,

eqn.(35) can then be determined in analytic form. This approximate analytic form can be

continued analytically over the entire s plane. But there are dangers, simple analytic

approximations to can actually produce spurious poles. To illustrate this point

suppose that is approximated by .

G,_ c , C - (39)

where the constants a,,Q, ),, Q .. are chosen such that the approximated $jt(J is close

to the exact The Laplace Transform of eqn.(39) is

.'s c) - _ O _(40)
Thus the characteristic equation (37) becomes of the form

IS_ -o (41)

The characteristic equation now becomes a fourth order polynomial with four poles. Thus

two spurious poles have been introduced.

Although it is usually thought that such spurious poles do not play a significant

role in the actual dynamic response, the introduction of spurious poles in a feedback loop

could cause uncertainties. 'V

A better approximate form assumes
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,-.( .- ,--.-
CO . (42) -

which satisfies the correct asymptotic behaviour as P-so. The Laplace Transform of

4 eqn.(42) comes out in terms of exponential functions, which have tf. correct Iv"s
behaviour.

Summarising the main problem in unsteady aerodynamics/dynamic response coupling is

how CM(S) can be obtained in the negative half of the s plane in order to obtain the

* poles of the system response.

5. CONTROL DESIGN

Control design is concerned with dynamic response, involving unsteady aerodynamics,

'. and the modification of that response through a feedback system.

Standard control design is based on the assumption that the system behaviour can be

expressed in terms of simple poles only. There is then a query whether the residual

aerodynamic response mentioned in the previous section (eqn.(38)) plays a part in the

response of the closed loop feedback system.

But for standard control purposes it is assumed that the motion of the example used --

in this note can be represented in the form

+ 10 ie& = f( r&) + 9W 0 -o te (43)

where and are constants. But the values of these constants are not given from

• "purely aerodynamic considerations, their values depend on the totality of the motion, not

only on the aerodynamics but also onrD) and K It should be emphasised that constant

C.,, and is not equivalent to implying steady or quasi-steady aerodynamics. In effect

cof. and are chosen so that the poles of eqn.(37) are identical with the poles S, and

as defined in eqn.(38). And essentially the residual term in eqn.(38) for the full

response is neglected in eqn.(43).

This situation is already well known in flutter calculations where the equivalent

equation would be /

(-_I~j1+ 1)w + K) Yj cz [ p9V + L-v Lkig v01 &o90C (44)

where the derivatives ClIG(C) and C&v) depend on the frequency parameter of the system

. response.

As already stated for general motions the values of a, and C in eqn.(43) have to

be chosen such that the poles of the motion in eqn.(37) are the correct poles. This is

why eqn.(34), the response equation in the s plane, is important because that equation is

the one where the poles are identified.

Thus the aim in control design is to determine for a particular response the

appropriate constant values of CPO and which give the correct 'pole' behaviour.

Unfortunately if they are chosen from the open loop characteristics then the closed loop

characteristics will be incorrect.

6. AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

is The technical area of main interest to this Conference is aircraft dynamics, which
is broadly concerned with the prediction of overall aircraft motion following a pilot

input (either human or automatic). Inherent in these predictions are studies of stability,

incorporating the characteristics of the augmented or active control systems. For

transport aircraft static structural deformation effects are significant but less so for

combat type aircraft.

Because the rate of change in aircraft dynamics ' wherep.,14trelative mass

parameter is small compared with the rate of change of aerodynamic characteristics,('/.) :. ..

so-called quasi-steady aerodynamics are used via 'aerodynamic derivatives'.

Restricting the initial discussion to attached flows, the genius of Bryan in his
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classic formulation of the equations of motion of an aircraft was the introduction of the

concept of aerodynamic derivatives where aerodynamic forces and moments are formulated

independently of the dynamic motion in such a way that the dynamic equations could be

easily solved. Such methodology has stood the test of time, it is now an established and

permanent part of the techniques of aircraft dynamics. Nevertheless there are a number L

of fundamental issues which need to be recognised.

Before introducing unsteadiness it is important to recognise what is steady aero-

dynamics. Steady aerodynamics are said to exist when the aerodynamic loads do not change

with time. Obviously steady incidence and sideslip give rise to steady conditions, thus

-- C-,C, , are steady state (static) derivatives. But steady conditions also arise for r

steady pitch rate, roll rate and yaw rate, thus Cve C, Ce , are also steady state (rotary)

derivatives. But it is known that it is necessary to incorporate a term like into the

equations, where is normally regarded conceptually in terms of a lag effect between

main wing and tailplane. Thus Cm is one derivative (Cq is another) which depends on an

understanding of unsteady aerodynamics.

In text books it is suggested that following an arbitrary motion it') of an isolated

aerofoil the pitching moment coefficient can be expanded in the form

C€) = + Cm * ;e) C,, (45)

where • CM., C%,aetc. are all constants. It is often suggested that the series has a - --

mathematical basis (e.g. a Taylor series). Such a suggestion is completely fallacious, -K

the series does not exist. For a two dimensional aerofoil at subsonic Mach numbers,

mathematically constant values of Cm. and Clu can be identified but C,,,C etc. are all

infinite. For a three dimensional finite wing at subsonic Mach numbers, then mathematically

constant values of and C. can be identified but G,.,etc. are again infinite.

To be precise all that can be written is

in 2D C+.) = A) + residual term, (46)

in 3D CMC) C+ C,. dee) + C (6) + residual term. (47)

The two dimensional result is given parity here with the three dimensional result because

strip theory is often applied to finite wings. Eqn.(46,47) should not be interpreted as

implying that the residual terms are necessarily small and negligible.

It can be shown that

C k. +(48)

where k. (0 are defined in the step response function (see shaded area in Fig. 2). It

is now seen that in two dimensions since ) approaches gpMoo) as tYE, C is infinite;

in three dimensions since ) approaches &(W) as / is finite. This behaviour:' i s fn h e a iu

is reflected in the oscillatory derivatives where

. . )Zbo (49)

co'- u + 3() D
(50) "" " "

Thus for a finite wing on the basis of two dimensional strip theory does not exist but ft e.

with a full three dimensional analvsis is finite.

The functionCNI', shown in Fig. 4 for a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6

oscillating about ar axis at mid chord at Mo equal to 0.7. As seen in Fig. 4(i) even at
the low frequ~encies associated with tile Short period mode Clis not strictly constant.--.-j

is constant) taking the value of C. (o) could give an error of about 5%. But for

ygreater than 0.03 the value of cm,(Y ) begins to change significantly; this point becomes

important when feedback tends to increase the frequency of the motion. .

However in aircraft dynamics a major contribution to , is from the 'lag' effect of

the downwash on the tailplane. It is usually argued that the dowash lag is represented by "
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where i-IV is the time taken for the free stream to travel from the main wing to the

tailplane. This concept i. not correct or useful because it neglects the effects of the

shed bound vorticity (i.e. the sequence of starting vortices with axes in the spanwise

direction which are shed from the main wing trailing and convected with the stream). In .

fact when the main wing changes its incidence, C/V is the time taken for a starting

vortex to reach the tailplane. The time variation of the downwash about the tailplane is

a compound of the effects of a sequence of starting vortices shed from the wing trailing

edge and time dependent trailing vortices.

A self consistent but not accurate, set of time dependent calculations by the authors

are, at low speeds:

non-swept aircraft configuration: -... -

de. .4

S0. 44

-0.0CitIk f

C , W, -- -- --

,.--0.79
swept aircraft configuration: C'

-- 0.3q Cj 1

,I CC I
It is seen that the customary formula

contributio ( a C

is not accurate. Furthermore the n from the wing is not negligible; and

* this wing contribution increases with Moo.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this presentation has be .i to illustrate some of the elementary ideas
underlying the interactions between unsteady aerodynamics, dynamics, and control analysis

* and design.

These ideas can be carried over to multi-degree of freedom systems but now in
addition to determining ana matching the poles, eigenvectors must also be evaluated and

matched.

There are also other developments, for example working in the domain of differential

delay models where the unsteady aerodynamic effects are approximated in the Z plane. Open

and closed loop stability of the residual response can be ensured on the basis of

robustness relations as developed for multivariable control systems.

N.~ii:: .::
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CORRELATION OF PREDICTED AND FREE-FLIGHT RESPONSES NEAR DEPARTURE
(V) CONDITIONS OF A HIGH INCIDENCE RESEARCH MODEL

4 A. Jean Ross, Geraldine F. Edwards
Royal Aircraft Establishment

IC Farnborough, Hampshire, GUl4 6TD, UK

0 SUMMARY

| 1 'The mathematical model of aerodynamic forces and moments is described, based on
! results from various wind-tunnel experiments with the RAE High Incidence Research Model

(HIRM). Simulations of the responses due to longitudinal and lateral control inputs at
high angles of attack are compared with the responses measured on free-fllghtf models of

- the configuration. It is shown that the main features of the flight behaviodr are
reproduced, in particular such phenomena as roll-off, wing rock and nose slice.

I INTRODUCTION '

The declared objective of the RAE research programme using the High Incidence
Research Model (HIRM) is "the widening of understanding of the flight-dynamics phenomena
of combat aircraft at high angles of attack. Central to this is the development of
mathematical modelling techniques to predict such phenomena at or near departure at low .' *
speeds, and to provide data from free-flight and wind-tunnel experiments for this
purpose". The extensive wind-tunnel tests are nearing completion and results have been . •
published describing data from static, oscillatory, steady-rolling and large-amplitude25
pitching experiments . The results have been used to define mathematical models of
the aerodynamic forces and moments for the whole angle of attack range, 0" to 90", and
models of varying complexity and based on different data sets have been compared. The
first series of free-flight experiments were conducted in Autumn 1983, and a selection
of the results is discussed in this paper, the aim being to show that it is possible to
simulate the main characteristics of the response using a mathematical model with inputs
from wind-tunnel data.

Since the flights cover an angle of attack range beyond the stall, the static
lift, drag and pitching moment results are best represented as data arrays derived
directly from the wind-tunnel results, and the derivatives due to pitch rate are also
represented in this way. However, there are choices to be made between lateral data
sets measured using different techniques, et sideslip derivatives may be obtained from
either static tests or the oscillatory rig tests, and the derivatives due to roll rate
may be derived from either the oscillatory or steady rolling tests. The types of
wind-tunnel results available are described briefly in this paper, and the form of the
mathematical model chosen is indicated, being based on the classical derivative
representation. Three of the free-flight trials have been chosen to illustrate the
various phenomena encountered in flight, and in particular to indicate the degree of
correlation between the overall characteristics of simulated and experimental responses.. -"

2 CHOICE OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL

2.1 Wind-tunnel data available

A variety of wind-tunnel experiments have been conducted on the HIRM configuration
(shown in Fig I) and most of the results pertinen to the free-flight experiments have
been described in Refs 2 and 3. The static tests on a preliminary model covered a wide
range of angles of attack (0" to 40* mostly, with some 0" to 90"), over a matrix of
symmetric canard (n and tailplane (n settings appropriate to trim conditions between 1W

a = 0" and 30". Some of these confi(gurations were tested at sideslips up to 6", and
with differential canard c ) and differential tailplane ( t) settings, and one rudder

( ) setting of 10". A selection of these coinfigurations were repeated with the
definitive 4/9-scale model, and the results Iave different trim conditions and
differences in sideslip data for a > 20". These changes could only he partly accounted
for from estimated increments due to the different rear fuselage shape of the models.
However, the incremental effects due to control deflections were the same for the two
models, and so the two sets of data could be amalgamated, to give forces and moments due
to (a,,n n ), with control powers due to , and C . Most of these results were

C t C t
obtained with tunnel speeds of 70 m/s, ie at similar Reynolds' number to the free-flight
experiments, but above angles of attack of 25" the speed had to be reduced to 40 m/s,
due to model vibration.

The trim conditions are crucial for designing free-flight experiments, and so a
further series of static tests were undertaken using a full-scale free-flight model in
the RAE 5-metre tunnel. These tests also gave data at larger angles of sideslip, up to
18", and calibrations for the two sets of incidence vanes (one set for a and 6 on the
probe, and one set of three vanes on the fuselage) and for the pitot - static pressure
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measurements (pitots on the probe, with static pressures on the probe and near the angle
of attack vanes on the fuselage sides). It was possible to use a tunnel speed of
50 m/s, above the mean trim speed for the free-flight experiments, at just above
atmospheric pressure, so the Reynolds' number is greater than that in flight. The 0".
pitching moments were found to be slightly different again* at the stall (Fig 2), out it
was possible to design a short free-flight test on the RAE Larkhill range to check the
trim conditions for one canard/tailplane setting. This first flight confirmed that the WE
tunnel results from the 4/9-scal.e model in the RAE 13ft by 9ft tunnel give reasonable
values of trimmed angle of attack, for nc = -10% The flight value of atrim for

n = -17' is 21, compared to the predicted 23, whereas the wind-tunnel results from

the preliminary model indicated about 29.

Special attention was also paid to the magnitudes of the asymmetric sideforce,
rolling and yawing moments due to vortices shed from the nose at zero sideslip, and it
appeared that the long nose probe effectively suppressed them for a < 30' . The
relatively small asymmetric sideforce and moments occurring between 20' < a 30' were
included in the mathematical model, together with the larger asymmetries for a > 30' , .
as shown in Fig 3.

The 4/9-scale model has been tested on an oscillatory rig at RAE Bedford, over an -.
a-range of 0* to 85' for rolling and yawing motions at various control settings, and for
00 < a < 60 ° in pitch for nc = -100, 00 and 100 , with nt to trim about the balance

centre. The wind-tunnel speeds in the RAE 13ft by 9ft tunnel were again 70 m/s for
a < 25' and 40 m/s for a > 256 . Tests on a large-amplitude pitch rig showed that
the damping-in-pitch derivative is not highly dependent on amplitude for angles of
attack up to 30', and so the oscillatory rig results have been used in the mathematical
model. ". ""

Steady rolling tests have been conducte on both the 4/9-scale model on the BAe
(Warton) rig , and the 2/9-scale model at RAE , and the agreement is very good.
However, there is marked difference in roll-damping characteristics between the linear
derivative obtained from the steady rolling tests (aerodynamic body axes) and the
oscillatory data obtained by converting the oscillatory rig results from geometric body
axes. For a > 20' , the rolling and yawing moments are also nonlinear functions of
roll rate.

The oscillatory rig has also been used to measure cross-derivatives, and non-zero r
values of pitching moment due to roll rate, M p, and rolling moment due to pitch rate, 4.

Lq, were measured for 0 = -6' , and 8 = 0' -

-'. 2.2 Form of mathematical model %.-.

For the design of the free-flight experiments, it was decided to represent the
results from the static wind-tunnel tests in the form of data look-up tables, with
implied linear interpolations over small intervals in the variables whose effects could
not be adequately represented by linear derivatives. Analysis of the available results
indicated that normal force, axial force and pitching moment could be represented* by,

.4j.
Cm = cm0 a,nt) + Mc(aT n + M(anocc

The detail of mathematical model for the first two terms is indicated in Fig 2. No
attempt has been made as yet to separate the oscillatory derivatives into the
contributions from q and & , and the small values of the derivative M have been
neglected in these simulations. P

The sideforce, rolling and yawing moments were also represented by linear
derivatives, dependent on a,nc and nt . Three-dimensional arrays of data were avoided

by analysing the data to determine significant variations with nc and/or nt . There

are choices in data sets, either static or oscillatory derivatives for sideslip, and ..-

either oscillatory or rotary derivatives for rolling, but all the linearised derivatives .- .
could be expressed as, e.

Lv = LR (a) + Lv (a) ATnc + L (a)An ° •  "

Rc vt tef .

where Anc and Ant are increments in control setting from the chosen reference
settings. 

"

The current British notation is used in the text, but both American and British I
equivalents are shown on Figs 6,7, and 8.

'-'7.- -
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Thus an extension of the classical linear derivative representation of lateral .. .

aerodynamic forces and moments has been used, and the purpose of this paper is to show . , -
that this seems adequate for simulating the main characteristics of the dynamic .

responses. However, nonlinear effects have been included for the non-zero CC and Cn

at a = 0 , and it is possible to include variation of moments with angle of sideslip
and roll rate.

The dependence of rolling moment de 5to pitch rate on angle of sideslip seems to
be open to debate. Experimental results " for HIRM indicate near-zero values at
a = 0 , with a significant peak near a = 20* for B = -6 (ie near wing stall), and
NAE experiments on a simplified model indicate that Lq takes the sign of B , for

a 
= 

-±5. The current simulations reported here use the second-order derivative L,

assuming that dC /(-) is linearly dependent on a . In contrast, the simulations of
XV7

responses of aircraft at high angles of attack have used Cq = +2 or -2 , independent

of B , and these show a very significant effect on the damping of the responses. This
was also observed in simulations of HIRM responses, using Cq = 2 near a = 35, (ie

near onset of large asymmetric sideforce and yawing and rolling moments), but the
results are not shown here. .

"

3 PREDICTED STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 Trim conditions

As mentioned in section 2, the different wind-tunnel models indicate different
trim conditions, as illustrated in Fig 4. Small differences in C , combined with low

values of dC /da corresponding to the 5% static margin chosen for the first series of

free-flight tests, and slightly different stall characteristics, mean that the trim
condition Cm (a,n n t = 0 is very sensitive to test conditions. For trimmed angles of -.
attack between 16* and 30", the tailplane angle to trim varies between -10* and -17" for ". ''''

=c 0, and between -15* and -22* for n c  -10 , based on 4/9-scale model tests,

( Fig 4 ). "-"o "-

3 .2 Longitudinal stability and control

The static stability (local -dC /da) remains positive at trimmed conditionsm
(except for extreme control settings of nc = -40 , n' = 4) and the pitch damping

is high, so the longitudinal short period mode should be well-behaved. However, since
the phugoid mode is lightly damped at the high angles of attack, and there is
unavoidable mis-match between model trim speed and angle of attack (near zero) when the
model is released from the helicopter, large variations in airspeed occur et-
Vr i 45 m/s , AV a 15 m/s . The model flight has to be terminated if V > 70 m/s,

which is the limiting speed for deploying the recovery parachutes.

The tailplane remains an effective pitch control until at least a = 40" , with
some effectiveness up to a = 90* for negative mean tailplane setting. The lift and
pitching moment due to canard deflection are highly dependent on angle of attack and
mean canard setting, but also maintain control power in pitch to a = 4 0 " , becoming
zer,) near a = 60*

3.3 Lateril stability and control

The characteristics of the lateral motion are the major concern at high angles of
attack, since the departures from controlled flight are usually ,ue to adverse
characteristics of the Dutch roll mode, either loss in damping or loss in frequency.
The latter possibility is indicated by zero value of the parameter

C N ix2L sin q , which is approximately proportional to 2 where w
n v Lz v D D

~dynamic v zv2
is the frequency of the Dutch roll oscillation. Results for sideslip derivatives
obtained on the preliminary HIRM model (which had different rear fuselage shape)
indicated that the frequency should remain positive for trimmed flight conditions, but
could h-cnme zero at angles of attack above 300 for untrimmed nC and n settings. The

linear stability characteristics evaluated
3 

using results from the definitive 4/9-scale
model coinfirmed that the frequency remains positive up to u 36* , except for

nc =0", n -20* , where zero frequency occurs at a 35* However, if the values

of the sideslip derivatives obtained from the oscillatory tests are used in the
calculations, the frequency remains significantly higher at the higher angles of attack,
because of the rol ling moments due to) sidesl ip remaining more negative than the results
from the static tests. These calculations also showed that the damping of the Dutch

roll mode can become zero above about a = 23 , although this critical A is dependent "
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on control configuration, and which sets of sideslip and roll rate derivatives are used.
It was decided to use the static wind-tunnel data for sideslip, and oscillatory rig data N.
for the dynamic derivatives as the basis for the mathematical model to design the '-
free-flight experiments, since these indicated undamped Dutch roll at a = 25' , and, _
divergence for a = 35' . The other lateral modes, ie the roll subsidence and spiral
modes, are damped, but can combine to form a second lateral oscillation (usually known-*
as the lateral phugoid), which also remains damped, for a < 40* .

" The differential tailplane remains effective as a roll control up to a = 400 ,

but the associated yawing moment is large and negative, becoming zero and positive for
a 36 . Zero values of the Lateral Control Departure Parameter, N v - N Lv/L . .E~t "t

e also indicate when use of roll control is likely to cause large responses, and perhaps
departures. Although N,t remains healthily negative for a < 35' , the large negative

values of N cause LCDP to become zero near a = 25' . The usual method of improving
LCDP is to incorporate an aileron-rudder interconnect in the control system, to
counteract the adverse (positive) aileron yaw, but this does not alleviate the problem
for differential roll control if N is negative.

v

The effects of the nonlinearities in roll rate and sideslip have been
simulated , and show that the increasing local damping and stiffness with increasing
amplitude are sufficient to contain the linear undamped Dutch roll oscillation within a
limit cycle, ie a wing rock type of motion.

3.4 Coupled responses

Some calculations have been made 8 of the characteristics of coupled
longitudinal/lateral modes for flight at non-zero sideslip or roll rate conditions. The
results indicate possibilities of divergence at the higher angles of attack, due to
aerodynamic coupling such as rolling moment due to angle of attack at constant sideslip.

The predictions used to design the free-flight experiments are also based on

coupled equations of motion, and the results are discussed in the following section...-.

4 FREE-FLIGHT TESTS, AND CORRELATION WITH SIMULATIONS '-.

4.1 Design of experiments

The aim of the first flight of the model at the RAE Larkhill range was to
establish a trim condition, for a static margin of about 5%, between a = 20' anda=25* , and then to increase angle of attack slightly to see if the model departed [ [." [ ' '

from controlled flight. The limits imposed by the range size at Larkhill meant that
control settings had to be chosen so that the glide path was steep enough for the model
to keep within the safety trace, but at an angle of attack where the model would not
depart before a trim state was reached. The aim was achieved, and the main series of
experiments to be conducted at NASA Dryden were then planned, primarily to obtain data
over the range 15' < a < 30' . The two Dryden flights discussed here were designed to
give responses due to differential tailplane doublet, differential canard doublet and
rudder pulse at each of three different trim conditions. For the trial designated HDI
the fixed mean canard setting n was -10' , and HD2 was flown with n = 00 . The " "

amplitudes and timings of the lateral control inputs were chosen to give acceptable
magnitudes of response, and inputs predicted to give possible departures were placed
towards the end of each trial. Four more similar trials were achieved at Dryden during "-'-'""'-
September/October 1983, with actual flight times of between 20 and 110 seconds; it is
possible to plan for flights of about 160 seconds duration for the Dryden Spin Area
range, if there are no departures to cause increased height loss.

4.2 Larkhill trial, HLI

The experiment was designed using static test data for the sideslip derivatives,
lateral dynamic derivatives from the oscillatory rig, and the asymmetric sideforce,
rolling and yawing moments, which excite lateral motion, as measured in the 5-metre
tunnel. With the canard set at -10', the model was released with nt = -17* , and

allowed to stabilise at the trim angle of attack before moving the tailplane to -21'
after 10 seconds (Fig 5a). The flight was terminated after 20 seconds to ensure a
landing, with recovery parachutes, within the range area. The predicted responses are
fairly close to those actually experienced in flight, as shown in Fig 5. The model
trims at an angle of attack of about 21', and then departs with a nose slice between
t = 12 and 13 seconds when the angle of attack is increased to a theoretical trim angle
of about 28*. The predicted departure occurs about 2 seconds after the actual
departure, but the character is the same; it should be noted the lateral asymmetries
cause the predicted response to depart, as neglecting them gives a steady trim
a 27.5' , with zero lateral responses.

The correlation was sufficiently close for the same mathematical model to be used
for designing the trials at NASA Dryden; the revised mathematical modil discussed in the
following paragraph does simulate the responses more closely (also s own in Fig 5), "-.-.
3lthough the departure is more violent.

,.2-... .. \.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - .-.
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4.3 Dryden trials, HDl and HD2 , .

The responses of the first trial at Dryden were much more lively in roll than had
been predicted, due partly to the trimmed angles being higher (tailplane settings were
slightly more negative than specified) and partly to the mathematical model.
Simulations using flight values of tailplane settings did not reproduce the flight
characteristics, and so changes were progressively made to the mathematical model. The
current model is based on wind-tunnel results, but the most adverse lateral data have
had to be used, ie (i) an envelope of amplitudes of asymmetric sideforce, rolling and
yawing moments from all the wind-tunnel tests, instead of results from one test ..configuration which gave an oscillatory variation with angle of attack for a < 55* 2 '

(ii) damping-in-roll derivative (and other dynamic lateral derivatives) derived* from
rotary rig and oscillatory rig experiments, instead of only oscillatory results, to give %
lower damping of the Dutch roll mode for a > 20 , (iii) derivatives due to sideslip
from a combin- Lon of static wind-tunnel tests to give maximum effects of flow breakdown
and vortex flows, taking the most positive values of rolling moment (Lv ) and most

negative values of yawing moment (Nv) for a > 20"

The original and current values of these lateral parameters with angle of attack
used in the mathematical models are compared with the wind-tunnel data in Figs 6,7 and 8
for three test configurations, nc = -10 , n t = -20* being close to control settings

used in HDI, and nc = 00 , nt = -10* and -20* being close to the control settings , ,

used in HD2, (nc = 0 , n t = -15*. The variation of the damping of the Dutch roll

mode is shown in Fig 9, for both sets of derivatives and the mass and inertias of the
free-flight model. The revised set of derivative values gives zero damping at
a= 23.5 , for the canard setting of -10*, compared with a = 27.5* obtained using the
original static sideslip and oscillatory dynamic derivatives. The divergence is also
much greater. For nc = 00 , the Dutch roll is damped for most of the angle of attack

range below 320, except between a = 25* and 26.5* , where the divergence is small. The
original values of the derivatives again indicated better damping.

The final comparisons of flight and simulated response are shown in Figs 10 and 1I
for the first 100 seconds of HDl and HD2, for the responses in angle of attack and roll
rate. The other response variables measured show similar characteristics, and so are
not reproduced here. The overall behaviour is simulated quite well, and various
features are discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1 Response after release from tow, t =0 to 20 seconds

For HDl, the initial response in angle of attack trims to a mean angle of about
26*, but oscillates irregularly about this mean with an amplitude up to 30, after the
release disturbanc- has 'imped out (Fig 10a). The simulated trim angle of attack is
also about 26*, and the oscillatory component is about the same amplitude, but the
frequency appears higher than in flight. This oscillation is due mainly to the kinematic
coupling term, po , and so the lateral responses have to be in reasonable agreement
before the a-response correlates. There is a large positive peak in roll rate soon
after release, which is due to the asymmetric rolling and yawing moments (cimulations
with zero asymmetries shown in Fig 10b do not have such a peak), and then diverges to a
large amplitude oscillation, usually termed wing rock. In order to simulate the
frequency and amplitude of the divergent Dutch roll measured in flight at this angle of
attack, it was necessary to change the rolling moments due to sideslip and roll rate
from their original values, as discussed above.

The derivative L was found to be sufficient to limit the growth of this

divergent oscillation, although it would also be possible to introduce nonlinear
variation of the lateral moments with sideslip and roll rate to produce the same effect.
Further analysis, i.cluding parameter identification, will continue, to study these
alternatives.

The trimmed angles of attack for zero canard setting appear to be higher than -
predicted using the results of the 4/9-scale model tests, and so the simulated responses
give an initial trim state of a - 260 , with the tailplane setting of -14.6*
(Fig ila). At this angle of attack, the Dutch roll is predicted to have near-zero
damping, and so the simulated lateral oscillations shown in Fig llb are larger in . .-
amplitude, and more sustained, than those measured in flight (Pig lc). If the
tailplane setting is changed to -15.7 ° in the simulation, to give the flight angle of
attack of 28, then the lateral response is more damped (Fig lld) and similar to the
flight record. This flight also shows the typical 'roll-off' after release. The
magnitude of the first peak in roll rate is calculated reasonably well, and the
resulting peak in bank angle is between 30" and 4.0.

• The assumptions made in transforming the rotary rig results from aerodynamic to
geometric body axes are described in Ref 3.

V): :~
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4.3.2 Step change in tailplane setting, t 57 to 66 seconds • .

Since the lateral responses depend on the mean angle of attack, it is convenient
to discuss the changes in trim states before describing the effects of lateral control
inputs.

The first change in tailplane setting in HD1 is from -18.6* to -17.1* at
t - 57 seconds (the latter setting being close to the -17* of the first trial, HLI). % rThe angle of attack trims to a mean of approximately 21* in flight, similar to HLI, Pk .~m%

before the differential tail input causes a change in mean level to 24. However, the%
simulated response trims to the expected theoretical value of 24*, which is very
sensitive to nt , the slope of the trim curve datri dnt being about -50. The second %-.

change to a tailplane setting of -16.3' (not shown) gave a mean trim angle of 180, after
which the flight was terminated, having reached the height at which the recovery
parachutes deploy. The simulated response trims to a = 190 , where the lateral
responses are well damped. "

The marked influence of trimmed angle of attack on the lateral response is shown
again in HD2 after the tailplane setting is changed from -14.6 ° to -13.8. At the
trimmed angle of attack of about 260 observed in flight, the Dutch roll appears to be
undamped, and the small lateral disturbances grow immediately to a wing rock type
response (Fig llc). The simulated responses can be made to correlate by using a change
in tailplane setting (as discussed in the previous section) from -15.7* to -14.6*, so
that the simulated angle of attack agrees with the flight value (Figs lla&d). Thus it
-'pears that the pitching moment in the mathematical model needs to be modified, perhaps -'-Z..

using the results from the full-scale model in the 5m wind-tunnel, in order to give
better correlation for zero canard settings. The results discussed in the following
sections have been simulated using the tailplane settings needed to obtain the observed %
angle of attack, shown in Fig lla&d.

4.3.3 Differential tailplane doublet, t = 20 to 32.5, and 66 to 79 seconds

The first differential tailplane input at 20 seconds in the HDl trial (Fig 10)
occurs during the limit cycle motion and so does not cause significant changes in the
character of the responses. The simulated response gives a larger amplitude in angle of
attack than observed in flight, so the roll rate response is initially also of larger
amplitude, but when the angle of attack settles to a smaller amplitude, so does the roll
rate. The second differential tailplane input causes a significant increase in the mean
angle of attack from about 19* to 25* in flight, whereas the simulated response occurs
for angle of attack varying about a = 23.5 ° , where the Dutch roll oscillation has
near-zero damping, and is well-damped for a < 23* . Thus the simulated response with
the current mathematical model is not the same as the flight record for this input, due
to the slightly different variation in angle of attack. However, it may be noted that
the simulation with zero aerodynamic coupling does agree quite well.

The lateral response to the first differential tailplane input in HD2 (Fig 11) is
initially damped in flight, at mean a = 27.5* , but an increase in mean a to 28.30 at
24 seconds appears to cause a continuation of the lateral oscillation of increasing and
decreasing amplitude, which is not reproduced in the simulation. Such coupling has been

observed in responses of other free-flight models, and an attempt is being made to
identify the coupling terms by using stepwise regression techniques. The second
differential-tail input occurs during the wing rock oscillation in flight, and causes a
change in phase, but in the simulation the input occurs when the lateral disturbances
are very small, and the oscillation then diverges to a limit cycle. The amplitude and p.

frequency of this oscillation are reproduced remarkably well.

4.3.4 Rudder pulse, t = 32.5 to 47, and 79 to 94 seconds

The significant effect of the rudder pulse on the angle of attack is overestimated
in the simulation of HDl at t = 32.5 seconds , and underestimated at t = 79 seconds " - --

(as shown in Fig 10). These changes in angle of attack are due mainly to the coupling
term 'po' in the equation of motion for i , and so are sensitive to the other
aerodynamic coupling terms ie the asymmetric sideforce and moments, and LqO , which

alter the phase between p and a . However, the resulting lateral response agrees
reasonably well, being divergent to a limit cycle for the first rudder pulse, and
convergent at the second. The first rudder pulse also caused a large excursion in bank
angle, to more than 900, which is reproduced in the simulation.

For HD2, the magnitude of the rudder pulse was reduced, and so the angle of attack
does not change so rapidly after the first rudder input, but the lateral response in
flight is of greater magnitude than simulated (Fig lla&d). The second rudde, input does

cause a large reduction in mean angle of attack, so that the Dutch roll is damped in
flight. The simulated reduction in angle of attack is smaller, resulting in a
near-constant amplitude of the Dutch roll mode, which does not decay until the tailplane '..'.
setting is changed at t = 79 seconds
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4.3.5 Differential canard doublet, t = 47 to 57, and 94 to 104 seconds

The frequency of the roll oscillation in flight appears to decrease after the
first differential-canard input in 9IDl, possibly due to the increase in mean angle of
attack. The simulated response in angle of attack is rather different, but the . -.
responses are similar for both a and p after the differential canard returns to zero.
The correlation for the second input of differential canard is good. The variation in
angle of attack after the first differential canard input in HD2 is simulated quite
well, but it appears that the canard effectiveness is underestimated in the mathematical
model, since the calculated roll response is of smaller magnitude. The second
differential canard input occurs in flight when the lateral responses are small, and* *. ...

causes a divergent oscillation, similar to that already present in the simulated -".
response. * .

4.4 Summary of observed phenomena at high angle of attack

The most obvious feature of the free--flight records is the wing rock type of
oscillation in roll over certain ranges of angle of attack, the range depending mainly
on canard se-ting. It is possible to simulate these oscillations ising a mathematical
model based on results from wind tunnel experiments, although the values of some of the
derivatives probably need to be updated, using Parameter Identification techniques on
the flight records to get detailed agreement. For example, interference from the model
support in a wind tunnel on vortex breakdown is known to have significant effects on the
sideslip characteristics, and can be expected to have some effects on results from
dynamic experiments at high angles of attack.

The damping of the Dutch roll oscillation is the major parameter governing the
onset and decay of the wing rock oscillations in the simulations. It may be noted that
the two sets of simulated responses for HD2 with nt = -14.6* , ie t = 0 to 57 seconds .* .I .-
with flight values of rt (Fig llb), and t = 57 to 104 seconds with the adjusted value
)f nt = -14.6* (Fig ld), give different amplitude oscillations in roll rate, even

though the mean angle of attack is the same. This indicates that these responses are
more like linear oscillations with near-zero damping, with amplitude dependent on
initial conditions, rather than the classic nonlinear limit cycles, where the amplitude
is independent of the initial conditions. It is possible to iptroduce nonlinear -"-
variation of the lateral moments with sideslip and roll rate3 ' , based on wind tunnel ' .
experiments, to produce limit cycles in the simulated responses.

Some of the lateral control inputs, particularly rudder, caused large excursions
in bank angle (which are usually corrected by a pilot, but can lead to a type of
departure resulting in a steep spiral dive for the free-flight models), and these are
also simulated reasonably well.

The onset of the post-stall gyration encountered on the first flight at Larkhill
is simulated quite well, (Fig 5, t = 11 to 13 seconds) and is due to a nose slice with
roll rate and sideslip of opposite sign, leading to increase in angle of attack. The
lateral stability roots indicate that this is initially a rapidly diverging oscillation,
and the resulting responses are large enough for the kinematic cross-coupling terms in - . ,
the equations of motion to become dominant. The fact that the simulated nose slice is
to starboard, while the actual departure is to port, is immaterial, since the sign .
depends only on the small lateral disturbances prior to change in tailplane setting.

5 CONCLIDING REMARKS

The values of some of the derivatives used in the mathematical model have had to
be changed slightly from those originally derived from wind tunnel tests, in order to
obtain acceptable correlation between flight and simulated responses. The crucial
parameter appears to he the damping of the Dutch roll oscillation at given angle of
attack, and it seems that the mnst adverse values of the lateral data have to be chosen ,- -
in order to simulate the flight responses following various lateral control inputs, for
angles of attack between 20' and 41. Addition of cross-coupling effects such as
asymmetric sideforce, rolling and yawing moments, and rolling moment due to pitch rate r _w

appears to improve the correlation between f ight and simulated responses. The results
iescribed hero serve as a basis for the analysis being done t, extract the aerodynamic
data from the flight records, using Stepwise Regression and Maximum Likelihood
techniques. They are also being used to design a departure prevention system, which is
to be tested in future trials, and to guide the wind tunnel and free-flight experiments .""-"
being planned for a new tail-less, highly-swept High Incidence Research Model.

IF
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Theoretical Prediction of Wing Rocking

C. Edward Lan
Professor of Aerospace Engineering V -..In University of Kansas

Lawrence, Kansas 66045
0U.S.A.

"- ,Wing rock is primarily a rolling oscillation about the longitudinal body axis at
high angles of attack. It involves nonlinear interaction between flight dynamics and
aerodynamics. A nonlinear aerodynamic model was proposed earlier to predict the wing
rock frequency and amplitude of low aspect-ratio configurations with good accuracy. In
this paper, the theory is applied to a twin-jet fighter airplane of moderate aspect
ratio and to a low-speed configuration of high aspect ratio. For the purpose of predict-
ing necessary aerodynamic derivatives, a lifting surface method coupled with nonlinear

¢ airfoil section data is developed. The results show that wing rock can be predicted
k- with the present wing-rock and aerodynamic theories. It is also found that for config- .'.-'

urations of high aspect ratio~the one degree-of -freedom dynamic model in the present
wing-rock theory should be used. tor other configurations, the three degree-of-freedom
model is more appropriate.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A amplitude of wing rock
AR aspect ratio
a amplitude of roll oscillations
b wing span
CL lift coefficient -

C1  rolling moment coefficient

C1  rolling moment coefficient at zero sideslip
0

C1  roll damping coefficient

Pct  - act /3 f .%:
p" p

Cp total roll damping coefficient

C t variation of rolling moment coefficient with yaw rate h.r
C1  variation of rolling moment coefficient with sideslip

Cn yawing moment coefficient

Cn yawing moment coefficient at zero sideslip

. C variation of yawing moment coefficient with roll rate

n np
C n p = ac np/ 3 -

c pp . cp/3
C =C Cp/

n as n
C variation of yawing moment coefficient with yaw rate
nr

Cn8  variation of yawing moment coefficient with sideslip

Cy side force coefficient

Cy side force coefficient at zero sideslip
* 0

Cy variation of side force coefficient with roll rate

cy variation of side force coefficient with yaw rate

C variation of side force coefficient with sideslip

G amplitude ratio of the a-mode to the -mode at wing-rock
g acceleration of gravity
H amplitude ratio of the p-mode to the 4-mode at wing-rock limit-cycle conditions . .-

I (1 - 12z/1xxIzz I

I xxIzz moments of inertia about the X-axis and Z-axis

I xz product of inertia

.L qSbCt /I. -

0 0 ,x
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L po = -sb 2 ct  / 2 IxxV %

Lp - qSb Cp /41xxV2

pp pp 
%N

LPo = qSb2 Ct Pa/2IxV

L8 a -qSbC /I xx

2 28
Lr (qSb Ct /2 1 xxV ) cosas

L = I(L0 + (Ixz/Ixx) N0 )

Lpo = I(Lpo + (Ixz/I xx Npo)

Lpp - I(Lpp+ (Ixz/Ixx Npp

L = I(L +(I /Ix) NO)

p8 xz xx pL ps - l(LpA + (I xz/I xx) N PO) - .r.

Lr =I(L r + (Ixz/Ixx) Nr)

M Mach number
m airplane mass

N 0  = qSb C no/Izz

*p 4 Sb2Cnpo/2IzzV 2  i:':i:!!

Npo = qSbC np/
2 1 z z 'V

Nr = lcas "

N = qSbCn /4zz .
8 o = ~~ n /1Zr

NO  = I(I/zz)Lo /21 /Cos a"

N = l z z)L +N )/cas.
nz zzpa p

Np0 = I((Ixz /I zz)Lp + Np/Cosa s  .. "

N - I((I /Iz )L + N )/cosa
*pp xz zz p po

N 8  I((Ixz/I z)L 8 + Np)/cosa s

Nr =I((Ixz/I zz )Lr + Nr) /Coas ..

p dimensionless reduced roll rate, pb/2V

freestream dynamic pressure

RN Reynolds number

r yaw rate
S wing area
V flight velocity

Yo = qSbCYo/mV
- 0 2

y - qSbCY //mV

Y -qSbC / /2.1/2
r""

8 qSCy ./mV

a angle of attack
as steady-state angle of attack

0 sideslip angle
5 phase angle of the * mode
Shaseanle of the 0 mode
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amplitude ratio of the 0 mode to the # mode
0 pitch attitude angle
V at

amplitude ratio of the 8 mode to the # mode
* bank angle

heading angle
a frequency of the limit cycle in roll oscillations

1. INTRODUCTION 

- .

Wing rock is one type of lateral-directional instabilities for airplanes flying W11%
at high angles of attack. It involves nonlinear interaction between aerodynamics and
flight dynamics. Several theoretical models have been proposed in the past to describe
the phenomenon. These models include cubic terms in the roll damping derivatives or
static yawing moment derivatives (Refs. 1 and 2), aerodynamic hysteresis (Refs. 3 and
4), vortex lift asymmetry (Ref. S) and numerical solution of coupled unsteady vortex
lift aerodynamics and the one-dimensional equation of motion (Refs. 6 and 7). As they
stand at the present time, the last two methods are applicable only to those configu-
rations exhibiting strong vortex lift effect.

Experimental results indicate that not only low aspect-ratio configurations
are susceptible to wing rock (Ref. 8), but also moderate aspect-ratio ones, such as F-S
(Refs. 3 and 9) and a twin-jet fighter (Ref. 10), and high aspect-ratio configurations
as well (Refs. 11 and 12). In an effort to develop a unified theory applicable to all
configurations, a new nonlinear aerodynamic model based on experimental evidence was
proposed in Ref. 13. Closed-form solutions to the one degree-of-freedom (DOF) and
three DOF flight dynamics equations were obtained for the limit-cycle amplitude and
frequency of wing rocking by applying the Beecham-Titchener method (Ref. 14).
Applications of the theory to low aspect-ratio configurations have been summarized in -
Ref. 1S. 't

In this paper, applications of the theory of Ref. 15 to a low-speed configuration
of aspect ratio 9.18 and a twin-jet fighter of aspect ratio 2.82 will be presented. .

2. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

Experimental data (Ref. 8) indicate that roll damping derivatives depend not only
on roll rates but also on sideslip angles. Based on this observation, the total rolling
moment coefficient can be written as

Ct(t) * C C1  8 + Ct p (1)

0 8 Pt

where the total roll damping derivative (C ) is defined as

C t C1  + Ct 181 + Ipj P (2)
pt po po pp

A similar expression for the yawing moment derivative (Cn) can also be defined. This

aerodynamic model, Eqs. (1) and (2), will produce hysteresis for the rolling moment
coefficient (C,) as shown in Ref. 15. Using these aerodynamic expressions, the three
DOF lateral-directional equations of motion based on body axes can be written as

0 8 Yo + Y + Yp p + Y r + Y (3)

p- L0  L8 a a+(Lpo+ Lpo 181 + Lpp IJP) p + Lr r (4)

r 0 + N* a 8 (Np0 + N 80 181 + N IpI) p Nr r (5)

where the dimensional stability derivatives are defined in the List of Symbols.

Assuming J is small compared with ; in the roll rate equation and e is negligible in
the yaw rate equation, the following kinematic equations (Ref. 16) can be used:

r= cosas (6)

The solutions to Eqs. (3)-(S) are assumed to be -.

0(t) w a(t) E(t) cos [v(t) + e(t)] (7)

0(t) - a(t) cos v(t) (8)

'(t) - a(t) n(t) cos [V(t) + 6(t)] (9)

where & and n are the instantaneous ampiudexatios 0f R a ,^ ta *. '
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and e and 6 are the corresponding phase angles. To apply the Beecham-Titchener method,
it is assumed that both the frequency and amplitude of wing rock do not vary greatly
during one cycle of oscillation. They will be evaluated at some average conditions
to be discussed later. After lengthy derivation, the following first-order approximate
solutions for the limit-cycle amplitude and frequency can be obtained (Ref. 13).

Amplitude

HE

O rO (11)

Fhre ny

1 .i .C .r 1
h -q~ B I.~ 

(14

r r

g I h xz (12
g InaZ.qbZ+S - csi(S

I C + C + ~AGI C + 1C )

(17)

6 -GqSb 2ic5 1 (8

1 r

.xix. coa+Sb SbC(s
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To evaluate Eqs. (10) and (14) or Eqs. (17) and (18), various aerodynamic %'%

derivatives are needed. Unfortunately, data for some of these derivatives, such as C. % ,.r *
C etc. are almost non-existent. Therefore, it is

t p% % " - -

necessary to resort to theoretical estimation. For a configuration with strong vortexlelift effect, the method of Ref. 17 with an empirical factor accounting for vortex ,#.-%.

breakdown effect may be used. However, for configurations of moderate to high aspect
ratios with weak or no vortex lift effect, viscous separation effect must be properly
included. However, no existing aerodynamic methods appear to be capable of predicting
lateral-directional stability derivatives at high angles of attack with viscous flow

accounted for. For the present purpose, the lifting-surface code of Ref. 17
is modified to incorporate nonlinear airfoil section data in the calculation. This is
based on the nonlinear lifting-line concept, but is expected to provide more accurate
results than the lifting-line theory itself. Recent applications of ncnlinear
lifting-line theory have been reported in Ref. 18. The present method is summarizedin Appendix A. _•

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The wing-rock amplitude (A) and frequency (Q), Eqs. (10) and (14) or Eqs. (17) %
and (18), depend on various aerodynamic derivatives which in turn depend on the sideslip
angle, and hence A, and the roll rate, and hence Q. Therefore, the problem must be
solved iteratively. According to the Beecham-Titchener method, these aerodynamic
derivatives should be evaluated at some average dynamic condition. The latter is
taken to be one satisfying the following phase-plane relation (Ref. 13):

¢2 A $2 4 (19)

From Eq. (19), the average bank angle Cave' the roll rates pae, (maxand sideslin

angle B ave can be obtained as

(ave 1/2 A (20)

Pave b (1/2 Q A) (21)

S 'a 2j (22)P- ax =  ave (2

Ba = sincA = Asina s  (23)a ave s.-.

The derivative Cp is calculated by a simple finite difference between the following

two dynamic conditions: (B = Bave , p = 0) and (B = 0, p_ = Pave) . Note that both

conditions satisfy Fq. (19). The derivative Cp is calculated from the following

dynamic conditions: (B = B aye' p = max) and (B = Bave P = 0).

The iterative process is started by choosing a proper value of Bave and Pv -
, -. ave-

Aerodynamic derivatives are then calculated under the appropriate dynamic conditions
noted above. These aerodynamic derivatives are then used to calculate A, and hence

Cave (Eq. 23), and Q, and hence Pave (Eq. 21). The next Bave and Pave to he used are

taken to be the average values of the new and old ones. The process is repeated until -""

convergence is achieved.

Applications of this method to low aspect-ratio configurations have been reported

earlier (Refs. (13) and (15)). In the following, applications to one configuration
with AR = 9.18 and the other one with AR = 2.82 will be presented.

A High Aspect-Ratio Configuration ."

The configuration to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 1 (Ref. 19). It is equipped
with high canards, strakes and winglets. The wing airfoil is that of NASA LS(l)-0417 %

(Mod). Since no airfoil data at the test condition of RN = 0.50x106 and high a are

available, Eppler's code (Ref. 20) is used to calculate the airfoil lift curve up to
Ctm. The trend after ct is assumed to be that of LS(l)-0417 reported in Ref. 21.
max max

The resulting airfoil lift curve is shown in Fig. 2. The airfoil drag curve is
assumed to be that of LS(l)-0417 as shown in Fig. 3. The canard airfoil lift and drag
curves are based on data with linear extrapolation to high angles of attack. The
predicted lift and drag curves for the complete configuration are presented in Fig. 4.
It is seen that the prediction is reasonably good despite the fact that the viscous
separated flow field is highly three-dimensional (Ref. 22). The calculated roll rate
derivatives are presented in Fig. S. The calculated results are referred to the

stability axes to avoid the unknown B derivatives, while the data were obtained in
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forced oscillation test and based on the body axes. Although the instability (i.e.
positive Ctp) is predicted at the correct angle of attack (P 170), the trend at higher %

angles of attack is not well predicted, perhaps because of uncertainty in the assumed
airfoil lift and drag curves at high a. The sideslip derivatives are presented in

e.Fig. 6. The lower predicted values of C at low a are due to negative dihedral of 4

deg on the wing. However, the data do not show this effect. Note that C1 at a = 17

deg is correctly predicted.

Since calculation shows dynamic instability in roll at a = 17 deg, the wing rock - "
condition will be calculated at this angle of attack. The calculation is based on the,, -
one DOF expressions, Eqs. (17) and (18). In fact, when the three DOF expressions,
Eqs. (10) and (14), are used, the results show that the yaw amplitude (i.e. H)
dominates and the wing rock amplitude becomes negative. This obviously violates theassumptions made in deriving the equationq in that roll oscillation dominates the motion.

It should be noted that for this configuration I xx/Izz = 0.32.

The iterative process is started by assuming Pave= 0.01 and Fave = 0.0872 (=5 deg).

The convergence characteristics are shown in Fig. 7. The free flight test was made at
a wing RN " 300,000 (Ref. 12), while the calculation is based on a wing RN = 500,000

to compare with different sets of data shown in Figs. 5 and b. The predicted amplitude
and frequency are 8.3 deg and 0.45 cycle/sec (hertz), respectively, as compared with 10
deg and 0.35 \ 0.5 hertz in free flight at a lower RN.

A Twin-Jet Fighter Configuration

The flight record of a twin-jet fighter airplane as shown in Fig. 8 at M = 0.4
and 25,000 ft (7620 m) altitude was analyzed in Ref. 10 about its lateral-directional
characteristics. The same configuration was also tested in the wind tunnel (Ref. 23),
using forced oscillation test for roll rate derivatives. .* -,-

To analyze this configuration, Eppler's code is again applied to predict the airfoil
characteristics as shown in Fig. 9. Based on the comparison shown in the top figure of
Fig. 9, the airfoil lift curve at the test Reynolds number of Ref. 23, shown in the
bottom of Fig. 9, is modified. The predicted lift and drag characteristics for the
complete configuration are presented in Fig. 10. Note that the effect of vortex break-
down has been included in both viscous and inviscid calculations. It is seen that the
prediction is reasonably good. At high angles of attack, the results are again affected
by the accuracy of assumed airfoil lift curve.

The roll rate derivatives with i = 0.01 are presented in Fig. 11. The calculated
results predict roll instability at an angle of attack of 20 deg with good agreement
with data.The predicted sideslip derivatives (not shown) also show good agreement with
data.Therefore, the predicted results are reasonably good except at high angles of
attack above that of roll instability.

To predict the wing rock characteristics at flight conditions of the full-scale
vehicle, the airfoil characteristics are re-calculated at a Reynolds number of

22 x 106 corresponding to the flight conditions to be analyzed. The calculated results
of airfoil characteristics (not shown) are quite reasonable so that no modification

p
it is found that C2  becomes most positive at a = 26 deg. Therefore, the wing-rock

p
characteristics will be calculated at this angle of attack.

Application of three DOF expressions, Eqs. (10) and (14), indicates that the yaw
amplitude ratio (11) is moderately large (, - 0.388). This is mainly caused by a
negative but significant C - 0.14). "However, the three DOF equations do produce

converged solutions for wing-rock conditions. In the real situation as analyzed in Ref.
10, a directional divergence follows the wing-rock condition almost immediately under
the maneuvering condition with increasing angle of attack. Therefore,; the limit-cycle
condition of wing rock did not have a chance to develop. However, as noted in Ref. 10,
a severe wing rock appeared at : 22 deg.

Now assume that a limit-cycle wing rock is developed. The calculated frequency and

amplitude at = 26 deg. are presented in Fig. 12 based on both three DOF and one DOI:

expressions. The iteration is started by. taking Pave = 0.01 and Fave = 10 deg for the

one DO calculation. The three DOF calculation is started by using the converged
conditions for the one DOF equations. The converged results based on the three DOI:
equations show that the frequency is 0.26 hertz and the amplitude is 13.9 deg. On the
other hand, the one DO, expressions produce a frequency of 0.26 hertz and an amplitude
of 18.6 deg. Based on the time history of maneuver presented in Ref. 10, the amplitude
of wing rock is estimated to be 13 deg and the frequency to be about 0.18 cycle/sec. 1.
Calculation also indicates that C derivative becomes dominant over C2  for this

2f
lip prF
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configuration, contrary to the situation for the high aspect-ratio configuration and low '/. V-.P
aspect-ratio configurations analyzed earlier. - -'

4. CONCLUSIONS

A theory of wing rock developed earlier has been applied to a high aspect-ratio V,
configuration and a twin-jet fighter airplane. For the purpose of estimating the
necessary aerodynamic forces and moments at high angles of attack involving viscous .. , . -
flow separation, a lifting-surface method coupled with nonlinear airfoil section

data is developed. The calculated results indicate that the present wing-rock theory
together with the present aerodynamic method can be successfully employed to predict
wing rock characteristics of low to high aspect-ratio configurations. For high
aspect-ratio configurations, a one degree-of-freedom dynamic model should be used. ...-
On the other hand, for low to moderate aspect-ratio configurations, the three degree-
of-freedom model is more suitable.
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APPENDIX A

A Lifting-Surface Method Using Nonlinear Section Data

Based on the lifting-line concept, the three-dimensional (3-D) sectional lift
(ce(3D)) is given by the two-dimensional (2-D) value evaluated at an effective

angle of attack. For the present purpose, the effective angle of attack is defined as

= 'n - 'Ii - 'to - A (A.1)

where f n is the geometric ci normal to the section which may have dihedral, a i is the

induced angle of attack, a0 is the angle of zero lift, and Aa represents a reduction in

,"o to be calculated due to viscous effect. It follows that

c( 3 -D) ca sin (an  - i- - a) (A.2) "i'0

Assuming ce = 27/ (1-M 2 , Eq. (A.2) can be solved for ct.

-1c(3-D)a. = n  - sin
- [ - - At (A.3)

ct

Let the 2-D section lift coefficient evaluated at cn i be ct{2-D) and let

f c c (A.4)
= (2-D) ce(3 D)

Since f is usually less than 1.0, a geometric angle of attack (I) which produces the
reduced lift can be found. That is

sint = f sinc ,
o r n

a = sin (f sin ctn) (A.5)

It follows that At, in Eq. (A.1) can be found to be

t . - I (A.6)

The solution is obtained iteratively as follows: ,"--

(1) Assume ,l = 0.
(2) Find ;i from Eq. (A.3). . ..-.

(3) Calculate f from Eq. (A.4).
(4) Determine t from Eqs. (A.5) and A.6).
(5) Use A',t to reduce ,i in the 3-1) boundary condition to determine cC(3_D)
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(6) Repeat steps (2)-(5). -, ._

Based on experience, in the first three iterations an over-relaxation parameter
of 1.75 for Aa worked quite well. After that, under-relaxation should be used. In
the present computer program, convergence is assumed to be achieved if successive
calculated lift coefficients(CL) differ by less than 0.5%.

Once the longitudinal loading is calculated, the lateral-directional loading is
added at each spanwise station to determine the final antisymmetrical loading. The
antisymmetrical loading can have its sign reversed if the combined loading happens to
be on the back side (i.e. with negative slope) of the curve for the normal force
coefficient (CN). The normal force coefficient is defined to be

cN = cc(2.D) Cos (0n - 'i) + Cd(2-D) sin (t n  - a i ) (A.7)

There are exceptions to the concept described above:

(1) On a strake, the flow is assumed to be attached until the strake vortex
breakdown is predicted.

(2) For a configuration of moderate aspect ratio with some vortex lift, the
iterative procedures described above are not started until the predicted
vortex breakdown occurs. This means that at low a after the inviscid loading
is obtained, the viscous effect is calculated in one pass only without
iteration.

(3) When the flow is separated near the tip under symmetrical loading, it will
separate further on one side under rolling condition. However, on the other
side, if the leading-edge vortex does not burst, potential lift will be
recovered. This is similar to the "vortex lift recovery" discussed in
Ref. 17 and may make the roll damping derivative positive.

4W -

Canards, Strakes and Winglets.

(V
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Effects of aerodynamic lags on aircraft responses %

by

J.C. van der Vaart

Delft University of Technology
Department of Aerospace Engineering

Ln 2629 HS Delft

suits of a theoretical study on the effects of unsteady aerodynamics on symmetric aircraft responses

due to elevator and vertical turbulence inputs, are presented.
Several linear models were developed to describe unsteady lift and downwash and delays due to horizontal
tail length. Results for three example aircraft types show that calculated normal acceleration levels due
to turbulence are very' little affected by including unsteady wing lift and downwash. However, there
appears to be a noticable influence on plunging acceleration and pitch rate response to elevator or
vertical turbulence inputs. 110k

Introduct ion

From the literature, it is evident that there are quite a number of sophisticated ways to mathematically
model the aerodynamic forces and moments in unsteady flight conditions, see Ref. 1. %
In the field of handling qualities research, stability and control, flight simulation, controller design
and model identification, the influence of unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments is usually modelled in
a much more simple way, although some publications in this area do feature more elaborate modelling of
non-stationarity (see Refs. 2 and 3, for instance).
For practical reasons very elaborate models may not be desirable and it is usually tacitly assumed that
more refined models are not necessary in order to obtain acceptably accurate mathematical formulations of
aircraft dynamics. The present Paper attempts to verify whether this is justified for aircraft responses
due to control deflections and atmospheric turbulence.
The main symmetric unsteady aerodynamic phenomena are reviewed here and their possible influence on
aircraft responses are assessed. In addition to the well-knowu aerodynamic delays caused by the horizon-
tal tail length, the gust response delay due to wing sweep and the unsteady wing lift and pitching moment
due to plunging motion and vertical turbulence are taken into account and modelled by way of low order
linear filters. Unsteady effects can thus be formulated by adding a linear set of ordinary differential k:%J.
equation to the classical linear equations of motion. f -..
Results of calculations on some representative airplane types, restricted to responses of pitching Vi
velocity q and normal acceleration factor n are presented and compared. b

This is done under the assumption of constant flight-speed, frozen field type gaussian vertical
turbulence (Dryden spectrum), uniformly distributed over the wing span.
The main part of the Paper is on rigid aeroplanes, but some results are shown for a simple, non-rigid
case, illustrating the possible influence of wing flexibility on gust response.

Aircraft responses to elevator inputs

The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the seperate contributions of the wing and the tail to the total Z-
force and to the pitching moment due to angle of attack (plunging motion) alone.
Two categories of unsteady effects are distinguished. The first, denoted here by "delays", is caused by
the fact that the change in downwash of the wing due to a change in angle of attack, (plunging motion)
reaches the horizontal tail delayed by Ih/V secs. In the frequency domain, or in real-time simulations, a
pure delay may be retained, but for other applications, it is necessary to introduce a linear
approximation, of which the first order Taylor series approximation yields the well known
derivatives CZ. and Cm., see Ref. 4. w '

Ir ~ a a rW

Another possibility is to use a first (or higher) order Pad approximation, which is, in principle, more -
accurate, see the Appendix and Refs. 5 and 7.
The second class of unsteady effects, denoted in this Paper by "lags" is related to unsteady wing lift
and wing pitching moment. These are approximated here by a second order linear filter, see the Appendix. %

The following models were considered.

1) Aerodynamic delay due to horizontal tail length, modelled by derivatives CZ. and C.. (First order
Taylor series approximation), a a

2) Aerodynamic delay due to horizontal tail length, modelled by first order PadS approximation.
3) Horizontal tail length delay according to 2. Unsteady wing lift, downwash and pitching moment modelled

by second order linear filter (Approximating, linearized Theodorson function).

In the linear equations of motion, the Z-force and the pitching moment due to pitch rate q and due to
elevator deflection 6 were computed in the usual fashion by using the stability
derivatives C , C , Cza and C , effects due to "apperent additional mass" were neglected (Ref. 4).

z q#m z 6 Mq q • a
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Horizontal tailplane lift was assumed to change instanteneously with tailplane angle of attack in all
-"4, models and flight speed was assumed to be constant. Each of the three above models can readily be
0% included in the classical equations of motion, resulting in a modified set of linear, ordinary ,/

differential equations of, for models 2) and 3), increased order. For details, the reader is referred to
Ref. 5. Characteristic roots (eigenvalues), and elevator step input responses were calculated for three .. k
representative aircraft types: J-bi %

A) DeHavilland DHC-2 "Beaver"
B) Fokker F27 "Friendship"
C) Boeing 747

Main characteristics have been summarized in Table 1.

Results
From Fig. 2 it appears that models 1) and 2) give almost equal root locations. However, addition of -
unsteady wing lift and pitching moment (model 3) causes, for aircraft C for instance, a change in root
location well in the order of magnitude of a change due to a c.g. shift from the most forward to the most r
aft position. The influence of nonsteady wing lift and wing pitching moment alone is illustrated by a ,
model denoted by 3a, in which the effect of nonsteady wing lift on downwash was neglected.

. Physically, the change in root location, especially for aircraft types A and C, can be explained by a
*. -" delayed destabilizing effect of both the wing pitching moment (3a) and the downwash at the tail (3). . - -
.' These effects of modelling can also be seen from the elevator step input responses (Figs. 3 and 4).

It is tempting to try and manipulate a single lumped parameter, for instance the tail length Ih in the
delay of model 2) or the derivates CZ. and C of model I), in order to match the roots of model 3). For

a Ma
aircraft type C it is shown in Fig. 2 that such a lumped parameter description is not appropriate here.
The root location of model 3 could be matched by models 1) or 2) by independently manupulating the tail
length in the delay modelling and in the pitching moment equation, thereby effectively increasing the
static stability. (Not shown in Fig. 2.) This possibility is to be rejected on physical grounds, since it
would violate the steady state conditions.

So far, it may be concluded that, firstly, for elevator response calculations, a first order Taylor
series approximation of horizontal tail lenght delay (model 1) is just as good as using a first order
Pads approximation (model 2).
Secondly, if the present second order Theodorson function approximation does not grossly overestimate the
influence of non-stationarity of wing lift and pitching moment and its subsequent influence on downwash,
then it may be worthwhile to include model 3) for more accurate calculations.
In future work it is intended to check model 3) against results of more elaborate models of unsteady lift
and pitching moment.

Aircraft responses to vertical turbulence

The block diagram of Fig. 5 shows the additional contributions, due to vertical turbulence only, of the
wing and the tail to the Z-force and the pitching moment.
Again two categories of unsteady effects are distinguished, those due to pure time-delay and those due to
unsteady wing lift and pitching moment.
The first category, sometimes referred to as "gust penetration effect", stems from the fact that
different parts of the aeroplane are being hit by the same gust at different instants in time.
For aircraft with little or no wing sweep, the most /mporant contribution is due to the horizontal tail
and is characterised by the same time delay as in the case of plunging motion. In principle, this time
delay can again be modelled either by a first order Taylor series approximation or by a Pads approxima-
t ion.
Also in the category of penetration effects are the delays caused by wing sweep. For a swept wing, it
will take a finite time to penetrate, for instance, a straight, sharp-edged gust. For wing leading edge
sweep angles of around 35 to 40', the distance in X-direction between root and tip chord leading edge may - - -
well be in the order of magnitude of the tail length. In order to assess its influence on aircraft gust
response, this effect was accounted for by taking, in the case of a straight sharp-edged gust, a ramp .-
function rather than a step input as the gust input to the wing. In the Appendix, a simple approximating
linear filter is derived for mathematically modelling the wing sweep gust penetration effect for arbi-
trary gust inputs.
In principle, the point where the additional lift is acting, would not be constant during wing gust pene-
tration. This phenomenon was not included in the calculation of the pitching moment, since it would lead
to a non-linear operation. -
The second category of unsteady effects, due to vertical turbulence, (isener or Sears functions) are -
approximated by a second order linear filter.
It should be remarked, that the wing penetration effect is accounted for by a Sears function for a three
dimensional swept wing.
By combining the forces and moments according to Fig. I with those according to Fig 5, together with . .
those due to pitch rate q, the linear equations governing the motions due to verrtical turbulence, under
the assumption of constant flight speed, were obtained. For a detailed description of the relevant .-. -A
equations of motion, the reader is referred to Ref. 5. -.- ,

Mode1lln the tailgustpenetration effect
Just as for plunging motion, the time-delay of the tail length penetration effect is most easily modelled
by a first order Taylor approximation. In that case, simple expressions for additional ' gust dern-
yates' C. and Cm. can be obtained, see Ref. 6. Gust response transfer functions and Power Spectral . -

a ag g .. °.
Density functions (P.S.D.'s, for short) were derived in Ref. 7 by using these derivatives. This first -- "
order Taylor approximation appeared, for the motion variables a and q, to yield reasonable approximations
of transfer functions and P.S.D's when compared to those obtained by including pure time-delays (which V
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AK
poses no problem in the frequency domain). When, however, the P.S.D. of the normal acceleration factor n , ..-.." *'

is considered, it appears that the power spectrum remains constant for high frequencies, implying an
infinite variance of n, which is of course physically impossible (see Fig. 6, taken from Ref. 7). This
discrepancy, which has been elaborated in some detail in Ref. 8, can easily be circumvented by using the
first order Pad* approximation, which s also readily applied in the time-domain. Due to the problem of
infinite variance of n, the Taylor approximation of the tail length gust penetration effect is rejected . -
for the gust response calculations described below.

Mathematical models for airplane response to vertical turbulence

After rejecting the first order Taylor series approximation for the case of gust response calculations, -.

the following models were compared. . *.

1) Aerodynamic delay for plunging motion due to horizontal tail length modelled by derivates
C and Cm.. No gust penetration effect (single point approximation of the aeroplane, see Ref. 4). .4 -

a a
2) Aerodynamic delays for plunging motion anoI gust penetration effect due to horizontal tail length only,

modelled by first order Padf approximation.

3) Horizontal tail length delays modelled according to 2). Unsteady wing lift, downwash and wing pitching
moment modelled by second order linear filters (approximating, linearized Theodorson and Sears
functions). -

For aircraft type C, the wing sweep penetration effect was considered separately in versions denoted by
the subscript w.p.

Results
Figs. 7 and 8 compare airplane responses of pitch rate and normal acceleration due to a unit step (sharp 4'
edged) gust. Firstly, it can be seen that the single point approximation is not permissable, not even for

the rather small aircraft type A. These cases of gust response very well illustrate the influence of tail
length penetration effect and unsteady wing lift and pitching moment.
For models 2) and 3), responses are initially a backward pitching velocity, accompanied by an initially
positive (upward) normal acceleration. The reaction opposed to the initial response due to the tail
penetration effect is more pronounced for aircraft types B and C. Lags due to the unsteady wing lift and -
pitching moments tend to alleviate the initial gust response and the opposed, subsequent
reaction. Including the wing sweep penetration effect for aircraft type C, also has an alleviating effect .' .-.
on the initial response. .. b*

Fig. 9 shows the gains of the transfer functions for normal acceleration due to vertical turbulence.
Marked differences, especially for high frequencies are apparent due to the different ways of modelling.
However, these differences are of relatively little practical importance since they appear at frequencies
at which the power spectrum of vertical atmospheric turbulence decreases rapidly, see the dotted lines in
Fig. 9.
A practical measure for the level of normal accelerations due to turbulen e, both for applications to
ride comfort and gust load calculations is the (steady state) variance 6 of the normal accelerationn
factor. This was calculated for the different models, using the Dryden spectrum for vertical turbulence.
Computed values are summarized in Table 2, which also shows results for a special case (model 3a), where,
the influence of unsteady wing lift on dowunwash was neglected.
In order to facilitate a comparison, the variances, normalized with respect to the variance obtained by
using model 1) are plotted in Fig. 10.

In the first place it can be remarked that the variance of n for airplane type C is relatively insensi-
tive to the modelling of the unsteady aerodynamics, as long as the wing sweep penetration effect (C w.p.
model 2) is left out of consideration.
Further it can be seen that aircraft types A and B follow a similar trend, the tail penetration effect
increases normal acceleration variance (model 2) unsteady lift and pitching moment (model 3a) have an
alleviating effect but delayed downwash due to unsteady wing lift tends to increase the variance (model
3). For an interpretation it should be borne in mind firstly that the normal acceleration factor n (at
the centre of gravity) is a linear combination of plunging acceleration & and pitch rate q:

n -- (q-&)

and hence the variance of n follows from
2 (2 2 2 -2q): '"

" (1)
2  Y (2+ -. --n g q a

2he and2 2where .q 2 denote the variances and aq* the covariance of q and a.

As a consequence, a certain value of o may well be caused by quite different values of the variances

of & and q and the covariance of & and q. This is clearly demonstrated by the computed variances and
covariances for the different models, see Table 2 and Figure 11. Next, it is evident that, due to the
much larger inertia in pitch of aircraft type C relative to types A and B (as expressed by the

2
dimensionless radius of inertia K, see Table 1), the pitch rate q will, for aircraft type C, yield a
much smaller contribution to the ftormal acceleration relative to the contribution caused by the plunging
acceleration &.
Since the Z-forces due to the tail are relatively small if compared to those due to the wing, the effects
of delayed .downwash (either due to tail length or unsteady wing lift), will mainly influence the pitchingV
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moment. As downwash has an alleviating effect on the pitching moment contribution of the tail due to a
vertical gust, a delay in downwash postpones this alleviating effect. The large inertia in pitch2 of air-

craft type C explains the much malier effect of unsteady phenomena on the calculated values of

Finally, in Table 2, calculated values have been given for a very simplified case, formerly used in
classical calculations of gust loads (Ref. 11). This case, where only vertical translations of the air-
craft are considered, yields very reasonable estimates of the levels of normal acceleration (denoted by
2* in Table 2). Closer condideration of the numerical values will reveal, however, that this only holds
for the net levels of the normal acceleration variance and not for the contributions due to & in case the . ''
pitching motion is included in the equations of motion.

Effect of wing flexibility on vertical turbulence response

Since the unsteady aerodynamic effects considered in this Paper are of relatively high frequency, the
question arises of course what the influence of other high frequency phenomena i.e. those related to
aircraft flexibility will be on response to turbulence.
Again, the question was raised whether this influence could be modelled in a simple and straightforward
manner, such that a reliable mathematical model for aircraft stability and control analysis is obtained.
As a first attempt, a numerical example was taken from Ref. 9, featuring an aeroplane with wing sweep
back, including the dynamics of the first wing bending mode and (coupled) wing torsion. In Ref. 9, the
equations of motion including wing-flexibility are derived by using Langrange's method, (semi-rigid,
three degrees of freedom equations of motion). In this way, seperate groups of equations of motions for
the rigid airplane and the oscillating wing are obtained with additional coupling terms accounting for
the interaction.
For the response to vertical turbulence of the rigid aeroplane, the model no 2) was used (horizontal tail
length delay modelled by first order Padg approximation). For the additional, generalized force due to
vertical turbulence, the appropriate derivative (of the flexible wing) with respect to the angle of
attack was taken.
For a comparison, a so called quasi-static mathematical model (flexible inertia and damping terms assumed *..

to be zero, see Ref. 9) was also included. For details of the mathematical model, the reader is referred
to Ref. 10.

Step responses for pitch rate q, normal acceleration and wing-tip displacement due to vertical turbulence
are shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that in particular the subsequent reaction is being alleviated by
the wing flexibility, an effect that is also very well reflected in the plot for the quasi-static case.
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Table 1 Main characteristics of example aircraft types. 
3-

Type A [ Type B Type C

DHC-2 "Beaver F27 "Friendship 747

h (m) 0 6100 0

14(N) 22447. 158922 2449066

2

L9()150 2372 1570

V-msc 5,44 -25,90 66,14

c-()0,49 -25 8,2,0

50,48 137,45 -0,46

-1,90 -5,72 -3,70
mz -9,56 -4,20 -0,75

Ca-1,9 -1,67 -2,41

C -2.44__-3,48__-2,84

z q

C 0,8-3,4 - ,3

A 2 -0,97x1 1,6x0
3 
,8 0 -157~0

L -5m 2* 1,9510 -52 -1,x

3am -9,5610 ,14,0 -10 ,7~0

-3 -,9 -3,6 - ,43

A crf 2oe (0,4x2 1,1x1 2,51 1,04ax1V0 a

L - 150O m 2* 3,00 3 - 0,81
3

e 3 1669x0
4

2,66910O 4,24x10
4  

I,409xl0

3 2 12,90xl10
4  

1,86xlO- 1,50xI10 3 5,04x10-
3

Lg 150m 3, 535l 0,37xI10

3 0, 3 3 3

C ~ ~ ~ 3 8,4x: no0o igsee eetain fet2: lunin (a) mlotinol

3.P vinglO s3e penetratio efec included5,7xl
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Appendix

Linear filter transferfunctions for tail length time-delays and unsteady wing lift.

Igil eaSth t e elay
The pure tine-delay transfer function is

(s) d (15

where "d= "h/V (sees) (Uh" tail length, V - flight speed).

Approximating eq (1) by a truncated Taylor series yields . '.

Hi(s) - l-dS (2)

After transformation to the time-domain, and distinguishing contributions due to a and &, the well-known MEstability derivatives Cz and C and the additiontal derivates CZ. and Ca are obtained, see Ref. 4. No -

m Ma
additional equations are eeded here.

A different way is to approximate Eq. (1) by a first order Padf filter with transfer function

I - td/2 "  
(H 2 (s) 1 + Cd/2 s  (3

Transformation of Eq. (3) into the time domain results in one additional (first order) equation in the
airplane equations of motion, see Ref. 5.
Where a pure time-delay, Eq (1), features a unit gain and a phese angle of -Wtd, Eq (2) yields an
increasing gain and a maximum phase lag of 90. Equation (3) gives unit gain and a maximum phase lag of
1801.

The linear filter for unstegdy wing lift due to plunging motion was obtained by using the following
linear approximation of the well-known Wagner function (see Ref. 11.)

0(t) - 1 - 0,165e -0,0415 t -0,335e -0,3 t (4)

where t-t-
v

Taking Eq. (4) as the lift growth due to a unit stepwise change of angle of attack (plunging motion), the
relevant transfer function for arbitrary changes of a can be derivied as:Czw~~s5  ".-..'

(w(s) 1+T1 s)0(l+V2s)

Hw(s) = "Cz w (.+r3s)(1+i 4s) (5)

where T1- 18,6 y (sees), 2  1,96 (secs)

t 3  21,98 (sees), r 3,33 - (sees)

A similar filter for unsteady lift due to vertical turbulence was derived by taking the following linear
approximation of the Klssner function for wing lift response to a sharp-edged, unit step gust input (see
Ref. 11).

4,(s) 1-0,5 e' -0,5 e (6)

2V
where, again, t - t,

c
The linear filter transfer function for arbitrary turbulence inputs is,

Z + -C_.- :. .- .

KO CZ (a) 1(+"
g w (1+ r 6 s)(1+ 7s) ....

wher v ..4,35-(sees)
e. 7,69 *(sece), -r (sees).

The linear filters characterized by Eqs (5) and (7) both yield two additional first order equations in

the airplane equations of motion.

A straight, sharp edged gust takes a certain time to travel along the leading edge of a swept wing. For a
constant sweep angle A, the relevant time-constant is

b
I - I tand (sees) V
A2V
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Instead of a unit step gust input, it is supposed that an equivalent onswept wing experiences a ramp :~ ,

input

* ~~u(t) - at - a(t-TA(8
A%

* where u(t) -0, for t40,

and a(t-A) 0, for t~vA, and ea 1

*Transforming Eq. (9) into the complex domain, yields Oe14

U(s) (9) - a a A (9

5 a

Next the time-delay in eq (9) is approximated by a first order Pad& filter:

U~)-a -1 -
T A/2 ) -arA 1* 1(0

a 2 14 + A/26 1 + A/2'

If , f inally, Eq (10) is considered s the Laplace transform of the response of an additional filter to a
wing step input, the following additional filter transfer function for the modelling of the wing sweepIpenetration effect is obtained:

H (s)-(1
p 1 + TA2

* In the computations of unsteady lift response of a swept back wing to vertical turbulence, the filters
according to eq (11) and eq (7) were cascaded.

pa
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Fig. 2 Influence of modelling of unsteady aerodynamics on short period root locations for the three

example aircraft (3a: unsteady wing lift neglected for downwash)
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Fig. 3 Responses of pitch rate q on elevator step inputs (AI 6e - 0,1 rad)
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00Fig. 7 Responses of pitch rate q on vertical step gust inputs (A.cx 0,1 rad)
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Fig. 8 Responses of normal acceleration n on vertical step gu.st inputs (tAa 0,1 rad)
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Fig. 9 Gain of transfer functions of normal acceleration due to vertical turbulence.
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Fig. 10 Influence of modelling of unsteady aerodynamics on the normal acceleration variance az~
normalized relative to model 1 n.-.
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Fig. 11 Contributions of plunging acceleration ~,pitch rate q and covariance of 6and q to the
variance of the normal acceleration n, normalized relative to model 1
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Fig. 12 Response of pitch rate q, normal acceleration n and wing tip deflexion h on vertical step gust
inputs (Aa - 0,1 rad). 777 .
a: rigid alroplane. b: semi-rigid aeroplane. C; quasi-static case
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A SELF-ORGANISING CONTROL SYSTEM

FOR NON-LINEAR AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

Mo by
C. Evans
Smith Associates Consulting
System Engineers Limited,

45-47 High Street,
Cobham,
Surrey,
England. KT11 3DP

; , SUMMARY :5;:[:
'It high angles-of-attack (AOA) flow separations can produce non-linear and time varying

aerodynamic loads, which cannot be predicted with great certainty. Such loads make control
system development extremely difficult. A control system has thus been developed which can "
can accomplish on-line reduction of the a-priori uncertainties pertaining to the effective
control of the aircraft. The self-organising control system was developed to suppress
unacceptable pitch-up tendencies of an aircraft at high AOA, without the use of AOA
measurement. The final control system demonstrated good performance for a variety of
inputs although performance was not as good in turbulence. ._"

INTRODUCTION

At high angles-of-attack (AOA) flow separations can produce non-linear and time-varying
aerodynamic loads which cannot be predicted with great certainty. The problems associated
with such loads have manifested themselves on a number of current combat aircraft as
undemanded aircraft motions which the pilot cannot control, i.e. departures. Current
control system technology will enable next-generation combat aircraft to achieve high
AOA much more readily whilst, at the same time, offering the capability of actively
controlling undesirable aircraft motions. To develop such a control system both a

mathematical model of the aircraft's dynamics as well as suitable sensors to measure
its motion are required. The afforementioned uncertainties present in the aerodynamic
loads at high AOA produce significant uncertainties in both the mathematical model and
the sensor readings, with the result that control system development is extremely difficult.

The conventional approach to dealing with such uncertainties is to develop robust feedback %
control laws and incorporate manoeuvre limiting sub-systems to prevent the aircraft

entering flight regimes in which the aircraft's motion cannot be predicted with confidence.
An alternative approach is to develop a control system which can accomplish on-line '%
reduction of the a-priori uncertainties pertaining to the effective control of the aircraft
as the manoeuvre evolves. Such a control system is termed self-organising, although
the descriptors adaptive and parameter adaptive have also been used.

Self-organising control systems have been investigated on numerous occasions for aircraft.
However, it is only in the last few years, with the growth of digital computers that the .* .
implementation of complex adaptive algorithms has become feasible. The F-8c programme
considered a number of such systems (2,3,4,5] and one was implemented for flight test [2].
Self-organising control systems have also been presented for an F-4[6] and a missile (7].
These studies only dealt with flight at low AOA and thus only considered the aircraft
as a time varying linear system. A high AOA application of a self-organising control
system was presented by Asher [8] but only a linear simulation of the aircraft dynamics
was used.

This paper concerns the design of a self-organising control system to suppress unacceptable
trends in the longitudinal aerodynamic loads of a ground attack aircraft. The work was
carried out using a comprehensive digital simulation previously developed as part of -
an investigation into high AOA handling characteristics [1]. The final control system
developed produced encouraging results, although much work would be required before a
practical implementation of such a system could be achieved.

SELF-ORGANISING CONTROL

Many self-organising control algorithms attempt to produce convergence to an optimal
control. At high AOA the requirement is primarily for adequate control in a short time.
A self-organising control algorithm is thus required which allows some choice in the
selection of feedback signals and the strategy for their use. The partioning algorithm
of Lainiotis provides such a choice and was thus used in this work.

Partioned adaptive control (PAC) utilises a multiple-model approach such that a finite
number of models are used to represent the parameter space, each model being defined
by a parameter vector Oi. For each model a corresponding gain matrix k(0i) and controlvector, u(0i) can then be calculated. The algorithm operates by calculating the
probability that each model is the best model and uses these probabilities to weight V
the control input vectors, u(Oi) . The probabilities are estimated by using the error
between the actual measurements of the system and the corresponding values predicted
by each model of the dynamics. The error vectors are generated by Kalman filters, which
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also supply state estimates for the calculation of each model conditional control. The.-
control system (Fig. 1) thus consists of a number of computational channels, each
representing a given parameter vector, which are processed in parallel to produce model
conditional error vectors and control demands. The non-linear equations for the %
calculation of the probabilities are separated from the linear estimation procedure,
carried out by the Kalman filters.

The model conditional control, at time tk, is given by:

Uk (i) = k (i) -k (i)I

The imposed control is then given by

n

.Uk k* prk (Yi) uk (Yi) (2)

where

n = number of models

P prk (6 ) = model conditional probability.

To obtain the probabilities, the error vector, Zk, and its convariance matrix, Bk, are
required from each Kalman filter. The model conditional probabilities are givei by the
recursive Bayes rule; ..--

prk (6. L Lk (6i) pr k-1(8 ) (3)

Lke) Prk-(1)
j=1

where

Lk( i) = Bk-' exp {-jz kB k-lk }  (4)

Additionally, the best estimate of the state vector is given by:

n
= prk(O i ) _k(6i) (5)

To apply this algorithm to the non-linear dynamics of an aircraft at high AOA a segmentwise
stationary approach was used. In this method the non-linear dynamics are approximated

2• by linear perturbation models which remain valid for a fixed length of time. The Kalman
filters are thus reset after a set time interval, AtO . During each time interval the
sensor measurements at the start of the interval are subtracted from each subsequent
measurement to obtain perturbation values. This method has the advantage that linear
models of the dynamics can be used and similarly linear time-invariant Kalman filters.

- AIRCRAFT MODEL

The specific problem considered was a loss of pitch stiffness at high AOA. A number
of different pitching moment curves were used (Fig. 2) to ensure that the system was
responding to the correct parameter. Measurements of pitch rate, normal acceleration,
dynamic pressure, airspeed and tailplane deflection were assumed available with the noise
characteristics shown in Table 1. The effects of turbulence were modelled using digitised
records of moderate to severe turbulence [10].

The simulation modelled both the continuous aircraft dynamics and the digital operation
,%. of the control system. A sample rate of 50Hz was used for the digital control system
. and the compute delay was taken to be 90% of the sampling interval. Analogue anti-alias

filters with a break frequency of 12.5 Hz and damping ratio 0.5 were also incorporated "-
(Fig. 3). The tailplane servo was modelled as a first order lag with a time constant
of 0.04s and a rate limit of 600/s. *'./,

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

In order to minimise the computational requirement and ensure a rapid decision making
capability the simplest models of the dynamics were used. Within each reset period the

- dynamics were considered to be linear and time-invariant. Only the aircraft's short
period dynamics were thus considered with the effects of changes in airspeed and height
being allowed for at each reset. The non-stationary behaviour of the aircraft at each
reset point also had to be allowed for. The perturbation equations of motion were thus .

.= represented by:

A Ax' +Bu' + + *G (7)
- -- -0 -o .
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where O is the turbulence input. An approximation for the rate term was obtained
viz:

(to : (R*(to - *(to-At))IAt (8)"' .,i" '':
0 0 - 0 .I *

where At is the sampling interval. The equations of motion and the resultant Kalman .

filter equations are shown in App. A.

Two channels only were used as follows:

a) Channel 1 represented stable acceptable dynamics;

b) Channel 2 represented unacceptable dynamics.

The gain matrix, K, for Channel 2 was calculated such that the closed loop dynamics produced
the same short-peiiod characteristics as the open loop dynamics of Channel 1. The simple
equations of motion used (App. A) enabled this condition to be solved algebraically. This
gain matrix was updated at each reset. For Channel 1 the gain matrix, L, was set to zero.
The use of perturbation values for the feedback loops meant that a summing procedure had
to be invoked to maintain continuity of demand. Writing:

t = time at j'th reset
0.

and if tk is the time such that

to0 < tk  t 
0j"Oj+I  .''" "L

then the perturbation feedback is expressed as:

n

uc(tk) = prk( i ) K(e i) Rk(e i ) (9)
i=l kk

the sum of the perturbation feedbacks at the end of each linearisation period is given
by:

u (t. = Uc(to  (10)
0
o 3 i i

and the total control demand, including pilot demand 6 is thus expressed as:
p

Tc =6p + uc + Ul)o
c 0  UL-

Initial work indicated a need to compensate for the effects of high levels of atmospheric
turbulence. A common scale factor on the noise statistics (2] was incorporated in the
probability calculation along with a minimum value on the likelihood [3] function to
prevent oversensitivity in the absence of turbulence. The common scale factor, , is
given by:

k /rk (12)
k

where r is the number of measurements and:

k

'He.) ,B -'z (13)

this to be evaluated for the candidate model which produces the maximum probability.
Eqn.s 4 and 5 were thus replaced as follows:

et d i 2= B ' (0 (14)T2.

dk(O*) =min(dkeii) (15)
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J. and -

Lk"1 ) = 8ke I) -expdk (0*)-d (9i)} (16)

where

dk(ai)-dk(0*) < 88.0, (17)

then

Lr(~ Lk'"(0ei)pr k-l e.)pr ( = (18)
L " (6j)prk_ (6j

j=1

This ensured that at least one of the channels had an exponential term within the
computational limits of the computer. The minimum value on the likelihood function
prevented updating of the probabilities at each time step (Eqn. 18) unless at least one
channel satisfied the following condition:

T - &2zk B zk > E, (19)-k-kk k

where E was a pre-set constant.

DEVELOPMENT

Developing the system to obtain the optimum combination of parameters proved extremely
difficult due to the lack of analytical methods which could be applied. As a result,
numerous simulations had to be run to evaluate the effects of parameter variations. The
choice of the parameters for the models of each channel proved especially difficult due
to the approximate nature of the models. Utilising only 2 channels made the problem
manageable allowing 2 extreme parameter sets to be chosen. The use of the white noise
approximation, in the Kalman filter equations, to the non-white instrumentation noise
and turbulence meant that the choice of values for the Q and R matrices was not straight
forward. Additionally, tests indicated that the Kalman-filtes were also compensating for
modelling errors so that the covariance matrices Q and R were acting as weighting matrices
for all of the errors present.

The reset length, Ato, was easier to define as too short a reset length resulted in
modelling errors which were too small for recognition. Conversely, too long a reset length
resulted in loss of the local linear approximation. The reset length had also to be
balanced against the error level E (Eqn. 19). Large values of E increased the time required
for a decision whilst small values of E had no effect. A suitable value of E resulted in
a single decision once the unacceptable aircraft dynamics had been encountered.

The final values of the system parameters obtained are shown in Table 2.

The other problem that emerged during the development work was the behaviour of the stored
feedback control (Eqn. 10). Due to the lags within the system it was found that subsequent
to a pitching manoeuvre the stored feedback could have a finite value when the aircraft
returned to low AOA, which was unacceptable. To prevent this a digital washout filter
was applied to the stored feedback to guarantee that the stored feedback would always
return to zero at low AOA. Due to the possibility of short spurious decisions at high AOA
it was found necessary to include a complex system of logic to ensure that the washout
was only applied at the desired time (Fig. 4). The final control system configuration is
shown in Fig. 5

PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM

Many different manoeuvres were simulated to assess the performance of the control system.
Fig. 6 shows a typical pitching manoeuvre for aircraft models using schedules l and 3
from Fig. 1 for the pitching moment characteristic. It can be seen that the control
system produced good model following behaviour with only a small AOA overshoot when channel
2 was engaged. Some variation in performance of the closed-loop system occured depending
on the position of the reset points relative to the manoeuvre. Turbulence became more of a
problem during slow pitching manoeuvres due to the lower signal to noise ratio (Fig. 7) with
channel 2 being engaged when both schedule 3 and schedule 1 of Fig. 2 were used in the model.
Sharp tailplane demands caused positive recognition of channel 2 but due to the inherent ,.'. -
lag of the control system the AOA overshoot increased (Fig. 8).

In the absence of the control system schedule 1 from Fig. 2 produced a sharp pitch departure -

when piotching manoeuvres such as those shown in Fig. 6, 7 and 8 were attempted. In all
cases the self-organising control system prevented such pitch departure and allowed
sustained manoeuvring at high AOA. The system also prevented pitch-up caused by inertia
coupling during rapid rolls at high AOA.

"V::::.k:
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One of the most difficult cases for such a control-system is a sustained high AOA manoeuvre iN
with small changes in tailplane demand and rapid rolls. Fig. 9 shows such a manoeuvre .-

of the model using schedule 3 to represent the "ideal" behaviour.Fig. 10 shows the same -.
manoeuvre using schedule 1. The self-organising control system produced reasonable model- %
following behaviour although with a marked loss of damping.Fig. 11 shows the same case
as Fig. 10 but in the presence of turbulence. This was the worst case recorded for the
system as although pitch departure was prevented the latter part of the manoeuvre was
suppressed by inputs from the control system.

In general the system worked well preventing pitch departure in all cases and producing 6.
good model following behaviour in most cases. Performance did, however, deteriorate,

' in the presence of turbulence, with significant variation in performance becoming evident.Nevertheless the system does offer considerable scope for both theoretical and practical %!r. r

development, although much work would be required before an implementable system could
be derived. The complexity of such a system also means that it would have to form part
of a full authority manoeuvre demand system. Thus, before making a judgement on the
acceptibility of the self-organising control system which has been developed, it would
be necessary to consider its performance when integrated with such a full authority
manoeuvre demand system. This is the direction which further work should take to derive
a practical self-organising control system from the one herein developed.

CONCLUSIONS

A self-organising control system has been developed to suppress unacceptable pitch-up
tendencies at high AOA in an aircraft, without the use of AOA measurement. The system
used a stationary approach to analyse the aircraft motion in time segments so that the
controller could use linear models of the dynamics. The system, in its final form,
demonstrated good performance for a wide variety of inputs. Performance was not as e
good in the presence of turbulence, but in all cases pitch departure was prevented. The
system , as presented, offers considerable scope for development. The main question
remaining to be answered is how the self-organising control system would perform when
integrated with a more comprehensive manoeuvre demand system.

APPENDIX A KALMAN FILTER EQUATIONS

The aircraft equations of motion used for the control system were:

' =Ax' + Bu' + A + G-

where,

x , = x () [e . .-," ..(to )" -Lt (t O (to'::'::[::

t' =t-t
0

t = reset time
0

[Mq + N Ma +-.. -

zz
=Mn + MAZ]

U' -ut') = u(t ) u(t

The measurements were represented by:

y' = Hx' + Du' + v

w h e r e = "W" " " %
' lt') = y(t) - 0

v noise

al
[ n] " " !

then,

rq . 9X ((M z - z Vo)/qJ[(M a %'...
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and,r1
D =0 zv)g

(M,+M Z)x z na/

The digital implementation of these equations of motion was expressed as:

= kl+ Rk-1 + Ao --

where *,r and ip are the appropriate transition matrices.
The Kalman filter equations used were:

= k1+ r(Rk l+14k) 2 
+ :ko

T 1
Bk =H H + R

Kk -k -k- H

!k ~ -_9k ?Rk

K T 9 -1
-k k- k

9k =k _k- k

k k k! ?k

The noise covariance matrices were taken as:

T = T 2 T

where

CT = r.m.s. of turbulence

T = transition matrix for turbulence inputs.

R q 0 1" '

~a22 2 2)]

n

The transition matrices were taken as:

2 2

2

r =BAt +ABAt
2

2

= At + AAt
2  

.'

2

T =GAt
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Table 1 Instrumentation noise characteristics

Sensor T(sec) 1"

Pitch rate gyro 0.08 0.5 deg.sec

Normal acceleration 0.008 0.06 g

Airspeed 0.16 2.0 ft/sec

Servo position 0.01 0.1 deg

T - first order low pass filter time constant

Table 2 Final control system parameters

Channel 1, acceptable dynamics

C= - 0.75 C = -1.7 " . -

C +C = -15.0 C = -0.77

ci 0
C = -3.8z

Channel 2, unacceptable dynamics

C = 0.0 C = -1.3
m m

C +C = -12.0 C = -0.60m m~ z
q ]

C = 0.0
z .. [* " ." J--

Common parameters

T 1.8m/s

Q(02) = Q(I

0.1 < P < 5.0

E 5

R(1,1) 0.5'/s

R(2,2) i_ 0.2 5'g'

At 0  = 0.4s
, . ° . .) -.-..-.
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aGUST ALLEVIATION ON A TRANSPORT AIRPLANE

by
0J. Becker, F. Weiss

MESSERSCHMI TT-BULKOW-BLOHM GmbH.Lfl Hubschrauber und Flugzeuge I
oP.O. Box 801160, 8000 Munich 80oW. -Germany

and

-- E. Cavatorta, C. Caldarelli

AERITALIA
80038 Pomigliano D'Arco (Napoli) Italy

'An analytical study was performed-at Aeritalia and at MBVto define a Gust Alleviation System on a
preliminary configuration of a commuter airplane. The analysis takes into account the influence of
elasticity of the airplane, unsteady aerodynamic effects, mechanical nonlinearities such as backlash-
deadzone and control surface rate and deflection limitations. A relatively simple model shows that
ride comfort can be improved by at least 50%.

DESCRIPTION

1. Mathematical Model of Turbulence

The investigation is based on the definition of turbulence as described in MIL-F-8785 where the power
spectral densities are presented for the three velocity components of the turbulence in the von Karman
form, which is applied in the frequency domain analysis, and the more simple form of Dryden used to
determine the dynamic response in the time domain (Fig. 1).
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2. Definition of the Passengers Ride Comfort

The aim is to quantisize the comfort. Therefore the most promising criterium, the "Ride Discomfort .

Index Di" as reported in MIL-F-9490 D is applied. The criterium utilises the weiqhted turbulence induced
acceleration, where the weighting function includes human receptance to define the index Di, which for .*.-
example reaches a limiting number of 0.2 at the exposure time of 0.5 to 1.5 hours (Fig. 1). 'a.

3. Mathematical Model of the Airplane

A mathematical model of the airplane flying in turbulence has been established to investigate the %-' -

problems related to the definition of a gust alleviation system. By the application of a dynamic response
analysis in time and frequency domain the different acceleration levels at each station along the fuse-
lage may then be calculated. The complete dynamic representations consists of the flight dynamic and the
structural dynamic description. The structural dynamic representation of the airplane is obtained in mo-
dal form after a finite element idealisation and a vibration calculation for the determination of the

normal modes. Generalised masses, stiffnesses and structural dampings are utilised. In the dynamic system
used for t4e investigation, rigid flight dynamic state variables together with aileron and elevator ro- - -

tations and 10 elastic normal modes are taken into account. In addition the model also includes generali--
zed aerodynamic forces in order to introduce unsteady aerodynamics to account for delay effects in the .

development of forces and moments especially when rapid variations of the aircraft and control surfaces --..-.

are occuring. Also the KUssner effect due to the penetration of the gust is introduced. The calculation
of the unsteady aerodynamic forces is performed using the lifting surface theory method /I/ and in pa-
rallel for comparison the doublet lattice method /2/ including the interference effects between wing and
horizontal tail.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the scheme of the global aircraft mathematical model in matrix formulation, which
is used for dynamic response calculations. Here the coupled classical flight mechanical and structural
dynamic equations together with the equations representing the control laws of the gust alleviation
system are shown. The coupling of the flight mechanical equations of motion for small perturbations in . .
a body fixed system and the structural dynamic modal equations is achieved by the introduction of un-
steady aerodynamic coupling terms, Zj(iCO), M (igO) and Li(io).The first two terms represent the nor-
mal force and pitch moment contributions "in the lift and Moment equations due to the normal mode deflec-
tions or vibrations. These two terms "elastify" dynamically the rigid airplane aerodynamics. The third
term is representative of the rigid airplane effects on the structural dynamics.

(A' + iA ) X P' + iP" .' ' . ""

A' A" X P "-

hs -
Z.. V I-

I ' ; 1 ' "

I- . a Z, , ..I. ...i.

m , i, -- tKB 4....

"- I ,,( - - - ---.- '-- - - - -

- l_ _-_ 1. 
,

_ A, 1 - 64__ - - 1 1 7

I A, I I, .4 -r -' "I _

FIG.2 GLOBAL DYNAMIC SYSTEM MATRIX
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Because the controls are in the dynamic loop, the unsteady aerodynamic normal force Zr (iw) and
pitch moment Mio(i ) of the control surfaces are introduced. The Ljj(1co) coupling terms explain the
influence of te control surface rotations on the structural dynamics.

The excitation of the dynamic system is achieved by the disturbance vector of the right hand side
P' (CO) + iP" (cL) which describes the normal force and pitch moment Z j(icv) and the generalised
forces Ljog (iOC) induced by the gust.-- .,

Solving the system of linear equations .,'

A'(co) +s-i A"(CO) ]X(ic, [' + ip"(O)]

the admittance function of the system is known

H~c~ A'(cw) + i A"(CO) j'[P'(wj) + iP"(W~)]

and then the transfer functions Y(icy) of the state variables and the power spectral densities S (CO)

Y(ic.) = H(io) a,(icw)

S,(C) = I W(ca) I' s(CO)

and the total (rigid + elastic) acceleration- transfer functions nz(iCW) and corresponding power spec-
tral densities

s(c.,) = I n.(iw, I' S,(c,)

and. the Ride Discomfort Index

D,[ f'iWrs'!.(f)itjf

are derived.

W(f) being the physiological weighing function of the acceleration /3/.

V £ *

4. Discomfort Index of Basic Aircraft

The Ride Discomfort Index of the transport airplane has been evaluated for the flight condition cruise
using the intensity of turbulence given by

JL

wg =6.6 ft/s

according to Ref. 3.

The distribution of the index D- along the fuselage axis is presented in Fig. 3 (curvea). Near the cen
ter of gravity the index reaches a value slightly above the considered limit value of 0.2 for the exposure
time 0.5 to 1.5 hours.

In cruise condition the passenger comfort is therefore practically neutral. It should be concluded that
the introduction of a gust alleviation system to get a reduction of the index 0 could be interesting.
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5. Control Laws

5.1 Closed Loo2 Control

The gust alleviation "closed loop" system is based upon the concept of measuring dynamic response sig-nals of the aircraft to actuate the control surfaces generally ailerons and elevators.

Since the vertical acceleration mainly influences the passenger comfort, it is convenient to use thissignal to command the ailerons symmetrically in order to counteract the effects of the gusts on the air- '
craft. In addition the pitch rate signal could be used as feedback to the elevator for stability augmen-tation. A first order low pass filter is generally introduced in order to limit the high frequency con-trol surface activities which result from high frequency acceleration due to elastic fuselage modes, and
a notch filter is Included to avoid structural coupling effects with the first symmetrical wing bendingmode with dominant fuselage bending contribution at 6 Hz. An additional notch filter to eliminate the
second fuselage bending mode at 16 Hz is not considered.

Some results of the rigid aircraft analysis with this control loop are presented in Fig. 4. It is demon-strated that different control feedback gains lead to variations of the stability of the airplane in terms
of short period roots and of the Ride Discomfort Index due to the increasing symmetrical aileron and ele-
vator deflections and the resulting increase in damping.

By using for example the gains Knz - 0.3 rad/ms-2  for the acceleration feedback and no pitch ratefeedback the short period root is 6I - .94, 6 2  - 0.44 as shown in Fig. 4a, where as the additional
pitch rate feedback K¢ y 0.2 will lead to a coupling of the short period with the actuator as shown in
Fig. 4b.

,0 -
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The effect of elevator (pitch rate feedback) on the ride discomfort index is found to be disadvan-
tageous, the system may therefore be simplified by cancelling the feedback to the elevator, with a higher
reduction of the PDI. The effects are illustrated in Fig. 4c. The simplification will allow to maintain
the elevator command completely unaffected (manual control).

The acceleration feedback system needs an interconnect filter to decouple pilots commands from active
control commands. This filter may be derived theoretically from the transfer function of the vertical
acceleration due to elevator input. In this way the gust alleviation system can operate in turbulence
even if pilot stick commands are present. The interconnect filter will influence to some extent the
handling characteristics and therefore possible PIO tendencies should be investigated in advance.

The interconnect filter FN(i4) ) which is derived for cruise condition is shown in Fig. 5, which
illustrates also the low pasi flter and the actuator transfer function. A phase advance filter will be
introduced in order to cancell low frequency phase lays caused by the notch filter. These effects are
not shown in the report.
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5.2 Closed Loop Versus Open Loop Comparison' : -'

There are some aspects of the open loop system which are believed to be of importance. The basic :J"''"

assumption of the open loop alleviation system is the possibility to measure precisely the gust induced -.-- "
angle of attack. A fundamental limitation of this system is in general that the gust induced lift incre- '"""'
ment cannot be compensated totally by the control surfaces activated by the gust sensors due to limited :'" '"
control surface effectiveness rate. In addition the open loop system necessitates the elevator feedback'"

'" "  -"

for pitch moment compensation..9 .1-04.
An investigation has been performed for the open loop system which consisted mainly in a variation of

the percentage of ideal compensation to get a comparison with closed loop results. The study demonstra- ".-"-
ted in Fig. 6, indicates, that the closed loop system, in case of equivalent aileron rms deflection is .
more efficient.
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6. Influence of Nonlinearities

The investigation of nonlinearities has been carried out in time domain using the model of the Dryden
spectrum and the dynamic description of the rigid airplane.

.- . JP.
In Fig. 7 the reduction of ms vertical acceleration at the c.g. position is presented. 40 percent

of alleviation of the control without nonlinearities is used as reference value. A decrease to 30 per-
cent in alleviation is obtained for an assumed, very pessimistic deadzone of 0.013 sec and backlash
of + 0.1 deg.

In addition the influence of aileron deflection- and rate limitation were investigated. The reduc-
tion of the maximum deflection from 7 to 6 degs and rate limitation from 26 to 20 degs gives an alle- ,
viation of 20%. Increasing the limitations to 8 degs of deflection and 30 deg/s of rate in the closed
loop system the alleviation reaches again 30%.

The effects of nonlinearities are also shwon in Fig. 7 for open loop system, which demonstrates more
severe effects.
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, 7. Influence of Aeroelasticity

The unsteady aerodynamics and the structural dynamic effects produce increments in the total accele-
ration as depicted in Fig. 8 for the airplane without control. The figure shows a comparison of the C.G.
acceleration power spectral density for the rigid and elastic case. The peaks in the total PSD corres-
pond to the dynamic response in the frequencies of the short period and the structural models. The mag- %
nitude of the elastic mode contributions especially in the frequency of the first wing bending at 5 Hz,
the first fuselage bending at 7.8 Hz and of the second fuselage bending at 16 Hz is significant.

Concerning the airplane with control system, aeroelastic effects are in general of high concern because %
of structural coupling. The structural coupling is caused by the elastic mode contributions in the acce-
leration feedback signal. For instance the vertical C.G. acceleration leads to a aileron PSD shown in
Fig. 9, which reflects all properties of the acceleration signal itself. Therefore the aileron could
excite the airplane in the frequency around 3 - 8 Hz and at 16 Hz. In order to avoid the excitation the
feedback signal should be filtered at the interesting frequencies (especially at frequencies of the fuse-
lage) using different notch filters. In our example a notch filter was introduced which works in the re-
gion of first wing and fuselage bending. The notch influence on the aileron signal is also demonstrated
i n F i g . 9 . ,.
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FIG.9 EFFECT OF NOTCH FILTER FIG.1O EFFECT OF NOTCH FILTER

ON THE PSD OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON THE PSD OF C.G.ACCELERATION

The influence of aeroservoelasticity is shown in Fig. 10 comparing the PSD of C.G. acceleration with
and without control (with notch filter). As expected the excitation of the C.G. acceleration in the
5 - 8 Hz region is small due to the notch filter effects. Fig. 11 shows the final result in terms of
Ride Discomfort Index at different fuselage locations. The figure demonstrates the effect of the notch
filter especially at the forward fuselage positions. Without notch filter an excitation is observed. The

results shown were derived for a system without phase advance filter. Such a filter will be necessary in
order to cancel out the phase introduced in low frequency range by the notch filter improving further ..
the alleviation. Fig. 11 shows at the C.G. position an alleviation of RDI of almost 50%.
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0. CONCLUSIONS

The unaugmented airplane, according to the analytical results of the Ride Discomfort Index will ex-
perience a passenger comfort practically neutral. A gust alleviation system based on closed loo concept
as demonstrated in Fig. 5, appears to be attractive to improve the comfort. The investigation indicates
that the improvement is dependent to some extent on nonlinear effects in the control loop. Considering
realistic parameters the control system could lead to an alleviation factor at least of 50 percent.
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Abstract

A new Lagrangian formulation for unsteady
three dimensional supersonic inviscid flow over rigid
bodies is developed. The continuity equation is
eliminated by the use of material functions, a general-
ization of the stream functions for steady flow. This
is followed by a transformation to new independent
variables, three of which are these material functions.
The fourth variable is a Lagrangian time distinct from
the Eulerian time. The simultaneous use of both
Lagrangian and Eulerian time allows the problem of flow -.-.
with shock wave to be reduced to a fixed boundary one.
In the Newtonian limit it is found possible to obtain
analytic solutions for various body shapes. K:

Consider a rigid aircraft whose motion is characterized by the vVlocity V(t)
of its centre of mass and its angular velocity (t). Given Vc(t) and l('ct), the c
central problem in unsteady aerodynamics is to calculate the resulting unsteady flow in
terms of Vc(t) and s(t). The resolution of this problem will also help determine the
motion of the aircraft taking into full account the time-history effects.

In a body-fixed curvillinear coordinates i(i = 1, 2, 3), the Euler equations --
for the motion of an inviscid, non-heat conducting perfect gas are:

+ _ P vi) = 0 (1)
at I,- g

av i v j  v r i vj Vk 1i a
+ v +  jk + - g -=F , (i = 1,2,3) (2)at ik P ; .,." -'

+ )-0 (3)

where p is pressure, p density, v velocity, r position vector, t time, y
the ratio of specific heats, a~d

dV
F - t + 2') x +x ) + ax r] (4)

is the inertial force arising from the motion of the body, 3 = 0 defines the body
surface, g1 3  is the inverse of the metric tensor gij g = g 1ijI, and rj  are the

0 0
Letting v - 1 and - t , and noting the time-independenceiof gij, we

may replace the continuity equation (1) by introducing three functions m (i = 1,2,3)
as follows !g vm

1 
m
2 

; 
3

___ KLMN an1 a a7LK 7 a 7N (K,L,M,N = 0, 1, 2, 3) (5)
-m)  aL a a&

Using (5), it can easily be shown that C'

i y t-01 (i = 1, 2, 3) (6)

implying that m (i = 1, 2, 3) are constants following a fluid particle; they are thus .
called material functions. Material functions in unsteady flow are a generalization of . .
the stream functions in steady flow.

We further introduce a function m( I) T such that
- a ( 0, mi, m, m )

a(~ (7)2 "-.3.. %

a(Eu , -&'°L .
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It can also easily be shown that

D a (8) % '.%* DEt a '... , *.

Thus T ( tin) 6 s the Lagrangian time variable, in contrast with the Eulerian time N
variable t ( )

We note that the function m0(J I ) (or r( I)) introduced above is determined
only to an arbitrary function of three independent variables and we can, as we do, impose
that the unknown shock surface is given by a.

(C
I 
1 0 (9) - - " ,

When mI  (I = 0, 1, 2, 3) are regarded as independent variables we obtain
the following equations

a2 i i aO ak ij am' ap I Fi
- [+ jk a a -- , (i,j,k = 1,2,3) (10) ... -( rx) 77= P 3 am I  "-"..

a- T

A (0 2 )(3

Eq (12 is inerae sto~2, 3 give

t = + s(m ,m ,nm (14)

The body surface boundary condition is .

3 3,= 0 at m = 0 (15)

and the shock jump boundary conditions are of the form

Ci ,, V 0 (16) Jf T = =0 T=0' p - -- - -
'.-, Vs) % .%

We thus see that the problem of calculating supersonic flow with shock wave
becomes a fixed boundary problem in the m space.

I  The formulation given above represents a new version of the Lagranqian approach
with m as Lagrangian variables. It differs from the conventional Lagrangian formulation
in that

(a) the material functions m (i = 1, 2, 3) are used as
Lagrangian variables instead of the particle position
(a, b, c) at time t ; the material functions are more
closely related to tRe physics of the flow.

(b) it recognizes the difference between the Eulerian time t
and the Lagrangian time T and utilizes this difference
to render the mathematical problem a fixed bnundary one,

(c) it simultaneously uses both the Lagrangian variables and
the Eulerian variables, making it easier to transform one
set to the other; this is helpful in aerodynamic problems
for which the pressure is often required in Eulerian form ..,'-

The advantages of the new Lagrangian formulation have been exploited in the

Newtonian limit which simplifies (10) to

+ - ( = 1, 2) (17)

2 By aT T

(1aM)

+ b - (18)

where

( -) = ( ) 3 = ( ) 3 0" "'. i '  '

and b a are the 2nd fundamental form of the body surface. The problem is now to
first e the tangential momentum equations (17) - these are now ordinary differential

V.
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1 2equations - for C (C = 1,2) and then to find p(& ,F2,0,t) from (18) by quadrature
after a partial transformation to Eulerian coordinates.

For steady flow Ta 0 and (17) become the geodesic equations of the body
surface. Exact analytic solutions have been found for families of body shapes including
bodies of revolution at arbitrary angles of attack and general conical shapes [1]. For
these body shapes the surface pressure are obtained as quadrature in terms of the shapewhich will be used in conjunction with calculus of variations to determine the optimum

conical wing. Finite Mach number flow may be calculated using an iteration scheme
starting from the Newtonian flow solution.

Unsteady flow resulting from slow motion of the aircraft relative to its . -
steady flight is calculated by perturbation of Eq. (10-13) from the known steady flow. "
For the wedge in transient motion an analytic solution is obtained which will be used .
to study the effects of past motion on the present state of its motion [2], [3].
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0SUMMAR Y/
Unsteady interactions of strong concentrated vortices, distributed gusts, and sharp-edged gusts with

stationary airfoils have been analyzed in two-dimensional transonic flow. A simple and efficient method

for introducing such vortical disturbances has been implemented in numerical codes that range from

inviscid, transonic bmall-disturbance to thin-layer Navier Stokes. The numerical results demonstrate the

large distortions in the overall flow field and in the surface air loads that are produced by various

vortical interactions. The results of the different codes are in excellent qualitative agreement, but, as

might be expected, the transonic small-disturbance calculations are deficient in the important region near

the leading edge.

INTRODUCTION r"_

Vortical disturbances can have important effects on the air loads and the aeroacoustics of a variety

of aerodynamic devices, such as maneuvering aircraft and missiles, helicopter rotor blades, and turbo-

machinery. Although the numerical analysis of strong vortical flows has received less attention than the

treatment of shock waves'over the past decade, compressible flow fields with embedded regions of distrib- . .

uted or concentrated vorticity appear certain to receive increasing attention in the future.

Several methods have already begun to appear in the literature for treating concentrated vorticity in

finite-difference computations. Direct approaches, such as those of Rizzi and Ericksson (Ref. 1), Fujii

and Kutler (Ref. 2), Krause and Hartwick (Ref. 3), and Srinivasan and Steger (Ref. 4) may be classified as * -
vortex-capturing, by analogy with the familiar shock-capturing methods that are used in many computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. As in shock capturing, the details of the actual phenomenon are spread over

several grid points. Consequently, the solutions in these high-gradient regions are artificially grid-

dependent and are susceptible to the effects of numerical dissipation. In the case of concentrated-tip
vortices, for example, numerical dissipation may destroy the simulation of the core structure faster than

would physical dissipation (Ref. 4), unless many grid points are clustered in the vortical region.

An alternative approach for modeling vortex flows, the prescribed-disturbance method, is the subject

of this note. By analogy with shock-fitting in transonic flows, this method may be thought of as vortex
fitting. The essential ideas are due to Steinhoff (Ref. 5) and to Buning and Steger(Ref. 6); the tech-

nique was also in the work reported in Refs. 7-9 on potential, Euler, and thin-layer Navier-Stokes analy-

ses of two-dimensional, unsteady airfoil-vortex interactions. In these applications, the structure of the

vortex is prescribed, but its path in space can be allowed to develop as part of the solution. The

prescribed-disturbance method is also well suited to and has been used for more general vortical flows,

such as gusts with distributed vorticity (Ref. 10).

Many of the interesting practical applications, such as blade-vortex interactions of helicopter

rotors (e.g., Fig. 1), and gust response of aircraft wings, are three-dimensional unsteady problems that

will require enormous computational resources for transonic cases. Therefore, it is useful to study the -. .

numerical methods, as well as the general nature of the phenomena, in two dimensions, as indicated in the

figure. It is also important to establish the minimum sufficient level of complexity in the governing .. , ,
equations. In the following sections, we review our transonic small-disturbance, Euler, and thin-layer , .. .

Navier-Stokes analyses, especially the two-dimensional implementation of the prescribed-disturbance
approach. Several representative examples are given that illustrate the advantages, capabilities, and

limitations of these different formulations, in anticipation of their future extension to real, three-

dimensional problems.

NUMERICAL FORMULATIONS

The essence of the prescribed-disturbance (Ref. 5) or perturbation (Ref. 6) method is simply that

each of the dependent flow variables is split into a prescribed part, which defines (or is consistent
with) the imposed vortical disturbance, and a remaining part, which is obtained from the solution of the

governing equation set. Even though the governing equations may be nonlinear, in which case the indepen-

dent solutions are not superposable, we may still decompose the dependent variables as follows:

q - qv 
+

(q - qv) (1)
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where

r
I pyL. 

V -.I -;

and where qv represents the specified vortlcal disturbance superimposed on a uniform free stream.

The following subsections summarize the development of the governing equations for (q - qv
)
, and

present the methods for solving them numerically. Although the overall concept is essentially the same
for the Euler or Navier-Stokes formulations as it is for the transonic small-disturbance (potential) ,-.

formulation, the actual derivations and solution techniques are rather different; therefore, they are

treated separately. The complete details of each are given in Refs. 8 and 9 for the former, and in

Refs. 7 and 10 for the latter.

Euler and Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes Equations

In this part of the investigation, we use the unsteady, two-dimensional equations in strong.-

conservation-law form (Ref. 11), including the Baldwin-Lomax (Ref. 12) algebraic eddy-viscosity model for
thin-layer turbulent flows. In generalized coordinates (,n,T) and in the perturbation form of Buning and
Steger (Ref. 6), the equations are

a (q - ) E + - v) + ( F -F Re a S (2)

where the dependent flow-field vector is

[P]

q -1

and the flux vectors E. F, and S are given by &
puU 1 [p  

puV + n 1

,-1 ,u+. /vnp / "
E pvU+&p ' F pvV- +n-p

y y

(e + p)U ( tle p)V -q~ 
.' ""''
Z - 9.--" -

0

2 2
P(nx + n y )u + (/

3
)n x (nxun + nyvn)

(n , n y))v 
+  

(P/3)n (n xun y n
S "J

1 
pr

1
( U- i) -1~ • n)aa 

(14) '-_x yn yx y n1 ( 12 2 2

2 + 2 ) + v 2 "
x n

+ (v/3)(n u + T v)(n u n v )
y x - ] .

Here U and V are the contravariant velocities along the - and n-directions, that is, -

U - + 
u  

+ yV (5a)

Ui. -1,t + Ex y
V - n t  + n U n v ( 5 b )

t x y

and J is the transformation Jacobian (Ref. 11).

In Eq., (2) q represents any prescribed nonuniformity superimposed on an otherwise uniform free
stream. In the present investigation, a concentrated vortex is considered, either fixed in space or
moving with th e flow. The velocity field of the vortex is specified as

21 r 2 2
v (O ) - (I - e r ) (6 )

IL
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where rv  is the dimensionless vortex strength, and r(x,t) is the instantaneous radial distance from the
vortex center. That is, the vortex-induced field qv is irrotational outside a viscous core of radius
a. Thus the vector components p, (pu), (pv), and e are determined from the inviscid (Euler) components
of Eq. (2), as discussed in Refs. 8 and 9.

The usual tangency and no-slip boundary conditions on the airfoil are applied at each instant to the
total flow-field vector q. Surface-conforming C-type grids are used, generated by an algebraic method
(Ref. 13), with clustering near the leading and trailing edges and in the vicinity of the upper- and
lower-surface shock waves. Typical grids for viscous calculations consist of 161 to 181 points in the
surface, or F, direction, and 52 points in the normal, or n, direction, extending 6 to 10 chords in all . -.
directions. Forty-five grid points in the normal direction are generally used for the inviscid cases.

An implicit, spatially factored algorithm with Euler-implicit time-differencing (Ref. 11) is used to
solve Eq. (2). The scheme is first-order accurate in time and second-order accurate in space. Second-
order implicit smoothing and fourth-order explicit dissipation terms are added to improve the nonlinear
stability. Even so, the nondimensional time-steps generally have to be restricted to values of the order
of 0.005 during that portion of the interaction when the vortex is close to the airfoil. The CPU solution
time on the Ames Cray X-MP computer is approximately 2 sec/time-step. The inviscid cases considered in
this paper required 10-15 min each, and the viscnus calculations about 25-30 min CPU time, after the ini-
tial, steady solution was obtained without the vortex. -

The effectiveness of the present prescribed-disturbance scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2 for one of
the examples that is discussed in more detail in the next section (Example Results: Unsteady Vortex
Interactions). The figure shows the variation in lift on the airfoil as a strong, concentrated vortex
passes beneath it, with and without the special treatment outlined above. The "nonperturbation" scheme
essentially represents vortex-capturing; that is, the vortex structure is specified only as an initial
condition, when the center of the vortex is 5 chords upstream of the leading edge. Subsequently, this
initial disturbance convects through the computational domain, and the numerical dissipation associated
with the finite grid-spacing progressively weakens the gradients and reduces the effective vortex strength
substantially. This numerical error is grid-dependent; however, it is completely absent in the
prescribed-disturbance solutions, which are essentially independent of the grid.

Transonic Small-Disturbance Potential Equation

In this case, the approximations are a thin airfoil in an inviscid, isentropic fluid, with either (1)
a concentrated potential (irrotational) vortex, or (2) small, distributed vortical disturbances, super-
imposed on an otherwise uniform, nearly sonic free stream. As in the above formulation, these prescribed
vortical disturbances are assumed to be unaltered by the interaction with the airfoil.

The combination of unsteady flow and rotational disturbances in the free stream requires some special
attention if potential-flow concepts are to be retained. Under the previously mentioned isentropic,
small-disturbance assumptions, however, the continuity and momentum equations can be combined to give
(Ref. 10)

aQ +2 u2au 23v au ('_
at 2 + (a2 - u a) -+ a 0 (T) '-

"- where

-(8)- at -A: .d-ft

and where dr is ar incremental position vector which is integrated over a suitable path from some
upstream reference point, and the symbol q now represents the velocity field (u,v).

We now go a step beyond Eq. (1) and decompose this total velocity field into the following com-
ponents: (1) the uniform free stream U; (2) the prescribed disturbance field ; and (3) an irro-
tational perturbation velocity field VO produced by the airfoil in the presence of the concentrated
vortex or distributed gust. That is,

q =U. + qv+ VO (9)

Then, for example, for a distributed vortical (rotational) gust,
.

aqv d -  
(10a)Rat "v at

whereas for an irrotational moving vortex,

"a a- t (lOb) .at" a-- t
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where #v 2wr tan- [(y - yl)/(x -X)], and (xl,y 1 ) is the instantaneous position of the center of the

concentrated vortex.

It should be emphasized again that the decomposition of the velocity in Eqs. (1) or (9) does not

imply linearity. Both the boundary conditions and the governing equation for the airfoil disturbance 
.L

potential, V4, are altered by the introduction of qv, and independent solutions are not superposable for

transonic flows.

The governing equation for , is obtained by substituting first the quantity q U + q v, and
goe n e

then q given by Eq. (9), into Eq. (7). Next, the former resulting equation is subtracted from the ".

latter. Then the quantity

which is common to both, drops out. Even if V x q. 0 0, the quantity (Ve x V x qv) • vanishes if

dr is aligned with V0. Finally, the local speed of sound, a, is evaluated using the isentropic

relations, and the usual transonic small-disturbance scaling laws and approximations (Refs. 14,15); this

evaluation of the speed of sound assumes that the prescribed disturbances considered in this paper produce

only second-order variations in density, pressure, and temperature. This gives the following modified * "

form of the unsteady transonic small-disturbance equation (in strong conservation form)

2 2 a 2 +2
N f 2M., I($- B C 40 +( U u u + (12)

-tt xt a 2x x v yy

where
2 2

C•(1)- ) M
2 2 1

Linear theory can be simulated by setting C2  0.

The boundary condition on the airfoil is obtained by simply substituting Eq. (9) into the small-
disturbance approximation to flow tangency, giving

+ -!- - "- " -'(13)

!.b at -- ax)"

As noted above, neither small-amplitude gusts nor moving concentrated potential vortices produce
first-order pressure fluctuations in the free stream. Therefore, consistent with our basic assumption

that the prescribed vortical disturbance remains undistorted as it passes by the airfoil, we retain the

* usual form for the small-disturbance pressure coefficient,

C 2* + *)(114)
p .. "x t

Equation (12) is solved using the alternating-direction-implicit numerical algorithm of the well-

exercised transonic code LTRAN2 (Ref. 15), with all of the high-frequency terms included (Ref. 7) and with
* provisions added for variable time-steps. A rectangular Cartesian arid (113 x 97 or 186 -97) is used,

with clustering near the leading and trailing edges. The CPU soluti,' times on the Ames Cray X-MP com-
puter range from approximately 1 to g4 mi.

EXAMPLE RESULTS: UNSTEADY VORTEX INTERACTIONS

For the sake of brevity, we consider only concentrated vortices convecting with the flow past symmet-

rical airfoils at zero angle of attack. Therefore, all the differences between the flow fields above and

below the airfoils are due solely to the vortex interaction. Examples of vortices fixed in space and of

airfoils at incidence are given in Refs. 7-9.

The small-disturbance results in Fig. 3 illustrate many of the essential features of transonic
airfoil-vortex interactions. For this case of a vortex with clockwise circulation passing beneath the

airfoil, the vortex-induced "downwash" effect first appears as an effective negative angle of attack

(Figs. 3a and 3d). Unlike the linear results, however, the transonic effects are much larger on the lower
surface than they are on the upper surface. Also, the actual shape of the pressure distributions, the

shock-wave strengths and positions, and the time-history of the airfoil pressures are quite different.

P even qualitatively, from the results for airfoil oscillations, or from the results for the sinusoidal
gusts considered in the next section (Examples of Airfoil-Gust Interactions).

As the vortex passes beneath the airfoil (Figs. 3b and 3e), the u-component of the vortex-induced 

..~~ ..... ......
velocitye afil ao b eoe y otano i the onlxineraseo. Eate the vortxiaes eid thpae taing f-.°.•$

ed(Figs. 3 and 3) Uniete iner fiesld s be oe , tsoi effectiv uws dsr u frvericalve loit"y.-".'°
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and its horizontal component becomes relatively unimportant again. Throughout the interaction, nonlinear
unsteady lag effects are very important, and the return of the flow around the airfoil to its orginal
state is extremely slow. The moving-vortex interaction is substantially different from the quasi-steady
response that would be obtained by freezing the vortex at different x-positions. 4 -

e-
Figures 2 and 4 compare the transonic small-disturbance, Euler, and thin-layer Navier-Stokes results

for the NACA 64A006 airfoil at M. - 0.5 with the same vortex strength and initial position as before.
This airfoil, which has been used in numerous numerical and experimental studies, is not only thinner than

% the NACA 0012 section, but has a significantly smaller leading-edge radius as well. Therefore, it might

be expected to be more sensitive to the vortex-induced downwash than the NACA 0012 profile. -

The shock wave in this case is smeared somewhat by the predicted viscous-inviscid interaction, . ' V
according to the Wavier-Stokes calculations. However, no boundary-layer separation is induced. Other-
wise, the predictions of all three methods are similar, and the sequence of events is essentially the same
as those discussed in connection with Fig. 3. However, larger fluctuations appear in the pressure distri-
butions near the leading edge.

Figure 5 shows the variation with time and space of the pressures on and near the same NACA 64A006
airfoil, but at a slightly lower Mach number. In this case, the flow is subcritical before the vortex
approaches the airfoil. The shock wave that forms on the lower surface of the airfoil as a result of the
vortex encounter appears to move forward and pass off the leading edge into the oncoming flow, after the
vortex convects past the trailing edge. This phenomenon is reminiscent of the "type C" shock-wave motion
described by Tijdeman (Ref. 16) on an airfoil with an oscillating flap.

The pressure fluctuations shown in the lower half of Fig. 5 are monitored on a ray extending forward
and downward from the leading edge at a 45a angle. These wave-like pressure distrubances suggest that an
intense acoustic pulse is radiating to the far-field of the airfoil as a result of the interaction. This
phenomenon 3hould be investigated further. "

Instabilities usually develop in the small-disturbance calculations when cases with significantly
stronger vortex interaction are attempted. The Euler and Navier-Stokes calculations require a reduction
in the nondimensional time-step and require special attention to the dissipation and smoothing of param-
eters. However, solutions have been obtained (Refs. 8.9) for values of r up to twice the values given

vin Figs. 2-5.

EXAMPLES OF AIRFOIL-GUST INTERACTIONS

A number of calculations have been performed with the small-disturbance code for transonic flows with
sinusoidal and sharp-edged gusts, in which the distributions of vorticity are small in amplitude, but
which are not necessarily irrotational (Ref. 10). These correspond to examples that have previously
appeared in the literature for incompressible or subsonic flows.

Sinusoidal Transverse Gusts

The first case to be considered is the transonic counterpart of the well-known sinusoidal traveling-
wave gust with a transverse velocity,

vG AI sin(wt - ur) (15)

where x/c - 2x/c - 1 is measured from the midchord of the airfoil, and where c is the chord. This [ .lJ
case is particularly straightforward within the framework of the transonic small-disturbance approxima-
tion, since the gust velocity does not appear explicitly in the governing equation. The effect of the
gust is felt through the boundary condition on the airfoil as an effective time- and space-dependent angle
of attack (Eq. (13)).

A sketch of this problem and typical results for this type of gust are shown in Fig. 6; the figure
shows computations for both the nonlinear and linear mode of Eq. (12) at various "phases" during the pas- F-a?
sage of the gust. This figure may be compared with Fig. 3, for which the airfoil, Mach number, and mean
angle of attack are the same. Here the nondimensional frequency parameter, K - wcIU., is inversely pro- '.

portional to the wavelength X of the gust; X - 2vU./w - 4wc in this particular case. The amplitude of
the gust corresponds to an effective fluctuating angle of attack of ±10.

The main distinction of the linear and nonlinear solutions in Fig. 6 is the presence of a shock wave
and its unsteady motion as the gust passes by the airfoil. The role of moving shock waves is even more %'--'
dramatic in some of the examples given in Ref. 10, which include a comparison of the conventional A

NACA 0012 airfoil and a modern supercritical profile, the Dornier CAST-7.

A Strategy for Gust Alleviation

A number of calculations have also been performed (Ref. 10) to examine the possibility of canceling
gust-induced unsteady air loads by the appropriate motion of a simple, trailing-edge flap, using the com-
bined capability of the original LTRAN2 code and the present modifications for calculating the gust .
response. The basic strategy is outlined in Fig. 7. Starting with a specified gust waveform, we perform
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the first iteration as if the problem were linear and superposition were valid. Then a second iteration

is performed as necessary. The procedure is described in detail in Ref. 10.

Figure 8 shows the harmonic components of the resultant pressure distributions for the example given • "I'-.,-
previously in Fig. 6, after the first and second iterations of the gust iteration strategy. In this case, -

the magnitude of the unsteady lift coefficient is reduced by about a factor of 4, from 0.08! to 0.019, L

after one iteration, although the pitching moment actually increases. The second iteration reduced CL
to 0.0022, and the higher-harmonic content becomes negligible.

The reduction in the magnitude of the unsteady lift by this strategy is shown in Fig. 9 for a range ,1-
of gust frequencies, or wavelengths. In this figure, CL is the basic gust response without the flap, .=

LG .and C L  is the net response with the flap deflected according to the strategy outlined In Fig. 7. The.-., I
' .'

results show that one iteration reduces the lift response by an order of magnitude or more at low and high

gust frequencies, but the mid-frequency range requires two iterations.

Figure 8 also shows that even though the lift was essentially canceled, the unsteady pressure fluctu-

ations remained large. Furthermore, this behavior was observed over the entire range of gust frequencies
shown in Fig. 9. In fact, these fluctuating pressures produced significantly larger pitching moments with
flap oscillation than without, for K > 0.1. Conversely, attempts to reduce the pitching moment by the
same strategy generally produced larger fluctuating lift. The basic difficulty is that the gust-induced
loading tends to be centered close to the quarter chord, whereas trailing-edge flap deflections produce an

aft loading. These differences are clearly evident in the figures, and they tend to be even more acute in
transonic flow than in purely subsonic flow. This phenomenon amounts to a fundamental difficulty for

active control systems that rely solely on trailing-edge flaps, since it appears to be impossible to sup-

press both CL and CM with such a flap. . - -- ,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS "

The prescribed-disturbance method has proven to be a simple and efficient means of introducing vorti-

cal disturbances into numerical codes for transonic flow analyses, Including Inviscid, transonic small-

disturbance; Euler; and thin-layer Navier-Stokes formulations. The technique has permitted the interac-
tion of strong concentrated vortices, small-amplitude distributed gusts, and sharp-edged gusts with
stationary lifting surfaces to be simulated in two-dimensional transonic flow. The results of the differ- w." -.

ent codes are in excellent qualitative agreement. However, as might be expected, the transonic small-
disturbance calculations can be deficient and misleading in the important region near the leading edge,
unless special precautions are taken. Also, the small-disturbance code is less robust in coping with very
strong vortices and with vortex paths that pass extremely close to the airfoil. .. .

Several important features of the interaction of a concentrated vortex with an airfoil have been
established. Detailed examinations of results show that the effect of the vortex is felt primarily
through the vertical velocity that it induces, which to first order appears as a time-dependent perturba-
tion in the effective angle of attack, and to a lesser extent through its horizontal induced velocity.
Also, unsteady lag effects appear to be very important, especially in the transonic case. Calculations
show great differences between quasi-steady and unsteady solutions and between the results for the vortex

locations upstream and downstream of the airfoil. Finally, other strong nonlinear effects have been noted
at transonic speeds. Even the qualitative pressure variations with respect to time and space differ .
markedly from the predictions of linear theory, and the vortex distorts the flow on the nearest surface of
the body much more than it distorts the flow on the opposite surface.

A vortex with an assumed, invariant structure has been considered thus far. In reality, close

encounters with a body alter the vortex core significantly, as shown by Meier and Timm in Paper No. 16 of
this Symposium, and may lead to vortex bursting. This aspect of the problem needs to be examined fur-

ther. For most practical applications, including helicopter rotors, future studies need to be extended to
include three dimensions, where it will be even more essential to minimize the level of complexity in the

governing equations without sacrificing accuracy.

The transonic small-disturbance formulation has been extended to include distributed vortical distur-

bances superimposed on a uniform free stream, under the assumption that the prescribed disturbance remains
undistorted as it convects past a thin airfoil. A number of unsteady airfoil-gust interactions have been

calculated within this framework, and sample results illustrate the essential effects of periodic gusts on
the transonic flow around an airfoil. As in the concentrated-vortex interactions, the strength and .
unsteady motion of the shock wave were round to play major roles in the air loads on the airfoil.

Combined gust response and oscillating control surfaces have also been examined, with the aim of 'A]

reducing the gust-induced air loads by activating a trailing-edge flap. A simple but effective strategy
was developed for suppressing either the gust-induced lift or pitching moment by oscillating the flap with

the proper phase and amplitude. However, the chordwise pressure distributions associated with gusts are
very different from those produced by trailing-edge flap oscillations. Consequently, this simple device

cannot cancel both the fluctuating lift and pitching moments.

v-v i

_____________________________________________.
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Fig. 1. Two- and three-dimensional unsteady vortex interactions.
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Fig. 2. Effectiveness of the prescribed-disturbance method: NACA 64~AO06 airfoil, M., 0.85, a 00.

r 0.2, yv -0.26.
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SUMMARY

A modelling of the vortex-airfoil interaction'4 presented in which)the finite-area

of the real vortices is taken in consideration. Two vortex models are used. In the first,

a disturbed piece of vorticity layer is simulated by four rows of discrete vortices of

small strength. In the second, a number of discrete vortices is arranged within a Circle.

The first model may simulate a shear layer or a wake, while the second, a well-formed

vortex. The method has been applied to th4., calculation of the pressure induced on the

surface of the airfoil by the interacting vortex. Both models give similar results. It

has been found that for large distances of the vortex from the surface of the airfoil the

consideration or not of the finite-area of the vortex is not a significant factor in de-

termining the induced pressure field. However, when the distance of the vortex from the

surface is reduced, its shape is distorted and the induced pressure pulses have lower

amplitude than the ones induced by an equivalent point vortex. In the limit, where the

vortex impinges on the leading edge of the airfoil, it is split into two and the time- -.

dependent pressure coefficient takes even negative values at some time intervals. . . .'-

1 INTRODUCTION

The interaction of vortices with airfoils is a phenomenon that appears in various

applications, such as in the flow about a helicopter rotor, where the tip vortex may

interact with the blade, and within the blades of turbomachines. Due to this interaction,-"

aerodynamic noise is generated, while the unsteady flow and, consequently, the aero-

dynamic forces may be affected considerably, if the vortices pass very near the surface

of the airfoils.

The forementioned effects have been demonstrated numerically by Srinivasan and

Mc Croskey (1, very recently. In their calculations of the unsteady transonic flow field

about an ai l, by application of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes method, they have

embeddedA -line vortex of given strength. The path of the vortex develops as part of the

solution. The concept of the line vortex is also applied by Meier and Timm (2) for compa-

ring the trajectories of laboratory vortices about a symmetrical airfoil, with potential

flow calculations and for the estimation of the far-field noise. Other similar studies

are reviewed by Meier and Timm.

However, the real vortices have a finite-area. Thus in any vortex-solid body inter-

action it is expected that during the convection of the vortex .ithin the flow field of

the body, its shape will be distorted and strained. The nearer the vortex passes by the
surface of the body, the greater this distortion will be. In the limit, the vortex will

be diffused within the boundary layer that envelops the body. Very clear evidence of this Sri-

behaviour has been provided by Rockwell and Knisely (3) for the case of the unsteady

cavity flow. A similar behaviour is expected in the vortex-airfoil interaction.

It seems very probable that the intensity of the dynamic effects caused by the pre-

sence of a vortex in the flow field of an airfoil, depends on the degree of distortion

and straining of the vortex. In order to investigate this hypothesis, a mathematical Tioael

of the vortex-airfoil interaction is developed in the present paper, that includes the

finite-area character of the real vortices.
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The technique of comformal transformations is applied in the case of a family of

Joukofski airfoils. A finite number of discrete vortices is used for the simulation of

the size of the interacting vortical structure. The term discrete vortex is referred to

a point vortex with a core radius necessary for avoiding the singular behaviour that

occurs when two vortices come very close.

Concerning the initial distribution of the discrete vortices, there are various

possibilities. The simplest evolutionary model is the classical one of Rosenhead (4),

according to which, a vortex sheet is represented by a number of point vortices distri-

buted evenly along a sine-wave. The time-dependent positions of the point vortices are

estimated by application of the Biot-Savart law. Gradually, the sine-wave is transformed

into a vortical structure. Much better results are obtained if a finite thickness is

given to the initial vortex sheet, by specifying several rows of point vortices, each

identical but with a small separation between the rows (Acton, ref. 5). In this paper,

the gradual transformation of a piece of vortex sheet into a vortical structure will be

studied, in the presence of an airfoil, while a uniform stream is superimposed.

The assumption of a vortex of circular cross-section, composed by a large number

of point vortices, is an alternative model examined in this work. In this model it is

assumed that the vortex has been formed far upstream of the airfoil. Then it starts to

be convected within the flow field of the airfoil. This model is near to the experimental

data by Meier and Timm (2) presented in this Sumposium. Two versions of this model will be P. "

used. In the first, the elements of the circular vortical structure have a mutual inter-

action. Thus, the time development of the structure is affected, both, from the airfoil

field and from the internal interaction forces of the elements of the structure. In the

second version, the internal interaction forces will be ignored. The vortical structure,
in this case, is just a two-dimensional vortex of uniformly distributed vorticity. The

changes in its shape are due only to the effect of the local flow field.

Evidently, the first version of the above model is nearer to the physical reality.

However, it will be seen that the differences between the two models, in the resulting" " -

shape of the vortical structure and in the induced pressure field on the airfoil surface

are rather small. Furthermore, the second version is more appropriate for embedding it

in a calculation scheme similar to that of Srinivasan and Mc Croskey (1), from the point

of view of the simplicity of the calculations.

In the applications of the present model, the vortex will start its trajectory from

an initial point upstream of the airfoil. During its motion along the flow field of the

airfoil, its shape will be computed periodically, so that an overall picture of its evo-

lution will be given. Besides, the induced pressure pulses on certain points of the

airfoil will be calculated. These pressure pulses are useful for giving an impression of

the noise field generated by the vortex-airfoil interaction. In addition, they may be

considered as a measure of the variation of the vortex strength, because of the distortion

of their shape, by comparison to the corresponding pulses induced by a discrete vortex of

strength equal to the initial one of the finite-area structure.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

According to the classical wing theory, a Joukofski airfoil may be obtained from

the flow about a displaced circle by a single conformal transformation. Referring to

figure 1, the following successive transformations transform the flow about the shown .

airfoil into the one about the line segment of the X-plane

2
z ()
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g =h -be (2)

X g +(3)

4 - -j.

If it is assumed that the vortical structure is composed of N discrete vortices,

each of strength r (xn), then the complex velocity potential at a point X in the trans-

formed plane is

iN i N
F() = UX + - r (x in (X- E r nI(X in (X-X (4)

n-i n-i

The velocity field induced on a point z in the airfoil plane is given by: - .

u(z) = dF 1 I N 1 i N K(X
.d f. n XK ) n fl(X) (5) ...U(Z) ~~[ -vz - n=I K~ - n  2Rnl 1[.i. '"

where the velocities have been non-dimensionalized on U_, the lengths on the radius a

of the basic circle, K = r/Ub, and the derivative f' (A) is estimated from equations 1,

2, 3 to be equal to:

-f'(A) = g (h (6)

h2 (g2 -1)

The velocity components of equation 5 are used in this paper for estimating the

pressure pulses induced on the surface of the airfoil by the interacting vortical stru-

cture. In order to isolate the effect of the elementary discrete vortices from the local

pressure field generated by the parallel flow, the following appropriate pressure coeffi-

cient is used (Panaras, ref. 6) :

(p -p-) - (p-p0 ) ...
2  2  2

where the velocity components u, v are estimated from equation 5 assuming that there are

no vortices in the flow (K=O), while the components uX, v include the vortex terms.

For calculating the velocity of the convected discrete vortices, Routh's rule has

to be used, leading to the following equation for a vortex located at a point z :

N -i".A)...-

uj-ivj = + W n) A-A 2iv E K(An) fX.j 4- f (8)
Ln) 3 n n = 1 X X n ( j )

The ratio of the derivatives in the above equation is easily estimated. In a non-

dimensional form we found that

(X') 2h 4 2 (h2 -1 2  (9)

S 2' 2 2 h 2g(g2_1)-

In order to have finite velocity at the trailing edge of the airfoil, the Kutta

condition has to be fulfilled. For this, in the flow about the basic circle (g-plane) .-

the following potential function has to be introduced

F (g) = lng (10)

The induced velocity in the airfoil plane is found to be
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u. (z) - iv.n(Z) i h ( ). 'in in 2T g(h2 _l 2)

The non-dimensional circulation is given by r = 4nsin(a+a), where, in the present,

the angle of attack, a, is assumed to be zero. At each vortex, the induced velocity is

added to the regular one, given by eau. (8).

3 APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

For the application of the method described in section 2, a family of Zoukofski air-

foils will be used, that has a constant chord but variable zero-angle of attack lift.

Referring to figure 1, the triangle (TOC) is defined if the radius O, the length 1 and

the angle o are known. If the length 1 is given, then the camber of the airfoil and,

consequently, the zero-angle of attack lift coefficient depend on the value of the angle

P. For the simplicity of the computer program, in these preliminary results the angle of

attack is not examined as a parameter. The airfoils used have the following characte-

ristics

Airfoil A 1 = 0.9a c = 2 rad C 1.14
L

B 0.9a 2.5 0.45

C 0.9a 3.14 0.00

A typical example of calculation is shown in figure 2. The vortex model consists

of one perturbed central-row of clockwise discrete vortices and two external layers of

passive tracers, i.e. vortices of zero strength. The tracers have been included for

giving a better impression of the evolution of the vortical structure. Various stages

of development of the vortex are shown in this figure. The disturbed vorticity layer

gradually is transformed into a vortical structure that rotates in a clockwise direction.

There is a strong similarity with the development of vortices from perturbed vortex

sheets in a bountless still fluid (Acton, ref. 5). But the formed structure is not

smooth. It will be seen in section 3.1 that better results are obtained if more rows

of discrete vortices are used, and if the total vorticity is distributed uniformly in 4__.

these vortices.

In figure 2 the numbered lines denote the corresponding value of the pressure

* coefficient (equ. 7) on the selected points 1, 2, 3 along the upper surface of the air-

foil. Also in all the figures, the maximum value of the pressure coefficient, as well as

the non-dimensional strength of the vortex are given. It is observed in fig. 2 that the

pressure coefficient at each point of the airfoil is equal to zero when the vortex is

far upstream or downstream of it. As the vortex approaches a point, the pressure coeffi-

cient starts to rise, reaching its maximum value when it is near the point, and then

gradually decays. It is also evident in this figure that the pressure amplitude is higher

on the forward part of the airfoil. --

The value k = 0.30 has been assumed for the non-dimensional vortex strength, in

most of the applications of this work. It has been found that with this value the

pressure pulses induced on the surface of the airfoil, when the vortex is near it, have
an amplitude of the same order of magnitude with the maximum suction generated by the

free stream on the family of the airfoils that we use.

3.1 The effect of the interaction on the structure of a finite-area vortex.

In this section, the models of finite-area vortices mentioned in the introduction

will be applied in some typical configurations. For comparison, similar results of calcu-
"' lation of the simpler model of a point vortex will be presented in each figure. The air-

foil B will be used for these illustrations. The distance of an interactinq vortex from
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is more visible in the circular-vortex model, still the overall dimensions of the

structure do not change considerably. In this case the reduction of the amplitude of

the pressure pulse is not very impressive.

The extreme case of impingement of the vortex on the leading edge of the airfoil

is shown in figure 5. In the case of the finite size models (fig. 5b, c), the vortex is

split into two and some of its elements slip along the lower surface of the airfoil. It

is evident in this figure that the convection velocity of the vortical elements on the

upper surface of the airfoil is greater than on the lower surface. The effect of the

two-dimensionality of the vortices on the induced pressure field is really significant .
in this case. This figure demonstrates how erroneous may be the results of calculations

that are based on the point-vortex model, if the distance of the vortex from the surface

of the airfoil is very small. The realistic models of fig. 5b, c give pressure pulses

of amplitude less than one-fourth of the point vortex model. Even, intervals of negative .
pressure are observed. .c"".

In the cource of the study we tested a simplified version of the circular-section

vortex model. In this version the mutual interaction forces of the elementary discrete

vortices were ignored. Thus, in this case the changes of the shape of the vortical

structure are due only to the effect of the airfoil flow-field and not to the internal

forces of the vortex. Results of calculations similar to those of the regular circular-

section vortex are shown in figure 6. The observed differences between these two versions 1 -j_

are not significant. The distortion of the shape of the vortex and the intensity of the

induced pressure pulses are very similar. Differences are observed only when the vortex

impinges on the leading edge of the airfoil. Besides, the size of the simplified vortex
is not increased. These results support the view that the simplified circular-section

model may be used in sophisticated calculation schemes such as that of Srinivasan and

Mc Croskey (1).

3.2 The effect of the camber of the airfoil

For examining the effect of the camber of the airfoil in the features of the inter-

action, calculations with the airfoils A and C were performed. The airfoil A is chara-

cterised for the high value of the camber, while airfoil C has a zero camber (symmetrical

airfoil). Results of calculations of the interaction of the vorticity-layer model with

these airfoils are shown in figure 7. In both cases the initial distance of the vortex "' "

from the airfoil is equal to y= 0.3c.It is observed in this figure that in both cases

the gradual formation of the vortex is similar. However, the vertical elongation of the

vortex near the trailing edge is much higher in the case of the airfoil A, which is

characterised for the great value of the curvature, than in the case of the airfoil C.

Concerning the effect of the camber on the pressure pulses, it is seen that their

amplitude is a little higher in the airf4,il A. In addition, the maximum values in the

symmetrical airfoil appear on the region of the leading edge, while in the highly cambered .".

airfoil they are shifted to its center.

Calculations similar to the above, but involving the circular-section vortex model

are shown in figure 8. Again, the curvature of the flow causes an elongation of the

vortex near the trailing edge and slighty greater values of the amplitude of the pressure

pulses.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper the problem of the appropriate simulation of the vortex-airfoil

interaction has been addressed. The classical assumption of a point vortex is a useful

tool for giving physical insight in many fluid-dynamical phenomena.still thc fact that the

real vortices have a finite-area cannot be ignored, especially when the trajectory of
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the surface of the airfoil is one of the parameters that affect the distortion of the

shape of the vortex and the intensity of the induced pressure pulses. For studying the

effect of this distance on the vortex models that will be tested, three cases will be

examined. In the first, this distance is large (y = 0.3c) so that the effect of the .

flow-field on the shape of the vortex is very small. In the second case, the distance

is very small (y = 0.06c), so that the vortex is subjected to a severe straining. In .-6-

the third case the vortex starts its convection from the level of the airfoil axis (y=O) .1

-" and upon impinging on the leading edge is split into two. . -°

In figure 3 the case of the large distance of the vortex from the surface of the

airfoil is shown. In fig. 3a the small circles denote the trajectory of the point vortex. 7

In fig. 3b the vortex layer model is examined. Four rows of discrete vortices are used

*" for the simulation of the disributed vorticity-layer. For a better illustration of the

" development of the vortical structure, different symbols have been used for denoting

* the discrete vortices of the upper rows, than for the lower ones. All the discrete

vortices have the same strength. The total strength of the vortical structure is equal

to the standard value used in the present. Also the initial coordinates of the vorticity -

layer coinside with the initial position of the point vortex. Thus, a comparison of the "

induced pressure-fields is possible. The gradual development of the vortical structure

" is more clear in this figure than in fig. 2. The only difference between this case and

that of the formation of a vortex within a bountless still fluid, is the observed small

elongation of the vortex when it passes over the trailing edge of the airfoil. Most pro-

* bably this elongation is due to the effect of the non-uniform airfoil field. More evi-

2- dence will be provided later.

In figure 3c the circular cross-section model is applied. As we have already

" mentioned, in this model it is assumed that the vortex has been formed far upstream of

the airfoil. Then it starts to be convected within the airfoil flow field. The circular

vortex of fig. 3c consists of 33 discrete vortices of equal strength. The total strength Lv -A
of the vortex and the initial coordinates of the center of the circle are equal to the

standard values of the previous figures. It is observed, in fig. 3c, that as the vortex

is convected downstream, its size is enlarged, its shape gradually becomes elliptical %

and it rotates (observe the relative position of the upper discrete vortex with the

marked center).

The pressure pulses induced on the surface of the airfoil by the above two-dimensi-

onal vortex models (fig. 3b, c) are quite similar to the ones induced by a discrete

vortex (fig. 3a). Both, the maximum value and the shape of the pulses almost coincide.

In view of this observation, it seems that for relatively large distances of the vortical

structure from the surface of the airfoil, the effect of its finite area on the induced

pressure field is not significant.

In figure 4 the distance of the vortex from the surface of the airfoil is smaller

than previously. As expected, from a consideration of the Biot-Savart law, the amplitude
of the pressure pulses is decreased, if compared with those of figure 3. However, the

observed differences between the pressure pulses induced by the discrete vortex (fig. 4a)

and by the two-dimensional vortex models (fig. 4b, c) are the most significant observa-

tion in this figure. It is not only the value of the maximum pressure coefficient that ."

has been reduced considerably, it is also the shape of the pressure pulses that has "'""

changed, becoming more broad. Evidently, these differences are due to the effect of the "

two-dimensionality of the vortex and to its distortion as it approaches the surface .m 2
of the airfoil.

Especially in the case of the vortex-layer model it seems that the differences are

mostly due to the consideration of the finite area of the vortex. That, because the

observed distortion of the vortex is not large. On the contrary, though the distortion .---
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the vortex passes near the interacting surface. Clear evidence of this argument has been

provided in the previous sections.

To this end, in section 3 two models of finite-area vortices have been examined.

In the first, a piece of vorticity layer, that consists of a number of rows of discrete

vortices of small strength, is subjected to an initial perturbation by giving it a sine-

shape. Then it starts to be convected within the flow field of the airfoil. During its
motion, gradually the layer is transformed into a vortical structure. The shape of the .%' -

vortical structure is affected by the non-uniform flow field. The concentrated vorticity-

layer model is appropriate for examining the interaction of airfoils with shear layers '%.." [
or wakes. In the case of the interaction with well-formed vortices, the second model

that we have tested seems to be more appropriate. This model consists of a number of

discrete vortices arranged in a circular formation. It has been found that during the
convection of such a structure in the flow field of an airfoil, its size is enlarged

and it is subjected, also, to a distortion caused by the non-uniform field.

To our knowledge, the only existing experimental data on the vortex-airfoil inter-

action are those of Meier and Timm (2) presented in this Symposium. These experiments

were obtained by using a symmetrical airfoil and counterclockwise vortices. The conser-

vation of the size and of the circular shape of the vortices is one remarkable feature -. 7

of the experiments of Meier and Timm. Our model possesses this feature, if counterclock-

wise vortices are considered. This is very clear in figure 9, where such a vortex has

been used. Besides, it is observed in this figure that the induced pressure pulses are

neqative. The comparison of our prediction with the experiments of Meier and Timm indi-

cate that the circular-section model simulates efficiently the real vortices.

In addition to the examination of the development of the shape of a finite-area

vortex, the pressure pulses induced on the surface of the airfoil by it, have been

calculated. The results of these calculations provide the means for considering the

intensity of the dynamic effects of the vortex on the boundary layer and on the structure

of the airfoil, they may be used for the estimation of the noise emitted by the vortex-

airfoil interaction, and they may be considered as an indication of the decrease of the

actual strength of the vortex due to their distortion and their two-dimensionality.

The results of section 3.1 indicate emphatically the necessity of considering the

two-dimensional character of a vortex. More specifically, it has been found that as long

as the vortex passes above the surface of the airfoil at a great distance, the assumption

of the single point-vortex is a good approximation for estimating the induced pressure

field. However, as this distance is decreased, a difference appears between the 2-D

model and the point-vortex model. The nearer the vortex passes by the surface the greater

this difference becomes. In the limit, where the vortex impinges on the airfoil and is

split into two, the actual pressure coefficient is of the order of one - fourth of the

corresponding in the point - vortex model.

In all the applications a standard value has been assumed for the strength of the

interacting vortex (k = 0.30). Obviously, the amplitude of the induced pressure pulses

depends on the value of the vortex strength. Furthermore, we have discovered that the

temporal evolution of a vortical structure of given size depends also on the value of

its strength. In order to illustrate these comments, in figure 10 the typical case of

fig. 3b is shown but with a non-dimensional vortex strength equal to k = 0.2 and 0.4.

It is seen that indeed the formation of the vortical structure is delayed in the case

of the small strength, while it is accelerated in the case of the large strength. Also,

the amplitude of the pressure pulses is greater in the latter case.

To conclude, we hope that the present analysis has provided strong evidence of the

need to consider the finite-area of a vortical structure, when algorithms are developed

for treating the vortex-airfoil interaction. We also hope that this work will stimulate v
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detailed experimental studies.
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D 3300 Braunschweig-Flughafen, West Germany

0 SUMMARY

0O For the investigation of,)nsteady aerodynamic effects at low Mach numbers, dynamic

tests using controllable models of a light transport aircraft were performed in the 6P

:: I Dynamic Simulation Facility in Wind-Tunnels at DFVLR-Braunschweig (Germany) and in the
Free Flight Catapult Facility of IMF-Lille (France). These model test techniques have
the advantage of laboratory conditions with the possibility of generating reproducible

" gusts. The achieved flight test data were analyzed in detail applying methods of System
SIdentification. This included the determination of the discrete gust disturbance from

onboard measured signals. .--

The paper presents the special approach using the measured angle of attack and
additional calculated dynamic terms/which become essential in the presence of fast flow
changes due to short-wave gusts or high-frequency control deflections. Measured time
histories of model flight tests with excitation by control inputs and gusts are pre-
sented and compared with identification results obtained from multi-run evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for Active Control Technology (ACT) to improve aircraft per-
formance and flight characteristics calls for a detailed understanding and mathematical

modelling of aerodynamic processes regarding flight mechanics characteristics. Looking
at aircraft behaviour in the presence of fast flow changes due to short wave-gusts and
high-frequency control surface deflections, it is not sufficient to use only global
derivatives. In this case it is necessary to consider aerodynamic delay in lift changes
and interference effects.

For the investigation and modellization of these unsteady effects, occuring e.g.
when an aircraft with an Active Gust Load Alleviation System encounters turbulence, it
is a convenient way to combine Dynamic Model Test Techniques with System Identification

41 Methods for the analysis of the test data. Model tests have the advantage to be less
risky and relatively inexpansive compared with flight tests, and they allow systematic
tests under laboratory conditions with the possibility of generating reproducible gusts.
For the verification of the mathematical modellization two complementary model test
techniques were chosen with their particular advantages: Free Flight Catapult Tests and
Semi Free Flight Wind-Tunnel Tests.

The investigation is constricted to the longitudinal motion of conventionally con-
figured aircraft at low Mach numbers. The aim is to find a mathematical model which uses
the same paramaters for the representation of the response td control inputs and to
vertical gusts by the direct use of a measured angle of attack. This includes the deter-
mination of the discrete gust.

2. AERODYNAMIC TRANSIENT EFFECTS

"" 2 .1 GEOMETRIC PENETRATION EFFECTS

The problem to be considered for a transport aircraft flying in turbulent air with
control inputs from an Active Gust Load Alleviation System is illustrated in Fig. I. -Z7

Looking at a discrete impulsive gust it is important to describe the penetration process
• .in the correct sequence. First the angle of attack sensor placed at a noseboom or at the
- aircraft's nose is affected, a short time later the wing and than the horizontal tail.

The resulting time-delays are dependent on the airspeed and on the particular geometric
distances. Their magnitude is in the order of about 100 ms for light transport aircraft
flying with cruising speed, but it increases with decreasing airspeed. Thus the
Geometric Penetration Effects should definitely be taken into account regarding e.g. -..
landing approaches with normally high-frequency gust disturbances.

2.2 DELAYED INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

The interference from wing and wing flaps to tail (downwash) and to angle of attack
sensor at the aircraft's nose (upwash) are of special importance for flight mechanics
investigations. They are approximately included in the quasi-steady system parameters .
but in fact, the interference effects act with the same time-delays as the ones result-
ing from the penetration process. The Delayed Interference Effects are important in the
case of fast flow changes at the wing due to both short-wave gusts and high-frequency
flap deflections.
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2.3 INSTATIONARY LIFT DEVELOPMENT * . o

Other important effects due to high-frequency flow changes are the instationary
development of lift at wing and tail. They are illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 2
together with the dynamic effects mentioned before. The plotted signals do not include
characteristic motion of the aircraft, but only variations caused directly by the local
gust disturbance.

The vertical step gust is passing over the aircraft from left to right affecting at -
first the angle of attack sensor. A short time later the measured angle is increased
by the forward acting upwash effect of the wing. When the disturbing gust reaches the
leading edge of the wing, the lift begins to develop due to the sudden change of local
angle of attack passing over the wing. After a steep initial increase the lift develop-
ment slowly approaches a steady state value. This is described by the Kissner-Function
that depends mainly on the aerodynamic chord, the airspeed and the aspect ratio. A very
similar procedure starts some milliseconds later when the gust reaches the leading edge
of the horizontal tail. The lift development in this case is somewhat faster because of

*'. the smaller chord of the horizontal tail.

2.4 RESULTING ACCELERATIONS

The separated influences of body, wing and tail are combined to the resulting ac-
celerations with respect to their individual sign and magnitude. Longitudinal and verti-
cal acceleration are very similar but with an opposite sign. The longitudinal accelera-
tion is affected in addition by a quadratic angle of attack term. The pitch accelera-

* tion shows a change in sign when the gust passes the horizontal tail. Before the sta-
.. bilizing influence of the horizontal tail becomes effective only the nose-up pitching

moment of wing and body is acting. All presented siqnals reach steady state values after
about twice the times that the gust disturbance needs to pass over the aircraft.

2.5 APPROXIMATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC LAGS

The various aerodynamic lags described before are approximated by rough steps
(Ref. 1). The shaded areas in Fig. 2 are calculated e.g. from the difference between the
measured angle of attack and the same signal shifted in time to the wing position or to
the tail position respectively. Thus they are valid only while the angle of attack is
varying. Their magnitude is calculated on the assumption that the step signals have just
the same influence to the aircraft motion as the approximated instationary transient
effects. In both cases the time histories have to reach the same steady state values.

A similar approximation is used to model the instationary effects due to flap
deflections. In contrast with Ref. 2 not only the Delayed Downwash Effect to the hori-
zontal tail is to be taken into account but also the Instationary Lift Development.

3. APPLICATION TO SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

. 3.1 MODEL CONFIGURATION

The two models one for the IMFL-Free Flight Catapult Tests and the other for the
41 DFVLR-Dynamic Simulation in Wind-Tunnels are 1:8 scaled models of the Do 28 TNT Experi-

mental Aircraft (Fig. 3). This is a light transport aircraft with well separated
- unswept wing and horizontal tail as required for approximation.

Both models are built from carbon fibre material in the same mould in order to have
as little problems as possible concerning both elasticity and weight and to have the
same dimensional accuracy. The models are equipped with fast acting flaps and elevator.
Sensors such as accelerometers, rate gyros, potentiometers for the control surface
deflections, and various angle of attack probes are installed at different locations to
measure the motion, the control inputs and the disturbances. In the case of Dynamic
Simulation power-supply, control signals, and measured data are transmitted to and f-om
the model via cables. The free flight model, however, is battery operating and contains AA
a microprocessor for control tasks and a PCM-processor for data transmission. More
details concerning model configuration and test facilities can be found in Ref. 3.

"- 3.2 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUE

System identification provides the basis for the verification of a detailed mathe-
matical modellization of flight mechanics problems by extracting as much information as
possible from dynamic wind-tunnel investigations and free flight tests. In particular,
it is necessary to include gust induced dynamic effects in the conventional quasi-steady
modellization. To maintain a linear identification method the following additional input
signals are introduced:

- the measured angle of attack containing both the information about the charac-
teristic motion and the gust disturbance,

- the mentioned dynamic terms calculated from the measured angle of attack and the
flap deflections, W.

- the quadratic terms calculated from the same signals to consider the great
changes in local flow.
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Furthermore, the identification model is enlarged ny an equation for the simulta-
neous determination of the gust disturbance. In this way the identification procedure
includes a dynamic calibration of the angle of attack sensor with respect to time-delay
effects concerning the upwash from wing and body.

The following three essential elements of System Identification (Ref. 4) may be
repeated because of their special importance for the evaluation of tests with gust
induced dynamic effects:

- Proper input signals:
The input signals must excite all of the aircraft response modes. They have to be
optimized to achieve accurate identifications.

- Adequate instrumentation:
This covers the entire data acquisition process and takes into account the effect
of measurement noise and sensor dynamics. The extracted derivatives are a direct
function of the accuracy of the instrumentation system. r"

- Identification procedure:
This describes the analysis of flight test data including the mathematical model
of the dynamic behaviour of the aircraft, and the iterative computational algo-
rithm to minimize the response error and to identify the derivatives.

At DFVLR a maximum likelihood estimation method is used to determine the stability,
control and dynamic derivatives from dynamic flight tests. The method is an iterative
technique that minimizes a weighted function of the difference between the aircraft's
measured and computed response by adjusting the derivative values used in calculating
the computed response. A modified Newton-Raphson method is used to attain the minimiza-
tions. After each iteration step, the weight factors are automatically updated according
to the resulting output errors. The method also takes into account an unknown constant
bias in each equation and for each measurement. This method is described in Ref. 5. In
addition this method provides uncertainty levels associated with each derivative. Uncer-
tainty levels are proportional to the approximation of the Cramer-Rao bounds and are
analogues to standard deviations of the estimated derivatives.

3.3 IMFL-CATAPULT FREE FLIGHT MODEL TESTS

Test Facility
The laboratory Catapult Free Flight Model Test Technique has been developed at

IMF-Lille (France) in extension of similar techniques to contribute in dynamic effects
and unsteady phenomena investigations (Ref. 3, 6, 7). The main specifications of the
technique will be recalled:

Unpropelled models, dynamically scaled, are launched in free flight by means of a
catapult system. The flight is performed over 50 meters in a laboratory and the model is
recovered. A scheme of the facility is presented in Fig. 4. All initial conditions of
the flight can be adjusted. The flights can be performed in still air including inboard %
or ground based control loop. An optical trajectography system delivers the coordinates
of the CG and Euler angles. All the information from inboard transducers (accelerometer,
gyro, pressure transducer ...) are transmitted to ground via PCM telemetry system. Gust
generators can be slipped into the test section to create various gust profiles.

For gust response tests the nature of the gust was chosen to be critical regarding
to the penetration problem and the frequency range for alleviation. The gust length is .- ,

about 1.5 times the length of the aircraft, the gust intensity up to 6 degrees. The
advantage of the test method is that the gust profile is well-known because it is gener-
ated by a closed-loop wind-tunnel and the velocity distribution of the gust can be
easily adjusted and controlled. The impossibility of generating a large gust field with
harmonic or stochastic characteristics is a disadvantage that calls for a complementary
test technique.

Free Flight Results
The influence of aerodynamic lags on the longitudinal motion due to a vertical gust

is illustrated in Fig. 5 regarding the time histories of the longitudinal, vertical and
pitch accelerations (solid lines). They are received from free flight model tests at
the catapult facility of IMF-Lille. The model crosses the impulsive gust in about 100 me
with a speed of about 30 m/s.

The following effects may be pointed out:
- the lag between the angle of attack measuring and the wing penetration represen-

ted by the steep changes in longitudinal and vertical accelerations,
- the additional lag between the wing penetration and the penetration of the hori-

zontal tail represented by the steep change in pitch acceleration.
- the nose-up pitching moment of wing and body before the stabilizing influence of

the horizontal tail becomes effective,
- the relatively smooth transitions caused by the Instationary Lift Development.

The simulated time histories using a mathematical model without taking into account

any aerodynamic lag is plotted in the left part of Fig. 5 (dashed lines). This mathemat- .- -
ical model corresponds to the conventional quasi-steady modelling for flight mechanics
applications. The different phase shifts neglecting the Geometric Penetration Effects V
and the Delayed Interference Effects are just as evident as the sharp-egded transitions
in acceleration signals neglecting the Instationary Lift Developments. In this case it
is not possible to reproduce the nose-up pitching moment of wing and body.
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The mathematical model, however, that is used to get the identification results at
the right part of Fig. 5 includes the aerodynamic lags in the described manner. The fit
of the accelerations and of the determined vertical gust is very good. The stepwise
approximation of the Instationary Lift Development can be seen when looking carefully at
the edges e.g. of longitudinal acceleration. Both simulated time histories were achieved .
with mathematical models using the same identified parameters in the quasi-steady part. *. ..*

The only difference is the neglecting or the consideration of the introduced dynamic F
terms approximating the various aerodynamic lags.

To demonstrate the universal applicability of the extended modellization the data
of four free flight tests are plotted in Fig. 6 together with the corresponding identi-
fication results. The single tests were evaluated in one identification run using a
common mathematical model and estimating the initial values of each flight (multi-run
evaluation). These specific tests are chosen because their different excitations of
characteristic motion lead to proper identified parameters: single inputs of elevator,
of symmetric aileron and of vertical gust and at the last test simultaneous use of the
three excitation possibilities like it is needed e.g. for gust load alleviation. The
good fit of the various signals of these different tests together with small uncertainty
levels of all identified parameters is a reliable indication for the applicability of
the mathematical modellization.

The peaks in longitudinal acceleration from the first test are a pecularity of

these model tests caused by the quick acting flaps in conjunction with their relatively
big mass. The high-frequency oscillations especially in the pitch acceleration signal
represent elastic vibrations caused by flap deflections and elevator deflections. Elas-
tic modes are not taken into consideration for identification.

The determined vertical gust is compared with the earthfixed measured up-wind. In
spite of the measurement noise the sharp-edged impulsive gust is reproduced accurately
due to the use of the new dynamic terms which approximate the delayed upwash of the wing
to the angle of attack sensor too.

3.4 DFVLR-DTNANIC SIMULATION Is WIND-TUNNELS

Test Facility
The installation for Dynamic Simulation in Wind-Tunnels (DSW) is an extension of a

similar test technique, which is used for testing flutter-models. The facility was
designed. for the estimation of the aircraft stability derivatives and for the testing of
active control systems (Refs. 3, 8, 9, 10). Within certain limitations, portions of the
flight envelope can be simulated in the wind-tunnel for a variety of aircraft. These
constraints are given by the observance of the laws of similarity and by the limited
freedom of movement in the wind-tunnel. The installation for Dynamic Simulation consists . .
of four main parts (Fig. 7)3 the suspension frame for the model, the control/data
processing station, the gust generator system, the model.

The suspension frame consists of a large tubular fra .i, in combination with a verti-
cal rod, which allows freedom of motion in pitch, yaw, heave and to some extent in roll.
The frame surrounds the open test section of the 3 m-subsonic wind-tunnel; the distance
between frame and airflow is 0.5 m. The resonant frequency of the rod/frame system is
about 14 Hz. This value is high enough to allow measurements up to frequencies of 10 Hz.
The maximum pitch motion is + 10 degrees, the model can heave + 0.4 m.

A servo controlled vertical force generator can produce constant vertical forces
independent of the vertical model position to compensate a part of the model weight.
This is necessary to meet the laws of similarity (Froude number).

The main control station is located in a container next to the test section. This
container houses the model control devices, the measurement data processor, and various
monitoring devices.

Two movable flaps are installed in the nozzle of the wind-tunnel. They are driven
by an electro-hydraulic actuator. This device allows a deflection of the airflow within
the test section of up to 10 degrees. The gust generator can generate gusts in the fre-
quency range from zero to 15 Hz. It is possible to generate various types of gust profi- -.- > ;
les, such as impulsive or stochastic gusts. The properties of the gust generator allow
the simulation of a scaled stochastic gust field with special spectral characteristics
(e.g. Dryden) over an extended period of time to perform parametric studies.

The conducted wind-tunnel experiments showed that the suspension frame surrounding ,
the test section and the cables for data transmission to and from the model influences
the motion of the model (Ref. 11). The nonlinear propagation of the gust dependend on
frequency and position is another adverse influence (Ref. 12). The consideration of "these effects is a must for System Identification. %.%,,

. Dynamic Simulation Results
The applicability of the established mathematical description of aerodynamic delay %IF

" effects is demonstrated by another example. Therefore the identification results ob-&. "
tained from multi-run evaluation of four single tests performed in the Dynamic Simula-
tion Facility in Wind-Tunnels are selected (Fig. 8). These tests with excitation by
control deflections of elevator and of two types of wing flaps (outboard and inboard)
and by wind-tunnel gusts are chosen for the same reasons as in analysis of free flight
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direction and adapted to the specific influences mentioned before.

In contrast to the free flight tests the gust determination was done without a
recourse to a measured gust signal just as in the case of flights with full-scale air-
craft encountering turbulence. In spite of the permanent acting wind-tunnel turbulence
aggravated by the presence of the gust flaps the reproduction of vertical acceleration

and pitch acceleration by means of system identification is satisfactory too. Only the
last test with excitation by gust disturbance shows some discrepancies in the pitch

* acceleration which might be caused by the nonlinear propagation of the gust in the open
- test section.

4. CONCLUSIONS #

Dynamic terms are introduced to complete the conventional quasi-stationary modelli-
zation of longitudinal motion of aircraft with separated wing and horizontal tail at low
Mach numbers. The dynamic correction terms are very important for flight mechanics J., - . *-
applications including fast flow changes due to both:

- short-wave gust disturbances, and
- high-frequency control deflections.

The dynamic terms represent the following dynamic effects:
-Geometric Penetration Effects,
- Delayed Interference Effects, and
- Instationary Lift Development.

The particularities of the extended linear modellization applied to System Identi-
fication are:

- the use of the measured angle of attack as an input signal which contains the
information about the characteristic motion as well as the gust disturbance,

- the addition of quadratic and dynamic terms calculated from the measured angle of
attack and flap deflections,

- the simultaneous determination of the gust.

The outlined identification method is transferable to flight test analysis of full-
scale aircraft. Only onboard measurable signals are used to identify the parameters of
the aircraft motion even in the presence of turbulence. This method may be a beneficial
tool for the design of high-frequency Active Control Systems, e.g. Gust Load Alleviation .
Systems.
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*Dana le cas peu turbulent (fig. 4a), Ia portance. apras une croissance lin~aire en fonc-
Lion de a, subit une chute semblable A celle d'un 'deep stall". Ceci eat conf'rm6 par Ia
courbe du coefficient de moment au quart de corda. Dans le cas de turbulence Lslev~e
(fig. 4b), le coefficient de portance atteint une valeur sup~rieure avant le dficrochage
et L'hystfir~aia eat moina prononc~a qua dana la caa de faible turbulence. .~0,*

Cependant, dana Las daux cas, Ia valeur de CL chute avec un retard de 2V
aur l'augmantation du CD at la d~crochage du CM. 11 s'agit donc bien, dana lea
deux caa, du phfinomdne du "daep stall". La comparaiaon des courbes de CD at CM pour
lea deux intensitis de turbulence sambla donc indiquar qua La formation du tourbillon
aur l'extradoa eat influencfie par La turbulence extarne. ::'Y

Lfigure 5 compare lea distributions de La preasion pari~tale sur l'extradoa
Af d 'oO on t Lstf tir~s lea coefficients CL, CD at CM. Las courbes de CP en fonction de x/c
-. ont prfisentfies pour des valeure de e avec un incr~mant de 5'. Dana la cas de faible
*turbulence (fig. 5a), on peut notar d'abord a e - 0 (a - ao - 200) La pr~sence d'una

bula de siparation au bord d'attaqua. Ella d~buta A un azimuth 0 - 230* (a C_ 9') atL
a' accentue A e - 325' (a a 14'). Cetta bulle de s~paration deviant la siage d'un tour-
billon qui entralne un affaissemant du C2 au bard d'attaqua lorsqu'il d~buta son dfi- ' '

placement aur l'axtrados A e - 40' (a - 26.5') . A faible turbulence, on retrouve donc
La description clasaique du d~crochaga dynaeique. L'addition de turbulence, comma
l'indiqua La figure 5b change catte description. La bord d'attaque n'est plus la siage

*d'una vorticit6 qui Emat un tourbillon. La coucha limita rasta attachfie jusqu'i 8-60'
(a - 29.1*). Au dalA de cat angle, una zone de d~prassion se d~vel )ppe A partir du bord
de fuite at remonte vers la bord d'attaqua. L'affaissemant du CP se produit A 8 - 75'
(a - 31 .0) at paut Atre associAs au phAnomane de sfiparation. Par ces comparaisons, on I

*.peut donc conclura qua La turbulence contanue dana l'ficoulement amont sodifia de fagon
substantialle la ph~nomana du d~scrochage dynamique. Ella stabilise La couche limite
permettant ainsi des incidences plus Elevges avant la d~crochage. De plus, ella altLre
la dAveloppement du tourbillon au bord d'attaque. Ella l'6limine dans la cas obsarv6

*(k - 0.15) at en diminue l'importance dana d'autras cas (k - 0.35) qui ne sont pas
*pr~sent~s i c i. L'affat da la turbulence axterne s'apparente donc A calui de La

transition dans la coucha limite, transition qui se produit A des nombres de Reynolds
plus 6lav~s.

IV. CONCLUSION
Une fitude exp~rimentala portant sur l'affat de La turbulence sur la d~crochage

*dynamique a EtAe r~alis~e sur un profil MACA 0018 soumis A un mouvament de translation
circulaire. Las r~sultats indiquant qua la turbulence stabilise La couche limita at ,,~..~
permat aux d~crochages atatique at dynamique de se produira A des angles d'incidenca
plus 6lav~s. En r~gime de "deep stall", La turbulence, salon Las r~sultats, modifia La
formation du tourbillon du bord d'attaque, at dans cartains cas, l'6limine. La m~canisma

* A 1l'origine de cas modifications semble en itre un oa La turbulence p~n~tre dana la
couche limite par la point de stagnation at La stabilise d'une faqon similaire au m~ca-
niame de La transition.
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ties le long du profil de Ia section de mesure sttufae dans le milieu de la pale.
L'acquisition at le traitement des donnaes permettent d'obtenir en fonction du temps laJ1
distribution de pression le long du profil ainsi que lacoefficients de partance C,-
de moment CM et de tratnae CD dus A Ia pression.

11.2 Cinamatique du mouvement
Le macanisme dentratnement donne au modille un mouvement de translation circu-

iIre . L'axe du profil garde une orientation constante a0 par rapport A l'axe longi-
tudinal d e ILa soufflarie. Lsangle a0 paut prendre lea valeura de 00, 100, 150 at

o 200.
Le point situC8 au quart de Is corde du profil d~crit un cercle de rayon

r -30 cm A une vitease angulaire w conatante pour chaque essai (voir figure 2).
Loraque Ia vitease moyenne de la6coulement amont eat U-, on dafinit Is

vitesse spkci fique

X - U-/ujr

La vitesse relative de l'6coulement eat alors

Urel =U41I + (l/N
2
) + (2 cos t/]

et l'angle d'incidence calcul8 eat

a - a0 + arctg [(sin wt)I(X + cos wit)]

D'autre part, Ia d~finition de Ia fr~quence r~duite devient

k c amax/t(amax - amin)U,,]

-- et repr~sente la rapport entre la vitesse c x /a -ami n) at celle de l'ficoulement
amont, U_. Pour le caa d'un profil soumis ia Moi1 a - a0 + al sin(tjt) dana un
6 coulement d e vitesse U_, 1a fr~quence r d u It e dafinie e n (4) eat ujc/2U,0 , c e qui

*correspond A la d~finition traditionnelle pour lea pales d'h~licopt~res. Dans lea con-
dItions des essais prhaent~es ici, l'aquation (4) davient

k - c/2kr(X-1) artg[UX
2
-l)' ]

ou encore
k - wc/2U,0(X-l) artg[(X

2
_l)ij]

On remarque donc qua Ia variation da ia vitease spficifique X entratne simulta-
n~ment une variation de la fr~quence r~duite at une variation dana l'amplitude
a1ma x

III, ANALYSE DE QUELQUES RiSULTATS
L'analysa sera limitge sux r~sultats obtenus A un nombre de Reynolds moyen de

1 .5 * 105. Dana une premi~re section, 1l'affet de 1' intenaits de la turbulence sur la
coefficient statique de portance sera examing. Dana une deuxiame section, l'effat du
niveau de turbulence aur lea coefficients a~rodynamiquaa sara 1atudifi pour un angle de
calage de 200 (choisi pour assurer la pr~sence du d~crochaga dynamique) et une mgma
valeur de fr~quence raduita.

IIl- I Effat de Is turbulence sur le CL statigue 0

La figure 3 permet de comparer lea courbas du coefficient de portance a daux
* intenait~s de turbulence, soient 0,007 at 0,08. L'envergura 6quivalanta de Is pale eat 0

*de 4,9. Dana catte comparaison, saul le param~tre I a 6tg variC, at on pauL constater
qu'une augmentation de I entratna un d~lai dans l'apparition du dacrochage atatique,
d~lai accompagn6 d'un prolongement de la plage de portance sup~rieura.

11 n'aat pas 6vident A ce stada qua La turbulence externa stabilise Ia coucha
limite rar son Introduction A l'int~rieur de la coucha limite via la point de stagnation

* ou par 1'(achanga de momentum A I interface de 1'6coulemant externe at de La coucha limi-
t e. Des assaia compl~smentaires avac des an~mometres A fil chaud et affleurant A Ia
paroi permettront de mieux connattre le contenu 6nergAtique de Ia coucha limits. Les
essais ont donc permis d'6tablir que l'angle de d~crochage atatique varie avec Ie nivaau
de turbulence dans l'6coulement externe. Pour las intensitfis de turbulence de 0.007,
0.08 at 0 .15 , l'angle de d~crochage statique observ6 eat 18', 22' at 250 respective
sent. ~
I11I Effet-de- la -turbulence sur lea coefficientsCC 1 , CD e Mdnm 3 e

La figure 4 permet de comparer les coefficien-t-s arodynamiques obtenus pour
a0 - + 20' at k - 0.15 aux Intensit~s de turbulence de 0,007 at 0,15. Dana ces condi-
tions d'essais, Is pale east soumise A de fortes incidences at au phanomfana de "deep
s t all comma en t~moignent lea courbes CL , CD at CM. Cependant, certaines diffarances
apparatasant avec l'addition de turbulence A 1'&coulement externe. D'una part, cosine
pour lea easals statiques e n turbulent, Iae d~crochage dynasique s e produit avec u n
d~lat - Dana le cas o3 k -0. 15, le d~but de is chute de portance se produit A a - 270
an peu turbulent (I1 0.008) et A a - 33' en fortesent turbulent (I - 0.15). Cat 6cart

* de 60 correspond approxisativesent A celut observ6 lora des essata atattques. D'autre .~

part , Ia forme de Ia boucle du d~crochage est alt~r~e en pr~sence de la turbulence. *,,
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APPLICATION OF CFD TECHNIQUES TOWARD THE VALIDATION %
OF NONLINEAR AERODYNAMIC MODELS

by

Lewis B. Schiff and Joseph Katz
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field. CA 94035 .?

SUMMARY/

L plications of CFD methods to determine the regimes of applicability of nonlinear models de-
scribing the unsteady aerodynamic responses to aircraft flight motions are described. The potential

.- advantages of computational methods over experimental methods are discussed and the concepts underly-
ing mathematical modeling are reviewed. The economic and conceptual advantages of the modeling pro-
cedure over coupled, simultaneous solutions of the gasdynamic equations and the vehicle's kinematic "
equations of motion are discussed. The modeling approach, when valid, eliminates the need for costly
repetitive computation of flowfield solutions. For the test cases considered, the aerodynamic model-
ing approach is shown to be valid. " "" -'

1. INTRODUCTION

Predictions of aircraft flight motions, design of aircraft control systems, and development of
realistic piloted flight simulators all hinge on accurate knowledge of the unsteady aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on the maneuvering aircraft. Prediction of these unsteady airloads is
complicated by the fact that the instantaneous flowfield surrounding the aircraft is not determined
solely by the instantaneous values of the motion variables such as angle of attack, pitch rate, and
control deflection angles. In general, the instantaneous state of the flowfield. and thus the load-
ing, depends on the history of the motion, that is, on all states experienced by the flowfield during
the maneuver prior to the instant in question. Time-history effects are accentuated by requirements
for aircraft agility, which lead to flight in the high-angle-of-attack regime and rapid changes inthe orientation of the aircraft. As a result. highly-maneuverable aircraft can experience nonlinear

and unsteady airloads due to large regions of three-dimensional separated flow, concentrated vortex
flows, and the presence and movement of shock waves.

Complete evaluation of time-history effects in wind-tunnel experiments would require the avail- *"'- .."
ability of an apparatus capable of simulating, at suitable rates, the complete range of motions the
aircraft would experience in flight, and capable of measuring the aerodynamic response to those mo- ..
tions. By coupling this apparatus with a computer, the aircraft's equations of motion could be inte-
grated in time from specified initial conditions. The computed aircraft flight attitude and angular .-
rates would determine the new position of the apparatus, while the measured aerodynamic forces and
moments would be input to update the computed aircraft motion. Although. in principle, capable of '
accounting for all time-history effects, such a general wind-tunnel apparatus is, unfortunately, far
more easily envisioned than constructed. As a result the conventional method of predicting aircraft
flight motions relies on an alternative approach, that of mathematical modeling.

In the modeling approach, one attempts to specify a form for the aerodynamic response that re-
mains the same in the determination of the aerodynamic response to all motions of interest. Ideally.
a mathematical model enables one to synthesize the response to a general maneuver from the known
aerodynamic responses of the aircraft to a limited number of specific, characteristic motions. Wind-
tunnel evaluations of the responses to the characteristic motions are, in principle, more easily ac-
complished than simulations of the general maneuvers. The development of mathematical models capable
of accurately describing the variety of aerodynamic phenomena acting on aircraft maneuvering in the
nonlinear flight regime has been a subject of ongoing interest (Refs. 1.2). and continues to be ad-
dressed in this symposium (Refs. 3.4).

The utility of a proposed mathematical model is dependent upon the range of vehicle motions and I ' -
aerodynamic phenomena which it can encompass. Determining the range of validity of a candidate math- ..-.-
ematical model would require: I) determining the aerodynamic response of an aircraft to the set of
characteristic motions called for by the model, 2) predicting a wide variety of aircraft motion his-
tories using the model and the determined responses, and 3) comparing the predicted motion histories .' .
against actual flight histories. The validity of the model would be demonstrated by a match between
the predicted and flight motion histories. While such a model validation procedure is straightfor- "
ward in principle, it is difficult to accomplish in practice. Flight-test data are expensive to ob-
tain, and accurate determination of motion histories during extreme maneuvers is difficult (see Ref
5 for a discussion of flight-test difficulties). Further, accurate wind-tunnel determination of the
unsteady responses to the characteristic motions is itself nontrivial (see Refs. 6.7 for a descrip-
tion of relevant experimental techniques). In addition, in the comparison of motion histories, small
changes in the values of the terms of the model may integrate to produce large deviations between..-
the actual and predicted motions. Thus, few, if any, satisfactory model validations have been ac-
complished for a general set of flight maneuvers.

Fortunately, the remarkable advances which have occurred in computer technology and computational V
fluid dynamics now offer the aerodynamicist a promising alternative approach. Today, we can envision
utilizing CFD techniques to study unsteady three-dimensional flows, both to investigate aerodynamic .-
time-history effects and to validate aerodynamic mathematical models.
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A straightforward computational approach to investigating time-history effects (assuming the
availability of codes and computer resources adequate to solve suitably modeled equations of turbu- J

lent flow around an aircraft) would be to solve the flowfield equations simultaneously with the air- *

craft's equations of motion. Such a coupled approach is shown schematically in Fig. Ia. This is.
of course, the CFD analog of the general wind-tunnel apparatus described above, with computation of - ..
the instantaneous flowfield replacing the need for measuring the aerodynamic response. By using CFD
techniques one avoids the experimental difficulties which hinder wind-tunnel measurements of unsteady
flows. Results of these coupled computations would be complete time histories of the aerodynamic re- ' i-

sponse and of the vehicle motion. It is noteworthy that computations involving the coupled-equations
approach have recently been carried out for several unsteady two-dimensional inviscid flows (Ref.
8 - 10), and for at least two unsteady two-dimensional viscous flows (Refs. 11.12). However. lack .
of computational resources has. to date. precluded undertaking the analogous computations for (even ,.- . ,
steady) three-dimensional viscous flows.

Although coupling of the flowfield equations and the aircraft's inertial equations of motion is.
in principle, an exact approach to accounting for aerodynamic time-history effects in predicting the
response to arbitrary maneuvers, it inevitably will be a very costly one. This will be particularly
true for maneuvers at high incidence, where the airloada depend nonlinearly on the motion variables.
Under such conditions the aircraft can experience widely varying motion histories, even if they are -
started from closely-spaced initial conditions. Thus, to completely evaluate an aircraft's perfor-
mance envelope, a large number of computational cases, each involving the coupled equations, would
be required to cover all possible sets of initial conditions. Since the motion and the aerodynamic
response are inextricably linked in the coupled approach. the flowfields must be recomputed for each
change in initial conditions. it . :,2

In contrast to the coupled-equations approach, utilizing mathematical modeling in conjunction
with CFD techniques can eliminate the need for repetitive computation of flowfield solutions, and
will lead to more efficient use of computational resources. The modeling approach is shown schemati- .-
cally in Fig. lb. As has been previously mentioned, in formulating a model one attempts to identify (
a set of characteristic motions from whose aerodynamic response one can generate the response to gen-
eral maneuvers. Within the regime of validity of the mathematical model, computational evaluation
of the aerodynamic terms specified by the model would be required only once, whereupon they could be
utilized over a range of motion variables and flight conditions. Flight motions could then be pre-
dicted by solving the aircraft's equations of motion independently of the flowfield computations, at
far less cost.

Presupposing the availability of codes adequate to solve the equations governing turbulent flows -.
around an aircraft, evaluation of the validity of a candidate aerodynamic mathematical model can it-
self be easily accomplished with the use of CFD techniques. Two validation procedures can be envi-
sioned. The first method parallels the experimental validation procedure discussed above, that is,
by comparing vehicle motion histories. To carry out the validation, the aerodynamic responses to
the characteristic motions would be evaluated from flowfield computations. Once obtained, these re-
sponses can be used, together with the model, to predict a series of motion histories. On the other
hand. by using the coupled-equations approach, motion histories which take exact account of time- . .
history effects can be obtained for the same set of initial conditions. Both series of motion his-
tories are subject to precisely the same set of approximations made in computing the flowfield. Dif-
ferences, if any, between the motion histories must be attributable to the assumptions made in the
modeling process. Thus, the validity of the mathematical model would be demonstrated by agreement
between the motion histories. The second computational model validation procedure would involve com-
puting the aerodynamic responses to the characteristic motions, and using the mathematical model and
the computed responses to obtain the aerodynamic (rather than the motion) response to a complex. but
specified, motion. The response to the complex motion would also be computed directly, and compared
to the one obtained using the mathematical model. Here the validity of the model would be demon-
strated by agreement between the two aerodynamic response histories. JAS.

In this paper we review two mathematical model validation efforts effected with CFD techniques.
In the first, Chyu and Schiff (Ref. 10) utilized two-dimensional unsteady-flow computations to val-
idate a nonlinear aerodynamic mathematical model for the case of a freely-deflecting flap hinged to
a stationary airfoil and immersed in a transonic flow. Validation of the model was demonstrated by
close agreement of flap motion histories obtained with the model and those obtained with the coupled-
equations approach. More recently. Katz and Schiff (Ref. 13) investigated the validity of a non- 4.

linear aerodynamic mathematical model for low-rate multi-degree-of-freedom motions of a delta wing
maneuvering at large angles of attack. Although computation of three-dimensional unsteady viscous
flows by means of modeled equations of turbulent flow is not yet feasible, computation of unsteady
three-dimensional inviscid flows by means of potential equations is currently possible. The authors
of Ref. 13 employed a nonlinear vortex-lattice method to compute the aerodynamic responses to the
characteristic motions called for by the model. Aerodynamic responses to complex specified motions
were generated by means of the model and also from direct flowfield computations. The validity of ,. -
the mathematical modeling concepts for the delta wing maneuvering in the high-angle-of-attack regime
was demonstrated by close agreement of the corresponding force histories. In the following sections
we discuss the procedures and results of Refs. 10 and 13, focusing in particular on the valida-
tion of the mathematical models and on the costs of the modeling approach relative to those of the

* coupled-equations approach.

2. AERODYNAMIC MATHEMATICAL MODELS

The form that an aerodynamic mathematical model takes depends upon the coordinates used and vari-.
ables used to describe the motion, and on the types of aerodynamic phenomena that the model can en-
compass. In a series of papers, Tobak and his colleagues used the concept of a nonlinear indicial



function to derive aerodynamic models to describe, within certain assumptions. nonplsnar maneuvers
of bodies of revolution (Ref. 14) and of aircraft (Refs. 15.16). In this section an alternative -

derivation is reviewed which puts clearly into perspective the assumptions made in deriving the sod-
els. and the resulting limitations of the resulting models to accommodate certain types of aerody- , b
namic phenomena. N' 4.

2.1 Model Describing Aircraft 4aneuvers

Consider a maneuvering aircraft whose center of mass travels an essentially straight-line path at
constant flight velocity. The maneuvers can be described in terms of an aerodynamic axis system, in
which the orientation of the aircraft relative to the oncoming wind is specified in terms of pitch JM
and roll coordinates (Fig. 2). In this axis system the resultant angle of attack, 0. is defined as
the angle between the body-fixed longitudinal X axis and the flight velocity vector. The plane con-
taining a is called the resultant-angle-of-attack plane, The roll. or bank. angle # is the angle be-
tween the normal to the resultant-angle-of-attack plane and a body-fixed axis (normal to the X axis)
which lies in the plane of the wing. The resultant-angle-of-attack plane is free to rotate about the

velocity vector with a rotation rate. measured relative to an inertia frame, of . Knowledge of the '
history of the maneuver is equivalent to knowledge of the histories of a. 0'. and 4.

The aircraft undergoes a maneuver beginning at time zero. The instantaneous aerodynamic response . "
to the maneuver at time t depends, in general, on the entire history of the maneuver. That is. the
response depends on the histories of the motion variables over the interval from 0 to t. Mathemati-
cally. the response is a functional of the motion variables. Thus the pitching-moment coefficient, for
example, can be expressed in the square-bracket notation of Volterra. as

where is a dummy time variable ranging from 0 to t. Note that *( ) appears in Eq. (1). rather
than 0( ), because the aerodynamic response is independent of the orientation of the angle-of-attack
plane (in contrast to that of the pilot) and depends only on the rate at which the a plane is rotat-
ing.

.-.. ,,.
If the motion is assumed to be differentiable, one can expand each of the variables v(fl, W(C).

and ( ) in Taylor series about = t. Knowledge of the past history of the motion is equivalent to
knowing all of the coefficients of the series. Substituting these coefficients for the motion his-

tories in Eq. (1) converts the pitching-moment response from a functional to a function, albeit a
function of an infinite number of variables. Thus, the pitching-moment coefficient becomes

Cm ) Cno td t,6()... () () ()... t(t) t...)(2)

The assumption that the motion history is differentiable immediately restricts the model to cases
* where the aerodynamic forces and moments are continuous. If sudden jumps in the aerodynamic re-

*.-* sponse occurred, the aircraft would experience discontinuous accelerations, and this would violate
the assumption of a differentiable motion history. Restriction to continuous forces rules out the ...

capacity of the resulting mathematical model to treat the bi-valued aerodynamic responses charac-
terizing static hysteresis and both time-invariant and time-dependent subcritical bifurcations (cf.
Ref. 3). Within the restriction to continuous, single-valued, aerodynamic responses, one can make
a further assumption that, for the slowly-varying motions typifying aircraft rigid-body motions, the

* . aerodynamic response will have only a negligible dependence on the higher-order rate terms such as

-(t). -(t), 1(t),()(t). etc., and thus they may be neglected in Eq. (2). This reduces the pitching-
moment response to a function of a finite, rather than an infinite, number of variables. Consistent
with the assumption of slow motion, one is justified in expanding Eq. (2) in a Taylor series about

. c 0. V, 0. and 0 0. The resulting model is

C ,(t) C,(0(t), h(1).0,o,0) + -. (a(t),V(t),0,o,0)
2U ~ (3)

where h is the wing span, and the zeros refer to the motion rates. Equivalent expressions for the
yawing- and rolling-moment coefficients, (.., and C1 , and for the axial-, side-, and normal-force co-
efficients, ' (.'y, (., are obtained by substituting these coefficients wherever C, appears in - .
Eq. (3). Again, the model applies to slowly varying motions of the aircraft, although the val-
ues of r7 and t may be large The mathematical model is seen to contain four terms, and each term
can be identified with a specific, characteristic motion from which it may be evaluated. Thus,
(,,,(a(t).L(I),O,0.O) is the pitching-moment coefficient that would be evaluated in a steady flow with a
and k, held fixed at a(f), '(t), The second term, (7,,,, is the contribution to the pitching-moment co-
efficient due to rolling motion, and can be evaluated for small-amplitude oscillations in w, about VP
= conet, with 1 held fixed and 0 fixed at zero. Similarly. the term C,, is the contribution to the
pitching-moment coefficient due to pitching motions, and can be evaluated for small-amplitude pla- . . .
nar oscillations in a about (r = conet, with v, held fixed and 0 fixed at zero. The last term. C,

N'. is the rate of change of the pitching-moment coefficient with coning-rate parameter. 6b/21J. evalu-

ated at 6 - 0. that would be determined from a steady coning motion with a - conet. V, - const. and V
= const. These characteristic motions are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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2.2 Model Describing Flap Motions

Derivation of an aerodynamic mathematical model applicable to slowly-varying motions of a flap
on an airfoil parallels that of the model. Eq. (3). describing the response to aircraft maneuvers.
For the airfoil flap motions considered in Ref. 10. the coordinates illustrated in Fig. 3 were em-
ployed. The airfoil was a NACA 64A010 section hinged at the 75% chord point. The forward portion of
the airfoil was held fixed parallel to the oncoming stream, while the flap was free to move about its
pivot point. Positive values of the flap deflection angle. of. and of the flap hinge-moment coeffi-
cient. Ch. are shown in Fig. 3. As illustrated, a positive value of Ch would tend to increase the A I

flap deflection angle. For the single-degree-of-freedom flap motion, the hinge-moment coefficient
is. in general, a functional of the flap deflection angle history. i.e.. Ch(t) Chof( ). By means
of the same logic described above for aircraft maneuvers, the functional can.be reduced to the form

C(t) (o (),o) + (o(t),0) (4)

where the reference length I is the chord length. As before, the model applies to slowly-varying mo-
tions of the flap, although the values of the flap deflection angle can be large. Again. each of the
terms in Eq. (4) is identified with a particular characteristic motion from which it may be evalu-
ated. Thus. the term Ch(of(t),O) is the hinge-moment coefficient that would be evaluated in a steady
flow with the flap deflection angle held fixed at af(t). The remaining term, Chf, is the contribu-
tion to the hinge-moment coefficient due to flap motions, and can be evaluated for small-amplitude
oscillations of the flap about a mean value of of held fixed at the instantaneous value of of(t).

2.3 Issues of Model Applicability

Consistent with the assumptions made in their development, aerodynamic mathematical models at the
level of Eqs. (3) and (4) are subject to the following restrictions: 1) the response to a steady
motion is itself steady; 2) the response is a single-valued (although allowably nonlinear) function
of the orientation of the.body; and 3) the responses are linear in the motion rates. Restriction I
rules out the possibility of modeling time-dependent aerodynamic bifurcations, that is. development
of time-varying (periodic. quasi-periodic, or chaotic) responses to a steady motion, e.g.. the time-

varying flow observed surrounding a stationary circular cylinder in crossflow at Re , 50. However. . ... -
recent modeling efforts (see Ref. 3). based on the concept of FrOchet differentiability of the aero-
dynamic response, include treatment of such time-varying flows. Restriction 2 precludes modeling the
bi-valued aerodynamic responses characterizing static aerodynamic hysteresis which have been observed
in cases of vortex asymmetry on slender bodies of revolution and on slender delta wings. However.
this behavior can also be accomodated (see Ref. 1. and more recently. Ref. 3). The third restric-
tion precludes modeling the nonlinear dependence of the aerodynamic response on the motion rates, and

in particular, nonlinear dependence on 0. the coning rate. Such nonlinear variation with 0 has been" -"
observed experimentally (see Ref. 17). and can be incorporated in the model by performing the Taylor

series expansion about b - 0. i - 0. and 0 (t) rather than about b i' 0. as was done to obtain
Eq. (3). This would result in an aerodynamic model equivalent to the one derived previously (Ref.
16) using the nonlinear indicial function approach.

The utility of the aerodynamic modeling approach depends on the ability of the model to treat the
aerodynamic phenomena which occur in flight. In applying models analogous to Eq. (3). the general
aircraft motion is decomposed into a sum of characteristic motions. The aerodynamic response to the
general motion is ,rieled as a sum of responses to the characteristic motions. The actual response
to the general motion will differ from the modeled response if aerodynamic phenomena excluded in de-
veloping the model are present. The assumption made in developing Eq. (3). that the aerodynamic re-
sponses are continuous, single-valued functions of the motion variables, restricts the model to cases
where neither hysteresis nor time-dependent aerodynamic bifurcations occur. Within this restriction.
the remaining causes for failure of the model to predict a general response would be either 1) sig-
nificant nonlinear dependence of the aerodynamic responses on rates of motion within the range of
rates actually experienced in flight, or 2) presence of significant interactions between responses
to pairs characteristic motions. Examples of such interactions include those between responses to
pitch oscillations and coning motion or between responses to roll oscillations and coning motion, . -
i.e. . terms such as (7,, or C,,,, which have been excluded in deriving Eq. (3).

2.4 CFD Requirements for Validating Models

As discussed in Sec. 1, validation of a candidate mathematical model with the use of CFD methods
involves computation of both the aerodynamic response to characteristic motions and the response to
either specified complex motions or coupled-equations responses. From a CFD standpoint, the boundary
conditions for the low-rate characteristic pitching, rolling, and coning motions are linear perturba-
tions in . .. and .. respectively, about the zero values associated with the steady characteristic
motion. If flo,.fields were governed by linear partial differential equations. the linear boundary
conditions guarantee that the responses to the characteristic motions would be linear in the rates.
Also. the response to any general motion could be obtained from superposition of the responses to the
characteristic motions, for such a solution would satisfy both the PDE's and BC's exactly. In this
circumstance, models at the level of Eq. (3) would be exact for all cases.

However, the actual equations governing fluid flow are nonlinear, and the presence of nonlinear
convection terms in the momentum equations give rise to the possibility of all the aerodynamic phe-
nomena discussed above. Thus. to be useful in assessing the validity of a model, the computational
method must be based on nonlinear flowfield equations. Approximating the flowfield equations with
linearized PDE's will clearly be unsatisfactory for validating nonlinear models. Such models will
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always appear to be valid, since the linearized flowfield equations cannot capture nonlinear aerody-
namic effects. Thus, validation of limited aerodynamic models analogous to those of Eqs. (3) and
(4) would require. at a minimum, a CFD method capable of demonstrating nonlinear aerodynamic behavior
with the motion rates. In Ref. 10. Chyu and Schiff used a time-accurate method based on the non-
linear Euler equations to demonstrate the validity of the model, Eq. (4). for the case of an oscil-
lating flap. The Euler equations are capable of capturing nonlinear behavior of both the steady and
unsteady flowfield responses. Similarly. in Ref. 13. Katz and Schiff utilized a nonlinear vortex-
lattice method to investigate the ability of the equivalent model. Eq. (3). to describe the nonlin-
ear aerodynamic response to low-rate maneuvers of a delta wing. In the vortex-lattice technique, the %
flowfield is assumed to be governed by the incompressible potential equation. V2 0 0. Leading-edge ".- . •"
separation is modeled by permitting vortex panels to shed from the leading edge of the wing. and the .-
free vortex sheet is allowed to roll up in response to the local velocity fields. Although the POE,' -. -
which describes the flowfield is linear, the boundary conditions are not. Allowing the free vortex
sheets to roll up permits the method to encompass a nonlinear variation, if present. of the aerody-
namic response with the rates (see Ref. 18).-r

Methods based on nonlinear. inviscid flowfield equations would appear adequate to validate aero-
dynamic models analogous to those of Eqs. (3) and (4). These computational methods cannot, however.
incorporate aerodynamic phenomena such as onset of vortex asymmetry, vortex breakdown, and time-
varying response to fixed boundary conditions. Thus, validation of aerodynamic models which purport
to include these phenomena will require the use of methods based on nonlinear viscous flowfield equa-
tions.

3. VALIDATION FOR MANEUVERING DELTA WIIG

In the study reported in Ref. 13. CFD solutions were carried out for the unsteady three- . . . -.
dimensional flowfield surrounding a sharp-leading-edge delta wing to demonstrate the validity of the , . .
multi-degree-of-freedom mathematical model, Eq. (3). The flowfield was assumed to be governed by
the potential equations, and a vortex-lattice method (VLM) was applied to solve the time-dependent
equations.

3.1 Model Validation Procedure

The particular wing considered in Ref. 13 was a slender delta wing having an aspect ratio of
unity (leading-edge sweep angle = 75.96'). The center of mass was fixed at the wing half-chord (x/c
= 0.50). The values of the resultant angle of attack and roll angle considered are shown in Fig. 4.
The resultant angle of attack r ranged from 20' to 30. while the roll angle Vj ranged from 0' (wing
level) to 10". The dimensionless rates &b21T, V*)b/21. and dbi2U. ranged up to 0.15. The procedure
utilized for validating the aerodynamic mathematical model applicable to the wing had three phases.
These were

1) Evaluate the aerodynamic responses to the characteristic motions from vortex-lattice computa-
tions.

2) Generate aerodynamic force and moment response histories to prescribed complex motions using
the aerodynamic mathematical model and the aerodynamic data evaluated in phase 1.

3) Compare the histories obtained in phase 2 with force and moment histories that are. in princi-
ple, exact within the framework of the computational technique, namely those obtained by directly the
vortex-lattice method to compute the response to the identical complex motions.

Demonstration of the validity of the mathematical modeling approach, as applied to the delta wing
maneuvering in the high-angle-of attack regime. hinged on finding close agreement between the force
and moment time-histories obtained from the two approaches.

3.2 Numerical Technique

In the computational procedure, the surface of the wing is divided into a number of bound vortex
panels. The strengths of the bound panels are determined at each time step during the computation
to enforce the boundary condition that there be no flow through the solid wing. Information describ- e w
ing the wing's maneuver enters the computation through the solid-surface boundary condition. Time-
evolution of the wake behind the wing is modeled by allowing vortex panels to shed from the trailing
edge at each time step. These wake panels have fixed strength and, upon leaving the wing. move with
the local fluid velocity.

When a delta wing is maneuvering at high angle of attack, flow separates near the wing leading - -edges, and the separated fluid rolls up above and behind the wing to form concentrated vortices. For ..
a sharp-edged wing. the separation line is essentially fixed at the sharp leading edge, and does
not vary with changes in Reynolds number. In the vortex-lattice method, leading-edge separation
is modeled in a manner analogous to that of trailing-edge separation, by allowing vortex panels to
shed from lines of separation specified to remain at the leading edges and permitting them to move
with the local flow velocity. Specification of the bound vortex strengths and free vortex posi-
tions yields the pressure distribution on the wing and. in turn. the nonlinear unsteady airloads (cf.
Refs. 18-21). Details of the numerical method and a discussion of the accuracy of the computed re-
sults are found in Ref. 18.

V °-"•, .
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3.3 Aerodynamic Response to Characteristic Motions

To obtain the aerodynamic data required by the mathematical model. Eq. (3). computations were
carried out for the wing in each of the four characteristic motions shown in Fig. 2 at each value of
resultant angle of attack and roll angle shown in Fig. 4. The steady-state term Ck(c(t),p(t), where J.
Ck denotes any of the force or moment coefficients, was obtained from a computation in which the re- . .
sultant angle of attack and roll angle were held fixed, and the flowfield was allowed to evolve un-
til it reached a steady state. In an analogous manner the term Ck.(o(t),W(t)) was obtained from a Be-

ries of computations for steady coning motion in which the resultant angle of attack, roll angle, and
coning-rate parameter were fixed, and the flowfield was allowed to evolve to a steady state. Note
that to an observer fixed in the moving wing. the flowfield due to a steady coning motion is indeed
time-invariant. The coefficient was then determined from the observed rate of change of the moment 10
with coning-rate parameter, Wk/a(4b/2U), evaluated at -- 0.

The aerodynamic coefficient due to pitch oscillations. Ck W(t),(t)), was evaluated from small-
amplitude harmonic pitch oscillations about the mean values of resultant angle of attack and roll an-
gle shown in Fig. 4. The wing was specified to move according to:

a o aO sinwLot

-o

The amplitude of the harmonic motion, at, was specified to be less than 2'. The aerodynamic damping
coefficient was evaluated from the component of the aerodynamic response that was 90' out of phase
with the wing motion. This rationale is easily seen by substituting the conditions describing the -.
pitch oscillations (Eq. (5)) into the aerodynamic model to obtain (after a Taylor-series expansion
about o a,, and omission of terms of 0(02)) V

c(:() Ck(a_,.V,,,) a sinw It - 21 *(0-.. 0"6

The coefficients in Eq. (6) were obtained from a Fourier integration of the response over one cycle
of the motion, as shown for the normal-force coefficient response in Fig. 5. Thus

C k -1, ,. C kW ),d( ,,j ) (7 )

f2,Ck, (0. Wn) Ck [ C(t) sin wt td(w It) (8)

C k , ~o ( O n ,( ) o s . ,: td ( ) t) (9 ) 2"" ; " ' '

The steady-state coefficient and its slope can be obtained either from the computations of the os-
cillatory motion (Eqs. (7) and (8)) or. preferably, from the computations of the steady motion de-
scribed earlier.

In an analogous manner. the coefficient due to roll oscillations 'k, (r (t).t(tfl ,was evaluated for
small-amplitude harmonic roll motions where

- . • . - -f%0 0.

and the amplitude of the motion, wl. was specified to be less than 2 The roll damping coefficient
was obtained from - )z

',i),t) .. 4 (,)
. -.

The results of the computations for the characteristic motion are shown in Figs 6-8. Generation of
these diagrams of the aerodynamic coefficients required 36 individual computations, one for each of .-. .
the four characteristic motions at the nine combinations of resultant angle of attack and roll angle
shown in Fig. 4. The results confirm that, over the range of angles of attack and roll and over the
range of rates considered, the aerodynamic responses to the characteristic motions are linear in the
motion rates, and are single-valued functions of the angles. Thus. barring the presence of signifi-
cant nonlinear interactions between the responses to pairs of characteristic motions, the aerodynamic
model, Eq (3), should prove to be valid.

V
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3.4 Aerodynamic Response to Prescribed Complex Motions

The prescribed complex motions combined pitch oscillations, roll oscillations, and coning motion.
The combined motions all had the basic form:

a ca( a, sin L,),t. iU W 11 CS Iowt

Wt4, n W 4 sin W)21, t'W2 01 CO oW'2 1 (12)

Aerodynamic response histories of the pitching-moment. rolling-moment, and normal-force coefficients
were computed from Eq. (3). with the aerodynamic coefficients obtained from table look-ups of the

data shown in Figs. 6-8. and values of b. w. and 0 obtained from Eq. (12). The aerodynamic re-
sponses to the combined motions were also obtained from direct VLM computations. As was mentioned
earlier, the use of the identical vortex-lattice method to evaluate both the nonlinear responses to-

, the characteristic motions and the responses to the general large-amplitude motions ensures a consis-
-" tent treatment of the time-history effects. Thus discrepancies, if present, between results obtained '.

using the modeling approach and those obtained from the direct VLM computations must be attributed to
the inadequacy of the aerodynamic model.

3.5 Validation of the Mathematical Model

The motions considered in Figs. 9 and 10 combine pitch and roll oscillations, having ampli-
tudes of 3" and reduced frequencies ranging up to 0.15. superimposed on a steady coning motion in
which a, 25' and 50. Typical responses of the pitching-moment. rolling-moment, and normal-
force coefficients to these motions are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 as functions of wing-chord lengths
of travel. Ut/c. In each figure the dotted lines show the histories obtained from the mathematical
model. Eq. (3). while the solid lines indicate the results obtained from direct VLM computations.
For the direct computations, the overshoot indicated at the beginning of each time-history occurs be-
cause the motion was started impulsively from rest. It will be recalled that the mathematical mod-
els described in Sec. 2 were obtained under the assumption of slowly-varying motions, and are not
expected to model the impulsive start. If the short initial transient period is excluded, in both
cases the aerodynamic responses obtained from the model show reasonable agreement with those obtained
from direct computation. The differences between the results obtained from the model and those from
direct VLM computation can be attributed to errors in the interpolations in the table look-ups based
on Figs. 6-8 that were required to obtain the coefficients of the model. This would indicate that,
for these cases, no significant interactions existed between responses to pairs of characteristic mo-
tions, such as the interaction between the responses to the pitch oscillation and coning motion, or
between the responses to the roll oscillation and coning motions.

The agreement shown in Figs. 9 and 10 would tend to indicate that, over the range of angles and Z.,

motion rates considered in Ref. 13. the mathematical model presented in Eq. (3) is adequate to de-
scribe the aerodynamic response to complex motions of the delta wing. In actuality, for the range of
pitch and roll rates considered, the contributions of the pitch-damping and roll-damping terms in Eq.
(3) were almost negligible. As a result, the aerodynamic interactions between pairs of the charac-
teristic motions, which are of higher order than the damping terms, must be negligible. In these
circumstances it is not surprising that the mathematical model would appear to be validated. Thus,
while the VLM computations confirm the validity of the model for the cases considered, the cases
themselves do not conclusively demonstrate the limits of the range of motions and rates for which the
model is valid. Nevertheless, the procedure discussed indicates the way in which CFD methods can be ...
used to validate a candidate mathematical model.

4. VALIDATION FOR FLAP MOTIONS

In the study reported in Ref. 10, CFD solutions were obtained for the two-dimensional unsteady
transonic flowfield surrounding a wing and moving flap (Fig. 3) to demonstrate the validity of the
nonlinear mathematical modeling concepts. The flowfield was assumed to be governed by the time-
dependent inviscid Euler equations, and an implicit time-accurate finite-difference technique was ap-
plied to obtain the solutions. The flowfield equations were solved on a moving body-conforming com-
putational mesh, which deformed in response to the flap motion (Fig. 11). Details of the numerical
technique, boundary conditions, and mesh-generation method are found in Ref. 10.

4.1 Model Validation Procedure

The airfoil considered in Ref. 10 was a NACA 64A010 section, hinged at the 75"c chord point. The
forward portion of the airfoil was held fixed parallel to the oncoming stream, while the flap was
free to pivot about its hinge point with deflection angles ranging up to 20 . The free-stream Mach
number was held fixed at 0.8. Validation of the aerodynamic mathematical model involved:

1) evaluating the aerodynamic response to the characteristic motions from Euler-equation computa-
tions.

2) utilizing the equation governing mechanically unconstrained motions of the flap. %

16f (1) qSI h (,) (13)

together with the aerodynamic mathematical model. Eq. (4). to predict a series of flap motion histo-?5: t~ies. ".
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3) simultaneously solving the flowfield equations and flap-motion equation to obtain "exact" flap
motion histories with the same initial conditions.

The validity of the modeling approach for this nonlinear. transonic flow case was demonstrated by % e

close agreement of the motion histories obtained from the two approaches.

4.2 Hinge-Moment Response to Characteristic Motions

To obtain the hinge-moment coefficients required by the mathematical model, computations were .- ,y-' ?
carried out for the flap in both required characteristic motions. The steady-state term Ch(Cf) was " .
obtained from a computation in which the flap deflection angle was held fixed. A time-invariant mesh
was employed, and the flowfield was allowed to evolve until it reached a steady state. The resulting -
static hinge-moment coefficient, obtained from spatial integration of the surface-pressure distribu- .' .,
tions, is shown in Fig. 12. The hinge moment-is statically stabilizing, tending to oppose the flapPe %
deflection. The nonlinear behavior of the static hinge moment is associated with rearward movement C.

and increase in strength of the upper-surface shock wave with increasing flap deflection. For lowflap deflection angles. at the Mach number considered, the shock wave was located ahead of the flap -WK

hinge point. As the flap deflection was increased beyond 3', the shock moved onto the flap. and its
rearward movement along the flap. for 3' < Kf < 10. caused the greatly increased slope of the hinge-
moment curve. For values of of > 17". the shock wave was essentially fixed at the trailing edge.

The contribution to the hinge-moment coefficient due to flap oscillations. Ch,f, were evaluated

from the periodic response to small-amplitude harmonic flap oscillations. The flap motion was speci-fied as i

a/(t) of., 4 of, sin wt (14)

where o, ranged from 0
' 
to 20'. and of, was small, usually 0.50. The reduced frequency of the mo-

tion. k .1 ", was held fixed at 0.15 for all cases. Starting from an initial steady solution ob-
tained at of 0f.,. computations were carried out for three cycles of the motion to ensure that a pe-
riodic solution had been obtained. The hinge-moment damping coefficient was evaluated from the com-
ponent of the aerodynamic response that was 90' out of phase with the flap motion. The results are
shown in Fig. 13 as a function of the mean flap deflection angle. Note that at the transonic flow
conditions considered in Ref. 10, +he damping coefficient is a highly nonlinear function of the flap
deflection. For values of of -- 3' the coefficient is negative, or dynamically stabilizing. However.
for mean flap deflections ranging between 3' and 17', the coefficient is positive (dynamically desta-
bilizing) and would cause an unconstrained flap oscillation to increase in amplitude. The nonlin-
ear behavior of the damping coefficient is qualitatively related to the behavior of the static hinge

moment. In particular, the decrease in dynamic stability is linked to the increase in slope of the
static hinge-moment curve (see Ref. 22 for a detailed discussion).

4.3 Flap Motion Histories

Oscillatory time-histories of the flap motion were generated using the flap equation of motion.
Eq. (13). with the instantaneous hinge-moment coefficient specified by the nonlinear aerodynamic
model. In these computations. the flap moment of inertia was chosen to give a value of reduced fre-
quency close to the one specified for the characteristic-motion computations. After initial values .

of the flap deflection angle and velocity were specified, the equation of motion was solved numer-
ically to obtain the motion histories. At each time step the hinge-moment coefficient was speci-
fied by Eq. (4), where the terms Ch(of(t)) and Ch..(Cf(t)) were obtained from table look-ups in Figs.

12 and 13. respectively. Corresponding histories of the flap motion were also predicted uding the
coupled-equations approach.

Time-histories of flap motion, generated with both the modeling approach and the coupled- r
equations approach are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The motion resulting when the flap was released
from rest with an initial deflection angle of,, 4.0

' 
is shown in Fig, 14. In this case the stabi-

lizing portion of the hinge-moment damping curve governed the motion, and the amplitude of the os-
cillation decayed smoothly. In contrast, when the flap was released with a slightly larger initial
deflection. oj,, 4.5'. the dynamically destabilizing portion of the damping curve caused the amplitude
of the oscillation to grow rapidly (Fig. 15). In both cases, however, the motion histories obtained
using the aerodynamic mathematical model were in good agreement with the "exact" motion histories ob-
tained from the coupled equations. This confirmed the ability of the mathematical model. Eq. (4). W"
to describe the unsteady aerodynamic response in this highly nonlinear transonic flow. On the other
hand. a motion history generated with an aerodynamic model which does not account for nonlinear un-
steady aerndynamic contributions (i.e., Eq. (4), but with the value of the damping term Ch. held

fixed for all of at the value obtained at of 0") failed to predict the undamped growth of the of the .''
flap oscillation (Fig. 15).

5. DISCUSSION-

The agreement between the force and moment histories obtained for the delta wing using the mod-
cling approach and those obtained from direct CFD computations confirmed the ability of the model to
describe the unsteady aerodynamic response to complex motions, at least within the limited range of .. "
motions and rates considered. Similarly. the agreement between the flap motion histories obtained
with the coupled-equations approach and those generated with the model confirmed the capacity of the
model to adequptely describe the unsteady. nonlinear aerodynamic response to arbitrary flap motions.
The success of the modeling approach in this case points the way to approach future problems involv-
ing unsteady motions. In our view, for cases where mathematical models are valid, the modeling ap-
proach will be more economical and more versatile than the coupled-equations approach. Further, use
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of the modeling approach will give better insight into the underlying physics than can be obtained
through use of the coupled-equations approach.

First, regarding costs, we note that the computation of motion histories from the vehicle equa- '.'.'. .
tions of motion requires negligible computational effort in comparison with that needed for computa-
tions of time-dependent flowfields. Consequently. with the modeling approach, once the initial ef-
fort of evaluating the aerodynamic responses to the characteristic motions is expended, computation
of motion histories would be relatively inexpensive. Regarding versatility, the modeling approach
makes it easy to introduce changes into the aircraft's equations of motion (e.g.. changes in vehicle
mass or moment of inertia, or inclusion of a model of a control system) and to evaluate their effects
at low cost. since the aerodynamic data within the mathematical model will remain unchanged. In con-
trast, in the coupled-equations approach the simplest change in the aircraft's equations of motion
would require a tomplete reevaluation of the flowfield and motion response.

Second. the modeling approach would appear to give better insight into the physics governing the
unsteady flow than would the coupled- equations approach. If an undamped or divergent motion results
from coupled-equations computations, it would be difficult to identify the aerodynamic phenomena
causing the instability. On the other hand. computations carried out in terms of the characteris- --
tic motions permit an investigation o the underlying aerodynamic mechanisms. For the transonic flap
motions considered in Ref. 10. these computations indicated that it was the rearward movement of the
upper-surface shock wave that caused the large change on the slope of the static hinge-moment curve.
It was also possible to show how the change in the static hinge-moment coefficient was related to A
the destabilizing behavior of the hinge-moment damping coefficient. Further, the modeling approach
is compatible with established methods for determining the stability of motions. In the case of the

flap, knowledge of the behavior of the damping coefficient with increasing deflection, obtained from
the characteristic motion computations, permitted prediction of the change from a damped to an un- " '
damped oscillation with increased initial deflection angle that was subsequently observed. Thus, the
nonlinear modeling approach would appear to be the method of choice in the design of flight control
systems and in flight simulations.

6. CO CLUDING REMARKS

Applications of CFD methods to demonstrate the regimes of validity of nonlinear aerodynamic math-
ematical models for the case of a maneuvering delta wing. and for the case of an oscillating flap on
an airfoil in transonic flow. are discussed. The assumptions underlying the development of the mod-
els are reviewed, and the ensuing limitations on the aerodynamic phenomena that the resulting mod-
els can accommodate are discussed. The class of mathematical models considered, where the nonlinear
aerodynamic responses are continuous single-valued functions of the motion variables, was found to
be adequate for the types of aerodynamic phenomena that were in play. Extension of the mathematical
models to encompass a wider variety of possible aerodynamic phenomena, including bi-valued aerody-
namic responses and time-varying responses to steady motions is currently being pursued.

The economic and conceptual advantages of the modeling approach over that of coupled, simultane-
ous. solutions of the flowfield and kinematic equations of motion in predicting flight vehicle motion ....
histories are illustrated. The nodeling approach, when valid, eliminates the need for costly repeti-
tive computation of flowfield solutions when multiple motion histories must be determined.
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(a) Coupled flowfield and inertial equations approach.
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(b) Aerodynamic mathematical modeling approach.

Fig. 1. Approaches to applying CFD methods to predict aerodynamic responses and aircraft motion
histories.
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Fig. 11. Typical body-conforming grids, with flap at extreme deflection angles (Ref. 10).
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RESUME d,

Le comportement transitoire d'un avion au voisinage de points de bifurcation peut 6tre Atudi6
par l'application de la m~thode des projections sur un syst~me diff~rentiel rkduit dont on connalt
analytiquement toutes les non-lin~arit6s LI1

* En utilisant le m~me principe, la m~thode propose ici s'affranchit de la connaissance explicite
U des non-lin~arit~s et ne n6cessite pas la r ~duction du syst~me diff~rentiel ftudi6. Plusieurs I

applications A un avion de combat typique montrent l'int~r~t de cette dernire approche.

1. INTRODUCTION

Depuis plusieurs annhes, 1'ONERA 6iabore une m~thodologie d'6tude des pertes de contr8le A grande
incidence ou en mouvement de roulis rapide bas6e sur la th6orie des bifurcations. Les codes num6riques
d~velopp~s permettent le calcul des surfaces d'6quilibre et de bifurcation d'un avion complet.
L'interprtation de ces r~sultats conduit 5 la pr~diction du comportement global de l'avion [2) . .

Les points de bifurcation usuellement rencontr~s sont soit des points de retournement, soit des r
points de bifurcation de Hopf. En un point de retournement une valeur propre du syst~me linearisA

" est nulle.La surface d'Aquilibre pr~sente un pli et, en simulation, un ph~nom~ne de saut peut Ctre
" observA lors du franchissement de ce point limite de stabilitA (fig. 1 ). En un point de bifurcation

de Hopf, deux valeurs propres du syst~me lin~arisA sont imaginaires pures. Suivant la nature des non- "'
-". lin~arit~s du syst~me, la bifurcation de Hopf peut 6tre soit subcritique soit supercritique. Dans le

premier cas, le point de bifurcation est instable et une perturbation de celui-ci conduit A l'apparition
d'un cycle limite de grande amplitude (fig. 2a). Dans le deuxi~me cas, le point de bifurcation est
stable et seul son franchissement peut faire apparaitre un cycle limite dont l'amplitude est fl
proportionnelle A la valeur du franchissement (fig. 2b).

En simulation ii a t6 observA que le franchissement des bifurcations n'entrainait pas toujours -' e '

une brusque variation des param~tres en vol. I1 est done apparu n~cessaire de rechercher un moyen . .
"" susceptible de caract~riser le mouvement transitoire au voisinage des points de bifurcation afin de

pouvoir classer ces derniers suivant leur "degrA de gravitA" : lent ou rapide, convergent ou divergent. o" *.-

G6nralement, le comportement transitoire des syst~mes diff~rentiels au voisinage des points de
bifurcation est AtudiA en effectuant un d~veloppement asymptotique de la solution d'un syst~me , -- .

-.. diff~rentiel r~duit, approchant les Aquations initiales, dont on suppose connues explicitement toutes .*-
les non-lin~arit~s.

S'agissant ici d'une application au syst~me complet des Aquations de la m~canique du vol, la
connaissance a priori des non-lin~arit~s et en particulier des non-lin~arit~s du mod~le arodynamique

*, de l'avion AtudiA n'est pas envisageable. La m~thode propos~e ici a'affranchit de cette contrainte, A"

et proc~de en deux Atapes. La premiere consiste A r~duire la dimension du probl~me en effectuant tout
d'abord la projection du mouvement dans le sous-espace associd A l ('ux) vleur(s) propre(s) critique(s).

- .,..Ensuite, l'association de l'approximation au ler ordre de la solution et d'un lissage polynomial ou - .
*.. bi-polynomial permet de ramener le syst~me la dimension I pour l'Atude des points de retournement -

et A la dimension 2 pour la bifurcation de Hopf. Dans la 2Ame Atape, la stabilitA du point de
bifurcation est qualifi~e en testant des grandeurs caract~ristiques issues de l'Atude asymptotique
du syst~me diff~rentiel r~duit pr~c~demment d~termink. Ainsi, il est loisible de pr~dire la stabilit'
ou l'instabilitA des points de retournement et de qualifier le mouvement du syst~me complet dans leur
voisinage. De mgme, il est possible de d~terminer le caractre subcritique ou supercritique des points

-de bifurcation de Hopf.

.- .m.. ,

- 2. SYSTEME D'EQUATIONS ETUDIE

Le syst~me diffkrentiel non lin~aire des Aquations compl~tes de la m6canique du vol est ramen6 ," -- ,
A la forme g~n~rale:

F (x-a)
dans laquelle %

X est un vecteur de dimension 8 appelA vecteur d'Atat .'

X: ( IS V p q r e Q)
A.. est un vecteur de dimension 4 appelA vecteur de commande V

"AC: (5 hm -'" S*. )
F est un ensemble de 8 fonctions, continues d~rivahles non lin~aires d6pendant A la fois de l'Atat et

de la commande, issues des Aquations du mouvement.

I II I
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* Les non-linearites de ce syst~me sont nombreuses et peuvent &tre class~es en deux cat~gories

* - la oremiere renferme celies qul sont intrins~ques au syst~me et qui sont dues A l'6criture des
6quations d'un solids dans l'espace (lignes trigonom6triques et couples gyroscopiques)

-la seconde contient ceiles qui proviennent du mod~ie a~rodynamique de i'avion consid6r6.

Le mod~le d'avion utiiis6 est celul d'un avion de combat fictif A aile haute et empennage arri~re.
Son modeie a6rodynamique, dont la vaiidit6 s 6tend A des incidences -100 1=1 z!E 90 et des d~rapages

-40i (3 11400 ne comporte pas d'hyst6r6sis.

Chacun des six coef ficients globaux C4, C y , z9 Cm v C,, s Iexprime de f agon ind6pendante
*en fonction des param~tres d'infloence : o, ('-I, p , q , r ,gouuernes.

Ainsj les non-lin6arit6s et les coupiages a6rodynamiques 5' expriment dana un d~veloppement en ...
s~rie de Taylor autour des valeurs de r6f~rence (6tat nominal) d6finies de ls fagon suivante 7

0( f 0 / p =q r =o. , S . S n .

IL'expression g~n6rale des coefficients inst de is forme

C =C.(c(,(Nz 0, pcy=r ,Se mSn* - AC~cas,) -,CC-(,St)- - ZS~c p)- .

-les coefficients C. sont appel~s coefficients nominaux. Ils sont non iin6aires en fonction de A -- P
i'incidence

* - es termes AC(c,zexpriment ia variation par rapport sa courbe nominale, du coefficient C , en
fonction du parametre OC . Ce sont des fonctions paires ou impaires du param~tre 2C suivant la nature
du coefficient &C et de -:)

3. QUALIFICATION DES BIFURCA~TIONS A L'AIDE DE LA PMETHODE DES PROJECTIONS

Le principe de la m6thode consiste 6 tudier la projection do mouvement du syst~me dans l'espace
fIngend r" ar le (,:) vectcur l proore (a5 n~i; (-i) nix valpurs pror-res criLiqueb ( parti2 r~elek

* Les autres vsleurs propres do syst~me 6tant suppos~es A partie r6elle n~gative, apr~s une
perturbation et lorsque les modes stables seront amortis, le syst~me 6voluera dans un voisinage de
l'espace engendr6 par les recteurs propres associ~s aux rvaleurs propres critiques.

Soit C 0  A., ) on point d'6qui Iibre do syst~me F X , AL 0) . La stabilit do point
d'6quilibre ris-A-vis de perturbations sur 1'6tt peut 6tre -;tudi6e en effectuant on d6rjeloppement
de F(x, At ) autoor du point (x AL.M,

dana Ilequel 6 c - -X ecteur den dimension n,
Q matrice (n x n) A coefficients constants,
A. vecteui de dimension n riP fonct inns non lin6aire5 de

3.1. Cas d'une valeur propre r6elle nrjlle

* Supposons qo'one valeur propre r6elle de ia matrice Q spit nulle, les autres 6tant A partie r6elle
n6gative.
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dSoit X, de composantes (X1, X2 .. Xn)T, le vecteur propre gauche correspondant la vjaieur
propre nulle (Xr . Q = )0 et d6finissons une nouvelle variable E projection de &I stir le vecteur
propre X

1eo

II s'ensuit que x < X'*, ?I 6.x),>

Leb Veuteur propres 6tant H-finis A un facteur constant pr65, ii est possitie de supposer X,-.1
4 et de rempiacer 116quation (1) par le syst~me 6quivalent

poss~dant les mgmes propri~t~s que le syst&;ne initial (en particulier, ia matrice P nWest pas ,

singui~re). Pour r~soudre ce syst~me, on cherche une solution particui~re de l'6quation (2a) de 13~
* forme

sachant que 1l6volution de E au cours du temps est donn~e par 116quation (2b).

*Une fagon de proc~der consiste A exprimer utz( E sous la forme d'un d~veloppement en 56rie de Taylor

*Il slensuit *. AAJ

L ~ P' zk LAE X1E)>A( A

* ~Si V'on d~cornpose le second membre de ls relation pr6c6dente sous is forme P

Hi (E) Hj1 r-4Jr' .- 'Nilf H E veHil )HJA (IA)

*les coefficients aj knt d~termin~s en identifiant les termes de misme degr6 en E

*Au premier ordre b .= a 4 -, et, pour E donn6, ii est Possible de calculer bx et dWen d~duire E
*par la relation I -<Xv, A&> sans connaltre explicitement les non-lin6arit~s du syst~me. Puis,

A partir de plusieurs couples ( E , I ), l'utilisation d'un code num6rique de lissage polynomial permet
d'6crire 1'6voiution de 6 sous is forme

* Le probl~me de is stabiiit6 de 1'6quiiibre est Sinai ramen6 1 l'tude de ia stabilit6 de l'6quation ..

ci-dessus au voisinaqe de E = 0 . L'application de is th~orie de Liapounov am~ne lea conclusions,
* suivantes

1) Si m est pair, ie syst~me est instable quel que soit le signe de 0 (,,Lo

2) Si m est impair et si 0(,, > 0 le syst~me est instable,

3) Si m est impair et si O~n,<O ,le syst~me eat stable.

* De plus, en approximant 116quation (3) par son terme de pius baa degr6, ii eat loisible de caicuier
*le temps (t2 ) mis par E pour passer de E. A t =0 A 2 C..

((4) ~v
11 eat A noter que contrairement aux syst~mes lin6aires, le temps mis par une perturbation pour

doubler eat proportionnel sa valeur initiale.

L'exp6rience montre que l'approximation de tz donn~e par (4) eat g6n~ralement grossi~re. Ii est ,..
pr~f~rable de tenir compte des termes d'ordre m + 1 et m + 2 gui conduisent A une meilleure estimation
de tz mayennant des relations plus compliqu~es.

3.2. Cas de deux tialeurs propres imaginaires pures

En reprenant lea m~mes notations qu'au paragraphe 1, on suppose que deux valeurs propres de is
matrice Q sont iraginaires pures, les autres 6tant Ai partie r6elle n~gative (1,3]

Ir .~-
Soient X4,, 3 les deux vecteurs propres A gauche de Q associes aux valeurs propres .

critiques k,,=t4iu- et lea nouvelles variables Ell et IS, d6finies de la fagon suivante

E, < Z(X,)(, </.1e
Ii s'ensuit que

4 - "- <
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Par un raisonnement analogue A celui du paragraphe pr~c~dent, le syst~me (1) peut 9tre remplac6 par
un syst~me 6quivalent, poss~dant ies mgmes particuiarit~s que le syst~me (2) ~
(5a) Pa-xt E A (bx",e t~*

(5c) C.. e, Lc)

dont on cherche une solution particui~re de i'6quation (5a) sous la forme
wt0 CfE IF,*

fa~ ) 6tant une sormme de polynomes homog~nes en F., et E, de degr6 croissantr

i. t. L
Au premier ordre Pc. OL .. P et les coefficients Qi, et 6,i, sont donn~s par -I'.

41k

*Pour des combinaisons ( E4 , '62 ) ii est possible de caiculer les raleurs de E4  t EL t d'obtenir
o ar lissage bi-polynomial lus 6quations d'.iuvolutions de 4 et 4z sous la forme

(6) '4 4

E4 4 3.4 lj s S

Le probl~me de la stabilit6 do 5yst~me est alors ramen6 A l'6tude de la stabilit6 du syst~me diff~ren-z
tiel (6) dont la solution est une oscillation non lin~aire p01 est d6velopp~e jusqu'A l'ordre m en fonc-
tion de la condition ini tials c iu u

(7a)
4(Z) C CC 6

a, 4

dans lapuelle Ft*4 CC) et f~k (6) repr6sentent lea coefficients du d~veloppement, fonctions
det", etCrepr6sente one nouvelle variable introduite clans les 6quations Dour exprimer le caract~re

* non lin~aire de 1'6pujation (12)

A&.i 6tant des constantes arbitraires destin6es A faire disparaltre les termes s~culaires gui poorraient
-. appara!tre dana I'i solution.

En introdoisant les relations (7) danis les 6puations 56 e t 5 c, la r~solution des 6quations diff6ren-
tielies Pour lea termes de mgme degr6 en C donne es approximations successives pui sont de la forme - ...

4, c-"L44:) Bf C a) Ac

dana lesguelles

8RA Z) AJ
2 17  C) C.2 r QA)Ik~ - r 0 Z

Pf ) et C9&j4) -'tant lea termes de degr6 A dans lea 6goations 5i) et Sc modifi6es.IL
De ces derni~res relationa il rjient que si 2 ,r ) 0, alors PR A C ) eat p~riodique en
a t on peot choisir Al -4 tel qua BA( 9 soit 'galement ;36riodique. 11 s'ensoit poe 1'6tude de la
stabilit6 du ayst'me eat ramen'eA l'6tude do signe de PA (2 1)

* . Si guelque soit ArAUI) r o IP systUrmeest stable
d~s pI il existe -01'> tel guP RA, (2 F7) * 0,

si R,.zr7) eat positif, le syst~me so;t instabile

Si 9A4Szrr) est n6jatif, le syst~me sat asyrnototliquement stabli

L Ianalyse du comportement isymptot iciti du syst~me (6) au 1 r et au 2 ss ordrs no permet os)s de contiomr
*sumr le caract 'me de luscillatiurn. Enrr msafncIf, i 'apomoxim rtion ao 3r.me ordme condit it

* pui est en o4-rvrmal differsnt It, z6ro.

5.3. Applicatiur, ) 1'3\ior

J.3.1. * ', La ,nL dm1 loi ;oi, i i j! In

-r ;fn ,ppmpnot 'I" fi lo i ''sic' * )5 in i Ie Wi'u puint de i)i' i0 if :



Autour du vol en palier stabilis6 A d~rapage nul A une incidence de 130, la figure 3 repr~sente
la surface d'6quilibre du synt~me lorsque la direction vanie, gauchissement au neutre. Le point de e
bifurcation Atudi6 d les caract~ristiques suivantes

0-
4
,2 o. -i.

L'analyse lin6aris~e autour de ce point d'6quilibre conduit aux valeurs propres le

A Ct: 4at 40.. 1~

et au vecteur propre critique:

X" 55., 14 13.68 2.0 c-3 C. -2.3, -17-6 -102

L'approximation des composantes boau premier ordre-
Ga E40o. 27,o"3 S.- SI Ier!F4 13) le 8.3 107 -7*Slo' 2to*

assci~e au lissage polynomial permet d'obtenir 1'6quation

La simulation d 'une perturbation de 30 sur IlIincidence XE,E 45. )montre que la divergence ~
du mouvement (apr~s disparition des modes amortis) conduit Aun temps pour doubler de l'ordre de 35
tr~s proche de la valeur calc'il~e ( te = 3,07s) (fig. 4).

3.3.2. Cas de deux valeurs propres imaginaires pures

Gouvernes transwermales aui neutrp. lorsque Vonn fait varier la profondeur A partir du vol
* rectiligne 6quilibr6 A 0(. = 130 et d~rapage nui, la surface o'equiiibre a vitesse angulaire nulie

pr~sente un point de bifurcation correspondant A 2 valeurs propres imaginaires pures (fig. 5).

L'analyse de la stabilit6 des petits mouvements autour de ce point d'6quilibre particulier
(x~r2S Vo 5- mt. P. a/~. o . 09 4'-7 (P 0.

conduit aux valeurs propres suivantes.

A', . to.4_ A" -C0 102. -- o' k---72 ~AjSz -0-35 ~4- T
En utilisant la m~mr m~thode qu'au paragraphe pr~c~dent, le syst~me ( 6) s'Acrit

0 = ( .o4 F1. 10V F. .St- r" +- -

d'o6j Von tire F? 3cz7)99.4 l'osclllation sera convergente et la bifurcation supercritique. La
simulation du mouvement du syst~me soumis A une perturbation de 20 sur l'incidence pr~sente bien un
mouvement osciiiatoire de faible amplitude et convergent (fig. 6). Cette fronti~re de stabilit6 ne
pr~sente donc pas de danger.

A partir du point de bifurcation ci-dessous, si iVon se cplace sur la surface de bifurcation
correspondant A2 vaieurs propres imaginaires pures, on observe que pour le point

P* 3~~22 V.~~. '13 1. ~ 0o.4f' 3  C.T - d_%1/

le syst~me (6) s'Acrit

4 -o.',-lt.1  + -18 4 .~E4

et conduit A j9Sczrr) 3.35 l e mouvement oscillatoire est donc divergent et la bifurcation subcritique.
En simulation, une perturbation de 20 sur i'incidence, met en 6vidence l'existence d'un mouvement
oscillatoire entretenu, en particulier sur les param~tres lat~raux, dont l'ampiitude nWest pas n~gli-
geable (fig. 7). Bien que dans ce cas favorable le mouvement oscillatoire n'entraine pas une variation
tr65 importante du comportement de i'avion, il n'en reste pas momns que l'apparitiun de ce cycle limite
peut surprendre.

4. CONCLUSION

Lea r~sultats pr~sent~s dans cette commsunication affinent les rensei pments fournis par 1'applio
cation de la th~orie des bifurcations 5 la m~canique du vol exposs dans CJ

Par opposition aux m~thodes usueliement utilis6es pour pr~dire le comportement transitoire d'un ''

syst~me diff~rentiel non lin~aire au voisinagp de points de retournement et de points de bifurcation
de Hopf, la m~thode propos6L ici opere sur 1r 5yrt~mt_ cumplet sans la connaissance a priori des non-
lin6arit~s. L'utilisation conjointe de ls m~thode des proj-ctions, du d~veloppement asyrrptotique de
la solution et des techniques de lissage conduit A un traitement num~rique rapide et pr6cis du r~gime
transitoire autour de chaque point de bifurcation calcul6;. La corrlation avec les simulations
num~riques est satisfaisante.

eV



Cormme toute m~thode, celle-ci a des limites. Elle est moins pr~cise lorsque plusieurs valeurs
propres ont une petite partie rkeiie et ne traite pas le cas des points de bifurcation teis que A4 = 0 .%.\
Pt Aj =j u Ces derniers entrainent une interaction entre Ln rro1Aemru-t divergent et un mouvement
oscillatoire 6ventuellement convergent qui peut conduire 6 des comportements tr&s complexes en cours
d1etude actuellement. J

Pius g~n~ralement, ia m~thodologie de pr~diction du comportement d'un avion bas~e sur la th~orie
des bifurcations et d6velopp~e l'ONERA est 5 un stade avanc6. Mis 6 part la pr6diction globale du

-P comportement issue de l'interpr~tation de la surface d'6quilibre et des surfaces de bifurcation, elle
* vient de s'enrichir de la caract~risation du transitoire au voisinage des fronti~res de stabilit6.
.. p Des comparaisons qualitatives entre essals en vol et pr~diction ont montr6 que mgme un mod~le

aerodynamique stationnaire 6tait capable de reproduire de nombreux ph~nom~nes observ6s en vol.

existant. Au stade actuel de son d~veloppement elle pourra, dans le futur. 9tre utilis~e aussit8t apr~s
la caract6risation a~rodynamique de nouveaux avions de fagon d'une part 4 pr6dire leurs comportements
et pr6parer les programmes d'essais en vol et d'autre part A d~finir les lois de commvande appropri~es

*A 6viter les pertes de contr8le.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION .. ..

Dr. Orlik-Rdckemann

We have now come to the final session of the Symposium, which is the Sumnary Discussion. We will first
have some remarks from our Technical Evaluators, after which there will be time for discussions and
comments from the floor. Since this meeting has dealt with a rather wide range of subjects, we have this
time arranged for having two Technical Evaluators. They are: Mr. Dennis Mabey from RAE, who is
evaluating Part 1, and Mr. Joseph Chambers from NASA Langley, who is covering Parts 2 and 3. You have not
h eard very much from these gentlemen during the meeting because they were busy watching, listening,
assessing and making notes. They will now go home and sift through all this material and all their notes,
and then they will write the technical evaluation report which will be available as an AGARD publication 1$ .P .
at about the same time as the proceedings from this meeting.

These two gentlemen were kind enough to agree to share with us at this time their unedited first
impressions of this meeting. I hope that you appreciate the difficulty involved in preparing such
instantaneous comments, as well as the fact that, while the rest of us have been enjoying our dinners in
the excellent restaurants in Gttingen, Mr. Mabey and Mr. Chambers have probably been working many hours
in the evening, preparing their notes. So I would like once more to express my appreciation of theirefforts. I will come back to this in a moment, in the meantime, I would like to introduce Mr. Dennis"- """

Mabey.

Mr. Mabey

This is a very difficult task. First I would like to give you the good news, and in the historic town of

Gattingen, I think I should refer to the seven universal virtues known to medieval theologians. I take
three of these virtues, the first three, from Dr. Laschka's paper. He reminded us that any time-dependent
measurement is compounded of a steady term, a time-dependent term that is associated very often with a"",
motion, and then a random term that most of us would prefer not to exist, because it plagues our " .*

measurements. You may argue that this is a very obvious statement, and so it is, but in so many '.
experimental investigations, its existence is ignored. In particular, to attempt a time-dependent
experiment with instrumentation that doesn't simultaneously measure the mean value and these two other
terms that Dr. Laschka referred to, is inviting disaster. Let me just give you an example. We have seen *. *

many loops of lift and drag from helicopter sections. Those were obtained mostly with Kulite pressure
transducers. For each of those aerofoil sections with the model at fixed static angles of incidence, the
fluctuating normal force could have been measured very easily, coming from that random term that we would
prefer not to be there. In fact this is very rarely being done. Secondly, Dr. Laschka reminded us of the
importance of boundary conditions for some flows and indicated how the singularities moved away from the . --
surface when the wall was in motion. Now there are a number of problems that are not sensitive to the
boundary condition such as the calculation of the resonance frequencies in ventilated wind tunnels. It
may shock you to learn that you can make almost any old boundary condition (as long as you include the
plenum chamber) and get almost the right answer. This is a problem that is insensitive to boundary
conditions. However, if you have an aerofoil with a moving leading edge (as discussed by Lars Ericsson)
then you will have a flow that is very sensitive to the boundary condition.

Thirdly, Dr. Laschka discussed Prandtl's concept of steady separation. Gentlemen, I believe that the
concept of steady separation is a misconcept and that there is really no such thing. If you start
measuring with Kulites, you will find that all sorts of dreadful things happen. Steady separation may
exist in laminar flow, but certainly for turbulent flow the concept of steady separation is a misconcept.
I would like time to develop that but I won't.

The fourth virtue: I was very impressed with Dr. Geissler's calculations which show that the separation
loops on the oscillating aerofoil were reduced as the frequency of oscillation was increased. I believe
that to be a general trend in nature, and very, very significant for all sorts of aircraft buffeting
problems. One would hope that in the future one would see more calculations of that type and see if,
indeed, that is a general trend. The fifth virtue I found in Brereton's paper, "Study of the Turbulence
Characteristics of Separated Flows". Towards the end he remarks on the long time it takes to get a
separation established and the very short time in which the separation is blown away. I believe that to
be profoundly true and very important. It certainly squares with our own experience on a rapidly deployed

spoiler where a separated flow takes a very long time to develop. In contrast when you retract the

spoiler, the separation goes away very quickly. I think that is a general trend, worthy of our
attention. The sixth virtue: for attached boundary layers, only the wake region is influenced by free
stream variations. We had many references to a slug of flow. The implications of that are really quite .. ."
spectacular. The implication is that quasi-steady methods of turbulent boundary layer modelling should
really be very good, because the wake region, as you all know, comprises much the largest portion of the
turbulent boundary layer. The seventh, the most rewarding virtue, must be the gleaming horizon revealed
to us by the work of Houwink and Le Balleur of having some kind of boundary layer solution valid beyond
separation linked to an outer inviscid solution.

Now for the bad news. The seven universal virtues are balanced, I am afraid, by the seven deadly sins.
Because medieval art was more successful in depicting these than the seven universal virtues, I have
prepared some viewgraphs. The cardinal sin is the number of tests reported that were made with free
transition, and in addition were made on NACA 0012 aerofoils with low Reynolds number. Gentlemen, I could
produce a roll of dishonor of all the people that used NACA 0012 aerofoils at free transition at low
Reynolds number, but I won't do that. Rather, I would refer you to Figure 17 of Lars E. Ericsson's paper,
and you will see there why I think the use of this particular airfoil at low Reynold number with free
transition is so unwise as to be unbelievable. I am not going to develop that, but watch out Gentlemen, , "
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for the written evaluation. There is no discussion at all of transonic shock motion. I think that that T
I is a great pity, because in the light of Dr. Tijdeman's work, one would hope now that the CFD community

would be busily applying their methods and trying to predict the three kinds of motion, type A, type B,
type C motions of Tijdeman. (I didn't explain that this funny symbol on the top left is supposed to be a
gauntlet I am throwing down) So in shock motions, the challenge for the CFD community is to predict the
type B oscillation of Tijdemans which occurs on 14% thick biconvex aerofoils in the narrow Mach number
range from 0.82 - 0.86 with transition fixed. if you have an 18% thick convex bi-aerofoil, then the Mach
number range is slightly different, a little bit lower and the oscillation changes to Tijdeman type C. I
want to use the bottom half of that graph to illustrate the folly and danger of testing with free

% transition at transonic speeds. These are my own measurements, so I stand condemned by my own mouth. If
% you !.-rease the Reynolds number with free transition, you will find to your dismay that the region of

periodic flow disappears, and by three and a half million, it is gone. If you tested at 4 million, you
would have lost this region of periodic flow, and you would conclude, quite wrongly, that this phenomenon

ITdoes not occur at full scale. If, however, you have the courage of your convictions and increase the *,

Reynolds number further, then it reappears at a Reynolds number of 5 million. I don't need to remind you

that many transonic wind tunnels currently available are restricted to Reynolds numbers of about 3 to 5 .
million. If you had been testing a bi-convex aerofoil with free transition in one of these facilities,
you would have been in trouble.

Buffeting is a subject dear to my heart. We only had one paper on buffeting, and here I confused the
speaker in the discussion by making a remark about stopping the train short of the station. I am sorry
about that, but this is exactly what had been dovie in that particular experiment. Everything was "'.* "
available to get the buffet excitation parameter. The generalized mass M, the tip accelerations as _._
determined from the accelerometers, the kinetic pressure Q, the wing area S, were all certainly known; I

believe that there may have been some doubt about the total damping coefficient. But you must work

through to non-dimensional numbers, and it is very important to realize that this can be done for all
modes. In our youth it was sufficient to think about accelerations of 0.2 G at the pilot's seat. But in - .-
our old age, we have to think of a missile sitting out at the wingtip and being shaken up and down, and
not merely at first bending mode but also in torsional modes. (The same equation is valid for the
torsional modes.)

We had a question about the use of cryogenic wind tunnels, and it was framed specifically to the NTF. I
believe and have believed since 1975 that cryogenic tunnels are going to open a whole new avenue of
research into unsteady aerodynamics. I would like to show you what actually happens in a cryogenic
tunnel. Ii you are measuring any response, for example, unsteady wing root strain or normal force
fluctuation or an axial force fluctuation, you will find that the response y varies with Reynolds number

'  
according to a law of R-

1
/
5
. This is quite a normal mode of operation of a cryogenic tunnel, constant

Mach number, constant total pressure and total temperature varying. The response is a consequence of the
fact that the aerodynamic damping gamma is k, (different for every mode) times the freestream density and

the velocity. That's all I've assumed to get that relationship. You will notice the dotted portion in
* the middle: for the purposes of this educational talk, I am testing this model with free transition. The

peak that you may see sometimes is the effect of transition. It is a happy accident, gentlemen, that any
response measured in a cryogenic tunnel, whether it comes from a balance or from a wing, will scale that
way, because you will recognize that that variation with Reynolds number is very close to the variation of
skin friction with a turbulent boundary layer.

No investigation of boundary conditions is the fourth sin. Dr. Laschka shows us how important they are,
and I believe that the modification of time-dependent boundary conditions is going to be one of the great
areas of advance in the next few years. We had no discussion of dynamic wall interference, except in the
experiment of the gust tunnel. There what you should notice is that the wall effects were very large at
the low frequency, In contrast at the very high frequencies all these wind tunnels behave much the same.
That is a very significant and important result. Finally, the experiments on gust tunnels are very
interesting as far as they go. I don't wish to spoil the party, but as Dr. McCroskey pointed out this
morning, the gust lengths of interest are such that the parameter Wc/u should be about a half. That is
the gust that is most important. A model chord of about 0.3 meter could be used in a I meter tunnel,
That gust length parameter then corresponds to a frequency of 10 Hz at 30 meters per second on that
chord. It actually corresponds with 100 Hz at a velocity of 300 meters a second, which is where these
systems are going to be used, that is Minfinity 0.8. The practical problem is testing such a system
at a Mach number of 0.8 or 0.9, and for that you are looking for a system that has got a frequency of 100
Hz. I dou't believe you'll ever get that with flapping vanes. If anyone is interested in generating
strong gusts at frequencies of up to 500 Hz in a transonic wind tunnel, they should send me a postcard.
Thank you.

Dr. Orlik-Ruckemann

Thank you very much Mr. Mabey. We will continue directly with the second evaluator, Mr. Chambers, and
then we will open the general discussion.

Mr. Ch-aibers ..

I thank AGARD for the opportunity of being an evaluator for this meeting. With Dennis' introductory
remarks and their religious overtones, I thought perhaps we would all retire to a mass confession this
afternoon to rid ourselves of those sins.

In the ten minutes or so that I have available, I would like to take a critical look at the meeting. It '.'

would be very easy to sit here and pat everyone on the back. All the papers were obviously very good .- .,
technical contributions, but I think that it might be helpful to look at the meeting in the context again
of good news and bad news, and recognize where we are really falling short in this area of unsteady
aerodynamics. First, to take a look at this from a personal perspective, I would like to look at the
meeting in a manner intended to complement Dennis' observations as n fundamental rerodynamicist, with my
comments from a flight mechanics viewpoint. Let me start with the first viewgraph and a few comments here
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which I have observed in working in the area of dynamic stability parameters and aircraft applications, . #

with a few thoughts regarding the relative importance of unsteady flows. With the exception of the

classical flutter structural load area, and especially when we look only at the stability and control _.
area, I think it is fair to say that the unsteady aerodynamics area has been one of secondary interest to
aircraft designers, particularly in the United States. They have regarded it predominantly as textbook

material, within the normal attached-flow flight regime. This neglect is evidenced to a large extent in

the U.S. by the lack of industrial facilities and research in the area of unsteady flows. That, however,
is past history. Current aircraft such as the F-16 and F-18 have stimulated the interest in this area, V
and as a result we see a perspective now which calls in the future for increased importance of unsteady

aerodynamics due to a number of reasons which were cited in Jim Lang's outstanding paper. The need for
agility, that is, the ability to rapidly move the airplane in the sky, to routinely use high angle of .
attack and the associated separated flows, the use of relaxed stability that we are now incorporating in

*fighters to a very high degree, require that we determine such unsteady affects to a very high degree of

accuracy. We haven't talked much about configuration effects at this meeting, but it is quite obvious
that combat aircraft of the future may be radically different in terms of geometric shapes, which will
require us to determine to some accuracy all of the unconventional aerodynamic effects; and in particular
the unsteady characteristics.

The next viewgraph gives a few general comments about the overall meeting and results. It was interesting

that most all of the papers dealing with applications dealt with non-linear separated flow conditions.
Obviously, we are very interested these days in high angle of attack flight conditions. I was very

encouraged by the experience being gained, especially the checking out of new facilities and analysis
methods for unprecedented capability for analyzing unsteady flow conditions. However, I was at the same
time very troubled by the fact that we lack validation, and by that I mean flight validation, of many of

the theories that were expounded at the meeting. Wing rock, hysteresis, and dynamic stall have many, many

theories yet to be validated for actual aircraft. There is a challenge, of course, facing us in terms of

the new combat requirements, as I mentioned earlier. Aircraft are going to be challenging the

state-of-the-art beyond our capabilities. Aircraft unfortunately are three-dimensional objects; they are
not two-dimensional cylinders, they are not two-dimensional airfoils, they have highly non-linear response

characteristics at high angles of attack and separated flows, and of course, they have multi degrees of
freedom. So we as technologists are going to be taxed to the fullest to meet this challenge. "

There are several important areas dealing with separated flows which weren't discussed at all in this

meeting.

One which is of great interest to us in the United States today has resulted because of our fighter

aircraft which have twin vertical tails and strong vortex flows - that is, the tail loads which occur due
to separated flows a' high angles of attack. We didn't talk very much in the meeting about solutions for

some of our unsteady flow phenomena, such as wing rock. Jim Lang brought up the subject of active control

of separated flows to enhance stability control or performance, and we didn't talk very much about that.
One subject area which I feel the meeting was very remiss in was that we didn't talk much about flight
validation, or didn't have much in terms of flight results. There is one additional point to be talked

about in terms of the meeting. I have been talking to some of my colleagues here who feel that technology
transfer constraints within various countries have hampered us a bit in exchanging some of the data that .'
we have in hand. I will come back to this subject a little bit later as a recommendation.

The next slide takes a look in particular at part 2 of this meeting which dealt with dynamic stability

parameters, the measurement and use thereof. I am very impressed with the progress that has been made in
the last five to eight years in terms of our ground-based experimental test rigs to measure these
parameters, and of course, the analyses that are being developed are quite impressive. As a result of
these improved capabilities, we now have the ability to examine very important Mach and Reynolds number - -

effects which were heretofore not possible. Our friends at Lille have shown us innovative methods to
measure some of the troublesome parameters such as the A derivatives. We heard about some of the

advanced flight parameter identification techniques which are being exploited. Taking a look at these .. .
areas critically, it is obvious that at this point we very urgently need flight validation of the

ground-tased facilities so that we can move on beyond the state-of-the-art and get to the point of really
interactively developing our predictive methods. What is needed is the systematic development of the flow

diagnostics which lead hopefully to valid computational methods such that we can begin to predict some of

these phenomena, rather than continuing to "bandaid" our aircraft.

The next slide takes a look at Part 3 of the meeting which was the applications area. We covered quite a
few topics in this discussion. The analysis techniques which we heard about for non-linear phenomena are

very rapidly developing. I was very impressed by the lucid presentations that were given in those areas.
The anticipated combat mission requirements for aircraft and flight at high angles of attack demand that
we have a much better fundamental understanding of the control of unsteady flows. The correlation of
predicted motions for the sub-scale models as presented by Jean Ross was quite satisfactory, although I
caution all of us to not make generalizations. Experience has shown that this can be very dependent on
the phenomena we are trying to analyze and to configuration effects. This topic of configurations again

is of great concern to us because we do feel that tomorrow's combat aircraft may be radically different
from contemporary fighters. We are encouraged by the aero estimation methods, such as Eddy Lon's paper

which estimated both static and dynamic aero characteristics. I thought that it was a very impressive
piece of work, especially the fact that it looks like some preliminary design methods are being formulated
which would be a tremendous stride forward. The non-linear high-alpha characteristics being accommodated
by advanced control systems is another very encouraging development. However, the bottom line area of

concern in the application to aircraft dynamics is that we must accelerate the development, and in
particular, the applications of this technology to representative aircraft configurations rather than

paper studies or unrepresentative configurations for which there is not enough flight data to sufficiently
validate the techniques and analysis methods. As usual, as we usually say at all AGARD meetings, it is

obvious that we are going to need a very coordinated effort by the analytical, experimental and dynamics
personnel to be able to accomplish this task.
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The next chart gives two preliminary recommendations that occurred to me while listening to the program. k._bV !

The first recommendation is an opportunity which I think could be a valuable contribution of the meeting.

I would make this recommendation to the Fluid Dynamics Panel. It is obvious that we now have rotary

balance testing being conducted in at least five countries. A great deal of information is being
produced. Personally, I feel that it would be extremely significant to be able to acument, consolidate
and correlate our rotary testing, hopefully, as a Working Group type of activity such that we could
produce a report for everyone's benefit within the AGARD commuunity. I think that this would be an
extremely beneficial output of the meeting. The second area is a general observation to all present that
we need efforts, very consolidated efforts, to validate our theories and ground tests with flight
studies. I would like, for the information of both the Flight Mechanics Panel members and the Fluid
Dynamics Panel members, to provide a little information about what we are attempting to do within NASA to
provide some information.

The next chart shows a photograph of an F-18 airplane. We within NASA recognize that the problem of
verification and validation of theory has been hampered in the high angle of attack area for some years. *.

NASA has not been in a position of having an adequate test vehicle to close the loop on that problem. We r
have recently acquired an F-18 high angle of attack research vehicle from the Navy. This airplane is
currently being instrumented at our Dryden Flight Research facility for testing. We have drawn together •

an intercenter NASA program which will exercise our ground based facilities and analysis techniques, and
we plan to validate these with the airplane. This airplane, for those of you who are not familiar with
the F-18, is an outstanding candidate for high angle of attack research. The airplane is capable of being
flown and trimmed up to angles of attack of 60 degrees. The airplane exhibits virtually all aerodynamic
phenomena that we are interested in, including strong vortex flows. By reconfiguring the leading and ": _

trailing edge flaps, the airplane will exhibit wing rock, it will exhibit a violent yaw departure, or
virtually any other high angle of attack phenomenon of interest to flight dynamicists. The airplane

utilizes a very versatile flight control system. The airplane has 14 individually controlled surfaces,

and for those of you not familiar with the aircraft, as an example, the airplane utilizes the rudders for
longitudinal stability augmentation for certain configurations. The airplane, as I mentioned, is being
outfitted and we plan a number of aerodynamic experiments which will be of interest to this group. We
plan to do very detailed boundary layer and vortex interaction studies. We will provide an actively
controlled deflectable wing-body strake for control of unsteady aerodynamics at high angles of attack, and
we will be studying the vertical tail unsteady airload buffeting problems with the airplane.

The next chart lists some of the objectives within the area of configuration aerodynamics, including
forebody/wing interaction activity, the importance of establishing the validation and correlation between
tunnel, theory, and flight. Wind tunnels used will include the NTF, the Ames 12 foot Pressure Tunnel and
some of our lower Reynolds number facilities, together with extensive computational work. The development
of inflight flow visualization and measurement will also be done with this aircraft. At Langley we are
currently flying an F-106 airplane using a sheet light process and flying the aircraft at night to

visualize vortex flows. On the F-18 we intend to expand this to include LDV measurements of the airplane
off-surface in flight. The dynamic lift potential both in terms of aerodynamically what is there, as well
as the tactical utilization and benefit of using dynamic lift, will also be studied with this airplane. .. ..

So this is a list of some of the things that we plan to do with the aircraft. I would like to end my 10 ". -'' " "
minutes here by encouraging us all to accept the fact that the challenge for unsteady aerodynamics will
intensify in the combat aircraft arena in the very near future. I hope that the state of the art can
indeed be accelerated and validated quickly enough to meet that challenge.

Dr. Orlik-RUckemann

Thank you very much. Again I would like to thank the two technical evaluators for their outstanding
comments. I think that they were very thought provoking. I would like to hear now what the audience has

to say about these and maybe other things. So at this time I would like to open the floor for general .. .
comments and discussion. Please identify yourself and go to the mike. This is being recorded and it is

also being translated.

Prof. E. Laitone

I would like to make another complementary remark about the Prandtl Gbttingen wind tunnels here. In fact,

this is very appropriate to this concept of the super manoeuverable fighter, because the same thing

happened way back in 1916 when the Fokker D7 first came out. The Prandtl wind tunnel was the first one to
run at a Reynolds number of over a million. They found that a thicker wing with a rounded leading edge

was actually more efficient than the razor blades they were using on all the Allied fighters. The Fokker
D7 came out with an 18% thick wing with a nicely rounded leading edge and was able to do a fantastic
manoeuver that is almost tied up with this concept of super manoeuverability. They were able to control

the Fokker D7 in stalled flight. They would raise the fuselage up to the angle of attack over 200 and
the German pilots found that by just using rudder kick and not touching the ailerons at all, they could

actually maintain this stall position. In those days they had no missiles, they just had the straight '
ahead machine guns, so the typical position was the fighting on the tail, and when a Fokker D7 would raise
its fuselage up like that, they were able to put a nice burst into the fighter that had been on the tail.

Because of this manoeuver the Fokker D7 was so feared and so respected that it was the only one that was
included in the treaty of Versailles ending World War I.

Mr. Aulehla

I would like to comment on some of the results which showed the Reynolds number effects obtained from
variable density wind tunnels and on data from rotating stings. I am concerned about these results

"- because I feel that the Reynolds number dependent changes of the wall interference, and also the

interference of the rotating balances have not sufficiently been taken into account. As regards Reynolds - %
number effects, I would like to suggest that if you cannot take into account the Reynolds number dependent
changes of the wall interferences, you should at least make sure that the empty tunnel calibration was
made for all total pressures and Reynolds number respectively. To my knowledge there are still quite a

9. ' •,,"%
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, number of wind tunnels which either do not have such calibrations or do not use them. On boundary layer

transition, I think Mr. Mabey made a very good comment, so I'll skip this one. As regards rotating. .

stings, especially for the huge constructions, there should be a clear upstream influence. One way of

[* assessing this effect could be at first to increase this upstream influence stepwise in order to . .,,.

* exaggerate the swirling interference and then to eliminate this interference by extrapolation to zero

sting volume.

Dr. Orlik-Ruckemann

Thank you. Would anybody who performs experiments in wind tunnels on rotary or oscillatory balances care

to comment on this?

Mr. O'Leary ' .'

I am sure that the last speaker has a valid point, but it is all a question of degree. We have tested the

same configuration in three different wind tunnels with two different sizes of models, and we can't detect

any significant differences in the results. I am sure that constraint effects, blockage effects, and wall

effects do have some significance, but it is a matter of whether these are significant in the context of

what we are trying to measure.

Mr. Aulehla, Munich

In my first comment I was not addressing the method of testing one model in different wind tunnels, but

rather of testing a model in the same wind tunnel in which you vary the density. In doing so, you also

vary inadvertently the wall interference, in addition and even more important, the empty tunnel

calibration - if conducted only at one total pressure - is no longer applicable in sensitive
measurements. As a result, spurious Reynolds number effects will be obtained. This could explain some of

the unexpected Reynolds number effects presented yesterday morning.

Testing a model in a variable density wind tunnel is quite different from what you have done in testing

models of different sizes in different tunnels.

Mr. O'Leary

No, but all I can say is that the significance of these effects is not really important as far as I am

concerned. We haven't been able to detect any difference by using different wind tunnels.

Dr. Orlik-RUckemann

I think that what Mr. O'Leary is trying to say is that when testing in wind tunnels, there is no ideal

% situation that will deal with all kinds of interference effects such as sting interference and wall

interference, and this is one more thing that we have to deal with. However, the point is well taken that

one should be careful and maybe examine from time to time these things.

Are there any other subjects.

Prof. Reshotko

I would like to make a comment on the use of modelling by bifurcation theory. The equation

xn+l A~n(l-xnn)

is a well known algebraic iteration equation that displays befurcation at a value of A of about 3.2. A is

a type of damping coefficient, the damping is inverse to A. For A less than 3.2 the equilibrium value is

resumably obtained. The equilibrium value is that for which Xn+l = xn, and is equal to (1 - 1/A).

I have been playing around on my programmable pocket calculator with this equation using the value A = 3,

which is presumably in the stable range. But the damping rates are so small at A = 3 that I cannot reach

the equilibrium value 'within my battery lifetime'. This means that in the use of bifurcation theory, one
should exercise care that the mathematical criteria are not strictly interpreted when applied to a real

- airplane. A value of A = 3 which is mathematically damped has such a low damping rate that a pilot may

not regard it as damped. The interpretation of results using the bifurcation theory should be examined
,'-_ ~very carefully. ;-:

Dr. Orlik-Rickemann

Thank you very much, Eli. Would any of our bifurcation experts present here today care to comment. Mr.

Tobak of Ames is nodding his head, indicating that he agrees with you.

-' Are there any other comments on other subjects?

Dr. McCroskey

I am always concerned about the gap between fundamental research and applied research, and to that end I •-

would like to return to the viewgraph that I showed at the beginning of the Symposium, originally

prepared, as you see, with regard to this basic subject of unsteady separation and dynamic stall. As I \.-.

thought about this ahead of time, it seemed to me the key issues were, from the point of view of the basic * ,.

research, how to simulate these phenomena and whether we can do meaningful experiments. In fact, this * .

turns out to be where almost all our information comes from and where most of the progress is made. What '

about simulation with theoretical computations? I must say that I am a little disappointed in the

progress that has been made there. On this subject, what is the relevance of the ic two-dimensional -. .
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studies, which are so attractive from a basic point of view, to the three-dimensional aerodynamics, which

is so important in the applied world? We have seen some interesting papers on these subjects, although I 0... .

,, must say in general it looks not so much different from our meeting in 1977 on this area. I am a little

,'. disappointed not to have seen more of a connection made between things like the dynamic stall overshoot.'. 
=

and how it could be used in flight mechanics implications. But I should also like our technical

evaluators to say whether or not they have any strong feelings along these lines. Do you feel that we are" "

bridging the gap between the basic and applied research on this important topic, or are there things that

are obviously being ignored which should be considered more. How do you see these, are these key issues llv_
and how do you see them from your viewpoint as technical evaluators. I might ask others in the audience ,d. %

,% if they have similar coimnents to make as well._ -

KEY ISSUES

7 .2
e How to Simulate the Aerodynamic Phenomena

experniment

theory / computations

e Relevance of Basic 2-D Studies to 3-D Aerodynamics

e Performance and Flight Mechanics Implications

how to utilize "supertift"?
adverse aircraft dynamics ?

Fig.I Unsteady separation and dynamic stall

Mr. Chambers

The comments Jim's just made are exactly in line with my thoughts as I sat here this week and listened to

the presentations. The dynamic stability parameter meeting, and I presume the unsteady meeting earlier,

it is difficult to see that we have come a long way toward addressing the questions in your third bullet

there, particularly in terms of utilization of unsteady aerodynamics for improved manoeuvering of combat

aircraft. I think that my comments probably summarize my feelings that are in line with the comments that

you have just made. This is a tremendous challenge. There is a tremendous potential benefit. However, we

haven't begun to scratch the surface even in terms of defining quantitatively what that benefit might be. -

Let us hope that we don't wait another five years before we have answers to the questions that we have .*.

posed here.

Dr. Orlik-R~ickemann

I think that there is maybe some h.)pe to be derived from the fact that back in 1977 and 1978 aircraft

dynamics and unsteady aerodynamics, as you said, were not considered particularly important. Nowadays the

momentum is steadily increasing, and if we have another meeting like this in 3, 4 or 5 years, hopefully we -

will have much more to report on.

Dr. Schiff

Looking at the question you show on your slide Jim, under performance and flight mechanics implications.

The question of how to utilize superlift. First of all, I am not so sure that superlift is the only

element that people 2 iould focus on in the near future. I think that there is a large variety of -

high-angle-of-attack phenomena and highly manoeuverable types of combat manoeuvers that can be addressed

in addition to this one question of superlift. For example, people are interested in such things as

pointing the fuselage of the airplane in some specified direction while continuing to fly in another

direction. That doesn't necessarily need superlift, it needs perhaps supermoment. Another thing people .

are interested in is the ability to put the airplane up to high angle of attack, then roll around the r -
vwIocity vector and then drop the airplane down and then go off in a different direction. It is another

aerodynamic phenomenon which has to be looked at as well as superlift. To put only superlift up there, ON

that is, the transient overshoot in the lift observed in two-dimensional dynamic stall experiments, may be

focussing people's attention down to too great a degree. "

Mr. Mabe'.-

Yes, I would like to comment on one of the basic questions of fluid dynamics. I find it very surprising

that the unsteady trailing edge condition wasn't mentioned at all in the course of this meeting. I think

that this has great practical importance. Recently we made our first measurements of unsteady trailing

edge pressure at RAE, Bedford, together with the static trailing edge pressure, and they pose some very

interesting philosophical problems. We would certainly like to stimulate interest in this. Some of you ......

may remember that there was a paper by Roos (AIAA J. Aircraft, Vol 17, No 11) a few years ago on the

direction of propagation of disturbances at transonic speeds. He found that as long as the flow was ..

attached, then the disturbances were propagating upstream from the trailing edge to the shock. Once the ',*" ",*

flow was separated the predominant disturbance went the other way. That result was only for a couple of

aerofoils. The implications, for example, for computational fluid dynamics, are really quite horrendous.

This is indicative of the change of the trailing edge condition. I would hope that this is a question . . -

that will be addressed in the future.
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Prof. Hornung o*

I would like to level mild criticism at some of the papers, which to people who are not experts in flight % ,
mechanics and plot such things as CLB and CLPP against other parameters follow the unfortunate trend of
later years of lacking or omitting to try to relate the effects of such curves to the physical features of
the flow.

Prof. Hancock . ,

I was hoping that from this Symposium I would get a clearer impression of what is meant by unsteady ..

aerodynamics in the context of aircraft dynamics. There seems to be some confusion between unsteady
aerodynamics and the unsteady dynamic loads which appear in all these complicated manoeuvers that we have .'

been hearing about. Unsteady aerodynamics, as I understand it, happen in the order of aerodynamic time,
which is usually thought of in terms of the time it takes the air to go one chord. Now traditionally,
aircraft dynamics has been extremely slow in terms of aerodynamic time so we have been able to think in
terms of the aerodynamics essentially going through a series of steady states as the airplane goes through .
its manoeuvers.

In the extremely complicated aerodynamic models described in the Symposium, most of the derivatives are

literally steady and all of the measured rotary derivatives are, I would suggest, also steady. I would
like some guidance on exactly where unsteady effects according to my definition appear in aircraft --
dynamics so that we can concentrate on those unsteady aerodynamic aspects.

Another point that I would like to reiterate is one I made in my lecture. I think that we have got to
bring the control man into our discussions because the way the control man uses unsteady aerodynamics is
not altogether compatible with what we have been saying here.

Dr. Orlik-Ruckemann

Thank you, Prof. Hancock, would anybody care to answer the challenge; what is unsteady, what is

quasi-steady?

Off hand, I would say, Profeseor Hancock, that effects such as alpha dot, beta dot and so on would
normally be considered unsteady. Rotary derivatives such as those due to p, q or r are steady or .%_e
quasi-steady, if you prefer. But, of course, you already know all that. I apologize if the meeting did
not provide the definition of unsteady aerodynamics that you have been expecting. However, it is very
difficult to cover everything in a meeting like this.

Dr. G.E.A. Meier

Maybe I can comment a little about it because it is a problem which arose also in our research with the
vortices. The main thing to compare is the chord length of the airfoil and the extension of the
distortion. If this is in the order of one, I think that you have to go from the quasi-steady case to the -

unsteady case. This brings me to another point on which I would like to comment: the meaning of the
Reynolds number in unsteady aerodynamics. I would like to come back to the sin number 1 of Mabey: I feel
a little bit like a sinner having not fixed a transition on our airfoil in the experiment. This is really
the question, what is the meaning of the Reynolds number in unsteady aerodynamics? Reynolds number is a
definition which comes from the steady aerodynamics. If you have flow velocities which are in the order
of the free stream velocity inside the distortion, I think it is not very meaningful to take the Reynolds" " -
number as a characteristic parameter for the unsteady problem. So this is the question, maybe someone
else can answer this.

Dr. Ericsson

The question about boundary layer transition, whether or not to fix transition, has been raised before.
Whereas it used to be allowable to fix transition in the past in regard to steady aerodynamics, I think it
is fair to say that this is no longer the case, especially not in the dynamic case. There is a very
strong coupling between the vehicle motion and boundary layer transition. Even in the full scale flight
where the flow is 90% turbulent, there is a point on the wing, for instance, where transition occurs. If
you fix transition where transition occurs in flight, you get too thick a boundary layer, and the shock
induced separation occurs very far forward. You can fix transition at some other place, so you get the

correct boundary layer thickness at the shock location; then, for that particular condition, you get
scaling or the full scale flight conditions. However, the trip will have to be moved around with angle of
attack. Maybe you can do that in the static case and get correct aerodynamics, but you can see the
problem you have to simulate the full scale flight dynamics. Boundary layer transition has a very strong
effect on the aerodynamics, so there is no easy fix for this, as far as I can see. Dynamic simulation in
the wind tunnel test is only possible if you have full scale Reynolds number. I don't think we are today
very close to making a CFD simulation of it either, the coupling between boundary layer transition and
vehicle dynamics. The solution we have been using in the missile industry is to provide a mathematical . .-
relationship between the static and the dynamic characteristics. Then, by having the static ..
characteristics up to full scale Reynolds number, you can extrapolate analytically to the full-scale
dynamic condition from subscale dynamic test data.

Dr. Orlik-RUckemann

We can take one or two more questions after which I will have to bring the meeting to a close. I see that
the translators are leaving.

Prof. Campos

Well, I won't delay the translators for very long. I would like to return to the matter of the "
bifurcation theory. I think in principle the bifurcation theory has two advantages. It can predict all - .
the states an aircraft can reach, and in principle, also all transitions between these various states. %
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There are, I think, two limitations, one has been mentioned already, that it does not give parameters for
a state. For example, the example that was given was a stable state with very low damping which in
practice would not be noticed by the pilot. Another issue, I have the impression that in some complicated
bifurcation diagrams more than one transition between states is possible. I have the impression that ,- ""..
bifurcation theory cannot tell us which of the various possible transitions is likely to occur in a
particular flight condition. In other words, it gives all possible states, but not so much likelihood of
finding each of these in flight. Also it does not indicate the appropriate recovery action to get out of
a state.

Dr. Orlik-Rickemann e

For the record, Professor Hui agrees with you. Prof. Ciray? -6 .'%.

Prof. Ciray %.%

One thing that I observed is that there was not much about the turbulence behavior of these unsteady W.
flows, with the exception perhaps of the paper by Prof. Cebeci in which he was stating that he was
perfectly happy with the steady models and to put it into the unsteady problem. If it is the case there
is no problem. But I didn't hear much discussion about this.

Dr. Orlik-RUckemann

Thank you very much Prof. Ciray. I think the time has come to bring this meeting to a close. At the very
outset we had at least two different purposes, and the main one, of course, was to review the progress in
out understanding of unsteady flows and unsteady boundary layers, to discuss the methods for obtaining
various dynamic stability information in wind tunnels or through flight testing and to apply all this
knowledge to improve our abilities to predict correctly the dynamic behavior of an aircraft. However,
there was also a secondary purpose for this meeting which I believe was just as important maybe as the
first one. This was to get in one meeting room specialists representing these various walks of life. I
think that maybe at times the vehicle dynamics people may have been a little bit lost when listening to
details of unsteady boundary layer analysis, but I am sure that they now appreciate better the problems
and the difficulties involved in such a fundamental topic. Conversely, the specialist dealing with basic
research may have felt left out when the discussions turned to things such as wing rock or
supermanoeuverability. But this surely must have increased their appreciation of the real world around
them, so to speak, and of the flight conditions for which their basic work has to be applied. For
instance, one thing that came out loud and clear yesterday was the fact that in the future we may be
interested in manoeuvers involving much higher than before angular rates. So we have to expand our
research in unsteady aerodynamics to cover such conditions, which maybe we haven't covered before. I wish
I could say that we have now learned to speak the same language. But this is certainly not true, at least - --
not yet. But we are learning fast to at least understand the language of our colleagues representing the
other side of the house, and that in itself is already an important step forward.

At this point, I would like to thank, on behalf of the Program Committee, all the speakers, both in the .
regular and the open sessions, for the efforts which they have put into the preparation and the .4.. *presentation of their papers. I would like to thank all the session chairmen for their attempts to keep .. •..

the meeting on schedule, which on the whole was quite successful. I would also like to specially thank e

meeting, and in doing so, triggering this period of discussion. Last but not least, I would like to thank
all of you, the audience, for being here with us these four days and for participating actively in all the
discussions and questions. With this I would like to turn the meeting over to the two panel chairmen,
first Dr. Hamel of the Flight Mechanics Panel and then Dr. Roberts of the Fluid Dynamics Panel.

Dr. Hamel

Mr. Chairman, I think that we have not left very much time for additional technical comments, but I would
like to refer to your comments about speaking to the same languages. I think that I have one type of
solution:

This is a mouth from a Chinese viewpoint. This is a triangle which is in balance. The combination of
mouth and balanced triangle is called in China "He". This word means more or less "unification" or
"harmonization". If three men speak the same language, as the Chinese saying is, they can golden the
world. With this tutorial I am coming to my conclusions. I would like to talk about the golden FDP/F[Pl.
triangle. We have in the upper part of the figure one aspect which we tackled not at all. I am talking
about the human being, which could be, for example the pilot. Continuing to the left corner we see
aerodynamics or unsteady aerodynamics; these are the so-called external problems, if you keep in mind that
the flight vehicle is immersed in some kind of unsteady airflow. This is really the visual external
problem. We talked about this in this meeting in Gttingen. Some typical problem areas are stability,
controllability, sensitivity, not only with respect to gusts sensitivity, but also with respect to the
sensitivity of aerodynamics theories. On the right hand side you can see the system dynamics corner which
one can define as the internal problem of the flight vehicle. Here we talk about sub-systems built into
the aircraft. For example, there are three main components for the so-called fly-by-wire or light .9"Ia
systems: Sensors, computers and actuators. What is the message of the figure? WE have three critical F
problems areas: we have in the upper part the flight critical work load problem. Is the pilot in the -

future able to cure these problems from the stability/controllability standpoint, is the pilot really
willing or able to fly extremely exotic manoeuvers? Perhaps we can think about the 180 degree tumbling
turn in addition to a 180 degree roll, and then we have something like an inverted "Goofy"-manoeuver. We
have on the lower left the flight critical envelope where the aerodynamics provide the limits to the plane
although we are looking for "forgiving" airplanes. Finally, on the right hand side we are confronted with
the flight critical systems. I am talking about the redundancy of the systems. The issue to be addressed
is: to what extent do we desire or need "flight critical systems" to cure our aerodynamic problems? We
must be ever mindful that there is a brigade of avionics experts challenging our perogative in this area.
They would wish to sell us all kinds of nice little black boxes to cure our aerodynamic and handling

. .. . . .* .- .



problems. Finally, the question muist be raised as to whether we need Avionics expertise to solve Rt
a5ery microblems that are central to the Fluid Dynamics and Flight Mechanics fields. In my opinion,
the nwri irmly - NO!
Dr. Roberts

An AGARD symposium attempts to treat a topic that will attract good informative technical papers of
interest to a broad audience. In the present symposium involving a cooperative effort between two AGARD
panels, the problem of keeping the interest of the entire audience is obviously compounded. We have
probably succeeded only partially in thia respect. We were certainly successful in having a large
audience, almost 250 people, and this is probably something of a record for an AGARD symposium. I hope

that all of you have found the Symposium to be worthwhile.

succeasful meeting requires not only an interested audience, but a great deal of preparation on the part
of the organizers. I would like you to join me in congratulating and thanking Dr. Kazik Orlik-Ruckemann

covering so much ground in such a short time.

-d~~d~MAT/f/I PCP7O;NiV e4e.i

Mrmont PfRM4,C

Henwq/zoftfuJ

-S14SILITY I.--4 -SewS -I

Fig.2 The golden FDP-FMP triangle
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